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Since the explosive growth in discoveries by neuroscientists, the fields of neurol-
ogy and psychiatry have changed dramatically. Theoretical hypotheses that had 
more to do with poetry and mythology have left the stage, and new actors have 
begun to explain how human behavior is conditioned by DNA (Desoxiribonucleic 
acid) and neurotransmitters. Fascination with the details of metabolic molecular 
interactions has changed the whole picture of human behavior.

Specialization in medicine has made it impossible to be the kind of general 
practitioner who formerly had the time and the will to relate to each patient 
as a person, as a member of a family, and as a member of a social group, with 
their own life history, moral standards, and manners.

Psychiatry, and its younger sibling clinical psychology, have tried to 
bridge the gap between personal relationships and medical specialization, but 
again scientific experience and objective evidence have rejected the validity 
of philosophical deduction. The very complexity of the anatomy, histology, 
and physiology of the nervous system should alert us to avoid making simple 
materialistic explanations.

We must continue with this effort, initiated by a group of colleagues who 
are trying to preserve the personal relationship between the person who suf-
fers and their medical help.

Acquiring scientific and technical competence is becoming more and 
more demanding and time-consuming, and the range of abilities that are 
needed by those with a medical vocation has expanded. Teamwork can help 
medical practitioners to relate to their patients and their peers, and to accept 
different views. Guidelines established by the therapeutic community that 
stress sensitivity training and living learning situations should be part of med-
ical education, but the chance to start near a teacher from whom one can 
absorb experience and humanity is a prized gift from the gods.

Anthropology is the cornerstone of understanding human beings. Love is 
the force that moves the Hippocratic spirit. Empathy is the feeling that has to 
be mastered by health professionals. Humanization has to surpass ideologies 
that deny human rights based on the purported freedom to apply technologi-
cal advances without bioethical boundaries. The present time is one of risks 
and challenges. We assume the commitment to enforce human dignity in its 
psychological, social, and spiritual uniqueness.

Buenos Aires, Argentina Humberto Luis Mesones-Arroyo
November 14, 2016

Foreword
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As in the previous volume, the present state of the art in the knowledge of 
motivation or causality and the treatment of mental disorders is reviewed by 
researchers working in different fields who are trying to communicate what, 
classically, has not been well communicated, that is, the integration of basic 
neuroscience findings and clinical approaches to mental disorders. 
Furthermore, the correlation between clinical approaches and their anthropo-
logical basis is outlined here. Once again we try to avoid the lack of integra-
tion between anthropology, clinical practice, and basic neuroscience.

Here we offer an opportunity for the meeting of different disciplines that 
study human beings and their normal behavior. In these pages, laboratory 
findings, clinical practice, and comprehensive anthropology are integrated. 
Emerging ideas, different from the mere chemical-physical-mathematical 
concept, are proposed here. Also, the difference between understanding and 
explaining human mental illness is emphasized. Our main intention is to pro-
vide a bridge between different disciplines, integrating different points of 
view.

As in the previous volume, new trends in different fields converge in the 
pages of this volume. Basic studies, clinical evidence, and heuristic discus-
sions are here drawn into a multidisciplinary confluence that opens a rich 
dialogue. An open forum is proposed here, with the aim of consolidating 
integration. Illustrative examples of lines of research originating from differ-
ent areas are shown here. Additionally, invited authors come from different 
geographical areas and very different disciplines, providing the opportunity 
for an open ambit to study human behavior as a whole.

The book has been designed, as was the previous one, with the aim of 
reaching a large number of readers. Primarily oriented to researchers and 
mental health professionals, the material here may prompt the actualization 
or initiation of studies of human behavior. In this sense, the present pages are 
directed to academics and students. Some chapters also deal with education 
strategies that are related to the application of neurosciences in teaching prac-
tice. Physicians may find here representative information in the field of neu-
rosciences and its application to everyday practice. The effort to integrate 
knowledge is a difficult preoccupation for us.

As in the previous volume, the book is divided into four main sections. 
The first section is dedicated to the philosophical, epistemological, and 
anthropological basis of the study of human behavior. The intention is, again, 
to avoid reductionism, offering a place for comprehensive psychology. This 
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first section starts with a significant chapter by Miriam Dolly Arancibia de 
Calmels, who writes regarding the phenomenology of the encounter. 
Commenting on the ideas of Jozéf Tischner, she draws an interesting reflec-
tion on some recent manifestations of human individualism. A Manichean 
position related to fundamentalism, xenophobia, and other violent phenom-
ena is here described and lucidly analyzed. The notion of encounter in 
Tischner is analyzed in the context of his proposal; i.e., giving to the other 
human being in the encounter his or her full value and meaning. This encoun-
ter with another and the involved variables of the other person are the subject 
of an exhaustive analysis. Some expressive windows are opened here by 
Dolly Arancibia de Calmels.

The second chapter, by Ivana Anton Mlinar, is dedicated to the role of 
corporality in psychopathology. It is postulated here that the notions of self 
and intersubjectivity have a clear link with corporality, and that these notions 
began to develop in pre-linguistic periods. It is postulated that these notions 
are present in psychiatric illnesses, even in its more dramatic forms. The rel-
evance of these notions is highlighted, resolving the dichotomies between 
bodily functions and mental states, enhancing the value of concrete, bodily 
existence and suggesting its possible role in therapy. Ivana Anton Mlinar pro-
vides interesting reflections here.

In the third chapter, Professor Pablo Emanuel García proposes a bridge 
between neurosciences and philosophy, similar to that initiated between neu-
rosciences and psychiatry. The proposal is highly interesting, avoiding the 
reduction of the first to the second, and vice versa. He proposes Dan Zahavi’s 
phenomenology of mind as a valid way to superate the analytic tradition in 
the field of the philosophy of mind. The Zahavi proposal is presented in four 
steps. Firstly, García clarifies the term “phenomenology”. Secondly, he makes 
a distinction between first- and third-person perspectives, the first related to 
the phenomenology proposal, the second related to a neuroscience frame-
work. As the third step, Pablo García explains the methodological stages 
assumed by Zahavi from the Husserlian phenomenological tradition. As the 
fourth step, a naturalization of phenomenology is proposed, aiming to facili-
tate a dialogue between science and philosophy. The chapter is dense, rigor-
ous, and relevant. Pablo García reviews a renewal of the phenomenological 
approach and establishes a bridge between science and phenomenology, 
incorporating the criteria of Zahavi.

The fourth chapter, written by Professor Ricardo F. Crespo, is dedicated to 
the exploration of a possible philosophical proposal, tending to a non- -
physicalist conception of mind, here considered reductionist. Crespo pro-
poses a classical philosophical frame. He refers to Aristotelian hylomorphism, 
considering it as providing an adequate non-reductionist perspective. Finally, 
Crespo maintains that, in the opinion of contemporary Anglo-Saxon profes-
sional philosophers, a physicalist reductionist position in the philosophy of 
neurosciences is not unanimous. The position defended by Ricardo Crespo, 
written in an elegant and precise style, prevents excesses of reductionism.

In the fifth chapter, Jorge Martínez Barrera analyses the question of 
the soul in Aristotle, drawing a comparison with proposed contemporary 
body- mind relationships. Physicalist reductionism is analyzed, and proposed 
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limitations are discussed. Martínez Barrera maintains that one limitation of 
this concept is that it reduces the explanation of mental activity and free 
choice to neurological conditions. Additionally, he postulates that physicalist 
reductionism does not allow other possible explanations that would lead 
beyond the determinism of the neurosciences. The chapter is well designed 
and written with rigor and precision, in a pure style. It constitutes a relevant 
examination of the true extent of the attempt to explain mental events and 
human actions neurologically.

The sixth chapter, by Ricardo Aranovich, analyzes the ideas of Ortega y 
Gasset about what that author defines as the project of life. This proposition 
starts with Ortega’s ideas concerning what is man. Ortega maintains that man 
is his life. The life project must be analyzed in this context. Here, the life 
project is what a man is already doing in his life. The notion of vocation is 
analyzed in this framework. Vocation is a doing responding to a defined wish, 
in form and objectives. When a vocation is followed, it leads to satisfaction, 
independently of results. Aranovich analyzes the loss of contact with us, with 
ourselves, as underlying the current cultural crisis. He concludes by analyz-
ing the notions of vocation and the life project. He maintains that the life 
project must be the expression of vocation, and that it should be considered 
as a fundamental objective in psychotherapy. It should be, in a wider sense, 
an objective of living in general. Aranovich’s analysis constitutes an interest-
ing effort to use the philosophy of Ortega y Gasset in psychotherapy.

In the seventh chapter, Gilberto Gamboa-Bernal proposes a brief bioethi-
cal perspective of work in healthcare. He considers that the delivery of medi-
cal services has become a real business and this is considered an actual 
distortion in the field of health. The emergence of this kind of new healthcare 
system is analyzed from a bioethical point of view. Scientific and medical 
requirements, such as technical competence and human skills, that are neces-
sary in the persons dedicated to health services are analyzed here, together 
with a remembrance of the Hippocratic tradition and its implications in con-
temporary medicine. This chapter is, interestingly, dedicated to the human-
ization of health services, and Gamboa-Bernal outlines here a very interesting 
proposal.

The eighth chapter is dedicated to a discussion of the instrumentalization 
of human faculties. Luis Echarte maintains that, in the present post- emotional 
society, human faculties (rationality, affectivity, and will) are instrumental-
ized, with a new modern moral paradigm leading to this instrumentalization. 
Echarte analyzes three types of psychological problems dealing with inau-
thenticity: those related to: (a) the artificial origin of emotions, (b) the physi-
cal nature of emotions, and (c) the episodic coherence of emotions. Finally, 
he proposes solutions to these problems. In this context, the presence of 
cosmetic psychopharmacology is deplored. The chapter, well documented, 
is an example of rigor.

The first section of the book ends with the ninth chapter. This chapter is an 
invitation to rethink two terms in classical psychology: “identity” and “per-
sonality”. The chapter, written by Francisco Guell, Javier Bernacer, Pilar de 
Castro-Manglano, Gonzalo Arrondo, and José Ignacio Murillo, constitutes an 
interesting discussion of these topics. Authors from a Mind-Brain research 
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group, a department of psychiatry, and a department of philosophy converge 
in the consideration of these relevant concepts. Psychiatric diagnoses and 
classifications are analyzed. The case of dissociative identity disorder (DID) 
is a particular focus, emphasizing the relevance of a dialogue between phi-
losophy and psychiatry. The authors postulate that the concept of person in 
John Locke’s philosophy is a relevant influence in this regard. This philoso-
pher conceived the person as an apparent expression of consciousness and 
memories. The authors of the chapter maintain that this concept has led to 
some problems and misunderstandings, dissociating mental activities from 
the body. A dialogue between psychiatry and philosophy is postulated and 
favored here, in a very profound and interesting chapter.

The second section of the book is dedicated, as in the first volume, to basic 
neuroscience. Some paradigmatic examples of lines of research that are con-
ducive to interesting extrapolations are included here. They may serve as 
examples of the continuity that we are trying to show in building the bridges 
between basic and clinical findings. The preclinical value of these lines of 
research is evident. They are closely related to the recently postulated mecha-
nisms and preclinical evidences of mental illnesses, and may contribute to the 
clarification of several variables related to them. Extrapolation of the research 
findings to clinical conditions is evident here. These lines of research may 
contribute to the explanation of somatically based illnesses, and they may 
also contribute to the understanding of some aspects of psychoreactive disor-
ders. Considering the near future, these studies may also contribute to current 
research projects in these areas.

The second section of the book starts with the tenth chapter which is dedi-
cated to exploring the effects of emotional stress on astrocytes. The implica-
tions of these effects in stress-related disorders are also considered. The 
authors of the chapter, Christian Bender, Gastón Calfa, and Víctor Molina, 
note the role of stress in the etiology of several psychiatric disorders, where it 
is considered a major risk factor. The authors review evidence on the role of 
morphological and functional changes of astrocytes in basic stress-related 
models and the extrapolation of this evidence to mental disorders. The con-
cept of behavioral sequelae and their relationships with astrocyte changes, 
and the corresponding relationship with psychiatric illnesses, are here devel-
oped in an interesting manner. Important new lines of evidence are consid-
ered, giving remarkable value to this chapter.

In the eleventh chapter, Jorge Aquino adds significantly to the information 
provided in the previous chapter, writing on the role of the glia in health and 
disease. New unexpected roles of the main glial subtypes are discussed. The 
role of glia in learning, memory, fear conditioning, long-term potentiation, 
and some complex neurocognitive functions is developed here. The mecha-
nisms involved at the cellular and systemic levels led the author to review 
glial- neuron and glial-glial interactions. Additionally, Aquino postulates that 
human brain evolution required the concomitant evolution and specialization 
of glia, in order for these cells to interact with neurons. The role of glia in 
psychiatric disorders is reviewed and considered in the light of recent evi-
dence, including that in the field of embryogenesis. The chapter is precise, 
elegant, and informative.
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In the twelfth chapter, Walter Manucha describes the protective role of 
nitric oxide pathways on the neurotoxicity mediated by glutamate-induced 
apoptosis. Important lines of evidence suggest the involvement of oxidative 
stress in neurodegenerative diseases. The author postulates, giving solid evi-
dence, a clear deregulation of the mitochondrial respiratory mechanism in 
patients with neurodegeneration. Protection against neurotoxic effects is 
related to mitochondrial respiratory mechanisms. In this context, inflamma-
tion and apoptosis are clearly related. The nitric oxide pathways appear to be 
mediating modulation, preventing oxidative damage to neurons, inhibiting 
apoptosis. This chapter is solid and well documented, constituting a relevant 
source of new findings.

The thirteenth chapter, written by Gustavo Tafet, is dedicated to exploring 
the interaction of psychoneuroendocrinological and cognitive variables in the 
interface of chronic stress and depression. The chapter is directed to the 
explanation of converging stress factors. The role of chronic stressful experi-
ences, in adulthood and early-life events, may produce activation of the 
hypothalamic- pituitary- adrenal (HPA) axis. This activation leads to the 
increased synthesis and release of corticotrophin-releasing hormone (CRH) 
and cortisol. Furthermore, chronic stressful experiences appear to be associ-
ated with functional changes in certain limbic structures, such as the amyg-
dala and hippocampus, and changes in different monoamine and indoleamine 
systems. Evidence regarding these mechanisms is provided here in an elegant 
and interesting form by Professor Tafet.

In the fourteenth chapter, written by a group led by Claudia Bregonzio and 
Gustavo Baiardi, the cognitive alteration induced by psychostimulants is 
studied, focusing mainly on the role of angiotensin AT1 receptors. The other 
members of the group are: Natalia Marchese, Osvaldo Martin Basmadjian, 
and Victoria Belén Ochieppo. These authors outline the role of dopamine and 
other monoamines and their relationship with psychostimulants. The actions 
of these drugs on learning and memory are also presented, in a novel form. 
The effects of amphetamines on several brain areas, and the corresponding 
effects on learning and memory, are detailed here. The authors comment here 
on their own lines of research, with recent evidence, and a solid 
bibliography.

In the fifteenth chapter, written by some members of the same group that 
wrote the fourteenth chapter (Claudia Bregonzio, Natalia Andrea Marchese, 
María Costanza Paz, Emilce Artur de la Villarmois, Gustavo Baiardi, and 
Mariela Fernanda Pérez), the previous notions are expanded. The extent of the 
neuroadaptive responses to psychostimulant drugs is presented. In this chap-
ter, dopamine innervated areas (the caudate putamen, nucleus accumbens, 
substantia nigra, hypothalamus and ventral pallidum) that express high AT1 
receptor density are studied. The recent findings of the authors show the rele-
vant role of angiotensin II AT1 receptors induced by amphetamines in neuro-
adaptative behavioral and neurochemical changes. The authors report 
alterations in the components of the renin angiotensin system (RAS) and in the 
functionality of AT1 receptors observed after amphetamine exposure. This 
chapter constitutes an interesting and bright example of preclinical lines of 
research explaining drug effects.
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In the sixteenth chapter, the team directed by Carlos Tomaz develops pres-
ent evidence linking habit learning and addiction. This study was written by 
Antonella Gasbarri, Enrico Patrono, Asunta Pompili, Hisao Nishijo and 
Carlos Tomaz. The relevance of the mesocorticolimbic reward system is 
emphasized and analyzed in a detailed form. The involvement of different 
brain areas and circuits in regard to cognitive functions is studied, and the 
authors outline the relation of motivation and memory to the above reward 
system. For years, this research group has made continuous and transcendent 
contributions to the theme of drug effects on the brain. The effects of addic-
tion on different behavioral patterns and their corresponding brain structures 
are here lucidly considered, in a very original manner.

The seventeenth chapter is dedicated to the role of stress in the dynamic of 
fear memory. This chapter, written by Gastón Calfa, Marcelo Giachero, and 
Víctor Molina, constitutes an interesting approach from the synaptic-cellular 
phenomena observed in preclinical approaches to psychiatric illnesses. The 
role of mnemonic processing is studied in close relationship to aversive neu-
ronal circuitries. The role of these structures in the modification of behavioral 
responses is developed, and the implications of long-lasting emotional mem-
ories are discussed and analyzed. The fact that in some cases perturbations of 
the modulator mechanisms involved in adaptive responses become excessive 
or inappropriate is here brightly analyzed, and the relationship of these per-
turbations to clinical reality are interestingly commented on.

In the eighteenth chapter, written by Renata Duarte, Aline Caron Borges, 
and Marilia Barros, an interesting effort is made aiming to establish a rela-
tionship between palatable foods and drug addiction. The intention of these 
authors is to show evidence of the mechanisms underlying addiction-like 
behaviors. The roles of hormones and the hedonic drive are analyzed as 
being related to addictive processes. The authors focus on “food addiction” 
and “food-related binge-like” and “craving” behaviors, and a very interest-
ing parallelism is established. The role of the hedonic drive in “overriding” 
a homeostatic system is postulated. An interesting group of different animal 
models is then discussed. The relationship between food addiction, binge 
eating, and reward, and the correlation to findings in animal models, consti-
tute the main line of discussion in this interesting chapter.

The nineteenth chapter, written by Laura Perez-Caballero, Sonia Torres 
Sanchez, Juan Antonio Mico, and Esther Berrocoso, constitutes an interest-
ing approach to deep brain stimulation (DBS) as a tool for use in patients with 
severe depression. Since statistics show that a high percentage of patients 
with depression are refractory to treatment, new strategies should be tried in 
this population. The postulated mechanisms of DBS are interestingly ana-
lyzed in view of recent evidence. The effect of DBS applied to different brain 
areas (ventral capsule/ventral striatum, nucleus accumbens, subgenual cingu-
late cortex, lateral habenula, medial forebrain bundle, and inferior thalamic 
peduncle) is here detailed in an interesting manner by a group with wide 
experience in this research area.

In the twentieth chapter, written by Jens Helmert and Sebastian Pannasch, 
parameters and mechanisms of eye movements are interestingly described 
and analyzed. The dynamics of the complex interaction of several types of 
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eye movements are studied and discussed. The involvement of several com-
ponents of these movements with different tasks (orienting in space, identify-
ing objects, interacting with persons) is also discussed. The main 
characteristics of fixations and saccades in the context of active vision are 
developed. An analysis of the duration of fixations and amplitude is devel-
oped as a possibility to gain insights into the processing of visual informa-
tion. Attention is a parameter closely related to these phenomena. Perception 
of context is involved in this discussion by a solid research team.

The twenty-first chapter constitutes, in some senses, an extension of the 
previous chapter. In this chapter, Gerardo Fernandez, Paola Buedo, David 
Orozco, and Osvaldo Agamennoni analyze eye movement as a strategy to 
study cognitive performance. The relationship of this line of research to 
pathologies is also considered. Eye movements are analyzed. The interest, as 
signaled in the immediate posterior sentences, is to have applications in clini-
cal research in mild cognitive impairment, Alzheimer disease and schizo-
phrenia. The value of these techniques in the early diagnosis of mental 
illnesses is discussed. This research group opens interesting windows to clini-
cal research.

In the twenty-second chapter, the last chapter in section two of the book, 
psychotropic medication in the elderly is interestingly analyzed. This chapter, 
written by Alicia del Carmen Panini, Mauricio Roberto Teves, Emiliano 
Giraudo, Marisa Hilda Garraza, and Claudia Patricia Calderón, constitutes a 
very interesting approach to clinical pharmacology in a very vulnerable 
patient group. Problems in the use of different medications are analyzed in a 
very strict manner. This is an elegant study of treatment approaches in the 
elderly, in terms of polypharmacy, adverse drug reactions, drug interactions, 
medicalization, and the rational use of medicines. The authors discuss differ-
ent areas of pharmacology in regard to drug use in elderly people and the 
consequences of this drug use. This study shows the wide knowledge and 
experience of this group.

The third section of the book, consisting of the twenty-third and twenty- 
fourth chapters, is mainly dedicated to the relationship between neurosci-
ences, education, and the dialogue with the social environment. Topics such 
as learning and teaching are discussed in relation to studies of the relevance 
of social variables. The study in the first chapter of this section develops ideas 
about cognitive stimulation to be used mainly in those who are socially vul-
nerable. The second chapter reports research on psychological suffering in 
the world of work. Some ways to improve learning are delineated in the first 
study, and possibilities of improving work conditions are delineated in the 
second. Both give interesting ideas to prevent the relevant problems.

The twenty-third chapter, written by Celina Korzeniowski and Mirta Ison, 
provides an interesting description of cognitive stimulation programs in chil-
dren. Some interventions are proposed for children growing up in disadvan-
taged socioeconomic conditions. The objective is to stimulate cognitive 
control capacities, with the idea of counteracting the adverse effects of pov-
erty on children in need. Here two cognitive stimulation programs promoting 
executive functions (EFs) in Argentine children are reported. The efficacy of 
this treatment, which aims to narrow the gaps in cognition associated with 
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conditions of poverty, is discussed. The implications of the treatment reported 
here are very relevant for future generations.

The twenty-fourth chapter is oriented to the study of the world of work. 
The authors, Melisa Mandolesi, Carlos Bonantini, Víctor Quiroga Calegari, 
Maria Romina Cattaneo, and Miguel Gallegos, studied psychological suffer-
ing in the staff of an electrical services company. This chapter, immersed in 
the world of mental health, focuses on some variables using the authors’ own 
standardized instrument. This study continues a previous one, studying psy-
chological stress in those employees who must meet the demands of custom-
ers. These employees, in some cases, must deal with customers’ annoyance 
regarding services or costs. The study results showed important levels of psy-
chological distress and suffering. This chapter is highly relevant to work 
conditions.

The fourth section of the book is dedicated to the study of the neuroscien-
tific evidence of psychiatric illnesses, psychoses in the sense of Kurt 
Schneider; that is, mental illnesses of the body or somatic base, caused by 
somatic alterations. The somatic illnesses described here cause behavioral 
disorders. The way to study them is to “explain” (“erklaren”).

The first study in this section, the twenty-fifth chapter, initiates approaches 
to the etiology of schizophrenia. Written by Ane Murueta-Goyena-Larrañaga, 
Harkaitz Bengoetxea Odriozola, Pascual Ángel Gargiulo, Naiara Ortuzar, 
and José Vicente Lafuente Sanchez, the chapter describes the neuropatho-
logical findings related to Dizocilpine (MK-801) murine models of schizo-
phrenia. The relevance of neuropathology in schizophrenia is clearly 
established in this chapter, and the interactions of glutamate and gamma ami-
nobutyric acid (GABA) are described and related to schizophrenia. The 
involved brain circuitries are described in a detailed manner. Additionally, the 
neurophysiological phenomena present in schizophrenia are here related to 
modifications in some neuron populations. The authors also note altered 
gamma-band oscillations in schizophrenic patients, drawing attention to a 
possible deficit in fast- spiking parvalbumin-expressing interneurons related 
to the illness. This chapter constitutes an effort to link basic and clinical evi-
dence, and structural and functional facts.

In the twenty-sixth chapter, presented by Alyssa Sbisa, Maarten Van Den 
Buuse, and Andrea Gogos, the effect of estradiol and its analogues on cogni-
tion is reviewed, with the effect evaluated in preclinical and clinical studies. 
The relevance of these findings to schizophrenia is raised. The authors start 
from epidemiological and clinical evidence, suggesting a relevant role of 
estrogen in schizophrenia. They also mention a growing body of literature 
suggesting the possibility of estrogen therapy in this illness. The roles of the 
sex steroid hormone 17β-estradiol and selective estrogen receptor modulators 
(SERMs) are mentioned and developed. This is really an advanced and inter-
esting article by this solid team.

The twenty-seventh chapter constitutes a very interesting review of neuro-
psychiatric symptoms related to cholinergic deficits in Parkinson’s disease 
(PD). The authors, Santiago Pérez-Lloret, María Cecilia Peralta, and Francisco 
Barrantes, point out that in this illness not only dopaminergic neurons die. 
Recent findings have shown that neurodegeneration is also present in norad-
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renergic, serotoninergic, cholinergic and other monoaminergic neuronal pop-
ulations. In this chapter, the role of cholinergic deficits underlying cognitive 
dysfunction, psychosis and sleep disturbances in PD and the corresponding 
treatment, are widely explained. Studies of different drugs in related fields are 
also reported. This is a chapter written by a research group who have been 
generating recent interesting findings in the field.

The authors of twenty-eighth chapter, Philipp Singer and Benjamin Yee, 
analyze a possible new approach for schizophrenia treatment. Following the 
glutamate evidence, they study here the inhibition of glycine transporters. 
The role of treatment with glycine reuptake inhibitors (GRIs) is reviewed, 
with its goals and failures. The rationale and potential of GRIs to treat other 
neuropsychiatric conditions beyond schizophrenia, such as obsessive com-
pulsive disorder, depression, anxiety disorders, alcohol dependence, epilepsy 
and pain is discussed. The dual action of glycine in the nervous system is 
described, evaluated and discussed as a problem in the development of related 
drugs. These authors are, again, generators of recent information.

The twenty-ninth chapter, written by Francisco Ciruela, Víctor Fernández- 
Dueñas, Xavier Altafaj, Fernando Contreras, Antoni Vallano, José Manuel 
Menchón, and Marta Valle León, opens new windows to schizophrenia treat-
ment. The authors, researchers involved in the area, review the role of the 
adenosinergic system in the neurobiology of schizophrenia. Starting from 
this point, they suggest possible new methods of schizophrenia treatment. 
The reasoning is that, since adenosine plays an important role in dopaminer-
gic and glutamatergic transmission, it may be a tool with which to manage 
schizophrenia treatment. An “adenosine hypothesis of schizophrenia” is also 
proposed, establishing a connection between the disruption of adenosine 
homeostasis within certain brain areas and corresponding behavioral conse-
quences, with interesting homologies with schizophrenia symptoms.

The authors of the thirtieth chapter are members of a clinical research 
group working in neuroimaging. They are Nicolás Fayed, Javier García- 
Campayo, Eduardo González-Toledo, and Laura Viguera. In this chapter, 
recent neuroimaging findings in chronic pain, fibromyalgia, somatization and 
coping in somatoform pain disorders are interestingly summarized. The 
authors propose magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as the investigative 
method of choice for standard use in clinical practice. The study of metabo-
lism, using magnetic resonance spectroscopy and structural information 
obtained through voxel- based morphometry offers, in the opinion of these 
authors, interesting alternatives for the study of the brain and its related ill-
nesses. Additional imaging parameters, such as vascularity (perfusion) and 
cellularity (diffusion- weighted imaging) are proposed here. These authors 
suggest interesting new lines of neuroscience research.

In the thirty-first chapter, Eduardo González-Toledo, Nicolás Fayed, Laura 
Viguera, Kanika Sharma, Piyush Kalakoti, Navdeep Samra, Anil Nanda, and 
Hai Sun propose the utility of magnetic resonance findings as a tool for regis-
tering structural and functional brain impairments in patients with traumatic 
brain injury (TBI). This problem is an important cause of death and disability 
in the United States, with significant morbidity (impaired thinking or memory, 
movement disorders, perception troubles, emotional changes, personality 
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changes, depressive disorders, anger, insomnia, and social disturbances). The 
authors maintain that patients with mild TBI present with brain iron/mineral 
deposits, abnormal cortical thickness, abnormal metabolites, disruption of 
white matter tracts, and decreased or lost connectivity in brain networks. All 
these findings led the authors to propose magnetic resonance findings for dam-
age detection. Once again, this group generates the information in the field.

The thirty-second chapter concerns liaison psychiatry. The authors, María 
Soledad Barboza, Julia Cittadini, Milagros de Hertelendy, Mauricio 
Sebastián Farías and Natacha Loiácono, have developed interesting hospital 
statistics regarding interconsultations. They found that a significant percent-
age (10%) of interconsultations were due to delirium detected in all medical 
inpatients, and a significant group of patients (30%) in general medical set-
tings had consultations for a psychiatric disorder. In this study, high users of 
medical care presented with psychiatric disturbances (depressive disorders, 
anxiety, and somatization). Underdiagnosis is also considered and discussed. 
This chapter is written by a group with wide clinical experience in an impor-
tant hospital in Argentina.

The thirty-third chapter, written by María Andrea Delgado, Adriana 
Fochesato, Luis Isaías Juncos, and Pascual Ángel Gargiulo, reviews evidence 
regarding a proposed metabolic association between a gut-brain axis and 
autism spectrum disorders (ASD). The role of such factors in these neurode-
velopmental disorders is widely analyzed. A complex interaction between 
genetic and environmental factors is postulated here. Some nutritional find-
ings, such as food intolerances, allergies, altered intestinal permeability 
(leaky gut), immune dysregulation, neuroinflammation, and oxidative stress 
may be triggering ASD symptoms. Patients with ASD have shown increased 
urinary levels of β-casomorphin and gliadorphin peptides, both compounds 
produced by the incomplete digestion of compounds such as gluten and 
casein. The possible role of opioid peptides in ASD is suggested here. 
Possible factors involved in these pathologies are analyzed by this group.

In the thirty-fourth chapter, written by Rose Emily Nina-Estrella, an inter-
esting update on  dementia is presented. Diagnoses, pathophysiology, and 
treatment are discussed by this psychiatrist. An interesting comparison is 
drawn between the diagnostic criteria for dementia in recent manuals and the 
diagnostic criteria for Alzheimer disease (AD), vascular dementia (VaD),  
Lewy-body dementia (LBD), frontotemporal dementia (FTD). All them are 
analyzed and discussed. Different kinds of dementia are here presented and 
evaluated. An important comment is made on differential diagnoses. The 
fourth and fifth editions of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders (DSM) are compared at this point. The author’s wide knowledge 
and experience is evidenced here.

An interesting review regarding the action of nutritional factors on the 
brain is offered in the thirty-fifth chapter Silvina Álvarez, Nidia Gómez, 
Lorena Navigatore Fonzo, Emilse Sánchez, and María Sofía Giménez wrote 
this interesting update. The role of impaired brain function and cognitive per-
formance in depressive disorders is discussed, as are micronutrient status at 
all ages, vitamin deficiencies, and mineral deficiencies that are related to psy-
chiatric symptoms. Dietary schedules are proposed for preventing some 
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chronic diseases. Proposed biochemical and molecular mechanisms of nutri-
tional factors in the brain are described. This chapter, written by an experi-
enced group, may have important preventive value.

Finally, the thirty-sixth chapter addresses cognitive problems in patients 
with chronic renal disease. This review is performed by Luis Augusto Juncos, 
Kiran Chandrashekar, and Luis Isaías Juncos. Its main axis is the cognitive 
impairment and eventual dementia that occurs in patients with chronic kidney 
disease (CKD). Cognitive impairment and dementia (CI/D) are related here 
to CKD and end-stage renal disease (ESRD). Comorbidities that increase the 
risk of cognitive impairment are widely revised. The authors maintain that 
almost every stage of CKD is associated with an increased risk of CI/D. This 
risk appears to be increased in a parallel manner with increases in the severity 
of CKD. Mechanisms of vascular dementia appear to be facilitated by vascu-
lar disease in CKD/ESRD. An interesting overview of the epidemiology, 
pathogenesis/pathophysiology, diagnostic approaches, and therapeutic con-
siderations of CI/D in patients with CKD/ESRD is presented here.

To conclude, I again express my gratitude to my wife, Adriana, for our 
long life together, and our seven sons and daughters. I also thank all my fam-
ily, my parents, grandparents and brothers, who are also coauthors, in some 
sense, of the present book. I thank again Prof. Dr. Mesones Arroyo for our 
long friendship and for all our shared experiences in the clinic and in our 
academic and teaching life.

On behalf of the authors, I take this opportunity to thank the Springer edi-
torial team, headed by Mr. Gabriel Pires, Mrs. Lorraine Coffey, Mr. 
Dinesh Vinayagam, and Ms. Saanthi Shankhararaman. I would like to thank 
them for their patience, dedication and invaluable and efficient work. And, 
finally, I express my profound gratitude to all my colleagues, who made this 
book posible with their invaluable contributions.

Mendoza, Argentina Pascual Ángel Gargiulo 
November 13, 2016
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Abstract

The general crisis of individualism is reflected in the conflicts generated 
by human beings themselves in different parts of the planet: fundamental-
ism, xenophobia, gender violence, wars, genocide, and exploitation of 
human beings. Politically, individualism is presented under the form of 
extreme Manichean positions: left or right, capitalism or socialism, liber-
alism or communism. However, human society is much more complex; 
these simplifications are no longer possible. Neither the left nor the right 
will provide paradise, even less if their exponents think themselves to be 
possessors of absolute truth. On the other hand, respect for the diversity of 
the other view is not exhausted in the development of critical thinking. The 
purpose of this review is to schematically describe the viewpoint of 
Tischner, based on the notion of encounter to refer to the original experi-
ence with another human being where the other takes the highest level of 
persuasion. The encounter with another is the agathologic horizon of the 
interpersonal experience, and opens up the possibility of meeting with 
oneself in a new way. By impotence or ignorance many tragedies are pos-
sible, and in fact they have taken place in the darkest periods of mankind, 
when evil apparently killed good, resulting in the most sadistic forms of 
selfishness. Finally, the present review tends to demonstrate that on the 
agathologic horizon, the manifestations of the other and oneself are devel-
oped in a true sense of the good and the bad, the different logos that fit the 
drama or tragedy in interpersonal relationships.
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 Introduction

The philosophy of encounter is one of the most 
original accomplishments of Józef Tischner, and 
constitutes a challenge for contemporary philoso-
phy. The general crisis of individualism is 
reflected in the conflicts generated by human 
beings themselves in different parts of the world: 
fundamentalism, xenophobia, gender violence, 
wars, genocide, and exploitation of human 
beings. Politically, individualism is presented 
under the form of extreme Manichean positions: 
left or right, capitalism or socialism, liberalism or 
communism. However, human society is much 
more complex; these simplifications are no lon-
ger possible. It follows that the encounter with 
another as the agathologic horizon of the inter-
personal experience opens new ways for under-
standing people.

The philosophy of Tischner has been defined 
as connected with phenomenology and close to 
the thought of Emmanuel Lévinas, although 
Tischner himself preferred the term “philosopher 
without labels.” He was a thinker who could 
hardly be confined to any philosophical school.

We can divide the work of the Polish philoso-
pher into two periods. The first involves The World 
of Human Hope and Thinking in Values, in which 
Tischner developed a philosophy of man con-
nected with axiological problematics. In the mid-
dle of the 1970s, the theme of the other emerges in 
The Ethic of Values and Hope (1976), and in the 
article Phenomenology of the Encounter (1978).

In the 1970s, Tischner became increasingly 
influential in Poland’s intellectual life. While 
sticking to the phenomenological tradition, he 
also followed the leads he found in the philoso-
phy of drama and the metaphysics of the good, 
blazing his own path. At the end of the 1970s, he 
also took issue with Marxism in the book The 
Polish Shape of Dialogue.

In the second period of his work, which started 
in the late 70s and the early 80s, he published The 
Philosophy of Drama and The Controversy over 
the Existence of Man, which place the other at the 
heart of their philosophical reflections. Tischner 
arrives at metaphysics of the good embedded 
within the Platonic tradition [1].

The problematic of encounter was taken up by 
Husserl, who influenced many Polish thinkers 
through Roman Ingarden. One of the main 
themes of transcendental phenomenology is 
intersubjectivity. According to Husserl, intersub-
jective experience plays a fundamental role in 
our constitution of objectively existing subjects, 
other experiencing subjects, and the objective 
spatial–temporal world [2].

Tischner adds that to have a primary experi-
ence of another human being is to have an 
encounter, and he proposes recasting Husserl’s 
old catchphrase “back to things themselves” into 
“back to other human beings.” Intersubjective 
experience is empathic experience; it occurs in 
the course of our conscious attribution of inten-
tional acts to other subjects, in the course of 
which we put ourselves into the other’s shoes [3].

An encounter is to be “face to face” with 
someone. It enables us to gain an intuition of 
another human being’s face, which reveals a truth 
about the other. The face is not the same as a veil 
or a mask. A veil covers the face, a mask aims to 
create an illusion of a face, and thus they do not 
reveal who that human being is. In contrast, a 
face can tell us that.

Therefore, Tischner analyzes what a face is. 
He applies a phenomenological method proposed 
like a plan: first, a discussion about the essence of 
the encounter; next, a description of the face by 
comparing it to a veil and a mask; and finally the 
challenge of seeing or reading the face.

The first question is, what is an encounter with 
another beyond particularities? It means, beyond 
circumstantial facts, not only Marxists of 
Tischner’s time, not only refugees of the twenti-
eth century, not only Marxists of the 2010s in 
Latin America, but beyond all of these; so, the 
question is about the essence of encounter.

We will meditate deeply in the following part 
of this chapter. We will analyze reciprocity, 
aretetic function, wonder, and admiration accord-
ing to Tischner’s proposal. It is important to 
underline that those reflections emerged in con-
strained situations when Soviet power dominated 
Poland. In consequence, to deeply understand the 
relevance of these thoughts it is necessary to 
remind ourselves of this context.

M.D.A. de Calmels
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 The Context of Tischner’s 
Meditations

Just as Gandhi had fought against the British 
monopoly, so the social movement “Solidarity” 
and the Catholic Church in the mid-1980s chal-
lenged the government’s monopoly over infor-
mation, history, and cultural life [4].“Solidarity 
was born, and its power lay in the fact that for the 
first time in the post-war years all social groups 
gathered under one banner: workers, intellectu-
als, artists, farmers, and the youth. We walked 
shoulder to shoulder, and we knew where we 
were heading”. Lech Walesa, Gdansk, 2006 [5].

In fact, Solidarity was a movement which 
emerged from the industrial working class with 
the support of the Catholic Church; therefore, it 
is not strange that the theoretical basis came from 
the priests, and what is more, from the sermons 
of some priests, such as Józef Tischner. In his ser-
mon at the Wawel Castle in Kraków on October 
1980 during a Mass for Solidarity, leaders initi-
ated a series of texts published in the weekly 
Tygodnkik Powscechny (The Universal Weekly). 
Later, those texts were published as a collection 
entitled Etyka Solidarności (The Ethics of 
Solidarity, 1981). Ever since then, he has been 
generally regarded as the chaplain of Solidarity. 
In a homily preached at Zaspa in Gdańsk in 1987, 
Pope John Paul II cited Fr. Tischner’s texts as the 
ones which best rendered the truth about 
“Solidarity” [6].

In Perspectives of the New Ethos of Work [7], 
Tischner puts in context the ethical aspects of the 
social revolution, which is not a fratricidal war; 
on the contrary, it means a leap of history to 
something new. Therefore, revolution has some 
ethical sense; it is the step on the road of prog-
ress. The Polish events of the year 1980 were 
described using the word “revolution,” although 
not one person was killed, nor did any basic 
change in the structure of government take place 
during these events—the Communist Party con-
tinued in power.

Adam Michnik ([9], p. 66) wrote: “August 
1980 designates the date of the drafting of a new 
social contract: what had been only vivid black 
and white; what had not been more than shared 

became something organized. And it was our luck. 
Luck is not easy to achieve. What is at stake is not 
only the commitment between the sovereign soci-
ety and power deprived of its sovereignty, it is 
what society should negotiate with that power”.

The workers’ protest in August referred not 
only to the economic conditions characterizing 
the state, but primarily to the ever more unbear-
able relationships between people ([7], p. 29). 
Economic and strictly political issues were only a 
part of more fundamental matters. The solidarity 
ethos is a synthesis of rebellion and hope, a pro-
test against some evil and a project for a better 
organization of social life.

After World War II, Marxist-Socialism 
became the official ideology of the government 
ruling Poland. The nation entered the period of 
“socialist building,” which was to cover gradu-
ally all spheres of social life, from economy to 
culture. However, the sense of the socialist ideol-
ogy was never and nowhere defined unambigu-
ously, it was outlined only by the government’s 
actual policy.

They spoke about “the socialization of the 
means of production” but it was never known 
what range of things was denoted by the concept 
of “the means of production,” nor was the expres-
sion “the dictatorship of the proletariat” clear.

Another example noted by Tischner about the 
ambiguity was the approach of socialism’s ideol-
ogy to religion: at first, religion was treated as an 
anachronism from the past, but later this claim 
was attenuated.

Another important notion ([7], p. 30) is truth, 
which is a kind of bond that links person with 
person, people with people. Trust means that a 
man can rely on another man not only in ordinary 
situations, but also during the extreme situations 
of life. The one who trusts another man does not 
have to subject him to incessant supervision, 
since one knows in advance what the other will 
do. The crisis of truth occurs when the elemen-
tary bond between people begins to crack. The 
place of faith and faithfulness is taken by distrust 
and suspicion. Social life is permeated by gloom 
and uneasiness, and fears are awakened.

The crisis of trust can take various forms: a 
simple distrust evoked by the fact of not keeping 

1 Phenomenology of the Encounter According to Józef Tischner
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an obligation, a suspicion caused by making a 
sham promise, or a formal betrayal which makes 
one’s friend prey to their enemies.

The solidarity ethos found sympathetic 
grounds in Christian ethics, and especially in the 
whole of John Paul II’s teachings focused around 
three values: human dignity, every person’s right 
to the truth, and the obligation of faithfulness 
towards the fundamental values of Polish culture.

With regard to the notion of solidarity, 
Tischner considers that this virtue is born all by 
itself, spontaneously, from the heart; it is born of 
goodwill and awakens goodwill in people, it is 
born of the pages and the spirit of the Gospels, 
and does not need an enemy or an opponent to 
consolidate and develop. It is directed toward 
everyone and not against anyone. The dignity of 
man is founded on his conscience; the deepest 
solidarity is the solidarity of consciences.

The solidarity about which Tischner is speak-
ing is neither a concept nor a complete ethical 
theory, it is an idea. It is something to imitate, 
which defines itself in the course of realization 
and requires understanding. It is impossible to be 
in solidarity with people who have no conscience. 
Not every “Us,” not every “together” is yet soli-
darity. Tischner insists that authentic solidarity is 
solidarity of consciences.

The ethics of solidarity develops and becomes 
manifest in a particular social system, in a par-
ticular time and place. This place permits dia-
logue to emerge, when people have come out 
from their underground places, have come closer 
to each other, have started exchanging words 
([7], p. 41).

Not every conversation between people is a 
reliable dialogue. Reliable dialogue brings about 
true revolutions in the life of people and societ-
ies. Solidarity is always solidarity resulting from 
some dialogue, it means:

 1. A reliable dialogue grows out of a certain 
assumption that must be accepted by both 
sides; it is not possible to learn the truth about 
each other if one remains distanced from one 
another, closed inside walls of fear. The first 
condition of dialogue is the ability to sympa-
thize with the other’s point of view. It is not 

only compassion, but is about something 
more, a recognition that the other, from his 
point of view, is always to some extent right. 
If the other can be right, then it is possible that 
I am not entirely right. Dialogue is the build-
ing of reciprocity.

 2. Solidarity is suffering, a suffering that was 
inflicted on a man by another man. The man 
has enough suffering: diseases, weaknesses, 
and death—another man should not bring addi-
tional pain, he should rather strive to ease the 
burden of the cross which his neighbor carries. 
Solidarity is born among working people in 
order to liberate man’s work from superfluous 
pains. The word exploitation must be applied to 
the reality which is suffering; a working man’s 
suffering at the hands of his neighbor.

 3. Finally, a reliable dialogue is always a dia-
logue of awakened consciences, is concerned 
with the truth about the unnecessary suffering 
of working people. The suffering of the work-
ing man gives high moral standing to the 
speech of solidarity which is above all, the 
speech of testimony. One thing more is par-
ticularly important: hope—a hope that awak-
ens, a hope that matters, and that things are 
capable of being changed. People of dialogue- 
in- solidarity must guard this hope closely.

Tischner arrives in this way at the notion about 
work, which is the axis of solidarity. Work is a 
particular form of a person-to-person conversa-
tion, which serves to sustain and develop human 
life, is a conversation in the service of life.

The dialogue of work goes further than an 
ordinary conversation. It embraces ever greater 
circles of people who often do not know each 
other’s faces. Each conversation conceals within 
itself some kind of wisdom. Work has a particular, 
sui generis inner wisdom. This wisdom imposes 
demands on people; it defines for them suitable 
standards. Each person must know what he should 
do, so that an organic whole can grow out of frag-
ments of work. The wisdom of work determines 
the natural wisdom of working people. Today, its 
beginnings must be learned at school, but eventu-
ally one reaches this wisdom when, through real 
work, it begins to run in the blood.

M.D.A. de Calmels
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On the other hand, the ethical aspect of work 
cannot be considered in isolation from the value 
which life itself has for man. Life is the basic value, 
and work serves life both when it sustains life and 
guarantees its development and when it gives a 
deeper meaning to life. Thanks to the value of life 
which work serves, work gains value and dignity.

The product of human work grows out of 
communication and serves communication. The 
fruit of work is like a word which journeys 
through time and space.

According to Tischner, education creates 
bonds between teacher and pupil which are anal-
ogous to those of fatherhood, which can be 
understood in many ways, superficially or deeply. 
When looking more deeply, fatherhood is not 
only passing on life; in addition, fatherhood 
means also passing on hope. The father is a 
guardian of the child’s hope, he is the support and 
strength of this hope.

Maybe only by considering the context in 
which Tischner wrote his reflections is it possible 
to understand his words “only those who have 
hope can teach and nurture; they teach by shap-
ing the hopes of pupils” ([7], p. 46).

Education and upbringing are work upon the 
spirit—work according to hope, only after hope 
does love come: “we walked through life, not 
knowing what life was about, as if we were half- 
asleep. The voice of our teacher has roused us out 
of this slumber. The rest had to be done by our-
selves” ([7], p. 47).

In this way, the ethics of solidarity becomes an 
ethics of awakening to fatherhood following the 
principles of hope. One must get through the 
world of illusions to what is fundamental.

However, there are betrayals in abandoning 
ideals. Tischner is very clear when he defines what 
betrayal means; it is the cardinal sin against the 
solidarity of consciences. It is the breaking of the 
bond established in faithfulness which is an inte-
gral element of hope. He insists on the notion of 
hope, because he considers that it directs us toward 
a certain future; through hope, the future becomes 
our value. As a result of directing us to future val-
ues, hope enables us to overcome present difficul-
ties; it refers us to people, because this means that 
there is someone to whom we entrust our hope.

The faces of betrayal are:

 1. The most tragic symbol among betrayals is 
the betrayal of Judas. It is a betrayal by a co- 
worker which reached the point of delivering 
somebody to death; this betrayal came as an 
abuse of trust.

One who participates in a community can 
betray in two ways: open and concealed.

Denunciation is an open form of betrayal, 
and it consists in giving someone’s secret 
away to another man who, knowing the secret, 
will strive to enslave the person betrayed. It is 
unethical. This is what Judas did.

Refusal to work together is a concealed 
form of betrayal. Like Peter, he did not pick up 
the rope thrown to him. The one who carried 
out his part of the work imprecisely as he did 
“denied” others, betrayed them, and failed the 
hopes which were entrusted to him.

 2. Work also requires trust between those of us 
who work and those for whom we work. 
Betrayal takes the form of an “abuse” of good 
intentions, an abuse of someone else’s work. An 
evil use is made of good work and its good fruit.

 3. Last, there is a third dimension to the confiding 
of hope: a bond between those who compre-
hensively organize work in a given society and 
those who carry it out. Betrayal on this plane is 
manifested as a crisis of work, and leads the 
work to be doomed to senselessness.

 4. In conclusion, Tischner defines the solidarity 
of consciences as an ethical movement whose 
basic principle is faithfulness. Like an appeal, 
he says: “let us be faithful to each other. Let us 
be faithful in spite of denunciation, in spite of 
the denying of each other, the waste of peo-
ple’s work by other people, the abuse of work, 
let us depart from work which is senseless” 
[7] (p. 51).

This call to faithfulness is a form of struggle 
against the exploitation of a man by another man 
on the level of work. Now we will understand 
better why Tischner affirms that the face is born 
from the tragic, and that encounter is to experi-
ence a face that is the starting point of the phe-
nomenology of encounter.

1 Phenomenology of the Encounter According to Józef Tischner
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 The Encounter

Tischner ([3], p. 41) considers that an encounter 
with another human being is an event, and 
through it the experience of another can reach the 
highest peak of intuition. The encounter marks a 
breach in the space of being with another, but the 
encountered appears not at as an opponent to be 
fought; on the contrary, it appears as a possibility 
to start anew.

The encountered other is transcendent, exist-
ing radically beyond me. In the encounter the 
face becomes perceptible, and it is given to us 
within a particular horizon which illuminates and 
let us sees the face. The encountered other is dif-
ferent, because the horizon that makes the experi-
ence of the other possible is different. “The 
difference becomes palpable when we realize 
that the presence of another’s face demands that I 
also make my own face present to him” ([3], 
p. 43). In consequence, the horizon of encounter 
is a horizon for encountering another and also 
oneself. This horizon shows projected possibili-
ties and opens up new ones. It is the occasion to 
encounter oneself in a new way.

Tischner ([3], p. 44) returns to the Greek term 
agathon and arrives at a full definition of encoun-
ter. It is an opening up of the agathological hori-
zon of interpersonal experience.

The agathological horizon is where all the 
manifestations of the other and of myself are 
ruled by a certain logos: the logos of good and 
evil, of what is better and what is worse, of rises 
and falls, victory and defeat, salvation and 
damnation.

The presence of another is the presence of the 
intuition of existence, which is a continual event 
where the other carries with him not a neutral 
existence but one which is problematized, con-
testable, and contested. In encountering another, 
not even the ethical horizon appears, but meta-
physics. The basic function of the agathological 
is to reveal, to show existence as a problem. The 
agathological is thought-provoking: the axiologi-
cal reveals paths for action. Then, the axiological 
shows how to salvage the goodness of existence, 
and the face emerges not from the axiological but 
the agathological horizon.

The human face reveals the truth of the human 
being: “everything we know of the other we see 
through the prism of his face” ([3], p. 49). The 
face should not be identified with a veil and nor 
with a mask, it is a place where another human 
being’s truth is made visible to us. A veil only 
hides the view, whereas a mask proceeds to intro-
duce illusions, deformation, games.

Tischner explains the effects of the hidden 
through the example of shame. He considers the 
intentionality of shame quite paradoxical ([3], 
p. 51); it is the visibility of the invisibility of 
something else, a mystery.

Shame would be impossible without others, 
and permits us to differentiate between emotional 
expressions characterized by monological and 
dialogical intentionality. Dialogical emotions 
require another who feels ashamed on account of 
our presence; we learn that the other wants us to 
cover or veil him from our look. Therefore, there 
is interpersonal dialogue even before words are 
used.

The expression of shame is a form of dialogue 
playing a role of a veil. However, a veil is not the 
same as a mask, which intends to create a false 
illusion, not simply to hide as with shame.

Tischner uses the example of shame as an 
instrument to explain that it serves as a reminder 
that my knowing another ought to be preceded by 
my accepting his value. He emphasizes the phe-
nomenon of shame due to the subject of shame, 
who is the axiological Self. A personal Self, as 
the subject of all the experiences of values in the 
world, is a value that defines a sort of human 
dignity.

In consequence, the difference between veil 
and face is not quantitative but qualitative. The 
veil makes sense only on an axiological level; the 
face reaches the level of agathology. By the 
shame we can enter the horizon of the face. The 
veil is something a human being has, while the 
face is something a human being is.

Similarly, the other is; his existence is prob-
lematic, and like the veil offers a chance to pass 
from the axiological to the agathological sphere, 
we have a chance to be found in the experience of 
the other’s freedom. The first freedom ever expe-
rienced is the freedom of another. The veil is a 
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manifestation of this freedom. Tischner considers 
that the other exists through me, and his sense of 
dignity can come about thanks to me.

From the objective side of the experience of 
encounter, we consider the horizon on which the 
face is revealed and the opposites: mask and veil. 
But a mask is neither a veil nor even a face. A veil 
only hides the face, a mask lies. They both appear 
alongside another human being; a mask is a mask 
through the fault of others, and the veil appears 
simply on their account. The intentionality of the 
mask is quite twisted; it tries to create an illusion 
completely unlike the real state of affairs. The 
dishonest man tries to put on a mask of honesty, 
the lazy man pretends to be hardworking, the 
unjust one wants to seem just, and the unfaithful 
one pretends to be faithful. There is a relationship 
of axiological opposition established between the 
mask and the truth; a negative value wants to look 
like its positive counterpart.

The mask emerges from the person, but at the 
same time the mask is about others. The inten-
tionality of the mask branches out in many direc-
tions. The mask also contains a reference to other 
people and it is different from a face. This differ-
ence is much greater than that between a face and 
a veil; they both appear within the axiological 
horizon, but the veil does not introduce lies to 
this horizon in the way that the mask does.

At this point Tischner introduces the notion of 
truth and freedom. The discovery of a mask 
forces us to interrogate the truth of the other. The 
face appears on the agathological horizon where 
the basic ruling factors are a nameless good and 
evil opposing it. The other is free and the other is 
the bearer of a truth. “Another’s face is a freedom 
and a truth living in the light of goodness and in 
the darkness of evil” ([3], p. 59).

The face expresses the existential movement 
by means of which and through which man gives 
a radical justification of his existence. Therefore, 
the other is not a “being for me” and we are not 
a “being for him,” we are free. The face resists 
possession. Tischner does not arrive at the 
Leibnizian monads; on the contrary, he affirms 
that we are open onto each other. “We encounter, 
we long for encounter, we carry memories of 
encounters with us. This means, not being “for 

others” and not being “in ourselves,” we can be 
“through each other.”

From the subjective aspect of this experience, 
we consider the ways of experiencing and living 
the tragedy of the other and of opening and clos-
ing ourselves to it, internal and intimate aspects 
in an encounter. The objective and subjective 
sides of an encounter cannot be separated. From 
the subjective side we will consider the implica-
tions of notions: “aretetic,” wonder and 
astonishment.

Tischner defines “aretetic” as the special func-
tion of self-aware freedom constituting the face. 
In this way, Tischner reminds us of the Greek 
word areté in order to underline that the face is 
the external appearance of man’s truth and it is 
generated by the participation of areté in the 
good.

Areté is not a virtue among virtues but the 
basis of them and permeates each one of them. It 
is the condition of any virtue being possible. It is 
the reason that Tischner considers areté as sensi-
tivity to the agathological horizon of a human 
being. “It is a valor in the deepest sense of the 
word” ([3], p. 67). Valor suggests a participation 
in what can be gained by a victory, a free fulfill-
ment without external coercion.

Therefore, the face is not only a manifestation 
of truth but also of freedom. To encounter another 
must experience his face and areté becomes tetic 
as it constitutes the face. Constituting presup-
poses choosing, where there is no choice there is 
no face. “The aretetic function of constituting a 
face is the deepest core of the dialogue between 
men” ([3], p. 68).

In fact, the encounter leads man into the 
depths of the great mysteries of existence, where 
questions are born about the meaning of every-
thing that is. In describing the aspects of the mys-
tery, wonder is the most obvious word.

Tischner defines wonder as something con-
taining admiration and familiarity with a bit of 
suffering. Plato and Aristotle considered that 
wonder is the birthplace of philosophy. Wonder 
has a very special existential status, it is neither 
an act of the consciousness such an act of atten-
tion, nor it is a mood. Conscious acts are neces-
sarily acts of the conscious subject. Wonder is a 
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way of opening human existence to the dramatic 
dimension of every being and especially of a 
human being.

Wonder reveals the ambivalence of human 
existence, the ambiguity of the axiological. 
Tischner emphasizes that wonder brings man to 
participate in the drama of the meaning of exis-
tence, and thus facilitates man’s existential 
responsibility for him. Man sees that his life con-
fronts possible evil and possible perdition, as 
well as possible good and possible salvation. 
“Wonder places man at a crossroads” ([3], p. 72).

There is a close relationship between suffering 
and an immediate awareness of tragedy and 
thought ([3], p. 32). It is not only a relationship 
between Act and subject, permitting influences 
thereby into thinking that this is its expression, 
that it is a free answer. By inciting wonder, an 
object or another person can bring salvation. 
Tischner asserts the spontaneous reaction to the 
perspective of salvation is fascination, admira-
tion, enchantment. The way to admiration is 
paved by astonishment.

Astonishment, admiration, and enchantment 
taken together in all their variants share the fact 
that they can be incited both by experiences of 
people and by experiences of things. These expe-
riences are intentional ([3], p. 73).

According to Tischner, the object of astonish-
ment is not something fully determined. It is dif-
ferent in relation to what was before, but we still 
do not know what it is in itself. This inspires curi-
osity, and for this reason astonishment and admi-
ration are the sources of radical thinking.

However, we can note the difference between 
astonishment and admiration. Astonishment is an 
event which fulfills itself in one and the same 
present moment, while admiration and its mani-
festations are states of consciousness which 
endure in time. Abandoning a state of astonish-
ment or a state of admiration is disenchantment.

Conclusion

In summary, Tischner theorizes in a realistic 
and understandable way from the cultural 
fund from which emanates his thinking. 

Thinking means to overcome a radical uncer-
tainty. Thought is a spiritual power by which 
pains are not only overcome, but which also 
encourages one to support them. The dignity 
of thinking promotes courage as much as hope 
([10], p. 60).

Tischner adds to Kant by completing the 
definition of “the encounter”: nothing in the 
world could be called good without qualifica-
tion except goodwill. An encounter is an event 
and it constitutes a certain a posteriori, it starts 
from experience. At the same time, an encoun-
ter is possible thanks to an ideal a priori that 
secretly governs the course of the encounter 
and is prior to it. The presence of this a priori 
disposes us to repeat encounters ([10], p. 25).

There is a deep connection between thought 
and values; when interest doesn’t develop into 
axiology, nihilism and dialogue are refuted. 
This is the case with totalitarian systems. 
Totalitarianism is more than just tyranny or 
absolutism; the difference between them is in 
the way it seeks to legitimate its power which 
is conceived as the expression of an absolute 
force which rules over everything in the terri-
tory in which it prevails [10].

For this reason, it is essential to remember 
that radical thinking combines in itself the 
agathological and the axiological. Consequently, 
this thinking provides a basis not only for every 
science, for ontology, but also for a possible 
politics. And politics in the radical sense of the 
term is the science of projects, reasonable proj-
ects for sacrifices by human beings at this stage 
in history.

Nowadays, politics needs to remember the 
deep sense of dialogue in order to achieve 
understanding beyond differences. In the exis-
tence of a dialogical relation, the other person 
appears as a subject not an object. It is open-
ness toward the other.

Tischner applies the phenomenological 
method for explaining the essence of the dia-
logical relation that is ruled a priori by the cat-
egory of space. The objects, things ([3], 
p. 113), and people are always somewhere, 
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somehow tied to places where they remain 
motionless. The objects and people located in 
space are ruled by the principle of one-next-
to-the-other. Agreeing with Husserl, Tischner 
indicates that in the intentional consciousness 
directed at another person, a consciousness 
that objectifies man, the experience of bodies 
are of particular significance.

The other person is not the object; he is 
participant in a dialogue. Thus, the relation of 
man to man is not intentional but something 
more, it is dialogical. In an encounter we 
always encounter someone, and the phenom-
enon of the tragic emerges there. The tragic 
occurs where some good, some value can be 
destroyed by some evil, some antivalue [6].

We can say that we have experienced an 
encounter when we have experienced concrete 
good and evil, tragic freedom. For this reason, 
the key to axiology is an encounter with 
another, as such axiological experience pre-
supposes hope and reveals the values that can 
be realized here and now.

It is evident how much Husserl influenced 
Tischner, who found in phenomenology the 
theoretical basis for Solidarity and resistance 
to the communist regime and to confront the 
crisis of hope of modernity.

In the same way, it is also evident how very 
important are his thoughts for actual crisis. It 
is a crisis of values, a crisis of hope, and they 
become the big challenge for us today. In the 
same way as Tischner, we need to recover 

encounter, dialogue, and thinking in values as 
the way to nurture the deepest meaning of 
humanity.
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Abstract

Starting from a phenomenological analysis of the lived body [Leib], and then 
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nesses, but that they have their own “place” in the lived relation between subject 
and world, which is mediated by corporality [Leiblichkeit]. When the latter 
loses its transparency, experience is affected and the intersubjective world, able 
to be experienced, gets lost. On the basis of these phenomenological principles 
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 Introduction

In the presence of a person, in its figure, its 
behavior, its gestures—the corporal becomes 
the base for interpersonality: this body, this cor-
poral being in front of me is the other, and not 
its cover or support. One of the big contribu-
tions of phenomenology from Husserl on is the 
acknowledgement of the body and corporality 
[Leiblichkeit] in its subjective character [1, 2]. 
The body is certainly not conscious as “some-
thing” mine, rather as the unnoticed background 
of my turning toward [Zuwendung] the world 
and the others. That is why, in turn, corporality 
in a broad sense transcends the body as such and 
refers to the relationship anchored in it between 
the person, the world, and all their relational cir-
cumstances. Hence, psychic illness seems to have 
its own “place” in this lived relation between sub-
ject and world, which, in that sense, is mediated 
by corporality [Leiblichkeit].

This paper intends to show, first, the phenom-
enological genesis of verbalization, with its ori-
gin in lived experience. Second, genetic analysis 
brings to light that both the self and intersubjec-
tivity have their original sense and constituent 
possibility in pre-linguistic experience—essen-
tially tied to corporality— which, in turn, could 
be confirmed in psychopathologies such as 
schizophrenia and autism, in which personality 
and intersubjectivity as such are affected. Finally, 
this phenomenological analysis seems to support 
the principle that both ipseity—or a minimal 
self—and a minimal intersubjectivity never get 
lost, this way not only making a consequent prac-
tice of therapies possible, but, moreover, offering 
a unitary perspective of the psychiatric patient as 
person and not as a “piece of nature”—whether a 
brain or a mere body to heal.

 Corporality 
and the Phenomenological Genesis 
of Language

Things and the world exhibit a variable orienta-
tion in relation to the absolute here instituted by 
the body. Our experience of them is adjusted to 

our bodily movements, which motivate the multi-
plicity of their appearances. Consequently, every 
perspectival appearance presupposes in turn that 
the experiencing subject is himself given in 
space, that is (a bit paradoxically phrased), per-
ceptual intentionality presupposes an embodied 
subject [3] (p. 176), [4] (p. 284). But this does not 
mean that the subject should be a kind of pres-
ence or activity in a spatial object [5] (p. 240). In 
other words: the body as center of orientation and 
movement and, correspondingly, the kinesthetic 
system (my potentiality of mobility) should not 
be identified with the position and the movement 
attributed to our objectified body, since this 
occurs in an objective space already constituted 
as being independent of my orientation and 
movement. Quite the contrary: my original body- 
consciousness, my subjectivity, my concrete self- 
awareness implies that the function (movement, 
action) of the body is originally experienced as a 
spontaneous field of activity, as the activity of the 
ego [6] (p. 540), as an “I can” [7] (p. 14).

In psychiatry and well as in medicine, how-
ever, a perspective prevails of investigation of the 
body [Körper] as substrate (and not of corporal-
ity [Leiblichkeit] in a phenomenological sense) 
in which material conditions of alteration of psy-
chic experience are sought. The dichotomy 
between bodily functions and mental states con-
sequently disregards the person in its unitary, 
concrete, and bodily [leiblich] existence [8, 9].

This remark is essential in order to understand 
that every sense—that is, to have a world and to 
relate to others, phenomenologically expressed: 
to mean (noetic, or intentionally understood) and 
that what is meant (noematic)—has its origin in 
this experience, in the lived relationship between 
the subject and the world that is conveyed through 
body and space. On this originary articulated 
experience, on this sphere of sense, ride predica-
tion and judgment, that is, linguistic acts, lan-
guage [10]. Thus, it becomes clear that while not 
every noema actually is the linguistic meaning of an 
expression, none is excluded from becoming one. 
Therefore, pre-linguistic experience is not a feature-
less blur, but is pre-organized into rough types, 
which afford a toehold for further development 
[10, 11]. That is why this pre-linguistic stratum of 
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experience becomes so important, then, as the 
cradle of sense; it is the origin of the constitution 
of the things, of the word to me, and, therefore, 
here that can be traced every pathology and, con-
sequently, every therapy should be anchored.

 Corporality and Intersubjectivity

My possible and effective experience of the 
world intertwines with the information I receive 
from the other one’s experience, and that has for 
me the character of an appresentation. The appre-
sentation transcends the given so that it intends in 
an empty way something that could be given in a 
subsequent moment. For example, the perception 
of the side of a cube also appresents the other 
sides because it refers us to them. Now, what it is 
in the world for me results from the convergence 
of the presentations and the appresentations of 
the foreign experience that are given to me with 
the expression of the foreign body or the 
language.

How is it possible to perceive an other as other 
and not as an object? A physical body is appre-
hended as lived body [Leib] through a motivated 
association because of its similarity to my own 
lived body, on the ground that it moves and is 
affected in an analogous way. Without any active 
intervention of the “I”, the sense originarily insti-
tuted with respect to my own body is transferred 
to the analogous physical body. We win in this 
way the foreign lived body of an “I” that animates 
it, as another “I”. This means that perceiving the 
foreign body as an other is to experience his body 
as a zero point of appearances. That is why the 
foreign body is the first intersubjective, then it is 
the most primitive step to objectivation: it consti-
tutes the first—indeed still imperfect—object, 
the first intersubjectively identified of the experi-
ence of different subjects. What is in front of me 
is thus also a subject, in front of whom I myself 
am and who has my own body in an external way 
of appearance. As we see, the person, an other, is 
constituted in the experience before all concep-
tual and general thinking [6] (p. 110), before any 
language. Intersubjectivity emerges as an inter-
personal space, as a synthesis of the centered and 

an off-center perspective. The importance of this 
genetic analysis lies in the fact that it makes it 
possible to understand subjectivity and self- 
awareness as a structure that always implicitly 
includes the other. Additionally, this structure 
does not appear as a fixed “I”, kind of an “acquired 
property”, but rather as a continual movement 
and an intentional production of the adjustment 
of perspectives.

In this interpersonal space, the experience is 
generated, and it should allow both the arrival to 
language and the off-center perspective, that is, 
the constitution both of the “I” and also of the 
other and the objective world. The interpersonal 
space is also ontogenetically the first in the pro-
cess of the development of subjectivity.

It can be seen why the phenomenological dis-
tinction between body [Körper] and lived body 
[Leib] becomes crucial to understand psychic ill-
ness, because it is precisely in the extent to which 
the lived body [Leib] emerges disturbing as phys-
ical body [Körper] that it can complicate and dis-
tort the experience of the world and the others. In 
other words, the more the body becomes inde-
pendent, the less free becomes the person in her 
relationships with the world. Fuchs [8], for 
instance, presents and analyzes these principles 
in some mental illnesses such as melancholy, 
schizophrenia, old age depression and aging 
paranoia. Therefore, at the same time, corporal-
ity—in this phenomenological sense—is the field 
where one should go to meet the patient, to try to 
restore his experience, as we will see.

 Psychopathology, Corporality, 
and Person

If psychic illness seems to have its proper “place” 
in the lived relation between subject and world, 
which is mediated by corporality [Leiblichkeit], it 
is because the specific human faculties of objecti-
vation and of self-relativization, as well as of free 
will and of commitment are precisely associated 
with the retracement of the body to its mediating 
function, with the transparency of corporality in 
front of the world. When corporality loses this 
transparency, experience becomes affected, and 
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submerges the person in her own world because 
of having lost the intersubjectively experience-
able world. We consider the expressions of the 
sick person no more as free, sense-directed inten-
tions, but we look for mental or organic causes for 
them. As a result, corporality obtains, however, a 
decisive meaning for a treatment full of under-
standing of the psychotically-changed person. It 
becomes possible to grasp the structural changes 
in the body–environment–relationship of the sick 
person, and then its lack of freedom, its inability, 
turn out to be understandable, together with the 
fact that this sick person can see the world and 
react differently. We follow then, departing from 
the body, the particular way in which the world 
builds up and reality is constituted.

If the patient were determined only causally in 
his manifestations, this effort of reconstruction 
would be certainly in vain and illusory. But it is 
not. The changed corporality presents only 
another kind of basis of experience for the con-
figuration of the world. The patient still keeps 
therefore “freedom in the lack of freedom”, but it 
is more difficult to recognize it in its restriction.

We would like to set out briefly how this alter-
ation of corporality—in the phenomenological 
sense exposed—occurs in two mental illnesses, 
taken as paradigmatic examples: schizophrenia 
and autism. We would like also then to present 
possible explanatory principles of the effective-
ness of some treatments from a phenomenologi-
cal perspective.

 Schizophrenia

Schizophrenia [8, 12–14] affects the person in its 
own personality. Phenomenologically, its central 
disorder consists of the breakdown of the inten-
tionality, that is, the ability to head for the world 
perceiving, thinking, feeling, and acting and at the 
same time to be conscious of it. The disorder 
expresses itself in an intentional depersonalization 
that takes all fields of experience. As “inversion of 
the intentionality” [8], the patient faces his own 
performances as foreign, made from outside.

The intentional alienation of perceiving 
manifests itself in the delusion-atmosphere as 

apophenic appearance-like and self-referring 
relevance of all that is perceived. In this way, 
the intentional alienation of thinking leads to 
the experience of inspiration of thoughts or ver-
bal hallucinations, because the individual’s own 
thoughts appear as not intended and the verbal 
hallucinations are interpreted as an intentional 
alienation of the “inner speech”. In a similar way, 
the influence of the will is interpreted as alien-
ation of the bodily performances of actions. And 
then it comes further to the alienation of bodily 
experience itself, which results in a decoupling 
of the bodily resonance of the expression and in 
the release of a primary, physiognomic–ecstatic 
relationship of the body and the environment. At 
the height of this dissolution of boundaries, phe-
nomena of embeddedness and of magic space 
appear. The central, intentional disorder of 
schizophrenia is the absence of the assumption 
of perspective: that is, in alternation with the 
perspective of the other the schizophrenic loses 
his personal center, embedded in his own body. 
He cannot assert his own perspective opposite 
to the foreign one. The schizophrenic delusion 
could be understood as an autistic communica-
tion that consequently inhibits the danger of the 
foreign perspective to protect the subject from 
the loss of self.

 Autism

The DSM-5 includes autism within ASD (autistic 
spectrum disorders), together with other neurode-
velopmental disorders characterized by impaired 
social interaction, verbal and non-verbal commu-
nication, imaginative and symbolic activity, and 
restricted and repetitive behavior.

Autistic patients [14–19] lack adequate emo-
tional responses, which does not mean that they 
do not have any feelings or capacity to express 
them, because they show them, but rather that 
they do not adjust to social expectations. Autistic 
persons can be insensible to some auditory stim-
uli as the human voice, but at the same time 
hypersensible to other sounds as the friction of a 
paper. Most individuals with ASD have various 
learning difficulties.
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All mental disorders imply more or less pro-
found disturbances of intersubjectivity, that is, a 
restricted freedom of behaving and interacting 
with others in the common life-world. However, 
the concepts of intersubjectivity currently pre-
vailing in clinical psychology and psychopathol-
ogy are mainly based on a mentalistic approach 
that locates the disorder causally inside the 
patient. That is why they offer inadequate 
accounts of these disorders because of their dis-
embodied ontology. On this view, disorders of 
intersubjectivity, such as autism or schizophre-
nia, are derived from a faulty development or 
functioning of “Theory of Mind”-modules (ToM) 
[20–22], that is, a presumable impossibility to 
conceive the other in terms of mental states dif-
ferent from one’s own [9, 14]. There are, as well, 
some approaches that even see an excessive reli-
ance on a theory of mind rather than a lack of 
such [14] (p. 68).

From a phenomenological point of view, how-
ever, intersubjectivity is primarily based on a pre-
reflective, immediate relationship of self and 
other in an emergent bi-personal field, as exposed 
above. From a phenomenological approach, 
autism should rather be conceived as a disorder 
of primary or embodied intersubjectivity. Instead 
of a theory deficit, autistic and schizophrenic 
patients rather suffer from a basic disturbance of 
being-with-others which they try to compensate 
by a ‘morbid rationalism’, i.e., precisely by hypo-
thetical constructs and assumptions about the 
world of the others.

The “inappropriate” or “abnormal” affections 
and behaviors in the experience of these patients 
may actually be inherently meaningful. They 
strive to make sense of some basic disturbances 
and re-establish some form of coherence with the 
world, though this may only be possible in the 
form of delusions or autistic withdrawals.

That is why the phenomenological analysis 
opens a more comprehensive and personal 
approach, pointing to using as therapy the search 
for a language of bodily experience that may help 
to understand the patient in his bodily-spatial 
existence, and to finding common words for his 
experience, in order to recover or reconstitute in 
some way the world and the selfhood from there.

 Therapies

In the case of schizophrenia, if it expresses itself 
as disembodiment, simple and concrete exercises 
in body- and direction-space should be promoted 
in order to restore the constitution of the self and 
of reality. This therapy oriented to body [23] aims 
at the anchoring of the patient in his bodily center 
(through conscious breathing, for example) and 
at the reinforcement of the I–vitality or –activity 
through easy exercises of position, movement, 
and perception. The tactile sense acquires a spe-
cial meaning, because it promotes the experience 
of the limits of the self and the not-self. Touching 
the patient’s own body is also part of it, consider-
ing the close connection between the arising dou-
ble sensations and the self-experience.

In the case of autism, it has been demonstrated 
that there are a variety of basic sensory-motor 
deficits. The sensory-motor system is especially 
important for motor learning, including sitting, 
walking, mouth-shaping, and writing. Some 
authors [24] propose that the world seems to 
move too fast for people with autism, and that 
they need to slow it down by exploring it in a 
particular way. Therefore, the disruption of the 
sensory-motor system not only limits the type of 
learning or relationship in which they can engage, 
but also reconfigures their whole way of learning 
and being related.

A controversial method called “facilitated 
communication” has enthusiastic defenders and 
determined opponents [15, 17]. It has, neverthe-
less, shown its benefits. Considering the impor-
tance that motor disorders (apraxias or 
dyspraxias) may have on these types of ailment, 
this approach uses attempts to help autistic indi-
viduals to communicate by means of writing 
using a computer or a similar device and using, 
only initially, physical support (holding the 
hand of the subject whom one want to assist, so 
that he can initiate the action, and control impul-
sivity and/or perseverations due to disorders in 
the elaboration of complex voluntary motor 
actions). One starts out by pointing to figures, to 
later move on to copying words, completing 
blank spaces in a sentence (predictable and 
unpredictable) and at the highest expected level 
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achieving open independently written conversa-
tions. What has even been observed in some 
cases is that the writing modified some actions, 
enabling some organization of behavior and 
development of language [17]. In patients who 
presented aimless wandering and racing, turn-
ing on and off of lights, hair-pulling, repetition 
of numbers and insults, marked impulsivity, 
etc., such types of conduct were reduced after 
initiating the writing process, thus confirming 
how language modulates and organizes con-
ducts which depend on language itself. Being 
that these characteristics are present in the most 
severe cases, i.e., the ones who lack language or 
present severely disturbed language, it is likely 
that the development of language (in the refer-
enced cases) was what allowed for regulation of 
behavior in semiotic terms.

Defenders of this method are unable to explain 
this phenomenon, and tend to look for answers in 
possible connections between the systems of 
muscles engaged in speaking and writing. We are 
skeptical about this suggested foundation; it 
explains neither if nor why writing could, in 
some way, reconfigurate behavior and confer new 
configurations of experience.

After having explained at the beginning how 
senses acquired through experience could settle 
and become articulated as language, one cannot 
overlook the fact that writing itself is an experi-
ence, in this case precisely facilitated, and that 
means that an other becomes a sort of supplement 
which permits the own body to gain an experi-
ence that initially is not strictly linguistic; it starts 
by using images and because writing requires not 
only a representation and symbolic system in 
action, but a fine motor-system and sense coordi-
nation as well. But slowly an ascending way to 
symbolization can occur and enable the access to 
linguistic senses, not necessarily to oral lan-
guage. Through linguistic senses the intersubjec-
tive space becomes a wider common horizon, 
since a new interaction, a new communication 
takes place. Experience becomes in some way 
objectified through writing, and thus another way 
of self-transcendence is found, which makes the 
resonance of the own lived senses possible and 

their consequent modulation or compatibilization 
with others. That is why the experience, the 
behavior, the senses, that is, the world of the 
autistic person (but not less the one of a not- 
autistic) can be modified.

 Final Considerations: Restoring 
Experience Through Intersubjectivity

Some premises could be pointed out that seem to 
be confirmed by what has been exposed above.

First: The phenomenological analysis shows 
that it is not exaggerated to assert that ipseity, 
that is, a minimal or core self [9, 25] gets never 
lost, even in pathologies such as schizophrenia 
and autism, characterized as ailments of the 
basic structure of the person and her self-appre-
hension. Fuchs [8] (p. 182) asserts that “schizo-
phrenia is … the illness of the person as such, the 
disorder of its intentional ability and her self- 
apprehension in the movement of eccentricity. 
Only the person can become schizophrenic, 
because the illness affects the core of what dis-
tinguishes her from the animal. But through it 
the person does not become an animal. She suf-
fers, she is afraid, she feels alienated and over-
whelmed; precisely thereby she testifies that she 
is still a person. In the extreme depersonalization 
and distortion appears still the person of the sick 
being self.”

The minimal self is the tacit, pre-reflective 
self-awareness that is present in every experi-
ence without reflection, because every percep-
tion and action involves an implicit 
self-awareness which is “immediately, non-
inferentially” given self- ownership [9] (p. 549). 
Pre-reflective consciousness is in fact un-the-
matic, tacit, non-linguistic, immediate [14, 26], 
therefore it does not exist apart from the experi-
ence, as an additional mental act. As the basic 
form of selfhood it is bound to the body, as lived 
body, as constituting moment of the being-in-
the-world. However, it is necessary to make a 
distinction between two aspects of the minimal 
sense of self: the sense of self- ownership and the 
sense of self-agency [27]. Precisely in the case 
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of schizophrenic experiences, such as thought 
insertion for example, the patient might claim 
that he is not the one who is thinking a particular 
thought, when in fact he is the one who is think-
ing the thought. In such cases the person mis-
identifies the source of the thought. Considering 
this phenomenon in the context of motor actions 
makes the distinction clearer between the sense 
that my body is moving—self- ownership—and 
the sense that it is me who initiates the action, 
that I am the source of it—self-agency. 
Nevertheless, in the case of involuntary action 
(e.g., someone pushes me) I can acknowledge 
with consistency that a movement is mine but I 
am not the cause or the origin of it. Normal 
experience of voluntary actions brings these two 
aspects together in an indistinguishable unit. 
Phenomena such as delusions of control, audi-
tory hallucinations, and thought insertion sug-
gest that the sense of agency rather than the 
sense of ownership is affected. We can notice, in 
fact, that self- ownership must even be acknowl-
edged to experience thought insertion; the 
patient finds himself indeed having a thought—
though perceiving it as alien, ignoring its source.

What some authors have called ‘non- 
conceptual first-person content’ and ‘ecological 
self’ [28–30], consisting of the self-specifying 
information attained in perceptual experience, is 
precisely what phenomenology points out 
through the notion of lived body as an originary 
and founding moment of the self. Perceiving 
objects or movement goes hand in hand with 
gaining information about me, information that is 
pre-linguistic and non-conceptual.

Second: if there is a minimal self, there 
should be also a minimal intersubjectivity. Our 
understanding of other or our assuming another 
as other subject and not as an object is not pri-
marily inferential or a matter of capacity of pre-
diction or explanation of the behavior of others 
(as is assumed by the ToM). We understand 
each other well enough through our shared 
engagement in the common world, simplified 
or distorted as it could be, because bodily 
behavior is meaningful, it is intentional, and as 
such it is neither internal nor external, but rather 

beyond this abstract and artificial distinction. 
Some approaches develop this idea as the sec-
ond-person perspective [16, 31]. When perceiv-
ing the actions and expressive movements of 
other persons, one sees them as meaningful and 
goal-directed. No inference to a hidden set of 
mental states is required. In the face-to-face 
encounter, we are neither confronted with a 
mere body, nor with a hidden psyche, but with a 
unified whole.

Third: It is precisely this minimal self and this 
minimal intersubjectivity which should be recog-
nized, and on which every therapy should confi-
dently be based, to come in contact with the 
patient not as a “piece of disturbed nature” but as 
a suffering person whose horizon and world orig-
inarily include mine and vice versa. Thus, a 
human encounter becomes not only possible but 
necessary.
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Abstract

The bridge between psychiatry and neuroscience is not the only one we 
have to build; it is also necessary to narrow the gap between neuroscience 
and philosophy. This does not imply reducing the latter to the former or 
vice versa, but rather linking the two without eliminating their individual 
characteristics. Taking that into account, Dan Zahavi’s phenomenology of 
mind can make a great contribution by presenting itself as a different 
option within philosophy of mind, which up until the last few years was 
dominated by the analytic tradition. In this chapter, I present Zahavi’s pro-
posal in four steps. First, I clarify the term phenomenology. This choice is 
not accidental, because nowadays this concept is used by diverse traditions 
and with different meanings. Second, I make the fundamental distinction 
between first-person perspective—which corresponds to phenomenol-
ogy—and third-person perspective—compatible with neuroscience. 
Third, I explain the methodological stages assumed by Zahavi from the 
Husserlian tradition. These stages enable him to study from the first- 
person perspective rigorously: epoché, phenomenological reduction, 
eidetic variation, and intersubjective verification. Finally, I develop the 
issue of naturalization of phenomenology in order to establish a dialogue 
between science and philosophy. For Zahavi that naturalization does not 
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 Introduction

The bridge between psychiatry and neuroscience 
is not the only one that we have to build; it is also 
necessary to narrow the gap between neurosci-
ence and philosophy. This does not imply reduc-
ing the latter to the former or vice versa, but 
rather linking the two without eliminating their 
individual characteristics. Taking that into 
account, the phenomenology of mind of Dan 
Zahavi (1967–) can make a great contribution by 
presenting itself as a different option within phi-
losophy of mind, which until recently was domi-
nated by the analytic tradition.

At present, the current of thought begun by 
Edmund Husserl (1859–1938) is gaining more 
space in this context thanks to three facts that 
favored its incorporation [1] (pp. 26–27): the 
growing interest within the philosophy of mind in 
the hard issue of the consciousness, the desire to 
develop a proposal of cognition that would be 
embodied, and the necessity of referring to the 
experience from neuroscientific studies.

All these questions necessarily imply a way 
of understanding the dialogue between philoso-
phy and science, which in recent years has been 
specified in terms of the philosophy and neuro-
science relationship, given the great advances in 
the latter discipline. The effort to link these 
areas is not new, but without doubt the context 
of philosophy of mind provides a more concrete 
space to pose the question from the philosophi-
cal perspective, since it has a look that is clearly 
interdisciplinary.

In broad terms, in philosophy of mind we find 
two broad tendencies with respect to the link 
between philosophy and neuroscience. On the 
one hand are those who insist on reducing the 
first to the second, as does Paul Churchland [2], 
or those who do not eliminate philosophy but 
reduce it to an area dedicated only to resolving 
semantic themes and not as a path that can offer 
knowledge about reality and human beings (for 
example, Maxwell Bennett and Peter Hacker 
[3]). On the other hand are those who think that it 
is possible to affirm the distinction of knowledge, 
with the peculiar characteristics that belong to 
both disciplines, and at the same time support the 

necessity of dialogue to advance knowledge. 
This second tendency is being developed in a 
variety of philosophic traditions: the analytic, 
where John Searle [4–8] can be considered (even 
with some difficulties [9, 10]); the thomistic, one 
of whose major exponents in the context of phi-
losophy of mind is Juan José Sanguineti [11–19]; 
and the phenomenological, within which the pro-
posal of Dan Zahavi is classified. He is a concrete 
example of how this philosophical line can inter-
vene in fundamental themes for philosophy of 
mind, seeking an integration, without eliminating 
their own characteristics, between phenomenol-
ogy and neuroscience, and simultaneously in dia-
logue with analytic philosophy.

In this chapter, I develop the relationship 
between phenomenology and neuroscience (and 
the positive science in general) based on his pro-
posal. For this I explain, first, what the Danish 
philosopher understands by phenomenology. 
Second, I make the fundamental distinction 
between first-person perspective—which corre-
sponds to phenomenology—and third-person 
perspective—compatible with neuroscience. 
Third, I explain the methodological stages 
assumed by Zahavi from the Husserlian tradition. 
These stages enable him to study from the first- 
person perspective rigorously: epoché, phenom-
enological reduction, eidetic variation, and 
intersubjective verification. Finally, I develop the 
issue of naturalization of phenomenology in 
order to establish a dialogue between science and 
philosophy.

 Phenomenology as Explored 
by Dan Zahavi

To analyze the relationship between philosophy 
and neuroscience within the proposal of Zahavi, 
it is convenient to begin with a quick clarifica-
tion of the term phenomenology. This choice is 
not accidental, because how the concept is con-
sidered determines how the relationship with 
positive science is established. Moreover, nowa-
days this notion is used by diverse traditions and 
with different meanings, often without consider-
ing the reference to the philosophical tradition 
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that  constituted it in a specific way of doing phi-
losophy [20] (p. 76). Some speak of phenome-
nology as if it were synonymous with description, 
others as akin to subjective experience (under-
stood as the view of each), and there are those 
who identify it with introspective method. Even 
within the phenomenological trend itself we find 
differences [21] in the way this concept is 
understood.

For Dan Zahavi [22], the concept of phenom-
enology refers to a philosophical tradition 
founded by Edmund Husserl (1859–1938), which 
includes different thinkers such as Martin 
Heidegger (1889–1976), Jean-Paul Sartre (1905–
1980), Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1908–1961), 
Michel Henry (1922–2002), and Edith Stein 
(1891–1942), among others. Without denying the 
particular nature of each of these philosophers, 
and the critiques that were made, Zahavi shows 
that in all of them there are some common 
assumptions that make it possible to speak of a 
specific philosophical tradition, such as the inter-
est in subjectivity, intentionality, consciousness, 
and the self, among other things.

Because of the important representatives 
included in this current of thought, the influence 
it has had on so many others (such as Adorno, 
Gadamer, Habermas, Derrida, and Foucault), 
and the constant reference it has been in the dia-
logue between different traditions of the twenti-
eth century (such as existentialism, hermeneutics, 
structuralism, deconstructionism, and post-
structuralism), phenomenology “can be regarded 
as the cornerstone of what is often (but some-
what misleadingly) called ‘continental philoso-
phy’” [23] (p. 68).

The name of this philosophy has to do with the 
fact that the interest is in the study of the phenom-
enon, that is, in what appears to the conscious-
ness. Following Heidegger, Zahavi understands 
the phenomenon “as that which shows itself, as 
beings’ own manifestation” [22] (p. 675), or refer-
ring to Husserl “as the manifestation of the thing 
itself” [24] (p. 55). This leads him to consider 
phenomenology as “a philosophical analysis of 
the different modes of givenness, and in connec-
tion with this as a reflective investigation of those 
structures of understanding that permits different 

types of beings to show themselves as what they 
are” [22] (p. 675), [24] (p. 55).

This can lead to a false distinction between 
what appears (broadly defined) and reality as if 
they were two different things, as if the object 
were beyond the phenomenon or the phenome-
non concealed the object. By contrast, Zahavi 
thinks that the phenomenon manifests the reality, 
is the reality as given—that, after all, is the only 
way we can know. Appearance is not the syn-
onym of phenomenon, but is the object as it 
appears to a “superficial glance” [25] (p. 22); 
reality, instead, refers to the object but in the way 
that it can “appear in the best of circumstances” 
[25] (p. 22). Appearance and reality is “a distinc-
tion internal to the phenomenon” [25] (p. 22).

“If we wish to grasp the true nature of the 
object, we had better pay close attention to how it 
manifests and reveals itself, be it in sensuous per-
ception or in scientific analyses” [23] (p. 55). As 
for the latter aspect, Zahavi—referring to 
Husserl—affirms that the objective of phenome-
nology “is not to obtain new empirical knowl-
edge about different areas in the world, but rather 
to comprehend the basic relationship to the world 
that is presupposed in any such empirical investi-
gation” [22] (p. 665). For him [26], this can lead 
to understand Husserl’s proposal as being aligned 
with internalism, which maintains that our access 
to the world is conditioned and is done through 
internal representations. In Zahavi’s interpreta-
tion, the link between consciousness and world 
is, rather, constitutive. Precisely, his interest in 
consciousness lies in the fact that consciousness 
reveals the world, because it is through it that 
reality is presented to the subject.

It is also important to note that for Zahavi, 
phenomenology “is basically […] a transcenden-
tal philosophical endeavor” [27] (p. 340) although 
different to the Kantian transcendental philoso-
phy which, because of the distinction between 
phenomenon and noumeno, is unable to leave 
skepticism [22, 26] (p. 663, 680). As well as 
being a transcendental proposal, phenomenology 
is idealistic in that it “is committed to the view 
that the world is necessarily correlated to an 
intersubjective community of embodied sub-
jects” [28] (p. 84).

3 The Relationship Between Philosophy and Neuroscience from Dan Zahavi’s Phenomenology of Mind
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Husserlian transcendental idealism can be 
understood as “anti-representationalist criticism 
of metaphysical realism” [26] (p. 364). The meta-
physic realism which he opposes states that 
knowledge is a mere copy of a reality that exists 
independently of the knower. For Zahavi, this 
proposal pretends to study a world that would 
exist beyond the presentation to the conscious-
ness, tries to access to the world in itself eliminat-
ing any subjective element. In this way, it would 
differ from the common conception of the world, 
where subjective and objective characteristics 
take place together. Here, it would seek a pure 
third-person perspective, as in the case of the sci-
entific proposal which argues that the researcher 
could look at the reality “from nowhere” [28] 
(p. 85) to reflect the characteristics and classifica-
tions that already exist in nature.

According to Zahavi, a conception of this 
kind—which could be characterized as an attempt 
of a neutral knowledge of the reality—is impos-
sible. There is no world in itself and others which 
appear, there exists only one real world that is 
given to consciousness. Thus for Husserl—as 
interpreted by Zahavi—the true realism is phe-
nomenological idealism [24] (p. 70), [28] (p. 87).

What was said above does not mean that 
transcendental idealism can be identified with 
metaphysical idealism. The latter maintains 
that there is a metaphysical dependence of real-
ity from the subject, misinterpreting the notion 
of absolute consciousness that Husserl pro-
poses as being like a divine consciousness. In 
contrast, in the phenomenological proposal the 
existence of the real is not denied but asserts a 
“constitutive link between mind and world”, 
where reality is not a brut datum but “a system 
of validity and meaning” that calls for a subjec-
tivity, “that is, experiential and conceptual per-
spectives” [28] (p. 80).

Despite taking away the metaphysical realism 
and idealism (so in some sense Husserl’s position 
could be characterized as beyond realism and ide-
alism [24] (p. 72), [29]), Zahavi [28] shows that in 
the Husserlian proposal there is no opposition to 
metaphysics itself; on the contrary, phenomenol-
ogy necessarily implies it. The opposition is to a 

certain metaphysics (as mentioned) which is not 
compatible with the phenomenological proposal.

To complete the characterization of phenom-
enology proposed by Zahavi, it is finally impor-
tant to mention that in this current of thought 
there is a clear concern about the method—to 
which I will refer in this chapter—but without 
reducing their interests only to this. In addition, 
phenomenology proposes an understanding of 
reality as a whole with reference to the subject 
who knows it. In this sense it shares, in some 
respects, the object of study with the science, and 
this is one of the reasons why we should be open 
to dialogue with it, without renouncing our own 
characteristics. Phenomenology and neurosci-
ence are disciplines that relate and differ. And to 
start this understanding accurately, I explain 
below how Zahavi understands the first-person 
perspective and the third-person perspective.

 First-Person-Perspective 
and Third-Person-Perspective

Dan Zahavi makes the distinction between first- 
person perspective and third-person perspective 
as a way to explain the relationship between phe-
nomenology and neuroscience. This terminology 
is also used by other philosophers and is a key to 
understand the theme of this chapter in the con-
text of contemporary philosophy, but it does not 
have the same meaning for all thinkers.

 Absolutism 
of the Third-Person-Perspective

In some philosophers, an opposition exists 
between the two perspectives which ends in 
favoring one of them: the third-person perspec-
tive. According to this approach, to understand 
the issue only an approximation of this type 
should be taken into account if we want to achieve 
objective knowledge. Therefore, only natural sci-
ence—which uses this perspective—would be 
valuable, because it could provide a reliable and 
universal knowledge of reality. Here, the reality 
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studied would be in front of the scientist and 
could be evaluated by anyone with full objectiv-
ity and transparency, avoiding the biases which 
are inherent in subjectivity. In contrast, the first- 
person perspective would be subjective, provid-
ing mere opinions; this would reveal only the 
particular state of each individual’s inability to 
achieve certain knowledge applicable to all 
individuals.

For Zahavi, this erroneous opposition between 
the two perspectives is based on another pair of 
false contrapositions corresponding to their 
objects of study. First, it states that the objects of 
sciences—corresponding to the third-person per-
spective—have nothing to do with the knowledge 
and everyday actions that are carried out without 
any rigorous reflection on the world of life—
examined by the first-person-perspective [24] 
(p. 126). In addition to this, secondly, Zahavi 
argues that there is an opposition between pri-
mary sensitive qualities and secondary sensitive 
qualities [24] (p. 127). The third-person- 
perspective would put us in contact with the pri-
mary sensitive qualities (weight, size, shape, 
etc.), i.e., those aspects of reality that can be 
expressed quantitatively and would therefore be 
independent of the particularities of each knower 
subject. This would allow a universal, reliable, 
and objective knowledge. In contrast, the first-
person perspective would provide access to the 
secondary sensitive qualities (such as color, taste, 
texture, etc.), i.e. features of the world that 
depend inherently on the specific subject who 
knows them, providing a biased knowledge of 
reality.

Although at first sight this would seem a rea-
sonable position, nevertheless it is not entirely 
clear. As Gallagher and Zahavi [25] (p.18) say, 
the opposition between first- and third-person 
perspective can be misleading because the terms 
objective and subjective are ambiguous [25] 
(p. 19). This aspect was also highlighted in ana-
lytic philosophy by John Searle [7, 8], who dem-
onstrates the difference of meanings by referring 
to the distinction between ontological subjectiv-
ity and objectivity and epistemic subjectivity and 
objectivity (although there are some differences, 

not less important, between the mode of under-
standing first-person perspective in the analytical 
tradition and phenomenology [1] (p. 51–52)).

 Objectivity and Subjectivity

Because of the ambiguity of the terms, in one 
sense we can say that both perspectives are objec-
tive and subjective, but in another sense not. They 
are objective in that they both seek to avoid preju-
dices, limitations, and insights that may depend 
on the passing liking or feeling of the person who 
knows. That is, seek to understand some aspect 
of reality, including man, and that knowledge 
could be shared with others, i.e., it would be uni-
versal. In this sense, not only science seeks objec-
tivity; phenomenology also has the same interest 
because it does not seek to provide a simple 
description of circumstantial facts or individual 
preferences, as when someone says he prefers 
coffee to tea, or summer to winter. Such inquiries 
are not on the horizon of phenomenological 
study.

On the other hand, the two perspectives are 
subjective in that they are an act of knowledge, 
and all knowledge is realized by a particular sub-
ject. The same designations indicate that we are 
talking about a perspective, and this can only be 
attributed to a subjectivity, because things cannot 
have a perspective on something; they are not 
those who know, but in all cases, the known. This 
implies that a pure third-person perspective, con-
ceived as a cognitive act that has no influence of 
subjectivity, is illusory. As Zahavi says, “[t]here 
is no pure third-person perspective, just as there 
is no view from nowhere. To believe in the exis-
tence of such a pure third-person perspective is to 
succumb to an objectivist illusion” [25] (p. 40). 
Therefore, the third-person perspective always 
implies inevitably the experience of a particular 
subject.

If the two perspectives are objective and sub-
jective in the sense explained above, they are not 
if one considers other meanings of these adjec-
tives, which make it possible to differentiate 
these approaches. Without denying the above, we 
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can say now that the third-person perspective is 
objective—and not subjective—in that it studies 
the reality heading straight to it and considers it 
as a thing, without seeking to scrutinize to what 
extent there is a subjective dimension present in 
that knowledge. And this is valid in two ways. 
First, in that when studying reality, this is con-
ceived without considering how subjectivity 
affects that cognitive act, and second, in that 
when studying human beings we do not consider 
them as subjects, that is, we do not pay attention 
to their capacity of feeling, but know them as a 
substance that lacks subjectivity. Moreover, the 
first-person perspective is subjective—and not 
objective—mainly because in this approach the 
reality is considered as presented to conscious-
ness, as experienced. As with any conscious act, 
knowledge has a subjective, experiential dimen-
sion that neuroscience with its own method can-
not grasp. Only from a first-person perspective is 
it possible to know that dimension, and this 
aspect is unavoidable if one wants to properly 
understand what any conscious act is.

Considering this latter sense, it is possible to 
affirm that neuroscience exists in a broader con-
text, the experience of the world, upon which it 
performs its own task. This makes it possible to 
eliminate the aforementioned contraposition 
between objects of science and the world of life. 
If the world of life and of science is understood 
ontologically, one notes that there is something in 
common between the two areas of study, since 
the two “belong within the natural attitude and … 
consequently, don’t presuppose the effectuation 
of the transcendental reduction” [24] (p. 132). If 
it is considered transcendentally, it is evident that 
the two “are constituted by transcendental (inter)
subjectivity, for which reason both objectivism 
and scientism must be rejected” [24] (p. 132).

As Zahavi [22] (p. 664) states following 
Merleau-Ponty, what the scientist knows, from a 
third-person perspective, presupposes a first- person 
perspective, that is a determined pre- scientific expe-
rience of the world, and not only presupposes the 
experience itself but the existence of the world that 
is given in a certain way. The latter is the so-called 
natural attitude, that the phenomenologist—unlike 
the scientist—should not presuppose but research. 
Science begins with some propositions that are not 

justified—and do not have to be—but that should be 
clarified to fully understand how we know; and here 
lies one of the fundamental tasks of phenomenol-
ogy. The phenomenologist questions the way in 
which things are presented. He does not ask about 
their measurable characteristics but about the ways 
in which a certain reality is given to the subject. This 
makes it possible to understand that in a broader 
conception of the world of life, science would fall 
within it [24] (p. 130).

The emphasis placed on the first-person per-
spective by phenomenology is not only about 
considering that we should include this approach 
if we want to study mental phenomena (as in the 
analytical proposal of John Searle, mentioned 
above). The concern is transcendental [22] 
(p. 674). The world can only be given to con-
sciousness, that is to say only in the first-person 
experience is reality presented [22] (p. 674), both 
in the order of ordinary knowledge and the sci-
ences in general. Reality can be known because is 
presented somehow to our consciousness, that is 
because it is a phenomenon.

The reason why phenomenologists have been 
so preoccupied with describing and analyzing the 
fundamental features of subjectivity, be it its 
structures of intentionality, of embodiment, of 
temporality, of historicity, of intersubjective 
embeddedness, is that they have been convinced 
that a thorough philosophical understanding of 
the structures of knowledge, truth, meaning, and 
reference must include an investigation of the 
first-person perspective. If we wish to understand 
how physical objects, mathematical models, 
chemical processes, social relations, cultural 
products, can appear as they do and with the 
meaning they have, then we will also have to 
examine the subject to whom they appear. If we 
wish to understand the world that we experience 
and live in, we also have to investigate subjectiv-
ity. Truth, meaning, reality are always a truth, 
meaning, and reality for somebody [22] (p. 674).

One can say that the first-person perspective— 
present in all conscious mental states—has three 
fundamental characteristics that phenomenology 
seeks to study rigorously. First, it is clear that 
things appear in a different way depending on the 
kind of reality; for example, it is not the same to 
perceive the color red as to perceive green. 
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Second, it also includes the distinction of the 
various ways in which the same reality can pre-
sented, i.e., the same red color can be seen as per-
ceived, imagined, desired, etc. And the third 
aspect, which is essential to understand the first- 
person perspective, is that all conscious mental 
states always occurs to me, always brings a sense 
of ownership for the subject who experiences the 
act [20] (pp. 66–68). And the latter also applies to 
scientific knowledge, because science is not just 
a set of abstract knowledge that does not belong 
to anyone—which is impossible—but it is real-
ized by specific subjects, “it is a specific theoreti-
cal stance towards the world” [22] (p. 679).

 Epistemic Asymmetry

The first- and third-person perspectives can be 
ways of knowing any reality: things, other per-
sons, or the same subject who knows. However 
that knowledge is not acquired in these different 
cases in the same way and this entails an “epis-
temic asymmetry” [20] (p. 67) between them, 
depending on the perspective one takes as point of 
departure. From the first-person perspective there 
is a predominance of the self-awareness, because 
in this modality one gets a knowledge that is 
impossible to obtain from an other perspective. 
The primacy does not mean that the self-knowl-
edge is manifested first clearly in ordinary life, on 
the contrary, usually persons are turned towards 
things and the self-consciousness goes unnoticed. 
But if we have a critical position with this natural 
attitude we realize that there is something that 
occur in the base of all knowledge: the awareness 
of ourselves. The preeminence of this knowledge 
means that the subject is always presented to itself 
and do this in a unique way, as I explain below.

I cannot access things as they are in them-
selves, but I know them as presented in my con-
sciousness, that is, from my subjectivity. This 
does not cause a skeptical position, as if it were 
impossible to access the real thing; rather, I affirm 
the subjective dimension of the knowledge and 
the difference of self-knowledge with respect to 
things and others.

I understand nothing in the same way that 
I know myself, because here the knower and the 

known coincide. This feature cannot be com-
pared with the difference between experiencing 
two things, for example when I say that chocolate 
or coffee taste differently; nor with the difference 
between two acts of consciousness aimed at the 
same object, as when one speaks of the distinc-
tion between actually sipping coffee and imagin-
ing it. On the contrary, when I talk about the 
consciousness that the subject has of himself, 
there is a fundamental difference based on the 
fact that I am naturally what I know, which does 
not happen when I know something which is dif-
ferent from me, otherwise I would become the 
known when I experience it.

The asymmetry in knowledge refers not only 
to the difference between knowing something 
and knowing myself, but also to the way in which 
we experience other people. As for the latter, 
Zahavi says that the expressions of others are sig-
nificant, are part of their subjectivity, and there-
fore reveal, not conceal. This is the issue of 
second-person perspective or empathy, defined 
as “a form of intentionality in which one is 
directed towards the other’s live experiences” 
[20] (p. 73). This philosopher has written several 
texts to expand on this issue [25, 30–34], avoid-
ing behaviorism and the position which argues an 
inferential knowledge of the others. Mental states 
and behavior differ (hence deception is possible), 
but both are part of subjectivity, and in ordinary 
life, in a certain context, behavior speaks of the 
mind. But this contact with the mental aspects of 
the other is not inferential, as if I started from his 
behavior and later supposed, without much confi-
dence, that the other is in a specific subjective 
state. The key here is to understand that the sub-
jectivity of the person is embodied, exists in the 
world and can also be known directly.

From the third-person perspective I can also 
know myself, but as yet another object of reality. 
I can also comprehend what is different from me, 
a subject or a thing, but always considering them 
as something without subjectivity. I think that 
from this perspective, the preeminence of one 
kind of knowledge over another is different from 
that stated in the first-person perspective. Here, 
the primacy is of the knowledge of the non- per-
sonal things, in that they are simpler and there-
fore easier to understand from this point of view.
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The difference between first-person perspec-
tive and third is not that one is individual and the 
other universal, that one is merely descriptive of 
private situations and the other explains features 
available to any subject. In both perspectives 
there are knowledge, that is “an identification or 
synthesis between that which is intended and that 
which is given […], and truth as an identity 
between the meant and the given” [24] (p. 31). 
What makes it possible to distinguish one per-
spective from another has to do with the starting 
point, and the viewpoint from which we consider 
the person or object studied.

 Methodological Steps to the Study 
from the First-Person Perspective

 First-Person Perspective as a Method

Considering what was established earlier, you 
might think that the phenomenological method is 
a process of introspection, by which we enter 
from outside into the consciousness to look for 
something. However, this is just an image that 
does not help us to understand the proper way to 
proceed in phenomenology. This misunderstand-
ing can lead to mistakenly understanding this tra-
dition as immanent, closed to others, and 
therefore in line with metaphysical idealism.

If introspection is “a mental operation that 
enables us to report about our own current mental 
states” [24] (p. 54), the distinction in relation to 
the phenomenological method is triple. First, 
introspection is a kind of experience that does not 
account for the experience itself, but presupposes 
it, and this is precisely what is of interest to phe-
nomenology. Second, introspection only pro-
vides specific knowledge, relating to a single 
subject; however, phenomenology wants to 
achieve structures that occur in all human beings, 
and in this sense is a universal knowledge. 
Because of the transcendental character, this phi-
losophy asks about the conditions of possibility 
of the phenomenon, and is one step before 
inside–outside distinction, which is assumed to 
speak of introspection (or internalism and exter-
nalism) [26]. And finally, the third difference is 

that by introspection the subject looks inwards at 
itself, closing the possibility to an opening to 
reality. In contrast, the phenomenological meth-
odology considers the experience, in which is 
given the reality.

As the phenomenologist seeks to deepen the 
experience—broadly considered, not as is under-
stood by empiricism—I think that the approach 
taken by Zahavi could be considered as a method 
of first person with some concrete steps for a rig-
orous study: epoché, transcendental or phenom-
enological reduction, eidetic variation, and 
intersubjective verification. While the Danish 
philosopher does not speaks explicitly of the 
first-person perspective as a methodology, 
although he seems to suggest this in some cases 
[23] (p. 70), I think that considering it in that way 
can help to understand this issue.

 Steps to Study from the First-Person 
Perspective

Epoché is the first concrete step of this method, 
and consists in suspending our natural attitude 
toward the world, i.e., putting our beliefs or theo-
ries of reality as given in parenthesis [23] (p. 70). 
When scientist studies his own object, it is pre-
sented as indisputable, as happens in everyday 
life where people are directed toward reality pre-
supposing its existence. For this reason, Husserl 
[35] (§ 30) calls this tendency natural attitude, 
because it is not only typical of the sciences but 
also of the everyday knowledge that we have of 
reality, by which we take for granted that things 
exist and are in a certain way and not another. 
Here, the involved does not notice that the real is 
given to the conscience, and it is precisely this 
aspect that phenomenology seeks to understand, 
highlighting the contribution of subjectivity.

With epoché there is no intention to eliminate 
the natural attitude but to explain it, nor to deny 
the world; this “entails a change of attitude 
towards reality, and not an exclusion of reality” 
[22] (p. 670). Here it seeks to leave aside “a cer-
tain naivety, the naivety of simply taking the 
world for granted, thereby ignoring the contri-
bution of consciousness” [20] (p. 82, note 3). 
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This attitude does not necessarily lead to imma-
nentism or skepticism, but rather allows us to be 
open to capture the sense of the real, to return to 
the things themselves, because the interest is in 
the act of knowledge since it is linked with the 
object [23] (p. 71).

Although natural inclination, corresponding 
to science and everyday knowledge, is suspended 
here, I think there is an element in this attitude 
that must be present in neuroscientific research. It 
should be guided only by the studied reality and 
not by theories preconceived as true. And as in 
phenomenological reflection, also in science 
epoché is not a step that takes place the first time 
and then is then left in order to move to the next; 
rather, it is an attitude that must be maintained 
throughout the process of knowledge.

Epoché has to be understood in conjunction 
with transcendental reduction, second element of 
the phenomenological method, “the purpose of 
which is to liberate us from a natural(istic) dog-
matism and to make us aware of our own consti-
tutive (that is, cognitive, meaning-giving) 
contribution” [24] (p. 46). Transcendental or phe-
nomenological reduction specifically seeks “to 
analyse the correlational interdependence 
between specific structures of subjectivity and 
specific modes of appearance or givenness” [25] 
(p. 25), [22] (p. 669), [1] (p. 53). Here, reduction 
should not be understood as the elimination of 
one to another but as a redirection, in the sense of 
reflexively turning our attention to how the world 
appears to us [24] (p. 46). It seeks to explore the 
ways in which reality and structures of subjectiv-
ity (the latter permits things to present themselves 
in the way they do) appear. Because “only 
through a radical turn toward that which in a 
strict sense is given from a first-person perspec-
tive, can transcendental analysis commence” [24] 
(p. 50). This is what manifests the principle gov-
erning the whole methodology: “to regard every 
originary intuition as the legitimizing source of 
cognition” [29] (p. 46).

This transcendental reflection does not imply a 
loss, as if the world is excluded from our interest 
and we focus only on our subjectivity. Rather, by 
this process occurs “an expansion of our field of 
research” [24] (p. 46). Transcendental reduction is 

also studying the world, but as given to conscious-
ness, i.e., as a phenomenon. Phenomenologists 
seek to study “the very dimension of appearance 
or givenness, and to disclose its structure and con-
ditions of possibility” [22] (p. 671), which implies 
a transcendental perspective.

This reduction allows us to access the tran-
scendental subject, i.e., the subject “as the sub-
jective condition of possibility for manifestation” 
[24] (p. 46). Commenting on Husserl, Zahavi 
presents two major ways to approach it, the 
Cartesian and the ontological. Using the first, it 
is possible to understand that things are given to 
consciousness in a different way to how it gives 
to itself; consequently, he says that a study of 
consciousness from the third-person perspec-
tive is incomplete, it is necessary to know it 
from the first-person perspective. Also, in this 
Cartesian way, it is possible to note the priority 
of the subjectivity, because “[t]he world is not 
something that simply exists. The world appears, 
and the structure of this appearance is condi-
tioned and made possible by subjectivity” [24] 
(p. 52). This is not idealism, but affirms that it is 
impossible to understand “the nature of mean-
ing, truth, and reality” [24] (p. 52) without some 
reference to subjectivity. The “reality is not sim-
ply a brute fact detached from every context of 
experience and from every conceptual frame-
work, but is a system of validity and meaning 
that needs subjectivity, that is, experiential and 
conceptual perspectives if it is to manifest and 
articulate itself” [24] (p. 69). For this, it needs 
subjectivity, not in the sense that the latter cre-
ates the world, but rather in that an objectivistic 
interpretation does not capture the ontological 
status adequately.

To be real, to be an objectively existing object, 
is to have a specific regulated structure of appear-
ance, it is to be given for a subject in a certain 
way, with a certain meaning and validity, not in 
the sense that the object can exist only when it 
actually appears, but in the sense that its exis-
tence is connected to the possibility of such an 
appearance [24] (p. 70).

This line of thought has the risk of interpreting 
phenomenology as immanent, so it is necessary 
to complement it with the ontological method, 
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where one starts with the giving of some regions 
of reality. If I analyze how these areas are pre-
sented, I have to question using subjective struc-
tures that allow this. “We are led to the acts of 
presentation, perception, judgment, and valua-
tion, and thereby to the subject (or subjects) that 
the object as appearing must necessarily be 
understood in relation to” [24] (p. 50). Here, 
access to subjectivity is indirect, through the 
things that arise [29] (p. 46). This transcendental 
subjectivity differs from and is assumed in the 
analysis of the empirical subject, i.e., the studies 
of man by the positive sciences. It is the same 
subject but studied from different perspectives.

For Zahavi [22] (p. 668), in Husserlian analy-
sis, transcendental reduction is key, because with 
it it is possible to differentiate the phenomeno-
logical proposal and the point of view of the natu-
ral sciences [36] (p. 6), [27] (p. 337), [22] 
(p. 685), and also show its own contribution to 
the knowledge of the subject. This philosophical 
tradition has a transcendental preoccupation, i.e., 
to seek the constituting dimension of subjectivity, 
to which natural science cannot access [22] 
(p. 667). As transcendental, Husserl’s proposal is 
foundationalist, which does not mean that phe-
nomenology is a discipline from which the 
empirical sciences must infer its contents. It stud-
ies the conditions of possibility for something to 
be done, conceiving this task as work that never 
ends but must be continually improved. For 
Zahavi, Husserl’s foundationalism has to be 
understood as “a way of emphasizing and main-
taining the difference between the empirical and 
the philosophical stance, between the mundane 
and the transcendental attitude” [22] (p. 673). In 
this sense, phenomenology clarifies “the frame-
work within which all other sciences take place” 
[24] (p. 66).

Eidetic variation makes it possible to capture 
the essential features of the thing. This act is not 
passive; it implies that the subject makes changes 
using his imagination to the different aspects of 
the experienced object, so that he captures the 
elements that cannot be changed without the real-
ity ceasing to be what it is. Thereby, it is possible 
to differentiate the accidental from the essential 
characteristics [24] (pp. 38–39) and to know the 

invariant elements of the various ontological 
regions. And though the access to these struc-
tures is from the first-person perspective, to the 
extent that it refers to the essential, is possible to 
say that the phenomenological knowledge is not 
particular but universal, so when I know some 
features of human beings, I capture aspects pre-
sented in all persons.

The last component of the phenomenological 
methodology followed by Zahavi is intersubjec-
tive verification, i.e., confrontation with the point 
of view of others with respect to the experience 
of the structures. This implies the recognition of 
the fallibility of every human and, at the same 
time, the possibility that everyone has to grasp 
universal subjective structures. This aspect helps 
to confirm that the phenomenological method is 
not introspective. If this were the case, phenom-
enology would only make it possible to know pri-
vate aspects that would occur only in the 
particular subject, and therefore confrontation 
with others would be impossible. On the con-
trary, based on the experience that each individ-
ual has of reality and of itself, invariant structures 
can be achieved by various subjects, and there-
fore they can be corrected by the contribution of 
others.

 Naturalization of Phenomenology

The characterization of the first-person perspec-
tive and third-person perspective, as a mode of 
relating phenomenology and neuroscience, shows 
in particular various aspects that make it possible 
to differentiate these ways of knowing human 
beings. Now, it is necessary to look even more 
deeply into how these disciplines can be linked. In 
the work of Zahavi, the mode of carrying out this 
task can be understood by referring to the issue of 
the naturalization of phenomenology.

 Naturalization as Mathematization

Some philosophers, such as Roy et al. [37], under-
stand that the naturalization of  phenomenology 
would solve the difficulty that Joseph Levine 
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called “the explanatory gap” [38], i.e., the (appar-
ent) impossibility to close the gap between sub-
jective experience and the explanation given by 
neuroscience. The point is that for them to natu-
ralize means to align with the proposals of natural 
science. This would involve a process of mathe-
matization of phenomenology, i.e., translating 
their findings to a mathematical language in order 
to have something in common with the natural 
sciences. These authors are aware of the explicit 
opposition of Husserl to it, but according to their 
interpretations, this fact was due to the conception 
of science of the founder of phenomenology, 
which today is already obsolete, so the contradic-
tion would become irrelevant and the naturaliza-
tion of phenomenology would be possible without 
difficulty.

But the proposal of Roy et al. has at least three 
difficulties. First, naturalization of phenomenol-
ogy proposed by them really contrasts with the 
view of Husserl. Zahavi says that Husserl’s cri-
tique of naturalism is not based on a conception 
of science in particular but “on a number of tran-
scendental or philosophical reasons” [27] 
(p. 335), expressed in opposition to objectivism 
and representationalism and in affirmation of 
transcendental subjectivity. The notion of the 
transcendental subject should not be understood 
here as if it were an external reality to the world, 
as a different subject from the empirical subject. 
Empirical and transcendental subject refer to the 
same subject but from different aspects, “being 
aware of oneself as an object in the world, and 
being aware of oneself as a subject for the world” 
[27] (p. 335). This is the difference between con-
sciousness taken as a reality of the world—stud-
ied by psychology—and consciousness 
considered from a transcendental perspective, 
neither as a thing nor as a psychic reality—stud-
ied by phenomenology.

Zahavi thinks that Roy et al. seek to naturalize 
phenomenology by eliminating its transcendental 
character, which in the end leads to the abandon-
ment of phenomenology as a philosophical disci-
pline, by reducing it to a phenomenological 
psychology. Husserl distinguished between phe-
nomenological psychology and transcendental 
phenomenology. The former is “a form of 

descriptive, eidetic, and intentional psychology 
which takes the first-person perspective seriously, 
but which […] remains within the natural atti-
tude”, is “a local regional–ontological investiga-
tion” [27] (p. 339). The latter discipline studies 
the consciousness too, but as a “condition of pos-
sibility for meaning, truth, validity, and appear-
ance” [27] (p. 339), i.e., it searches “the 
constitutive dimension of subjectivity” [27] 
(p. 339).

For the Danish philosopher [36] (p. 3), this 
discussion describes what has happened in the 
twentieth century in the philosophical field, 
which can be characterized as a process that goes 
from anti-naturalism to naturalism. Here, natu-
ralism is understood as the proposal of the natu-
ral sciences with a specific methodological and 
metaphysical design. It argues that reality is of 
only one type, “namely things with natural prop-
erties” [36] (p. 5); therefore, the only criterion to 
justify an affirmation is that provided by natural 
science. As a result, many argue that the method 
that should be used in every study is that of these 
disciplines.

This proposal, for Zahavi, is so committed to 
metaphysical realism, in the manner that I 
explained above. Using this line of thought, con-
sciousness is conceived as a subject in the world 
and not as “a subject for the world, that is, a nec-
essary condition of possibility for any entity to 
appear as an object in the way it does and with 
the meaning it has” [36] (p. 5). In this form of 
naturalization, they forget that science itself is 
not just a set of arguments made in the abstract, 
but is always performed by someone; “it is a spe-
cific theoretical stance towards the world” [36] 
(p. 10). Any scientific approach is based on the 
discussion of conscious experiences that have 
scientists involved. In this sense, consciousness 
is not a barrier to objectivity but a necessary 
requirement, more than “microscopes and scan-
ners” [36] (p. 6).

The phenomenological investigation of con-
sciousness is not motivated by the wish to find a 
place for consciousness within an already well- 
established materialistic or naturalistic 
 framework. In fact, the very attempt to do so, 
assuming that consciousness is merely yet 
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another object in the world, would prevent one 
from discovering and clarifying some of the most 
interesting aspects of consciousness, including 
the true epistemic and ontological significance of 
the first- person perspective [25] (p. 25).

Second, the mathematization of phenomenol-
ogy has another difficulty, since mathematical 
language expresses only the quantitative aspects 
of reality. There are other dimensions that cannot 
be expressed in this way. A proper understanding 
of this solves the opposition mentioned in the 
second point between primary qualities and sec-
ondary qualities. In the naturalization of Roy 
et al., primacy is given to the primary qualities to 
the detriment of the secondary. But if we under-
stand naturalization differently, not as a process 
that leads to doing phenomenology as an exten-
sion of neuroscience or natural sciences in gen-
eral but as a different discipline, it would be 
possible to account for the qualities that cannot 
be quantified.

And the third problem in this proposal of natu-
ralization is that it does not resolve the explanatory 
gap but eliminate it (apparently) by reducing the 
findings of one discipline (phenomenology) to 
another (neuroscience). An attempt to create a 
relationship between brain and consciousness nec-
essarily demands knowing what is going to corre-
late, and therefore not only involves the study of 
brain function but also of what you mean by con-
scious acts. Even a position that claims to be 
reductionist must admit this; one must first know 
what it is that one wants to reduce [20] (p. 69).

 Naturalization Without Reductionism

Zahavi notes that the link between phenomenol-
ogy and empirical sciences was not always under-
stood in the same way by the representatives of 
this philosophical tradition. In Husserl, it is con-
ceived as a fruitful relationship where science can 
provide data that then could be deepened by phe-
nomenology, as specifically happened in the study 
of embodiment and intersubjectivity that led him 
to consider issues addressed by science [27] 
(p. 341). Against this, in Heidegger, for example, 
the link becomes very difficult [27] (p. 340), but 

in Merleau-Ponty the relationship is radicalized 
even more than in Husserl, recognizing explicitly 
that phenomenology should to talk to sciences to 
advance, this—for Zahavi—without abandoning 
its transcendental character [27] (p. 342).

In the face of the reductionist naturalization in 
the texts of Zahavi, there exists another way to 
naturalize phenomenology, inspired primarily by 
Husserl, conceived as the necessary exchange 
between this branch of philosophy and natural 
science [36] (pp. 14–15). For him, cooperation 
must be applied without abandoning the differ-
ences between disciplines [27] (pp. 344–345), in 
order to achieve a mutual benefit. Science and 
philosophy need each other, so the link should be 
bidirectional, not unidirectional. There can be 
neither reduction of phenomenology to science, 
nor can science be a deduction from the philo-
sophical conclusions [36] (p. 9). The link between 
them should consist of a “mutual enlightenment” 
[1] (p. 63, my translation).

Thus, concretely, with regard to the contribu-
tion that phenomenology can make to science it 
can be said, first, that phenomenologists have very 
rich descriptions of various experiences that can 
help neuroscientists to better understand that the 
subject studied is living in the first person. This is 
not irrelevant, since this dimension is present in 
all reports made by individuals who are part of 
their own experiments in neuroscience. Many 
neuroscientific data have a complete sense when 
they can be linked to these experiences, as in psy-
chiatric studies. This is a meeting point where a 
correlation is possible between the experience 
described by phenomenology and the information 
regarding the nervous system process, where the 
evaluated subject has such conscious acts.

In addition to this aspect of linkage data, the 
contribution of phenomenology to neuroscience 
is concerned, secondly, with what the positive 
sciences have lost sight of because of the pre-
dominant objectivism, and which causes—
according to Husserl—a sharp division between 
the scientific world and the world of life [24] 
(p. 126). Phenomenology can provide an episte-
mological and ethical foundation for science.

When the neuroscientist performs his task, he 
assumes several things, such as that reality exists 
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and does so with a certain way of being, that the 
subject studied has some experience, as well as 
the scientist who analyzes the data, assumes that 
objectivity is possible, as well as the fact that we 
are able to know the truth, etc. Rightly, phenom-
enology seeks to understand those issues that are 
presented as evident to the neuroscientists and 
which they do not extend. Therefore, this philo-
sophical tradition provides epistemological foun-
dations for neuroscience, through studies 
regarding how it is possible to know, to what 
extent reality is presented to our consciousness, 
about the contribution of subjectivity in this 
issue, how to reach the truth, etc. Based on this, 
phenomenology can even question science about 
its presuppositions.

In addition, achieving the mode of being of 
the conscious subject, it is possible to present a 
higher horizon to science by referring to other 
values that allow for a man’s full development. 
Considering this, it can also lead the scientist to 
ask about the limits to be established in the 
experiments—since not everything possible is 
ethically valid—and about the concrete actions 
that are performed with the information provided 
by science, because such events may turn against 
man himself.

There is a third aspect which phenomenology 
can bring to neuroscience and which refers to the 
specific task of the scientist, because it can help 
to develop other ways of experimentation. Both 
the description of experiences, such as the estab-
lishment of certain structural elements of all con-
scious acts and the subject himself, as well as the 
fact of providing an ethical horizon for scientific 
activity, can give elements to the neuroscientists 
in order to reformulate their experiments or cre-
ate new approaches to the subject.

With regard to what science can contribute to 
phenomenology, it should be noted that there are 
two major types of contribution: discoveries at a 
personal level and for the subpersonal order [1] 
(pp. 62–63), in matters of normal psychological 
and pathological states. These data should encour-
age phenomenology to deepen, or even review, the 
proposals developed so far. As far as information 
at the personal level, science may propose, for 
example, descriptions of perception of the own 

body or the impossibility to do it, also the under-
standing that the subject has of himself and others. 
It can offer descriptions of the experience of free-
dom or the lack of it in actions, or the way in which 
children relate with other people or things, also of 
some emotions in different cultures, such as expla-
nations of the different types of memory, etc. All 
this information helps the phenomenologist to 
expand the knowledge of these aspects that he has 
from immediate experience.

With regard to personal data, taken from study 
of the nervous system, the activation of certain 
brain areas considered relevant to a specific con-
scious task can indicate to phenomenologists that 
facts analyzed from their perspective have dimen-
sions that may not have been considered. This 
does not imply that the philosopher must take the 
interpretations made by scientists about the stud-
ied facts [36] (p. 14), but the proposals should 
motivate him—not force him—to deepen their 
answers [39] (p. 163). That depth may then even 
show that he was wrong and that he should revisit 
some formulations.

 Conclusion

As has been clear throughout this chapter, 
reducing the gap between neuroscience and 
philosophy does not mean eliminating the dis-
tinction of knowledge to redirect all of them to 
a single discipline. Nor does it imply shaping 
a new more general knowledge in which the 
specificities of each field are dissolved.

Neuroscience and phenomenology share 
the material object of study, to create a classi-
cal language, so they cannot ignore what each 
discipline has achieved to know about it. But it 
is also necessary to note that they possess dif-
ferent formal objects, studying different 
aspects of the same reality that presents itself 
as complex. And it is this characteristic which 
ultimately establishes the requirement of mul-
tiple perspectives if one wants to truly know 
the human being [39] (p. 181).

The notions of first-person perspective and 
third-person perspective serve to understand 
the differences and possible links between 
phenomenology and neuroscience. They 
express two different ways of understanding 
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the human person, irreducible one to another 
but also complementary to achieve a compre-
hensive view. The third- person perspective is 
not the only one who can provide reliable 
data, the first-person can bring the experience 
that the subject has of himself and from it the 
structural characteristics of all conscious 
actions. This information is essential for neu-
roscience, if the scientific makes even the 
claim—as it should do—to understand the 
specific people that are presented.

On the other hand, the process of natural-
ization of phenomenology involves abandon-
ing the reductionist claim to lead to a broader 
vision of reality, and with it rigorous knowl-
edge and truth. It makes it possible to develop 
bridges to link the two disciplines on specific 
issues that will lead to mutual enrichment. 
Therefore, neither opposition nor elimination, 
but collaboration in order to a better knowl-
edge of the person should be encouraged.
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Aristotelian Hylomorphism: 
A Framework for Non-physicalist 
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Abstract

The results of a recent survey on the philosophical views of contemporary, 
mainly Anglo-Saxon professional philosophers have shown that a sup-
posed predominance of physicalist reductionist positions in the philoso-
phy of neurosciences is far from unanimous. This paper explores one 
possible philosophical position rooting a non-physicalist reductionist con-
ception of mind. It suggests and argues that a classical philosophical 
frame, Aristotelian hylomorphism, provides adequate non-reductionist 
answers that do not fall into dualisms. Finally, it offers the corresponding 
conclusions.
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The results of a recent survey on the philosophical 
views of contemporary, mainly Anglo-Saxon pro-
fessional philosophers, have surprised me (see 
Bourget and Chalmers [1]). While I believe that 
we are witnessing an increasing prevalence of 
materialist reductionist positions in the philoso-
phy of neurosciences, this survey shows that this 
conception is not undisputed. Only 12.2% of phi-
losophers surveyed deny free will, and only 16.9% 
hold a biological view of personal identity. 

In addition, 56.5% uphold a physicalist position 
about mind; consequently, 43.5% maintain a 
non-physicalist position.

Some philosophers distinguish physicalism 
from materialism for specific reasons (see Stoljar 
[2], p. 1). Some physical entities do not seem to 
be material: waves, energies, and so on. However, 
“while ‘physicalism’ is no doubt related to ‘phys-
ics’, it is also related to ‘physical object’ and this 
in turn is very closely connected with ‘material 
object’, and via that, with ‘matter’(ibid.). In fact, 
today, these terms are regularly used interchange-
ably” (ibid.). Consequently, 43.5% of philoso-
phers hold a non-materialist position about mind. 
What does this mean? It could be that they believe 
that the mind is not physical, and they are dual-
ists. Another, more likely possibility is that they 
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are non-reductive physicalists with regard to the 
mind. There are different non-reductivist posi-
tions, such as the “multiple realizability” thesis 
proposed by Hilary Putnam [3], “Supervenience” 
(see Davidson [4], p. 218, and McLaughlin and 
Bennett [5]), epistemological and ontological 
emergentism (see Timothy O’Connor and Hong 
Yu Wong [6]), and dualism (for example, Hasker 
[7]). Other non-reductivist positions are devel-
oped by authors belonging to a “family” of 
neuro-phenomenological currents: “autopoiesis”, 
the “enactive approach”, “organizational teleol-
ogy”, and top-down causation conceptions, 
stressing the teleological and self-organizational 
character of living organisms. See, for example, 
Varela and Thompson [8], Thompson [9], Di 
Paolo [10], Mossio, Saborido, and Moreno, [11], 
and Auletta et al. [12]. Here I do not discuss these 
theories, but I introduce an alternative classical 
position: Aristotelian hylomorphism. Finally, I 
offer the corresponding conclusions.

 The Hylomorphic Aristotelian 
Conception of the Human Being

Pre-Socratic philosophers, or physicoi, as 
Aristotle called them, searched for the principles 
or origins of natural phenomena, that is, the fun-
damental constituents of all natural objects. In 
Metaphysics, Aristotle reviews the different pre- 
Socratic proposals about the nature of these prin-
ciples and develops his own position with regard 
to them (which he also developed in his Physics). 
A thing may be said to be in different senses, but 
the primary sense is the substance (book Z [VII], 
1 [13]). In Physics, Aristotle deals with the move-
ments and changes happening in substances. 
These are of different types: qualitative, quantita-
tive, and local—all three inhering in the sub-
stance—and a fourth type, the generation or 
corruption of the very substance. This fourth type 
calls for a different subject (from the substance). 
He concludes:

“… If, then, we grant that the things of Nature 
have ultimate determinants and principles which 
constitute them, and also that we can speak of 

them ‘coming to be’ not in an incidental but in an 
essential sense—[…]—then it is obvious that they 
are composed, in every case, of the underlying 
subject and the ‘form’ which their defining prop-
erties give to it” (Physics I, 7, 190b 18–21 [13]).

He calls this underlying subject of substantial 
changes, próte hýle, ultimate underlying or prime 
matter (Physics II, 1, 193a 29 [13]). (On 
Aristotle’s metaphysical conceptions, see, e.g., 
S. Marc Cohen [14], Aquinas is clear in sustain-
ing the essentially pure potentiality, formless-
ness, and absolute inseparability (from form) of 
prime matter. See Lang [15] on prime matter for 
Aquinas.) For Aristotle, this substantial composi-
tion does not imply that matter and form are parts 
of the substance: they “cannot even exist if sev-
ered from the whole” (Metaphysics VII, 10, 
1035b 24–25 [13]). He also affirms: “the final 
matter and the form are one and the same thing, 
the one potentially, and the other actually” 
(Metaphysics VIII, 6, 1045b 18–19 [13]). The 
form is the primary cause, the actuality of being, 
the unifier of the substance, and it is not an ele-
ment but a principle (cf. Metaphysics VII, 17, 
1041b 25–31 [13]). As Anna Marmodoro synthe-
sizes, “the substance is a composite of matter and 
form, and yet one” ([16], p. 20).

Aristotle applies his theory of hylomorphism 
to living beings. For him, the psyche (soul) “is the 
first actuality of a natural organic body” (On the 
Soul II, 1, 412b 4 [13, 17]), namely, the form. It 
provides actuality, identity, and persistence to the 
living being (cf. Irwin, [18], p. 288). In Stephen 
Brock’s expression ([19], p. 342), it is its “onto-
logical energy”. The body, according to Irwin’s 
interpretation of Aristotle ([19], pp. 285; see also 
p. 294), is not the “remote” matter—the chemical 
stuffs, i.e., what Descartes considers the body—
but the “proximate” matter, which is the ensouled 
body: the body does not exist outside an ensouled 
body. Body and soul only exist as a living being—
an ensouled body—which is not body or soul or 
a composite of both, as if they were different 
entities, but an ontological unity. They are not 
united accidentally. Soul and body are one as 
form and matter are one, and the actions are from 
the unity:
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… It is not necessary to ask whether soul and body 
are one, just as it is not necessary to ask whether 
the wax and its shape are one, nor generally 
whether the matter of each thing and that of which 
it is matter are one. For even if one and being are 
spoken of in several ways, what is properly so spo-
ken of is the actuality (On the Soul II, 1, 412b 6–9 
[13, 17]).

They are one at the level of the substance 
which is the living being, and they are two at the 
level of substantial principles, but they do not 
outlive if separated (cf. On the Soul I, 1, 413a 5 
[13, 17]). In a sense, we have a dualism, but it is 
not the Cartesian (and probably the emergentist) 
dualism in which two different substances are 
accidentally united.

Consequently, the activities of living beings—
including human beings—are not of the soul or 
of the body, they are activities of the whole: 
“human beings are psychophysical wholes”, as 
Jaworski expresses it ([20], p. 307). David 
Bostock ([21], p. 97) maintains “the soul is not 
‘the ghost in the machine’ that makes the machine 
work as it does, but is rather the working of the 
‘machine’ itself.” Even to think cannot be per-
formed without the body (On the Soul I, 1, 403a 
10 and 403b 19 [13, 17]). Aristotle affirms: “still 
to say that the soul gets angry is as if one were to 
say that the soul weaves or builds a house. 
Probably it is better not to say that the soul pities, 
or learns, or thinks, but to say rather that the man 
with its soul does this things” (On the Soul I, 4, 
408b 13–15 [13, 17]). Michael Frede explains: 
“there is just one subject, the animate object, 
which in virtue of the particular kind of form or 
soul it has, is capable of all these things [actions]” 
([22], p. 97). This conception avoids the problem 
of mental causation. Frede clarifies: “I do not 
mean to commit Aristotle to the view that there is 
no way in which a useful distinction might be 
drawn which extensionally comes reasonably 
close to the distinction between mental doings 
and physical doings” ([22], ibid.).

While avoiding a dualistic view of the human 
being, Aristotle’s hylomorphic conception of the 
soul as the form of the body allows for two com-
patible explanations (On the Soul 403a 39 -403b 
2 [13, 17]):

… The natural philosopher [the scientist] and the 
logician [philosopher, psychologist] will in every 
case offer different definitions, e.g., in answer to 
the question what is anger. The latter will call it a 
craving for retaliation, or something of the sort; the 
former will describe it as a surging of the blood 
and heat around the heart. The one is describing 
the matter, the other the form or formula of the 
essence.

The form is closely related with Aristotle’s 
“cause for the sake of which” (later called, final 
cause). The final cause is the most excellent per-
fection to which the form tends for the very fact 
of being this form. Aristotle emphasizes the role 
of the form and the final cause because they pro-
vide an ontological root to the unity of the human 
being.

We could be tempted to consider the soul 
(only) as the organization of the material constit-
uents of the human being. However, as Frede 
remarks ([22], p. 98), Aristotle’s proposal goes 
beyond this. Aristotle himself argues this point 
(On the Soul I, 4 [13, 17]). Frede indicates: “we 
do not try to understand the configuration in 
terms of the material constituents and their prop-
erties, but rather the other way round; we try to 
understand the material constituents and their 
properties in terms of the form or organization” 
([22], p. 99). The body is not simply matter, it is 
ensouled matter, “we understand why parts, 
organs, structure, and other bodily processes of 
animals are as they are when we understand them 
in psychic terms” (Irwin [18], p. 290): they are 
teleologically oriented by the form–soul. At the 
same time, “we correctly believe that psychic 
states are not reducible to purely material states, 
because psychic states have a teleological role 
that resists reduction” (Irwin [18], pp. 291–2).

According to Aristotle’s conception, soul is a 
natural and non-material reality (Irwin speaks of 
“non-material”). It opens up the door to non- 
physicalist naturalism. Consequently, it obvi-
ously fits into the non-physicalist view of the 
mind–body question. However, things are not so 
easy. Aristotle takes a further step in book III 4 
of On the Soul that introduces conflict into this 
explanation. This step concerns the intellect or 
mind that apprehends forms. Aristotle states: 
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“the mind (noûs) is separable” (429b 5) from the 
body; “as objects [by abstraction] are separable 
from their matter so also are the corresponding 
faculties of the mind” (429b 18–23) [13, 17]. 
The intellect has to be receptive of the form of an 
object, and thus it has to be immaterial and sepa-
rable from matter as it is the form from its object. 
The final consequence is that “when isolated it is 
its true self and nothing more, and this alone is 
immortal and everlasting” (On the Soul, III, 5, 
430b 23–24 [13, 17]). These are some of the 
most debated passages of Aristotle’s work (see 
Shields [23]). If the correct interpretation is that 
the argument is deeply flawed or that for one or 
other reasons we can disregard it (as most 
Aristotelians think), hylomorphism as a non-
dualist and non- physicalist position can still be 
sustained. But if we take Aristotle’s words liter-
ally into account we are in problems, for if this 
part of the soul remains after death, aren’t we 
being strongly dualists when it comes to human 
beings?

Aristotle’s possible proposal of an immortal 
mind implies a lot of problems. When the human 
being is alive, the soul is united with the body, 
constituting an inseparable substance. But then, 
when the human being passes away, that part of 
the soul remains immortal, implying that it is 
separable. However, given its mentioned depen-
dence on the body, it is difficult to conceive its 
condition after death. To know might be a not 
exclusively material activity, but it also depends 
on matter (external senses, imagination); it is an 
activity of the person. The separable mind cannot 
interact with the external world separated from 
the body.

Taking immortality as given implies that 
“non-materiality” of mind is of a special kind, 
because it is also separable from matter. There 
are other non-material realities, like form and 
accidents, which are non-material but cannot 
exist without matter. Accidents inhere in sub-
stances. Aristotle asserts that “to on polachos 
legetai” (Metaphysics IV, 2, 1003a 33 [13])—
“being” has several meanings—of which the pri-
mary one is substance, but which also includes 
“weaker” kinds of being. For example, though 
supported by matter, structures, forms, actions, 

and thoughts are non-material things, but they are 
natural. However, they do not exist without mat-
ter. Soul as a form falls under this condition but, 
additionally, it seems that for Aristotle, the 
human soul includes a non-material subsistent 
substance. This position looks like an extremely 
ad-hoc explanation which implies a sort of strong 
dualism: if this substance which is mind was pre-
viously part of the whole, weren’t there actually 
two substances? As Norman Kretzmann ([24], 
p. 128) remarks, human beings have a “uniquely 
problematic status among creatures in virtue of 
the peculiar character of the human soul.”

 Hylomorphism Re-examined

According to Aristotle, the living human being, 
like all living beings, is oriented towards ends. This 
orientation is rooted in the form, and concerns the 
whole living being. Some of these ends are sought 
spontaneously, and others more or less consciously. 
This consciousness is somehow present in animals 
through their senses, feelings, and desires, while 
human beings have high levels of consciousness on 
account of their superior faculties, i.e., mind and 
will. This teleological characteristic of animals and 
human beings stemming from their forms (their 
souls) unifies and identifies them.

Aristotle identifies form with nature and 
essence (Physics II, 1; Metaphysics VII, 10 [13]), 
essence with form (e.g., Metaphysics VII, 13 
[13]), and form with actuality (e.g., Metaphysics 
VII, 17[13]). As Irwin explicates,

… In identifying substance with form and form 
with actuality, Aristotle explains his view of the 
basic subjects. Their continuity is determined by 
continuity of form, not by continuity of matter; and 
form is continuous when the organization, struc-
ture and modifications of the matter are explained 
by the same teleological laws ([18], p. 237).

What is the teleological law governing human 
life? Aristotle answers this question with the 
famous ergon argument, “the human good proves 
to be activity of the soul in accord with virtue, and 
indeed with the best and most complete virtue 
[…] Moreover in a complete life” (Nicomachean 
Ethics I, 7, 1098a 17–19 [13]). In the final chapter 
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of Nicomachean Ethics (X, 7, 1177a 13–23 [13]), 
he pinpoints this virtue:

… If happiness is activity in accordance with vir-
tue, it is reasonable that it should be in accordance 
with the highest virtue; and this will be that of the 
best thing in us. Whether it be reason (noûs) or 
something else that is this element which is thought 
to be our natural ruler and guide and to take thought 
of things noble and divine, whether it be itself also 
divine or only the most divine element in us, the 
activity of this in accordance with its proper virtue 
will be perfect happiness. That this activity is con-
templative (theoretiké) we have already said.

Now this would seem to be in agreement both 
with what we have said before and with the truth. 
For, first, this activity is the best (since not only is 
reason the best thing in us, but the objects of reason 
are the best of knowable objects), and second, it is 
the most continuous, since we can contemplate 
truth more continuously than we can do anything.

As we have seen, Aristotle could have claimed 
that the soul—or a part of the soul, i.e., the 
mind—is immortal because it possesses this con-
templative faculty (On the Soul III, 4 [13, 17]). 
This notion would be consistent with the teleo-
logical orientation of the human being; the soul is 
immortal and contemplation remains after death. 
This is not the case of animals because their soul 
is not immortal. Aristotle nicely explains:

… But such a life would be too high for man; for it 
is not in so far as he is man that he will live so, but 
in so far as something divine is present in him; and 
by so much as this is superior to our composite 
nature is its activity superior to that which is the 
exercise of the other kind of virtue. If reason (noûs) 
is divine, then, in comparison with man, the life 
according to it is divine in comparison with human 
life. But we must not follow those who advise us, 
being men, to think of human things, and, being 
mortal, of mortal things, but must, so far as we can, 
make ourselves immortal, and strain every nerve to 
live in accordance with the best thing in us; for even 
if it be small in bulk, much more does it in power 
and worth surpass everything. […] And what we 
said before will apply now; that which is proper to 
each thing is by nature best and most pleasant for 
each thing; for man, therefore, the life according to 
reason (kata tòn noun bíos) is best and pleasantest, 
since reason more than anything else is man. This 
life therefore is also the happiest (Nicomachean 
Ethics X, 7, 1177b 27–1178a 8 [13]).

However, is this activity of a separate kind? Yes 
and no. It is the activity of this part of the soul of 

the human being who has now departed from the 
remote matter, which is no more human remote 
matter but only dead bones and flesh. Consequently, 
it is the activity of what remains of the human 
being after death. There is a suggestive phrase in 
Metaphysics (VII, 10, 1035a 17–18 [13]):

… For even if the line when divided passes away 
into its halves, or the man into bones and flesh, it 
does not follow that they are composed of these as 
parts of their essence, but rather as matter (hyles): 
and these are parts of the concrete thing, but not also 
of the form, i.e., of that to which the formula refers.

That is, bones and flesh as only remote matter 
are not part of the essence: they do not exist out-
side the ensouled body. Regarding the soul, 
Aristotle perhaps conceives the part of it that 
thinks (nouns) as separable from matter (hyle) (On 
The Soul III, 4, 429b 23 [13, 17]). He wonders why 
we only think intermittently (III, 4, 430a 6–7 and 
III, 5, 430a 18 [13, 17]). Mind has potential and 
active dimensions. Referring to the latter, Aristotle 
states: “Mind in this sense is separable, impassive 
and unmixed, since it is essentially an activity” 
(On the Soul, III, 4, 430a 12–18 [13, 17]).

What would happen when we pass away? 
Mind would remain immortal, detached from 
matter. What really passes away is the remote 
matter. The consequence stemming from this iso-
lation from remote matter is that the soul will not 
continue acquiring knowledge—at least in a 
knowable way—and will continue possessing 
only the feelings and the forms that it had previ-
ously acquired. Perhaps for Aristotle, in this 
way—isolated from the potentiality of matter—
the remaining part of the human being will be able 
to accomplish its teleological function: continu-
ously contemplating the forms that it had contem-
plated (and loved) during its life. This is not clear 
because, on the one hand it seems that for Aristotle 
thinking is independent of organs, but on the other 
hand Aristotle fluctuates about this:

… In most cases it seems that none of the affec-
tions, whether active or passive, can exist apart 
from the body. This applies to anger, courage, 
desire and sensation generally, though possibly 
thinking is an exception. But if this is too a kind of 
imagination, or at least is dependent upon imagina-
tion, even this cannot exist apart from the body (On 
the Soul, I, 1, 403a 6–10 [13, 17]).
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On the supposition that the thesis of immortal-
ity were truly Aristotelian, we may add that it 
would not undervalue the relevance of human 
beings’ remote matter, the stuff out of which the 
ensouled body is built. Death implies a big 
change for the human being. But “vita mutatur, 
non tollitur” (“life is changed, not taken away”): 
though in a different way, the life of the human 
being continues, following the same teleological 
orientation. This orientation is what provides the 
unity that prevents falling into dualism despite 
death.

Is this post-mortem scenario better than the 
former state? Aristotle would possibly believe 
that it might be, to a certain extent, because the 
human being would be now accomplishing its 
end of contemplating, avoiding the interferences 
stemming from perception of the external world.

However, one might hypothesize—something 
that would have been impossible without a 
Christian inspiration—that once the soul has 
lived this new life, it could be better for it to 
readopt its natural or original state as an ensouled 
body or a soul embodied. In this respect, some 
interesting passages by Aquinas may prove 
thought-provoking (on the advantages of 
Aquinas’ version of hylomorphism see Edward 
Feser [25], specially pages 183–188). These pas-
sages will also help discard the strong dualist 
doubt about the human being, shedding light on 
the root of its unity:

…The soul communicates that existence (esse) in 
which it subsists to the corporeal matter, out of 
which together with the intellectual soul there 
results unity of existence; so that the existence of 
the whole composite is also the soul’s existence. 
This is not the case with other non-subsistent 
forms. For this reason the human soul retains its 
own existence after the dissolution of the body; 
whereas this is not the case with other forms 
(Summa Theologiae –ST–, I, q. 76, a 1, ad 5 [26]).

… To be united to the body belongs to the soul by 
reason of itself, as it belongs to a light body by 
reason of itself to be raised up. And as a light body 
remains light when removed from its proper place, 
retaining meanwhile an aptitude and an inclination 
for its proper place, so the human soul retains its 
proper existence (esse) when separated from the 
body, having an aptitude and a natural inclination 
to be united to the body (ST, I, q. 76, a 1, ad 6 [26]).

… To solve this difficulty we must consider that as 
nothing acts except so far as it is actual, the mode 
of action in every agent follows from its mode of 
existence (modum essendi). Now the soul has one 
mode of being when in the body, and another when 
apart from it, its nature remaining always the same; 
but this does not mean that its union with the body 
is an accidental thing for, on the contrary, such 
union belongs to its very nature, just as the nature 
of a light object is not changed, when it is in its 
proper place, which is natural to it, and outside its 
proper place, which is beside its nature (ST, I, q. 
89, a. 1, corpus [26]).

Aquinas sustains that “form gives existence 
(esse) to matter” (“forma dates se materiae”; De 
ente et essentia, 4 [27] and De principiis naturae 
1, 4 [28]); “form is that according to which the 
thing has being” (“forma sit secundum quam res 
habet esse”, Summa contra gentiles, III [29], also 
see De Potentia 7.2 obj. 10 and ad 10 [30], De 
Anima, a.6c [31]; on form, esse, actuality and the 
soul, see Dewan [32, 33]): that is, esse “comes 
into” the form–matter composite by way of the 
form. It is being (existence, esse) that grounds the 
unity of the human being, and esse remains in the 
separated soul, though tending to recover its for-
mer state. Like Aristotle, Aquinas believes the 
soul is not only the form but also the end of the 
body, which is an organized body. He distin-
guishes between the matter and the body, which 
is spiritualized matter, ensouled body. The phe-
nomenological (Scheler, Husserl, Merleau- 
Ponty) concept of Leib (living body), different 
from Körper (physical body), may be very well 
explained and understood using this metaphysi-
cal frame.

For Aquinas, esse means the actuality of 
being, which correlates to the Aristotelian notion 
of energeia. Form, then, brings actuality to the 
substance. In Aquinas’ Commentary on 
Aristotle’s Physics (I, 15 [34]), he asserts that 
“each thing just to this extent is in act, inasmuch 
as it has form.” Besides, in ST, he states: “Being 
belongs to form, which is act” (“Esse autem per 
se convenit formae, quae est actus”; I, 75, 6, cor-
pus [26]), and “the substantial form causes being 
in act in its subject” (“Forma substantialis causa 
esse in actu in suo subiecto” ST 1.77.6, Corpus 
[26]). Aquinas states in De Principiis Naturae: 
“forma facit esse in actu, ideo forma dicitur esse 
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actus” (n. 4 [28]), “id per quod fit actu, scilicet 
forma” (n. 8), and “materia non habet esse com-
pletum nisi per formam” (n. 32 [28]).

Specifically referring to the soul, he clarifies 
that “the soul is a substantial form; hence, it is 
necessary that it be the form and the ‘act,’ not 
merely of the whole but of every part” (“unde 
oportet quod sit forma et actus” ST 1.76.8, corpus 
[26]). And on his Commentary on Aristotle’s De 
Anima (II, l. VII, 319 [35]), he affirms:

… The soul is the cause of the living body as the 
form. (…) [It] is the cause of anything, as the sub-
stance, i.e., as the form which is the cause of being. 
For each being is actual (est actu) through the 
form. But the soul is the cause of being in living 
things; for they live as means of the soul, and the 
act of living itself is their existence.

This notion (and reality) of esse or actus 
essendi and actuality strengthens the unity 
expressed by the hylomorphic conception of the 
ensouled body. The individuality in the case of 
the human person comes from the form which is 
an “already” subsistent incomplete substance that 
provides the actus essendi (root of the individual-
ity and identity) to the whole. Stephen Brock 
([19], pp. 344–5) explains:

… Matter is—is in act—through form; form is in 
act through itself. This is how they can make for a 
true ontological unit, one substance: they have one 
esse. Together they constitute the whole, propor-
tionate subject of this esse. Nonetheless, the esse 
“reaches” the matter only through the form. And so 
it is conceivable that, prior [ontologically] to its 
reaching and actualizing the matter, the esse even 
be “seated” in the form, as in a partial subject. In 
that case, the matter may condition many of the 
form’s effects, but it will not condition the form 
just in itself, in its own being in act.

Additionally, the intellectual character of the 
human soul brings about its immortality and 
leaves the door open for a hypothetical reunifica-
tion with remote matter by way of an external 
agent. This is also explained by Aquinas. This 
intellectual character shows that the form which 
is the human soul is not only a form providing 
existence to the human being but has existence in 
itself: it is habens esse (De Anima a.18c [31], and 
see also ST I, q. 76, a.1 ad 5 [26]) and is conse-
quently incorruptible. It is a form composed of 

esse and essentia, acting respectively as act and 
potency, but simply form without matter (De 
Anima a.6c [31]): it is incomplete as form, but 
subsistent.

Eleonore Stump’s [questionable, see, e.g. 
Pasnau [36], p. 363] interpretation of Aquinas’s 
thought about the post-mortem human situation 
clearly evokes what Aristotle seems to hint about 
this (see above). She explains that for Aquinas 
constitution is not identity, and thus, a human 
being is not identical to the metaphysical parts 
that constitute him. She concludes: “On Aquinas’s 
view, a human being can survive even the loss of 
his entire body, when the substantial form [the 
soul] remains” ([37], p. 461). This does not mean 
that the person is the soul but “although a person 
is not identical to his soul, the existence of the 
soul is sufficient for the existence of a person” 
([37], p. 463).

 Conclusion: Linking Aristotle’s 
Hylomorphic Conception 
of the Human Being 
with Contemporary Mind–Body 
Theories

Some Aristotelian scholars have tried to identify 
links between Aristotle’s psychology and con-
temporary mind–body positions. One cannot but 
agree with Irwin when he states that “the extreme, 
eliminative materialist believes that there are no 
genuine formal causes” ([18], p. 293). 
Consequently, for an eliminative materialist posi-
tion, mind as conceived by Aristotle would not 
exist. Irwin adds that a less extreme, reductive 
materialist approach would consider formal 
causes but identify them with matter. Aristotle, 
on his part, conceives the soul as the ensouled 
body—because the living being is a unity—but 
he distinguishes it from the remote body. Living 
beings cannot be reduced to their remote matter: 
they are more than that.

Hence, can we conclude that Aristotle is a 
“non-reductive materialist”? He is clearly non- 
reductive, but he is materialist in only one sense: 
when considering the human being as a united 
whole. This is the central Aristotelian conception 
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of the living being. However, we should bear in 
mind that one Aristotelian principle (archai)—
form—is non-material because by its definition it 
“informs” matter.

Furthermore, Aristotle’s position is close but 
not compatible with emergentism, because in his 
opinion, psyche, though more than simple mate-
rials, is not emergent, in the sense of being gener-
ated by them; moreover, it is the principle that 
determines what the living being is, thus config-
uring matter. As Jaworski asserts, “unlike classic 
emergentism, hylomorphism denies that emer-
gent properties are generated or produced by 
lower-level processes or states. Higher-level phe-
nomena are instead ways in which lower-level 
occurrences are structured, and structures in gen-
eral are not generated or produced by the things 
they structure” ([20], p. 160). The human being is 
born a complete human being from the very 
beginning of its conception, with all its properties 
that have not emerged. In addition, putting apart 
the idiosyncratic case of the human being, life 
does not emerge from inert stuff: the minimum 
original unit for the development of life is already 
organic. Thomas Nagel ([38], p. 6) states:

... It is prima facie highly implausible that life as 
we know it is the result of a sequence of physical 
accidents together with the mechanism of natural 
selection. We are expected to abandon this näive 
response, not in favour of a fully worked out physi-
cal/chemical explanation but in favour of an alter-
native that is really a schema for explanation.

For Nagel, “a teleological explanation comes 
to seem more eligible” ([38], p. 118). We need “a 
cosmic predisposition for the formation of life” 
([38], p. 123). He cites scientists such as Francis 
Crick, Jacques Monod, and Ernest Mayr, for 
whom the origin of life from chemical evolution 
from a dead environment would be a miracle. For 
Nagel, natural teleology would be a plausible 
alternative ([38], p. 124).

In addition, as Derek Jeffreys [39] notes quot-
ing Aquinas, emergentism falls into a metaphysi-
cal mistake concerning the notion of causality: 
“nothing can act beyond its species, since the 
cause must always be more powerful than its 
effect” (ST I-II, q. 112, Ic [26]). Finally, it is 
Madden’s argument: “thoughts cannot emerge 

from neurophysiological processes, because they 
have universal content” ([40], p. 267). Pasnau 
([36], pp. 355–357) shows the difficulties of this 
argument being used for trying to prove the inde-
pendence of the mind concerning thinking.

My conclusion is that Aristotle’s hylomor-
phism provides an explanation of the mind–body 
relationship that does not fall into reductionism 
or a Cartesian strong dualism (see Jaworski [21], 
pp. 309 and 353). We can argue for it as an infer-
ence for the best explanation ([21], p. 270). I can-
not refrain from quoting a suggestive passage of 
Pasnau ([36], p. 364):

... That we still think of this as a problem [the 
“problem” of mind–body interaction] is rather 
curious, since it is a historical artifact of a few 
decades in the seventeenth century when philoso-
phers like Descartes formed the conviction that all 
causation at the material level occurs through 
mechanical impact, and at the same time wanted to 
treat the mind as immaterial and still interacting 
with bodies. Once Cartesian mechanism was aban-
doned in favor of a broader conception of forces as 
the causal agents in nature, the mind can be seen as 
just one among many forces in the natural world. 
And this is the older Aristotelian perspective as 
well, inasmuch as our intellectual powers are just 
forms—powers of the soul—that can act in nature 
just as other forms, accidental and substantial, act 
in nature.

Hylomorphism applies clearly and not prob-
lematically in the case of non-human living 
beings. However, it is not undoubted when it 
comes to the human being. The immortality of its 
soul stemming from its intellectual capacity 
poses a question mark: isn’t this a dualist posi-
tion? After death, two different substantial enti-
ties seem to remain: the soul and an accidental 
ensemble of corrupted substances, while before 
death, this plurality constitutes a unity. The thesis 
in this paper has been that, indeed, two different 
substantial entities remain after death: one is the 
remote matter, which is no longer human, and the 
other is the soul of the same human being with its 
proper being and identity, though incomplete.

I cannot tell if Aristotle would have agreed 
with this. But I have done my best in this thesis to 
maintain his position against dualism while sus-
taining soul’s immortality. Aquinas has certainly 
assisted in this task. In addition, regardless of his 
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view on the soul’s immortality, I conclude that 
Aristotle’s position constitutes a satisfactory non- 
physicalist explanation of the mind, where the 
soul is a form which is non-material and natural.
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Aristotle’s Concept of the Soul 
and the Link Between Mind 
and Body in Contemporary 
Philosophy

Jorge Martínez Barrera

Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to examine the true extent of neurological 
explanations of mental events and human actions. There is no doubt that 
advances in neuroscience are posing challenges that go beyond the fields 
of biology and physiology. The increasingly thorough knowledge of brain 
topography is very close to identifying the areas involved in the decision- 
making processes that precede human actions. This has led to the assump-
tion, by some physicalist currents, that a full explanation of mental acts by 
investigating neurological conditions is possible. However, this assump-
tion implies the superfluity of regulatory orders, and that human actions 
could not be implemented differently than as provided by the neurological 
structures. Freedom in this case is a senseless concept. The possibility is 
suggested, towards the end of this chapter, of going to the Treatise on the 
Soul, by Aristotle, as a more appropriate source to transcend physicalist 
reductionism. The latter has two limitations: one, to reduce the explana-
tion of mental acts and free decisions to its neurological conditions; 
another, that of not being able to open up to other explanatory possibilities 
that go beyond the determinism of neurosciences. Aristotle, we suggest, 
provides the elements to overcome these difficulties.

Keywords
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The interest in the current mind–body problem 
across a great portion of contemporary philoso-
phy needs no justification. It is raised by the dis-
coveries made concerning the brain’s anatomy 
and physiology and their relevance on the brain’s 
functioning in mental acts. Not to simplify exces-
sively, neuroscience is supposed to find the 
 fundamental explanation of the mind in relation 
to cerebral organisation and even with regard to 
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human acts. Neuroscience promotes a theory of 
causality whose main objective is to displace 
explanatory prototypes that cannot take into 
account those mental acts that respond to the 
demands of the current scientific conceptions of 
the world as an element of material things.

This void with regard to the explanation of the 
mind—which is supposed to be filled when thor-
ough brain topography may be reached—has 
been a parallel concept to that which considers 
the soul as an obsolete concept. Renowned scien-
tists such as Francis Crick maintain that the dis-
covery of the DNA helix means that we can 
manage without a supernatural reality, such as 
the soul, as stated in a famous article [1]. “To 
understand ourselves, we need to know how ner-
vous cells behave and interact. We are nothing 
but a package of neurons” ([2], p. 3). According 
to Crick, the soul would connect us with a reli-
gious realm that is not at all connected to our sci-
entific view of the world. In fact, the term ‘soul’ 
has been replaced by ‘consciousness’, which has 
also been considered as an equivalent of the 
mind, as a product of neural activity. Many prob-
lems arise from this position from a philosophi-
cal point of view. For philosophy, at least, this has 
already been revealed well below cognitive neu-
roscience’s questionings. One of the major diffi-
culties is based on the existence of liberty. If 
every human act is featured as one of free will, 
there would then exist an impassable incompati-
bility between the liberty of such acts and their 
cause, which according to neuroscience’s testi-
mony is the product of complex electrochemical 
combinations.

In Michael Gazzaniga’s works, there is room 
for a new discipline, neuroethics, which goes far 
beyond its original meaning [3]. The neuroethics 
concept was first introduced by W. Safire on 10 
July 2003 in the New York Times. Safire coined it 
in referring to the reflection about the licit and 
illicit in investigations of the human brain, though 
Gazzaniga extends it to considerations of normal-
ity, sickness, mortality, way of life, and philoso-
phy of life with regard to our knowledge about 
cerebral mechanisms, especially since all our acts 
invariably remit to a neurochemical base. There is 

an evident difficulty when it comes to reconciling 
this physicalism with the certainty that we are free 
that we feel at the time of decision. Jaegwon Kim 
tries to harmonise both sides while affirming that 
the intentional mental cognitive activity linked to 
behaviour is reducible to a neural factor, whereas 
qualia [4] is not. In this way, according to Kim, 
physicalism would be ‘manqué, but not by much’, 
mistaken but not by much.

Certain argumentative acrobatics cannot be 
denied in some of the works that try to explain 
free will directed to the cutback on mental acts 
on its neural conditions. Conclusions from 
Gazzaniga or Kim go like this: brains are auto-
matic, but will is free. This reductionism leads 
to the mind being placed out in the physical 
world; it has been addressed as a friendly phi-
losophy for neuroscience, which denies neither 
freedom nor the mind’s physical character. This 
might seem like squaring the circle, but in fact 
that is what the effort of philosophers of the 
mind is about. John Searle has exhaustively 
taken care of this matter. The topic of the mind 
is approached in Minds, Brain and Science [5], 
and the subject of free will, in Liberté et neuro-
biology [6].

According to Searle, the mind consists of a 
sequence of thoughts, sensations, and conscious 
and unconscious experiences which sum up our 
mental life. It is necessary to get rid of the ghost of 
old philosophical theories which occupy our con-
cept of what is mental. Our main concern consists 
of a personal representation of common sense as 
free and thoughtful beings, which does not match 
with the one in which science tells us that the 
world is made up of physical particles neither 
with mind nor with meaning. Above all, the solu-
tion might be somewhat easier than we think, 
since we are determined to find an exit provided 
by an obsolete philosophy and an outdated vocab-
ulary such as the one used during the seventeenth 
century. Of course, it is Descartes who Searle is 
talking about. To Descartes, the issue was how we 
could deal with the link between two different 
realities or such different genres. Physical sci-
ence’s success has brought up the relocation of the 
essence of mind, especially the fact of subjective 
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mental states and that these are as real and irre-
ducible as any other part of the universe.

Four different aspects of mental states are 
identified by Searle, which seem impossible to 
articulate from our scientific idea of the world as 
something made up by material things.

The most important feature is consciousness. 
Consciousness, he states, “is the central fact of 
human existence, due to the fact that without it all 
the other aspects of our existence, which are spe-
cifically human—language, love, humour—
would be impossible”.

The second feature is what philosophers call 
“intentionality”. Through it, our mental states 
relate to objects and refer to things which are dif-
ferent from mental states. The area of intentional-
ity is quite vast. It condenses belief, wish, hope, 
fear, love, hatred, lust, loathing, shame, pride, 
irritability, fun and all those mental states, 
whether conscious or not, related to a world 
beyond the mind itself.

The third feature of the mind seems hard to 
harmonise with the subjectivity of mental states. 
This undeniable subjectivity is marked by evi-
dent facts: No one can feel another’s pain. That 
said, how is it possible to deal with the subjectiv-
ity of mental states and the scientific view of real-
ity as something objective?

Finally, there is a fourth issue about mental 
causation. We all believe that our thoughts have a 
causal impact on the physical world. If someone 
decides to raise their arm, the arm is raised, 
reminds Searle. If our thoughts have a non- 
physical nature, how is it possible that they have 
a physical effect? How come a mental issue has a 
physical influence? With a slight irony, Searle 
states: “Are we supposed to think that thoughts 
may wind up the axons and shake dendrites or 
even strain through the cellular membrane and 
attack the cell’s nucleus?”

A philosophy of the mind which is con-
cerned with seeking harmony between body 
and mind cannot neglect these four issues. The 
good news is that the solution to this matter is 
simpler than one might think, says Searle. 
Actually, our only difficulty is we keep sub-
scribing to insufficient philosophical theories. 

Therefore, Searle’s proposals to solve the 
mind–body conflict are the following:

Mental phenomena, each and every one of them, 
whether conscious or not, related to sight, hearing, 
pain, tickles, itchiness, thoughts, all our mental life 
are, indeed, caused by processes occurring in the 
brain.

The explanation of this issue consists of a 
detailed description of the physiology of pain, 
taking an example on mental phenomena. This 
physiology condenses those processes occurring 
in the brain. This complements Searle’s previous 
thesis:

Pain and other mental phenomena are just features 
of the brain (and perhaps also from the rest of the 
central nervous system) ([7], pp. 15–21).

At this point, Searle addresses the cause of 
mental acts from another perspective. He tries 
deconstructing quite a rooted idea, namely, the 
one of material physical events being the cause of 
immaterial events. This is, in fact, a mistake, he 
says. To overcome this apparent difficulty, Searle 
proposes a more adequate concept of causation 
while observing other kinds of causal relations in 
nature. A common distinction in physics is the 
one about micro- and macro-properties in small- 
and large-scale systems. For example, if we take a 
glass of water, we must deal with the water’s 
micro-particles which are constituted by atoms 
and molecules. These features explain the liquid-
ity of water. The nature of the interaction between 
water molecules has a microscopic expression, 
just as the interaction of solid molecules explains 
the features of that solid state at the touch of a 
hand. It could be said, then, that the superficial 
feature is caused by the conduct of the microele-
ment, and at the same time it is formed by a 
microelement system. There is a cause-and-effect 
relationship, but at the same time these superficial 
traits are only features a level above the system 
itself whose micro-level behaviour causes such 
features. In the case of any objection against it, 
Searle argues that scientific progress precisely 
consists of the fact of an expression originally 
defining itself in terms of superficial traits  
which are accessible to the senses, and being  
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subsequently definable in terms of a microstruc-
ture which causes these superficial traits. This 
provides a fine explanatory model for the risky 
business between the mind and the brain. It could 
be said, then, that mental phenomena are caused 
by processes which take place at a neural level in 
the brain and, at the same time, they are presented 
in the system itself constituted by neurons, which 
seem a first-level equivalent to other physical phe-
nomena such as micro-particles. In this respect, 
Searle cannot escape from reductionism’s objec-
tion: why would anyone assume mental acts are 
not being reduced to physical conditions? As 
Thomas Nagel points out: “Reduction is the anal-
ysis of something identified at a level of descrip-
tion, in terms of another and more fundamental 
level of description which leads us to think that 
the first one is nothing more than the second one: 
water can be described as H2O molecules, heat as 
molecular movement, or light as electromagnetic 
radiation” ([8], p. 128).

Searle’s response to these objections, at least 
in quoted texts, consists of two arguments: First, 
the need to find an explanation of the kind of 
cause that produces mental acts, and how it is 
connected to neuroscience progress. The second 
one, which complements the first one, is the argu-
ment of behaviour or processes at a microlevel as 
the real explanation of behaviour in observable 
acts. In this way, quoting Searle: “There are no 
logical or philosophical obstacles, neither meta-
physical, to account for the relation between the 
mind and the brain in terms of being completely 
familiar to us based on nature. There is nothing 
more common in nature than superficial traits of 
a phenomenon being caused and carried out in a 
microstructure, and those are exactly the kind of 
relations exhibited on the link between the mind 
and the brain” ([5], p. 27).

Then the question follows: how is it possible 
that mental acts may cause physical effects? How 
is it possible that something that lacks impor-
tance and is so ethereal may materialise in an 
action? Searle states then that thought neither 
lacks importance nor it is ethereal. When a 
thought is produced, there is an evident cerebral 
activity which causes physical movement through 
physiological processes. Could the mind be com-

pared to a computer, then? Searle says no, due to 
the fact that a computer is just a syntactic device, 
while the mind is also a semantic one.

Just to summarise, Searle emphasises that 
mental states are biological phenomena. 
Consciousness, intentionality, and mental causa-
tion are all part of our biological history, along-
side physical development, reproduction, bile 
secretion, and digestion.

This is the position of the physicalist mind 
philosopher. There are different positions for 
every specific topic, and Searle’s ideas represent 
a vast part of what has been written about the 
links between brain and mind [9]. The first con-
clusion about this matter coincides with neurolo-
gist Arnaldo Benini, who without turning his 
back on a physicalist perspective, states that neu-
roscience’s optimism—meaning that the impres-
sive amount of data gathered about the brain 
leads one to believe that science might one day 
clear out the consciousness enigma—neglects the 
fact that the affected subject agrees with the 
organ that leads the study—i.e., the brain itself 
[10]. Benini quotes, in turn, Von Hayek who 
states that no explanatory agent may explain 
objects of its own nature or at a similar level of 
complexity, therefore the human brain will never 
be able to explain its own operations. However, 
one of the greatest difficulties for physicalism—
neuroscience’s reductionism—consists in 
explaining the permanence of an autobiographi-
cal consciousness: to recognise ourselves as sub-
jects that remain in time, while the matter which 
builds us up renews itself every 3 months.

With regard to the matter of liberty, there are 
ways of considering it:

If decisions are made by the brain, which is a 
physical object which obeys physical laws, then 
will is not free. In what measure are we respon-
sible for our acts if we are bound to do what our 
cerebral mechanisms impose on us? Benini states 
that the mind and brain’s identities imply that we 
are not able to do what we want, as the illusion 
we imagine, but that we want what we do. The 
illusion of being the architect of our own destiny 
is part of the neurological mechanisms of choice.

In Liberté et Neurobiologie, Searle opens up a 
non-deterministic possibility in the explanation 
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of human acts, without giving up the material 
character of the origin of our mental acts. The 
possibility opens up through the twentieth -cen-
tury progress in physics, when nature was discov-
ered not to be entirely deterministic. In fact, the 
usual causality theories have made us think that 
everything that happens in our lives is the result 
of previous causal conditions. A cause, Searle 
states, is prior to its object, which seems obvious, 
though that anticipation might lead us to think it 
is also temporal, which is not obvious at all. This 
model of temporal anticipation is the one to be 
shaken by quantum physics, which introduced 
non-deterministic explanations to particle behav-
iour. The issue with literal extrapolation of a 
causal model of quantum physics to the brain–
mind issue, and especially to the free will issue, 
is that in the world of particles, the only possibil-
ity to open up towards a non-deterministic cau-
sality consists of the inclusion of chance. It is 
certainly a problem to sustain the parallelism of 
the hypothesis according to which fate guides the 
dynamism of the basic structures of the universe, 
and the hypothesis that our properly human acts 
are free. We cannot equate fate with liberty. We 
cannot say that our free acts are given by chance. 
Searle states, anyhow, that “a certain number of 
attempts wish to explain consciousness and even 
free will in terms of quantum mechanics” ([11], 
p.21). In any case, the value of resource to quan-
tum physics is in the fact that it is possible to 
introduce an explanatory model of human liberty 
without implying a resignation to the central 
hypothesis of mental acts, despite the fact of the 
deficiency that Searle himself confers the given 
hypothesis.

The problem seems to linger, however, due to 
the fact that Searle recognises a subjective nature 
in consciousness, which possesses an unyielding 
first-person ontology subjected to a third-person 
or objective ontology. If it is already hard enough 
to define consciousness as a brain feature, it is 
because of our dualist tradition and because if 
consciousness is assumed to be unyielding neural 
behaviour, then it should be added to that given 
neural behaviour. So then, the consciousness 
ontology in the first person is what prevents us 
accepting the hypothesis that consciousness 

might be added to the biological microstructures 
of the brain. In this way, Searle makes a case by 
stating that his explanation has nothing to do with 
an ontological reductionism; thus, he does not 
discuss ontology in the consciousness’s first per-
son. However, a causal reduction must be admit-
ted: the causal power of consciousness cannot be 
extended beyond the power of neurobiological 
structures. It seems, then, we need to start from 
scratch, as it is impossible to escape from the 
notion of free will as a neurobiological matter, as 
Searle states:

“(…) consciousness is a superior or systemic fea-
ture of the brain, caused by inferior elements such 
as neurons and synapses. I have already empha-
sised that the philosophical solution to the tradi-
tional matter about the link between body and 
mind consists in highlighting that all our conscious 
states are superior or systemic traits of the brain. 
At the same time, they are caused by inferior micro 
processes that are produced within it. At the level 
of the system, there is consciousness, intentional-
ity, decision, and intention. At a micro level, there 
are neurons, synapses and neurotransmitters. The 
microelements’ behaviour that build up the system 
produces the system’s features” ([11], pp. 43–44).

The conclusion drawn up to Searle’s argumen-
tation might be put in the following terms: con-
sciousness—or the mind, to be more exact—is 
not material itself. The mind is nothing but “the 
state in which the system of neurons is found, in 
the same way that solidity is nothing but the state 
in which the system of molecules is found” ([11], 
p. 56). To ask then if consciousness is or not 
material does not make any sense, much as ask-
ing whether the solidity of a metal bar is material. 
This ingenious explanation lets Searle escape 
from the schematic assumptions about the two 
combinations of causes, consciousness and neu-
rons. What there is, in turn, is a unique combina-
tion described in different levels. The description 
of the mind as a state is important, since that 
would make of it an epiphenomenon of neuro-
chemical states. Searle denies this through other 
arguments whose strength greatly resembles a 
word play.

Marcelo Boeri has already stated, at the begin-
ning of his striking article previously quoted, that 
in favour of a practical philosophy Aristotle has 
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been rediscovered. Aristotle has also been 
 mentioned by some of the contemporary philoso-
phers who reflect upon this matter.

The reference to Aristotle would then be 
structured upon some major points, based on a 
possible answer for those difficulties laid out by 
physicalism or even by Searle himself. What 
Aristotle describes as the soul (psyché) is what 
will be dealt with. It is a crucial matter, as it is the 
exact matter which seems to have been excom-
municated from neuroscience’s language. Based 
upon this, the neuroscience’s evidence about the 
nature of the mind will be superficially reviewed, 
as it is in itself a cause of physical acts. This 
might lead us to outline an explanatory possibil-
ity of the mind and mental facts based upon non- 
physicalist terms.

Let’s examine an excerpt from On the soul 
whose importance cannot be denied (the text is 
on 407b 13 ss.)

The view we have just been examining, in com-
pany with most theories about the soul, involves 
the following absurdity: they all join the soul to a 
body, or place it in a body, without adding any 
specification of the reason of their union, or of the 
bodily conditions required for it. Yet such explana-
tion can scarcely be omitted (…). All, however, 
that these thinkers do is to describe the specific 
characteristics of the soul; they do not try to deter-
mine anything about the body which is to contain 
it, as if it were possible, as in the Pythagorean 
myths, that any soul could be clothed in any 
body—an absurd view, for each body seems to 
have a form and shape of its own. It is as absurd as 
to say that the art of carpentry could embody itself 
in flutes; each art must use its tools, each soul its 
body [12].

On his predecessors’ theories, Aristotle makes 
a significant turn: it is not about explaining the 
soul, at least not in the way they have done it, as 
if the soul were a vital attachment of the body, or 
a substance added to another one. It is about 
explaining the reason why the body is what it is, 
that is to say, what makes a body be what it really 
is. It is about finding an answer to the question 
why the body is an organic element. It is not 
about finding how the carpenter’s art gets into 
flutes, but to explain why flutes are what they are, 
not only what they are but why they are how they 
are. For that, the carpenter’s art (who is also a bit 

of a musician) must be admitted to be a previous 
stage to the production of the actual flutes.

The problem arises not to give a reason as to 
what the soul is. The problem is not about the 
ontology of the mind or soul, or to go into the 
physicalist mode, in accepting its alleged imma-
teriality starting from the physical data about the 
neurological structure. Aristotle inverts the ques-
tion: how is it possible that there is a body with 
such characteristics? For a contemporary refer-
ence: how is it possible that such an extremely 
complex organisation as the human brain exists, 
and that it is widely developed during the process 
of embryonic development? What presides over 
biomolecular, cytological, histological, and phys-
iological organic dynamics, which is oriented 
towards an extraordinary somatic result, namely, 
not just the body in its completeness, but towards 
the most complex organ of all, the brain? 
Gathering all evidence, if there is an ontogenesis 
principle and a fortiori about neurogenesis, this 
principle would become a cause whose anticipa-
tion cannot be contradicted. This principle might 
be the soul or the mind, as it is clear that it is prior 
to what causes it and that it cannot be the result of 
a somatic complexity; therefore what needs to be 
described is that complexity. It is inevitable that 
we address the existence of an anterior organisa-
tional scheme, with a causal power over what is 
potentially drawn to be a body or a determined 
organ. The cause of the mind or the soul cannot 
be explained without referring to a physical influ-
ence, from a neuroscientific point of view. To 
sum up, the problem is the mind, according to 
neuroscience. To Aristotle, the problem is the 
body.

The fact is that the nature of the mind is not 
Aristotle’s problem; it is not an impediment for 
him to have an idea about it which is, indeed, not 
compatible with neuroscience. Physicalism, at 
least in Searle and Antonio Damasio’s school of 
thought, does not guarantee an ontological rule 
with regard to the mind. Searle addresses the 
mind (consciousness) as a state. Damasio, on the 
other hand, states:

(…) to solve the consciousness problem is to dis-
cover the biological support of the human ability to 
build up, not only the mental patterns of an object, 
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but the mental patterns that transmit, automatically 
or naturally, the sensation of self in the act of dis-
covering. Consciousness, as we usually see it, is a 
merged mental pattern where the object and the 
self mix up.

Further on:

Consciousness is a private phenomenon, in the first 
person, which occurs as part of an intimate and 
own process that we call mind ([13], pp. 27–29).

Consciousness does not own a clear entity. It 
is a result and a cause of something. In turn, the 
mind or the soul owns a substantial entity accord-
ing to Aristotle. He defines it as a substance in the 
sense of the idea of the body of a determined liv-
ing organism:

Now given that there are bodies of such and such a 
kind, viz. having life, the soul cannot be a body; for 
the body is the subject or matter, not what is attrib-
uted to it. Hence the soul must be a substance in the 
sense of the form of a natural body having life 
potentially within it [De anima 412a 17 - 21].

The soul is a substantial organisational 
scheme. It is not a result of anything else. It is on 
its own a cause of the body, just like the art of 
carving flutes cannot be a follow-up of the final 
flute. The explanation of human embryological 
neurology addresses just a tiny bit of the prob-
lem. The process of the brain’s formation cannot 
be denied, yet it is essential to determine what 
guides this formation and why.

It is clear that this previous organisational 
scheme does not have a physical causation: it is 
not an electric current which produces visible 
results if the somatic potentiality permits it. 
However, this does not mean that physical cau-
sality has no room, hence it contacts the poten-
tially organic body and organises it. This gives an 
idea of ‘energy’, or en-ergon, a metaphysical 
concept which also addresses a teleological 
dimension such as entelechy, highlighting its 
dynamic aspect.

Neuroscience, even with its great progress on 
physiological cerebral description, and its links 
with other sciences, has not been able to answer 
the big question, mainly because it has not been 
formulated. The big question, with Aristotle’s 
help: what is the reason why the brain is what it 

is? Neurological description is a long way from 
exhausting the causal possibilities.

The question needs a level of causal explana-
tion and cannot be drawn into self-reference. 
Physicalism starts off with a vast quantity of 
physical data, which do not amount too much 
with regard to epistemic consistency in an extra- 
physicalist explanatory dimension. The empirical 
argumentations need not to be dismissed: natu-
rally, the mismatch between a purely physical 
conception about the mind and the existence of 
free human acts needs to be examined. The evi-
dence provided by metaphysical explanation is 
not comparable in its character to the one pro-
vided by physics; however, this may not be a rea-
son to omit information about it, given the 
implicit seriousness of the acceptance of the 
physicalist model. A coherent physicalism must 
restrict deontic expressions about what is human 
to ethology or perhaps to neuroethics, assessed 
by Benini:

• The moral sense is linked to the morphology 
and physiology of cerebral centres which pro-
duce and transmit it.

• The sense of good and evil springs up with the 
evolution of the brain, so that morality would 
become an ensemble of moral instincts. A 
kind of universal moral grammar, comparable 
to the innate consciousness of mathematics or 
the universal grammar of language described 
by Chomsky, natural to all human beings.

• The brain creates beliefs.
• Beliefs and religion would constitute a socio-

biological aspect of human culture and their 
main purpose would be safeguarding life 
itself; etc. ([10], pp. 67–68)

To attribute a physical causal power to the 
mind is undeniable, something that Descartes had 
already dealt with and which he wanted to address 
by creating a link between the body and the 
pineal gland. The Cartesian solution was mis-
taken, since the problem remains unresolved, as 
we still need to ask ourselves how is it possible 
that the mind, being an immaterial substance, 
may cause an actual action on a material gland. 
However, the given difficulty remains only if we 
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stay on the etiological scheme, proper to physi-
calism. To Aristotle there is no doubt about the 
mind (or soul) having causal power on the body. 
This being such an intricate matter does not mean 
we need to give up the immateriality of it, as 
Aristotelian theory of causality does not neces-
sarily imply physical contact either with effect or 
with a chronological anticipation.

The physicalist cul-de-sac, or its refined 
expressions such as Searle’s, may be based upon 
the type of causal evidence expected from the 
nature of the mind. This theory favours a resigna-
tion to factual evidence, rather than admitting its 
serious limitations for giving account of the 
reluctance of its reduction to a physical fact, 
assuming the lack of another level of explanation. 
The topic of the link between the mind and the 
soul in Aristotle’s work has not been mentioned. 
This is a well-known topic, especially after 
F. Nuyens’ work which might be summarised as 
follows: how is it possible that the mind, being 
immortal and eternal, might be part of a somatic 
organisational plan of a body which is not immor-
tal? If the mind were part of this plan, it should 
then transmit immortality to that organisational 
plan. For this reason, the mind seems to be 
another kind of substance for Aristotle. It seems 
to be detached from the soul, in the sense of not 
being part of an organisational plan of any kind 
of organ. This issue was resolved by Thomas 
Aquinas and it is not a matter of discussion for 
neuroscience, since the concept of the soul and 
all discussions about it have been completely 
removed [13].

In order to conclude this chapter, it must be 
stated that physicalist neurosciences lead us to a 
second level of reductionism. The first one por-
trays the mind as a product of neurological organ-
isation. The second one, even more worrisome, 
could be addressed as a methodological reduc-
tionism, which implies the reduction of any kind 
of scientific knowledge to a very specific episte-
mological paradigm which seeks a specific kind 
of evidence. However, this leads us to serious 
conceptual fragilities. Physicalist neuroscience is 
based upon the hope of a self-made promise by 
assuming that by obtaining an exhaustive cere-
bral map, the inconsistencies will disappear. This 

methodological reductionism has extrapolated 
what we might call the functioning conditions or 
execution of human acts, to the causality realm. 
A condition is not necessarily a cause. In the the-
ory of the causality realm, there is no reason not 
to assume unknown causes or even unknowable 
ones in the field of neuroscience and in a vast part 
of the contemporary philosophy of the mind, 
always overwhelmed by neurological discover-
ies. The physical account resource should make 
room for an explanation beyond itself, that is, a 
metaphysical one.

In this way, the revival of On the soul, by 
Aristotle, where neuroscientific data might be 
added to complement a review on the theory of 
causality, would certainly lead us to a provocative 
path in the realm of the philosophy of the mind.
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Life Project
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Abstract

José Ortega y Gasset states that men are their lives, and that these lives 
consist in existing in a circumstance not chosen by themselves, but into 
which they were thrown, and to stay afloat and live they must do some-
thing, swim to shore like someone who has fallen into the sea. And who-
ever falls into the sea swims before thinking they need to swim. That is the 
life project. Once an individual is already swimming, he may think what 
needs to be done to escape this situation: that is just a life plan. But to 
fulfill that plan, he must already be swimming: if he weren’t, he would 
drown. The life project is what someone is already doing in his life with-
out forethought, and in which he stands. And when that doing responds to 
a defined wish in form and objective, it provides satisfaction no matter the 
results. That is vocation. One of the consequences of the current cultural 
crisis is the loss of contact with ourselves, living shallowly and without 
taking vocation into consideration. For the life project being the expres-
sion of vocation should be a fundamental objective of psychotherapy and 
of living in general. Paying attention to this matter would help solve the 
anomaly and lack of sense that burdens our lives, and which many times 
leads to addictions and violence.
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Jose Ortega y Gasset refers to the “life project” in 
different parts of his work. He considers it what 
characterizes the human being; since humans do 
not have a nature, they do not have a fixed way of 
being. For example, the tiger, even if it wanted, 
would not be able to “detigerize” itself.
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While the tiger can’t stop being a tiger, and can’t 
detigerize, the human being lives at a permanent 
risk of dehumanizing. [1]

In front of a cub of any species, even those 
closest to our stage of evolution, we can predict, 
with some certainty, what that cub will become 
once it matures. This is impossible when it comes 
to a human baby because:

The life that has been given to me, I have to live it 
myself. It has been given to me, but it is not com-
plete, unlike how stars and stones are given their 
fixed and untroubled existence. [2]

For Ortega, human life is not definable as a 
unit, but as a relationship between who lives, me, 
and the context that surrounds it. This relationship 
takes place in time, and its history, tale, or drama 
are what every life is going to be, there’s nothing 
fixed. How is the body included in all this? Ortega 
places it as part of the context. What’s meaningful 
is not the body itself, but all that it does by taking 
advantage of the conditions or accepting the limi-
tations it is provided. Exactly like any other cir-
cumstantial condition it is in, such as the family, 
the country, or the time in which it was born.

What’s human is a human’s life, not its body, not 
even its soul. The body is a thing, and so is the 
soul, but the human itself is not a thing, it is a 
drama: it is its life. Humans have to live with the 
body and soul they were given by luck. One and 
the other—body and soul—are the closest devices 
with which the human must live, meaning, those 
with which he has to exist in its context. [3]

Meaning that just as, for example, the financial 
means a family has, the city or the neighborhood, 
the education it has access to, the social or cul-
tural opportunities that characterize the medium 
in which the human’s life takes place, are going to 
exert an indubitable influence on what its life will 
become. The human’s psychophysical conditions 
also exert an influence on the final result.

Our life is like this: I have to live and develop 
myself in the world, among things and other men, 
with a body I got by chance and which suffers dis-
eases, with a soul which may be lacking in will, 
memory or intelligence. [4]

But what should catch someone’s eye, and we 
assume it’s not because it is such a common and 
frequent fact, is the lack of a fixed relationship 

between context and the future development of 
existence. We are far from stating that context 
lacks importance, but it is still a factor that forms 
part of every individual’s life. Even if:

… Life consists of humans finding themselves, 
without knowing how, having to live in a deter-
mined and inexorable context. [5]

On the other hand:

… Our life is our being. We are whatever our life 
is, and nothing more; but that being is not predeter-
mined/solved from the beginning, we have to 
decide it ourselves, we are those that decide what 
we want to be. [6]

Where and when is this choice born? What is 
it that causes children in the same family, who 
were raised in similar conditions and were under 
similar influences, to turn into great people on 
one hand, while another ends up as the “black 
sheep”? Furthermore, what causes some teenag-
ers from poor families to turn to illegality, 
whereas others overcome their situation and 
insert themselves in society? What should be 
taken into consideration are “psychological fac-
tors”. Of course! That’s it! But what are we refer-
ring to when we mention these “psychological 
factors”? Most people tend to relate psychologi-
cal factors to environmental or family influences, 
which would later cause their lives to develop 
down particular paths, different and unique to 
each person. If we were to look at the wide vari-
ety of actions that humans take, we would be able 
to relate these paths to the different ways people 
have of facing their “struggle for survival”. If 
human conduct were logical, it would be proba-
ble that needs would have already vanished from 
Earth a long time ago. Rationalism finds in the 
needs of subsistence the main engine of human 
action. But what if the human action is not related 
to subsistence, and even more so, endangers it? 
For example, the mountaineer that sets out to 
climb the Alps? What need would this action ful-
fill? For such a big goal, much effort, time, 
money, and training would be required. All of 
this suggests that this action implies the 
 fulfillment of a need, but not one related to sub-
sistence. What about the young man who decides 
to become an artist, even though he knows that if 
he were to join the family business, he would 
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have a much better subsistence? It is this that 
causes us to meet businessmen, politicians, art-
ists, masters of different trades, scientists, sports-
men, women who choose to have children over 
following a career (or vice versa), etc. And even 
among each of these trades and occupations, not 
one is the same as another, they all differ in the 
way each person chooses to integrate it in their 
lives. Two lawyers can work as such for reasons 
and with objectives completely different from 
one another, and the same would apply to two 
politicians, two businessmen, or two doctors. 
Listing the different actions the human being per-
forms is practically impossible, but their exis-
tence leads us to suppose that a factor different 
from “psychological influences” or practical 
needs exists. There is, in fact, a need, which is to 
fulfill a life project, which is the way in which 
life’s force tries to manifest itself in each human 
being, and which in turn grants each person the 
energy required to push onwards as the protago-
nist and leading actor of their own personal 
drama, their life. Without it, living would not be 
living, but just existing with no reason to exist or 
an objective to fulfill. The cultural crisis in which 
we live does not favor life having a meaning 
beyond comfort and consumption. The unease 
that prevails is the most eloquent proof of humans 
having other needs that are sometimes ignored, 
which we refer to as “spiritual needs”.

...Those diverse vital projects or life programs that 
our fantasy elaborates, and among which our will, 
another psychic mechanism, can freely choose 
from, do not present themselves to us as something 
familiar, but as something strange, coming from 
who knows which personal and dark secret coming 
from deep within us, calling us to choose one life 
project and discard the rest. All life projects pres-
ent themselves as possible—we can choose any we 
want—but only one presents itself to us as what we 
must be. This is the weirdest and most mysterious 
ingredient of humans. [7]

 Genesis of the Project

Maybe the expression “Life Project” is not the 
most fitting, because it alludes to a certain defini-
tion. For example, in architecture the project con-
sists, precisely, in determining with the highest 

precision the details of what the house/building 
will later look like. However, in the topic at hand, 
the life project is more a state that a plan. And 
even more so, it should not be confused with a 
plan because plans are constructed through intel-
lect, and the life project is prior and previous to 
any intellectual elaboration.

“I find myself being the project that I am before I 
even think about it; in fact, no one has ever com-
pletely thought of what kind of project he or she 
is.”[…] Basically, it is the course of life that shows 
us, little by little, what kind of project we are. [8]

The project is born from the energy which 
everyone displays in living, and that energy is 
not born from intellect, but from life itself. 
Intellect may guide this energy, but it does not 
create it. On the contrary, when convictions are 
born from intellect, they create doubts, because 
that same intellect is what gives people alterna-
tives to all their choices. Intellect opens cross-
roads, while life is the force that pushes us down 
the road that, at one point or another, meets a 
crossroad.

…All the things that happen to us, happen to us 
because we live. Since we accept this fact, it is evi-
dent that anything that happens to us, even the hard-
est and most maddening things, happen to us 
because we want them to—because we want to 
exist. Human beings want to live—want to exist, to 
subsist—and they want to exist in a way they will 
fulfill their own individualism, to be themselves. [9]

In our minor brothers in the biological scale, 
the life project matches their species. The “fulfill-
ment” of the tiger consists in fulfilling, in all its 
characteristics, the project “tiger”. Even if some-
one were to envy the size, strength, or invulnera-
bility of an elephant, nobody would ever dream 
of becoming one. In the human being the life 
project is not limited to species, it is not enough 
to just fulfill the early biological stages of its life. 
In fact, that would be a (and is) a conviction. 
Those that go to jail have their biological needs 
more or less taken care of. However, their situa-
tion is completely unsatisfactory. It can be said 
that captive animals also suffer; the only differ-
ence is that we do not find out. But if they were to 
suffer, it would be because they cannot do by 
themselves actions particular to their species, not 
their individual actions. The human being, on the 
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other hand, can live his life even in those condi-
tions. Such is the case of Miguel de Cervantes, 
who wrote Don Quixote while in prison. Each 
life is unique, and no matter how similar it is to 
the life of another person, never ceases to be our 
own. Lives are not exchangeable. They have 
absolute singularity, not biologically…

…humans have no nature. They are not their body, 
which is a thing, nor their soul, conscience or 
spirit, which are also things. Humans are no thing, 
they are a drama—their life, a pure and universal 
event that takes place for each person, in which 
everyone is nothing but another event. [10]

…but symbolically, culturally. Human’s habi-
tat is not nature, which is to them an inadequate 
medium. Humans have built their own medium, 
culture, and from this situation have developed to 
become cultural beings, on top of already being 
natural beings. It is hard to determine which is 
cause and which is effect in this process. Meaning, 
human beings are individuals that develop in a 
cultural habitat and that instrumentally utilize a 
body inserted in a social situation.

But having a body is no minor fact. It is the 
source of the vitality one will require to develop 
one’s project in the cultural world.

 Vitality

There is, in fact, a part of ourselves that is infused 
or rooted in our bodies, and acts as a sort of corpo-
ral soul. From this “soul” come the instincts of 
offense and defense, of power, organic sensations, 
pleasure and pain, the attraction between opposite 
sexes, sensitivity to music, dancing, etc. This cor-
poral soul acts as a foundation to the rest of our 
person. [11]

Ortega, in an essay titled “Vitality, Soul and 
Spirit” decodes to describe these factors that 
intervene in human action. We will return to the 
soul and the spirit later on.

We can say, imaginatively, that this vitality or 
vital impulse meets, after birth, a world in which 
it must find a way to survive. We come to this 
world with the aforementioned energy or “will to 
live” that will have to find its way in the face of 
different aspects, some favorable and some unfa-
vorable. It is in these situations that the most 

adequate attitude for survival is born. This is the 
seed of the life project. But it is not, as we can 
see, a plan that has been thought through. If we 
fall to water, if we know how to swim, we don’t 
“think” we should start swimming. We find our-
selves swimming before even thinking. Thoughts 
will come later: distance to the coast or a boat, 
temperature, ways to call for help, etc. This is the 
reason that makes the life project anything but a 
plan, since it is the action that takes place before 
any plan. Plans are born from the collision with 
reality, and therefore, cannot have been thought 
before the crash occurs.

In its radical lines, life is always unpredictable. We 
have not been announced before entering it—life’s 
stage, which is always a certain and determined 
one; we have not been prepared. [12]

The life project is, therefore, a reaction that 
cannot be called either rational nor irrational, the 
most adequate would be to call it pre-rational. 
Reason will come into play later, but the decision 
to fight, to beat difficulties and live on is not the 
result of a previously meditated choice, it is 
something decided by life itself. This distinction 
is important in view of the utility these concepts 
have to psychotherapy, since the therapist will 
find himself with patients that, in the face of 
minor predicaments, have lost the skill to react, 
or on the other hand, with patients that hold on to 
life and who fight even in the most unfavorable of 
situations. Rationalism, which puts everything on 
the same level (since reason is unique and univer-
sal), does not prepare us for these distinctions, 
but the therapist should possess the skills that 
will allow him to face what we have carried upon 
our shoulders, the singularity of the human being 
manifested in its life project. If vitality were to be 
missing, its empty space should be filled by psy-
chological resources complemented with other 
resources that favor its recovery. In this 
 characteristic we have called pre-rational lies the 
human’s biggest strength, since it is a spontane-
ous manifestation of vital energy. It is known that 
humans are born completely defenseless. Without 
the care from its parents (not only food and 
warmth, but also motherly love) it would be 
impossible for the baby to keep on living. Such is 
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the need of care that the baby reacts whenever it 
is separated from its mother, since it does not 
know where she is or what may have happened to 
her. From the baby’s interaction between his sen-
sibility and the care received, a way of feeling in 
the world will rise, and this way the baby feels 
this will affect what kind of life project he’ll 
eventually choose.

Once this stage of absolute dependence is left 
behind, the stages of social insertion will follow. 
First comes the insertion in family life, then 
school life, and finally, through adolescence, the 
child will become an adult. All these stages are 
opportunities that will affect and modify the 
child’s life project: the place he fills in the family, 
in the succession of siblings, or if he’s an only 
child. The role in educational institutions: better 
or worse student, interest in certain subjects or 
sports, social roles, being more or less “popular”, 
the pretty girl, the ugly girl, the fat guy, the nerd, 
the transgressor, etc. All these experiences con-
solidate an idea of ourselves that, in turn, affirms 
the project. The problem is that the idea may be 
wrong or may have been born from an isolated 
experience (a bad grade in one subject, being 
rejected by your crush, etc.). This condition may 
be invoked by someone as “I’m not meant for 
that”, “I’m not good at…” and they may turn 
away from what is most important: vocation.

Our subject finds himself, as he lives in the 
world spread before him, and he knows he needs 
to do something to live. Favorable and unfavor-
able experiences act as hints, and so do the adult 
figures whose activities may appear interesting or 
attractive; basically, all he sees through the course 
of his life. But none of these things are enough to 
explain the singularity and individuality we have 
explained earlier. At one point in life, an enlight-
ening occurs, a certainty coming from an 
unknown place: “I will be…”, “I’ll work as…” 
which will take, without a doubt, materials from 
experience of life and world. However, the way 
in which these materials will organize at a certain 
moment and in a certain way to form the personal 
project cannot be deduced from the mere pres-
ence of its horizon, seen from afar. There is an act 
of choice, of will, a decision, which comes from 
the spirit.

In a house where a passion for chess exists, 
in which the different family members compete 
against each other, be it between siblings or 
fathers and children, there’s a really high possi-
bility for one of them to choose to devote him-
self to chess. But this is not the most important 
thing. That young man or woman, at some point 
had to make that choice, and that choice, even 
though it was facilitated by the environment, is 
as much of a decision as if he had chosen a 
career or a job, or even become a sailor. Because 
one should ask oneself; if it’s a large family, 
why didn’t all the siblings choose the same path, 
if they were all under the same influences? 
Some may argue that “not everyone lives things 
in the same way”, something with which I 
wholly agree, but there’s the issue: “not every-
one lives it…” and in that particular leaving 
which is personal to everyone, the spirit is 
manifested.

 The Spirit

We have already talked about vitality earlier. 
Ortega claims that spirit is no metaphysical 
entity, hidden or hypothetic reality, but a phe-
nomenon that everyone can find within them-
selves with all the evidence, and then describes 
this phenomenon:

…the act in which we understand with enough 
evidence a scientifically proposition can only be 
executed by the core of our being, which is our 
mind or spirit. Thought does not come only from 
the body or only from the soul. In every authentic 
“understanding”, “reasoning”, etc. an immediate 
contact between the spiritual “me” and the under-
stood is produced… The understanding that 
2+2=4 happens in an instant…Same happens 
with love, you fall in love or you don’t in just a 
moment. Volition, even if it takes time to form, is 
a ray of intimate activity that completes the 
choice. [13]

While in the soul, home of emotions, phenom-
ena extend through time (you “are” sad, you 
“are” happy), spiritual phenomena are instanta-
neous. Because of this, the volition, the choice 
that defines a life project, is spiritual. It is not 
necessarily unique; events and experiences in life 
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modulate it, but in each case it is a new act of 
volition, as “explosive” as the previous ones. In 
every “thought” the same occurs:

While we “are thinking” we go through the succes-
sive series of many acts of thought, each of them 
being a mental lightning. [14]

The choice that stands as a starting point for a 
life project has all the characteristics that an 
action coming from the spirit would have. It is a 
volition born from the intimate, which has the 
kind of certainty that does not depend from any 
argumentative development. Arguments comes 
later, and if something changes it is because 
another spiritual intervention has occurred. 
Choices coming from the spirit are not perma-
nent or unchangeable. They are modifiable, and 
context may render them unfit, so they are modi-
fied by other choices which also come from spiri-
tual intervention. When it is not like this, and a 
choice is modified by secondary considerations, 
the subject feels uncomfortable and that he has 
failed himself. The same occurs when Ortega 
states that the life project cannot be changed:

Our will is free to do or not do that vital project that 
we ultimately are, but it cannot correct it, change it, 
dispose of it or replace it. We are only a program-
matic character that needs to fulfill itself. [15]

Every life is a project, and only one, which can 
slightly change depending on the context. These 
modifications must stay coherent with the charac-
teristics of the initial project. We can compare the 
project with the individual itself: throughout its life 
it can experience changes as things around him and 
within him change, but this does not mean that he 
stops being himself. It can change, for example, the 
activity he does, but not the reason why he does it. 
Each individual can develop its life depending on 
the project, or let himself be carried away by con-
veniences and conventions and do what “people 
do”. The spiritual I is the one in charge of perceiv-
ing or correcting the turns of this project, the loss of 
coherence, and its interventions appear as volitions, 
choices. It would be like a ship’s captain’s orders to 
stick to a course, making it a task to complete.

Life is a drama, because it is the frenetic struggle 
against things, and despite our personality, we 
choose to become those we are in the project. [16]

This character, the spiritual I, is the manifesta-
tion of the spirit in every person, because it repre-
sents the purpose of every individual existence. 
Life is organization, growth, and purpose; and on 
the human level, this is manifested as spirit. The 
difficulty for a particular existence to develop 
according to its respective project is, precisely, the 
lack of contact between itself and its spiritual level. 
This is the consequence of the cultural crisis and 
life’s subsequent superficialization. In all patholo-
gies, a loss of organization, a chaos can be per-
ceived. If the purpose of existence is consumption, 
fun, and pleasure, we move away from the possibil-
ity that what guide our actions are guidelines from 
our own uniqueness. Asking ourselves what do we 
really want to do with our lives implies a question-
ing of our own spirit, which is often unknown to us 
and cast aside, unheard and unseen, without being 
taken into account because time flies and we always 
have other more important things to do, which pay 
off, are fun or pleasurable. The spirit tends to be a 
killjoy when it’s time to find out if what we are 
doing, the life we are leading, is or is not truly 
wanted. That life project which is the manifestation 
of the spirit puts things into order and gives them a 
purpose in each life, causing all calls taking us 
down that road to come from the spiritual plane. 
That is, the subject will feel like taking decisions, 
but those decisions are dictated by something pre-
vious to him, which is the spiritual route we call, 
yet again: “life project”.

The importance of these concepts to psycho-
therapy is evident. Disorientation and lack of feel-
ing our own existence are epidemic. Even more so, 
the epidemics of more objectified psychological 
diseases, such as depression and anxiety problems, 
may be thought of as manifestations of the preex-
istence of the previously mentioned disorientation 
and the lack of a way of giving some sense to exis-
tence. After some time of living letting yourself be 
carried along by what “people” do, then comes a 
moment of emptiness that evolves towards depres-
sion or anxiety. Panic disorder, in some cases, is 
accompanied by a highly suggestive depersonali-
zation syndrome of this mechanism. Suddenly, the 
patient loses the synesthesia with himself, and, 
after this terrible experience, comes the panic. Or 
marital issues with their also epidemic sequel  
of divorces, originating from the conception of 
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marriage as a coexistence that must be at all times 
enjoyable and not as a realization of a project in 
common for which the gratification will be the sat-
isfaction of developing the capability to take care 
of others and to help each other to be better human 
beings. But to improve we must perceive values 
that aren’t just those of instant gratification, and 
that perception also depends on the place the spirit 
occupies in each person’s life. Because of this, the 
project is unknown. It is not something one 
“wants” to do, it is what generates the action. No 
one says: “Since my life project is to be an archi-
tect I’m going to join the architecture faculty.” He 
finds out his life project is to become an architect 
after he felt he wanted to study architecture. This 
means that the project and the spirit are two differ-
ent aspects of the same phenomenon which sur-
rounds them, which is life itself.

The life project is the manifestation on the 
human level of life’s formidable tenacity, which 
extends itself even in the most precarious con-
ditions as soon as it is given a minimum chance 
to do so. The understanding of the project’s ori-
gin is confused with the fathomless mystery of 
life itself.

 The Soul

Between vitality and spirit, Ortega places the 
soul. The soul is the sphere of emotions. While 
spiritual phenomena are instantaneous, emotions 
extend through time, lasting. You “are” sad, 
happy, angry, in love, excited. Spiritual phenom-
ena are punctual; when a choice is made, that 
choice is produced, there’s no other simultaneous 
choice happening at the same time. Meanwhile, 
one can experience discovered feelings which 
were not known to be there. Between vitality and 
soul there is no precise limit:

…There is no way to determine where our body 
ends and where our soul begins… . [11]

It is because of this that emotions interact with 
vitality. A moment of enthusiasm carries a greater 
disposition to act, and sadness often has the 
opposite effect, inciting inaction. But the moti-
vating action of emotion would be unorganized if 
the spirit’s organizing intervention was inexis-

tent. The spirit decides and organizes the emo-
tional and motivating world, giving it a course to 
follow into action.

The will does nothing but decide, choose between 
one inclination and the other: it prefers what’s best, 
but it would not want anything by itself if it weren’t 
for this metaphorical keyboard of emotions, where 
our force of will chooses which keys to press…. 
The spirit or I cannot, for example, create a feel-
ing, or directly eliminate one. [17]

That life project takes shape from the choices 
that the spirit makes. Emotions tend to fill a privi-
leged place in the therapeutic sphere and, depend-
ing on the school the therapist has been formed in 
a bigger or smaller importance to its expression 
or “catharsis” is given. But from the perspective 
that the spirit’s presence suggests, it could be 
understood that when an emotion is expressed, 
you are “presenting” it to the spirit so it can per-
form its organizing function, causing that emo-
tion to stop being disturbing. There are other 
resources, in and out of the therapeutic sphere, 
that may help achieve emotional balance, and 
whose way of action is understood by taking into 
account the spiritual body and the project. Such 
is the case of meditation in its different ways, the 
techniques of Directed Dreaming, the different 
religious experiences, a shocking experience 
forcing a deep pondering. All therapists with a 
certain degree of experience have had cases 
where the patient presented a particular difficulty 
in stepping away from a certain emotion. A par-
ticularly significant case of this is the so- called 
“PTSD” or Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, 
though its interpretation would not be very differ-
ent. Other dramatic cases, such as not being able 
to forget a grudge with a relative, or holding a 
conflictive relationship with someone you live 
with, are examples of the difficulty of causing the 
spirit to intervene in its function of arranging 
emotions and achieving the emotional harmony 
that eases the continuity of existence.

 Reflection

Our current way of life does not make the spirit’s 
intervention in existence any easier. One is 
focused in the outer reality, with its obligations, 
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distractions, urgencies, problems, dangers, satis-
factions, joy, and misery. In that, the human being 
answers to what has been its main occupation 
since hundreds of thousands of years ago, which 
paleontologists estimate to be the date of appari-
tion of our species. During almost all of that time 
period, the attention focused on the outer reality 
made the difference between life and death. Being 
alert was essential, both to find food and to avoid 
being the food. Some of this still takes place, and 
an example of it is stress-related or -caused dis-
eases. In fact, as long as we don’t have an ade-
quate mechanism to interpret the dangers of 
civilization, we will still react the same way we 
did back in the jungle. What is the use of generat-
ing an adrenaline rush which prepares the body 
for a fight-or-fly situation when you are facing a 
financial difficulty, a lawsuit or a risk of being 
fired? None of these situations will be solved with 
a physical confrontation, yet we still waste our 
time preparing the energy of our body as if it were 
to happen. Therefore, this is another terrain where 
the spirit’s balancing intervention is required. And 
the way that we facilitate that intervention is to 
turn to a state of “reflection”, a term which may 
refer to picturing a copy of ourselves in a mirror, 
though in this case it is actually an internal con-
templation, or introspection. The term that Ortega 
uses to refer to this state is the one of “retraction”, 
looking “into” ourselves. The opposite would be 
the state of “alteration”:

Almost the whole world is altered, and in that 
alteration man loses his most essential attribute, 
the possibility of meditating, of withdrawing into 
himself to agree with himself and determine what 
his beliefs are; what is it that he really cares about 
and what is it that he really hates. Alteration blinds 
him, forces him to act mechanically, in a frantic 
somnambulism. [18]

In the state of reflection or retraction the spirit 
has room to move, so it can organize the mind, to 
arrange the true objectives hierarchically and to 
organize the direction he wants to follow in life, 
distinguishing what he really cares about from 
his other shallow pseudo-interests. Again, psy-
chotherapy comes into play. The therapeutic 
sphere is the most suitable for this process. It is a 
singular situation in which one of the partici-

pants, the therapist, decides to accompany the 
patient and make his state of reflection easier to 
achieve, so that he may find clarity about his true 
objectives. In our culture this is one of the few 
opportunities where one person hires another to 
receive help with their introspective capabilities, 
and receive another’s support for that task, so that 
he can reconsider and modify the way he lives his 
life. When the life project is born from the spirit 
and a will to act, a spiritual state is required for it 
to be present in the subject’s conscience. This is 
particularly necessary when the life project seems 
unable to develop, be it because of an accident, a 
change, or the context’s evolution.

 The Life Project’s Evolution

Ortega defines life as the relation between the I 
and the context that surrounds it. This relation-
ship is exposed to the alternatives of circum-
stances, and its alternatives make up what each 
life is.

Life is what we do and what happens to us… living 
is what we do and what happens to us, from think-
ing or dreaming or being moved by something, all 
the way to playing games and fighting battles. [19]

As seen above, referring to life projects, 
Ortega states that many present themselves as 
possibilities “but one and only one presents itself 
as the one we must be”. He also says that life is 
the relationship between the I and circumstances 
that take place in time, which is an “event”. 
Meaning, to understand the human life we must 
resort to a tale; as therapists know it, a story. The 
human’s life is… his story, “what he does and 
what happens to him”.

Man has no nature, he has history. History is the 
way of being of an entity that is radically variable 
and lacks an identity. And because of this, it is not 
pure naturalistic, eleatic reasoning which will be 
able to understand man. [20]

How do you make two characteristics as 
incompatible as the project being “only one” and 
that the being should “constantly change” com-
patible? It is obvious that the life project cannot 
remain unchanged throughout the course of life, 
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especially taking into account of the fact that it 
has been defined as the relationship between two 
objects, neither of which is fixed. So: the project 
is “only one” at all times. At all times, life places 
us in front of the need to make a choice, and in 
each case, the choice must answer to the life 
project. We have already seen that the life project 
is not a plan, a timetable known from the begin-
ning. You get to know it as you live. Precisely, the 
successive choices you take are what shape the 
life project, that’s why it is unknown at first, just 
as you don’t know the circumstances that will 
shape it. However, if we follow its development 
we can see the course it will take. At every cross-
roads you meet, reflection is what reveals “what 
you will believe in, what you hold dear and what 
you hate”. Therefore, at all moments, the answer 
to what is happening must be the expression of 
the true will and, as we have seen, that changes at 
all moments. This is what makes it the manifesta-
tion of the spirit. At any of life’s alternatives, 
many options present themselves but only one 
will express the subject’s true will. It is like this 
that in the face of any disagreement, some lives 
may follow the right way and some may turn off. 
The situation known as “the mid-life crisis” is 
paradigmatic. It is the moment when the life 
project stops acting as motivation because there 
is something that has dried it up: it has been ful-
filled, and therefore has lost its capacity of gener-
ating new actions. It is not as if the project of life 
is lost. An argument that the life project used was 
lost, and therefore must now create a new one. It 
is not different from what at one time caused its 
creation. What happens is that at that time it was 
a succession of elections that were taken impre-
cise, which eventually led to that project to dry 
up. What happens now is that, because of the 
lack of exercise, the skill of finding what you 
“really want” to do with life has been lost. We 
have lived from “rents” of the project in course 
and it was supposed it would always be like this. 
But the capacity to project is intact. Actually, the 
unease that the situation provokes is the most 
eloquent proof of something missing, that life 
asks for a project, to dedicate to something. It is 
at this moment when one must recur to the spirit, 
reflection, or withdrawal. Searching in yourself 

is what matters now, not what mattered 20 or 30 
years ago and which was active at that time. 
Because there are stages in life where the proj-
ect’s choice is facilitated. When couples marry, 
or a career is chosen, or you journey to a certain 
place. These are magical times because you take 
fundamental choices, though thanks to the time 
they occur, they are facilitated and require less 
effort. But at another stage of life, choices are 
harder, and in that case, you must be aware of the 
usefulness of recurring to a spiritual state, which 
is the one that’ll give the conviction necessary to 
face change. It is no different from the process 
that took place back then, it’s just harder. The 
same goes for when an unexpected turn of events 
affects the project. It may be the death of a loved 
one, a disease, an unexpected economic problem, 
or any possible “disgrace” which life throws 
your way. In each of these cases, suffering occurs 
because a situation which was supposed to last in 
time suffered a sudden interruption which 
affected the project in a negative way. How do 
you continue with life? It may not be easy, but it 
is possible (which from the therapeutic point of 
view is no small feat). Sometimes it becomes 
practically impossible to recover, but in other 
cases “spiritual” resources awaken, which 
develop into the possibility of reinstalling one-
self in life with a certain degree of well-being. 
Life is not over; a way of living has ended, and it 
is urgent to find a new one, just as you found the 
first one, with the same elements it was made up 
of, through thought and imagination. Life must 
always “be lived”, both in the easy times and in 
the hard times. What raises the difficulty is the 
confusion between the end of a stage and the loss 
of the capability to recover a life project. The 
project is not born from context, but from the 
human being’s capability of getting excited with 
what the context offers him. With the passage of 
time, you start to believe that “things” are what 
generate enthusiasm, and this causes the inevita-
ble losses of the said things to become terribly 
catastrophical.

When noticing we cannot live without taking inter-
est in some things, many believe that, in fact, what 
was interesting were this things, and not the fact of 
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taking interest in ourselves…It is not, then, the 
transcendental values what give life a meaning, but 
the other way around, life’s generosity, which 
needs to get excited about something unrelated to 
it, gives it its meaning. With this I don’t mean that 
all those big things are fictionally valuable: I’m 
just interested in warning that the human’s capabil-
ity of enlightening itself for all the esteemed 
aspects of life is no less valuable than all those 
material things. [21]

And that capability that life possesses of being 
excited about something unrelated to it finds its 
manifestation in vocation. Vocation is the bridge 
that may keep a firm path in life over all the col-
lapses which originate in life’s circumstantial 
changes.

 Vocation

Why does the loss of the project cause so much 
grief? In therapeutic activity, it is necessary to 
always be on guard to not pass over the obvious 
without taking it into consideration. Why is it 
that human life, to be more or less enjoyable, 
needs to embark on a project? Animals have no 
project other than survival, and they don’t seem 
to suffer from the changes in circumstance, as 
long as they are not endangering ones. What hap-
pens is that in animals, the purpose of life is ful-
filled merely by existing. In the human being, the 
purpose has separated itself from the corporal 
form and has developed on a symbolical level 
which may be even more sensitive than the body. 
When the project is damaged, it hurts; not in the 
same way a headache hurts, but if they were 
given the choice, many would choose a headache 
over a failure of any kind. What happens is that 
the human being lives in a particular habitat, cul-
ture. And in this habitat, the conditions for sur-
vival are others. For example, some recognition 
coming from others is needed. The conditions of 
safety have to do with values that aren’t strictly 
materialistic, prestige may be felt as a need on the 
same level as food. Anthropologists face the 
enigma of the relationship between the symbolic 
capability and the cultural organization, both 
suppose each other mutually but it is not possible 
to determine which created the other. Life is 
organization, growth, and purpose. In the human 

being, the purpose, while in the cultural habitat, 
is the life project. The purpose is what supports 
organization and growth. Depression may be 
seen as the consequence of the loss of purpose, as 
if it were even necessary to maintain an appropri-
ate state of organic functioning, of well-being. 
The loss of purpose generates a state of disinte-
gration which is terribly pitiful. The counterpart 
is, for example, the state of being in love, which 
poets mention and where the purpose is so exag-
gerated that it may fill almost the whole mind, 
leaving no room for other thoughts. Enthusiasm 
is the manifestation of the individual possessing a 
purpose.

I mean that our life is never just being, a state of 
just existing. Living is always living, for some-
thing or because of something; it is a transitive 
verb. From here rises the fact that a human life with 
no vital interest can’t exist, because this interest is 
what holds, makes up and organizes that life. At 
the moment when all vital interests are let go of, 
life would merely cease to exist. [22]

It sometimes happens that the need and well- 
being coming from enthusiasm cause a hurtful 
enthusiasm to arise, but that happens when you 
haven’t taken a moment to reflect and establish a 
relationship between enthusiasm and the life proj-
ect. The same can be said about addictions, artifi-
cial ways of generating states of enthusiasm which 
depend on substances. Because of this depen-
dence, once the effect is over the need to take the 
substance over and over again is established.

Now, it just so happens that not everyone gets 
excited about the same things. When something 
excites everyone, it is usually unrelated to the 
most particular aspects of the subject. For exam-
ple money, which at the current moment is an 
object of universal interest. Obtaining it does not 
excite us, what excites us and generates enthusi-
asm are all the things you can buy with it. On the 
other hand, finishing a career is a source of enthu-
siasm by itself, along with all the possibilities 
that come with it. It is the case that every experi-
enced professional has had cases of depression in 
wealthy excited people who are going through a 
rough economic patch.

Luckily, the human being has a condition that 
allows it to get excited. That condition is called voca-
tion. Vocation is an impulse towards a determined 
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activity that is enjoyable by itself. Artistic activi-
ties are the most evident example, you sing 
because you like singing, you play an instrument 
because it makes you happy, and all of that is 
nothing more than the confirmation that enthusi-
asm is a factor of well-being. Art makes up a kind 
of purposeless purpose which fulfills that need in 
life. The same can be said about sports. Of course, 
one should set professional artists and athletes 
aside, since once they turn their activity into their 
profession, they often lose the vocational way, 
because they must develop their activity without 
considering their will (enthusiasm) which they 
may or may not possess at the time.

But vocation is not limited to art or sports; 
there are, for example, professional vocations, 
though vocation is not determined by a certain 
profession or job, but it actually has a wider 
sense, because it is a way of existing in the world 
which includes a certain profession or job.

But the current cultural crisis, with its empha-
sis in the economic aspects of existence, has dis-
placed the interest towards vocation to interest 
towards the chances of getting a job. This is what 
causes many successful people to experiment a 
state of unease even when they are in a situation 
that appears favorable. It is necessary to revalue 
vocation, not only among parents and teachers, 
but among therapists themselves.

…Every man, among its various possible exis-
tences, always finds one that is his authentic exis-
tence. And the voice that calls that authentic self is 
what is called “vocation”. But the biggest part of 
men chooses to shut down that voice of vocation 
and ignore it. They try to distract themselves from 
paying attention to it, and trick themselves by 
replacing their authentic self with a fake one. 
Instead one should leave as himself, because you 
only truly live through vocation, the one that 
matches its true self. [23]

Life has the need of existing “for something”, 
but this is not an imperative imposed by ethical or 
religious ideals which aren’t a part of it. When it 
is “for something” it is more of a life, and that 
happens when life is given to an action that 
answers to vocation.

...If that life of mine, which only I care about, is not 
given by me to something else, it will walk lifeless 
and “shapeless”. These years we assist the gigantic 

show of countless human lives that march lost in 
the labyrinth built by themselves, because they 
have no one to give themselves to. [24]

 Corollary

Life is order, growth and purpose. Along the 
zoological scale, the purpose is fulfilled through 
survival. In the human being biological survival 
is not enough, because the problematic advan-
tage consciousness gives us includes the notion 
of time, and with it comes the notion of future 
and the uncertainty ahead. To make its exis-
tence more predictable, culture was invented, 
becoming the human’s true habitat. Now he 
must achieve survival in this habitat which, 
even if it frees him from certain needs, also 
generates others, he must do something with its 
life that inserts him in culture: a life project. 
But the need is not enough if there is no capa-
bility of answering it. Need without capability 
is solved through failure. But the human being 
does not fail because along with consciousness 
and culture he has the vocations to do some-
thing with its life, of fulfilling a purpose, of 
becoming the being he feels he is meant to be. 
It is not culture which generates vocation but, 
on the contrary, it is vocation what makes 
human culture possible, which is made up by 
the threads of life’s various projects. Human 
life is problematic because:

It is, then, for man, impossible to be without an 
orientation regarding the problem his life is. 
Precisely because life is always, at its root, disori-
entation, perplexity, not knowing what to do, it is 
also always the struggle to become orientated. [25]

Before the inevitable perplexity, the only cer-
tainty lies in the attitude with which one faces it. 
To this end, humans return to the capability of 
locking themselves up within their own minds, 
what Ortega called “retraction”, and finding in 
the mind’s interior the certainty that the situation 
denies to him.

The world is the total exteriority, the absolute out-
side, which does not consent to anything further 
outside of it. The only outside other than that out-
side is, precisely, an inside, and intus, the intimacy 
of men, of their own self. (27)
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And it is from this inside that this life project 
is born, where man will affirm himself to do what 
every man must do: his life.

…Man is impossible without imagination, without 
the capability of inventing a life figure, of “imagin-
ing” the character that will exist. [26]

On the contrary of what many minds may sup-
pose, creativity is what supports culture and 
makes it possible. The human being must return 
to its creativity to hold itself within culture. 
Vocation is the source of creativity with which he 
will affirm itself and acquire confidence in that 
uncertainty. But for that it is definitely necessary 
for the individual to keep listening to that voice in 
his head that we know as vocation.

…The biggest part of men decides to ignore the 
voice of vocation and pretend they don’t hear it, 
they make as much noise in their mind as they can 
to cover that voice, so they can replace their authen-
tic self with a fake one. They should only live their 
true self, because you only truly live by living your 
vocation, the one that matches your “true self”. [23]

This means that the resource to face the uncer-
tainty which characterizes living is to affirm our-
selves through a life project which is born from 
vocation. But this requires, along with the dispo-
sition to be heard, the decision of living it and, 
through giving, turning it into a mission.

In our hands is…to be faithful or unfaithful to our 
vocation. But this, I mean, what we really have to 
do, is not in our hands, It is inevitably proposed to 
us. This is the reason why every human life has a 
mission. Mission is the following: the conscious-
ness that every person has of their most authentic 
self which is being called to be fulfilled [27].

Buenos Aires, January 23rd of 2013
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on Work in the Field of Health
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Abstract

Work in the field of health has been distorted over the years, with the emer-
gence of new health systems that have made the delivery of services a real 
business. As a result, the field has lost not only the motivation with which 
it originated, but also the human quality of providing health care. It is not 
new to say that exercise of the medical profession is in crisis. The causes 
of this predicament can be found in policies and health systems that are 
poorly imitated, poorly administered, mismanaged, and poorly regulated. 
However, there is no denying the crisis is also due to the loss of the 
Hippocratic spirit that gave force and vitality to the medical profession 
from its beginning.

Several aspects of work in health and health care, namely, scientific and 
technical competence (knowledge and knowhow) and human skills (know-
ing “how to be”), are examined in this chapter, based on a brief look at the 
patients and the professionals who serve them. The author goes on to discuss 
three fields of professional activity where these competencies play out: the 
Hippocratic tradition, social responsibility, and constructive dialogue. In 
conclusion, and in light of the above, several initiatives and strategies to 
humanize health services are suggested. They involve example, communi-
cation, accompaniment, correction, purpose, and professionalism.
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 Introduction

The topic in question could be examined by talk-
ing about specific situations in medical practice; 
however, illustrating this field of activity, which 
is also an art, would require a far longer chapter 
than this one. Other thoughts on how to resolve 
the problems in clinical practice are discussed 
but, before tackling them, it is important to say a 
few words about patients and the professionals 
who serve them.

Although some find it difficult to accept, 
embryology and biology provided an answer, 
some years ago, that is fundamental to under-
standing what it means to work with human 
beings in the perinatal and neonatal stages; 
namely, that patients are human beings [1]. We 
have to start there.

In the 1970s, that assertion cost French geneti-
cist Jerome Lejeune the Nobel Prize in Medicine. 
As you will remember, it was he who discovered 
trisomy 21 in patients with Down’s syndrome 
[2]. Dr. Natalia López Moratalla, in an article 
entitled “The Zygote of Our Species Is the 
Human Body” [3], combines scientific data in 
embryology and biochemistry with anthropologi-
cal applications to show how the life cycle of a 
body, with its own character and individuation, 
begins with the fertilization of two gametes. It 
also answers the question of what makes the 
human genome human, and clearly identifies the 
competencies that each field of science has to 
study this reality.

With these two examples, we are talking about 
the anthropological and biological statute on the 
human embryo. They provide all the rationale 
that is needed to say, with certainty, that every 
member of the human species, from the dawn of 
its existence, is a personal, relational, and acting 
being, one who also has a legal status that 
demands respect and protection [4].

Patients are persons, some healthy, others with 
illnesses or malformations. They passively await 
care and attention in proportion to their degree of 
defenselessness but, above all, commensurate 
with the dignity they hold. These two characteris-
tics, dignity and defenselessness, make patients 
very special, and condition the care and attention 

they should receive. In the face of dignity and 
defenselessness, one must act with respect, care, 
prudence, and a great deal of science.

 Expertise in Health Work

Scientific and technical expertise is the first 
requirement for work in the field of health. To 
find meaning in professional practice, but partic-
ularly to provide good service, one must start 
with specific training that includes knowledge 
and knowhow. However, these are not the only 
aptitudes medical professionals need to develop. 
They also are required to deploy a range of other 
skills that must be at the core of those mentioned 
already, namely, human capabilities, competen-
cies of being [5].

More than being a good doctor, one must try 
to be a good person. Patients are the first ones to 
recognize these qualities, followed by family 
members, parents or companions. Colleagues 
and support staff also know what kind of person 
they have at their side. And, since work in the 
field of health is usually as a team effort, personal 
relationships are very important, especially if the 
outcome of that work is to benefit the patient.

 Characteristics of Professional 
Activity

All these capabilities in terms of being, knowl-
edge, and knowhow are reflected in three areas of 
professional activity: the Hippocratic tradition, 
social responsibility, and constructive dialogue.

It is not new to say that exercise of the medical 
profession is in crisis [6]. The causes of this pre-
dicament can be found in policies and health sys-
tems that are poorly imitated, poorly administered, 
mismanaged, and poorly regulated. However, 
there is no denying the crisis is also due to loss of 
the Hippocratic spirit that gave force and vitality 
to the medical profession from its beginning [7].

There are now new factors in medical practice 
that tend to denature its basis, which is the doc-
tor–patient relationship. Part of this concern facili-
tated the origin of bioethics. Potter saw how 
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instrumentalization and techno-scientific advance-
ment, when handled poorly, produced a gap that 
further removed physicians from their patients. It 
was not only a crisis of medical paternalism or old 
medical ethics, as claimed. It was the weakness of 
fundamental concepts inherent in modern global-
ization. For that reason, Potter proposed bioethics 
as a “bridge” between the humanities and the bio-
sciences [8] (Fig. 7.1).

The Hippocratic tradition must not be lost. It 
is what safeguards professional identity and 
offers a core value such as trust, which is at the 
heart of medical practice. Thanks to that tradi-
tion, it is possible to give medical practice back 
its original force, which prompted practitioners 
to think first about the patient’s welfare and then 
about administrative interests; in other words, to 
do patients no harm, as opposed to benefiting 
from them as possible subjects of research; to 
give them the best care, rather than abusing them 
through haste, paperwork, or procedures.

This is not to say that the Hippocratic tradition 
operates to the detriment of economic and admin-
istrative matters. This tradition will lead to more 
rational use of resources, getting the most out of 
them without waste, respecting times, meeting 
schedules, and being patient with administrative 
procedures.

The patient, however, will always be para-
mount. This is based on a comprehensive vision 
of patients and those who care for them, one that 
knows how to combine the patient’s autonomy 
(or in the case of minors or the disabled, the 
autonomy of the parent or guardian) with that of 
health workers, preventing the imposition of pat-
terns of action devoid of ethics and humanity. It 
is a holistic vision that knows how to exercise 
conscientious objection [9], when necessary, 
without allowing abuses by employers or con-
tractors; one that knows how to apply a moderate 
form of paternalism that is a balm for the indif-
ferent and aloof protection provided by health 
systems.

Only with professional practice supported by 
the Hippocratic tradition will it be possible to get 
past the frustration, discouragement and, fre-
quently, the feeling of impotence in an environ-
ment that is hostile to humane and humanizing 
medical practice. Only with professional practice 
based on the Hippocratic tradition can the medi-
cal profession maintain its identity and repair or 
construct health systems on the basis of that iden-
tity, ones that genuinely contribute to the change 
found at the heart of the new notion of health 
[10], which goes beyond the concept formulated 
years ago by WHO.

Professional
activity

Hippocratic
tradition

• Trust

• Professional identity

• Care. Protection. Prevention.
  Healthy living
• Humanization

• Health professionals.
  Patients Administrators.
  Nurses.

• Patient’s family.
  Researchers. Research
  subjects. Committees. IRB,
  etc.

Social
responsibility

Constructive
dialogue.

Fig. 7.1 Areas of 
professional activity
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The second characteristic of professional 
activity that merits comment is social responsi-
bility. For the medical profession, social respon-
sibility is derived from the people it serves, 
among other things. It is not at all poetic or lyri-
cal to say that the present and the future are in the 
hands of health professionals, and how the pres-
ent and future turn out depends on the care, skill, 
and competence with which patients are treated.

One of the practical applications of social 
responsibility is the ability professionals have to 
train the parents of their patients. Part of the edu-
cation that new generations receive will depend 
on this. However, you cannot think that parents of 
patients only help them in medical topics. In 
addition to guidelines on care and protection, the 
physician also will give recommendations on 
prevention and healthy living to ensure a safe and 
positive course in life.

There is another front that warrants mention in 
relation to social responsibility. I am talking 
about the strategies that have been proposed in 
many health institutions to improve humaniza-
tion [11]. Thanks to quality control offices or the 
concerns expressed by patients, their families, or 
the staff at these institutions, areas and situations 
have been detected where opportunities for 
improvement cannot wait.

It is often suggested that humanization can be 
achieved in one of two ways: through common 
sense and awareness. While common sense is 
extremely valuable and can explain many situa-
tions “that aren’t working out,” it is not enough 
in itself to get to the cause, much less to propose 
applicable solutions to the problems it is able to 
detect.

The other way is to help staff members become 
“sensitive” to the need for humanization. This 
can be accomplished through “dynamics” and 
conferences designed to give people a “sense” of 
how they need to improve and why. Yet, this is 
not enough. Sensitivity is temporary, contingent, 
and variable; and what is built on that basis can 
change very easily, be forgotten, or cause fatigue 
that can chip away at efforts to humanize medical 
practice, making that goal fruitless.

There is a third option that allows for a bet-
ter approach to the problem: raising conscious-
ness. When reasons are taken into account, it is 

a different matter. If the objective is to human-
ize, you will want to enhance what is authenti-
cally human, both in personal and professional 
action. However, appreciation of what is 
authentically human depends on the conceptual 
framework being applied [12].

That conceptual basis can be found in human-
ism. However, the question is: What kind of 
humanism are we talking about? There are many 
versions in the history of human thought. 
Renaissance humanism, socialist humanism, 
existentialist and hermeneutic humanism, anti- 
humanism and the new humanism or integral 
humanism are some examples.

It is not necessary to explain each of them, 
only to jot down the characteristics of humanism 
that seem to respond more to reality. The new 
humanism is based on the following proposi-
tions: man is a personal being, human uniqueness 
demands defense; it is essential to emerge from 
relativism and any sort of reductionism. In addi-
tion, it assumes that truth exists and can be 
known; the human person is free and capable of 
responsibility; freedom is connected with the 
individual good and the common good; the 
human person is worthy and deserving of respect; 
the human body is a human person (Fig. 7.2).

The points of reference used in person- 
centered bioethics are supported by those 
assumptions; namely, life is a fundamental value; 
the person is a relational and transcendent value; 
a holistic conception of the person is essential, a 
priority and complementary relationship must 
exist between the person, society and the envi-
ronment; human love is a stable, exclusive, and 
enduring form of dedication (Fig. 7.3).

In short, social responsibility also translates 
into effective efforts that are made and main-
tained to bring about genuine and stable human-
ization of health services, based on adequate 
integral humanism.

Finally, the third characteristic is construc-
tive dialogue. Ever since Plato’s dialogue, this 
has been a tool of unique value to man. In the 
course of time, its use has proved to be crucial to 
human development and peace among people 
[13]. Dialogue also can deliver its best fruits in 
clinical practice, research, teaching, and social 
projection.
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In these areas, the exercise of dialogue is 
extremely important and it must be “construc-
tive,” since the point is to build, to add, and to 
propose the positive and good that can and should 
come from human action.

Dialogue has to play out at vastly different 
levels: dialogue between health professionals and 
their patients, among physicians themselves, to 
achieve real teamwork; between patients and 
doctors; between doctors and administrators, and 
doctors and nurses; between health service pro-
viders and the patient’s family; between research-
ers and research subjects; within committees on 
bioethics; etc.

 Humanizing Strategies

We can try to make these concepts more practical 
by combining the last two fields. In short, dia-
logue is needed to institute strategies that favor 
humanization (Fig. 7.4). The following are sev-
eral possible humanizing strategies that require 
constructive dialogue.

• Example: while not acting to be seen by oth-
ers, example is a major factor in change. Its 
influence has been known since ancient times. 
Julius Caesar’s decision to separate from 
Pompei Sila, his second wife, when she 
became embroiled in a scandal perpetrated by 
Clodius during the festival of Bona Dea, is 
famous. He supported his decision by saying: 

“Caesar’s wife must not only be virtuous, she 
also must seem to be so.” We must set a good 
example in our personal lives and professional 
practice. Example is the result of coherence 
between what we think and what we do.

• Communication: Marshall McLuhan is one of 
the pioneers and leading thinkers of the infor-
mation society. Concepts such as “the global 
village”, “the medium is the message,” “we 
are what we see,” or “we shape our tools, 
thereinafter our tools shape us” have made 
him a visionary in our globalized world [14]. 
He also argued that communication is an 
extension of the person. This is what makes it 
so important; it is crucial to know how to 
establish, maintain, and direct communica-
tion. The causes of many of the problems 
addressed in clinical bioethics committees at 
health care institutions stem from difficulties 
with communication. Therefore, strategies to 
improve communication will always be 
important if we want to advance in the process 
of humanization.

• Accompaniment: medical students and 
interns are not the only ones who need 
accompaniment to perform well. Prudence 
dictates it is always good to seek accompani-
ment, especially when problems are more 
complex, even if one has a great deal of expe-
rience. It helps a lot to have an outside opin-
ion, frequently free of the passion and bias 
that can come with proximity to the problem. 
Time and again we need someone to help us 
when we can’t see the forest for the trees. 
Loneliness is almost always a bad counselor. 
It is an inseparable companion of profession-
als in health and education, who move in a 
hostile and disorganized system, one that 
often is imbued with ideologies that are 
harmful to the human person, the family, and 
society, and where corruption has also spread 
its tentacles. This environment is not the 
most conducive to making decisions, but 
when professionals know they are accompa-
nied and supported by their colleagues, the 
institution, and their immediate family, they 
are far more likely to work well, sometimes 
with genuine heroism.

Example
communication

Purposes without
campaigns

Professionalism

Accompaniment
correction

Fig. 7.4 Humanizing Strategies
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• Correction: one of the finest expressions of 
charity is correcting someone who has made a 
mistake. Nevertheless, this practice is rare, not 
least of all because we work in an environment 
where selfishness and a culture of indifference 
prevail. Before proposing to help someone 
who has blundered, we often reject, ignore, or 
condemn them outright. It is crucial to pro-
mote a culture of joining in solidarity to help 
those who have blundered. This also would 
cure another disease of the medical profession: 
complicit silence. We must not perpetuate this 
culture of silence, which hushes up mistakes. 
If the goal is to humanize medical practice, we 
must take it upon ourselves to help those who 
have made mistakes by correcting them in a 
kindly, clear, and sincere way.

• Purposes without campaigns: as we have seen, 
an integral form of humanism is supported by 
human virtues [15]. Without them, profes-
sional practice does not go beyond the scope of 
what is technical or procedural: it seemingly is 
enough to “follow protocol”. Campaigns not 
are the right vehicle to help build human vir-
tues. These generic initiatives usually propose 
achieving a particular institutional value in a 
certain amount of time. However, it should be 
absolutely clear that situations or conditions 
are humanized not with values, but with vir-
tues. And, how do you build virtues? You do so 
by helping to formulate specific purposes, set-
ting achievable goals, and providing accompa-
niment (companionship, once again) to 
evaluate performance on the specific points 
that are slated for improvement. This task falls 
first and foremost to those who lead the work 
groups, and is based on two important assump-
tions: knowing one’s subordinates and being 
close to what they do.

• Professionalism: health professionals in pri-
vate practice and teachers in the academic 
community labor under the growing impera-
tive that procedures be performed quickly and 
dictated, in many cases, by the economic 
interests of the agencies that have come to 
mediate in the health agent–patient–family 
relationship. We can longer assume neither 
that the circumstances of medical practice will 

stimulate an expression of professional vir-
tues, nor that teachers can assume that stu-
dents will see these qualities in action [16].

On the contrary, students might witness acts 
or omissions that damage this relationship and 
might adopt, for themselves, a standard that is not 
consistently professional. These constant encoun-
ters with unprofessional attitudes and behavior 
have jeopardized the standard of excellence that 
has characterized professionals in medicine, edu-
cation, and research.

Professionalism is based on a service mental-
ity, trust, altruism, accountability, excellence, 
duty, honor, integrity and respect for others. 
However, in the current environment of work in 
the health sciences, this notion is being challenged 
constantly and requires active and repeated reaf-
firmation from professionals to sustain it.

The key to practicing any medical specialty 
appropriately, from a bioethical perspective, is the 
ability to recognize and be conscious of the mag-
nitude of the dignity of each person, so as to act 
accordingly. Above all, that action must be coher-
ent: you must proceed according to what you 
think, which will always stem from what you are.
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Abstract

This chapter explores the phenomenon of inauthentic experiences as a 
negative consequence of the new trends in cosmetic psychopharmacology, 
concluding that they are also the psychological manifestation of the ten-
sion, in late modernity, between two rival versions for a moral paradigm—
Classic and Modern—and in which transition, rationality, affectivity, and 
will are being progressively and consecutively instrumentalized. Moreover, 
it is argued that this post-emotional scenario poses a threat to mental sta-
bility as well as social cohesion. The second general objective of this 
chapter is analyzing three types of psychological complaints by patients 
about inauthenticity—those related to the artificial origin of emotions, to 
the physical nature of its content, and to its episodic coherence; on the 
other hand, I present and compare three rival contemporary solutions to 
the problem of inauthenticity: the psychological, the organic, and the 
narrative.
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No man is an island entire of itself. John Donne

 Introduction

Not only surgical procedures such as deep brain 
stimulation (DBS) but also psychiatric drugs, as 
well as psychotherapy, can unintentionally 
change personality. Some patients describe these 
consequences as harmful unpleasant experiences 
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around identity, in which it seems to be corrupted 
or damaged [1]. The fear of inauthentic life is, in 
this context, fear of an artificial, disjointed, non- 
self- determined way of being, among other 
things.

Antonio Damasio’s model of the self provides 
a neuroscientific basis to help psychiatrists dis-
tinguish and classify different types of inauthen-
tic experiences (IEs) and treat each one 
appropriately [2, 3]. Basically, Damasio identi-
fies three levels of identity: (1) Protoself, at the 
lowest level, would comprise a set of multiple 
practical identities, (2) Core self would emerge 
from Protoself as a first type of unified moral self, 
and, in turn, (3) Autobiographical—coming from 
Core self—would be a temporal representation of 
the Core self/environment relationship. In this 
context, IEs may be understood as contradictory 
representations that can co-exist at the same level 
(horizontal dislocations or experiences of alien-
ation) or at different levels (vertical dislocations 
or, strictly speaking, experiences of inauthentic-
ity). If so, a significant part of suffering IEs would 
be related to the innate human tendency to keep 
and protect coherence in the webs of beliefs 
within and between levels [4].

Damasio also points out the importance of 
social factors in the development of human iden-
tity at each of these three levels, in particular the 
last one. On that basis, some authors even speak 
of a fourth one, where shared cultural ideals con-
stitute the highest corporeal meta-representation 
of the human being—a sort of cultural embodi-
ment [4]. This chapter explores the particular 
Western cultural etiopathogenesis of inauthentic 
experiences—what is called in the field of clini-
cal ontology the problem kappa [5].

 Losing Me in Society

As a starting point, I use Charles Taylor’s book, 
The Ethics of Authenticity, which is one of the 
most widely cited works on this subject. 
According to Taylor, we are currently witnessing 
a psychological and social battle between two 
cultural worldviews: Classical and Modern. This 
scenario would explain many of the malaises of 

modernity, concretely the experience of “loss or 
decline, even as our civilization ‘develops’ ” [6] 
(p. 1). Despite this war being fought on many 
fronts, Taylor identifies and links three central 
worries: individualism, disenchantment with the 
world, and, as a consequence of the other two, the 
emergence of industrial–technological societies. 
In section one, I discuss certain aspects of the 
notion of authenticity in the classic worldview, 
which, as we shall see, has certain areas of con-
vergence with the reason–passion binomial, as 
interpreted through Damasio’s perspective. I then 
go on to identify the most important factors 
related to the change of worldview and, finally, 
the connection between the technification of 
society and IE.

 The Great Chain of Being

The classic worldview, in place for 2 millennia 
and in decline for the past 200 years, holds that a 
hierarchical order in the universe gives meaning 
to our world and our activities in society. Those 
who still consciously embrace this paradigm 
believe that “[t]he things that surround us were 
not just potential raw materials or instruments for 
our projects, but they had the significance given 
them by their place in the chain of being. By the 
same token, the rituals and norms of society had 
more than merely instrumental significance” [6] 
(p. 3). From this perspective, the hierarchies of 
human society both reflect a natural harmony and 
also participate in it because, among other things, 
human beings are not exceptions to the structure 
of the cosmos. So, if we are part of this cosmic 
order and have our proper place in the universe, 
no individual should completely arrogate her 
own existence. On the other hand, the author con-
cludes, a belief in natural law also implies that 
some realities and relations are good simply in 
themselves, beyond their spatial and temporal 
context. These immutable ideals, written in the 
stars or in God’s mind, are knowable by human 
rationality, and are applicable to all individuals.

Nowadays, many historians hold that this 
worldview comprises one of the deepest roots of 
Western culture. For example, Werner Jaeger 
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locates its origin in the ancient Classical educa-
tional model, which is built around the belief in 
harmony, objectivity, and intelligibility. “By dis-
covering man, the Greeks did not discover the 
subjective self, but realized the universal laws of 
human nature. The intellectual principle of the 
Greeks is not individualism but ‘humanism’ […] 
It meant the process of educating man into his 
true form, the real and genuine human nature 
[…] the man revealed in the work of the great 
Greeks is a political man. Greek education is not 
the sum of a number of private parts and skills 
intended to create a perfect independent person-
ality” [7] (pp. 16–17). In fact, that type of educa-
tion—the Paideia—was adopted in the Roman 
Empire and was used all through the Middle 
Ages and the early modern period [8, 9, 10].

Aristotle is one of the most well-known and 
influential exponents of theoretical systematiza-
tion in the classic worldview. Only in this light it 
is possible to fully understand why, in his theory 
of emotions, rationality has an important educa-
tional role. Thanks to rational emotions, human 
beings learn to “find enjoyment or pain in the 
right things” [11] (II, 3, 1104b 13–14). However, 
rational emotions depend on the acquisition of 
virtues, namely, on the individual’s efforts to 
interpret and moderate basic emotions, memory, 
perceptions, and so on [12] (p.105). When ratio-
nality is introduced into our desires, they then 
become as good as any other universal value. Put 
in normative form, the optimal human moral con-
dition is to desire cosmic harmony. In Aristotle’s 
words, “Anyone can get angry—that is easy—or 
give or spend money; but to do this to the right 
person, to the right extent, at the right time, with 
the right motive, and in the right way, that is not 
for everyone, nor is it easy; wherefore goodness 
is both rare and laudable and noble” [11] (II, 9, 
1109 a 27). In this situation, the whole body, with 
its different parts, with its actions and passions, 
reaches a dynamic unity that is a reflection of the 
highest order of things. I should like here to clar-
ify that, in this chapter, I use the term passion to 
refer indistinctly to emotion and feeling.

In the Classic interpretation, affectivity has a 
double dimension: pragmatic and referential. 
With regard to the first dimension, emotions help 

us to move toward the realization of the human 
ideal—in which, as I said, emotions have more 
than an instrumental role; that is to say, they do 
not disappear when one’s goals are achieved. 
With regard to the second dimension, when 
treated appropriately emotions are valuable 
sources of information about the world and about 
oneself. Returning to the context of authenticity, 
the human heart is disclosed here as being an 
important mirror of identity—looking into it, I 
can know who I really am, and by showing it to 
others I can sincerely express myself. 
Furthermore, passions reveal the tension between 
the factual me and the ideal me, between what I 
am and what I should be. From the Aristotelian 
perspective, both are part of my identity because 
I am also my emotions (the mirror in which I look 
at myself is in fact part of myself) and, further, 
because they are present in the ideal of the human 
being.

The distance between the ideal and the real 
human being, in the classic worldview, is not 
completely bridgeable. Entities of the sublunar 
world will always be an imperfect image of those 
beings that make up the incorruptible, supralunar 
reality. In other words, some inauthentic experi-
ences are connatural to individuals—hence the 
tragic human condition. However, the feelings 
that follow are not as disturbing as they might 
seem and, in fact, are part of human growing-up. 
It is thanks to the matter–spirit duality (not to be 
confused with the matter–soul binomial) that 
human beings are able to reach a degree of unity 
that is qualitatively superior to those beings with-
out it. As Robert Spaemann writes, “Aristotle has 
made a radical ontological break between ‘soul’ 
and ‘spirit’. God, for him, is pure spirit, and the 
being of the spirit is life; soul, on the other hand, 
is the principle of a lower form of life, the life of 
material bodies. There is a class of ensouled 
beings that also possesses spirit; that is the class 
of human beings” [13] (p. 151).

However, this Aristotelian identity, typical of 
free men, is only attained by having knowledge 
of the good of the universe of which the human 
ideal is also part. “And all things are ordered 
together somehow, but not all alike—both fishes 
and fowls and plants; and the world is not such 
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that one thing has nothing to do with another, but 
they are all connected. For all are ordered together 
to one end, but it is as in a house, where the free-
men are least at liberty to act at random, but all 
things or most things are already ordained for 
them, while the slaves and animals do little for 
the common good, and for the most part live at 
random” [14] (XII, 10, 1075a l2–23). The experi-
ences of both human gaps—between the ideal 
and the factual, and between the material and the 
spiritual—do not disappear; instead, they are 
eclipsed by the experience of eudemonia, which 
emerges from understanding and following this 
supreme order.

Applying Aristotelian perspective to the IE 
problem, it could be argued that inauthenticity 
should be perceived as part of human life—a 
physiological symptom—at least for young peo-
ple, that is, people with immature selves. 
However, this natural suffering is also an oppor-
tunity, a means, to arrive and express higher lev-
els of perfection.

The Greek polis is the principal sublunar 
expression of this supreme order, and individuals 
should sacrifice even their own lives for its 
sake—here, we have the heroic human condition. 
In this way human identity reveals its true 
shape—alterity—and also where the pursuit of 
well-being acquires meaning. Of course, it must 
also be assumed that at least some alienated 
experiences will appear over the course of the 
social process of achieving a life of excellence. 
However, they should soon be neutralized by new 
and noble sentiments.

Being a good citizen means aspiring to fulfill 
human ideals in the above-mentioned context, 
that is to say, with the right intention and with a 
willingness to engage in combat—both features 
conform to what Classical writers called Areté. 
Thus, the battlefield is the best place to know 
myself—to prove who I am. There, the pragmatic 
and referential dimension of passions reveal their 
intimate and ultimate relation: emotions appear 
as the best mirror—for they offer an authentic 
reflection—when they are being directly used not 
to describe myself or anything else, but to 
change—improve—the polis. In short, the heart 
must be viewed from the outside.

The Aristotelian connection between reasons 
and passions fits, in many respects, with 
Damasio’s approach. Firstly, neither of them 
thinks that passions are stupid, purely passive 
and mechanical reactions. In fact, what Aristotle 
calls “deliberative desire” bears some resem-
blance to what Damasio defines as feeling [11] 
(VI, 2, 1139 a 21). Secondly, because of this 
kind of connection, for both authors affective 
education must not rely on a despotic imposi-
tion—a productive action—but, as philosopher 
Leonardo Polo has pointed out, rather primarily 
on a dialogic learning—a governing action [15] 
(p. 198). This means that the acquisition of vir-
tues is not just a question of osmosis, that is, of 
mere exposure to values, but of understand-
ing. Thirdly, by the same token, Aristotle and 
Damasio share beliefs about how the abstraction 
of ends (the decoupling of behavior and means) 
generates intensely pleasant, creative, and pro-
ductive subjective experiences [3] (pp. 294–
297). Undoubtedly Aristotle goes a step further, 
recognizing that teleology is not a creation of 
mind but a real natural cause. The difference is 
great, because believing that human ideals have 
more than an evolutionary meaning and survival 
value increases the enjoyment of the contempla-
tion of such ideals.

Humanism is one of the most totalizing narra-
tives that has ever existed. With it, human beings 
have been furnished with many effective strate-
gies to control and use passions and, ultimately, 
to promote cooperative behavior. No matter 
whether they are true or false, these beliefs have 
offered the human brain, for a long time, an opti-
mal breeding ground for the consolidation of a 
unique and strong self… at least to some extent.

However, there is a problem with this para-
digm from Damasio’s point of view: it ontologi-
cally justifies the final steps of the evolutionary 
escalation of the representational process. Agents 
with an Autobiographical self tend naturally 
(have a biological predisposition) to think of 
themselves as timeless and spaceless (as sub-
stances and responsible agents), which are beliefs 
that may give rise to dualistic lifestyles and 
finally to the worst type of vertical IE—one of 
those that lead to pathological conditions.
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Understanding our own nature implies accept-
ing, according to Damasio, that the time has 
come for us to escape the chains of physical 
events: in order to survive we must divert our-
selves from our current biological direction. The 
philosopher of mind Daniel Dennett supports a 
similar thesis in chapter 8 of his work Freedom 
Evolves. However, Dennett’s alternative is not a 
Spinozan one. For him, the solution involves giv-
ing up attitudes associated with realism and 
choosing beliefs in accordance with the human 
need for survival. The difference is enormous. 
For Damasio, knowing the true implies rejecting 
false beliefs and, thanks to that, surviving. For 
Dennett, surviving implies rejecting the belief in 
truth itself [16]. But ultimately, both Damasio 
and Dennett defend the notion that human sub-
stantial identity is only a fiction generated by the 
autobiographical self.

Of course, this kind of criticism makes sense 
only if we reject the idea of the good of the uni-
verse. In contrast, if there is such a good, Aristotle 
is right to point out the useful and transcendental 
connection between the Autobiographical self 
and cultural identity—between subjects and the 
polis, and between subjects and their spirits. If 
there are substances, human beings should follow 
the path that provides their biology.

Whoever is right, it is a matter of fact that the 
classic worldview is still present in our contem-
porary culture and hence continues to percolate 
down to at least our Proto- and Autobiographical 
selves.

 Lovers: A Fragile Balance

The later introduction of Judeo–Christian ideas 
into Western culture boosted even more, on one 
hand, the pursuit of deliberative desire and social-
ization and, on the other hand, a sense of coher-
ence and security. After all, the Universe has 
been created by an omnipotent and benevolent 
God, who has revealed Himself to the world—to 
the human mind—a God who deserves to be 
loved and who commands us to love.

However, Christianity gives greater weight to 
the subject (from the Latin subiectus—lying 

beneath) in the sense that each individual is not 
understood as identical to her nature. The new 
perspective implies, among other things, that 
individuals are responsible for many of their 
decisions: they are able to own their nature. 
Moral conscience and personal identity are other 
expressions linked to this self-understanding. 
The defense of responsibility, a belief the Greeks 
considered to be a natural delusion—we could 
say that a delusion associated to vertical IE, is 
first of all based on theological arguments. In 
addition to disease and ignorance, there is another 
reason for loving the darkness: a free personal 
choice. In fact, as Spaemann claims, only on this 
condition can isolated individuals be deserving 
of punishment by a righteous divinity [13] 
(p. 21).

A third gap is introduced into the puzzle of 
identity: what I am, what I should be and, the new 
element what I want to be. With the last, new 
meaning is added to the Greek Areté, namely, the 
role of intention and struggle in the definition of 
individuals. There are two main consequences. 
First, the outlines of the human ideal become 
blurred, because not everything seems to be writ-
ten in heaven. God listens to those who pray, and 
grants things to those who ask with faith. The 
new framework leaves room for creativity and a 
certain amount of self-government [17, 18]. 
Secondly, the gap affects the sense of commu-
nity. The call of God is vocational: it is not just 
open to novelty, but is personal as well. Along 
these lines, the early Christians believed that 
everyone, after death, must go through a particu-
lar judgment before God, in which the repayment 
for the acts committed by individuals will be 
determined independently of the sins that com-
munities have committed. In fact, these followers 
of Christ believed that individuals are prior to the 
polis. It was the discovery, Spaemann concludes, 
that the man who dies for his fatherland is more 
than his fatherland [13] (p. 19). But, if this is so, 
the lines of humanistic ideals are blurred even 
more.

The Christian solution to the three gaps bears 
some resemblance to that of the Greeks’ because, 
for the former, alterity is also a central element. 
The doctrine of the Trinity shows that there is one 
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God in three Persons. On the one hand, God’s 
nature is one. On the other hand, the divine 
Persons maintain a reciprocal relation of infinite 
love for/with each other. Both features explain, 
from different perspectives, God’s oneness. In 
the same way, for Christians, each individual, as 
an image of God, shares her nature with other 
human beings—a nature that we need to know 
and implement in order to attain happiness. 
Besides, as persons, we have to find ourselves in 
extending our love to others [19]. It is only in this 
way that what is initially a fracture becomes the 
most valued gift. “No one can have greater love 
than to lay down his life for his friends” (John 
15:13). This is not a (Greek) heroic end; instead, 
it’s the way for an individual to gain resurrec-
tion—the final triumph of the subject. Apart from 
this, in practical terms, Christians for a long time 
followed the theory of deliberative feelings. Faith 
and reason support each other and, together, 
nourish the heart. It is the heart, in turn, that 
defines the individual. Only the heart in action—
a loving heart—can reflect the agent’s identity, 
the agent’s unity.

In the promise of resurrection, we discover the 
last important difference from the Greek point of 
view. Christian salvation comes from God’s 
intervention, both during our earthly life as well 
as in the afterlife. Of course, this grace is medi-
ated, according to early Christians, by the com-
munity, which reinforces even more the 
recognition of human alterity. A similar result 
develops from two other Christian beliefs: first, 
the proclamation of the Kingdom not only to 
Israel but to all the Gentiles; and second, the uni-
versal judgment at the end of the time. The civi-
lizing purpose of Humanism is extended to the 
entire human race. In addition, as mentioned, this 
extended love is not just a matter of pure altruism. 
Each individual’s happiness is put at stake.

On one hand, the Christian revelations lent 
even more credibility to the congenital human 
belief in substances and against fatality but, on 
the other, they introduced certain important ten-
sions into the humanist worldview: subject–citi-
zen, particular judgment–universal judgment, 
moral conscience–grace, life–sacrifice, ideals–
creativity… If the central nodes of such network 

were able to remain united—incorporated in our 
mind—it is because its structure is held by a pow-
erful religious belief: divine wisdom—Deus ex 
Machina solution. However, it is true that, from 
very early, believers begin to use Greek philo-
sophical tools to give a rational robustness to 
Christian faith—theology.

Nevertheless, this mighty effort appears to 
have been insufficient: the course of history 
would still tilt the balance toward the subject. 
The process, which would take more than one 
and a half thousand years, reaches its peak with 
modernity. I shall present, in the next section, 
three catalysts for this change (C1, C2, and C3 
from now on), particularly those directly related 
to the emergent ideal of authenticity.

 The Fall of Humanism

The first milestone (C1) in civilization’s downfall 
has to do with the introduction of a Cartesian 
approach. Catholic philosopher René Descartes 
breaks with the hegemony of the Schoolmen—
and their Aristotelian influences—when he pro-
poses a trialistic ontology: res extensa (extended 
being), res cogitans (mental substance) and God 
are the three substances that make up reality. This 
means that each one can exist without the exis-
tence of the other two. The conclusion also has 
epistemological implications: the natural sci-
ences, humanities, and theology enjoy significant 
autonomy with respect to each other. The only 
link among them is God, who assures that there is 
a unity among the sciences.

Concerning human beings, Descartes holds 
that the mind and the body are separate sub-
stances. In the words of Damasio, Descartes sug-
gested that “reasoning, and moral judgment, and 
the suffering that comes from physical pain or 
emotional upheaval might exist separately from 
the body” [20] (p. 249). Just as important, in 
Descartes’ anthropological dualism, passions are 
placed on the side of the physical world, and the 
self is on the spiritual side. In other words, the 
first are generated by purely mechanical laws, 
and therefore they have to be governed—have 
their excesses corrected—just as humans control 
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machines, namely, by changing their physical 
causes. In contrast to the theory of deliberative 
feelings, for Descartes, the passions are not sus-
ceptible directly to convincing arguments, but 
only deserve—respond to—despotic impositions 
[21]. Passions, like perceptions, are moved by 
physical forces. However, according to Descartes, 
this does not mean that they are only linked to 
physical realities. In fact, some of them speak of 
the soul and some of the body–soul connection 
(Principles of Philosophy, AT VIII 23, CSM I 
209). But how, then, do passions reflect the soul? 
This is no merit of theirs, but rather of the soul 
which, by humbling itself to the level of the mate-
rial world, can receive and control this kind of 
physical images, namely, neural encoding.“Nature 
likewise teaches me by these sensations of pain, 
hunger, thirst, etc., that I am not only lodged in 
my body as a pilot in a vessel, but that I am in 
addition so intimately conjoined, and as it were 
intermixed with it, that my mind and body com-
pose a certain unity. For if this were not the case, 
I should not feel pain when my body is hurt, see-
ing I am merely a thinking thing, but should per-
ceive the wound by the understanding alone, just 
as a pilot perceives by sight when any part of his 
vessel is damaged” (Descartes, Sixth Meditation, 
Part 13). How is this possible? Here lies the main 
difficulty of the Cartesian proposal. Descartes 
does not explain the nature of this particular 
movement of the soul. This difficulty is usually 
formulated as the mind–brain problem.

Other consequences of this new ontology (in 
this case, in relation to paths of self-knowledge) 
are, first, that passions seem to offer very poor 
images of the self. They are only mirrors of what 
is going on in the body. Intellectual introspection 
is now the optimal method for understanding the 
essence of an individual’s identity—including 
her ideals. In fact, Descartes denies that teleology 
is an inherent feature of physical entities. If we 
can infer goals from them it is because they—like 
machines—have received these goals from God 
or from another intelligent being. In other words, 
to understand the meaning of physical phenom-
ena (including our own behavior) we need to look 
away, toward their external sources. Notice how 
the Cartesian approach is opposed to the idea of 

the primacy of action, described above. In order 
to explain behavior, the first factor is the mono-
lithic self; it is only afterward that the material 
execution of its plans comes into play.

Within the Cartesian framework, it makes no 
sense to talk about a dislocated self. The gap is only 
in the relation between the self and the body. The 
pursuit of unity between the two worlds has to do 
mainly with an intellectual self-knowing achieved 
through introspection. There, the ideals of the human 
being are perceivable: for example, loving God and 
one’s neighbor. However, human beings must tame 
the body: it is only in this way that they can put these 
ideals into practice. Phrasing it in biblical words, the 
spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak.

The undermining of human behavior is the sec-
ond catalyst (C2) along the slippery slope. Here, the 
intellectual and social phenomenon in question is 
due to theological arguments, concretely those 
defended in the Protestant Reformation. Theologians 
like Martin Luther and John Calvin expounded the 
belief that salvation is not earned by good deeds but 
through faith in Jesus Christ. From this perspective, 
God keeps an even greater distance from the earthly 
world than in Cartesianism [22] (pp. 157–159). The 
physical world is corrupted by sin: no ideals can be 
inferred from it, even from the human body. 
Contrary to what Catholics believe, God does not 
intervene in this mess in any way—nor does He 
intervene in our behavior, which tends inevitably to 
evil and ruin. God’s grace affects only the soul— a 
self that, because of original sin, cannot direct the 
body toward good. Moreover, saving grace comes 
not from the community but solely from the indi-
vidual’s faith. In fact, what leads to God is the sub-
ject’s recognition, first, of this tragic divorce 
between body and soul, and second, of her incapac-
ity to remedy this problem without divine aid [23].

The reformist view gives priority to introspec-
tion over objective knowledge much more than 
Cartesianism. Your heart, not your behavior, tells 
you who you really are. Here Areté ends up being 
radically transformed: the fight for identity and 
salvation takes place in the mind — in the task of 
attaining good thoughts. Of course, the reformers 
are referring to the intellectual heart — not the 
emotional, which is part of the perverse world 
[24] (pp. 63–64).
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From very early on, numerous philosophers 
began to rationally justify Puritan theological 
attitudes. One of the best-known examples is 
Immanuel Kant. According to him, duty must 
be the motor of good choices, not the passions. 
There are two reasons for adopting this strict 
posture. First, the passions tell us almost noth-
ing about reality or even about our own body 
[25]. Second, morality is not about the pursuit 
of identity and happiness; as Judy Hughes 
writes, it is “about becoming worthy of happi-
ness by heeding the call of duty” [26] (p. 72). In 
this sense, Kant goes further than Descartes: 
the passions are not even worthy of being gov-
erned tyrannically, they merely deserve to be 
ignored. This means that the individual’s happi-
ness — the overcoming of identitarian gaps — 
is a matter of God’s choice. In sum, if Descartes 
takes God out of the physical world, Kant takes 
him out of the moral world, for it isn’t neces-
sary to believe in God in order to recognize 
what is good or bad.

Like Descartes, Kant infers human ideals 
through rational introspection but, unlike 
Descartes, he makes them dependent on the 
subject and not on the chain of being. This 
becomes clear, for example, in Kant’s 
Principle of Respect: never treat a person 
merely as a means, but always as an end. This 
is also the case of Kant’s Categorical 
Imperative: you are to “act only in accordance 
with that maxim through which you can at the 
same time will that it become a universal 
law”(Groundwork for the Metaphysics of 
Morals, 4:421). In both, any ideas about higher 
orders have disappeared, and with them the 
classic solution to IE.

Kant’s ideals are oriented toward enabling the 
encounter between different subjects, each one 
with particular interests. The Kantian solution is 
to think of one’s neighbor as a potential enemy, 
and then regulating the fight so that it can be as 
beneficial as possible for both. In this context, it 
is clear why the golden rule ends up being formu-
lated in its negative form: don’t do to others what 
you would not like them to do to you.

Likewise, Kant asserts a “negative” ideal of 
freedom. “It is only in a Society which possesses 

the greatest Liberty, and which consequently 
involves a thorough Antagonism of its mem-
bers — with, however, the most exact determina-
tion and guarantee of the limits of this Liberty in 
order that it may coexist with the liberty of oth-
ers — that is the highest purpose of Nature, 
which is the development of all her capacities, 
can be attained in the case of mankind” 
(Principles of Politics, Fifth Proposition). In 
short, my freedom ends where that of the other 
begins. It was not only Kant: many other modern 
philosophers, like John Locke, Adam Smith, and 
John Stuart Mill, have helped to popularize the 
idea of negative freedom and the necessity to 
separate public space from private space. Thanks 
to all these thinkers, the gap between the physical 
and the intellectual worlds finds its correlate in a 
new way of understanding community.

The third milestone (C3) of the fall of 
Humanism is the process of secularization of 
Christian faith. This has had a variety of conse-
quences. First, because in the Cartesian view, the 
unity of sciences depended too much on theo-
logical arguments, secularization fuels the phe-
nomena of hyper-specialization and disintegration 
of academic discourses. It is no accident that 
many contemporary authors blame Descartes for 
what Charles Percy Snow named The Two 
Cultures: the contemporary divorce between the 
natural sciences and the humanities (the sciences 
of the spirit). If nowadays there are many diffi-
culties that hamper establishing a dialogue this is 
because, first, for a long time, each of these 
spheres of knowledge saw themselves as self- 
sufficient and, second, because neither of them 
knew, thanks to Descartes, how to carry on such 
a dialogue. Undoubtedly, this scenario does not 
help one to believe (without divine help) in the 
unity of being, and hence, in the unity of the sci-
ences [27].

This kind of scenario is, in turn, linked to the 
emergence of the various monistic approaches. 
Many idealist and positivist movements may be 
considered consequences of the fruitless attempt 
to solve the mind–brain problem. What results is 
a renunciation of understanding or a refusal to 
accept the existence of the physical or spiritual 
world, respectively. Finally, a goodly number of 
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authors, beginning from these reductive 
approaches, end up rejecting realism. How could 
the solipsistic mind, by itself, produce objective 
statements? Or how could the physical body do 
it? David Hume’s theory of causation is one of 
the first and most radical modern examples of 
epistemological skepticism. It may be the case 
that objects are connected by causes but, for 
Hume, we do not know this with any certainty. If 
the chain of being exists, it is beyond our reach 
[28] (p.10). The fact that a large number of non- 
believers simultaneously maintain relativistic 
positions seems to have more to do with the his-
tory of ideas in the West than with timeless strong 
arguments.

The loss of faith and a widespread disbelief in 
the natural law is another frequent (but not neces-
sary) connection in modern societies. From this 
perspective, there is no individual or community 
responsibility to a supreme order — no more 
externally imposed blame. We human beings 
thus appear, in theory and practice, to be the only 
source of goals and rules. For the same reason, 
the pursuit of identity and happiness will depend, 
basically, on the subject’s decisions and social 
agreements. So, it is the end of external ideals. 
The true me is what I choose because my will is 
the sole criterion (the ideal) of authenticity. 
Friedrich Nietzsche is one of the first modern 
exponents of this idea about the will as cohesive 
criterion of identity and moral behavior. For 
example, in Beyond Good and Evil, he writes, 
“The individual has always had to work hard to 
avoid being overwhelmed by the tribe. If you try 
it, you will be lonely and sometimes frightened. 
But no price is too high for the privilege of own-
ing yourself” [29].

Human beings seem to be released, in the final 
stages of the secularization process, from physi-
cal and rational bonds. The only limits — the 
only logic — are those which the means impose 
on us. In this scenario, human intelligence is no 
longer the faculty with we attain human ideals, 
but rather the tool with we overcome obstacles to 
our will. Taylor calls this new understanding of 
the role of intelligence “the primacy of instru-
mental rationality.” “By ‘instrumental reason’ I 
mean the kind of rationality we draw on when we 

calculate the most economical applications of 
means to a given end. Maximum efficiency, the 
best cost–output ration, is its measure of success” 
[6] (p. 5). In contrast to reason, the passions begin 
to be understood as the new and indisputable 
source of morality: they offer the legitimate goals 
of self-fulfillment. For instance, it is because of 
his theory of causation that Hume defends posi-
tions that are close to instrumentalism. “Reason 
is, and ought only to be the slave of the passions, 
and can never pretend to any other office than to 
serve and obey them” (A Treatise of Human 
Nature, 2.3.3). Reason cannot evaluate ends or 
passions. Only passions can select and evaluate 
ends. In a similar but most radical way, Nietzsche 
contrasts, in The Gay Science, rationality with a 
“veritable delight in madness” — namely, the 
passions. Clearly, this revulsive rejection of 
Puritan principles does not return sentiments to 
their original place — to Areté. Instead, they 
acquire a self-referential sense: a positive emo-
tion is justified by its own presence, indepen-
dently of any external logic, of triggers, or even 
of the agent’s will.

The hegemony of the passions has, among 
other important consequences, that of the 
strengthening of the introspective attitude toward 
happiness. This ultimately leads, according to 
Taylor, to hedonistic and narcissistic lifestyles, 
which in turn leads individualism to unprece-
dented levels in Western societies, levels at which 
the classic worldview comes closest to realizing 
its point of maximum instability [6] (pp. 16–17).

 From Instrumental Rationality 
to Instrumental Emotions

The above-mentioned catalysts, each in a differ-
ent way, have all contributed to the arising of the 
modern paradigm, whose gravitational center, 
according to Taylor, is the ideal of a self- 
determining free will. I have an authentic life 
when I am radically free, namely, “when I decide 
for myself what concerns me, rather than being 
shaped by external influences” [6] (p. 27). 
Undoubtedly, in the historical process of the 
development of the subject there have been many 
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positive achievements, especially in human 
rights. However, there are also defects, problems, 
concerns, and risks associated with the new net-
work of beliefs. In this section, I will touch on 
those directly associated with the experience of 
dislocation of the self.

As I have explained, we should not think about 
the implementation (embodiment) of the Classic 
and Modern paradigms through the structure of 
an all-or-nothing logic. There are several intra- 
and extra-epidermal identitarian planes, with 
connecting links but also with a certain separa-
tion that makes it possible for contradictory ide-
als to coexist. On one hand, some Classical ideals 
would survive, due to their capacity to remain, 
primarily, outside our awareness (those placed in 
the social structures — a sort of Protoculture — 
and even in the Protoself), and secondarily, in 
certain roles within the individual’s private space 
(in the Core-culture and the lowest levels of Core 
self). This would explain, for example, why the 
Protestant reformation has had a significant 
impact on Catholic communities, and why the 
same applies to the process of secularization 
amongst all Christians, and similarly, why many 
agnostics continue to think in dualistic terms and 
to value the general good over particular inter-
ests, and so on.

On the other hand, Late Modernity is a trou-
bled era where numerous important things have 
happened in a short space of time. As a result, 
many conscious ideals (that are somewhere 
between the Core and Historical Culture and the 
Core and Autobiographical Self) are perceived 
simultaneously as conflicting and as tempting. It 
is precisely in this context that the greatest 
 number of potentially pathological IE occur [4] 
 (section 1.3.C, pp. 150–163).

Social changes are inevitable and are not nec-
essarily harmful. Or, at least, they are inexorably 
harmful, even though they come about in a very 
short time. However, there are other more intrin-
sic problems with the Modern paradigm: those 
related to the effects of the ideal of free self- 
determination in the development and living out 
of human identity. In the next sections, I will 
argue that these effects are creating a new kind of 
vulnerable group that are characterized by the 

inability both to manage suffering and to resist 
the influence of biotechnological marketing.

 Individualistic Sufferings
The first problem relating to the ideal of a self- 
determining free will concerns the surrender of 
coherence to autonomy. Continuous instrumental 
use of rationality would undermine Core and 
Autobiographical representations because the 
pursuit of emotions, always volatile and capri-
cious, does not provide as strong a cohesive crite-
rion as does the pursuit of objectivity. On the 
contrary, any unpleasant emotions (included 
physiological ones) would be pathologized. 
Indeed, when the logic of passions is in play, the 
better option to avoid growing pains is not to 
abstract any behavior out of the context in which 
it originates. At the same time, it is unavoidable 
that, due to such voluntary slowdown to the 
Protoself level, individuals will experience the 
oddness of the fragmentation: specifically, alien-
ated feelings. Finally, in the Modern carpe diem 
lifestyle, it is expected that stress and anguish 
would appear as a result of the refusal of the Core 
and Autobiographical Selves to disappear — 
unconscious defensive mechanisms would be 
triggered in defense of the cohesive web of 
beliefs.

Another serious and paradoxical consequence 
has to do with the intensity of emotions. First, in 
regards to the above mentioned deconstructive 
process of the personality, the normative power 
of the hedonic attitude — the sole common factor 
among all distancing personal roles — loses 
steam because the individual’s will is settled in 
the Core and Autobiographical selves. Second, 
the instrumental use of rationality implies, in 
practical terms, a reduction in the formation of 
deliberative desires. If existential ends cease to 
be contemplated (observed by reason) then the 
sublime feelings will also tend to go away. In 
other words, individualism places the human 
being in a disenchanted world where, as Taylor 
writes, ‘[p]eople no longer have a sense of a 
higher purpose, of something worth dying for. 
Alexis de Tocqueville sometimes talked like this 
in the last century, referring to the “petits et vul-
gaires plaisirs” that people tend to seek in the 
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democratic age. In another way of putting it, we 
suffer from a lack of passion. Kierkegaard saw 
“the present age” in these terms. And Nietzsche’s 
“last men” are at the final nadir of this decline; 
they have no aspiration left in life but to a “piti-
able comfort” ’ [6] (p. 4].

That is the reverse of individualistic suffering: 
positive emotions are less pleasurable when they 
are not accompanied by strong motivations and 
meaning. Here, the terminal stage would be a 
total emotional disengagement: the moment in 
which the subject does not really care about pas-
sions. Then, experiences of an existential void — 
depersonalization or disembodiment — may 
become really destructive.

In the long run, practices associated with 
instrumental reason would induce not only apa-
thy but also the wearying of the locus of control. 
First because the organism’s self-control is sup-
ported mainly by conscious rational processes in 
which different ends are decoupled from means 
and behavior in order to compare them and to 
choose the one with most value. Leaving such a 
task in the hands of low-order automatic pro-
cesses implies the elimination of profound expe-
riences of autonomy. The second cause has to do 
with how the hegemony of the Protoself process 
in decision making (at the conscious level) is 
associated with the experience of the hypertrophy 
of the public self. The loss of autonomy is 
revealed as an obvious fact when the individual’s 
passion reflects clear patterns of stimulus–
response. Indeed, few things are less libertarian 
than a predictable heart. Of course, IE that origi-
nated in the Core self would be less intense than 
those whose origin is in the Autobiographical 
self, because the latter would be most susceptible 
to the logic of the timeless present.

The last sorrows come from the human social 
dimension. Individualistic ways of dealing with 
choices lead, in many people, to undervaluing 
those ideals that are maintained by the majority 
or, at least, those that are not generated within the 
subject’s conscious system. In other words, it is 
believed that, first, authentic and autonomous 
behavior only arises out of the heart and, second, 
being original (even a freak) is a sufficient proof 
of the purity of that inner voice. By the way, this 

kind of beliefs has been especially justified and 
encouraged in certain neo-romantic and existen-
tialist trends of thought in the second half of 
twentieth century. For example, Jean Paul Sartre, 
in his first philosophical stage, writes: “For I 
believe that a man always makes something out 
of what is made of him. This is the limit I would 
today accord to freedom, the small movement 
which makes of a totally conditioned social being 
someone who does not render back completely 
what his conditioning has given him” [30].

The problem with the existentialist attitude is 
that it implies wanting to set aside a kind of social 
input that, on one hand, continues to be processed 
by non-conscious systems and, on the other hand, 
is very necessary to the development and sustain-
ing of the conscious self. Like it or not, if Damasio 
is right, every human being is partly “others,” 
right from the lowest level — the Protoself — to 
the highest — as a cultural being. Put in its sim-
plest form, without social ideals, originality 
seems neither possible, nor meaningful, nor of 
any value. On the other hand, if the Modern ideal 
shrinks the limits of identity, then it is reasonable 
to believe that IE may emerge as the effect of a 
still stubbornly present cultural identity. 
Specifically, this type of IE would be similar to 
that described in the case of associative prosop-
agnosia or of body integrity identity disorder (see 
previous chapter, section 3.3.A). Finally, also 
here unconscious defensive mechanisms may 
play a role to protect social ideals, that is to say, 
culture identity.

To conclude this section, I want to highlight 
that the disturbing experiences described above 
do not just affect those who embrace individual-
ism; rather, they affect everyone, at least as far as 
the question of recognition is concerned. Radical 
individualists do not want to feel properly recog-
nized by others — only equals may do this, and 
individualists try to be different. And conversely, 
they do not care about giving recognition (com-
passion) to others because it would be boasting 
about a weakness: the subject’s likeness. 
Moreover, this problem occurs even among those 
who share the pursuit of difference, since they 
would see each other as mere instruments or com-
petitors. Expressed in poetic terms, individualists 
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would feel like strangers even in their own land. 
However, according to Sartre, that would not be a 
problem. “If you seek authenticity for authentici-
ty’s sake you are no longer authentic.” This is 
because only when the pursuit of authenticity is a 
real movement of the heart, and nothing else, can 
subjects be alone and happy at last. Obviously, 
this is, for Sartre, a fanciful possibility [31] (p. 4).

Actually the problem is even worse than this, 
because complicity is not a necessary condition 
for individualistic sufferings. A community 
partly contaminated with such radical segrega-
tion may be harmful to both followers and non- 
followers of the Modern ideal. Here, IE would 
emerge at all levels, even in the representations 
elaborated on the basis of the Protoself.

 Virtual Re-embodiment
Sooner rather than later, social miseries promote 
changes in lifestyles. Technification is Taylor’s 
name for the shift in Western cultural dynamics 
that has taken place in the second half of the 
twentieth century. It is characterized by the seek-
ing of “technological solutions even when some-
thing very different is called for” [6] (p. 6). This 
perspective also includes the pursuit of happi-
ness. In this section I will blow up some of the 
main ideas about the causes of change.

Today more and more people tend to think, 
first, in terms of an identification between well-
being and positive passions (see C3 in section 
1.3); second, that well-being is achieved more by 
internal struggle than by actions in the world — 
happiness comes from within — (C2); and third, 
that emotions and feelings are part of the physical 
world (C1). In accordance with these three 
beliefs, one of the most important tasks of tech-
nology would consist in changing — conquer-
ing — the human body. It is in this context that 
technification takes the form of medicalization 
and, in special way, the form of psychiatrization 
of the human condition. For example, Peter 
Conrad defines this social phenomenon as “a pro-
cess by which non-medical problems become 
defined and treated as medical problems, usually 
in terms of illnesses or disorders.” [32] (p. 209).

Western countries are facing an exponential 
rise in social demand for psychiatric drugs [33]. 

Many causes are involved. First, the sciences of 
the neural system have extended their reach to 
the point that there are seemingly no issues today 
that remain untouched by them. To a lesser, yet 
still important, extent, the development of neuro- 
technology is making us face up to problems that 
have never been dealt with from a neuropsycho-
logical perspective. However, these advances 
themselves do not seem to provide sufficient jus-
tification for the current changes in psychophar-
macological habits [34]. It is very revealing that 
neurologists and psychiatrists are no longer the 
sole providers of behavior- and emotion- 
modifying medications [35–38]. On the con-
trary, many recent studies show that, in recent 
years, most mental health problems are being 
treated by physicians in primary care [39–41]. 
And to boot, there is a world-wide black market 
for drugs such as Prozac, Diazepam, Modafinil, 
and other substances that legally must be pre-
scribed by physicians. In addition, illicit pur-
chases are not just for purposes of therapy or 
enhancement, but now for dangerous games as 
well [42]. Cosmetic psychopharmacology is the 
term used by some authors to describe the appli-
cation of biomedical knowledge and technology 
for subjective circumstantial ends. It is the step 
from what I should think, feel, or do (questions 
orbiting around rational criteria) to what I want 
to think, feel, or do (questions orbiting around 
the solipsistic self) [34].

If we accept Taylor’s view, then psychiatriza-
tion would be an expression of the new cultural 
source of morality. Psychotropic medications 
would be used to bring back the lost paradises of 
deliberative feelings or, at least, to escape from 
the hell of individualistic disengagement. It is 
not a matter of mere feelings, but of recovering 
the body and the world that surrounds the person. 
It might even be said that the final goal is to bring 
back the meaning of life through chemistry. 
Indeed, Elizabeth Wurtzel hits the nail on the 
head with her observation that what consumers of 
Prozac want is to shut the brain off and turn the 
heart on [43] (p. 7). Of course, drugs cannot pro-
vide reasons but can make people feel as if they 
exist. Enough is enough. I will call this way of 
being-in-the-world virtual engagement.
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If I understand it correctly, IE precedes medi-
cine intakes. Worse still, it may, at least partially, 
be one of the main causes of the psychiatrization 
process. Undoubtedly, there are more (post- 
intake) causes involved in the aggravation of suf-
fering. Let us take a look.

First at all, among patients, there is a certain 
suspicion about the authenticity of drug-induced 
emotions [1]. I am going to classify their com-
plaints in three groups: those related (i) to the 
artificial origin of emotions — I do not like feel-
ing in a way caused by a drug; (ii) to the physical 
nature of its content — I do not like feeling happy 
for no reason, just because; and (iii) to its epi-
sodic relevance — I do not like to have incongru-
ent feelings. These grievances could be also 
applied to thoughts and behavior; however, they 
do not generate such uncomfortable experiences 
as feelings do. This is yet more proof that we live 
in an emotional culture.

These three types of complaints reflect, in a 
different way, that some classic ideals are still 
present, not only at non-conscious levels but also 
in the conscious experience of Western people — 
ideals that are taken into account when we volun-
tarily choose or reject anything. There are reasons 
that suggest, therefore, that these three laments 
mainly originate at the Core and Autobiographical 
levels, or even at social levels.

Complaints of type (i) seem to have to do with 
a belief in the intangibility of emotions, as if they 
shouldn’t be submitted to human will. In fact, 
today many people think that the more spontane-
ous the sentiment is, the better it reflects the per-
son (it is more authentic). From an historical 
perspective, this belief would be the effect of a 
vestigial attitude that derives from the classic 
way of creating and managing deliberative feel-
ings. As we have seen in sections 1.1 and 1.2, 
when all passions are despotically controlled, the 
subject loses three things: a rich source of infor-
mation about the world, the most precise mirror 
of herself, and a valuable tool of communication 
to express what is truly me.

Related to this idea but closer to our time, it is 
very likely that the high value currently given to 
spontaneity may be also influenced by the 
Romantic ideas of the eighteenth century, which 

represent a transitional stage in the inflationary 
process of the subject mentioned above — in the 
material colonization of the spirit. According to 
Taylor, “[h]uman beings are endowed with a moral 
sense, an intuitive feeling for what is right and 
wrong […] The notion was that [our] understand-
ing of right and wrong was not a matter of dry cal-
culation, but was anchored in our feelings. 
Morality has, in a sense, a voice within” [6] (p. 26).

In Romanticism, the heart takes the place of 
the Cartesian self, like, using Taylor’s own 
expression, a disembodied ghost “inhabiting an 
objectified machine” [6] (p. 106). Ironically, 
there are no limits to the modification of the body, 
but heart is not part of the body — humans do not 
have a heart, they are their heart. Heart is, in this 
framework, sacred. It is no coincidence that this 
view of the heart has an interesting connection 
with Sartre’s notion of authenticity. For different 
reasons, yes, but both sides hold that feelings 
should come before reflection.

The subject’s inflation helps to explain both 
the current hegemony of emotional labor over 
emotion work and why this hegemony evokes 
similar or even stronger feelings of desecration 
and inauthenticity. Both terms were defined by 
Arlie Hochschild to explain the links between 
feelings, roles, and rules in the general context of 
human emotional management. Emotional labor 
has to do with, in certain circumstances, the 
human necessity of suppressing private feelings 
in order to attain a benefit — tangible or intangi-
ble. On the contrary, emotion work has to do with 
some social scenarios in which the person is able 
to impose her own emotions in the transaction of 
goods [44] (p. 56). Only these emotions are use-
ful for expressing the self, but, unfortunately, 
they are not the most popular in our days. 
Whatsoever, we still conserve some memories of 
the referential dimension of our sentimental life, 
echoes that resonate with force in the loneliness 
of the subject’s private space, where roles are 
interpreted mainly to oneself — the toughest 
audience. We can find, in these echoes, the root 
of some intense IE. Attitudes are more dangerous 
than drugs.

Stjepan Meštrović notes a second kind of sor-
row in the time of intimacy. The positive  emotions 
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conquered by drugs or by trade on the social bat-
tlefield, which are most often enjoyed in home or 
during one’s free time, are disappointing and 
destructive. Why? The existence of a whole 
authenticity industry places in evidence, accord-
ing to him, our postmodern obsession of manu-
facturing ‘real feelings’ — deliberative feelings. 
The result is dreadful: the McDonaldization of 
society, as he calls it: taken-for-granted ideas are 
saturated with emotions in order to launch them 
to the mass market [45] (pp. 73–74). For exam-
ple, in our culture industry, freedom, equality, 
and dignity seem to be presented more as feelings 
than as ideas, and therefore they are malleable 
stuff which everyone can interpret as they see fit, 
provided that the basic aesthetic codes are 
respected. It should be noted that Meštrović is 
talking here about how the Western culture indus-
try — like the pharmacological one — is produc-
ing and promoting strategies of virtual 
engagement too. However, according to him, the 
spell of this simulation doesn’t continue very 
long. The consequences of this failed attempt at 
re-embodiment are feelings of emptiness, frustra-
tion, and anger about fraudulence, and, worst of 
all, the globalization of vulgarity, which implies 
that alternatives to more efficacious sources of — 
sublime — pleasures are eliminated. Will the 
rapid impoverishment of cultural life that we are 
experiencing allow us to keep this masquerade 
going more than two or three generations?

It is understood that Meštrović is referring to 
our current age when he uses the expression post- 
emotional society. If passions are less and less 
satisfactory, present enjoyment ceases to be the 
focus of attention, to be replaced by future enjoy-
ment — expectations of pleasure [46]. As a 
Brazilian saying asserts, hope is the last thing to 
die. This implies, among other things, that one’s 
own emotions are increasingly used for obtaining 
physical goods, social status, greater autonomy, 
etc., all of which are believed to lead, in the long 
term, to the awaited emotional fulfillment. With 
this attitude, the pragmatic dimension of emo-
tions is further boosted and the referential is 
severely decreased, in particular its self- 
referential value (as we saw in section 1.3). As 
can be guessed, this shift toward utilitarianism, 

where emotions are pure means, is a step further 
in the process of virtualization of engagement — 
I am not my body and this is not my world… yet. 
The Modern subject is trapped, in this way, in a 
vicious cycle: individualism and utilitarianism 
impoverish emotional life, and this, in turn, fuels 
the former.

I will end this section by presenting a final 
important cause for the emergence of a post- 
emotional society: an (uncontrolled) mimetic 
desire. According to René Girard, “mimetic 
desire aims at the absolute slenderness of the 
radiant being that some other person always is in 
our eyes but we ourselves never are, at least in 
our own eyes. To understand desire is to under-
stand that its self-centeredness is undistinguish-
able from its other-centeredness” [47]. A part of 
our passions (both emotion and feelings) are 
related to the natural human tendency to desire 
what other people desire. The more people are 
seeking an object, the stronger my desire is — I 
expect more. Under normal conditions, this emo-
tional affinity can be very useful for building 
intersubjective spaces and for establishing social 
cohesion. The problem is that, in a culture like 
ours, where emotions are not ruled by reason, 
mimetic desire drives us to become part of mass 
society.

Five features characterize mass dynamics [48] 
(pp. 135–142). The first is a conditioning homog-
enization: the bigger shared desires are, the more 
impossible it is to resist them. The second is the 
presence of strong feelings of rivalry: the fewer 
people have the object of desire, the higher its 
value. Therefore, it is as important to prevent all 
others from obtaining it as it is to achieve it 
myself. The third is the separation and violence 
amongst the elites (those who are envied) and the 
support of the masses (those who envy). The 
fourth is a general feeling of frustration. This is 
because, among the elites, the spell of a high 
social expectation is broken — a now I have it, 
but I do not feel like all of us imagined — and the 
same thing occurred amongst the masses, due to 
the excessively long delay when awaiting posi-
tive passions. Finally, the last feature is cathartic 
violence, which is the consequence of and rem-
edy for frustration: it is the way to purge social 
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tension through the annihilation of some shared 
victim. For Girard, this second kind of conta-
gious violence — as old as humanity itself — 
takes the form of a ritual act, where sacred spaces 
are destroyed and other ones appear, as signs and 
symbols of a new order and peace. As Girard 
writes, in cathartic violence, the victim — the 
scapegoat — is “chosen only because it is vulner-
able and close at hand” [49] (p. 2). This seems the 
right way to approach taboo territory, where 
human logic and will are prohibited from 
entering.

In short, uncontrolled mimetic desire is 
another key to understanding why the seeds of 
individualism and utilitarianism create a society 
marked by a superficial, sterile, and monolithic 
way of feeling, where the others are the enemies 
and, at the same time, the last powerful tool for 
engaging with the world.

Mass society would act, on one hand, as a 
shelter against the sorrows of intimacy mentioned 
earlier and, on the other, as a substitute for com-
munities. It would offer a kind of virtual recogni-
tion: there, individuals would feel in some 
manner that they are not alone — even though 
time inexorably shows that it’s not true. However, 
if Girard is right, it is not clear that, in such an 
individualistic culture, violence can have a suffi-
ciently cathartic effect against anguish and frus-
tration, namely, IE. The issue here is that the 
Modern ideal of self-determining freedom does 
not appear to mesh successfully with the accep-
tance of new sacred spaces, forbidden places, 
from whence one can ground new webs of mean-
ings and values.

Would the end of violence only come with the 
end of society? The only (almost) sure thing is 
that, in the meantime, the using of drugs in higher 
and higher doses and the recrudescence of vio-
lence would be the only relief, if a change of 
mentality does not occur. In addition, it is, regret-
tably, to be expected that unscrupulous money- 
grubbers will capitalize on the desperation of this 
emergent, vulnerable group. According to 
Conrad, many private companies and even gov-
ernments may already be doing this [50]. Social 
control is not a consequence like any other: with 
that, there is no turning back because even the 

lives of a sales manager and of a populist leader 
would be affected by this kind of destructive pro-
cess. Even the presence of elder brothers would 
not be a necessary condition for the development 
and fatal end of the mimetic cycle.

 Further Reasons to Sentimental 
Desacralización
In complaints of type (ii), patients express their 
discontent with the virtual nature of their feel-
ings. Following Elizabeth Anscombe’s distinc-
tion between motives and intentions, when I say 
that I am happy because of a pill, I am not giv-
ing any reason, namely, a meaning for my feel-
ings [51] (p. 9). The drug is merely the motive 
for my non-rational (and hence unintentional) 
sentiments. On the contrary, when I say that I 
am happy because I found my keys, because of 
your glowing smile or because of the relaxation 
of the law on immigration, I am giving meaning 
to my feelings, which are the basis for my 
choice and not the other way around. Underlying 
this complaint is, in this light, the belief in a 
natural order through which I can judge what 
kind of emotional response is appropriate at a 
given time.

Anscombe’s perspective would help also to 
understand, for example, why many people pre-
fer psychotherapy to drug treatment, even when 
there is increasing evidence that the first may 
alter the functioning of the brain as much as the 
second [52]. The key is to understand that they 
are not just thinking about issues that one should 
be cautious about, but also on how to face reality. 
In the depths of their consciousness, these people 
may hold, mysteriously, that the frontiers between 
physical law and natural law are found there — 
again, not to be confused with the Cartesian idea 
about the limits between body and soul. These 
grounds forge the argument about why the brain 
or, at least, the limbic system (the emotional 
brain) should be considered to be sacred  territory: 
certain changes may cause us to feel not just dif-
ferently, but even in the wrong manner. A similar 
argument seems to underlie the preference toward 
natural remedies over scientific–technological 
medicine. It is as if imitating the paths of nature 
were the only permitted means to jump from one 
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side to the other of such a bridge, that is to say, 
the only secure way to enter sacred territories.

Finally, complaint (iii) would be the sentimen-
tal version of our biological and cultural tendency 
to think of ourselves as substantial identities. In 
this context, Heart seems beyond time and space; 
hence we should find common elements in its 
temporal projection. This perspective gives way 
to critical opinions about why congruity should 
not be invented and enslaved by the will — for 
example, with the decision to take pills to main-
tain an emotional balance. In so doing, subjects 
would be unable to distinguish between the time-
less heart and a fake, pretend heart.

Empiricism, and then positivism, were the 
main modern philosophical approaches that 
would justify and boost the idea of personal iden-
tity as continuity of consciousness, also known as 
Psychological Continuity Theory. In this secular-
ized version of the Cartesian self, the human 
quintessence depends on the capacity to create a 
stream of consciousness, that is to say, to project 
past and future in every present instant. For 
example, in 1689, John Locke, in his famous 
work An Essay Concerning Human 
Understanding, claimed that persons depend 
upon the persistence of consciousness. Personal 
identity (the self) “depends on consciousness, not 
on substance” (Book II, Chap. 27, paragraph 17). 
In summary, possessing time is the naturalized 
form of being timeless. To do this, memory, 
abstraction, and other cohesive functions play a 
decisive role, where the final result is the human 
being. It is particularly significant that, in such a 
definition, the bodily organs of these functions 
are not part of who we are, but are only instru-
ments. The idea that humans are not their body 
reappears. The practical implication would be 
that serious changes in the subject’s conscious-
ness would make the subject disappear. Expressed 
in medical terms, some drugs would not cure 
patients but would instead replace them.

Coming to our current emotional culture, 
‘continuity of consciousness’ theories are being 
transformed into a belief in the “continuity of 
heart.” In this new second version, it is accepted 
that human feelings, including their internal 
logic, may have been created by circumstances 

and individual and collective behavior. However, 
this does not mean that such a web of feelings is 
entirely available to the subject’s control — 
among other reasons, because every individual’s 
will depend on this kind of web, and wanting to 
change the web sounds like a contradiction in 
terms. Should I modify what makes me want what 
I (deeply) want? Sentimental consistency also 
looks, in this approach, to be sacred.

 Rivals Logotherapies

We are at last prepared to face the issue of how 
the different logics of self-understanding (now 
adequately contextualized) result in alternative 
dialectics for managing IE — in clinical oOntol-
ogy, the problem lambda [5].

Much has been written about the possibility of 
finding meaning in these disturbing experiences 
and, with that, making them more bearable or 
even making them disappear. However, in the 
second part of this chapter, I would like to focus 
on three rival solutions, which I describe as psy-
chological, organic, and narrative. In particular, 
I will analyze the last-named as being the most 
likely to take root in our society.

 Cultural Persistence?

Nowadays, the psychological solution is mainly 
supported by advocates of the Psychological 
Continuity Theory, such as Tristram Engelhardt, 
David W. Shoemaker, David Lewis and Derek 
Parfit, among others.

For instance, in Tristram Engelhardt’s view — 
intensely debated in bioethics forums — the term 
person is identified (in a strong sense) with self- 
conscious being. That is, a being which utilizes 
symbols in order to communicate, which makes 
decisions, and which does all of this in a  particular 
manner that reflects his or her imprint (personal-
ity) as an individual reality. That is what he calls 
human personal life: the type of life lived by an 
organism which has such capacities in act. In 
contrast, human biological life would be the life 
lived by an organism which doesn’t have not 
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them or has them only in potency. Therefore, 
when the stream of consciousness ceases or 
changes, personal life also does so, which means 
that the subject is destroyed. At that point, there 
are no reasons to keep the rights and obligations 
biographically ascribed to her, because only 
human biological life remains [53].

If Engelhardt’s argumentation is right, there is 
no other option but to acknowledge that patients’ 
suffering and fears about psychiatric drugs and 
treatments as DBS stimulation are well grounded. 
IE are not illusions, but are the body’s signals 
about a real danger. But, how does this interpreta-
tion help them? Firstly, it would give patients 
crucial information before they accept or con-
tinue treatment. Is the disease painful enough or 
disabling enough to warrant sacrificing oneself? 
It is therefore not surprising that, for Engelhardt, 
decisions about changes of personality should be 
contextualized and evaluated within the context 
of the euthanasia debate [54] (pp. 107–108). In a 
similar way, but more recently, Henry T. Greely 
draws an equivalence between the death penalty 
and certain controversial techniques in the reha-
bilitation of prisoners, such as chemical castra-
tion [55]. Secondly, Engelhardt’s perspective 
would help patients reduce the intensity of 
IE. Usually, it is a relief for patients to know that 
they are not losing their grip on reality [56].

The difficulties that accompany Engelhardt’s 
position are diverse. For example, from Damasio’s 
perspective, it does not seem possible to establish 
clear separations between conscious, uncon-
scious, and non-conscious processes. Although 
Damasio distinguishes hierarchical levels, all of 
them form a harmonic unity with regard to not 
only physical dynamism but also to the mind’s 
intentional contents. Speaking in practical terms, 
who is going to bell the cat? Who will define 
what level, or what element of the level, is not 
part of human personal life?

A second criticism has been formulated in the 
paradox of the sleeper. There are phases of sleep 
in which certain psychic faculties are intact but 
not in act, which appears to imply the interrup-
tion of the flow of consciousness. But if this is the 
case, during this period it would be unjustified to 
qualify the sleeper as a person. Engelhardt 

responds to this paradox in two different ways: 
one of an ontological character, and another of a 
practical character. In the first place, he holds that 
it cannot be demonstrated that during sleep the 
flow of consciousness is completely interrupted. 
On the other hand, even if we lose the relevant 
ontological status during sleep, it would be sense-
less to seek to draw practical conclusions from 
that kind of an affirmation (for example, conclu-
sions relating to respect for life), since such an 
attitude would generate a society-wide lack of 
confidence concerning sleep which society sim-
ply cannot support. Of course, in his view, 
patients in a persistent vegetative state or with 
advanced Alzheimer’s, as well as embryos, 
would be a different matter.

Does Engelhardt attach too much importance 
to biological function in order to explain personal 
identity? In my opinion, Derek Parfit, a most 
sophisticated defender of the Psychological 
Continuity Theory, understands the importance 
of cultural identity better. Both authors claim that 
what is important and particular about each 
human being does not have anything to do with 
the existence of spatial or temporal limits, but 
rather with the fact that we can describe ourselves 
as individuals. However, for Parfit, this is a con-
ventional capacity, just as the penalty area of a 
soccer field is: both kinds of limits cannot be 
understood apart from the rules established for 
the game [57]. (pp. 245–280). So true is this that 
it is not even necessary that each player be always 
and entirely conscious of such rules. In other 
words, neighbors have an important role in the 
makeup of the limits of any individual: if they 
keep thinking about someone as a person, there 
are strong reasons to recognize her identity. It 
goes without saying that, in such contexts, much 
of the problem of IE would derive from the indi-
vidualistic attitudes of Western societies, where 
persons with a weakness are not assisted, but 
instead pay a heavy social price — the stigmatiz-
ing gaze.

Nevertheless, Parfit’s view has a very weak 
point: the availability of intersubjective meaning 
and values, which he attaches to dialogue and 
consensus. For authors as Alasdair MacIntyre, 
Jürgen Habermas and Harry Frankfurt, the com-
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munitarian ethos is only susceptible to being 
known and protected as (or at least, like) a sacred 
space. Therefore, the question about who is a per-
son (those whom we recognize as persons) should 
not be submitted for democratic arbitration 
[58–60].

 Change Is Good

In the organic solution, supported by authors as 
far apart as Gordon Allport and Eric T. Olson, 
human identity refers to an organic whole, with 
respect to which the conscious self is only a part, 
dimension, or type of activity. More specifically, 
Allport describes personality traits in functional 
terms as optimal tools for the adaptation of the 
individual to her environment. On the other hand, 
the self would be the fruit of the experiences of 
physical and psychic interactions, which also 
improve the ability of the organism to act as a 
harmonious whole [61] (pp. 46 and 377). So, any 
change of personality or self-understanding 
should be well received, provided that it helps to 
maintain organic homeostasis.

The organic solution takes personality to be 
both a cause and a part of the unity. It is a cause 
because it collaborates in the preservation and 
unity of the subject, and it is a part because its 
products (the different selves) are going to inter-
act as yet another element that must be harmo-
nized. In addition, personality turns the living 
being into an extremely dynamic system, because 
its mode of protecting the being against external 
variations presupposes, paradoxically, its own 
modification — growth; that is, a certain varia-
tion in that which it seeks to preserve.

Based on these statements, Eric T. Olson pro-
poses animalism: probably the most radical ver-
sion of the organic hypothesis. In his view, a 
proper noun provides information about what a 
particular individual can do and has done, but it 
does not talk about what an individual is. On the 
contrary, the essential aspect of human beings — 
what defines a rational individual with a particu-
lar personality and experience of herself — is not 
the fact of being a person, but rather the reverse: 
being a living (changing) human organism. 

Coherently, for Olson, human identity persists 
even though the absence of any sign of present or 
future consciousness [62] (Chaps. 2 and 3). 
Therefore, the fear of identity change is nothing 
but a consequence of the error of entifying that 
which is only operations and consequences. And 
escaping from this kind of confusion implies 
accepting the possibility that the introduction of 
new gaps between representational levels may 
help to improve the organism’s adaption. Indeed, 
on certain serious occasions, it is reasonable to 
give priority to the body’s homeostasis — what 
we are — over the mind’s coherence — what we 
use.

Damasio’s approach is also aligned with the 
organic solution. Evidence for this is, for exam-
ple, his argument about how Autobiographical 
processes naturally induce us to accept belief in 
substantial identities, which are far from having 
adaptive value. However, his solution to IE — 
escaping from chains of physical events (see sec-
tion 1.1) — should not be understood as a defense 
of the hegemony of the mental world over the 
physical, but as one among many formulations of 
the ideal of instrumental reason. The proper man-
agement of thoughts leads to survival, i.e., to 
positive passions.

To conclude, Spaemann’s solution can also be 
classified within the organic category, although 
with nuances. The main differences between 
Olson and Damasio are that, for the former, on 
one hand, human unity implies something beyond 
physical causes and, on the other hand, survival is 
not the only criterion for understanding human 
capacities, and is not the only value for using 
them either. Spaemann resized human acts by 
introducing a transcendental dimension—mak-
ing them worthy of Areté once again,

In spite of this, Spaemann also defends, like 
Olson, the position that the failure or destruction 
of a single organ, even if it is the brain, does not 
imply or, at least, does not warrant, the loss of 
personal identity — the individual’s death. “Loss 
of somatic integrative unity is not a physiologi-
cally tenable rationale for equating BD [brain 
death] with death of the organism as a whole” 
[63]. This is because, according to him, humans 
are not defined by their highest deeds. Coherently, 
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if drug-induced personality changes improve the 
subject’s ability to survive and, more importantly, 
to freely achieve natural and cultural ideals, then 
they should not be feared but intensely sought. 
This statement also serves to address the problem 
of personal ideals. Technology cannot change the 
human spirit (the basis of what Spaemann calls 
numerical identity — about ‘someone’ — in 
opposition to qualitative identity — about ‘some-
thing’) nor can it change who each individual is 
called to be.

 Storytellers

Inspired initially by philosophers of the stature of 
Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Paul Ricoeur, the 
narrative solution proposes that human identity 
is based on the exercise of will more than on the 
continuity of consciousness or on organic unity. 
When choosing, we express our true nature: 
beings which perceive themselves as temporally 
extended, and which are continuously building a 
past and a future from a personal present. This is 
why, for example, Françoise Baylis claims that 
personal identity depends on every instant and 
place [64].

Another interesting defender of this approach 
is Marya Schechtman. In particular, she uses nar-
rative premises to formulate what she calls the 
person-life view: a) teleological experiences con-
stitute each particular human story (goals, emo-
tions, beliefs, values...), and b) personal identity 
resides in selfhood, i.e., the capacity of the human 
being to understand him or herself in narrative 
terms. Nevertheless, for Schechtman, it is impor-
tant to understand that intentions cannot be 
thought of as realities which are completely dis-
tinct from the medium to which a person is 
adapted. On the contrary, they manifest a specific 
type of interaction with the environment which 
links the person to other human beings and situ-
ates her in what Schechtman calls person-space 
[65, 66]. However, the rational and voluntary 
manner of occupying this intersubjective place is 
what determines personal identity. If there is a 
narrator, there is a personal identity. Therefore, it 
doesn’t matter how many radical changes have 

taken place in the life of the individual. In fact, as 
Schechtman declares regarding the concrete con-
text of change of identity after DBS, the lives of 
any human being are more similar to non- 
narrative histories than to fictional narratives 
[67]. A pill also may change a person’s life radi-
cally, as can a wife’s death, but this does not 
mean that the story has concluded or that it has 
become another story; rather, human narrative 
forms are more complex than those of the simple 
novels we are accustomed to reading. The only 
condition — the connecting thread — is the sub-
ject’s desire to keep telling the story. Contrary to 
Engelhardt and Parfit’s views, for Schechtman, 
biological functions, consciousness, and the 
common medium of our communicative prac-
tices are necessary but not sufficient for assigning 
personal identity.

The main difficulty in Schechtman’s solution 
is that, as Antonio Damasio and John A. Teske 
defend, the intention to continue to tell a story 
seems founded on the search for consistency, and 
not the other way around. Humans seem biologi-
cally conditioned to appreciate the pleasures of 
good stories [68]. Put in its negative form, the 
anguish over an unstructured life does not disap-
pear with an act of will but with meaningful 
answers or, at least, with intoxicating emotions. 
Thus, there are only two possibilities for which 
Schechtman’s solution would be profitable. The 
first one involves assuming a moderate position: 
personal identity is not completely dependent on 
will. This is, for example, Taylor’s position. 
Freedom depends on recognizing that our com-
mon cultural heritage (Classic and Modern) is 
not only a tool but a part of what gives us mean-
ing. If this is so, we should also be able to under-
stand that there are intrinsic limits (sacred spaces) 
in our capacity of self-determination. In turn, 
respecting such boundaries will enable us to 
manage the tensions arising between the eternal, 
the old and the new, between the limit and the 
unlimited, and between the individual and the 
collective. All of them make up what Taylor calls 
moral identity. In contrast to MacIntyre’s version 
of communitarianism, Taylor claims that ideals 
must be discovered not only in particular forms 
of life and traditions but also in the free decisions 
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taken by communities and individuals through-
out history, even if we disagree with them. It 
could be said, paraphrasing a biblical expression, 
that each human being takes upon herself, in part, 
the sins of the rest of her ancestors. However, 
both MacIntyre and Taylor reject the neo- 
Kantian, liberal view of Engelhardt and Parfit 
concerning the possibility of attaining to univer-
sal ideals without taking account of what really 
matters to human beings — what they in fact 
share in order to build communities.

The second circumstance would be that in 
which the storyteller accepts the use of lies. 
Certainly, coherence would emerge here from 
pure acts of will. However, this post-rationalist 
view pushes us out of the framework of what we 
call therapy, even in the context of Clinical 
Ontology. But there is a bigger problem, as we 
saw in section 1.4.B. This attitude is closely 
linked to the Modern ideal of self-determining 
free will, where passions have replaced reasons 
and, as a result, the greater pleasures are progres-
sively eliminated. Consequently, the strategy of 
creating a fictional life could provide some (petits 
et vulgaires) pleasures in the short term, but in 
the long run would result in nothing but the most 
intense frustration and violence.

 Breaking with the Genealogy of Morals
Nietzsche’s counter-response to the problem of 
pleasure in a disenchanted world is in tune with 
post-rationalist and post-emotional sensibilities — 
which would explain why his thought remains a 
viable option and why it should be taken seriously 
in order to anticipate and evaluate his none-too-
distant prophecies. Supporting the post-rationalist 
theory of fictions, he claims: “Why is the belief in 
such judgments necessary? — to understand 
namely that, for the survival of beings like our-
selves, belief in the truth of such judgments is nec-
essary: for which reason they may, of course, even 
be false judgments! (…) They are indeed all false 
judgments. But belief in their truth is necessary as 
a superficial optical illusion characteristic of the 
perspective optics of life” (F. Nietzsche, Beyond 
Good and Evil, part I, aphorism 11).

Apathy and other modern sufferings, accord-
ing to Nietzsche — defined by Gilles Deleuze as 

the philosopher of difference — are the conse-
quence of the relocation of emotions to a sacred 
place. “All passions have a phase when they are 
merely disastrous, when they drag down their 
victim with the weight of stupidity — and a later, 
very much later phase when they wed the spirit, 
when they ‘spiritualize’ themselves” (Nietzsche, 
Twilight of the Idols, Morality, 1). The cure would 
then consist in re-enslaving passions with the 
same boldness and energy that Modernity would 
direct toward reasons. In exchange, the individ-
ual will has to occupy these divine and inviolable 
territories. Nietzsche promises that putting this 
ideal into practice — the will to power, where 
reason and emotion are slaves of the will — will 
bring, as indirect consequences, extraordinary 
positive sentiments — higher than the lost delib-
erative feelings.

One could say that Nietzsche holds the same 
position as did the early Moderns about the need 
for a despotic control of passions. “What is 
needed first? A man who refuses to become mas-
ter over his wrath, his choler and revengefulness, 
and his lusts, and attempts to become a master in 
anything else, is as stupid as the farmer who 
stakes out his field beside a torrential stream 
without protecting himself against it” (Nietzsche, 
Human, All Too Human, Part II, aphorism 65). 
However, there is a critical difference. Nietzsche 
gives a theoretical justification to a phenome-
non — the instrumentalization of emotion — that 
has come about only in our time and, as we have 
seen, results from multiple factors. Even more, 
nihilistic attitudes represent the superlative 
expressions of virtual engagement (section 
1.4.B): in them, the experience of meaning is not 
provided by the heart but by the will. That is what 
would really make me feel like a body, as though 
I inhabited an enchanted world — enchanted by 
my own decisions.

To get thinking, feeling, and acting to inte-
grate in the way the subject wants is, for 
Nietzsche, the only goal that the human being 
needs to pursue in order to be authentic — in 
order to be unitary, one. This would be, therefore, 
the way to resolve fears about technology men-
tioned in sections 1.4.B and 1.4.C: only artificial 
emotions are truly mine (complaint i); there is no 
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reality beyond will, so there is no right or wrong 
way to feel (complaint ii); nor is there any neces-
sity to be emotionally congruent (complaint iii).

Nietzsche is aware that the nihilistic plan — 
the reduction of the distance between what the 
human is and what the human wants to be — 
takes a long time, to the point of becoming a 
generational project. This is mainly because 
the first task (which I will call alpha) consists 
in interrupting the genealogy of morals, that is 
to say, breaking with the origins of our moral 
prejudices, many of them deeply rooted in feel-
ings — Damasio would certainly confirm that 
last statement. And such origins, which affect 
both biological and social structures, are them-
selves beyond individual initiative. For this rea-
son, the education of offspring is, for him, the 
most efficient tool for little by little replacing the 
Old Man with the Superman. As future genera-
tions progress on this task, it will be easier for 
them to advance with the second task (omega): 
master fictions.

In this second sense, Nietzsche is one of the 
first authors to push modern ideals beyond nega-
tive freedom [6] (pp. 27–29). However, 
Nietzsche’s idea of education still drags along the 
problem of the ghost in the machine. The only 
difference is that will is now the new homuncu-
lus — truly safe from any decisions about future 
bodies and worlds. In the next section of this 
chapter, I will argue that this interpretation of the 
self is precisely the Achilles’ heel of all contem-
porary nihilistic approaches. They focus their 
argumentation on the coherence of his theories 
and ideals about the human being, namely, on 
problem lambda, but hardly notice the biological 
and cultural circumstances that underlie such 
beliefs — the problem kappa.

 Beyond Nihilism
Strong cultural trends from the last century have 
taken on the nihilistic challenge of building a 
post-human, better world. Concretely, the first 
tendencies (making their appearance mainly in 
the 1940s and 1950s) are characterized by taking 
on taskα, namely, the pursuit of the identification 
and deconstruction of all suspicious mental cate-
gories and the social structures which keep them 

alive — philosophical, political, aesthetic, lin-
guistic, etc. Heidegger, Foucault, Derrida, and 
Lévinas are probably the most famous critical 
theorists of the post-humanist group. 
Posthumanism is the general term with which 
many of these thinkers have been labeled, with or 
without consent.

Two decades later, an alternative version of 
posthumanism, called transhumanism, arose. In 
this philosophical current, emphasis is placed on 
task Ω: the search for ways to improve human 
power. It is freedom of choice, namely, the most 
general goal that can be formulated to assist the 
individual’s indefinite desires — her boundless 
reality. John Haldane, Marvin Minsky, John 
Desmond Bernal, and Irving John Good are con-
sidered to be the fathers of transhumanism.

It is controversial to what extent transhuman-
ism emerges from the atmosphere created by the 
heterogeneous posthumanistic schools [69]. In 
addition, a second important difference, not just 
from the posthumanist perspective but also from 
that of Nietzsche’s nihilism, is that, in transhu-
manism, science and technology provide the 
main source of increasing human power. This is 
the key to understand the transhumanist interest 
in biotechnology and virtual reality interfaces. 
According to such authors as Max More and 
Stefan LorenzSorgner, it is thanks to technology 
that we will shorten the time limit for the coming 
of Superman. It might even be possible for 
currently- living human beings to materialize 
Superman in their own flesh — thanks to which, 
no further sacrifices would be necessary to save 
the unknown and nonexistent people of the future 
[70, 71].

This possibility of enjoying already and one-
self transhumanist promises is very attractive to a 
more and more individualistic society. Indeed, 
somehow, psychopharmacology is already being 
used to eliminate vestigial passions (especially, 
feelings of guilt) and to induce what people want 
to feel at any given moment. On the other hand, 
the current proliferation of online identities is the 
clearest and most powerful expression of virtual 
engagement. According to Peter Lambor, 
defender of transhumanism, it is because physi-
cal presences are being substituted for concepts 
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that are situated within a new virtual space, with 
no material and cultural limitations, that human 
beings can now begin to truly enjoy hegemony of 
will [72] pp. 255–264.

However, within the logic of post-humanism, 
when the technification process ends up reaching 
nihilism’s sacred core (the will), the second dif-
ference becomes unacceptable. Four factors give 
rise to this last desecration. In the first place, the 
belief in human responsibility is one of the main 
targets of attacks by transhumanism’s defenders. 
It is the coherent consequence of studying free-
dom only through empirical methodologies. For 
example, Martah Farah, one of the founders of 
the International Neuroethics Society — an insti-
tution of a clearly transhumanist inspiration, 
writes: “the problem with neuroscience accounts 
of behavior is that everything we do is like a 
knee-jerk in the following important way: it 
results from a chain of purely physical events that 
are as impossible to resist as the laws of physics 
[…] The idea that there is somehow more to a 
person than their physical instantiation runs deep 
in the human psyche and is a central element in 
virtually all the world’s religions. Neuroscience 
has begun to challenge this view, by showing that 
not only perception and motor control, but also 
character, consciousness, and sense of spiritual-
ity may all be features of the machine. If they are, 
then why think there’s a ghost in there at all?” 
[73]. Science is erasing, then, the ghost of will 
and, with that, reducing human being to mere 
mechanisms.

From transhumanist perspective, how do 
human machines deserve to be treated? The first 
thing that could be said about this issue has to do 
with what is called the compatibilist approach. 
According to Marta Farah and Steven Pinker, sub-
jects are not responsible but autonomous: if their 
brains work adequately, then they enjoy the capac-
ity of self-control. When they do not, subjects lose 
autonomy — a problem that is not anybody’s fault, 
nobody is responsible for it [74, 75]. Notice that, 
for Nietzsche, the feeling of responsibility (I am 
the author of my own life) is one of the main plea-
sures, and is also a remedy against Modern apathy. 
Transhumanism would lose, then, the main advan-
tage of any plausible nihilistic approach.

Secondly, transhumanism advertises, together 
with the ideal of autonomy, many other ideas 
about what happiness means, even about moral 
enhancement. On this point, Julian Savulescu 
writes: “Technology might even be used to 
improve our moral character. We certainly seek 
through good instruction and example, disci-
pline, and other methods to make better children. 
It may be possible to alter biology to make peo-
ple predisposed to be more moral by promoting 
empathy, imagination, sympathy, fairness, hon-
esty, etc.” [76]. Savulescu goes even further and 
defends the position that such technological 
improvements should be considered to be a moral 
obligation [77]. Again, transhumanism seems to 
revive, in a bizarre way, old ghosts about the pos-
sibility of finding objective moral rules, which 
are radically opposite from the ideal of the self- 
determining free will and, of course, from 
nihilism.

This is not entirely a step back. Transhumanist 
thinkers suggest we imagine the human being as 
a machine for survival or for pleasure, or both at 
the same time: we are realities without sacred 
spaces — completely malleable by the subject or 
by others. Here we find the third factor that pits 
post-humanism against transhumanism: for the 
latter, technology may also be used to direct the 
course of evolution of the human species. In this 
sense, Savulescu argues, for example, that par-
ents have the duty to make better children, even 
if that means restricting the latter’s freedom of 
choice, that is to say, the possibility of wanting 
to be dishonest. Not accidentally, Conrad identi-
fies “the exclusion of evil” as one of the prob-
lems associated with the medicalization process 
[50]. Long gone are the days of the Superman. 
The horizons of alternative realities are narrow-
ing in a future where the Old Man, under the 
supervision of science, wants to cast his long 
shadow over more and more conditioned and 
homogeneous descendants. This intergenera-
tional ideal is a perfect display of what I call the 
instrumentalization of will, which is, in turn, the 
final stage, using Spaemann’s terms, of the total 
objectivation of man [78].

The fourth and final divergent factor emerges 
from the idea of thinking as a form of  computational 
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function. Let us see it in the Andy Clark and David 
Chalmers’s Extended Mind Theory — frequently 
mentioned in transhumanist works. This can be 
summarized by two statements: a) cognitive pro-
cesses can be constituted in part by elements that 
are not confined to the limits of the skin–skull bar-
rier; and b) an agent’s non- occurrent mental states 
(phenomenally conscious states) can be partially 
constituted by realities that are not bound by the 
body [79]. So, assuming that mind is a constitutive 
element of identity — as many transhumanist the-
orists do — any tool (such as computers) that I use 
to think should be understood and felt as part of 
me.

The issue is that a good number of defenders 
of transhumanism are beginning to use Clark and 
Chalmers’s view to diminish the importance of 
the individual’s limits. For example, with regard 
to the consequences of this conclusion, Neil Levy 
writes: “the extended mind thesis dramatically 
expands the scope of neuroethics: because inter-
ventions into the environment of agents can count 
as interventions into their minds, and decisions 
about such interventions become questions for 
neuroethics” [80]. Precisely in order to manage 
such questions, he proposes the Ethical Parity 
Principle, in which the external and internal ele-
ments of our cognitive processes are ethically 
equated. “Since the mind extends into the exter-
nal environment, alterations of external props 
used for thinking are (ceteris paribus) ethically 
on a par with alterations of the brain” [81].

Levy’s principle brings other major controver-
sies together around the concepts of subject and 
subjectivity. First, this less locationist view of 
mental states jeopardizes and weakens human 
experiences of identity because, on one hand, 
tools are elements that fluctuate greatly in human 
life and, on the other hand, some of them are 
shared by many subjects. The Internet is the para-
digmatic example. In fact, Clark claims that, in 
this sense, it would be more appropriate to call 
his position “Web-Extended Mind Theory” [82].

We come to a crucial point. There are signs 
that this path leads us to the collapse of the sub-
ject bubble. For example, according to the trans-
humanist Katherine Hayles, when we use the 
Internet and other technologies of our global age, 

we are not only sharing the same mind, namely, 
the same identity, but also, we begin to be part of 
a “higher order identity — a better reality” [83]. 
By the same token, many transhumanist thinkers 
are publicly expressing a great personal and intel-
lectual interest in Buddhism [84]. It seems they 
are arriving at an answer that is similar to what 
had been formulated thousands of years ago: the 
solution to the problem of suffering is to stop try-
ing to eliminate the identitarian gaps. The prom-
ise also includes many conscious IE: giving up 
any concern for the subject and personal interests 
would make IE disappear because there is no rea-
son to fear or lament the loss of what we do not 
love. This clearly does not mean that biotechno-
logical and fictional strategies lose their function 
in the struggle against non- and unconscious IE.

I would just like to make one small point. For 
most of the Hindu and Buddhist traditional schools, 
fictions and drugs are not permitted. The reasons 
reveal profound differences in the understanding of 
the universe compared with that of transhumanism: 
for the former, men are not machines and reality is 
not the construction of a machine. It is believed that 
the self can be dissolved by the encounter with a 
pre-existing highest and benevolent cosmological 
order, to which the released/enlightened subject is 
joined. Drugs and fictions would prevent us from 
reaching enlightenment.

Returning to the main point, the Web- Extended 
Mind Theory affects the compatibilist view of 
freedom too. If the locus that controls human 
behavior is not to be fully restricted to the biologi-
cal parts of the organism, but to the network of a 
massive mind, then the biological concept of 
autonomy is also empty of meaning. Only digital 
masses could be identified as truly  autonomous. 
But then what remains of the  subject — without 
responsibility and without autonomy? A deter-
ministic individual’s self-understanding is the 
unavoidable and final result of Levy’s principle.

In conclusion, the fourth factor definitely bur-
ies Nietzsche’s nihilistic project: in more than 
one transhumanist utopia, the will of the subject 
seems destined to become part of an anonymous, 
unblaming magma of collective identities in 
which any preference for the individual’s wishes 
would be stigmatized [85].
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 The End of Subjectivity
How is it is possible that nihilism, which pro-
motes an inflation of the subject, resulted in the 
Man–God’s death? And most importantly, why 
is transhumanism receiving a more enthusiastic 
welcome than post-humanism? As I anticipated, 
I think that Nietzsche, as with the rest of the 
posthumanist thinkers, overlooks the fact that 
the self and will are sustained by biological, 
psychological, and environmental elements. 
Therefore, changing the latter implies changing 
the subject’s understanding of and choices about 
the pursuit of happiness. In this last brief sec-
tion, I will present, in a very summarized form, 
some of the concrete causes that have catalyzed 
the transition between wanted and non-wanted 
beliefs.

The first cause is related to the difficulty of 
creating meaning. In the Modern ideal, as Taylor 
claims, “the artist becomes in some way the 
paradigm case of the human being, as the agent 
of an original self-definition” [6] (p. 62). The 
problem is that art means, in this context, some-
thing original, something not based on the pre-
existing, the creation of the truly new. In other 
words, modernity is transforming us into soli-
tary artists, who feel obligated to undertake a 
“heroic effort to break out of ordinary exis-
tence” [6] (p. 35). However, despite Nietzsche’s 
promise, this self- made loneliness is closer to 
being experienced, Taylor concludes, as a con-
demnation than as a sublime and pleasant privi-
lege [6] (p. 68). Let the others decide for me. It 
is easier. The existentialist literature of the 
1960s confirms Taylor’s criticism. Frustration 
drives conformism.

It is not good that the man should be alone. 
We need to be recognized by others. In this chap-
ter, I have tried to show that the causes of this 
necessity (and of Modern suffering) are rooted in 
biology. Unfortunately, individualistic social 
habits direct us toward facing the problem with 
drugs and online identities, not with friends. 
Transhumanism is coming.

A second cause has to do with the instrumen-
talization of rationality and emotions. As was 
explained in section 1.4.A, the first seems to be at 

the origin of the predominance of the public self 
in the human expression of identity, which 
induces experiences of a stereotyped life –a phe-
nomenon that is closely related to a Protoself 
hypertrophy. The second develops psychophar-
macological habits, which reinforce the idea that 
the meaning of life and of vital choices is depen-
dent on physical causes. If we add the weakening 
of the locus of control instigated by digital tech-
nologies, then it is only natural that many people 
listen to transhumanist ideas about freedom with 
pleasure. Such ideas are just justifying how they 
live as a fact, that is to say, like machines which 
are already being handled as machines.

The mimetic emotional storm would be the 
third important cause of the success of transhu-
manism. On one hand, without the necessary con-
trol of the reason, Girard’s cycle would be pushing 
us into a mass society where solitary artists would 
be systematically exterminated. On the other side, 
and as a rebound effect, Modern ideals about indi-
viduality, associated with apathy, violence, and 
frustration, are being radically devaluated. There 
appears to be no middle ground.

The last cause has already been introduced: 
transhumanism offers, in a selfish society, a bet-
ter destination for us — Old Men — than that 
proposed by Nietzsche. Better to be the merciless 
master of our offspring than to be slave of their 
unpredictable desires. Good or bad, it is clear that 
this picture of Saturn Devouring His Children 
distances itself greatly from what humanism has 
defended for millennia. Will dreams such as 
these be fulfilled or, as occurred with earlier ver-
sions of nihilism, will they give rise to the worst 
of our nightmares? There are grounds for 
 pessimism so long as belief in a Cartesian self 
continues to frame our thinking, feelings, and 
choices. Time will tell.

 Final Remarks

Advances in neuroscience are bringing about a 
better understanding of human neural function in 
relation to cognitive and behavioral performance. 
Furthermore, neuro-technology is developing 
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powerful ways to treat serious diseases, to improve 
lifestyles and even, potentially, to enhance the 
human body. However, this progress is also asso-
ciated with new self-understandings, existential 
challenges, and problems never seen before.

In this chapter, I have explored the phenome-
non of inauthentic emotions as an adverse effect 
of the neuroscience revolution. My main thesis is 
that IE are not only consequences but also pre-
cede medicine intakes. Indeed, IE are central 
causes of the psychiatrization social phenome-
non, and ultimately of the process of instrumen-
talization of the human being.

Should we reverse such a process that generates 
a very vulnerable man? I believe that there are suf-
ficient signs of how it is harming our minds, human 
rights, and Western social cohesion to provide a 
positive answer, at least so long as we continue to 
appreciate the dignity of every single person.

But is it possible to stop a threefold process of 
this kind? In my opinion, the key is to avoid idol-
izing individuals. Precisely, in this chapter I have 
tried to decode this paradox: to save the subject 
we need to go beyond the subject. That is to say, 
first, that authentic life implies internal and exter-
nal causes, and second, that some of these causes 
ought not to be manipulated. Human nature is an 
appropriate term in describing the whole set of 
these causes. However, it does not exhaust itself 
in the delimitation of a particular and fixed sacred 
space, because, among other things, it can be 
resituated — it has to. Nevertheless, the impor-
tant thing here is to understand that, from the 
human perspective, such changes are not compa-
rable or susceptible to moral judgment. The pur-
suit of the improvement of human nature is 
neither good nor bad, but rather nonsense.

There is no magic recipe but, in order to final-
ize this chapter, I can suggest some safe paths 
that may be integrated in the heart of identity 
logotherapies:

• First, it is important to combat Cartesian dual-
ism: philosophy and neuroscience show us 
that we are not experts on consciousness, 
which is the same as saying that our existen-
tial beliefs and feelings also depend on how 

our mind works. For the same reason, we must 
become aware of how our self is vulnerable to 
our own decisions and, of course, to those of 
others. Patients need to realize that others are 
necessary not only to grow properly and sur-
vive but also as constitutive elements of our 
selves. Finally, this conclusion also applies to 
the future: some ideals take us further from 
what was promised.

• Second, it may be desirable to learn how to 
reconnect reality and emotions in the right way: 
with goals and reasons rather than with drugs 
and fictions — sources of virtual realities. This 
would also help in the acquisition of intellec-
tual, emotional, and behavioral habits [48]. The 
formation of these habits is the legitimate (natu-
ral) pathway that consciousness has for expand-
ing itself over non- and unconscious processes: 
namely, to spiritualize the material body.

• Conversely, and at the same time, this kind of 
reconnection would be useful for materializ-
ing, in the right sense, the spiritual body: 
bringing the referential dimension of emo-
tions back. Only in a true world can there be 
an authentic me — can my heart be listened to 
again. A reliable heart is the clearest proof of 
human re-embodiment, which in turn, is an 
expression of engagement with the real world.
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Abstract

In psychiatry, as in any other medical specialty, the clinician collects 
 information from the patient’s anamnesis, clinical observation, and diag-
nostic tests; evaluates these data; and makes a diagnosis. The most common 
manuals used to assess a patient’s mental disease according to his or her 
symptoms are the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
(DSM) and the International Classification of Diseases (ICD). This chap-
ter focuses on the dialogue that philosophy and psychiatry have held for 
decades to achieve a better understanding of dissociative identity disorder 
(DID). The outcome of this dialogue is the expression of the diagnostic 
criteria for DID, as well as other dissociative disorders, in the medical 
manuals. Thus, we first analyze the evolution of DID across the different 
versions of ICD and DSM. We then show that the characterization of DID 
and other dissociative disorders is a lively debate that is far from being 
settled. We demonstrate that the core of this debate is the understanding 
of person after John Locke’s philosophy: a person is defined by the appar-
ent expression of consciousness and memories. This leads to what we 
have termed a primary conceptual dissociation: the mental qualities of the 
person are dissociated from the body. We propose an alternative account 
based on the dynamic nature of identity and the understanding of person 
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as a mind–body unity. We hope that our proposal, which results from the 
interdisciplinary dialogue between psychiatry and philosophy, contributes 
to a better understanding of this disorder and its underlying concepts.

Keywords

Consciousness • Dissociation • DSM-5 • Epistemology • ICD-10 • 
Personality

 Introduction

[…] her answers implied coexistence and parallel-
ism of thought for she explained certain lapses of 
knowledge by asserting that ordinarily, as she her-
self was not fond of books, she did not pay atten-
tion while Miss Beauchamp was reading; but when 
she did so, which was only when interested, she 
could understand and remember the text; that she 
liked different books from Miss Beauchamp liked, 
and that she understood some things that Miss 
Beauchamp did not and vice versa. A claim of this 
kind, to be able to pay attention or not as she 
pleased, when the waking consciousness was read-
ing, required the coexistence and simultaneous 
action of two distinct and unlike streams of thought 
in one individual (Morton Prince, 1908, p 48).

This is a paragraph extracted from a work by 
Morton Prince, written in 1908 [1]. It was one of 
the first systematic descriptions of a patient with 
dissociative identity disorder (DID), termed “dis-
sociation of personality” by Prince. The extraor-
dinary complexity and attractiveness of this 
psychiatric disorder is just outlined in this piece 
of text, where the author explains how Sally, one 
of the alter personalities—or simply alters—of 
the patient, expresses a different set of memories, 
stream of consciousness, likes, and dislikes with 
respect to another, Miss Beauchamp.

In this chapter, we show the importance of 
a fruitful dialogue between psychiatry and phi-
losophy, taking as a major example the evolution 
of the characterization of DID (and dissociative 
disorders in general) in the medical reference 
guides to assess a patient’s diagnosis. Because 
of the complexity of DID, its description has 
undergone important changes in the revised 
versions of these manuals. Our main goal is to 
demonstrate that the dialogue between disci-
plines—psychiatry and philosophy—has been 
important to find a more accurate description of 

the disease, and that a richer theoretical reflec-
tion would have shortened the period of time to 
find that accurate description.

The prevalence of dissociative disorders is 
remarkable: 10% among the general population, 
and 46% among psychiatric inpatients [2]. From 
a clinical standpoint, dissociation is a mental 
state that appears in several pathologies or dis-
orders, such as posttraumatic stress disorder. In 
this case, the patient may experience repeatedly 
the traumatic event through recurrent memo-
ries or nightmares. In addition, they can suffer 
dissociative states of a variable length, during 
which some features of the traumatic event are 
rekindled. Thus, patients with this condition 
may behave as if they were suffering the painful 
circumstance again. This mental state is usually 
experienced together with severe anguish and 
an intense psychological discomfort, together 
with maladaptive physiological responses. 
Other affective psychiatric pathologies such as 
anxiety or adaptive disorders may also entail 
dissociative symptoms. However, independent 
of these conditions, dissociative disorder is also 
described in the main medical manuals as such. 
It is defined as a disturbance of identity with 
a discontinuity in the sense of self, together 
with mood, behavior, consciousness, memory, 
perception, cognition, and sensorimotor altera-
tions [3]. With regard to DID, its prevalence 
is difficult to assess, although it is estimated 
to occur in between 1% and 3% of the general 
population [4, 5]. As we will see in the next 
section, its description in the medical manuals 
has evolved in the subsequently revised ver-
sions. However, it is generally understood as 
a mental disorder where two or more differ-
ent “identities”,  “personality states” or “alter 
 personalities” alternatively take control of the 
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patient’s behavior. This is usually accompanied 
by severe memory impairments.

Several interesting attempts have been made to 
go in depth about DID. Some of them have started 
from the clinical practice to achieve a deep philo-
sophical analysis [6], whereas others have made 
a clinical proposal starting from a philosophical 
position [7]. Our attempt starts from an intermedi-
ate position, and contributes to the understanding 
of this disease both in philosophy and psychiatry. 
To achieve this goal, we first describe the evolu-
tion of the description and diagnostic criteria for 
DID in the medical manuals, where we highlight 
the conceptual changes that this disorder has 
experienced in recent decades. Then, we show 
how the characterization of DID and dissociation 
in general currently remains a debated topic, in 
spite of this conceptual evolution. The last two 
sections of our chapter have a stronger philosoph-
ical inspiration. First, we explain the critical influ-
ence of John Locke’s philosophy in the past and 
current understanding of the dissociation of an 
individual’s identity, which leads to what we call 
a primary dissociation: the extreme conceptual 
separation between a person and his or her body. 
Then, we outline a different way to understand the 
terms “person” and “identity”, emphasizing the 
dynamic and relational aspects of these notions.

 Evolution of Dissociative Identity 
Disorder in Diagnostic Manuals

In the last 50 years, the use of diagnostic manu-
als has transformed the practice of psychiatry. 
The most common manuals to assess a patient’s 

state according to their symptoms are the 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders (DSM) and the International 
Classification of Diseases (ICD). Whereas the 
former is restricted to diseases of the mind and 
is more frequently used in the USA, the latter 
pertains to all types of disorders and is mainly 
used in Europe. In this section, we will analyze 
how DID has been characterized across the lat-
est versions of DSM (from DSM-III to DSM-5), 
and we will compare it with the current version 
of ICD (ICD-10). How has dissociation been 
conceptualized in these diagnostic manuals? 
What has been the evolution in the diagnostic 
criteria? Are there disagreements between the 
main manuals?

Dissociative disorders were not included as 
such in the DSM until its third version (1980). 
For a schematic outline of the evolution of dis-
sociative disorders in these manuals, see 
Table 9.1. The DSM-I (1952) included dissocia-
tive reactions (code 000-x02) under the category 
of psychoneurotic disorders (disorders in which 
anxiety is either expressed or controlled through 
defense mechanisms), whereas hysterical neuro-
sis, dissociative type (code 300.14, which was 
specific for multiple personality disorder in 
DSM-III and dissociation identity disorder in 
DSM-IV and onwards) where categorized under 
neuroses in DSM-II (1968). Different symptom-
atic expressions such as depersonalization and 
dissociated personality (DSM-I) or multiple per-
sonality (DSM-II) were also present in these ini-
tial versions of the manual. The DSM-III 
included, for the first time, a specific section on 
dissociative disorders, with the diagnosis of 

Table 9.1 Publication year of the main medical reference guides and categorization of dissociative identity disorder

Year Section Name

DSM-I 1952 Psychoneurotic disorders Dissociative reactions

DSM-II 1968 Neuroses Hysterical neurosis, 
dissociative type

DSM-III 1980 Dissociative disorders Multiple personality

DSM-III-R 1987 Dissociative disorders Multiple personality

DSM-IV 1994 Dissociative disorders Dissociative identity disorder
DSM-IV-TR 2000 Dissociative disorders Dissociative identity disorder
DSM-5 2013 Dissociative disorders Dissociative identity disorder

ICD-10 1992 Dissociative [conversion] 
disorders|other

Multiple personality disorder
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multiple personality as one of four members in 
the category. According to the manual, individu-
als should have “two or more distinct personali-
ties, each of which was dominant at a particular 
time and was a fully integrated and complex 
unit”. The category of dissociative disorders 
received a substantial revision in the updated ver-
sion of this third edition (DSM-III-R, 1987). In 
particular, two major changes were included: (1) 
the criteria for the diagnosis of multiple personal-
ity were altered to avoid the term “personality”, 
which was henceforth transformed to “personali-
ties or personality states”; and (2) criteria were 
somewhat loosened to allow various interpreta-
tions of the sense of self. This trend continued in 
the DSM-IV (1994) and DSM-5(2013), where 
the criterion of control was also loosened: from a 
strict “personalities take full control” in the 
DSM-III, to an eased “take control” in DSM-IV. In 
fact, the latest version of the manual makes no 
reference to “control” in this context. In any case, 
the most prominent modification in the DSM-IV 
was that the disorder received its current name of 
dissociative identity disorder. Following the trend 
of bypassing the term “personality”, this version 
had a confusing equation of the terms identities 
and personality states, while reincorporating the 
symptom of amnesia which had been dropped 
from the criteria in the DSM-III-R. Finally, 
nomenclature was changed once again in the 
DSM-5 to refer to an alteration of identity which 
manifests itself through multiple personality 
states. The DSM-5 also highlights the existence 
of non-pathological cases of DID.

Overall, DID is considered the prototypical dis-
sociative disorder in the latest versions of DSM; 
however, this view is opposed to that of the ICD. In 
the tenth version of this classification published by 
the World Health Organization (WHO), multiple 
personality disorder is one of four other dissocia-
tive [conversion] disorders. Moreover, the very 
existence of the syndrome as something different 
from a cultural or iatrogenic (therapy-induced) 
manifestation is put into question. In turn, this 
manual states that many personality changes only 
occur during suggestion-related therapies such as 
hypnosis. In any case, diagnostic criteria are simi-
lar to those employed in the DSM-III, indicating 

thus that personalities are complete and that 
 communication between personalities is minimal.

In summary, this section shows that the con-
ceptualization and categorization of DID in the 
main diagnostic manuals have been a debated 
topic in the last decades. In fact, this relatively 
recent debate is a continuation of the discussions 
that this topic has instigated in the last 100 years 
(for a review on the historical conceptualization 
of DID see [8]). We have reviewed how terms 
such as personality, identity, and personality 
states have been indistinctly used in the descrip-
tion of dissociative disorders. In the next section, 
we expose the trending debates that have arisen 
in clinical and philosophical grounds with respect 
to this disorder. Then, we will shed some light on 
the theoretical inspiration that underlies the cur-
rent interpretation of DID, and will introduce 
another philosophical comprehension centered 
on the concept of person.

 Current Debates in Dissociative 
Disorders

As we have summarized in the previous section, 
the characterization of DID is a lively topic that 
seems far from being consolidated in the near 
future. In this section, we discuss some of the issues 
around the theoretical conceptualization of disso-
ciation and dissociative disorders in the scientific 
literature, in order to tackle these debates from a 
philosophical standpoint in the following sections.

The differences between the current versions 
of the American and WHO manuals expose the 
fact that the mere existence of DID is a major 
topic of discussion. If the existence of this disor-
der was accepted, another key debate would be 
what can be considered as a truly dissociative pro-
cess and the implications of such a consideration. 
It has been widely argued whether dissociation 
refers to a division in the personality or to any 
alterations of consciousness. Finally, a pervasive 
and somewhat related issue within the theoretical 
works on dissociation is whether dissociation can 
be considered both a pathological and non-patho-
logical human response. We will explain these 
three discussions in the  following lines.
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 Is DID a ‘Real’ Disorder?

We have already reviewed how the DSM and 
ICD have different perspectives with regard to 
DID, and specifically its etiological origins. 
The DSM points towards trauma as a factor 
which is typically involved (posttraumatic 
model), whereas ICD indicates that it could be 
mainly iatrogenic (that is, induced by the ther-
apist) or culturally related (both being part of 
the sociocognitive model). While the posttrau-
matic model has been dominant for over 100 
years, the alternative view is supported by 
solid evidence and should not be dismissed out 
of hand. Some examples that support these 
alternative views include: (1) the fact that the 
number of alter personalities increased by the 
end of the twentieth century, which was in line 
with media depictions at the time; (2) an 
increase in the number of diagnoses during this 
same period; (3) a greater prevalence of the 
disorder among patients of therapists that use 
suggestion-prone techniques such as hypnosis; 
and (4) the appearance of the alters being typi-
cal during therapy [9–11]. In response to these 
critiques, other authors indicate that empirical 
studies support the existence of DID as a non-
iatrogenic, “real”, and valid diagnosis, since it 
has content, criterion, and construct validity 
[5]. Moreover, experts have also defended the 
usefulness of trauma-focused psychotherapy 
aiming to integrate identity fragmentation and 
to decrease dissociative amnesia [12]. The fact 
that the diagnosis of DID is highly controver-
sial could be related to a broader problem con-
cerning the lack of a specific definition of 
dissociation.

 What Is Dissociation?

In a broad sense, dissociation means that men-
tal processes that are normally integrated 
within an individual are abnormally detached. 
Hence, dissociation includes the domains of 
conscious awareness, memory, or personality 
[13]. If we accept the least restrictive defini-
tion of dissociation, it would include even the 

perception of a stimulus under the threshold of 
full consciousness [13]. Prototypical examples 
would be the attentional neglect of over-learnt 
sequences such as driving, or the cocktail 
party effect (the ability to focus on a particular 
conversation neglecting the noisy background) 
[14]. Nevertheless, this conceptualization does 
not take into account whether individuals can 
actually change their awareness status and 
shift attention towards the momentary “disso-
ciated” perception [13]. An alternative defini-
tion subordinates the diagnosis of dissociation 
to the unexpectedness of the disrupted integra-
tion. Therefore, “dissociation applies to men-
tal processes, such as sensations, thoughts, 
emotions, volition, memories, and identities, 
that we would ordinarily expect to be inte-
grated within the individual’s stream of con-
sciousness and the historically extended self, 
but which are not” [13]. Typical examples of 
this definition of integration are post- traumatic 
amnesia or memory lapses in DID patients. It 
is important to note that any mental process—
such as memory, volition, or emotion—could 
be dissociated. The current diagnostic criteria 
use this latter conceptualization [13]. In the 
particular case of DID, discontinuity of mem-
ory (e.g., stream of consciousness) leads to a 
deficit of self- integration and hence to the 
existence of multiple identities within the 
same individual, which are at least partially 
independent [13]. If this definition of dissoci-
ation is accepted, there is another issue to deal 
with: the degree of compartmentalization 
between the dissociated processes. In the case 
of DID, both the ICD and DSM-III proposed 
that it was almost complete, although very 
early historical accounts indicated that this 
was not the case [8]. As previously discussed, 
latest versions of the DSM are less strict with 
respect to the degree of independence of the 
disrupted mental processes.

However, we would like to note that neither of 
the two previous approaches takes into account 
the subjective experience of the dissociated indi-
vidual. To the best of our understanding, both 
assume that subjective experience is mostly 
unchanged, in as much as patients are not aware 
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of the incoherence of their inner processes. 
Moreover, this assumption was explicit in earlier 
versions of the DSM and still remains in the ICD, 
but it does not fit well with clinical data. Taking 
into account the subjective state of the patient, a 
different interpretation of the concept of dissocia-
tion arises: it is understood as a subjective sensa-
tion of disconnection between oneself and one’s 
environment, which is a byproduct of a lack of 
integration between mental processes [13]. The 
latest versions of DSM, together with recent sci-
entific reports, have proposed a distinction 
between two types of dissociative processes or 
symptoms in the case of the clinical domain, 
namely detachment and compartmentalization 
[15]. Compartmentalization refers to the concept 
of dissociation that we presented first, i.e., the 
lack of conscious integration. Volitional processes 
are a key issue when speaking of compartmental-
ization, since it has been defined as an inability to 
control processes and take actions that non-patho-
logical individuals would be able to do. On the 
other hand, detachment refers to the sensation of 
alienation, and thus to the subjective experience 
of an altered state of consciousness [15].

But this debate goes further and deeper. 
Recently, other authors have proposed that dis-
sociation only refers to a lack of structural inte-
gration of the personality [6]. A critical point of 
these authors is the proposal that all dissociated 
personality elements involve a minimum level of 
sense of self or, in other words, a rudimentary 
first-person perspective. It is important to note 
that these authors acknowledge the fact that these 
“personality fragments” are not completely inde-
pendent. In fact, they speak of “division” vs. 
“separation”, and use the “corporation meta-
phor”, according to which the different depart-
ments of the same corporation can share functions 
or aims, but are somewhat independent. With 
regard to this first-person perspective, they pro-
pose that the dissociated parts fulfill at the very 
least the minimal requisites for consciousness: 
“situatedness”, phenomenal now, and transpar-
ency [6]. This means that every dissociated part 
of the individual live in a here, in a now, and 
experience their own version of the world as real. 
These are, as we mentioned, the minimum requi-

sites of the dissociated parts or alter for being 
considered as such. However, alters will usually 
go beyond this minimum threshold. It has been 
argued that this phenomenological proposal 
avoids major philosophical concerns by compar-
ing discontinuities of the self with dissociations 
of consciousness, especially in uncertain cases of 
dissociation [16]. Furthermore, this proposal has 
been criticized for being overly narrow at a clini-
cal level, as it would consider DID as the only 
dissociative disorder, leaving thus other mental 
problems such as depersonalization, amnesia, or 
derealization outside this domain [17]. As a final 
note, and in relation with the following debate, 
this proposal has been found problematic as well 
by those who defend dissociation as a human dis-
position (i.e., not necessarily pathological [18]). 
We will explain this debate in some detail in the 
following subsection.

 Could Dissociation Be Considered 
a Spectrum Spanning from Normal 
to Pathological Conditions?

The answer to this question has provoked a pre-
vailing debate that started with the first descrip-
tions of dissociation [8]. Those who advocate for 
dissociation as a human disposition propose that it 
occurs within a continuum ranging from the path-
ological, non-adaptive clinical syndromes, to 
inconsequential daily-life dissociations such as 
day-dreaming [15, 19]. There is statistical evi-
dence indicating that there are some qualitative 
differences between pathological and non- 
pathological dissociation: for example, amnesia 
or identity disturbances are rarely present in the 
latter. Furthermore, patients diagnosed with a dis-
sociative disorder are more prone to experience 
“normal” dissociative symptoms, such as absorp-
tion in one’s own thoughts. These differences 
have been termed the dissociation taxon [19, 20].

From a more philosophical perspective, 
Braude has proposed that dissociation is a human 
disposition, that is, an ability that can bring both 
positive and negative consequences: this is 
termed the “capability assumption”. This inter-
pretation of dissociation involves not only 
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 everyday phenomena, but also extreme patho-
logical dissociative states, since in both cases—
and the whole spectrum between them—the own 
mental states of the person are dissociated: this is 
the “ownership assumption” [7]. If the thesis of 
dissociation as a human disposition is accepted, 
there is a deeper debate to be held: should disso-
ciation be treated? If so, at what point within the 
spectrum should dissociation be considered path-
ological? These are extremely relevant questions 
for the clinical practice: if dissociation is consid-
ered in an excessively loose way, it could deny 
the existence of a maladaptive state of the person 
that entails an extreme psychological suffering. 
This denial would prevent the person receiving 
an adequate assistant to recover from this suffer-
ing mental state.

Interestingly, dissociation has been used as a 
therapeutic tool to overcome severe mental con-
ditions. For example, hypnosis benefits from the 
suggestibility of the person to achieve certain 
therapeutic goals, although it is not successful for 
all patients. From this point of view, dissociation 
could be understood as a defensive mechanism to 
overcome the original conflict that caused the 
pathological mental state. However, it should be 
considered that this “transitional” (dissociative) 
state is maladaptive itself, since it prevents the 
person from properly adapting to the environ-
ment. An important fact to consider is that DID 
patients are highly suggestible to hypnosis [21]. 
Another problematic issue of considering disso-
ciation as non-pathological is allowing the sub-
ject to freely going back and forth from his or her 
dissociative state. Once again, this would entail 
psychological suffering and a lack of integrity of 
the self. For those who are able to self-hypnosis, 
the dissociative state may become a mechanism 
of self-protection against traumatic memories 
[21]. However, this protection should not substi-
tute the final goal of the therapist with respect to 
the patient, who should achieve: (1) a proper 
adaptation to the environment; (2) an acceptance 
of their condition; and (3) the integrity of the self.

Overall, we have outlined some of the preva-
lent and recent debates in psychiatry with respect 
to dissociative disorders and, in particular, 
DID. In our opinion, these debates are better 

understood if the philosophical framework that 
underlies this psychiatric condition is further 
clarified. Therefore, in the following section we 
will summarize the Lockean inspiration of the 
concept of dissociation, and then we will propose 
a novel alternative that may help overcome the 
above mentioned debates.

 Philosophical Framework 
of Dissociative Identity Disorder: 
The Primary Dissociation

The main goal of this section is to show how the 
understanding of DID across the history of man-
uals, most scientific research about it, and philo-
sophical reflections on the topic have a common 
theoretical background based on the philosophy 
of John Locke. The matters included in the analy-
sis of dissociative disorders are so radical and 
important that the interest that these disorders 
have awakened among philosophers is not 
strange. In fact, the mere description of the most 
recent contributions of philosophers to this topic 
would be such a complex quest that it is beyond 
the scope of this chapter. At the same time, some 
psychiatrists find these philosophical approaches 
interesting to solve the great questions at stake. 
Undoubtedly, the deep study of dissociative dis-
orders, and in particular DID, is an ideal ground 
to promote the dialogue between psychiatry and 
philosophy.

The main philosophical problem in the study 
of this issue is the clarification of the notions of 
person, identity, and personality (or “personal-
ity state”). This is not a simple terminological or 
even conceptual debate, but an ontological 
problem worsened by the ambiguity of the con-
cepts. According to Locke’s philosophy, per-
sonal identity consists of consciousness and 
memory [22]. In other words, the defining char-
acteristics of a person are the capacity to retain 
a set of memories, and the external expression 
of consciousness. Thus, a person is not some-
thing or someone, but two particular features, 
perhaps temporary, which appear to belong to 
that something or someone. The understanding 
of a person as the expression of memory and 
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consciousness underlies current debates on dis-
sociation, since subjectivity (i.e., in this context, 
the mind), at least from Descartes, is generally 
viewed as something clear and distinct from the 
body. Moreover, according to this view, subjec-
tivity is the radical essence of what a person is. 
And what is subjectivity, according to Descartes? 
“I take the word ‘thought’ to cover everything 
that we are aware of as happening within us, and 
it counts as ‘thought’ because we are aware of it. 
That includes not only understanding, willing, 
and imagining, but also sensory awareness” 
[23]. Interestingly, this position is compatible 
with both monist and dualist conceptions of the 
human being. Whereas the former interprets 
subjectivity as some shallow and temporary 
event that happens to the human body, the latter 
assumes that subjectivity is separable from a 
body to the extent that the relation between 
mind and body may appear problematic.

The influence of Lockean philosophy on the 
description of DID in the manuals may be implicit, 
albeit unquestionable. Disruptions of memory 
and self-consciousness are at the core of the DID 
diagnosis. According to the DSM-5 (and also to 
previous versions), the disorder can be identified 
by two clusters of symptoms which follow this 
Lockean conception of identity or person, namely: 
(1) alterations in the sense of self and agency; and 
(2) recurrent amnesias. Moreover, the DSM-5 
description indicates that while the symptoms 
related to the first criterion are subjective, they 
typically have an external manifestation.

According to further developments of Locke’s 
proposal, a living being (i.e., a human) could start 
being a person at some point (for example, when 
a baby starts expressing memory and conscious-
ness), and consequently could stop being a person 
before death (for example, when memory and 
consciousness are affected by dementia). A non-
trivial question that arises from this interpretation 
of the term “person” is as follows: what degree of 
consciousness and memory is required for a 
human being to be considered a person, or for a 
non-human animal to be considered a person at 
some point of their lives? The Australian philoso-
pher Peter Singer leads this discussion to an 
extreme position. He proposes personism, which 

consists on defending the rights of some animals 
as persons, and denying them to infants, for exam-
ple [24]. In our opinion, John Locke’s view is rel-
evant for a proper understanding of the evolution 
of DID diagnosis. In turn, consciousness and 
memory have been important factors to determine 
the degree of independence of the alter personali-
ties in DID patients. As we mentioned in previous 
sections, the third version of DSM considered that 
alters should have full consciousness and memory 
to diagnose DID; however, Nijenhuis and van de 
Hart [6] proposed minimum requirements (situat-
edness, phenomenal now, and transparency). 
Furthermore, the criteria to evaluate conscious-
ness and memory in these patients have varied 
greatly between the different versions of the man-
uals, as well as among theorists. As we com-
mented above, according to ICD-10 and earlier 
versions of DSM, a nearly total independence 
between alters (sharing the same body) was 
required to diagnose DID. In our opinion, this is 
no less extreme than Singer’s personism, in as 
much as alters could be understood as “indepen-
dent persons” by expressing their own memory 
sets and self-consciousness. However, more 
recent proposals such as those of Nijenhuis and 
Van der Hart only demand a minimal degree of 
self-consciousness to the dissociated parts.

Thus, the main message of these introductory 
paragraphs is that, according to Lockean philoso-
phy, personal identity is defined as the expression 
of memory and consciousness; and this view is 
common in theoretical approaches to DID from 
both philosophy and psychiatry.

In our opinion, this is the primary dissociation: 
the sharp conceptual dissociation between a per-
son (understood as certain mental features) and his 
or her body. Please note that the primary dissocia-
tion refers to the conceptual starting point that 
most psychiatrists and philosophers have accepted 
when discussing on dissociative disorders.

This could be the reason why DID has aroused 
such a great interest among certain philosophers: 
just the very possibility of this disease would 
prove that the person is independent from the 
body, in as much as different “persons” (i.e., 
expressions of consciousness and memory) can 
“be connected with” the same body. The kind of 
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“connection” between the persons and the body 
should be clarified, and this is where different 
philosophical interpretations are proposed. A 
prototypical example of what we refer to as pri-
mary dissociation is the excerpt included at the 
beginning of this chapter, extracted from the clas-
sical book by Morton Prince “The Dissociation 
of a Personality”. He describes how the different 
alters of his patient had a complete existence that 
ran in parallel, up to the point of having different 
attentional spans, verbal comprehension, and 
interests. This extreme account is nonetheless 
fully in line with the DSM-III description of the 
disorder, as it includes that each personality is 
fully integrated with unique memories, behavior 
patterns, and social relationships, and subperson-
alities may actively perceive all that is going on. 
When such conceptions of DID are held, it is cer-
tainly assumed that there are different fully- 
formed psychological persons within the same 
body. DSM-5, while still embedded in this cur-
rent of thought, it has nevertheless softened the 
requirements of independence and completeness 
of the identities. On the one hand, the necessity 
of identities to be fully formed is not the most 
important element for diagnosis anymore. It has 
been substituted for the relevance of disruptions 
in the subjective feeling of agency and self. In 
addition, these should be accompanied by other 
alterations in any other cognitive, behavioral, or 
sensory-motor function. On the other hand, as 
discussed above, it does not include any control 
requirements of the alters.

From a multidisciplinary point of view, there 
are some problematic consequences when the pri-
mary dissociation is assumed. Here, we will men-
tion two: the defining characteristics of the person, 
and the consideration of dissociation as pathologi-
cal. Concerning the former, we have explained that 
the starting point is to define the person indepen-
dently from the body. According to Locke, the 
defining characteristics of the person are thus 
memory and consciousness. Consciousness is 
problematic itself, because it is not something 
static and clearly defined in a specific point of time 
(such as awareness). In fact, it does not belong to 
time but is the condition for its articulation. In this 
way, consciousness allows us to integrate temporal 

events and to understand experienced events as a 
unity across time. With respect to memory, the fact 
of having a set of memories that one recognizes as 
his or her own would be the defining characteristic 
of a person. If one accepts this view, a dissociation 
of memories would clearly entail the appearance 
of a new person in the same body. Interestingly, 
the third version of DSM fully accepted this 
Lockean interpretation of the person, which has 
been extensively revised in later versions of this 
manual. In fact, in addition to this philosophical 
reflection, empirical data contradict in part the pri-
mary dissociation. For example, switching 
between personality states is not as overt, frequent, 
or clearly observable as previously thought. 
Similarly, the body control of some alters at the 
expense of others is also an obscure topic. 
Furthermore, many of the most common symp-
toms of the disorder are related to detachment 
rather than compartmentalization, and hence they 
do not support the plausibility of a real primary 
dissociation [25].

Concerning the latter consequence of accept-
ing the primary dissociation, that is, the problem 
of considering dissociation as pathological, dif-
ferent persons could share the same body pre-
cisely because that body is not an intrinsic part of 
them. If this is so, which among the different per-
sons has the right to claim the body? From the 
therapist’s point of view, which of them, if any, 
must be preserved or suppressed? Moreover, if 
the primary dissociation is accepted, one could 
push it to the limit. If consciousness is one of the 
main features of a person, and it is interrupted 
during sleeping, we could accept that different 
persons live in the same body temporarily, as it 
happens in DID according to some descriptions. 
Several identities, personalities, or personality 
states occupy the same body in a serial way.

 Against the Primary Dissociation: 
Dynamic Identity and Person 
as Unifying Force

In our opinion, the primary dissociation is radi-
cally problematic because it tears the concepts of 
identity and person away from the reality of 
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human beings. In this last chapter, we will pres-
ent some philosophical reflections to suggest that 
both identity and person can be understood from 
a different perspective, mainly active, normative, 
and inseparable from the body.

The identity of the person is one of the prob-
lems involved in the understanding of DID, and 
perhaps of dissociative disorders in general. 
According to Christine Korsgaard, there are two 
possible interpretations of identity: a person is 
“both active and passive, both an agent and a sub-
ject of experiences. Utilitarian and Kantian moral 
philosophers, however, characteristically place a 
different emphasis on these two aspects of our 
nature” [26]. She clarifies that whereas the utili-
tarian interpretation focuses on the passive side 
of human nature, the Kantian highlights human 
agency. At a moral level, the former wonders 
what should be done for people, whereas accord-
ing to the latter each person wonders what she or 
he should do. Korsgaard believes that personal 
identity is centered on agency. This turn is mainly 
based on two facts: “First, the need for identifica-
tion with some unifying principle or way of 
choosing is imposed on us by the necessity of 
making deliberative choices, not by the meta-
physical facts. Second, the metaphysical facts do 
not obviously settle the question: I must still 
decide whether the consideration that some future 
person is “me” has some special normative force 
for me. It is practical reason that requires me to 
construct an identity for myself; whether meta-
physics is to guide me in this or not is an open 
question” [26]. Therefore, we could synthesize 
Korsgaard’s position by stating that identity is 
developed through action, and thus it goes beyond 
memory and consciousness. Other authors, in the 
context of dissociation, have defended the nor-
mative character of identity as well. However, in 
our opinion, they go too far in two aspects: (1) 
stressing the social and extrinsic nature of this 
constraint [27], and (2) separating identity from 
nature, and hence their relation within the living 
being remains unclear [28].

This view is supported by other authors. 
Remarkably, Spaemann states that it is hard to 
find an adequate definition of identity if we sepa-
rate it from the fact of “being identical”: it is a 

process, something dynamic where being itself is 
at stake [29]. In a similar way, Charles Taylor 
defends the notion that one’s “identity is defined 
by the commitments and identifications which 
provide the frame or horizon within which I can 
try to determine from case to case what is good, 
or valuable, or what ought to be done, or what I 
endorse or oppose” [30]. Using the term person 
instead of identity, Paul Ricoeur stresses the 
dynamic feature of the person by insisting on its 
relational aspect, as Taylor did. According to 
Ricoeur, “self-constancy is for each person that 
manner of conducting himself or herself so that 
others can count on that person” [31].

The main purpose of these philosophical 
brushstrokes is to expose the fact that complex 
terms, such as identity and person, go far beyond 
a simple fulfillment of criteria such as expressing 
memory or consciousness. A possible framework 
to understand identity, and in our opinion the most 
adequate, is under the scope of action and com-
mitment with other persons. Within this frame-
work, the activity of a human being should not be 
torn apart from corporeity. As Aristotle wrote, 
“for living beings, to be alive is to be” [32]. Being 
a person is being a living being of a special kind. 
In the case of humans, this implies that we are a 
living body, and that our consciousness and our 
body are referred to the same “thing”, whose real-
ity is more than just consciousness or the body. 
We all recognize this assumption in day-to-day 
life. When seeing a picture of ourselves when we 
were kids, we do not say “that is my body when I 
was a child” or “this is the body that later pro-
duced me”. We say “this is me when I was a 
child”. Something within us, what makes us per-
sons, our identity in a dynamical sense is present 
in childhood as it is in adulthood. Spaemann won-
ders whether, at some point, we are ever just 
exactly what we are. He answers as follows [29]:

The possibility of role-play depends on the fact 
that as persons, we are always playing a role. Our 
identity is, on the one hand, simply the identity of 
a natural thing, an organism, and as such we can at 
any time be recognized by others as one and the 
same with ourselves. But this basic natural identity 
contains only a set of directions for the way, and on 
that way we must look for our identity—or con-
struct it. The person is neither the product of this 
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construction, nor the end-point on the way. The 
person is the way itself, the whole biography 
anchored in biological identity. Persons are not 
roles, but they are role-players, who stylize them-
selves in one or another manner.

Therefore, Spaemann gives a richer and more 
holistic definition of identity and person than that 
implicit in the texts analyzed in previous sec-
tions: a person is the way to construct an identity, 
which in turn involves our biography and the 
interaction with others. Spaemann himself con-
tributes to the field of DID stating the following: 
“What appears within the drama as two subjects, 
substantially distinct, is in reality only two 
aspects of one subject, though qualitatively so 
disparate that it seems for the moment impossible 
they should ever be integrated. But even in this 
case, to integrate them is the task we face” [29].

These definitions are in sharp contrast with those 
based in Locke’s philosophy, according to which 
the concept of person was simply characterized by 
the expression of consciousness and memory.

What are the implications of our interpretation 
of these concepts for DID and other dissociative 
disorders? How does this contribute to the current 
debates? Due to its dynamic character, identity is 
normative: it is directed to the best possible devel-
opment. Let’s suppose that identity, understood as 
a dynamic growth, is a single vertical line. The 
characterization of DID by the manuals, including 
DSM-5, assume that it is possible for a person to 
have a double vertical line. The debates arise 
when the therapist has to consider whether that 
twofold identity should be treated, or which line 
should prevail. According to our approach, there 
is always a single line and the dissociation is man-
ifested as a horizontal movement, coursing alter-
natively between left and right; this pendulous 
swinging prevents the normal development of 
identity, and therefore we can speak of “dissocia-
tive identity disorder”. However, there is just one 
person (one single vertical line) who never suffers 
a primary dissociation: his or her subjectivity (i.e., 
mental qualities) can never be dissociated from 
corporeity. Assuming this, it is impossible for 
various persons to live in the same body, because 
they could not be defined independently from the 
body that they are supposedly sharing.

 Conclusion

In the present chapter, we have studied in 
depth the dialogue between philosophy and 
psychiatry in the case of dissociative disor-
ders, and in particular DID. These are our 
main conclusions, which emerge from the 
dialogue between the two disciplines and 
are intended to be helpful for the under-
standing of these disorders within both 
standpoints. (1) Dissociative disorders and 
DID have been extensively revised across 
the different versions of the medical refer-
ence guides. (2) Updates have been focused 
on the independence of multiple personali-
ties and their control on the person’s behav-
ior. (3) Although DSM-5 is less strict in 
these criteria than earlier versions, it con-
siders a notion of person with a clear 
Lockean influence: a person is characterized 
by the expression of consciousness and a set 
of memories. (4) These interpretations of 
DID and other dissociative disorders entail 
a primary conceptual dissociation between 
person and body. (5) The notion of person 
has a dual character: (5a) the self and (5b) 
the living being that the self is. Dissociating 
this dual character would imply, again, the 
primary dissociation, and therefore it should 
be avoided. (6) However, identity has a 
dynamic and imperative character: it is 
given, but it also has to be reached and 
developed through the behavior of each 
human being.

In conclusion, a deep study of identity should 
always consider its dynamic nature and under-
stand the person as a mind–body unity. We hope 
our interdisciplinary reflection will be useful for 
philosophers and psychiatrists in addressing dis-
sociative disorders and DID with new insights.
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Abstract

Stress is a major risk factor in the etiology of several psychiatric diseases, 
such as anxiety disorders and depression. On the other hand, a growing 
body of evidence has demonstrated that astrocytes play a pivotal role in the 
normal functioning of the nervous system. Hence, understanding the 
effects of stress on astrocytes is crucial for a better comprehension of 
stress-related mental disorders. Here, we describe the evidence showing 
astrocyte changes induced by stress in animals and how this plasticity 
could operate to induce behavioral sequelae. In addition, human data link-
ing astrocytes with psychiatric disorders related to stress are also dis-
cussed. Altogether, the data indicate that both chronic and acute stressors 
are capable of changing the morphology and function of astrocytes in the 
brain areas that are known to play a critical role in emotional processing, 
such as the prefrontal cortex, hippocampus, and amygdala. Furthermore, 
different lines of evidence suggest that astrocyte plasticity may contribute 
to the behavioral consequences of stress.
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GLAST Glutamate aspartate transporter, also 
known as excitatory amino acid trans-
porter 1 (EAAT1)

GLT-1 Glutamate transporter-1, also known as 
excitatory amino acid transporter 2 
(EAAT2)

GS Glutamine synthetase
IP3 Inositol triphosphate receptors
S100β Calcium-binding protein β

 Introduction

Stress is a relevant issue in neuroscience and has 
been the subject of intense research over many 
decades. A wide body of evidence has shown that 
the neurotransmitters, neuromodulators, and hor-
mones released during exposure to stress reshape 
the brain in the long term. For instance, acute and 
chronic stress alter the morphology of neurons, 
leading to changes in spine density and dendritic 
length and complexity [1–3]. These changes 
induced by stress can help to explain the develop-
ment of pathologic endophenotypes. For exam-
ple, stress promotes an increase of dendritic 
spines in the amygdala (which is a brain region of 
particular interest for emotional processing) 
associated with increased anxiety-like behavior 
[4]. Hence, prior exposure to stress makes the 
amygdala more responsive, producing the emo-
tional hyper-reactivity that is a hallmark of anxi-
ety disorders [5, 6].

Surprisingly, even though across different 
brain tissues and different species the ratio of glia 
to neurons is approximately one [7–8], most of 
the research on the neurobiology of stress has 
focused exclusively on neurons. This bias was 
presumably generated by the misconception that 
glial cells were merely supportive cells. This 
obsolete view has been completely revised since 
the birth of the tripartite synapse more than two 
decades ago [9]. However, the study of the effect 
of stress on astrocytes and other types of glial 
cells is still in its infancy [10–12].

Here, we describe briefly the anatomy and 
function of astrocytes, which lays the ground-
work for understanding the multiple ways that 

make astrocytes an obvious candidate for the 
alterations in brain functioning that may underlie 
stress-related pathologies. Then, we summarize 
the current evidence of the astrocyte alterations 
induced by stress from studies that used classical 
protocols to induce stress in mature animals. 
Then we explore the possible functional implica-
tions of astrocyte alterations induced by stress 
and the mechanisms that could be altered in the 
tripartite synapse. Finally, we bridge those find-
ings in animals with the literature on humans 
with a focus on depression, since this is the 
pathology related to stress that has received more 
attention.

 The Tripartite Synapses Concept

The two main subtypes of astrocytes are the pro-
toplasmic and fibrous ones. Protoplasmic astro-
cytes are found throughout all gray matter and 
exhibit several stem branches that give rise to 
many finely branching processes. In contrast, 
fibrous astrocytes are found in white matter and 
exhibit many long, fiberlike processes. The fine 
processes of protoplasmic astrocytes envelop 
synapses, whereas the processes of fibrous astro-
cytes contact nodes of Ranvier, with both types of 
astrocytes forming gap junctions between the 
distal processes of neighboring astrocytes [13, 
14]. From studies performed on rodent hippo-
campus and cortex, many finely branching pro-
cesses from a single astrocyte are estimated to 
contact several hundred dendrites from multiple 
neurons and to envelop 100,000 or more syn-
apses [15, 16]. The main stem processes of astro-
cytes, which have glial fibrillary acidic protein 
(GFAP) as their main constituent, represent 
around 15% of the total astrocyte volume. These 
processes ramify progressively to finally gener-
ate a dense matrix of thin elaborate terminal pro-
cesses that associate with neuropil elements and 
in particular with the synapses. These fine astro-
cytic processes account for 70–80% of the astro-
cytic plasma membrane and are devoid of 
GFAP. It is important to point out that even peri-
synaptic processes are found in all brain regions, 
although the proportion of synapses having these 
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and the level of synaptic  coverage vary 
 significantly between areas and within the same 
area [17].

A striking fact is that human protoplasmic 
astrocytes were found to be 2.6 times larger, and 
more complex (103 more primary processes), 
than rodent astrocytes. In addition, their larger 
diameter and more numerous processes imply 
that human protoplasmic astrocytes occupy a 
16.5-fold greater volume than their mouse coun-
terparts, and cover up to two million synapses 
[18]. In an interesting experiment, mice were 
engrafted with human glial progenitor cells, and 
upon maturation the recipient brains exhibited 
large numbers of human astrocytes. The engrafted 
human glia were coupled to host astroglia through 
gap junctions, yet retained the size and pleomor-
phism of hominid astroglia. Notably, the human 
glial chimeric mice showed enhanced learning 
and long-term potentiation, effects attributed to 
an increase in glia-released gliotransmitters [19].

The knowledge about the pivotal role that 
astrocytes play as fundamental units of the syn-
aptic function began more than two decades ago 
[8, 20–22]. This revaluation started with the tri-
partite synapse concept, which incorporated the 
astrocytes as the third functional component of 
the synapse to the classic pre- and postsynaptic 
elements. This conceptual framework is based on 
the following aspects. First, astrocytes control the 
synaptic microenvironment through transporters, 
channels, and enzymes, with several of these 
highly or exclusively expressed by these glial 
cells. For instance, GLAST (glutamate aspartate 
transporter also known as EAAT1) and GLT-1 
(glutamate transporter-1 also known as EAAT2), 
which remove extracellular glutamate. 
Furthermore, glutamine synthetase (GS), an 
enzyme that converts glutamate to glutamine is 
the precursor to synthetase glutamate and gamma 
aminobutyric acid (GABA). Second, astrocytes 
respond to the neurotransmitters released by neu-
rons through membrane receptors, and in fact, 
most of the receptors present in neurons are also 
present in astrocytes. Third, they release sub-
stances termed “gliotransmitters”, which in turn 
can affect neuronal activity. Specifically, they 
have been shown to be capable of releasing gluta-

mate, D-serine, adenosine triphosphate (ATP), 
adenosine, GABA, tumor necrosis factor alpha, 
prostaglandins, atrial natriuretic peptide and 
brain-derived neurotropic factor, among other 
candidates.

Astrocytes communicate with each other 
through calcium waves, which are believed to rep-
resent for astrocytes what action potentials do for 
neurons [22]. These calcium signals are mainly 
due to the release of internal stores by activation 
of inositol triphosphate receptors (IP3), and the 
calcium waves propagate to neighboring astro-
cytes through gap junctions, where connexin 43 
(Cx43) is an important constituent of the chan-
nels. These waves can be observed in vivo by two-
photon microscopy after different sensory 
stimulations after 3–10 s, but even faster responses 
have also been reported. Calcium waves are 
implicated in gliotransmitter release and probably 
play an important role in other astrocyte func-
tions. For instance, using whole- cell- path clamp 
combined with selective activation of astrocytes 
has shown that calcium waves can trigger an 
increase in the excitatory or inhibitory postsynap-
tic potential frequencies and, in more selected 
cases, also increase the amplitudes of excitatory 
potentials. These are transient effects that occur 
20–60 s after stimulation [22, 23].

 Emotional Stress and the Effects 
on Astrocyte Structure 
and Function

Stress is an adaptative physiological response 
that prepares the organism to face events that rep-
resent a physical and/or psychological threat. 
Hence, it is essential for survival and dealing 
with situations that require rapid “flight or fight” 
responses. However, when the stressors are over-
whelming or are repeated over time they can 
eventually lead to pathology, especially when the 
predictability, control, and coping mechanisms 
are perceived as being insufficient to deal with 
the demands placed on them [24–26]. In fact, 
stress is considered to be one of the main risk fac-
tors for the development of psychiatric disorders 
such as anxiety-related disorders, depression and 
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drug addiction [27–30]. In general, brief and 
intensive aversive situations can provoke symp-
toms of anxiety [31, 32] while chronic mild stress 
tends to induce a more depression-related pheno-
type [33, 34].

Taking into account that morphological 
change in neurons is a hallmark of chronic stress 
effects with resulting increases, or reductions 
(depending on the brain structure) in both den-
drite branches and spine density [1], it could be 
expected that astrocytes, which are in a close 
relationship at the synaptic level, could show 
structural plasticity. However, as mentioned 
above, the complexity of the astrocyte structures 
and the thickness of the perisynaptic processes 
have precluded an extensive morphological anal-
ysis of the intact brain after stress using the most 
common microscopy setups.

In-vitro evidence has clearly shown that 
astrocyte morphology is very dynamic, with 
highly motile astrocytic filopodia-like pro-
cesses moving or growing over a time course of 
only a few minutes or even in seconds [17, 35]. 
Using organotypic hippocampal slices, a prepa-
ration that retains the three-dimensional archi-
tecture of astrocyte–synapse interactions, it has 
been demonstrated that astrocytes can rapidly 
extend and retract fine processes to engage or 
disengage postsynaptic dendritic spines [36]. 
Studies on intact brain also indicate that mature 
astrocytes are able to elongate or retract their 
perisynaptic processes and also to alter the 
whole shape of these cells [17, 37, 38]. One of 
the pioneering examples of astrocyte structural 
plasticity was shown in the paraventricular 
nucleus of the hypothalamus, which regulates 
the release of oxytocin, a hormone necessary 
for milk ejection from mammary glands. During 
lactation, astrocyte perisynaptic processes 
retract from the synapses, with the consequence 
(among other coordinated mechanisms) that 
astrocytes decrease the removal of glutamate 
from the synaptic cleft, thereby increasing the 
action of the neurotransmitter. At the time of 
weaning, the astrocytes then elongate again 
into the synapses and the oxytocin release 
returns to normal levels [39].

Most that we know about stress-induced mor-
phological plasticity came from investigations 
that have used the gold standard marker of astro-
cyte GFAP detected by immunohistochemistry. 
GFAP is an intermediate filament protein present 
in the astrocyte cytoskeleton, but only expressed 
in the main processes; hence, it does not stain the 
perisynaptic processes that emanate from the 
principal astrocyte branches. In addition, changes 
in GFAP probably not only reflect a structural, but 
also a functional consequence for the astrocyte 
physiology, since this protein has been implicated 
in cell-to-cell communication, anchoring of pro-
teins, and the reaction to brain insults [14]. For 
instance, cells lacking GFAP proteins do not 
develop perisynaptic processes with neurons [40], 
and have a reduction in the trafficking of the 
astrocytic glutamate transporter GLAST [41].

One of the pioneering studies that revealed 
astrocyte changes induced by stress was per-
formed by Czéhet et al. [42]. In this study, adult 
male tree shrews were subjected to 5 weeks of 
psychosocial stress, and the number of cells 
(measured using stereological methods) showed 
a 25% reduction in the number of GFAP-positive 
cells in the hippocampus. Moreover, this work 
showed that the somatic volume of astrocytes 
was reduced by 25% in stressed animals. Even 
though GFAP is not a good marker for somas, 
since it is a protein exclusively present in the 
main processes, the changes reported are sugges-
tive of an astrocyte process rearrangement. In 
support of this hypothesis, recent work carried 
out an extensive analysis of GFAP staining after 
chronic restraint described that stress induces a 
reduction in both the number and shortening of 
main processes [43].

In another seminal work performed by Banasr 
and coworkers [44], a chronic unpredictable stress 
(CUS) induced a 19% reduction in the number of 
GFAP-positive cells in the rat infralimbic cortex. 
These types of observations have been replicated 
and extended in a number of studies in rats, result-
ing in one of the most consistently reproducible 
results in the field [43, 45–49]. However, since 
GFAP is not present in all astrocytes, these studies 
are not conclusive. Another important limitation 
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of these pioneering works was the lack of mea-
surement of the total cell number with other mark-
ers. Hence, it was unclear if there were fewer 
GFAP-positive cells because they had died or 
maybe had stopped producing GFAP at detectable 
levels for immunohistochemistry.

Subsequent findings by Gosselin and cowork-
ers [50] represented an important step forward in 
this issue. This research analyzed some broader 
areas in Wistar Kyoto rats, which are more 
responsive to stressors and manifest more anxiety 
and depressive-like behavior compared to 
Sprague Dawley rats. In this model, GFAP- 
positive cells were again found to be reduced in 
hippocampus, prefrontal cortex, and amygdala, 
but not in the other cortical areas evaluated. 
However, when astrocytes were counted using 
calcium-binding protein β (s100β) marker which 
stains astrocyte somas, there were no differences 
observed, suggesting that the astrocytes were not 
degenerating, but instead that the expression of 
GFAP was being downregulated. In fact, when 
the protein level was assessed by western blot, 
GFAP levels were found to be decreased in the 
prefrontal cortex and amygdala. In addition, 
since there were no differences between rat 
strains in terms of the number of nuclei quanti-
fied with DAPI (which stain all cell types) or with 
the neuronal marker NeuN, then this strongly 
suggests that there was no loss of astrocytic cells 
(or neurons).

Unfortunately, we do not know if the differ-
ences reported in Wistar Kyoto rats in stress sen-
sitivity are a cause or a consequence of astrocyte 
differences. However, similar results were 
obtained with the chronic restraint stress model, 
using a similar staining approach in the prefrontal 
cortex [43], suggesting that stress induce astro-
cyte plasticity. Regardless of the limitation that 
Nissl staining was used to identify astrocytes, 
Kassem et al. [51] also did not find any differ-
ences in the astrocyte number in CA1, amygdala, 
or retrosplenial cortex after chronic restraint. On 
the other hand, using the CUS model, a decrease 
in the GFAP level was reported in the hippocam-
pus detected by western blot [45, 52], and also at 
the RNA level in the hippocampus [45, 49] and 

prefrontal cortex [49, 53], indicating that down-
regulation operates at the transcription level.

A quite different result has been reported by 
other authors who used the chronic restraint 
model, in which they found an increase of GFAP- 
positive cells and protein level in hippocampus 
[54, 55]. Using this model, but analyzing other 
areas, a GFAP downregulation in the periaque-
ductal and the raphe nucleus was reported [56, 
57]. Thus, unlike the CUS and psychosocial 
stress paradigms, the chronic restraint model has 
produced more variability in the results of GFAP 
measurements, with differences in the predict-
ability and controllability in those models proba-
bly accounting for the differences reported 
following stress exposure [25].

Another marker of astrocytes that has been 
studied is s100β. This is a protein that acts as a 
calcium sensor, which when activated, interacts 
with several other proteins and thus affects broad 
cellular functions. Moreover, it is secreted and 
induces cellular activities by acting in autocrine, 
paracrine, and endocrine manners [58]. As men-
tioned above, although the number of astrocytes 
expressing this protein does not change after 
stress, the level of s100β has been reported to be 
increased in the prefrontal cortex [43] and the 
hippocampus after CUS [47; however, see 59]. 
This implies that calcium waves may be altered 
by stress, but as far as we are aware there are no 
publications that have measured calcium waves 
after stress protocols.

As mentioned above, an important aspect of 
astrocytes is that they are highly interconnected 
through gap junctions which are the substrate for 
calcium-wave propagation. Accordingly, some 
authors have explored whether the substrate for 
this communication is disrupted after CUS, and 
found that the intra–infralimbic diffusion of a 
permeable dye, which was preferentially spread-
ing among astrocytes through gap junctions, was 
notably decreased after CUS. Furthermore, alter-
ations in astrocyte gap junctions were confirmed 
at electron microscopy level, and were associated 
with downregulation of Cx43 [48].

A more direct functional measurement of 
astrocytes after CUS was performed based on 
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infusion of (2-13C) acetate, which has been 
shown to be preferentially metabolized in astro-
cytes. The findings of this experiment showed 
that after stress, the animals had a reduction in 
the marked glutamate, glutamine, and GABA, 
indicating a slowing in the astrocyte metabolism 
[53]. In the same series of experiments, other 
proteins that are involved in glutamatergic trans-
mission and preferentially expressed by astro-
cytes, such as GLT-1, GLAST, or GS, were found 
to be unchanged in the prefrontal cortex after 
CUS, at least at the mARN level [53].

All the above results were performed in chronic 
stress paradigms; hence, an important question 
not answered in those works is how much stress is 
necessary to observe changes in astrocytes. 
However, a couple of studies have explored astro-
cyte proteins after acute stressors that give a par-
tial answer to this question. There was no change 
in GFAP immunostaining in the hippocampus 
from rats that were restrained for 2 h with the 
additional stress of being submerged in water 
[60]. However, when a presumably “stronger 
stressor” was used (the combination of restrain, 
forced swimming test, and ether exposure in an 
acute sequential session), there was a reduction of 
hippocampal GFAP expression in the hippocam-
pus [61]. On the other hand, investigations that 
observed a downregulation of GFAP in the peri-
aqueductal area and raphe nucleus in the chronic 
restraint model did not observe these changes dur-
ing a shorter stress session (3 day/6 h compared to 
the standard 21 day/6 h), suggesting that changes 
in GFAP in these areas require exposure to chronic 
stress [56, 57].

In a predator paradigm in which rats were 
exposed for 5 min to the sight and smell of a cat, 
the s100β content was enhanced in cerebrospinal 
fluid, but not in the hippocampus or cerebral cor-
tex, 1 h after the stressful experience [62]. A 
similar result was found in the restraint model 
[63], suggesting that s100β is rapidly released 
from astrocytes after acute stress. Other experi-
ments have further shown an increase in the num-
ber of astrocytes expressing the inflammatory 
protein interleukin 1β in the hippocampus, hypo-
thalamus, amygdala, and periaqueductal gray 
[60]. In addition, 3 h of restraint induced an 

increase of astrocytic fibroblast growth factor 
(FGF2) which was associated with an enhance-
ment in hippocampal neurogenesis, suggesting a 
beneficial effect of astrocyte release FGF2 
induced by stress [64]. In lateral/basolateral 
amygdala samples from rats subjected to 15 foot-
shocks over a 93-min period, many astrocyte- 
enriched genes were either upregulated or 
downregulated in the stressed animals, and these 
seemed to be long lasting changes since measure-
ments were taken 22 days after stress [65]. For 
example, an upregulation of GLAST and down-
regulation of serine racemase, which synthetizes 
the gliotransmitter D-serine, were detected in 
stressed animals.

Taken together, these data indicate that acute 
stress is able to induce changes in astrocytes, 
which suggests that these cells are rapidly sens-
ing and responding to hormones and/or neu-
rotransmitter released during the stress response. 
Furthermore, those changes could be long-lasting 
and more pronounced after chronic stress. 
However, a not-answered issue in most publica-
tions cited above, either after acute or chronic 
paradigms, is whether these astrocyte changes 
are reversible after a time of recovery. This is 
important, since more permanent changes are 
most probably related to the physiopathological 
changes that underlie long-lasting maladaptive 
behavioral effects of stress, such as anxiety and 
depression.

 The Role That Stress-Induced 
Astrocyte Plasticity May Be Playing 
in the Behavioral Sequelae of Stress

A long tradition in neuroscience research has 
shown that stress can induce depressive and 
anxiety- like behavior in animals [24, 66]. For 
instance, the CUS model induces anhedonic-like 
effects, operationally defined as a decrement in 
sucrose consumption, and also hopelessness 
measured by a forced swimming test and active 
avoidance paradigms [53, 67]. On the other hand, 
as described in this review, there is extensive evi-
dence that chronic and acute stress are capable of 
inducing changes in astrocyte morphology or 
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functionality, which are presumed to be deleteri-
ous for brain functioning and eventually form a 
part of the physiopathology of stress-related dis-
orders. Therefore, an important question arises: 
does stress-induced astrocyte plasticity play any 
role in the behavioral sequelae induced by stress?

Several of the studies presented above using 
stress chronic models have also shown that 
antidepressant drugs, e.g., fluoxetine and clo-
mipramine, which normalize stress-induced 
behavioral changes, prevented stress-induced 
astrocyte changes [42, 45, 48]. This strongly 
suggests that astrocytes are involved in the 
behavioral consequences of stress. The ques-
tion about their sufficiency, however, is not 
simple to address, but the use of gliotoxins and 
transgenic animals has indicated that astrocytes 
may indeed play a causal role in the long-last-
ing effects induced by stressful experiences. 
One of the first experimental findings support-
ing this proposal came from experiments per-
formed by Banasr and coworkers [44]. By 
applying L-alpha- aminoadipic acid micro-
injections into the rat prefrontal cortex, which 
selectively decreased the number of GFAP pos-
itive cells by 23% (but not neurons), anhedonia 
and hopelessness were induced in the short 
term. This type of experiment has been subse-
quently replicated and extended using other 
gliotoxins [48, 68–70]. Moreover, gliotoxin-
induced depressive behavior was prevented by 
systemic antidepressant drugs [68].

Transgenic mice with an alteration in the nitric 
oxide synthetase 2 (which is predominantly 
expressed in glial cells) produce high levels of 
nitric oxide in astrocytes. This astrocytic altera-
tion render the animals more susceptible to acute 
stress, as evidenced by higher anxiety-like behav-
ior, increased acoustic startle responses, and 
higher plasma corticosterone levels compared to 
wild-type mice after predator scent exposure 
[71]. Another mousee which had a reduction in 
the ATP secreted from astrocytes showed a 
depressive phenotype, which was similar to the 
one observed after chronic stress paradigms that 
also decreased the release of ATP [67], 
Furthermore, in another transgenic mouse line, 
the release of ATP from astrocytes was increased 

after injection of a specific ligand, which induced 
antidepressant-like effects in the forced swim-
ming test and in the chronic social defeat stress 
model [67]. Thus, selective alterations of the 
astrocyte machinery were sufficient to either trig-
ger stress-like effects or give protection from the 
behavioral consequences of stress. However, 
these findings have been challenged by a recent 
paper which did not find any behavioral altera-
tion in several emotional and cognitive tasks in 
similar transgenic mice that were knockout for 
astrocytic IP3R2, which is a critical receptor for 
triggering calcium wave signals [72].

Current advances in more selective and less 
invasive ways of activating or silencing astrocyte 
activity, such as optogenetic and designer recep-
tors exclusively activated by designer drugs [73], 
will be critical for understanding how astrocytes 
contribute to the emergence of the behavioral 
aberrations associated to stress exposure.

 Pathophysiological Changes 
in the Tripartite Synapse That Could 
Underlie Behavioral Sequelae 
of Stress

As mentioned before, the retraction of astrocytes 
from synapses in the hypothalamus has been 
shown to be critical to increase the glutamate 
effects as a result of a reduction in the removal of 
this transmitter, which is mainly taken up by 
astrocyte transporters [39]. In the same direc-
tion, the retraction of astrocytes (Bergmann glia) 
in cerebellar cortex enhances the excitatory post-
synaptic current amplitude of Purkinje cells 
[38]. In hippocampus also, a mutation that makes 
astrocytes to retract from the synapses facilitates 
glutamate spillover and increases the NMDA 
currents in pyramidal neurons after burst stimu-
lation [74]. On the other hand, acute and chronic 
stress has been associated with increases in glu-
tamate release/content in the synaptic cleft, and 
excitotoxicity has been claimed as an important 
mechanism to produce cellular effects that 
underlie morphological and behavioral distur-
bances induced by stress [75]. Hence, the reduc-
tion in astrocyte processes induced by stress 
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could be a mechanism by which enhancement in 
excitability or even excitotoxicity is produced or 
increased. In fact, administration of GLT-1 
blocker in PFC induced anhedonia-like behavior 
in rats [70]; and systemic injection of rulizole, a 
drug that facilitates glial cell glutamate uptake 
and decreases presynaptic release, prevented 
both the behavioral and astrocyte sequelae of 
chronic stress [53].

Another way in which stress-induced astrocyte 
alterations could affect behavior is through modu-
lation of the GABAergic system. GABAergic syn-
apses play a pivotal role in both anxiety disorders 
and emotional disturbance induced by stress [5, 
76]. On the other hand, recent findings suggest that 
astrocytes release GABA and regulate GABA 
extrasynaptic content, which in turn is responsible 
for tonic GABA-A receptor-mediated currents 
[77]. Interestingly, chronic stress exposure induced 
a loss of tonic (but not phasic) inhibition in amyg-
dala, an effect blocked by glucocorticoid synthesis 
inhibitor and mimicked by corticosterone [78]. 
Moreover, a study performed in slices from thala-
mus has shown that astrocytes also release a pep-
tide that mediates a benzodiazepine- mimicking 
effect, and treatment with a gliotoxin reduced the 
effective inhibitory charge of GABA-A mediated 
spontaneous inhibitory postsynaptic currents [79]. 
Thus, the retraction of astrocytes from synapses or 
impairment in their function after chronic stress 
could account for the loss of tonic inhibition and 
consequent excitability of amygdala which is the 
hallmark of anxiety disorders such as posttrau-
matic stress disorder [27].

 Mechanisms That Could Underlie 
Stress-Induced Astrocyte Plasticity

An important issue in this context is whether 
astrocytes can express receptors for stress-related 
hormones and neurotransmitters (e.g., glucocor-
ticoids, norepinephrine) that allow them to 
directly respond to stress chemical mediators. 
Immunohistochemical studies have shown that 
beta receptors are extensively present in the lat-
eral amygdala astrocytes [80] and alpha receptors 
in the prefrontal cortex [81]. It has long been 
established in astrocyte cultures that they show a 

morphological change (called stellation) in 
response to adrenergic beta receptor stimulation 
[37]. On the other hand, it is known that gluco-
corticoid and mineralocorticoid receptors are 
widely expressed in astrocytes and other glial 
cells [82, 83]. Recent postmortem studies in 
human tissue revealed the presence of glucocorti-
coid receptors in amygdala [84], hippocampus, 
and cortex [85]. Interestingly, experiments 
in vitro have demonstrated that corticosterone, at 
stress-relevant concentrations of 0.1–1 μM [86], 
induces an increase in the velocity of calcium 
waves and in gliotransmitter release [87]. Taken 
together, these findings indicate that astrocytes 
can directly sense and possibly change their mor-
phology or functionality in response to chemicals 
released during the stress response.

Interestingly, corticosterone administration to 
rats (5 days or 4 months) caused a reduction in 
GFAP content in hippocampus and cortex [88] 
which, as after chronic stress, operates at the tran-
scription level [89]. Norepinephrine is also able to 
modulate astrocyte activity. Using 2- photon 
microscopy in mice that express a Ca2+ indicator 
in astrocytes, it was shown that alpha adrenoceptor 
antagonists inhibited the activation of astrocyte 
networks that are triggered by the arousal associ-
ated to locomotion [90]. This effect seems to be 
specific for norepinephrine, since it was abolished 
by chemical depletion of norepinephrine but not by 
antagonists of serotonergic, muscarinic, metabo-
tropic glutamate, or cannabinoid receptors [90]. In 
the same direction, when the locus coeruleus out-
put was triggered by an air-puff startle response, it 
produced astrocyte calcium waves in prefrontal 
cortex that were suppressed by cortical administra-
tion of alpha adrenergic receptor antagonists or 
chemical depletion of norepinephrine [91]. Another 
way that norepinephrine could affect astrocytes is 
through phosphorylation of GFAP [92], which is 
believed to regulate the structural plasticity of glial 
filaments [93].

The molecular cascades that are triggered by 
stress in astrocytes and how they orchestrate the 
stress-induced astrocyte plasticity is essentially 
unknown, but clearly the astrocytes possess the 
machinery to sense and response to norepineph-
rine and glucocorticoids and probably other 
stress-released mediators.
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 Evidence of Astrocyte Alterations 
in Human Psychiatric Disorders 
Associated with Stress

Research related to this topic is strongly limited 
by the lack of non-invasive techniques that allow 
discriminating cell types in the intact brain. As a 
result, the only direct way of visualizing astro-
cytes in human brain is through postmortem stud-
ies. As far as we know, the principal psychiatric 
illness strongly associated to stress that has been 
studied in humans and focused on glial cells is 
depression. Related to this, several cell-counting 
studies have reported decreases in the packing 
density or number of the Nissl-stained popula-
tions of glial cells in subjects diagnosed with 
major depression, compared to non-psychiatric 
controls. These types of changes have been 
observed in fronto-limbic brain regions, includ-
ing the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, orbitofron-
tal cortex, subgenual cortex, anterior cingulate 
cortex and amygdala [94]. Another approach has 
been to study astrocyte morphology using the 
Golgi staining method, which allows the identifi-
cation of scattered cells, permitting a 3D recon-
struction of the whole individual cell. This 
technique was applied by Torres-Plata et al. [95] 
in the anterior cingulate cortex from suicidal 
depressive patients, and compared to matched 
control samples. These authors found an increase 
in the volume of the cell body and the number 
and length of the fibrous astrocyte processes 
located in the white matter adjacent to the ante-
rior cingulate cortex, but not in the cortex itself.

Immunohistochemistry with antibodies 
against astrocyte specific proteins applied to 
postmortem tissue enables a more direct assess-
ment of the astrocyte contribution to glial altera-
tions in depressive subjects. Müller and coworkers 
[96] observed a reduction of GFAP immunoreac-
tivity in the hippocampal areas CA1 and CA2, 
with the caveat that an observational criterion 
was used. A lower level of coverage of GFAP 
staining as well as a reduction in the number of 
GFAP-positive cells in the dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex were found in young depressed patients, 
but not in older patients [97]. Similar findings 
were obtained in the orbitofrontal cortex using 
the western blot technique and fraction area of 

immunostaining [98]. In another study which 
used the s100β marker instead, a decrease in the 
number of astrocytes was also found in depressed 
and bipolar patients compared to matched con-
trols [99]. By studying the amygdala postmortem 
tissue belonging to different psychiatric patients, 
another investigation found a reduction in GFAP- 
positive astrocytes, but only in depressive disor-
der [100; however, see 101]. In contrast, 
glucocorticoid receptors in amygdala astrocytes 
were increased in depressive patients compared 
to healthy controls or bipolar disorder patients 
[84]. This may be a compensatory response to 
high levels of glucocorticoids usually associated 
to depression.

Other measurements that have been applied to 
human postmortem tissue include in-situ hybrid-
ization and quantitative real-time PCR, which 
allow the detection and quantification of the 
mRNA present in brain sections and dissected 
dissolved tissue, respectively. Using this approach 
in the locus coeruleus [102], it was found that 
several transcripts for astrocyte proteins were 
altered in major depression but not in bipolar dis-
order. Specifically a reduction of GLT-1, GLAST, 
GS, GFAP, s100β, AQP4 (aquaporin 4, a water 
channel), Cx43, and connexin 30 (another gap- 
junction protein) was observed. A decrease in the 
expression of GLT-1, GLAST, and GS mRNAs 
has also been described in the anterior cingulate 
and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices [103]. 
Correspondingly, some of these transcripts have 
been also found to be reduced at the protein 
expression level in other areas. For instance, 
Cx43 [104], AQP4 [105], GLT-1, and GLAST 
[98] were decreased in the orbitofrontal cortex of 
depressive patients. Glutamate astrocytic trans-
porters were also reduced in the amygdala of 
alcoholic individuals [106] which, according to 
these authors, could increase amygdala activity 
and the expression of associative memories and 
anxiety which underlie continued drug-seeking 
and chronic relapse.

Since s100β is secreted into the blood stream, 
this protein makes it possible to perform serum 
measurements in living patients, making it possi-
ble to investigate alterations of this astrocyte- 
related protein in different illnesses. Several 
studies have used this approach in psychiatric 
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populations, and a meta-analysis has been per-
formed by Schroeter and coworkers [107] indicat-
ing that serum levels of s100β are consistently 
elevated during acute episodes of depression, with 
an increase with respect to control of 2.57 ± 0.70 
(mean ± SD) fold. It is important to note that this 
increase is not specific to depression, as bipolar 
patients have also revealed increases in serum 
100β. On the other hand, as s100β is also expressed 
in oligodendrocytes and some other body cells, 
then the respective contribution of these cells to 
the blood concentration is uncertain.

A big limitation in almost all human studies 
with depressive patients cited above is that most of 
the subjects were under antidepressant or other 
kind of psychopharmacology treatment that could 
affect the astrocyte measurement performed. 
However, some of these studies took account of 
this issue and made statistical comparison between 
persons under treatment vs. no medicated patients. 
For instance, in the study of Miguel-Hidalgo et al. 
[98] when subjects with depression that had anti-
depressant medication detected in the postmortem 
toxicology screening were compared to those 
without antidepressant, no differences in GLT-1, 
GLAST, GS, or GFAP levels were detected. 
Similarly, no medication effects were observed by 
Gos et al. [99], Rajkowska et al. [105], Wang et al. 
[84], and Miguel-Hidalgo et al. [104]. Interestingly, 
studies involving serum s100β measurement 
before and after successful treatment with antide-
pressive drugs indicated that s100β levels (which 
are larger than in control subjects) were reduced 
after treatment [107]. Even though the effect was 
small, this meta-analysis found a significant posi-
tive correlation between clinical treatment effects 
and serological treatment effects of s100β, sug-
gesting that antidepressant could act to reduce 
s100β release from glia.

Investigations in non-psychiatric populations 
presumed to be exposed to robust stressors have 
also suggested that stress affect astrocytes. In this 
sense, serum s100β measurements taken 2 days 
after cardiac surgery along with Spielberger’s 
anxiety inventory performed in cardiologic 
patients indicated that individuals with elevated 
s100β had higher levels of state anxiety and trait 
anxiety [108]. In the same way, s100β, as well as 
serum cortisol, were significantly increased in 

soldiers during combat training compared to at 
rest period, being concomitant to greater stress, 
anxiety, and depression levels assessed by psy-
chological questionnaires [109].

Taken together, the human data from depres-
sive patients showed a reduction of astrocyte 
markers in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, 
orbitofrontal cortex, hippocampal CA1 and 
CA2, and amygdala. Based on the results 
obtained in animals, it is possible to speculate 
that these changes might be caused by the 
effects of being exposed to chronic stress. 
However, while the animal data indicate that 
stress induced a downregulation of astrocyte 
markers without inducing “astrodegeneration”, 
human studies have revealed a reduction in the 
number of the glial population stained with 
Nissl or s100β, suggesting that they degenerate 
or that the proliferation was reduced. 
Undoubtedly, depression is a multifactorial dis-
ease that is not only dependent on stress, and as 
referred above, there is evidence that reduction 
of GFAP could be an early manifestation that 
“disappears” at more advanced stages of the ill-
ness. On the other hand, studies on individuals 
that underwent a significant stress exposure, 
revealed clear changes in the astrocyte- related 
proteins 100β, which could be detected even at 
the blood level, suggesting a strong involvement 
of astrocytes in response to stress. Clearly, addi-
tional human studies are still necessary to fully 
understand the impact of stress on astrocytes 
functioning and the neurobiological and behav-
ioral consequences.

 Conclusions and Remarks

Stress effects on neuron morphology and func-
tion have been the subject of numerous investi-
gations, which has been crucial for a better 
understanding of the mechanisms through 
which stress induces deleterious effects on brain 
functioning and on behavior. As shown in this 
review, different approaches in animals and 
humans have indicated that astrocytes are also 
an important target of stress, with both chronic 
and acute stressors being able to alter the mor-
phology or the expression of several astrocyte 
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specific proteins in brain areas that are known to 
play a  critical role in emotional processing, such 
as the prefrontal cortex, hippocampus, and 
amygdala. Furthermore, different lines of evi-
dence have suggested that these changes may 
underlie the behavioral consequences of stress. 
First, astrocyte cellular effects induced by stress 
were prevented by the administration of drugs 
that averted the behavioral sequelae of stress. 
Second, astrocyte- specific toxins induced simi-
lar behaviors to those observed after stress 
exposure. Third, astrocyte-specific alterations in 
transgenic mice were able to emulate stress 
effects. Human data from psychiatric popula-
tions also support the notion that astrocytes are 
affected in mental disorders, with there being a 
remarkable agreement indicating that astrocyte-
specific proteins are decreased in major depres-
sion, an illness strongly associated to stress. All 

together, the data suggest that stress hormones 
(e.g., glucocorticoids) and neurotransmitters 
(e.g., norepinephrine) through their receptors 
located in astrocytes directly induce intracellu-
lar cascades that ultimately introduce changes 
in the  morphology/physiology of astrocytes, 
which alters the normal functioning of tripartite 
synapses in a pathophysiological direction that 
is known to drive behavioral sequelae of stress, 
such as increases of glutamate transmission and/
or reduction of GABAergic transmission (see 
Fig. 10.1).
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Fig. 10.1 Model of 
stress effects on 
astrocytes. Stress 
hormones (e.g., 
glucocorticoids) and 
neurotransmitters (e.g., 
norepinephrine) released 
during the stress response 
activate the receptors 
located in astrocytes and 
initiate intracellular 
cascades (including a 
decrease of GFAP levels 
and increase in S100b 
release) that ultimately 
produce changes in the 
morphology/physiology 
of astrocytes, which 
alters the normal 
functioning of tripartite 
synapses in a 
pathophysiological 
direction that is known to 
drive behavioral sequelae 
of stress, such as 
increases of glutamate 
transmission and/or 
reduction of GABAergic 
transmission
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Abstract

Glia were until recently regarded as the glue cells of the nervous system. In 
this chapter, new and unexpected roles of main glia subtypes are discussed, 
including learning, memory, fear conditioning, long-term potentiation and 
some complex neurocognitive functions. Different mechanisms have been 
involved, at the cellular and systemic levels, at least partially explaining 
these features and usually involving glia–neuron and glia–glia interactions, 
and suggesting that human brain evolution required a concomitant special-
ization of both neural types. In addition, evidence involving glial cells in 
the origin as cause or effectors of different psychiatric pathologies and/or 
some of their symptoms is also considered. The neural crest is a subpopula-
tion of cells that delaminate from dorsal regions of the neural tube and 
contribute to many structures of the body, including all the peripheral ner-
vous system. They were shown to migrate toward the rostral regions of the 
embryonic brain, and this was found to induce the formation of the fore-
brain from which the neocortex originates. Interestingly, some studies 
involved the neural crest in certain types of autism and schizophrenia. 
Moreover, after traumatic central nervous system injury as well as in the 
context of demyelinating diseases, Schwann-like cells (one of neural crest 
derivatives) were found to invade and/or remyelinate some axons, thus 
playing a role in nervous system regeneration and myelin reconstitution. 
While after injury some peripheral nerves can contribute with these cells 
through invasion of peripheral nerve components, some of the Schwann-
like cells appearing in the affected areas could originate from progenitors 
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of the central nervous system. Finally, the growing spectrum of Schwann 
cell progenitor derivatives is also herein discussed, with evidence suggest-
ing a developmental plasticity and differentiation potential much broader 
than expected in neural committed cells.
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 The Glia and the Brain

The human brain has developed to its actual size as 
a result of the expansion of the neocortex and the 
increase in subcortical white matter. Its tissue 
comprises neurons and glia. The latter, until 
recently merely regarded as neural non-excitable 
supporting cells, interact extensively with neurons, 
both physically (i.e., through gap junctions) and 
chemically (through interchange of neurotransmit-
ters and trophic and cytokine/chemokine factors, 
of either origin). Glial cells of the central nervous 
system (CNS; including the encephalon—brain—
and the spinal cord) mainly comprise astrocytes, 
oligodendrocytes, and microglia, while they are 
represented by satellite cells and Schwann cells in 
the peripheral nervous system (PNS). In certain 
areas of the brain, glial cells are far more abundant 
than neurons. On average, the glia-to-neuron ratio 
in the human cerebrum is approximately 4:1; nev-
ertheless, similar proportions of both cell types 
could be found within the grey matter [1]. 
Interestingly, in the human prefrontal and frontal 
cortex (areas 4, 9 L, 32 and 44), there are 50% 
more glia than neurons [2]. By mean of stereologi-
cal studies in human, Pelvig et al. [3] reported that 
males have more glial cells than females, and that 
the relative composition of glia subtypes in the 
neocortex is as follows: 17.3/20.2% astrocytes; 
75.6/74.6% oligodendrocytes, and 6.5/5.2% 
microglia (males/females).

Astrocytes are essential for brain homeostasis 
[4]. As reviewed by Steardo et al. [5], they regu-
late pH, ion balance, blood flow, and oxidative 
stress. In addition, astrocytes contribute to synap-
togenesis, modulate signal transmission, and 
regulate neuronal and synaptic plasticity. They 
feed neurons by making glucose/lactate available 

to them, and provide them with oxygen. They 
allow axonal excitability by keeping ionic bal-
ance and through the uptake of K+. Astrocytes 
express receptors for most of the known neu-
rotransmitters and neuromodulators, as well as 
ion channels, and their required intracellular sig-
naling molecules [6]. They are able to release 
gliotransmitters into the synapses they participate 
in [7]. Interestingly, neurotransmitters induce 
fluctuations in calcium intracellular levels in 
astrocytes, which can eventually be transmitted 
as waves to other astrocytes that are intercon-
nected, forming a cellular network [8–10]. 
Although calcium waves seems to be propagated 
by simple diffusion through gap junctions, this 
process is faster in human astrocytes than in 
rodent ones [11]. Properties of astrocytes with 
regard to the extent and speed of calcium-wave 
propagation differ according to brain areas [12].

Astrocytes, as a third part of the synapse, have 
been found by many studies to be functionally 
involved in learning and memory [6], as well as in 
long-term potentiation and in complex neurocog-
nitive functions such as sleep [13, 14]. For instance, 
as reviewed by Moraga-Amaro et al. [6], excit-
atory stimulation was found to induce calcium 
waves in hippocampal astrocytes, and application 
of endocannabinoids was shown to increase cal-
cium intracellular levels able to trigger astrocyte 
glutamate release and the subsequent activation of 
neuronal N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) recep-
tors. Moreover, glutamate release from astrocytes 
caused by cholinergic signalling- mediated intra-
cellular calcium increase was shown to be required 
for cholinergic-induced synaptic plasticity. 
Astroglial CB1 receptor activation was found to 
modulate hippocampal long- term depression 
after cannabinoid administration, thus involving 
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astrocytes in processes of working memory. 
Spatial learning has been found associated in rat 
with an increase in astrocyte numbers within the 
CA3 region of the hippocampus. Blockage of glio-
transmitter-release from basolateral amygdala 
astrocytes prior to training, through connexin 43 
hemichannels, was found to affect memory con-
solidation, being able to induce complete amnesia. 
Moreover, overexpression of S100b, a Ca2+ bind-
ing protein expressed by astrocytes, in transgenic 
mice was shown to impair long-term potentiation 
(LTP) and spatial learning [15].

Diamond and collaborators [16] compared val-
ues of the neuron-to-glia ratio between 11 human 
male brain samples (average age: 64) and those dis-
sected from Albert Einstein (age: 76). Samples 
were obtained from two brain areas (9 and 39) from 
both right and left hemispheres. These areas corre-
spond to the prefrontal cortex—superior frontal 
gyrus on the dorsal lateral surface—and to the infe-
rior parietal lobule, including the anterior lip of the 
angular gyrus surrounding the termination of the 
superior temporal sulcus, respectively. Interestingly, 
while no differences were found in the other three 
areas, the neuron/glia fraction was significantly 
reduced in the left area 39 in Albert Einstein’s 
brain. It is worth noting that lesions in the inferior 
parietal lobule were associated with loss in versatil-
ity of imagery and in the ability for complex think-
ing. Interestingly, GFAP+ intralaminar astrocytic 
processes were larger in Einstein’s cortex when 
compared with the other four aged-matched sam-
ples obtained from human beings without known 
neurological or psychiatric disease [17].

Furthermore, Han et al. [18] found that the 
engraftment of human A2B5+/PSA-NCAM− glial 
progenitor cells, in-vitro-primed to differentiate 
into astrocytes, into the cortex of neonatal athymic 
mice resulted in an increased performance in the 
Barnes maze assay, object-location memory, con-
textual fear-conditioning and tone fear- conditioning 
assays, when compared to engraftment of similar 
mice progenitor cells. In these chimeric humanized 
mice, human-derived GFAP+ astrocyte processes 
were larger and with greater architectural complex-
ity, as well as being morphologically more diverse 
than mouse counterparts, resembling typical 
human intralaminar ones. Human-derived astro-
cytes established connections with mouse ones, 

although retaining their physiological original 
properties (i.e., being able to propagate calcium 
waves more rapidly). Interestingly, human-derived 
astrocytes were found to probably enhance LTP in 
the adult mice hippocampus through the release of 
the cytokine TNF-α.

Oligondendrocytes are by far the most abun-
dant cells in neocortex white matter, and are found 
normally largely in contact with some neuronal 
axons, surrounding them and forming the central 
myelin. Myelination not only makes axonal salta-
tory conduction possible but also provides neuro-
nal processes with trophic and metabolic support 
[19]. Oligodendrocytes express receptors to neu-
rotransmitters and are able to signal back to neu-
rons [7]. For instance, a mechanism of 
neurotransmitter-induced exosome delivery from 
oligodendrocytes to neurons was recently 
reported, with involvement for example of glial 
ionotropic NMDA receptors [20]. Energy depri-
vation induces over-activation of AMPA/kainate 
receptors expressed in oligodendrocytes and in 
myelinated axons. This is followed by increasing 
levels of intracellular calcium and excitotoxicity 
[7]. In the adult, new oligodendrocytes can be 
generated from the so called oligodendrocyte pro-
genitor cells (OPCs), which express the NG2 pro-
teoglycan (and therefore OPCs are also known as 
NG2-glia) and comprise 4–8% of cells in the 
adult brain [21]. The OPCs are multipotent pro-
genitors which mostly differentiate into oligoden-
drocytes in adulthood, although they can also give 
rise to astrocytes, piriform neurons, and Schwann 
cells in vitro and in vivo, depending on different 
environmental or pathological conditions [21, 
22]. It was speculated that approximately 50% of 
OPCs divide every 3 days in the adult [21]. OPCs 
of different developmental origins show similar 
proliferation rates, cell cycle length, and mem-
brane properties [21]. Nevertheless, there seem to 
be more important dissimilarities between OPCs 
with regard to whether they are located in the 
white or grey matter: i.e., white-matter OPCs 
have shorter cell cycle length, proliferate under 
stimulation with PDGF, differentiate better into 
mature myelinating oligodendrocytes, and express 
different voltage- and ligand-dependent ion chan-
nels [21]. These cells receive direct excitatory 
and inhibitory synapses in all brain regions, and 
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synaptic activity modulates OPC proliferation, 
oligodendrogenesis, and/or myelination proper-
ties, resulting in behavioral improvements [21, 
23]. OPCs show synchronized activity with neu-
rons and were shown to be involved in LTP, per-
haps through changes in NG2 expression levels, 
thus regulating information processing and plas-
ticity at neuronal synapses [21]. They maintain 
functional synapses while undergoing prolifera-
tion [21]. Excitatory synapses of grey-matter 
OPCs are characterized by their: (i) small ampli-
tudes, (ii) rapid kinetics, and (iii) high sensitivity 
to AMPA receptor antagonists [21]. Interestingly, 
some OPCs in the subventricular zone do not 
receive synapses, a feature which might be related 
to their condition as premigratory cells [21].

Microglia are yolk-sac-derived innate 
immune cells located in the CNS [24]. They nor-
mally show a stellate morphology with thin and 
highly ramified processes, which do not overlap 
with processes of other glial cells [7]. They get 
activated after injury, and then produce and 
release pro- or anti-inflammatory molecules as 
well as remove debris [7]. They were found to 
establish contact to synapses, in a dynamic way 
and for short-time, through tiny processes, and 
express receptors for several neurotransmitters 
[7]. Some evidence suggests that microglia 
would probably modulate synapse activities, and 
based on that some reports use the term quadri-
partite synapse (the structure made by pre-syn-
aptic and post- synaptic neurons, astrocytes, and 
microglia) [7]. Microglia have well-known func-
tions in synaptic pruning, by responding to neu-
ronal activity and neurotransmitters [25, 26], as 
well as in synaptic maturation [24]. Nevertheless, 
little is known with regard to the significance of 
microglia contribution to processes such as 
learning, memory, or other cognitive functions.

 The Glia and Psychiatry

After brain injury, astrocytes have been found to 
trigger neuroinflammation; and this, as well as 
microglial production of reactive oxygen species, 
can exacerbate the damage and cause astrocyte dys-
function. In some cases, these events might induce 

neurodegeneration, including the development of 
Alzheimer’s disease [5, 14, 27]. S100β, among fac-
tors which are mainly expressed by astrocytes, has 
been found to be increased with age and with pro-
gression of Alzheimer’s disease-like dementia, 
Parkinson’s disease, paranoid schizophrenics and in 
patients with brain trauma. Furthermore, S100β 
upregulation probably precedes the occurrence of 
neuritic plaques [5, 14]. Interestingly, another astro-
gliosis marker, myo-inositol, has been found upreg-
ulated in brain areas of patients with mild cognitive 
impairment and with Alzheimer’s disease [5]. 
Induction of the glial HMOX1 gene would result in 
abnormal iron deposition, increasing oxidative cel-
lular damage and Alzheimer’s/Parkinson’s disease 
or schizophrenia [28].

If the negative effect of stress, anxiety, or other 
negative emotions on hippocampal structure and 
function could not be sufficiently reduced by 
learning and/or positive proactive attitudes (i.e., 
environmental enrichment), capillary vasculariza-
tion would be affected, thus resulting in the lack of 
adequate nutrient provision. A lower availability 
of energy to brain cells would then negatively 
affect the number of glia and/or their required 
function in maintaining/activating synapses, all 
features involved in  learning and memory, result-
ing in cognitive impairment with age [14].

Interestingly, it is now established knowledge 
that depression or chronic stress can be linked to a 
reduced neurogenesis at the hippocampus. 
Nevertheless, less consideration has been shown to 
the fact that it also negatively influences gliogene-
sis at the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) of 
rodents, which corresponds to the dorsolateral pre-
frontal cortex (dlPFC) of human beings, areas 
which are involved in stress regulation. It is worth 
noting that fluoxetine treatment has been shown to 
significantly reverse both features [14]. In addition, 
depression can probably be causally linked to a 
downregulation in astroglial production of neurog-
liotrophins, such as brain-derived neurotrophic fac-
tor (BDNF). Treatment with fluoxetine has been 
shown to restore the ability of astrocytes to produce 
BDNF and to increase their use of glucose and 
release of lactate [14]. Either stress or depression 
would cause alterations in astrocyte expression 
profile, which might possibly explain why patients 
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relapse when treatment with antidepressant medi-
cations is stopped too early [14]. Finally, signifi-
cant changes in neuronal activation in affected 
brain areas, which are frequently induced as a 
result of astrocyte inefficient function, were shown 
to induce microglia activation, thus influencing 
working memory and further reducing the capacity 
to deal with stress or depression [14].

Interestingly, fluoxetine was also found to 
reverse the effect of stress by inducing an increase 
in OPCs in the left mPFC (the dominant hemi-
sphere), resulting in the normalization of progen-
itors numbers [14]. Similarly, corticosterone and 
electroconvulsive therapy significantly affect 
OPCs abundance [14]. Interestingly, chronic 
stress would result in increased numbers of oligo-
dendrocytes at the expense of an increase in neu-
rogenesis; this might endure connections to the 
amygdala, making the inhibitory control of the 
amygdala by the PFC less functional, and possi-
bly causing posttraumatic stress disorders [14].

Studies made in mouse models of the Rett 
syndrome suggest that it can be caused by defects 
in astroglial MeCP2 (methyl CpG binding pro-
tein 2 (Rett syndrome)) gene expression, proba-
bly through their failing to promote extensive 
neuronal dendritic arborisation and normal spine 
density [28]. Interestingly, oligodendrocytes 
defective in MeCP2 have been shown to result 
instead in a milder Rett-like phenotype which 
develops later than in MeCP2 null mice [28]. 
Consistently, restoration of MeCP2 expression 
specifically in oligodendrocytes was shown to 
partially ameliorate the disease phenotype, 
through, for example, rescuing their myelin basic 
protein (MBP) expression. Finally, some studies 
have also involved MeCP2-defective microglia in 
the development of Rett-like phenotype [28].

Schizophrenia is considered a neurodevelop-
mental disorder with polygenic and environmental 
influences [28]. It arises because of abnormal neu-
ronal communication; however, it is not known 
whether this feature is epiphenomenal, i.e., second-
ary to axon–glial or glial defects [29, 30]. 
Schizophrenia would probably be caused by envi-
ronmental factors rather than genetic ones, probably 
involving epigenetic changes through repeated 
events over time [31]. For instance, it has been sug-

gested that stress might epigenetically inhibit 
myelination in a critical early-age period of devel-
opment [30]. Schizophrenia has been associated 
with reduced numbers of glia in the brain, and treat-
ment with anti-psychotics was found to increase 
such numbers [14]. Moreover, suspension of anti-
psychotic treatment was shown to be followed by a 
reduction in astrocyte- enwrapping capacity which 
can eventually explain relapses in symptoms [14]. 
In a large group of Scottish families, a disruption in 
the expression of DISC1 and DISC2 genes was 
found to be related to the disease: interestingly, a 
dysfunction of DISC1 was involved in abnormal 
oligodendrocyte development [28]. It is worthy of 
note that astrocytes expressing a mutant form of 
DISC1 were found to cause dysfunction of the 
NMDA receptor, a feature previously involved in 
schizophrenia, through a diminished production of 
d-serine by these cells [28].

Independently of this, alterations in the expres-
sion or function of neuregulin 1 (NRG1), ErbB3 
(expressed by glia) and ErbB4 (enriched in neurons 
and expressed by glia) signaling were also associ-
ated with schizophrenia as well as with other psy-
chiatric disorders [28, 32]. A reduction in NRG1 
and ErbB4 expression levels in mouse was 
described to result in a phenotype resembling 
schizophrenia [28]. SynCAM1, which plays a sig-
nificant role in astrocyte–astrocyte or astrocyte–
neuron adhesive communication, was found to be 
functionally related to ErbB4, and both were shown 
to be co-expressed by astrocytes. Interestingly, 
schizophrenia-like symptoms were seen to develop 
in animals with oligodendrocytes expressing a 
dominant negative form of ErbB4. Moreover, oli-
godendrocytes defective for ErbB3 expression 
showed deficits in social interaction and working 
memory [28]. In addition, a dysregulation in other 
oligodendrocyte- expressed proteins has also been 
involved in schizophrenia-like behaviors [28, 33]. 
Furthermore, psychotic symptoms have been 
reported in cases in which normal myelin develop-
ment and/or integrity were interrupted [29, 34]. 
Both reduction in cortical oligodendrocyte num-
bers and in the expression levels of myelin genes 
have been found in some patients with schizophre-
nia and in others with bipolar disorders [32]. 
Consistently, results from the analyses of 
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Cnp1+/− mice phenotype also suggest an involve-
ment of oligodendrocytes in the origin of schizo-
phrenia [30]. Cnp1 is a myelin protein expressed in 
oligodendrocytes which is not crucial for myelin 
formation but for axon function and survival. These 
animals show catatonia and depression-like symp-
toms when they get relatively old. Interestingly, in 
these and other mutants the first pathological signs 
are axonal swellings, a feature shared with axo-
nopathies caused by mitochondria disease [30].

In the two-hit inflammatory model for psycho-
sis, it is speculated that a first hit (which could 
consist on either an in-utero infection or stress) is 
able to generate genetic vulnerability through 
priming of microglia; nevertheless, only after a 
second hit would neuronal dysfunctions be trig-
gered by the activation of the previously primed 
microglia, resulting in the development of the dis-
ease [35]. Finally, it has been suggested that 
microglia might probably affect mood in bipolar 
disorders by influencing serotonin neurotransmit-
ter signaling through inflammatory mechanisms 
[36]. Therefore, considerable evidence suggests 
that multifactorial and diverse events are probably 
linked to the development of psychiatric disor-
ders, most of them involving glia as primary cause 
or effectors or as part of the mechanism itself.

 The Neural Crest and the Healthy 
and Diseased Brain

The neural crest is a population of cells which 
arise from the dorsal neural tube through a process 
of epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition and sub-
sequent delamination. They are highly motile, and 
have been found to contribute to diverse neural and 
non-neural cell types in very different tissues.

Some cranial neural crest cells, known as facial 
neural crest cells (FNCCs), are originated from the 
neural tube in between the posterior diencephalon 
and rhombomere 2 levels, and have been shown to 
lack Hox genes expression and to express Six pro-
teins (Six1, Six2 and Six4) [37]. FNCCs have been 
found to give rise to the mesenchymal progenitors 
which originate the facial bones, and to the menin-
ges of the forebrain, as well as to the perivascular 
smooth muscle cells and pericytes of the face and 
forebrain [38–40]. Interestingly, it was recently 

suggested that head ectomesenchyme is derived 
from E-cadherin+ non-neural ectoderm cells, 
placed adjacent to neural ectoderm, which start to 
express Sox9 and delaminate before neuroectoder-
mal cells; however, although showing different 
properties both neural- and non-neural-ectoderm-
derived delaminating cells could be regarded as 
neural crest cells (NCCs) [41]. FNCCs migrating 
rostrally were found to be required for the genera-
tion of telencephalic vesicles as well as of the tha-
lamic and pre-tectal nuclei. Their ablation was 
shown to disrupt brain organizers, resulting in the 
loss of Fgf8 expression in the anterior neural ridge 
(ANR) and loss of dorsal Wnt and ventrolateral 
expansion of Shh domains [38]. Some of the 
molecular mechanisms involved in FNCC- 
mediated induction of the forebrain have been 
recently described: FNCCs express Dkk1 and 
Cerberus, two modulators of Wnt1, which under 
the control of Smad1 (also expressed by FNCCs) 
stimulate Foxg1 expression in the forebrain (a 
transcriptional factor required for telencephalic 
development) and regulate Otx2 and Foxa2 bal-
ance at the diencephalic/mesencephalic boundary 
[38]. FNCC-derived mesenchymal cells require 
Wnts to proliferate, and mesenchymal cell expan-
sion has been found to induce cortical midline 
invagination and lateral ventricle formation [39]. 
Thus, alterations in Foxg1 and Otx2 expression 
caused by deficiencies in FNCCs would probably 
be involved in the generation of some atypical Rett 
syndromes and other related disorders [38].

It is worth noting that Nakajima and collabora-
tors, by using Wnt1-cre and Wnt1-GAL4 double 
transgenic mice, were able to find a psychiatric 
abnormal behavior phenotype (i.e., increased loco-
motor activity, reduced social interaction, and 
impaired short-term spatial memory and nest-build-
ing activity) in animals with defects in NCCs [42]. 
These mice show irregularities in the trajectory of 
cholinergic and glutamatergic fibers connecting the 
medial habenula nucleus of the thalamus with the 
interpeduncular nucleus of the midbrain tegmen-
tum. Interestingly, the habenula has been involved 
in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia [42].

Schizophrenia, considered to be a disease orig-
inated in a deficient formation of forebrain neuro-
nal circuits rather than a degenerative one, shows 
frequent association with craniofacial as well as 
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limb and heart malformations in selected adult 
patient populations suffering from velo- cardio- 
facial syndrome (VCFS), with involvement of 
retinoic acid (RA) signaling [43, 44]. The retinoic 
acid produced by the frontonasal NCC-dependent 
mesenchyme has been found to be required for 
proper forebrain development [43]. Thus, a defi-
ciency in NCC migration and in the lack of 

required RA levels might explain some defects in 
facial appearance as well as in neural develop-
ment, and in the establishment of neuronal con-
nections in the forebrain of those patients 
(Fig. 11.1). Previous findings suggest that defi-
ciencies in NCCs might cause or be involved in 
the origin of certain cases of autism and 
schizophrenia.
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Fig. 11.1 Neural crest migration and schizophrenia. 
Schematic figure showing the dynamics in Nedd9 expres-
sion in trunk premigratory and migratory neural crest cells 
(NCCs) which, being induced by dermamyotome-derived 
retinoic acid (RA), is required for their efficient migratory 
behavior (a). Note that Nedd9 is transiently expressed in the 
neural tube roof (before NCC delamination), and later on is 
confined to multipotent premigratory and migratory NCCs 
(see cells with their cytoplasm depicted in red, outside of the 
neural tube). Nedd9 is sharply downregulated when migrat-
ing NCCs become restricted to the neuronal lineage (see a 
cell with nucleus depicted in green, expressing Brn3a and 
Ngn2) at E9-E9.5 in mouse embryos and equivalent stage in 
chicken. (b) Facial NCCs (FNCCs) are composed by early 
delaminated non-neural ectoderm cells which give rise to 
the frontonasal mesenchyme. This structure produces RA, 
which is required for neural ectoderm- derived FNCCs, cells 
which might also depend on Nedd9 expression for their 
motility. Deficiencies in FNCC migration would result in 

decreased Foxg1 levels (the master transcriptional regulator 
in forebrain development) and in the ventralization of the 
most rostral part of the brain, thus affecting the thalamic and 
pre-tectal nuclei. Such features could be involved in some 
schizophrenia cases. (c) At E10.5 and equivalent stages in 
chicken, Nedd9 is expressed in the boundary cap and in the 
multipotent Sox2+ NCCs located at the periphery of the dor-
sal root ganglia. It is downregulated as soon as NCCs 
become restricted to the neuronal or glial lineages. From 
E12.5 on, neural crest-derived cells no longer express 
Nedd9, although some glia progenitors named as Schwann 
cell precursors (SCPs) continue migrating through growing 
peripheral nerves. Some SCPs detach from nerves, and 
shortly afterward they turn on MITF expression (a master 
transcriptional factor regulator of melanocytes develop-
ment): see cells depicted with red nuclei. Note that some late 
neural crest cells migrating through the dorsolateral route 
are also a source of melanocytes. Derivatives of SCPs as 
they are known today are listed
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 The Retinoid Acid 
and the Migratory Capacity 
of Neural Crest Cells

The motile capacity of NCCs has been shown to 
depend on the RA-dependent induction of Nedd9 
expression [45]; (Fig. 11.1). Nedd9 (also known 
as HEF1 and Cas-L; a name which stands for 
neural precursor cell expressed, developmentally 
down-regulated 9) is a scaffolding protein, mem-
ber of the Crk-associated substrate (CAS) family, 
involved in the beta1-integrin signaling pathway, 
and frequently localized in focal adhesions and 
found associated with FAK and the Abl kinase. In 
addition, it has been found expressed in the cen-
trosome and in the mitotic spindle during mitosis. 
It has been suggested that this protein may play a 
role in cell adhesion and migration, apoptosis, 
and cell cycle.

Nedd9 was first reported by Kumar et al. 
[46] by performing subtraction cloning experi-
ments with the aim of identifying genes highly 
expressed in the brain during development. 
Nedd9 was shown to induce upregulation of 
matrix metalloproteinases, ephrin ligands and 
receptors, and the NRG receptor ErbB2; never-
theless, both its pathway–target specificity and 
how those genes are activated remain unknown 
[47]. Cell adhesion was found to trigger the 
conversion of Nedd9 isoforms from p105 into 
p115, which reflects the serine/threonine phos-
phorylation state and is associated with integ-
rin receptor activation and cytoskeleton 
organization [47].

In embryonic stem cells, Nedd9 promoter was 
found to be co-occupied by Sox2 and Nanog, 
which would suggest its involvement in stem-cell 
behavior [47]. By means of a screening based on 
a degenerate PCR approach looking at a 
homeobox- sequence containing proteins highly 
enriched in the neural tube and the DRG at inter-
mediate stages of mouse development, Aquino 
et al. [48] were able to clone a 498 bp corre-
sponding to a fragment in the C-terminal domain 
of Nedd9. Interestingly, by in-situ hybridization 
and immunohistochemistry analyses Nedd9 was 
found to be expressed in multipotent progenitors 

(able to give rise to all common tissue-specific 
derivatives) of diverse tissues, including the CNS 
and the PNS [48].

Moreover, during early CNS development, 
Nedd9 is expressed in the ventricular zone of the 
neural tube, from the diencephalon to the caudal 
spinal cord axial levels [48]. Nedd9 expression is 
further upregulated in dorso-ventral neural tube 
domains of multipotent cells, giving rise to Ngn2+ 
neuronal progenitors in the CNS. Interestingly, 
these regions are those which show further 
growth at early neural tube morphogenesis (E10- 
E12 in mouse; Fig. 11.1). Considering the 
described role of Nedd9 in the migratory and/or 
mitosis behavior, whether or not Nedd9 higher 
expression in such progenitor domains could be 
associated with tissue morphogenesis remains to 
be addressed. It is worth noting that Ngn2+ pro-
genitors are among the first neuronal precursors 
to be born in the CNS. Finally, considering that 
RA-mediated Nedd9 upregulation makes NCCs 
responsive to integrin as well as to other pro- 
migratory signals, it might probably be involved 
in the onset of their frontward migration within 
the head.

With regard to the PNS, Nedd9 is induced in 
neural tube roof by the time of neural crest 
delamination as well as at the onset of their 
migration through the sclerotome. Consistent 
with recent reports confirming the multipotency 
of the majority of premigratory and migratory 
neural crest cells [49], most of them were found 
to co-express Sox10 and Nedd9 [45]. Thus, 
maintenance of multipotency in NCCs is proba-
bly required for their migratory behavior 
(Fig. 11.1).

It is worth noting that Nedd9 is downregulated 
as soon as cells become restricted to any of neural 
lineages in the CNS as well as in the PNS, and 
consistent with that it was not found to be 
expressed in the NCC lineage at E12.5 and there-
after. Gain of function of Nedd9 in chicken, by 
forced expression of its full length, enhances the 
migratory behavior of NCCs, whereas Nedd9 
knockdown was found to inhibit their emigration 
from the neural tube and the migratory capacity 
of NCCs once delaminated. Similar results were 
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obtained in boundary cap neural crest stem cells 
(bNCSCs) by performing in-vitro assays. The 
reduced Sox10/Nedd9 expression levels found in 
first Ngn2+/Brn3a+ migrating NCCs, which cor-
respond to neuronal precursors biased to the sen-
sory fate, might suggest a role for Nedd9 
downregulation in the formation of the DRG 
through a reduction in their migratory properties.

Nedd9 function in the migratory behavior of 
multipotent NCCs was found to be dependent on 
integrin ligands, since NCCs were only able to 
efficiently spread in laminin, and Nedd9 siRNA 
caused a significant reduction in cell spreading 
area when compared to control. Consistently, 
while the majority of scrambled siRNA-targeted 
NCCs showed a migratory phenotype, cells 
became mostly stationary when Nedd9 was 
knocked-down [45]. In addition and as was 
expected, Nedd9 loss-of-function resulted in 
decreased frequency of focal complexes and 
actin filaments and the rare appearance of stress 
fibers in NCCs, which are all signs of their hypo-
morphic migratory phenotype.

In-vivo quantification analyses of Nedd9 
expression levels during NCCs development sug-
gested that it is induced by a signal derived from 
the dermamyotome, since a peak in Nedd9 
immunoreactivity was found in migrating cells 
located close to the dermamyotome dorsal lip, 
and these levels decreased in cells which have 
migrated further down this landmark (Fig. 11.1). 
Indeed, when neural tube explants were incu-
bated for 6 h in culture medium supplemented 
with different inducible factor candidates and/or 
their antagonists/inhibitors (all-trans retinoic 
acid at low and high levels, citral, BMP4, Noggin, 
FGF8, Shh, Wnt3a, Wnt3a plus BMP4, Wnt5a or 
none—control) RA was found to be the only fac-
tor likely able to induce Nedd9 expression. 
Several experimental outcomes support this 
statement: (1) the highest Nedd9 expression lev-
els were obtained in our in-vitro model system 
when explants were cultured in presence of high 
retinoic acid, (2) upon citral treatment (an inhibi-
tor of retinoic acid biosynthesis), Nedd9 was 
down-regulated in NCCs when compared to con-
trol condition, and (3) retinoic acid injection in 

pregnant mothers up-regulated Nedd9 expression 
in trunk neural crest of E9.5 mouse embryos after 
6 h of treatment. A minor increase in Nedd9 
expression was seen for FGF8, Wnt3a, and Shh 
treatments when compared to controls; however, 
this could eventually be explained by direct or 
indirect Nedd9 expression regulation and/or a 
role played by these factors in maintaining the 
multipotent status of NCCs in vitro. Results 
 suggesting retinoic acid induction of Nedd9 in 
NCCs are also consistent with dynamic changes 
in in- vivo Nedd9 expression patterns [47]. It is 
known that the expression of Raldh2, the main 
enzyme synthesizing retinoic acid in the trunk, 
increases in a posterior-to-anterior fashion in 
somites and peaks at the level of somite dissocia-
tion into dermamyotome and sclerotome. And 
consistently, and since Nedd9 is involved in NCC 
motility, first NCCs migrating down through the 
rostral half of the somite do so at this very same 
trunk level.

In conclusion, a retinoic acid regulation of 
Nedd9 expression probably gives multipotent 
NCCs the competence to respond to extracellular 
signals and to initiate migration through the 
sclerotome in an integrin-dependent manner. 
Nedd9 might exert its effects in NCCs through 
regulation of focal complexes and actin fila-
ments, required for cell adhesion and spreading 
and for the development of traction forces which 
altogether drive motility.

 Schwann Cells in the Injured 
Central Nervous System

Schwann cells are one of the NCC–glia deriva-
tives which can be found associated with one or 
several axons, depending on whether they corre-
spond to a myelinating or to a non-myelinating 
phenotype, respectively. Apart from their support-
ive role to axons and myelin production, Schwann 
cells have also been shown to be able to: (1) present 
antigens and produce immunologically- relevant 
cytokines (in certain cases); (2) modulate neuro-
muscular synapse formation, actively respond to 
neurotransmitters, and repair the neuromuscular 
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junction; (3) modulate pain, and (4) regulate the 
activity of haemopoietic stem cells [50]. 
Interestingly, Schwann-like cells were shown to 
contribute to remyelination in the CNS in demy-
elinating injury models and in multiple sclerosis. 
Moreover, some of the Schwann-like cells were 
found to originate from OPCs (the NG2-glia; 
[51]). In addition, neural progenitor cells from 
the subventricular zone might possibly give rise 
to some Sox10+/GFAP+ Schwann like-cells, an 
issue which requires further examination [52]. In 
fact, a week after injury some Sox2+/Sox10+ cells 
were found within the ependymal layer of the 
spinal cord central channel, which could consist 
of progenitors capable of originating Schwann-
like cells (47; Fig. 11.2). Interestingly, 9 days 
after weight- drop injury many Sox10+/Sox2+ 
cells could be found rostrally to the injury core 
(47; Fig. 11.2). CNS-derived Schwann cells show 
properties which differ from those of NCC-
derived ones, and resemble those of OPCs, such 
as: (1) they express higher levels of O4/A2B5 
and lower levels of S100 expression; (2) they dis-
play prominent outward rectifier KD currents, 
and (3) their K+ currents are more efficiently 
inhibited by broad-spectrum potassium channel 
blockers (TEA, Ba2+; [53]). Some of them might 
also correspond to previously reported aldyno-
glial Schwann cells [54].

Schwannosis is a very frequent feature after 
contusion, transection/hemisection or photochem-
ical insult of the spinal cord, and it is characterized 
by the invasion and growth of peripheral nerve ele-
ments, including axons and Schwann cells [55, 
56]. In such injuries, in the long-term, CNS axons 
are mainly remyelinated by Schwann cells, while 
oligodendrocytes remain largely unable to do it in 
the absence of astrocytes [57, 58]. It has been 
shown that Schwann cells can myelinate CNS 
axons only when they are demyelinated or grow-
ing [59]. Moreover, p75+ Schwann cells, which 
can interact and ensheath axons in a 1:1 relation-
ship, have been observed filling the epicentre of 
the injury after grafting of olfactory ensheathing 
cells, exogenous Schwann cells, and bone marrow 
stromal cells [47, 56]. In such cases, central axons 
were found to be partially enwrapped by P0+ 
myelin (Fig. 11.2). Interestingly, in a weight-drop 
injury experimental model in rat and after grafting 

of exogenous bNCSC-derived Schwann cells, 
endogenous Schwann cells were found to invade 
the epicenter of the injury in its anterior border and 
then to grow and migrate toward the posterior 
stump of the injury core, concomitantly to regen-
erating axons (47, 56; Fig. 11.2). Moreover, 
recruitment of endogenous p75+/ Sox10+/ Sox2−/ 
S100+/low Schwann-like cells toward the dorsal 
funiculus rostrally to, and within the injury core 
was enhanced in animals treated with bNCSC- 
Schwann cells when compared to vehicle- controls, 
and this was found to be associated with a reduc-
tion in OX42+-activated macrophages and with a 
less atrophic dorsal funiculus (Fig. 11.2). These 
cells were found to increase in numbers over time, 
thus being able to reach the distal stump by 
2 weeks after bNCSC-Schwann cells grafting. By 
then, few Sox2+/Sox10− astrocyte- like cells appear 
in association with p75+ cells at the middle of the 
injury core. Finally, few neurofilament (NF)+ / 
PGP9.5+ axons were found to be in contact with 
p75+ while most of them lack PGP9.5 expression, 
which is probably a sign that only few peripheral 
axons invade the spinal cord or that most of axons 
belong to cortical motorneurons which have regen-
erated though the injury core in association with 
Schwann-like cells.

Whether or not some of these endogenous 
Schwann cells could have originated from CNS 
progenitors at the ependymal layer or from OPCs 
in the context of traumatic injuries remains to be 
addressed. In this regard, Barnabé-Heider and 
collaborators performed lineage tracing studies 
using different transgenic mice, identifying con-
tribution of cells to the injury site originated from 
the ependymal layer (Foxj1-CreER mice), astro-
cytes (Cx30-CreER mice) or OPCs (Olig2- 
CreER mice) [60]. However, since the authors 
removed part of the dorsal funiculus without 
affecting root entry/exit zones (thus avoiding for-
mation of cystic cavities) and they used markers 
which could be also expressed in CNS-derived 
Schwann-like cells, such as NG2, new studies are 
required to address the extent of Schwannosis vs 
CNS origin of glial subtypes, including Schwann- 
like cells, repopulating injured spinal cord areas 
in a more common scenario.

Kaneko and collaborators have shown that long-
term inhibition of semaphorin3A (Sema3A) was 
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Fig. 11.2 Schwann/Schwann-like cells in spinal cord 
regeneration. These representative microphotographs show 
changes in cellular subpopulations as well as axonal regen-
eration through the injured area, in a rat weight-drop model. 
Unless stated, pictures were taken from saggital sections of 
the spinal cord. Most of them correspond to animals treated 
with mouse Rosa26 boundary cap neural crest stem cell-
derived Schwann cells (bNCSCs). In most cases, grafted 
cells die shortly after transplantation. Nevertheless, only 
when injected alive were they able to induce changes result-
ing in significant improvements in BBB locomotor score 
studies. (a) A composite image showing rostral aspects of the 
injury zone (9 days after injury and 2 days after bNCSC 
grafting). Note the significant increase in the density of 
Sox2+/Sox10+ oligodendrocyte progenitor-like cells (empty 
arrowheads) within the spinal cord parenchyma at less 
affected and anatomically more conserved areas of the spinal 
cord. In addition, Sox2+/Sox10+ cells are found within the 
ependymal layer (arrows, a layer which is disorganized after 
injury; see higher magnifications images of insets at the 
upper-right corner). RIP is a marker of oligodendrocytes. 
Scale bar: 200 μm. (b) Changes in endogenous cellular pop-
ulations in between two (upper panel) and 14 (lower panel) 
days after cellular transplantation in rostral (left), middle 
(central) and caudal (right) regions within the injury core. 
Note that the density of axons (arrows, immunolabeled using 
antibodies against neurofilament -NF- 160KDa and 200 KDa 
epitopes) and of associated Sox2−/Sox10+ glia (empty arrow-
heads) are increased at all regions analyzed with time. In 
addition, while few axons could be observed at the middle 
and only debris are seen at distal/caudal regions of the injury 

zone at early time points analyzed, they are increased in 
numbers and appear forming bundles at both regions at later 
time points, suggestive of spinal cord regeneration. Scale 
bars: 50 μm. (c) Representative figures showing endogenous 
Sox2−/ Sox10+/p75+ glial cells (arrows) at central aspects of 
the injury core at 2, 7, and 14 days after cellular transplanta-
tion. Note the increase in the density of these cells with time, 
and their organization in bundle-like structures (consistent 
with b). These cells are probably derived from a Schwannosis 
process, although some of them might originate from spinal 
cord progenitors (see a), a matter that requires further stud-
ies. Scale bars: 50 μm). (d) Many Sox10+ cells at the middle 
of the injury core (14 days after bNCSC grafting) were also 
P0+ (and thus peripheral Schwann cells which have invaded 
the spinal cord) and were able to remyelinate axons (arrows) 
or served as scaffolds for axonal regrowth (empty arrows; in 
green). Note also the presence of Sox10+/P0− cells (empty 
arrowheads) which could in part be derived from spinal cord 
progenitors. Scale bar: 20 μm). (e, f) Pictures from transver-
sal sections of the spinal cord proximal (rostrally) to the 
injury zone immunostained for p75. Note the increase in the 
abundance of Schwann/Schwann-like cells in the dorsal 
funiculus of bNCSC-treated animals (arrows). Scale bars: 
100 μm. (g, h) The increase in Sox10+/p75+ glia in the dorsal 
funiculus at similar axial levels was accompanied by a reduc-
tion in OX42+-activated microglia/macrophages. Scale bars: 
100 μm. (i) Glia invading the center of the injury core after 
bNCSC grafting are S100+/low (empty or filled arrows, respec-
tively). Scale bar: 20 μm. (j) Some of the Sox2−/Sox10+ glia 
express RIP at low levels (arrows) and few of them are asso-
ciated with PGP9.5+ axons
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able to enhance spinal cord regeneration after com-
plete spinal cord transection at the Th8 lamina level 
in rat [61]. The Sema3A inhibitor used, SM-216289, 
was found to enhance axonal regeneration (mainly 
of neuropilin-1+ axons, including serotoninergic 
raphe–spinal tract ones) and to reduce cavity vol-
ume in the injured spinal cord. Interestingly, most 
of the regenerated axons in the experimental group 
were remyelinated by cells with peripheral-type 
properties, i.e., presence of Schwann cells, perineu-
ria, and basal lamina, a feature rarely seen in con-
trol animals. Thus, and with support from in-vitro 
assays, the authors concluded that this treatment 
was able to enhance Schwann cell migration all 
through the spinal cord injury zone. Thus, the inva-
sive behavior of Schwann cells and/or Schwann 
cell precursors (SCPs; [62]), as a natural common 
phenomenon after spinal cord injury, might proba-
bly play a significant role for future therapeutic 
strategies with the aim of enhancing CNS regener-
ation. Nevertheless, undesired side-effects of pro-
moting such processes, such as the formation of 
Schwannomas or the possible development of neu-
ropathic pain, would require further analyses [56].

 The Multipotency of Schwann Cell 
Precursors

One of the latest discoveries in the neural crest 
research field, the unexpected multipotency and 
high plasticity of the so-called SCPs, has greatly 
increased our knowledge on developmental biol-
ogy and opened new ways for regenerative medi-
cine. SCPs are the first stage in Schwann cell 
differentiation lineage of some of the postmigra-
tory NCCs. They are found in association with 
growing axons, which correspond to recently 
born peripheral sensory neurons and spinal cord 
motorneurons, and at their growth cone tip [63]. 
They are characterized by novel expression of 
proteolipid protein (PLP), brain fatty acid- 
binding protein (BFABP), P0, and Cadherin-19, 
among other markers. Interestingly, such postmi-
gratory committed neural crest cells coexpress-
ing P0 and PMP22 obtained for instance from the 
dorsal root ganglia were found to be able to dif-
ferentiate in vitro into neurons and glia [64]. 

SCPs and satellite glial cells (another peripheral 
glia subtype, found in association with peripheral 
neuronal soma in ganglia), from postmigratory 
neural crest cells or from boundary cap neural 
crest cells (localized at the neural tube-nerve root 
entry/exit zone), would probably differ from each 
other in the factors specifying them [65].

By performing mouse genetic lineage-tracing 
experiments as well as nerve ablation and in vivo 
chicken electroporation studies, Adameyko and 
collaborators showed that SCPs are also a source 
of a significant proportion of skin melanocytes 
[66]. Interestingly, shortly after SCP detachment 
from growing axon tips and if they do not contact 
neuronal projections shortly after again, they 
would start expressing MITF and undergo mela-
nocytic differentiation (Fig. 11.1). Thus, in the 
absence of axonal NRG1 signals (required for 
subsequent steps of Schwann cell differentiation, 
[67] SCPs become melanoblasts, provided that 
they find sufficient levels of survival growth fac-
tors [such as insulin growth factor-like 1 (IGF-1), 
platelet-derived growth factor, PDGF, or hepato-
cyte growth factor, HGF]. In the same article, the 
authors wonder themselves whether after injury 
myelinating Schwann cells might regain the 
capacity to undergo dedifferentiation and subse-
quently generate pigment cells in the absence of 
NRG1. With this aim, they performed right sci-
atic nerve axotomy on Krox20-Cre-YFP mice, 
with ligation of the proximal stump nerve end in 
order to avoid regeneration. They also dissected 
out a 0.5 cm fragment distally to the axotomy and 
sutured it to the underlying muscle. Two months 
later, animals were sacrificed, and many YFP+ 
were seen in the nerve fragment and in the dermis 
of the ipsilateral experimental animals flank, thus 
confirming their hypothesis.

A few years later, two independent groups 
reported that parasympathetic neurons (which 
constitute one of the two divisions of the auto-
nomic nervous system) originate from FOXD3+/ 
p75NTR+/ ErbB3+/ Cadherin-19+/ PLP+/ Phox2B+ 
SCPs [68, 69]. And even more recently, SCPs 
recruited to the gut through pelvic nerve innerva-
tion were shown to be the source of postnatally 
born neurons of the enteric nervous system [70]. 
Most of these SCP-derived neurons are calretinin+ 
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and are present in both the myenteric and submu-
cosal ganglia of the large intestine. Moreover, 
SCP-specific Ret ablation causes oligogangliono-
sis of the terminal region of the colon, which 
might require higher levels of Ret expression for 
their survival and development. Such results 
likely suggest a role for SCPs in Hirschsprung 
disease-related disorders.

Interestingly, SCPs were also shown to origi-
nate endoneural fibroblasts and mesenchymal 
stromal cells in the teeth [65, 71, 72], thus 
expanding the multipotency of these cells toward 
some mesoderm-like derivatives (Fig. 11.1).

Neurospheres obtained from different periph-
eral organs were shown to be able to originate 
CNS cell types, including myelinating oligoden-
drocytes [73]. Interestingly, p75+/ Sox10+/ Nestin+ 
human skin progenitor cells with competence to 
originate neural lineages were recently shown to 
express SCP markers [74]. Thus, SCP plasticity 
might eventually help in the future to explain cer-
tain features previously reported in developmen-
tal biology and, for example, the multipotency/
pluripotency-like properties of certain stem-like 
cells [75]. Finally, it remains to be addressed 
whether or not the differentiation potential of 
SCPs might depend on their cranial/peripheral 
NCC origin [76], and in the latter it might vary 
according to whether they are derived from 
boundary cap/no boundary cap cells [67, 77] and/
or if they are close/distant to the CNS/DRG [78]. 
In this regard, during embryonic development, 
boundary cap neural crest-derived cells were 
recently shown to migrate along peripheral nerves 
and to contribute to p75+/ Sox10+/ Nestin+ human 
skin progenitor cells [79].

 Concluding Remarks

Thanks to advancements in technology as well as 
in the developmental biology, molecular biology, 
and neuroscience fields we can now understand 
better the important role played by the glia in the 
CNS health and disease. Our new knowledge, 
which also includes crucial aspects of stable 
changes in gene activity through epigenetic mod-
ifications, introduce much more complexity in 

brain function and at the same time it gives us 
more tools to be able to uncover it. In addition, 
even the neural crest, which was previously disre-
garded in considering affections of the CNS, has 
been found to be crucial in no less than the devel-
opment of the cerebral cortex and of some tha-
lamic and pre-tectal nuclei. Therefore, defects in 
facial neural crest migration, probably involving 
a reduction in RA-mediated Nedd9 expression 
levels through insufficient development of neuro-
nal circuits, are now considered as playing a role 
in some cases of autism and schizophrenia. 
Moreover, the Schwann cells (a subtype of neural 
crest-derived glia) which could also possibly be 
generated from CNS progenitors invade the spi-
nal cord after traumatic injury. Furthermore, 
experimental evidence suggests that if this pro-
cess called Schwannosis is enhanced, significant 
behavioral improvements as well as regeneration 
rates could be achieved. Finally, during normal 
embryonic and/or adult development, Schwann 
cell precursors have recently been shown to also 
give rise to endoneural fibroblasts, pigment cells 
of the skin, parasympathetic neurons, teeth mes-
enchymal stem cells, and enteric neurons, and 
eventually to other cell types. Thus, new ways are 
being opened for better understanding pathologi-
cal CNS origin and states and for using neural 
cells, for example, maybe from the adult skin, as 
a source of multipotent progenitors with unex-
pected plasticity, in new regenerative medicine 
approaches.
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Induced Apoptosis: Emerging 
Mitochondrial Role
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Abstract

Glutamate is a key neurotransmitter in the central nervous system; how-
ever, excessive levels may produce neurotoxicity and the development of 
neurodegenerative diseases. Multiple mechanisms underlying glutamate- 
induced neurotoxicity have been discussed recently. Apoptosis is also a 
regulated process inherent to normal cellular brain development and/or 
maintenance. Nevertheless, a clear deregulation of the mitochondrial respi-
ratory mechanism has been described in patients with neurodegeneration. 
Thus, a growing body of evidence suggests involvement of oxidative stress, 
inflammation, and apoptosis in neurodegenerative diseases. To highlight 
this, nitric oxide, an atypical neurotransmitter synthesized and released on 
demand by post-synaptic neurons, has many important implications for 
nerve cell survival and differentiation. Moreover, apoptosis induction or 
inhibition by nitric oxide may be explained by several mechanisms involv-
ing the expression/localization of the enzymatic precursors, bioavailability, 
and/or possible protein interaction. Consequently, synaptogenesis, synapse 
elimination, and neurotransmitter release are modulated by nitric oxide. 
Finally, of particular interest to current understanding, an emergent role of 
nitric oxide pathways has been discussed in relation to neurotoxicity from 
glutamate-induced apoptosis. These findings suggest that nitric oxide path-
way modulation could prevent oxidative damage to neurons by apoptosis 
inhibition. This chapter discusses the emergent aspects of nitric oxide–
mediated signaling in the brain, and how they can be related to  neurotoxicity 
and the development of neurodegenerative diseases.
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 Introduction

In 1950, Awapara et al. discovered the gamma 
aminobutyric acid (GABA), which is also usually 
an inhibitory neurotransmitter. GABA acts like a 
brake to the excitatory neurotransmitters that 
lead to anxiety. Thus, by managing GABA trans-
mission, medicine has a tool to treat anxiety. On 
the other hand, glutamate (discovered by Ikeda in 
1907) is an excitatory relative of GABA. It is the 
most common neurotransmitter in the central 
nervous system—as much as half of all neurons 
in the brain—and is especially important with 
regard to memory. It is also of interest that gluta-
mate is actually toxic to neurons, and an excess 
will kill them [1]. Brain damage or a stroke 
sometimes lead to an excess and cause many 
more brain cells to die than the original trauma. 
Many researchers believe that it may also be 
responsible for quite a variety of diseases of the 
nervous system, and they are looking for ways to 
minimize its effects. Glutamate was discovered 
by Ikeda of Tokay Imperial University in 1907; 
however, it took decades for Usherwood to iden-
tify glutamate as a neurotransmitter in locusts.

Multiple mechanisms underlying glutamate- 
induced neurotoxicity have been proposed 
recently. With regard to this, current evidence 
highlights decoupling in the mitochondrial respi-
ratory chain [2, 3]. This is consistent, since it is 
known that glutamate transmission is strongly 
dependent on calcium homeostasis and on mito-
chondrial function [4]. Moreover, apoptosis is a 
regulated process inherent to normal cellular 
brain development and/or maintenance. 
Nevertheless, a clear deregulation of the mito-
chondrial respiratory mechanism has been 
described in patients with neurodegeneration 
associated to an increase of oxidative stress [5–
7]. In relation to this, several hypotheses have 
been proposed for neurotoxicity. These suggest 
mitochondrial dysfunctions and oxidative stress 

linked to glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity [8, 
9]. Accordingly, glutamate excitotoxicity, oxida-
tive stress, and mitochondrial dysfunctions are 
common features leading to neuronal death in 
cerebral ischemia, traumatic brain injury, 
Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s disease, 
Alzheimer’s disease, and amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis [10]. In addition, a growing set of obser-
vations points to mitochondrial dysfunction, oxi-
dative damage, and chronic inflammation as 
common pathognomonic signs of a number of 
neurodegenerative diseases [11]. However, mito-
chondrial disease may be a primary event in neu-
rodegeneration, contributing to oxidative stress 
and apoptosis, or it may be caused by other cel-
lular processes.

Particularly relevant for neurodegenerative 
processes is the relationship between mitochon-
dria and nitric oxide (NO). NO, a common but 
short living product of nitrogen metabolism, is 
now understood to participate as a regulatory fac-
tor in a diverse array of physiological functions, 
from the control of vascular resistance up to act-
ing as a neurotransmitter mediating inflammatory 
processes [12]. Regulation of cell number is a 
crucial property of multicellular organisms. 
Every moment billions of cells die to secure the 
functionality of the whole organism. Apoptosis is 
essential to normal development as well as to 
physiological cell turnover. The excess and/or 
defect can manifest across different pathology 
types. NO is a factor involved in apoptosis modu-
lation, but that has produced controversy. 
Principal mechanisms would be cytoprotective 
stress protein, cGMP-dependent protein kinase, 
caspase activity and cytochrome C release. The 
accumulated data indicate that physiologically 
relevant levels of NO contribute to apoptosis bal-
ance. The decision for a cell to undergo apoptosis 
is the result of a shift in the balance between the 
antiapoptotic and proapoptotic forces within a 
cell [13]. Thus, in an original study from Sorokina 
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et al., they demonstrate the ability for NO to oxi-
dize unsaturated fatty acids and the ability of 
serum albumin to bind them after their hydrolytic 
removal, and suggested that the serum albumin- 
induced potentiation of glutamate neurotoxicity 
resulted from exacerbation of the toxic effects of 
NO and other trace radicals on the neuronal 
membranes [14]. In addition, NO alone or in 
cooperation with superoxide anion and peroxyni-
trite is emerging as a predominant effect of neu-
rodegeneration [10]. These and other more recent 
studies have proposed novel neuroprotective 
strategies with selective NO neuronal modula-
tors. These findings suggest that NO pathway 
modulation could prevent oxidative damage to 
neurons by apoptosis inhibition. Moreover, grow-
ing evidence suggests that mitochondrial dys-
function linked to apoptosis bears the key 
responsibility in neurodegenerative diseases [15, 
16]. Given the fact that mitochondria participates 
in diverse cellular processes, including energet-
ics, metabolism, and death, the consequences of 
mitochondrial dysfunction in neuronal cells are 
inevitable.

Finally, the etiology of main neurodegenera-
tive diseases is still unknown, but increasing evi-
dence suggests that glutamate and mitochondria 
are two prominent players in the oxidative stress 
process that underlie these illnesses [17]. 
Moreover, an emergent role of NO pathways 
linked to mitochondrial dysfunction has been dis-
cussed. This is of particular interest to current 
understanding. Its role appears to be related to 
the neurotoxicity from glutamate-induced 
apoptosis

 Nitric Oxide in the Central Nervous 
System: A Key Player

NO, a ubiquitous gaseous signaling molecule, 
participates in the regulation of a variety of 
physiological and pathological processes. Since 
it was first identified (1998 Medicine Nobel 
Prize), growing evidence points to it playing an 
important role in relaxation of blood vessels 
[18]. Furthermore, NO has been demonstrated to 
regulate many biological processes [19–23], 

especially in the central nervous system (CNS) 
[24]. Of the three types of enzymes that produce 
NO in humans, the neuronal type is found almost 
exclusively in the nervous system. The original 
evidence of NO synthesis in the CNS was the 
finding that N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) 
receptor agonists caused the release of a sub-
stance similar to endothelium-derived relaxing 
factor [25]. Later, this was followed by the dem-
onstration of neuronal nitric oxide synthase 
(nNOS) in rat brain [26].

NO is an atypical neurotransmitter, which 
maintains the activities of neural cells and regu-
lates the normal functions of brain. It promotes 
the transfer of nerve signals from one neuron to 
another, maintaining the synaptic strength. Also, 
NO is a relevant regulator on neurogenesis and 
synaptogenesis, producing positive or negative 
effects upon different signal pathways or cellular 
origins and locations [27].

In 1990, Dr. Bredt and collaborators described 
localization of nNOS indicating a neural role for 
NO [28]. They demonstrated nNOS in the brain 
exclusively associated with discrete neuronal 
populations. This was the case of the neural 
innervation of the posterior pituitary, the auto-
nomic nerve fibers in the retina, the cell bodies 
and nerve fibers in the myenteric plexus of the 
intestine, the adrenal medulla, and the vascular 
endothelial cells. Therefore, these transcendental 
findings provide the first conclusive evidence for 
a strong association of NO with neuronal func-
tioning. In addition, several observations 
 suggested that the Ca2

+-dependent postsynaptic 
release of NO may be important in the formation 
and function of the vertebrate nervous system.

NO release is critically related to synaptic 
plasticity, control of cerebral blood flow, and the 
establishment and activity-dependent refinement 
of axonal projections during the later stages of 
development [29].

At the present time, it is well known that NO 
participates in the regulation of a variety of phys-
iological and pathological processes. Generally, 
low concentrations of NO are neuroprotective 
and mediate physiological signaling whereas 
higher concentrations mediate neuroinflamma-
tory actions and are neurotoxic (Fig. 12.1).

12 Nitric Oxide Pathways in Neurotoxicity from Glutamate-Induced Apoptosis
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In relation to neurotoxic effects, some recent 
studies have implicated NO as a critical regulator 
of neuroinflammation, thus suggesting a possible 
role in the pathophysiology of major depressive 
disorder. Also, NO has long been considered part 
of the neurotoxic insult caused by neuroinflam-
mation in the Alzheimer’s brain, although this 
idea is changing. Therefore, this has highlighted a 
compensatory, neuroprotective role for NO that 
protects synapses by increasing neuronal excit-
ability. Here, a potential mechanism for augmen-
tation of excitability by NO via modulation of 
voltage-gated potassium channel activity has been 
suggested [30]. In addition, a low production of 
NO is linked to the pathogenesis of schizophre-
nia. So, an increase in the production of NO might 
constitute a potential treatment for schizophrenia. 
NO donors might be a promising class of com-
pounds for the treatment of schizophrenia. 
Moreover, current analysis shows that both NO 
donors and NOS inhibitors are involved in object 
recognition memory, and suggests that cognition 
impairments might be a promising target for NO 
[31, 32]. In this context, an interesting pharmaco-
logical application supporting evidence for the 
neuroprotective actions of d-arginine (NO donor) 
has recently been discussed. This strategy may be 
used to avoid neurotoxicity induced by high levels 
of glucocorticoids in the CNS. This might be a 
novel way of neutralizing the neurotoxic effects 

of glucocorticoids without compromising their 
positive peripheral actions [33]. However, the 
potential neurotoxicity and the slight therapeutic 
window of NO donors would add a note of 
caution.

 Nitric Oxide Linked to Neurotoxicity 
from Glutamate: Mitochondrial 
Emerging Role

Glutamate is one of the 20 amino acids forming 
part of proteins. It is critical for cell function and 
is not an essential nutrient, because in man it can 
be synthesized from other compounds. It is the 
classic excitatory neurotransmitter in the human 
cortex. Its role as a neurotransmitter is mediated 
by the stimulation of specific receptors, called 
glutamate receptors, which are classified into 
ionotropic (ion channel) and metabotropic recep-
tors (seven transmembrane G protein coupled 
domains). All neurons contain glutamate, but 
only a few use it as a neurotransmitter. Glutamate 
is potentially excitotoxic (Fig. 12.1). Whereas a 
variety of neurotransmitters could potentially 
trigger excitotoxic cell injury, glutamate is 
thought to be the primary contributor because of 
its potent effect on increasing intracellular cal-
cium through ionotropic receptors [34]. 
Therefore, a complex machinery to regulate levels 
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Fig. 12.1 Nitric oxide 
and glutamate linked to 
neurotoxicity. A 
representative overview 
of the interaction 
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glutamate in the central 
nervous system: The 
proposed interaction 
may occur throughout 
the mitochondria
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is active. In this regard, and of special interest, 
the central role played by NO in the CNS has 
been emphasized in the current literature.

In CNS, NO can be originated from at least 
four different sources: the endothelium of cere-
bral vessels, the immunostimulated microglia 
and astrocytes, the nonadrenergic noncholinergic 
nerve, and the glutamate neuron [35]. It should 
be noted that the highest stimulus for the release 
of NO is the activation of NMDA receptors by 
glutamate. Also, the release of NO can also be 
elicited by non-NMDA receptors for glutamate, 
as well as receptors for acetylcholine, angioten-
sin, bradykinin, serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine; 
5-HT), neurotensin, and endothelin [36].

An original report by Dawson et al. established 
that NO mediates the neurotoxicity of glutamate 
[37]. The authors proposed free radical formation 
linked to neurotoxicity, and NO is a reactive free 
radical. According to this, a growing body of evi-
dence suggests involvement of oxidative stress, 
inflammation, and apoptosis in neurodegenerative 
diseases [38–41] (Fig. 12.1). Moreover, apoptosis 
is a regulated process inherent to the normal cel-
lular brain development and/or maintenance; nev-
ertheless a clear deregulation of the mitochondrial 
respiratory mechanism has been described in 
patients with neurodegeneration associated to an 
increase of oxidative stress [42–44].

Toxicity mediated by NO has been controver-
sial. In this sense, Dr. Kiedrowski suggested that 
the neuroprotective properties of a NO donor 
such as sodium nitroprusside (SNP) on gluta-
mate- and NMDA-induced neurotoxicity are not 
due to the release of NO and activation of guanyl-
ate cyclase, but are determined by the ferrocya-
nide portion of the SNP molecule [45]. NO was 
demonstrated to afford protection from NMDA 
receptor-mediated neurotoxicity. This pathway 
for NO regulation of physiological function is not 
via cGMP, but instead involves reactions with 
membrane-bound thiol groups on the NMDA 
receptor-channel complex [46].

NO can react with superoxide to yield per-
oxynitrate, which is extremely reactive [47]. In 
models of macrophage-mediated cytotoxicity, 
NO can complex with the iron–sulfur center of 
enzymes to inactivate them [48]. Because several 

of these enzymes are in the mitochondrial 
electron- transport complex, NO can inhibit mito-
chondrial respiration, diminishing the ability of 
the cells to deal with oxidative stress. Specifically, 
high concentrations of NO irreversibly inhibit 
complexes I, II, III, IV, and V in the mitochondrial 
respiratory chain (Fig. 12.1), whereas physiologi-
cal levels of NO reversibly reduce cytochrome 
oxidase [49]. Also, further evidence was found in 
a study on manganese neurotoxicity. Manganese 
is sequestered in mitochondria, where it inhibits 
oxidative phosphorylation. The exposure to man-
ganese results in important changes. They include 
decreased uptake of glutamate. Increased densi-
ties of binding sites for the “peripheral-type” ben-
zodiazepine receptor may also be observed. This 
is a class of receptor localized in the mitochondria 
of astrocytes, and involved in oxidative metabo-
lism and mitochondrial proliferation. An increased 
uptake of L-arginine, a precursor of NO, together 
with increased expression of the inducible form of 
NOS (iNOS) has also been reported. Accordingly, 
potential consequences include failure of energy 
metabolism, production of reactive oxygen spe-
cies (ROS), and increased extracellular glutamate 
concentration with excitotoxicity effects [50] 
(Fig. 12.1).

The mechanisms of neurotoxicity involve acti-
vation of NMDA receptors by glutamate, produc-
tion of NO by nNOS and iNOS, oxidative injury 
to DNA, and activation of the DNA 
 damage- sensing enzyme poly (ADP-ribose) 
polymerase (PARP). In this sense, the transloca-
tion of a mitochondrial protein apoptosis-induc-
ing factor (AIF) from mitochondria to the nucleus 
depends on PARP activation, and plays an impor-
tant role in excitotoxicity-induced cell death [51]. 
In addition, the accumulation of calcium into 
mitochondria may play a key role as a trigger to 
mitochondrial pathology. In the case of calcium 
overload in neurons, the neurotoxicity of gluta-
mate depends on mitochondrial calcium uptake, 
but the toxicity to mitochondria also requires the 
generation of NO. The calcium increase medi-
ated by NMDA receptor activation is thus associ-
ated with NO, and the combination leads to the 
collapse of mitochondrial membrane potential 
followed by cell death [52].

12 Nitric Oxide Pathways in Neurotoxicity from Glutamate-Induced Apoptosis
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It is clear that glutamate neurotoxicity is medi-
ated, at least in part, by NO and mitochondrial 
damage. However, recently a closely related new 
finding has been postulated. These reports indi-
cate that heat shock protein 70 (Hsp70) upregula-
tion may provide protection in depression by 
downregulation of iNOS protein expression 
through suppression of nuclear factor kappa- 
light- chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF- 
κB) activation [53]. This was validated by Liu 
et al., who used an in-vitro spinal cord injury 
model induced by glutamate treatment. Here, 
treatment with allicin (an organosulfur com-
pound obtained from garlic) significantly attenu-
ated glutamate-induced lactate dehydrogenase 
(LDH) release, loss of cell viability, and apop-
totic neuronal death. Allicin decreased the 
expression of iNOS following glutamate expo-
sure. Moreover, allicin treatment significantly 
increased the expression of Hsp70 [54].

Heat shock proteins (HSP) are a shock- 
induced family of proteins, whose most promi-
nent members are a group of molecules dedicated 
to maintaining the function of other proteins. 
Interestingly, after being exposed to heat shock, 
typical proinflammatory agonists modify the heat 
shock-induced transcriptional program and 
expression of HSP genes, suggesting a complex 
reciprocal regulation between the inflammatory 
pathway and that of the heat shock response. The 
specific task of Hsp70, the most widespread and 
highly conserved HSP, is to protect against 
inflammation through multiple mechanisms. 
Hsp70 modulates inflammatory response, as well 
as downregulating the nuclear factor kappa-light- 
chain-enhancer of activated B cells. Also, a 
decreased expression of renal Hsp70 may con-
tribute to the activation of the toll-like receptor 
4-initiating inflammatory signal pathway. In 
addition, several studies have revealed that Hsp70 
is involved in the regulation of angiotensin II, a 
peptide with proinflammatory activity. Increased 
inflammatory response is generated by nicotin-
amide adenine dinucleotide phosphate oxidase 
(NADPH), following activation by angiotensin 
II. Also, Hsp70 protects the epithelium by modu-
lation of NADPH, a fundamental step in the pro- 
inflammatory mechanism [55].

Inflammation is present in many diseases, 
such as diabetes, obesity, metabolic syndrome, 
impaired glucose tolerance, hypertension, car-
diac disease, and CNS disease [19, 56]. 
Inflammation is connected to mitochondrial dys-
function, overproduction of oxidants, and an 
over-activation of the renin–angiotensin system 
linked to NADPH oxidase activity [57]. In addi-
tion, NO is also associated with inflammation 
linked to mitochondrial dysfunction. Moreover, 
and as mentioned above, reduced NO release 
induces Hsp70 expression [54], mediating bene-
ficial effects against oxidative stress injury, 
inflammation, and apoptosis [19, 58]. Curiously, 
15 years ago, an elevated expression of the genes 
encoding Hsp70 linked to apoptosis or necrosis 
induced by glutamate, was proposed [59]. Later, 
Hsp70 was suggested as a molecular marker of 
neurotoxicity [60]. Accordingly, some chaper-
ones such as the members of the Hsp70 family 
also modulate polyglutamine (polyQ) aggrega-
tion and suppress its toxicity. These findings sug-
gested that an imbalance between the neuronal 
chaperone capacity and the production of poten-
tially dangerous polyQ proteins may trigger the 
onset of polyQ disease [61]. The formation of 
insoluble protein aggregates in neurons is a hall-
mark of neurodegenerative diseases caused by 
proteins with expanded polyQ repeats. In addi-
tion, the more frequent amyloid-related neurode-
generative diseases are caused by a gain of toxic 
function of misfolded proteins. Toxicity in these 
disorders may result from an imbalance between 
normal chaperone capacity and production of 
dangerous protein species. Increased chaperone 
expression can suppress the neurotoxicity of 
these molecules, suggesting possible therapeutic 
strategies [62]. Moreover, the effects of the 
Hsp70 were investigated in tau oligomers and tau 
toxicity linked to neurodegenerative disease. The 
authors illustrated that Hsp70 preferentially binds 
to tau oligomers rather than filaments and pre-
vents the anterograde fast axonal transport inhi-
bition observed with a mixture of both forms of 
aggregated tau [63]. All this evidence strengthens 
the idea that a reduced NO release linked to 
induced Hsp70 expression can mediate benefi-
cial effects against oxidative stress injury, 
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inflammation, and apoptosis, during neurode-
generative and neurotoxicity diseases [64] 
(Fig. 12.1). In addition, abnormalities in NO sig-
naling may constitute a trait-marker related to 
neuroinflammation, which could be explored for 
novel therapeutic targets [65].

Finally, the etiology of main neurodegenera-
tive diseases is still unknown, but increasing evi-
dence suggests that glutamate and mitochondria 
are two key players in the oxidative stress process 
that underlie these illnesses. Moreover, an emer-
gent role of NO pathways linked to mitochondrial 
dysfunction has been proposed. It is of particular 
interest to current understanding. These findings 
were discussed in the section concerning neuro-
toxicity from glutamate-induced apoptosis. Taken 
together, evidence suggests that NO pathways 
modulation could prevent oxidative damage to 
neurons by apoptosis inhibition. The discussion 
remains open on emergent aspects of nitric oxide-
mediated signaling in the brain, and how they can 
be related to neurotoxicity as well as to neurode-
generative diseases development.
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Psychoneuroendocrinological 
and Cognitive Interactions 
in the Interface Between Chronic 
Stress and Depression

Gustavo E. Tafet

Abstract

The role of chronic stress in the origin and development of depression may be 
conceived as the result of different factors, including the impact of current 
environmental stressors and the cumulative effects of stressful experiences 
during early periods of life. It has been shown that chronic stressful experi-
ences, including current and early-life events, may lead to increased activation 
of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis. These changes, including 
increased synthesis and release of Corticotrophin Releasing Hormone (CRH) 
and cortisol, have been also associated with functional changes in certain lim-
bic structures, including increased reactivity of the amygdala and decreased 
activity of the hippocampus, and changes in different monoaminergic sys-
tems, including decreased serotonergic activity, therefore resulting in increased 
vulnerability to stress. Upon exposure to chronic stressful events, as well as 
stressful conditions in early life, other biological factors may also contribute to 
this process, including genetic polymorphisms and epigenetic mechanisms, 
altered immunological responses, and psychological factors, including nega-
tively biased cognitive processing, with the resulting cognitive distortions and 
learned helplessness. This chapter aims to understand the role of these con-
verging factors, the potential interactions between them, and the role they play 
in the interface between chronic stress and the development of depression.
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 Introduction

The links between stress and depression have 
been widely observed, particularly at the clinical 
level, where chronic exposure to different  stressful 
events has been associated with the origin and 
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development of depressive symptoms [1–5]. In 
this regard, different environmental stressors may 
trigger an array of adaptive responses, depending 
on diverse aspects related to the characteristics of 
the stressors and the available resources of each 
individual to cope with them. Psychological 
aspects include all the cognitive processing of 
perceived environmental information, a subjec-
tive appraisal and assessment of potential 
resources, and the resulting coping strategies. 
Biological aspects include all the different com-
ponents of the central nervous system (CNS) 
involved in emotional and cognitive processing, 
and the neural structures involved in the activation 
of adaptive responses, including the autonomic 
nervous system (ANS) and the hypothalamic–
pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis [6, 7]. In this regard, 
adaptive responses should be rapidly activated to 
react effectively during stressful situations and 
efficiently concluded afterward. If these responses 
continue in a prolonged and excessive manner, as 
is observed in chronically stressful conditions, 
they may lead to maladaptive changes, which in 
turn are associated with the origin and develop-
ment of various disorders [1, 6], including differ-
ent anxiety disorders and depression.

 Stress: From the Environment 
to the Brain

Bio-ecological and psycho-social factors are per-
ceived as environmental stressors, and this infor-
mation is transmitted through different sensory 
pathways to specific areas of the CNS, including 
the thalamus, limbic structures, and various corti-
ces. Hence, sensory information may reach the 
amygdala through direct projections from the 
thalamus, or indirectly through cortical connec-
tions. Direct projections provide a primary repre-
sentation of the input, which may be enhanced by 
noradrenergic stimulation from the locus coeru-
leus (LC) to provoke the primary stress response. 
Indirect projections include various cortical 
steps, including primary and higher-order sen-
sory cortices, which create perceptual representa-
tions of environmental stimuli; association 

cortices, where unimodal stimuli are integrated 
into polymodal representations; and transitional 
cortices, including the parahippocampal, perirhi-
nal, and entorhinal areas, which in turn project to 
the hippocampus, where more complex represen-
tations are integrated with contextual cues [8]. 
The hippocampus projects back to cortical areas 
and projects forward to the lateral nucleus of the 
amygdala, as well as the hypothalamic para- 
ventricular nucleus (PVN), where it has been 
shown to play an inhibitory role [9, 10]. In addi-
tion, the hippocampus and transitional cortices 
participate in the formation and retrieval of 
explicit memories, which in turn may also reach 
the amygdala, therefore triggering stress 
responses, playing as internal stressors in the 
absence of any environmental stimuli. Hence, 
direct and indirect pathways converge in the lat-
eral nucleus of the amygdala, which in turn proj-
ects to the basal, accessory basal, and central 
nuclei [11, 12]. This allows an integrated emo-
tional processing, which in turn may be trans-
lated into different outputs to regulate the 
expression of an array of behavioral, autonomic, 
and neuroendocrine responses [13]. These path-
ways include projections to the lateral hypothala-
mus, which may activate the sympathetic 
component of the ANS [14]; projections to the 
dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus, which may 
activate the para-sympathetic component of the 
ANS; and projections to the hypothalamic PVN, 
which can provoke the activation of the HPA axis 
[13, 14].

 Role of the HPA System

It has been shown that activation of the HPA 
axis is initiated in limbic structures, including 
direct projections from the central nucleus of the 
amygdala, or indirectly through the bed nucleus 
of the stria terminals (BNST), which project to 
the hypothalamic PVN [6]. Neurons of the PVN 
synthesize Corticotrophin Releasing Hormone 
(CRH), which is released to the hypophyseal 
portal blood to reach the anterior pituitary, where 
it up-regulates the transcription of the pro- opio- 
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melanocortin (POMC) gene, a common precursor 
for adrenocorticotropin (ACTH) and related pep-
tides, therefore stimulating the release of ACTH 
into the bloodstream. In addition, arginine–vaso-
pressine is also released to reinforce the effect of 
CRH. Hence, ACTH reaches the adrenal cortex, 
where it stimulates the biosynthesis and release of 
glucocorticoids, particularly cortisol, which par-
ticipate in widespread metabolic effects, mostly 
involved in the mobilization of resources aimed 
at improving physiological conditions to success-
fully cope with stressful situations. These steroid 
hormones bind to both mineralocorticoid recep-
tors (MRs or type I) and glucocorticoid receptors 
(GRs or type II), constituting a hormone-receptor 
complex. Upon cortisol binding, these receptors 
undergo conformational changes to facilitate 
their recognition by and subsequent binding to a 
glucocorticoid response element (GRE) located 
in the promoter region of target genes [15], 
therefore activating or deactivating the expres-
sion of various target genes. Up-regulation may 
be achieved through the constitution of homo- 
or hetero- dimers of the cortisol–GRs complex, 
which recognize and bind to GREs [16], bringing 
together other co-factors, constituting a pre-ini-
tiation complex at the promoter region. Down-
regulation may be achieved through binding to 
a negative GRE, as has been described for the 
negative regulation of the POMC gene [17] and 
the CRH gene [18], thereby down-regulating the 
HPA axis. In addition, cortisol may also down-
regulate the HPA axis through binding to GRs 
in the hippocampus, which stimulate inhibitory 
projections to the PVN.

During chronic stress, sustained and persistent 
activation of the HPA system may disrupt physio-
logical mechanisms, including negative- feedback 
loops [15]. Physiological rhythms characterized 
by wide variations, with morning zeniths and eve-
ning nadirs, result in increased levels of cortisol 
and blunted circadian rhythm, reflected in 
increased levels during the evening and mild 
changes in the morning [1]. Therefore, alterations 
in the regulation of the HPA axis, such as those 
observed during chronic stress, may develop into 
different clinical conditions, such as anxiety 

 disorders and depression. Moreover, a significant 
association between stress and depression is now 
well documented [1, 4, 19, 20], where hyperactiv-
ity of the HPA axis, with the consequent hypercor-
tisolism, represents one of the most consistent 
findings in both conditions [21, 22].

 The Role of CRH

It has been shown that CRH plays a critical role in 
the regulation of the HPA axis, which has been 
clearly associated with activation of the hypotha-
lamic PVN in response to stress. More recently, 
CRH-containing neurons have been also described 
in different cortical and subcortical areas, such as 
the central nucleus of the amygdala, participating 
in neural pathways involved in cognitive and 
emotional responses [23, 24]. In this regard, CRH 
projections from the amygdala have been shown 
to exert stimulatory effect on cells of the PVN, 
therefore activating the HPA axis. Reciprocal con-
nections have been described between these CRH 
neurons and aminergic nuclei, such as the LC and 
the raphe nuclei (RN) [3]. They represent path-
ways of reciprocal interaction between the norad-
renergic and the serotonergic systems and the 
HPA axis. All of them are involved in the stress 
response [3, 25]. In this regard, it has been shown 
that CRH projections stimulate NA release in the 
LC [26], with the consequent noradrenergic acti-
vation of the ANS and the HPA axis. It also exerts 
an inhibitory effect on serotonergic neurons in the 
raphe nucleus (RN) [27]. In this manner other 
structures are affected, through serotonergic pro-
jections to the PVN, the amygdala, and the hip-
pocampus [3]. Hence, CRH has been associated 
with the regulation of the serotonergic and the 
noradrenergic systems, which are critically 
involved in mood and anxiety disorders, produc-
ing anxiogenic and depressogenic effects [28]. In 
addition, CRH has been also associated with anxi-
ety and encoding of emotional memories [21, 28], 
therefore demonstrating its critical role in the 
stress response, not only during adulthood, but 
also as an important factor in long-lasting effects 
of early stressful experiences.
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 The Role of Serotonin

It has been shown that serotonin (5-hydroxi- 
triptamine, 5HT) plays a critical role in the patho-
physiology of depression, developing and further 
supporting the serotonergic hypothesis of depres-
sion [29, 30], which associates a deficient or 
altered serotonergic neurotransmission in the 
CNS with the origin and development of depres-
sive symptoms. The serotonergic system has its 
cell groups mainly located in the RN, which proj-
ect to diverse cortical and limbic structures. The 
serotonergic projections to the forebrain origi-
nate mainly in the dorsal (DRN) and medial RN 
(MRN) [31]. The DRN–forebrain tract innervates 
diverse structures, including the amygdala and 
the nucleus accumbens (NAc) [32, 33]. They 
have also been associated with the state of antici-
patory anxiety that plays an adaptive role in situ-
ations of alarm. It contributes to informing the 
amygdala about unpleasant experiences, and par-
ticipates in the regulation of the resulting emo-
tional reactions [10]. Dysfunction of this system 
has been associated with the development of pho-
bic and generalized anxiety disorders [33]. The 
MRN–forebrain tract innervates complementary 
structures, most prominently the dorsal hippo-
campus and the hypothalamus [33, 34], It has 
been associated with tolerance to unpleasant, 
unavoidable, persistent aversive stimuli [35] such 
as those perceived during chronic stress. It is also 
associated with adaptive control on negative 
emotional experiences, generating relaxation, 
satisfaction, and inertia [10]. In consequence, 
dysfunction of this system, particularly involving 
MRN–hippocampal projections, may be associ-
ated with decreased tolerance to aversive stimuli, 
learned helplessness, and subsequent depression 
[33]. In addition, serotonergic neurons in the RN 
have been shown to be also interconnected and 
physiologically integrated with other monoami-
nergic systems, including the noradrenergic and 
dopaminergic [36].

At the molecular level, 5HT is released to the 
synaptic cleft to bind pre- and post-synaptic 5HT 
receptors. The control on serotonergic neurotrans-
mission is exerted by the serotonin transporter 
(5HTT), which is responsible for the reuptake of 

5HT, therefore regulating the concentrations of 
the neurotransmitter and its availability to bind 
and activate its receptors. The 5HTT represents 
the molecular target of various antidepressants, 
such as the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors 
(SSRIs). Therefore, 5HTT blockade by SSRIs is 
expressed into increased concentrations of 5HT in 
the synaptic cleft, leading in turn to increased acti-
vation of 5HT receptors. The efficacy of these 
antidepressants has also been associated with 
adaptive changes produced by its continuous 
administration, including desensitization or 
down-regulation of somato- dendritic 5HT1A auto-
receptors in the RN, and up-regulation of post-
synaptic 5HT1A and desensitization of 5HT2A 
receptors [37]. In addition, it has been shown that 
post-synaptic 5HT1A receptors in different limbic 
structures may be down- regulated or desensitized 
by glucocorticoids or exposure to chronic stress 
[38–40]. Cortisol may inhibit 5HT neurotrans-
mission tonically through binding to MRs, while 
increased levels of cortisol, such as those observed 
during chronic stressful conditions, bind predom-
inantly to GRs, therefore interacting with GREs 
and inhibiting the expression of the 5HT1A gene 
[38]. In addition, it has been shown that cortisol 
may exert a stimulatory effect on 5HT uptake 
in vitro, and this has been attributed to an increased 
expression of the 5HTT gene by cortisol [41], fur-
ther supporting the notion of a reciprocal regula-
tion between the HPA and 5HT systems, and their 
potential interactions in the interface between 
stress and depression.

 The Role of Dopamine

Dopamine (DA) has been also involved in the 
stress responses, including stress-related regula-
tion of the HPA axis, as well as in the pathophysi-
ology of depression [42, 43]. The main groups of 
dopaminergic neurons in the CNS comprise the 
retro–rubro field (A8), the substantia nigra pars 
compacta (A9), and the ventral–tegmental area 
(VTA, A10), which originates the mesolimbic 
(M-L) and mesocortical (M-C) pathways, which 
have been shown to participate in cognitive and 
emotional functions [44]. The M-L pathway 
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reaches the nucleus accumbens (NAc) and other 
limbic structures, such as the amygdala and the 
hippocampus, and participates in the processing 
and reinforcement of rewarding stimuli, the sub-
jective experience of pleasure, and in motivation 
of behavioral responses [10]. The M-C pathway 
reaches the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and the ante-
rior cingulate cortex (ACC), among other struc-
tures. It has been associated with cognitive 
functions such as concentration, working mem-
ory, judgment, planning and execution of behav-
ioral responses [10, 44]. Increased activity of the 
amygdala has been associated with the impact of 
environmental stressors, which has also been 
associated with increased concentration of DA in 
the PFC, hence contributing to giving exagger-
ated salience to relatively mild negative stimuli, 
with the resulting anhedonia [45].

The M-L pathway has been shown to be sensi-
tive to stressful experiences [46]; therefore, expo-
sure to unavoidable or uncontrollable stressors 
may lead to decreased DA release in the NAc and 
impaired response to environmental stimuli, 
which may further lead to the expression and 
exacerbation of depressive symptoms induced by 
stress [42]. It has also been demonstrated that 
altered dopaminergic function is critically 
involved in altered reward processing underlying 
anhedonia [47]. In addition, reciprocal regulation 
has been also observed between the VTA and the 
RN [43], and dopaminergic pathways have been 
also involved in certain regulatory effect on the 
HPA axis.

 The Role of Norepinephrine

The role of norepinephrine (NE) has been also 
recognized in the pathophysiology of affective 
disorders, providing the first aminergic hypothe-
sis of depression [48]. The main group of 
NE-containing neurons in the CNS is located in 
the LC, which sends various projections to differ-
ent cortical and subcortical structures [49], 
including the amygdala, the hippocampus, and 
the PVN [23, 50]. Among these, noradrenergic 
projections to the VTA have been described. 
Here, NE exerts stimulatory effect on DA release. 

Noradrenergic projections to the RN have been 
also described. In this site, NE exerts a regulatory 
effect on 5HT release [49]. Reciprocal regula-
tions between NE and 5HT have been described, 
not only through connections between both 
aminergic systems, but also through limbic struc-
tures, such as the hippocampus [51]. In addition, 
reciprocal connections between NE and CRH 
containing neurons suggest a critical role of the 
LC in the regulation of neural and neuroendo-
crine responses to stress [23].

The LC is activated in response to acute stress-
ors. It induces the resulting release of NE 
throughout different neural structures, thereby 
leading to enhanced arousal and vigilance, in the 
context of adaptive responses to stress [6]. 
Activation of the LC also stimulates the lateral 
hypothalamus, which in turn participates in the 
activation of the sympathetic branch of the 
ANS. This complements the adaptive response to 
stress [23]. During chronic stress a potential dys-
function of the LC has been observed, with the 
consequent decrease in NE release. This fact has 
been associated with some features of learned 
helplessness, as well as problems in cognitive 
functions frequently observed in depression [52]. 
Alteration of the NE system has been also associ-
ated with altered states of arousal [49], com-
monly observed in anxiety disorders and in 
depression.

 The Role of Neurotrophic Factors

Various studies have focused on the role of neuro-
trophic factors in critical neural processes, such as 
neuroplasticity and neurogenesis, with particular 
attention on the neurotrophins (NT). This molecu-
lar group includes the nerve growth factor (NGF), 
the brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), 
NT3, and NT4. Among these, various studies have 
focused on the role of BDNF in the regulation of 
neuroplasticity and neurogenesis, strongly sug-
gesting that decreased levels of BDNF may lead to 
depressive symptoms, whereas up-regulation of 
BDNF has been associated with clinical recovery 
[53]. In this regard, it has been shown that chronic 
stressful situations, with the resulting  hyperactivity 
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of the HPA axis and hypercortisolism, may induce 
atrophy of neurons in the hippocampus, where 
high concentrations of GRs have been described 
[54], and these have been also associated with 
decreased levels of BDNF. Moreover, it has been 
also suggested that increased levels of glucocorti-
coids may be involved in down-regulation of 
BDNF and, on the other hand, it has been shown 
that various antidepressants up-regulated the 
expression of BDNF in the hippocampus [53], 
therefore supporting a potential role for BDNF in 
their mechanism of action [55, 56]. The associa-
tion between the observed up-regulation of BDNF 
in the hippocampus and the successful effects of 
certain antidepressants suggested that the enduring 
effects of antidepressants could be associated with 
neuroplastic changes in the hippocampus, amyg-
dala and PFC, and this could be associated with 
up-regulation of BDNF [53].

It has been shown that the sustained and pro-
longed impact of stressful conditions may lead to 
alteration of limbic structures, such as the amyg-
dala and the hippocampus, therefore affecting 
their projections to the PFC and the ANS, which 
are critically involved in cognitive and emotional 
regulation [57]. Increased activation of the HPA 
axis, with the resulting hypercortisolism, neuro-
plastic, and neurogenetic processes, may result in 
a critical effect on the hippocampus . This may 
lead to altered formation of new cognitions, 
thereby contributing to impair depressogenic 
conditions. Hence, successful antidepressive 
strategies should lead to substantial recovery of 
hippocampal function, with the resulting up- 
regulation of neuroplasticity and increasing neu-
rogenesis. This may be directly achieved through 
increasing levels of 5HT [58], or indirectly, 
through modulation of the HPA axis, and increas-
ing levels of BDNF [53].

 The Role of Cognitive Vulnerability

The link between stress and depression has been 
clearly observed at the clinical level, where cogni-
tive processing plays a critical role. The potentially 
noxious impact of environmental stressors may 
depend on different characteristics related to the 
events, such as length, intensity, and strength of the 

impact, the availability of subjective resources to 
cope with them, and the resulting cognitive 
appraisal, particularly the potential balance 
between stressors and resources, and the resulting 
coping strategies [59]. In this regard, cognitive 
appraisal may lead to a realization that not every 
stressor is necessarily noxious or negative. Certain 
stimuli, perceived as desirable, predictable, and 
controllable challenges, could be perceived as 
pleasant or exciting, and therefore are known as 
eustress. In the opposite direction, the more intense, 
persistent, undesirable, unpredictable, and uncon-
trollable challenges could be perceived as threaten-
ing, may lead to maladaptive responses, and 
therefore are known as distress [60]. Accordingly, 
distressful situations may lead to a defense reac-
tion, representing an active mode of response, char-
acterized by effortful coping strategies produced in 
situations of perceived threat to control, or a defeat 
reaction, representing a passive mode of response, 
characterized by severe difficulty or inability to 
cope, associated with situations of subjective loss 
of controllability. Therefore, chronic exposure to 
undesirable, unpredictable, unavoidable, or uncon-
trollable situations may lead to decreasing 
resources, or the subjective assessment that 
resources are not enough, which in turn is associ-
ated with subjective feelings of helplessness [19]. 
This has been associated with chronic stressful sit-
uations and the development of depressive symp-
toms. Many cognitive resources are shaped during 
childhood, and according to the cognitive model 
[61] early-life experiences provide the raw material 
to develop cognitive schemas, which in turn repre-
sent the basis to transform environmental informa-
tion into cognitions, and these are the result of 
every learned experience stored in long- term mem-
ory. Therefore, early adverse events contribute to 
the shaping of particular cognitive schemas, with 
the consequent negative biases. Dysfunctional 
schemas shaped during childhood may be retained 
in silence over long periods, to be later activated by 
additional experiences during adulthood, thereby 
leading to negative biases in the information pro-
cessing, with the consequent dysfunctional effects, 
including negatively biased appraisals and limita-
tions in further processing of the resulting cogni-
tions, thereby leading to feelings of helplessness 
and subsequent depression [62].
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 The Role of Early Adverse 
Experiences

It has been demonstrated that, in addition to 
chronic stress during adulthood, the impact of 
adverse conditions and traumatic events experi-
enced during childhood represents a strong factor 
of vulnerability in the origin and development of 
depression [3, 63]. The association between early 
adverse experiences, such as abuse, neglect, or 
loss, and the development of depression later in 
life has been shown to occur particularly in 
response to stressful conditions during adulthood 
[64]. A history of early adverse experiences has 
been associated with psychological and neurobi-
ological consequences, which in turn have been 
associated with increased vulnerability to stress 
later in life. Various studies have focused on 
alterations in different limbic structures and the 
HPA axis. In this regard, it has been shown that 
early stressful experiences may lead to decreased 
availability and reduced efficacy of hippocampal 
GRs [63], therefore causing a predisposition to 
glucocorticoid resistance and increased reactivity 
of the HPA axis observed in response to addi-
tional stressful situations. Moreover, increased 
levels of cortisol and decreased GRs induced by 
early stressful situations have been associated 
with decreased hippocampal function and vol-
ume in adulthood [65]. Therefore, early adverse 
experiences may induce permanent changes, 
including hyper-reactivity of neural and neuroen-
docrine responses to stress, reflected in increased 
CRH activity, glucocorticoid resistance, and 
reduced volume of the hippocampus [63, 66], all 
of which may influence the potential response to 
additional stressful situations later in life.

 The Role of Genetic Polymorphisms

The role of environmental stressors has been 
extensively studied; however, it has been 
observed that some individuals may exhibit 
stronger vulnerability to stress, while some oth-
ers may be less sensitive, more resistant, or even 
resilient, therefore avoiding their potential 
depressogenic effects [67]. The potential influ-
ence of stressful events may depend not only on 

the attributes of environmental stressors, but on 
the interaction between these stressors and indi-
vidual characteristics, including psychological 
subjective conditions, such as cognitive resources, 
and biological idiosyncratic conditions, such as 
certain genetic makeup [63]. The relationship 
between genetic variations and potential altera-
tions in different neural structures and functions 
in the CNS provides an important link to under-
stand the molecular mechanisms underlying 
potential gene-environment interactions. In this 
regard, various polymorphisms have been inves-
tigated in candidate genes, which are known to 
participate in important molecular pathways 
involved in the origin of depression. The pres-
ence of these genetic variations may be involved 
in the development of depression in response to 
stressful events, including adverse experiences 
during childhood and environmental stressors 
during adulthood, therefore constituting an 
important factor of risk and vulnerability [63, 
67–69].

The serotonergic system, which is critically 
involved in the regulation of mood, has been 
shown to provide an important source of candi-
date genes [67]. The 5-HTT, which participates in 
5-HT reuptake at brain synapses, was investi-
gated, resulting in the identification of a polymor-
phism in the promoter region of the 5-HTT gene 
[70]. The promoter activity is regulated by 
sequence elements located in the upstream regula-
tory region, known as the 5-HTT gene-linked- 
polymorphic-region (5-HTTLPR), where a short 
(5-HTTLPR-S) and a long (5-HTTLPR-L) pro-
moter variant have been identified [67]. The 
5-HTTLPR-S allele was associated with decreased 
transcriptional efficiency in comparison with the 
5-HTTLPR-L allele, resulting in reduced expres-
sion of the 5-HTT gene [70] and altered 5-HTT 
availability. Alterations in the regulation of the 
5-HTT gene may be involved in the modulation of 
serotonergic activity in response to stress, and this 
has been further supported by clinical and pre-
clinical studies [71]. They include the evidence, 
observed in functional brain imaging studies, that 
5-HTTLPR-S carriers, homozygous or heterozy-
gous for this allele, exhibited increased amygdala 
reactivity to fearful and threatening stressors, in 
comparison to 5-HTTLPR-L carriers [72]. This 
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strongly suggests that variations in the 5-HTT 
gene may be involved in psychological responses 
to stress [67].

It has been shown that the amygdala plays a 
critical role in the regulation of emotional reac-
tions, and increased reactivity of the amygdala 
has been associated with anxiety and altered 
mood regulation [8, 12]. Hence, a potential asso-
ciation between this polymorphism and increased 
reactivity of the amygdala in response to negative 
stressors [73] may contribute to better under-
standing the potential impact of the mechanisms 
underlying this association. As has been described 
previously, the amygdala also plays a critical role 
in the activation of the HPA axis, and therefore 
hyper-activation of the amygdala may lead to 
hypercortisolism.

The potential association between the 
5-HTTLPR-S variation and decreased expression 
of the 5-HTT gene, with the consequent altera-
tions in 5-HTT availability, may appear paradoxi-
cal, considering the potential vulnerability 
attributed to 5-HTTLPR-S carriers. It has been 
shown that the therapeutic effect of SSRIs may 
depend, not only on 5-HTT blockade, with the 
resulting increase of 5-HT concentrations in the 
synaptic cleft, but also on down-regulation of 
pre-synaptic 5-HT1A auto-receptors, with the 
consequent normalization of the serotonergic 
tone [37, 73]. Therefore, it is conceivable that 
alterations in 5-HTT gene regulation, with the 
consequent effect on synaptic 5-HT levels, may 
differ between the earlier expressed by congeni-
tal conditions, and the later triggered by environ-
mental factors. Hence, it has been proposed that 
congenital alterations in the regulation of the 
serotonergic system, such as an essentially 
increased concentration of 5-HT, may result in 
down-regulation of 5-HT receptors, particularly 
post-synaptic, therefore leading to desensitiza-
tion of the serotonergic system [73] providing a 
possible mechanism to understand the vulnera-
bility suffered by 5-HTTLPR S allele carriers. 
The association of this polymorphism with 
altered serotonergic neurotransmission and 
hyper-reactivity of the amygdala, with the conse-
quent activation of the HPA axis, provides a 
potential link to investigate the role of stressful 

events in the origin and development of depres-
sion in vulnerable individuals.

Some researchers have also investigated 
genetic variations in the BDNF gene. It has been 
shown that up-regulation of BDNF plays a criti-
cal role in the treatment of mood disorders 
through stimulation of neuroplasticity and neuro-
genesis in the hippocampus, as well as hippo-
campal connections with the amygdala and PFC 
[74]. By the opposite way, decreased levels of 
BDNF have been associated with depressive 
symptoms [75]. Various studies have focused on 
the BDNF gene regulation, and variations poten-
tially involved in mood disorders, resulting in the 
identification of different single nucleotide poly-
morphisms (SNPs). Among these, a SNP has 
been identified at nucleotide position 196 in the 
coding region of the BDNF gene, where a gua-
nine base is replaced by an adenine. In the men-
tioned variation, it is in turn translated into the 
substitution of valine (Val) by methionine (Met) 
at codon 66, therefore termed “Val66Met”. Here, 
the presence of a “Met” allele has been associ-
ated with a functional alteration, which is trans-
lated into abnormal intracellular trafficking and 
decreased secretion of BDNF [54, 74, 76]. 
Studies of carriers of the Met-BDNF allele 
showed relatively smaller hippocampal volumes, 
compared with homozygous for the Val-BDNF 
allele [74]. This has also been associated with 
reduced hippocampal activation [76] and defi-
cient cognitive performance [74], which have 
also been associated with lower emotional stabil-
ity and increased vulnerability to develop depres-
sive symptoms.

In addition, various studies have also focused 
on genes involved in the regulation of the HPA 
axis. In this regard, hyperactivity of CRH neurons 
in the CNS was associated with the origin of 
depression [21]. In consequence, transcriptional 
regulation of CRH and CRH type 1 receptor 
(CRHR1) genes were also studied. It resulted in 
the identification of various SNPs in the CRHR1, 
and haplotypes formed by certain SNPs, poten-
tially involved in the moderation of the effects pro-
duced by early adverse experiences on adult 
depression [69]. Other genes involved in the regu-
lation of the HPA system were also studied, such 
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as the corticosteroid receptors, including both the 
MR and GR genes, where various SNPs have been 
found in both of them. Among these, two different 
SNPs in the GR gene (BclI and Asp363Ser) have 
been associated with increased vulnerability for 
depression in the general population, probably 
through increased glucocorticoid sensitivity [77]. 
More recently, studies also focused on the FK-506-
binding protein (FKBP5), a co-chaperone of hsp-
90 involved in the regulation of GR sensitivity 
[78], and therefore also involved in HPA axis 
responsivity. Various SNPs have been identified in 
this gene, some of them associated with increased 
FKBP5 protein expression, which in turn may lead 
to changes in GR, with the resulting effect on HPA 
axis regulation [79]. These observations demon-
strate the role of polymorphisms in gene–environ-
ment interactions, particularly in the origin and 
development of depression.

 Conclusion

The role of chronic stress in the origin and 
development of depression may be conceived 
as the result of multiple factors, including 
converging psychological and neurobiological 
features. Recent research has focused on the 
persistent and long-lasting effects of stress-
ful experiences during childhood, includ-
ing alterations in the regulation of the HPA 
axis, with resulting vulnerability to acute and 
chronic stressors during adulthood. However, 
the observation that some individuals may 
exhibit stronger vulnerability to environmen-
tal stressors, while some others may be less 
sensitive to similar experiences, more resis-
tant or even resilient, has highlighted the 
importance of further studying the nature of 
different risk factors, including genetic dispo-
sitions and the potential interactions between 
genetic and environmental factors. Future 
research should focus on further understand-
ing the neurobiological background underly-
ing these factors, and potential windows of 
intervention, including neural and molecular 
mechanisms involved in the interface between 
cognitive processing of environmental stress-
ors and their potential impact in epigenetic 
processes. This may lead to the  development 

of more  successful  treatments, aimed at restor-
ing altered neural and neuroendocrine mecha-
nisms, but also to prevent the development of 
mood disorders in vulnerable individuals. This 
would be possible either by identifying, and 
potentially neutralizing, different factors of 
vulnerability, or by increasing and promoting 
protective resources in individuals exposed to 
stressful conditions, particularly those victims 
of adverse  conditions in early periods of life.
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Abstract

Learned experiences are indispensable for adaptation and survival of 
 every living organism. The generation of a memory trace is an active 
physiological process which implies association and organization of the 
new impressions with already stored ones. Therefore, memory is explained 
as activity-dependent synaptic plasticity, involving electrophysiological, 
biochemical and morphological changes in functional synapse.

Throughout the different stages of information processing, emotion 
and memories interact to shape data encoding and retrieval. Dopamine 
plays a key role in the control of mood, fear and anxiety, and modulates 
the biochemical processes of memory. Hence, more plastic and appropri-
ate responses can be achieved to variable external demands.

Among drugs of abuse worldwide consumed, psychostimulants are 
known for their stimulant properties within the central nervous system. 
Monoaminergic neurotransmission elicited by amphetamine alters neuro-
nal connectivity in several brain areas; thus, its pharmacological actions 
can be extended to learning and memory processes. Evidence indicates a 
complex scenario after psychostimulant administration where long-term 
memory can be either impaired or enhanced, according to the experimen-
tal conditions.
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Brain angiotensin II, by activation of its brain AT1 receptors, plays an 
active role as neuromodulator in noradrenergic and dopaminergic trans-
mission. AT1 receptors activation positively regulates catecholamine syn-
thesis and release, and their expression in brain areas is linked to 
noradrenaline and dopamine receptors. Angiotensin II AT1 receptors are 
known to play a key role in acute responses as well as in the develop-
ment of neuroadaptation induced by amphetamine. This evidence leads 
towards new modulatory pharmacotherapy approaches concerning 
psychostimulant- related alterations over cognitive processes.
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 Introduction

The ability to remember past experiences in 
order to modify the ongoing behavior outreaches 
the irreversible straightforward direction of time 
[1]. Memory implies the faculty of acquiring, 
processing, storing and retrieving information. 
These processes are indispensable for learning in 
regard to adaptation and survival of every living 
organism [2, 3]. Thus, the marine gastropod 
mollusk from genus Aplysia shows its siphon-
withdrawal response to noxious stimuli, and 
rodents can learn to map environments accord-
ing to food access or threatening places. 
Moreover, in humans memory is critical, not 
only for survival, but for the rich array of memo-
ries associated with emotion, acquired skills and 
habits, facts and experiences with personal tags, 
that make possible to constantly develop per-
sonal identity and individuality [2, 4, 5].

Memory gathers broad types of categories in 
response to different interpretations. According to 
the temporal duration of the stored information, 
working memory accounts for the small amount of 
information held regarding the ongoing conscious 
present as it is used to plan and carry out behavior; 
short-term memory reflects the faculty to tempo-
rarily hold a limited amount of information in a 
very accessible state; whereas long-term memory 
indicates the vast body of knowledge stored over 
a lifetime [6]. The distinction between these  

categories is widely discussed: the differences 
between working and short-term memories, 
mainly rely on definitions; meanwhile, between 
short-term and long-term memories, the main 
proposed differences are duration and capacity of 
the stored information. On these last issues, items 
in short-term memory decay as a function of time, 
and there is a limit in how many items this type of 
memory can hold [6]. In humans, we can identify 
as well implicit and explicit memories, concern-
ing the consciousness of remembering. It is pro-
posed that implicit memory may be the only type 
of memory observed in lower invertebrates, 
whereas explicit forms of memory can be most 
effectively studied in vertebrates [7]. Moreover, 
memories can be related to declarative and non-
declarative learning. The first one is used to form 
stimulus–stimulus associations, such as semantic 
and episodic memories, which enables the con-
scious recall of facts and events. Meanwhile, non-
declarative learning refers to a collection of 
several different mnemonic abilities that can be 
unconsciously expressed through performance. 
To this regard, procedural memories can be men-
tioned, which make it possible to perform basic 
motor skills and daily life tasks [3, 5, 7–9].

Stored knowledge, upon which changes in 
behavior over time are dependent, reflects time-
sequential processes. Long-term memory implies 
acquisition, consolidation, retention, retrieval, 
and performance. In experimental conditions, 
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memory acquisition occurs as the animal learns 
an association between two stimuli. 
Consolidation comes from the Latin for “to 
make firm,” and involves progressive post- 
acquisition, so this association moves from a 
labile to a more fixed state. One of the hallmarks 
during long-term memory storage is that newly 
learned information is sensitive to disruption 
after acquisition. Memories can be impaired or 
enhanced during the consolidation period, sug-
gesting that this labile state may have evolved as 
a way to allow memory to be integrated along 
with the new experience. Within a short time 
after training, new memories become resistant to 
interferences or agents. The time window of sus-
ceptibility depends on the task and type of inter-
ference or blocker, and ranges from seconds to 
minutes to hours [10, 11]. Consolidation implies 
two physiological processes: one is needed for 
the formation and storage of a memory trace, 
and the second one is required to assimilate the 
newly acquired memory into an already existing 
body of knowledge, which in turn also influ-
ences what could be learned subsequently [8]. 
Finally, retrieval gives access to the activation 
and use of stored memory in order to guide 
behavior [7]. Analyses of retrieval are faced with 
the challenge of disentangling the effects of 
retrieval manipulation on the performance of a 
behavioral task [11].

The construction of a memory trace depends 
on an active physiological process; it is not 
merely the impression of the new experience 
upon the nerve cells, but it is also the associa-
tion and organization of the new impressions 
with the old ones [8]. Thus, memory-encoding 
implies dynamic spatio-temporal patterns of 
synchronized cellular activity within wide-
spread neural networks. This dynamic and 
reverberating activity progressively results in 
altered patterns of connectivity among co- 
activated neurons. Within this framework, any 
memory representation would correspond with 
specific sets of patterns of activity in overlap-
ping networks [2, 12]. Hence, each memory is 
influenced by different variables and mediated 
by different neural structures and mechanisms 

that form distinguishable, and dissociable, 
systems. Memory systems are organized struc-
tures of more elementary operating compo-
nents, and according to the situations involve 
different concatenations of components from 
one or more systems. Intervention with the 
operation of a system—even with a single 
component of it—affects all those learning 
and memory performances that depend on that 
system [8].

Changes in brain activity after learning pro-
vide insights into the time course of consolida-
tion processes. The study of functional brain 
activity reveals shifts in activity among different 
brain regions occurring over a period of several 
hours after learning, supporting time-dependent 
reorganization of brain representations along 
with consolidation [13]. According to the stan-
dard model, memory consolidation begins when 
information, registered initially in the neocortex, 
is integrated by the hippocampal complex/medial 
temporal lobes and related structures in the dien-
cephalon. The new memory trace consists of an 
ensemble of bound hippocampal complex–neo-
cortical neurons [8, 10, 12]. However, it should 
be noted that brain areas which are involved in 
consolidation are not necessarily sites of long-
term memory storage [7].

 The Synaptic Plasticity Hypothesis

Long-lasting modified brain function in 
response to experience is presumed to underlie 
an organism’s ability to learn and memorize 
new facts and events [14, 15]. So, how does 
experience modify brain function in order to 
guide behavior? The initial and currently 
accepted proposal was presented by Donald 
Hebb in his book “The Organization of 
Behavior”(1943), where he first propossed that 
objects or ideas are represented by patterns of 
activity generated in groups of neurons. In this 
sense, “neural ensembles” formed by specific 
groups of neurons possess recurrent connec-
tions, and have the ability to maintain newly 
acquired patterns of neural activity through 
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reverberation. This reverberator activity leads 
to changes in the efficacy of the working syn-
apses, a phenomenon that is nowadays known 
as “synaptic plasticity” [16]. This phenomenon 
is thought to allow associations to be encoded 
as the synapse between cell A (pre-synaptic) 
and cell B (post-synaptic) is strengthened by 
the co- occurrence of: a) an active synapse from 
cell A onto cell B, and b) a strong depolariza-
tion that triggers action potentials in cell B [17, 
18]. Moreover, associative plasticity can be 
implemented if a strong presynaptic input 
depolarizes the postsynaptic neuron at the same 
time that another presynaptic input weakly 
stimulates the neuron. In this circumstances, 
the ultimate result would be a weak input 
strengthened by its temporal relationship with 
the strong input [18].

The synaptic plasticity phenomenon would 
explain the ability of cell assemblies to repro-
duce patterns of neural activity long after they 
were acquired through experience [16]. 
Therefore, experience-dependent internal repre-
sentations (memories) could be explained as 
activity- dependent synaptic plasticity, induced 
at appropriate synapses during memory forma-
tion, which would be necessary and sufficient 
for the information storage [12]. A process of 
stabilization or consolidation would lead to a 
“structural trace,” a memory trace that is main-
tained in some form of a dormant state. Thus, 
neural ensembles formed in this way will subse-
quently serve as the elements responsible for 
reproducing the patterns of neural activity 
acquired during experience, as these correspond 
to the neural representation of the stimulus [2, 
16]. What persists throughout the lifetime of a 
memory is the capacity to reactivate, or recon-
struct, the original, or a similar, pattern repre-
sentation by the process of retrieval whenever a 
subset of the original information, or related 
information, is available [2, 12]. Currently, it is 
well accepted that activity-dependent synaptic 
plasticity is a principal mechanism for cell-
assembly formation, and consequently for 
memory consolidation. Consequently, synaptic 

plasticity determines the future dynamics of the 
neural network associated with memory retrieval 
and behavioral performance [16].

 Molecular Mechanisms in Synaptic 
Plasticity

 Long-Term Potentiation

Experimental support for the Hebbian theory 
came about 20 years later with the finding of 
long-term electrophysiological changes in the 
efficacy of synapses as a consequence of high-
frequency stimulation. This phenomenon was 
later defined as long-term potentiation (LTP), 
and has been proved to occur as a result of the 
activity history of a particular pathway and to be 
required for memory formation [16, 17].

The main cellular mechanisms that trigger 
LTP have been assessed in invertebrates as well 
as in vertebrates, including mammals; wherein 
the hippocampus plays a critical role in the for-
mation of long-term memories. The main excit-
atory neurotransmitter involved in this 
phenomenon is glutamate. Synaptic release of 
glutamate triggers an initial activation of AMPA, 
metabotropic and particularly NMDA glutamate 
receptors. These activations lead to Ca2+ influx 
through NMDA receptors and the consequent 
increase of the its intracellular concentration. 
This early event is followed by an enhancement 
of Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent kinase II 
(CaMKII) activity, together with the down-
stream stimulation of post-synaptic adenylyl 
cyclase and cAMP production. These second 
messengers mediate the transient reinforcement 
of synaptic connections; which includes 
enhancement of neurotransmitter release by 
pre-synaptic terminals, through retrograde mes-
sengers, and post- synaptic modifications. These 
last comprise an increased number of AMPARs 
in the plasma membrane, the phosphorylation 
of specific subunits, and the consequent  
modification of the biophysical properties of 
this channel. All together, these events are 
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responsible for the modified electrophysiologi-
cal efficacy of synapses [19, 20].

 Kinases and Immediate Early Genes

Kinases have been implicated in the consolida-
tion of long-term memories, as they are critical 
mediators at the early events of synaptic strength-
ening, maintenance and/or stabilization. Models 
of plasticity consider protein kinases in two con-
texts: as a storage device through modification of 
the properties of synaptic receptors, and as a 
switch that triggers other plasticity’s mecha-
nisms by activation of specific genomic pro-
grams [2, 12].

The transient elevation of intracellular Ca2+ 
activates numerous signaling proteins including 
CaMKII, protein kinase C (PKC), and small 
GTPase proteins such as Ras and Rho [12, 16]. 
Moreover, the local increase in cAMP leads to 
the activation of the cAMP-dependent protein 
kinase A (PKA); this takes place by the dissocia-
tion of the catalytic subunits of this enzyme from 
their regulatory subunits [19]. Together, all of 
these proteins actively regulate long-term plastic-
ity through actin polymerization and depolymer-
ization, protein trafficking, exocytosis and 
endocytosis of glutamate receptors, and phos-
phorylation of different substrates in the synaptic 
terminals (such as channels and proteins involved 
in exocytosis), leading to enhanced transmitter 
availability and release [16, 19].

The genomic response generally occurs within 
minutes after neuronal activation, and is medi-
ated via kinase-dependent activation of constitu-
tively expressed transcriptional regulators [2]. 
These events are of great importance, consider-
ing that use-dependent modulation of gene 
expression might confer long-term plastic 
changes with immunity to the brief life span 
imposed on single copies of protein molecules by 
molecular turnover [10, 12]. Modulation of 
cAMP-response element (CRE)-regulated gene 
expression by CRE-binding protein (CREB) 
appears to be a universal and fundamental ele-

ment in this process. Genetic and pharmacologic 
manipulations of CREB validate how its induc-
ible and transient expression is required for LTP 
and memory consolidation [10, 19, 21]. 
Moreover, the catalytic subunit of PKA is known 
to recruit p42-MAPK, and then they move to the 
nucleus where they phosphorylate nuclear targets 
including other kinases, which later on will later 
on phosphorylate transcription factors and acti-
vate gene expression [19].

CREB modulates the expression of CRE-
regulated genes, including a number of immedi-
ate–early genes, such as transcription factors 
that, in turn, regulate the expression of late 
response genes. Other transcription factors, such 
as serum response factor, c-fos, early growth 
response gene-1EGR-1, or NF-jb, are also likely 
to contribute to the transcriptional regulation that 
accompanies long-lasting forms of synaptic plas-
ticity [19]. Processes of neuronal protein synthe-
sis that correlate with, and are required for, 
consolidation are now known to be multiphasic, 
involving the concerted recruitment of synaptic 
and cell-wide mechanisms [10].

Interestingly, the new approaches regarding 
epigenetic modifications point out that critical 
chromatin changes occur during the formation of 
long-term memory and that these changes are 
required for the stable maintenance of memo-
ries. Histone modification, chromatin remodel-
ing, and the activity of retrotransposons may 
have long- term consequences in the transcrip-
tional regulation of specific loci involved for 
long-term synaptic changes [22, 23].

 Synaptic Modifications

The ultimate speculation is, how do newly syn-
thesized gene products lead to the persistence of 
memories? In addition to electrophysiological 
modifications and transcriptional regulation, syn-
aptic plasticity also involves protein synthesis 
from de novo and preexisting mRNAs, which are 
trafficked to the dendrites. These new products 
permit rapid and localized changes at specific 
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synapses, which appear to culminate in the 
remodeling of existing synapses or the emer-
gence of new ones [2, 12]. This persistent type of 
synaptic plasticity may be possible under particu-
lar behavioral and environmental conditions. 
Structural synaptic changes, observed after 
robust behavioral experience, may be related to 
long-term memory, but also possibly to func-
tional improvement of the neural network [16].

Following transcriptional activation, mRNAs 
and proteins have to be delivered specifically to 
the synapses whose activation originally trig-
gered the wave of gene expression. The synaptic 
capture hypothesis, sometimes referred to as syn-
aptic tagging, proposes that the gene expression 
products are delivered throughout the cell but are 
only functionally incorporated in those synapses 
that have been tagged by previous synaptic activ-
ity [24]. The molecular details underlying these 
processes are still under debate, but they include 
the local and transient activity of PKA, BDNF 
and protein synthesis. Moreover, the complex 
control of translation at dendrites involves mRNA 
transport and docking, cytoplasmic polyadenyl-
ation, and the phosphorylation of different trans-
lation factors [10, 19]. Overall, synaptic plasticity 
involves coordination between the activated syn-
apse and the nucleus to optimize the metabolic 
resources of the neuron and the specificity of the 
long-term change. Furthermore, pre-synaptic ter-
minals show two types of alterations: focal 
changes for membrane specialization of the syn-
apse that mediate transmitter release, and a wide-
spread effect involving modulation of the total 
number of presynaptic varicosities [19].

In addition to the already described changes in 
synapse (trafficking of new receptor molecules 
into the synaptic membrane, and altered associa-
tion of receptors with cellular cytoskeleton and 
signal transduction cascades), there is evidence 
that long-term synaptic plasticity and long-term 
memory are correlated with morphological 
changes in synapses [10]. Morphological changes 
at existing synapses, have been observed after 
LTP and after learning. They include changes in 
synapse curvature, size of the active zone and 
spine volume, increases in synaptic length, gen-
eration and enlargement of dendritic spines, and 

appearance of perforations of the synapses and 
multiple-synapse boutons [2, 19].

Although structural rearrangements and 
remodeling of neural networks could be a prime 
candidate mechanism underlying the persistence 
of memories, a long-standing issue is whether the 
cellular mechanisms of memory lead to the 
growth of new synapses, or merely to morpho-
logical remodeling of existing ones [2].

 Emotion and Memories/Fear 
Memories

Emotion interacts with cognitive processes such 
as perception, attention and memory. Emotion–
memory interaction occurs at different stages of 
information processing, from the initial encoding 
and consolidation of memory traces to their long-
term retrieval [25]. Emotions have been hypoth-
esized to be a biological strategy for rapidly 
integrating previously recorded data (weighted 
for significance), thus assigning a motivational 
value to the stimulus and orchestrating an appro-
priate behavioral response [26]. From this evolu-
tionary perspective, the memory imprinting of 
experiences which are related to strong emotions, 
either positive or negative seems useful [27]. The 
affective space is parsed according to two orthog-
onal dimensions: arousal (emotion that varies 
from calm to excitement) and valence (emotion 
that varies from unpleasant—negative to pleas-
ant—positive, with neutral as an intermediate 
value) [28]. An emotionally-arousing experience 
is more likely to be remembered than a neutral 
one and to be faithfully transferred to long-term 
stores (consolidation). Furthermore, these stored 
emotional experiences show increased resistance 
to future perturbations [27].

Whenever emotion and memory are discussed 
together, it is usually referred to emotion some-
how influencing—either enhancing or inhibit-
ing—memory. Memory and emotion are two 
distinguishable phenomena; however, emotion 
can itself be a memory [29]. The term fear refers 
to a subjective feeling state and to the behavioral 
and physiological responses that occur in 
response to threatening environmental situations.
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The fear system can be viewed as a set of pro-
cessing circuits that detect and respond to danger, 
rather than a mechanism by which subjective 
states are experienced. Considering this approach, 
fear is operationalized, and is thus experimen-
tally tractable [18, 30].

Accumulating evidence demonstrates that the 
processing of fear memories involves a spatially 
distributed network and a multitude of parallel 
circuits. These are proposed to modulate the effi-
cacy of existing pathways whenever the stimuli 
or the context have an emotional tag. In this sce-
nario, the same pathways are used to encode and 
store neutral and emotional memories; however, 
when there is an emotional context or when the 
stimulus itself has valence, they are modulated in 
order to act more efficiently [27]. Regions 
involved in emotional valence processing are 
comprised of many different cell-types with het-
erogeneous functional roles. Indeed, many 
regions such as the amygdala, ventral tegmental 
area and hypothalamus have been implicated in 
both, positive and negative valence processing 
[26]. The amygdala is part of the brain’s limbic 
system, which regulates emotions. It is one of the 
most primitive parts of the brain and plays a criti-
cal role in our capacity to avoid threats and sur-
vive by its modulatory activity over hippocampal 
function, and thereby over the consolidation pro-
cess [5, 25, 28].

Although molecular changes are known to 
occur in other areas of the amygdala, the molecu-
lar contributions to plastic changes with regard to 
fear learning are understood in most detail in the 
basolateral subdivision of the amygdala (BLA). 
Studies have focused on the BLA because molec-
ular changes in this area have been shown to 
make essential contributions to the formation, 
storage and expression of the emotional experi-
ences’ memories [18]. The hypothesis that the 
amygdala modulates hippocampal memory stor-
age is rooted in several lines of research, at ana-
tomical, electrophysiological, molecular and 
functional levels. BLA projects substantially to 
the entorhinal cortex and the hippocampal forma-
tion, including the CA1 and CA3 fields, and the 
parasubiculum [14]. Furthermore, evidence from 
several studies indicates that amygdalae activity 

influences the induction of hippocampal 
LTP. BLA has been proved to either attenuate this 
phenomenon (by disruption of its activity) or pro-
mote it (after BLA stimulation).However, it 
should be noted that these effects are not neces-
sarily indicative of a direct, monosynaptic BLA-
hippocampus projection [14]. Moreover, synaptic 
plasticity has been shown to occur locally in the 
BLA during the consolidation of fear memories, 
with recruitment of the same molecular media-
tors as in hippocampus. These include overex-
pression and phosphorylation of glutamate 
receptors, as well as transcription and protein 
translation through CaMKII, PKA, MAPK, PKC, 
and phosporylated CREB pathways. Structural 
modifications at synapses have also been reported 
[18].

Interestingly, it has been proposed that the 
amygdala has a bi-phasic effect on hippocampal 
plasticity: a fast excitatory phase that may serve 
as a marker for emotional events (emotional tag-
ging), and a slower inhibitory phase that may be 
beneficial in reducing the masking effects of sub-
sequent, less-significant, events during the initial 
consolidation stage [14]. The cross-talk between 
the hippocampus and BLA plays an important 
role in regulating the strength of memory for 
emotionally based experiences. This dynamic 
connection defines under what circumstances 
emotional memories endure, whereas in others, 
emotion interferes with consolidation [14].

Inhibitory Avoidance Considering experimental 
approaches, one-trial avoidance has been widely 
used for the study of fear-memory consolidation 
in laboratory animals. This paradigm corresponds 
with many important examples of learning in 
humans, e.g., not to stick your fingertips into 
electric plug sockets. One-trial step-  through 
inhibitory (or passive) avoidance in rodents has 
long been a selected model for biochemical and 
pharmacological studies of memory [20]. The 
term “inhibitory” is usually preferred to “pas-
sive” because this behavioral test involves the 
specific repression of the natural tendency of 
rats to avoid lightened places, without affecting 
the performance of exploratory behavior [31]. 
The animals learn that stepping through a door 
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from a lightened compartment towards a dark 
one is followed by a foot-shock. Thus, on a sub-
sequent exposure to the task, they will stay much 
longer on the safe side of the door before even-
tually stepping through again; even if it means 
staying in the non-preferred lightened compart-
ment. Usually, one trial is enough to establish 
a long-lasting memory of these tasks [20, 32]. 
The most remarkable characteristic of this test 
is the brief nature of the training procedure: a 
single fast association is made between a move-
ment and an aversive stimulus. The association 
takes place in seconds, provides LTP induction, 
and makes it possible to precisely determine the 
onset of memory consolidation [20]. At the time 
of training and for a short period afterward, the 
amygdala contributes to memory processing by 
bringing in emotional information and modu-
lating the chain of biochemical events that take 
place in the hippocampus. Two waves of concat-
enated events have been identified in this chain, 
one right after training and the other one 3–6 h 
later. There are both related to cAMP-sensitive 
gene transcription and to changes in glycoprotein 
synthesis and cell adhesion. It is likely that the 
second wave is triggered by the reflex activation 
of noradrenergic and dopaminergic afferents to 
the hippocampus, and controlled by serotoniner-
gic fibers [31].

With regard to learning procedures with 
multiple- trial tasks, each successive trial involves 
not only short-term and long-term memory con-
solidation but also retrieval, extinction, relearn-
ing and reconsolidation. Pharmacological effects 
or biochemical measures observed within this 
task could be linked to any of those memory 
stages. There have been many successful infer-
ences from inhibitory avoidance to other forms of 
memory, especially for fear-motivated learning 
and spatial tasks [20].

 Dopamine Modulation

An extensive body of research has focused on 
how other systems, modulatory systems, interact 
with the basic fear network. Indeed, once the 
amygdala recognizes a dangerous situation, mul-

tiple parallel and redundant circuits are activated. 
These pathways might mediate slightly different 
aspects of fear, allowing fine-tuning of the ulti-
mate behavioral response under a variety of 
external and internal conditions [30]. Thus, this 
should allow the fear system to be more plastic 
and to respond in a more appropriate way to vari-
able external demands.

Dopamine (DA) is one of the most recognized 
neurotransmitters involved in the processing of 
emotional experiences [30]. The varied roles for 
DA in emotional-associated learning are not sur-
prising, given the distribution of its receptors in the 
central nervous system. Its presence throughout 
the regions for aversive and reward memory sets a 
modulatory regional activity pattern that will have 
different outcomes depending on the behavioral 
experience. DA neurons in the midbrain have long 
been thought to serve a central role in reward pre-
diction.The initial studies regarding a functional 
role for DA in learning described mechanisms 
through which DA increases stimulus–response 
associations, whenever the responses lead to a 
rewarding experience [33]. However, behavioral 
theories for the role of dopamine in aversive learn-
ing remain poorly defined. There are multiple 
mechanisms through which dopamine may alter 
the establishment, maintenance, expression and 
extinction of fear [34].

The mesolimbic dopaminergic system con-
sists on the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and the 
regions it provides innervation to, including the 
nucleus accumbens, amygdala, hippocampus 
and prefrontal cortex. The VTA is a heteroge-
neous structure; it comprises 65% of dopamine 
neurons, 30% of inhibitory GABAergic neurons 
and about 5% of glutamate neurons. Neuron 
activation by both, rewarding and aversive stim-
uli, may reflect the salience of the stimulus. 
More importantly, DA neurons inhibited and 
excited by aversive stimuli are anatomically dis-
tinct and project to different target regions [26]. 
DA neurons in the dorsal VTA are excited by 
reward or reward-associated stimuli, whereas in 
the ventral VTA show high electrical activity in 
response to foot-shock [30, 34]. In addition, 
afferent projections to the VTA may also target 
distinct neuron subpopulations within this area 
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of [26]. Moreover, the interactions of the nucleus 
accumbens with the hippocampus and the amyg-
dala are critical for allowing the generation of 
appropriate behaviors in fear and reward experi-
ences. Concurrent activation of DA signals in the 
nucleus accumbens and basolateral amygdala 
contributes to long-term memory formation. 
These regions are supposed to integrate DA sig-
naling to generate appropriate behavioral 
responses to new contingencies. Moreover, the 
role of hippocampal DA receptors on fear comes 
from studies of acquisition and long-term con-
solidation mechanism [34]. In this sense, DA in 
the nucleus accumbens would act to optimize or 
adapt emotional responses based on the varying 
significance of a situation or a cue [30].

Along with different regional activation pat-
terns, DA function in learning is also determined 
by the different intra-cellular signaling cascades 
that are triggered by receptor binding of DA. The 
same receptor subtype can have very different 
molecular effects, which may result in different 
behavioral endpoints. These effects may be excit-
atory or inhibitory, and may occur through differ-
ent second messengers. DA receptors can be 
divided into two main subfamilies: D1-like recep-
tors (D1 and D5), that activate the stimulatory G 
proteins Gαs and Gαolf, and D2-like receptors 
(D2, D3, and D4) which activate the inhibitory G 
proteins Gαi and Gαo [18, 34]. The classical view 
of D1-like receptor activity has focused on intra-
cellular signaling through adenylate cyclase and 
cAMP activity; in addition, they can operate 
through activation of (PLC) and IP3 production, 
particularly in the amygdala [18]. In the same way, 
D2-like receptors also activate signaling pathways 
distinct from Gαi/o-mediated inhibition of adenyl-
ate cyclase [34].

Monoaminergic neurotransmitters, released in 
emotional situations, regulate glutamatergic 
transmission and Hebbian plasticity. This modu-
latory activity has brought into light a new con-
cept termed heterosynaptic or neoHebbian 
plasticity (as an alternative to the classical homo-
synaptic or Hebbian plasticity). This proposal 
maintains that stable synaptic modification 
requires a third signal [17, 18]. DA receptors may 
modulate Hebbian processes directly by reducing 

feed-forward inhibition or in a parallel fashion 
with Hebbian mechanisms to implement BLA 
plasticity and fear learning through their respec-
tive signaling pathways [18]. The proposal that 
DA in the amygdala is involved in negative emo-
tions is supported on the basis that fear-arousing 
environmental stimuli can activate DA neurons 
and enhance its neurotransmission in the amyg-
dala. Anatomical studies have shown that D1 and 
D2 receptors are highly expressed in the amyg-
dala and are proposed to modulate consolidation 
of fear conditioning and extinction [30]. This 
idea is supported by findings that demonstrate 
that LTP in the amygdala depends on the coordi-
nated activation of D1 receptors with TrkB recep-
tors. Moreover, the PLC-dependent pathway may 
be critical for D1 receptor-mediated changes, 
including the persistence of late LTP. Thereby, 
D1 receptor stimulation may support synaptic 
plasticity necessary to consolidate associations in 
fear memories [30, 34]. The role of amygdalae 
D2 receptors in fear conditioning is less charac-
terized. However, it is well accepted that D1 and 
D2 receptor activation in the BLA is necessary 
for the initial acquisition of fear [34].

The biochemical cascades in a given set of 
synapses in the hippocampus may change 
depending on direct or indirect influences of the 
various neuromodulators and hormones on this 
structure. The dopaminergic pathways to D1 
receptors in the hippocampus and neocortex are 
well known to mediate alertness, emotion and 
anxiety levels. D1 receptors, through the already 
described second messengers, can regulate the 
PKA-dependent CREB phosphorylation pro-
cesses that underlie memory consolidation [20]. 
Moreover, there is one kind of LTP whose late 
protein-dependent phase can be modulated by D1 
receptors, and it appears to occur physiologically 
around 3 h after training. This leads to the idea 
that there must be hippocampal pathways that 
inform the dopaminergic nucleus that a learning 
situation took place 3 h before. The message 
back from these areas to the hippocampus may 
instruct it to produce more cAMP and so activate 
the PKA/CREB-P pathway, induce protein syn-
thesis and save the learned information [31]. From 
a biologic perspective, in changing environments, 
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it would be of vital relevance to form long-lasting 
memories of novel events after a single experi-
ence. Hippocampal DA has been proved to par-
ticipate in consolidating novel associations after 
only one trial in rats. Moreover, the modulatory 
effect of monoamines on plasticity underlying 
memory formation has been shown in a broad 
variety of model systems [18].

Finally, it is important to outstand that a large 
body of evidence demonstrates that monoamine 
releasers might facilitate memory at low doses, 
but impair memory at high doses. It is known that 
low to moderate levels of arousal, or mild anxi-
ety, facilitate learning and retrieval, whereas too 
high levels of arousal or anxiety have an impair-
ing effect [31]. Just as DA can alter learning 
through a variety of actions on different behav-
ioral circuits, it also can alter learning through a 
variety of actions on different molecular pro-
cesses. The existence of multiple signaling path-
ways for one receptor creates the possibility for 
another way in which efficacy can differ among 
agonists, often referred to as functional selectiv-
ity. A ligand may be a full agonist at one signal-
ing pathway and a partial agonist or even an 
antagonist at another signaling pathway regulated 
by the same receptor [34]. It is important to keep 
in mind all of these modulatory possibilities 
when thinking about DA and fear memories. 
They illustrate the complexities that should be 
taken into account when evaluating the function 
of DA in learning, concerning not just behavioral 
processes, but also cellular and intra-  cellular 
mechanisms [34]. DA, by directly affecting the 
biochemical processes of memory, introduces 
information coming from their own circuits, add-
ing emotional or affective components to memo-
ries [31]. In spite of some mixed effects, it is 
clear that DA plays a modulatory role in aspects 
of fear acquisition [34].

 Amphetamine and Memory

Psychostimulants are classified as indirectly act-
ing sympathomimetic amines. Amphetamine 
(Amph) is a drug of abuse, worldwide consumed, 
with stimulant properties across the nervous 

 system. The classical recognized effects of this 
drug are increased heart rate and blood pressure, 
together with behavioral alterations resembling 
wakefulness, better achievement in executive 
tasks and euphoria. Amph promotes mainly nor-
adrenergic and dopaminergic neurotransmission 
and induces long-term changes in multiple neu-
ronal circuits, modifying their future responses 
to pharmacologic or non-pharmacological chal-
lenges [35, 36]. The altered neuronal connectiv-
ity observed by Amph is shown not only in brain 
areas involved in reward processing, but also in 
those related to learning and memory processes. 
As described in the previous section, DA is 
involved in cognitive processes, and provides 
connectivity between the different brain areas 
associated with the consolidation of long-term 
memories. Amph, by its mimetic activity over 
DA neurotransmission, elicits differential 
responses in different cognitive processes, 
although there is no conclusive experience with 
regarding to the relationship between Amph and 
memory consolidation (Table 14.1). On one 
hand, some studies have reported that medium 
doses of Amph impaired memory acquisition, 
while at lower and higher doses it enhanced the 
learning of a passive avoidance task [38, 39]. On 
the other hand, an inverted U shaped response 
for the effects of Amph on memory retention has 
been described in DBA/2 mice and Wistar rats 
(Fig. 14.1) [32, 42]. In the same way, when 
working under low foot-shock training condi-
tions, Haycock et al. demonstrated that a single 
drug administration enhances retention in a pas-
sive avoidance test [43]; meanwhile, Sahgal and 
Wright [49] reported that the dose–response 
curve for drug-enhancement of memory 
 processes showed an inverted-U form. However, 
no differences in memory consolidation in rats 
pre-  treated with Amph have been reported [50]. 
For Pavlovian conditioning, post-training Amph 
enhances the occurrence of memory consolida-
tion. In this particular test, it is proposed that the 
stimulant-induced enhancement of memory con-
solidation may contribute to Pavlovian-  like 
influences acting over drug addiction [44–46]. 
All of these events are further supported by dif-
ferent studies which report that post-  training 
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Species
(strains) Test Drugs (doses)

Memory stage
Reference

Acquisition Consolidation Retrieval

Rats
(Wistar)

LI d-AMP
(1.5 mg/kg i.p.)

= [86]

Rats
(Sprague–
Dawley)

PA d-AMP −/+ [37, 38]

Human APST
d-AMP
(20 mg v.o.)

= [48]

Human PAL
d-AMP
(0.2 mg/kg v.o.) + [49]

Mice

(DBA/2)
PA

d-AMP

(2–3 mg/kg i.p.)
− [39]

Mice

(ARS 

HA/ICR 

(Sprague–

Dawley)

PA

d-AMP

(0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1.0 

and 3.0 mg/kg i.p.)

+ [40]

Rats

(Sprague–

Dawley)

PA/ 

NOR/PCA
d-AMP +

[43-45, 

87, 88]

Rats

(Long–

Evans 

/Wistar)

FC/ PA d-AMP (i.p.) = [41, 42]

Human FR
d-AMP

(10 mg v.o.)
+ [47]

(continued)

Table 14.1 Amph-induced alteration over memory stages
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The psychostimulant administration was observed to either improve (+), interfere (−) or have no effect (=) 
in the performance of rodents and humans in several learning trials: PA passive avoidance, AA active 
avoidance, PCA Pavlovian conditioned approach, FC fear conditioning, RS retrieval of emotional and 
unemotional stimuli, APST affective picture system test, PAL paired-associate learning, LI latent inhibition, 
FR free recall, CDS conditioned drink suppression, MT maze task

Table 14.1 (continued)

Mice

(DUB-ICR 

and Swiss 

Webster)

PA/ CDS
d-AMP

(1–2 mg/kg)
+ [50, 89]

Rats

(Wistar)
LI

d-AMP

(1.5 mg/kg i.p.)
− [86]

Rats

(Sprague–

Dawley/ 

Wistar)

MT/ PA/ 

AA
d-AMP (s.c.) + [46, 51]

Human RS/ d-AMP = [48, 49, 

APST/PAL 52]

Mice

(Swiss

Webster)

PA
Meth

(10–20 mg/kg i.p.)
− [90]

Rats

(Wistar)
PA

MDMA

(10 mg/kg i.p.)
− [91]

Mice

(C57BL/6, 

6D2F1, 

C57)

PA

DA Agonist

(SKF 38393 and     

LY 171555)

−

[92]

Mice

(C57BL/6, 

6D2F1, 

C57)

PA

DA Antagonist

(SCH 23390 and    

(−)sulpiride)

+
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administration of the selective D1 or D2 agonists 
impairs retention of an inhibitory avoidance 
response in mice, while the selective D1 or D2 
antagonists improve retention [54]. Finally, a 
positive influence of Amph on human-  memory 
consolidation has been reported, with a signifi-
cant increase of word recall after 24 hs [51]. 
Clinical reports demonstrated that Amph shows 
a facilitative trend at all stages of paired- -
associate learning in humans [40, 41].

From what it is reported, Amph appears to 
have a facilitatory role on retrieval stage in vari-
ous animal models of memory [52, 54, 55]. In 
passive avoidance test, Kovacs et al. noted an 
improvement in performance in rats which had 
been treated 1 h previously with Amph [54]. 
Similar results were reported by Stone et al. in 
mice. However, these results have not been repro-
duced in humans, given that no significant differ-
ences were found upon administration of Amph in 
various memory tests [40, 41, 56].

 The Brain Renin–Angiotensin 
System

The classical effects regarded for the Renin–
Angiotensin System (RAS) were related to its 
endocrine role in electrolytic homeostasis and 
control of blood pressure. Angiotensin II (AngII) 
control implies a rapid increase in vascular resis-
tance, and long-term effects acting on vascula-

ture, heart, kidney, sympathetic output, and the 
central nervous system (CNS), by promoting 
vasopressin and aldosterone release and regulat-
ing thirst and water intake [60–63].

Among the receptors that have been identi-
fied to be activated by AngII, the AT1 receptor 
(AT1-R) is the one mediating most of the pep-
tide’s physiological and pathological functions. 
This surface receptor belongs to the G-protein-
coupled receptor family, and has a conforma-
tion of seven transmembrane domains [63–65]. 
AT1-R activates multiple intracellular signaling 
pathways; mainly, it promotes IP3 formation 
and Ca2+ release from intracellular compart-
ments, adenylate cyclase inhibition, modula-
tion of voltage- dependent Ca2+ channels and 
activation of PLC. Secondary pathways involv-
ing MAPK, ERK or JNK activation have also 
been described for its participation in trophy 
events. Independent G-protein activation path-
ways involve later desensitization and even 
internalization by endocytosis mediated by 
β-arrestins [63].

Over the years, it has come to be appreciated 
that a local autocrine or paracrine RAS exist in 
a number of tissues, which subsequently implies 
new roles for this system [66]. Moreover, tissues 
and systemic activities show significant differ-
ences. Even though circulating AngII levels 
may not be intensively high, AT1-R expression 
in different organs can be abundant enough to 
promote intracellular signaling. Furthermore, 
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Fig. 14.1 Interfering effect of Amph over long-term 
memory consolidation. (a) Schematic representation of 
experimental protocol performed to evaluate Amph effect 
over consolidation in the one-trial step-through inhibitory 

avoidance test. (b) Amph effects on consolidation of a fear 
memory were observed as interference when administered 
after training with a medium shock-intensity protocol 
(0.5 mA). * different from saline injected-animals, p < 0.05
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locally produced AngII concentration may be 
higher than plasma levels, and elicit a response 
in tissues with relative low AT1-R expression.

Numerous pieces of evidence support that 
AngII acts as a neuromodulator in different brain 
pathways. The activation of the AT1-R subtype by 
AngII elicits neuronal depolarization through 
facilitatory activity over different channels. The 
AT1-R facilitator effects would be possible 
through the inhibition of potassium channel or 
opening of a non-selective sodium–calcium 
channel. The resulting depolarization triggered 
by the neuropeptide over different signaling path-
ways would reflect a fine regulation in overall 
cellular activation [67–69].

Across the CNS, AngII plays an important 
role in central dopaminergic neurotransmis-
sion modulation, and there is evidence that a 
 cross-regulation exists between these two sys-
tems. It has been demonstrated that AT1-R modi-
fies tyrosine–hydroxylase activity and hence 
alters monoamine production. DA release is 
elevated in a concentration-dependent manner 
when AngII is applied either to striatal slices or 
locally in the rat striatum. Furthermore, micro-
dialisys of AngII in the same brain structure 
increases the level of DA and its metabolites 
(DOPAC and HVA). Similar effects have been 
obtained for DA concentration in NAc after 
AngII administration [70–72]. AT1-R blockers 
did not only reverse these changes in the neu-
rotransmitter levels but it also decreased its con-
centration without AngII stimulus, suggesting a 
regulatory role on basal DA release [72, 73]. All 
together, these results point towards the possible 
action of AngII pre-synaptically modulating the 
synthesis and release of DA through activation 
of AT1-R, as they are located in the soma and ter-
minals of dopaminergic neurons [74]. Moreover, 
recently it has been shown that an alteration in 
the dopaminergic system, such as decreased lev-
els of DA, can induce an increase in local RAS 
components, as an attempt to compensate for the 
deficit in dopaminergic activity [74]. Therefore, 
AT1-R expression is closely linked to DA lev-
els, given that decreased levels of DA promotes 
an increase in AT1-R expression, which can be 
reversed when the DA activity is reestablished. 

Similarly, the knockout mice for D1 and D2 
receptors, have increased levels of AT1-R, while 
transgenic mice overexpressing D2 receptors 
show reduced levels [75, 76]. Moreover, aged 
rats show decreased levels of DA receptors and 
increased expression of AT1-R simultaneously, 
when compared to young animals [77]. In the 
same way, acute or chronic manipulation of brain 
RAS with AT1-R antagonists decreased D2 and 
increased D1 receptor expression without affect-
ing striatal DA release or motor behavior [78]. 
Recent evidence highlights functional and physi-
cal interactions between AT1-R and β- adrener-
gic, D1 and D2 receptors [79–81]. Blockade of 
the D2/AT1-R heterodimer by an AT1-R antago-
nist, leads to enhanced dopaminergic transmis-
sion and has direct impact on the basal ganglia 
system involved in motor control. Thus, AngII 
levels would control striatal dopaminergic neu-
rotransmission, and would serve to immediately 
regulate DA function [79]. Moreover, AngII 
has a modulatory neurochemical effect over 
DA-mediated behavior, such as the control of 
movement and reward processing, which might 
be susceptible to be controlled by pharmacologi-
cal manipulation of the RAS [70, 72].

 Renin–Angiotensin System 
and Memory

AngII is actively involved in learning and mem-
ory processes. There is a broad spectrum of effects 
described in this peptide over cognitive tasks. 
This is probably the result of different method-
ological procedures, with regard to time and route 
of administration and type of memory evaluated. 
It has been observed that local administration of 
AngII on the hippocampus generates disruptive 
effects on the acquisition and consolidation of 
memories [82, 83]. Moreover, it has been found 
that LTP induction is inhibited by the injection of 
AngII in CA1 region and BLA [84, 85].

On the other hand, in contrast to the previous 
mentioned results, numerous authors have 
reported an improvement in the three stages of 
memory formation after intra-cerebroventricular 
administration of AngII (Table 14.2) [86–89]. 
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(continued)

Table 14.2 Ang II-induced alteration over memory stages

Species

(strains)
Test

Drugs  

(doses)

Memory stage

Reference
Acquisition Consolidation Retrieval

Rats

(Sprague-

Dawley)

PA

Ang II

(5–50 

ngintra-

DG)

− [75]

Rats

(Wistar)
PA

Ang II

(1–3 

nmoli.c.v.)

= [82]

Rats

(Wistar)
CARs/ PA

Ang II

(1 

nmoli.c.v.)

+
[79-81, 

93]

Mice

(Laka)
TL

Ang II

(10–20 

ngi.c.v.)

+ [94]

Rats

(Proton 

and 

Wistar)

TL/NOR/CARs/PA
Ang II 

(i.c.v.)
+

80, 81, 

[94, 95]

Rats

(Wistar)
PA

Ang II

(intra-CA1 

and i.c.v.)

− [76, 82]

Rats

(Wistar)
PA/ CARs

Ang II

(1 

nmoli.c.v.)

+
[79, 81, 

82, 93]
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AngII facilitates acquisition in active condition-
ing trials and retention in passive avoidance tests. 
This facilitator effect of AngII on memory 
appears to be mediated by central monoamine 
systems. In addition, it has been found that dopa-
minergic projection to the nucleus accumbens is 
involved in the improving effect of angiotensin 
peptides on recognition memory in rats [96].

 Final Considerations

The functional relation between Amph and 
AngII activity has been studied over the last 
decade by this working group. Overall, it has 
been shown that Amph-induced long-term 
changes at the reward circuit involve AT1-R acti-
vation with regard to responses of the reward 

circuit. We have observed that AT1-R are 
involved in the behavioral and neurochemical 
adaptive responses induced by Amph exposure 
[5, 97]. Moreover, Amph exposure has been 
shown to induce long-term changes in AT1-R 
density and in angiotensinogen mRNA in CPu, a 
rich DA area strongly related to drugs of abuse 
responses [98].

Recently, we have shown that AT1-R play a 
functional role in Amph-induced alterations over 
neurocognitive processes. In our experimental 
model, acute Amph impaired memory retention 
in male rats in the one-trial inhibitory avoidance 
test when administered immediately post-  training. 
This effect involved central AT1-R  activation, 
since central AT1-R antagonist administration 
before the psychostimulant partially prevented 
drug-induced memory impairment [32].

The different RAS components administration was observed to either improve (+), interfere (−) or have no 
effect (=) in the performance of rodents in several learning trials: PA passive avoidance, AA active 
avoidance, CARs conditioned avoidance responses, TL transfer latency

Table 14.2 (continued)

Rats

(Sprague-

Dawley 

and 

Wistar)

PA
Renin 

(i.c.v.)
− [96, 97]

Rats

(Wistar)
PA

Renin

(0.01–0.1 

U i.c.v.)

= [97]

Mice

(Laka)
AA

Captopril 

(5–10 

mg/kg i.p.)

Losartan 

(5–10 

mg/kg i.p.)

+ + [98]
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Moreover, a previous experience of repeated 
Amph followed by 7 days of withdrawal modi-
fied the animals’ performance in the inhibitory 
avoidance test, observed as a resistance to the 
acute Amph interference effect in the behavioral 
response. Moreover, these animals showed an 
altered neuronal activation pattern in BLA after 
the test session. Long-term Amph-induced alter-
ations were shown in hippocampus synaptic 
transmission, measured as a lower threshold nec-
essary to generate LTP. It is noteworthy that 
AT1-R blockade prevented the behavioral, neuro-
chemical, and electrophysiological alterations 
observed in the repeated Amph group, pointing 
out a functional role for AT1-R in the psychostim-
ulant-induced neuroadaptations [32].

Brain RAS is a neuromodulatory system of 
superior brain activities and by its AT1-R can 
actively modulate Amph-induced alterations. 
Because AT1-R blockers are currently and safely 
used in clinics for different pathologies, our results 
suggest that they would be prominent candidates 
for pharmacological treatment in pathologies 
related to altered DA and cognitive alterations.
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Abstract

Amphetamine and cocaine are drugs of abuse worldwide consumed for 
their stimulant properties in the central nervous system. They mainly 
potentiate noradrenergic and dopaminergic neurotransmission and induce 
long-term changes in multiple neuronal circuits, modifying the future 
responses to pharmacological or non-pharmacological challenges. The 
altered neuronal connectivity induced by psychostimulants has long been 
studied in reward processing brain areas and in behavioral responses. 
Different neurotransmitter systems are involved in these responses, includ-
ing the neuropeptide angiotensin II. Locally produced brain angiotensin II, 
acting through AT1 receptors, plays an important role in the modulation of 
central dopaminergic neurotransmission. Dopamine- innervated areas such 
as caudate putamen, nucleus accumbens, substantia nigra, hypothalamus, 
and ventral pallidum express high AT1 receptor  density. Our recent studies 
show the role of angiotensin II AT1 receptors in the development of neuro-
adaptative behavioral and neurochemical changes induced by amphet-
amine. Moreover, we found alterations in the components of the renin 
angiotensin system (RAS) and in the functionality of AT1 receptors after 
amphetamine exposure. The evidence presented in this chapter highlight 
the RAS as a neuromodulatory system of superior brain activities, and 
further validate Angiotensin II involvement in amphetamine- induced 
alterations through AT1 receptor activation. The AT1 receptor blockers are 
currently and safely used in clinic for different pathologies, so they would 
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be prominent candidates for pharmacological treatment in pathologies 
related to altered dopamine neurotransmission, such as drug addiction, 
schizophrenia, or even depression.
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 Psychostimulant Pharmacology

D-amphetamine and cocaine are drugs known as 
psychostimulants. These drugs have a common 
pharmacological target as indirect catecholamin-
ergic agonists. They produce their stimulant and 
psychotic effects by increasing synaptic concen-
trations of dopamine (DA) through inhibition of 
reuptake and potentiation of presynaptic release. 
The potency of the psychotogenic effects 
induced by psychostimulants is associated with 
the dopaminergic agonist action, although no 
consistent correlation has been found between 
symptoms and measures of DA neuronal activity 
[1–3]. However, the physiological actions 
induced by drug administration extend beyond 
the transient changes in synaptic concentrations 
of DA, since a temporal dissociation exists 
between behavioral response and plasma drug 
concentrations [1–3].

 Neuroadaptative Changes 
Associated with Psychostimulants

Repeated administration of stimulants may produce 
a supersensitive condition in the central nervous 
system by upward regulation of postsynaptic DA 
receptors [4, 5]. This is a consequence of presynap-
tic DA depletion and lowered tonic basal DA levels 
after the increased dopaminergic synaptic activation 
induced by psychostimulants. Furthermore, sus-
tained dopaminergic activation could develop auto-
receptor subsensitivity associated with a reduced 
inhibition of presynaptic DA synthesis and release 
[6]. These events could lead to increased DA neuro-
transmission due to dysregulation of presynaptic 
and postsynaptic mechanisms.

At behavioral level, the supersensitivity 
induced by psychostimulants is a phenomenon 
termed behavioral sensitization, characterized 
by an enhanced response to psychostimulants 
that relies on neuroplastic changes. These 
changes are time-dependent and involve the 
motivational behavior circuitry of the brain [7, 
8]. The behavioral sensitization involves changes 
associated with long-lasting hyperactivity of the 
mesolimbic dopaminergic pathway [8, 9]. 
Moreover, considerable evidence indicates that 
exposure to a drug of abuse does not need to be 
repeated to induce locomotor sensitization. In 
this regard, it has been described in mouse and 
rat studies that a single exposure to psychostim-
ulants (cocaine or amphetamine) induces behav-
ioral sensitization [10, 11]. The sensitization 
process presents two temporally distinct phases: 
induction and expression [8, 12]. The mesocorti-
colimbic dopaminergic projections play a key 
role in both described phases of amphetamine-
induced behavioral  sensitization. In this respect, 
it is known that sensitization can be induced by 
microinjection of amphetamine into the ventral 
tegmental area; meanwhile, its expression is 
associated with time-dependent adaptations in 
forebrain DA-innervated areas, such as the 
nucleus accumbens (NAc) and caudate putamen 
(CPu) [13].

In contrast with observations of enhanced DA 
neurotransmission within the NAc and CPu in 
response to the repeated administration of psy-
chostimulants, the DA response in the medial 
prefrontal cortex (mPFC) has been reported to be 
decreased in animals sensitized to cocaine [14–
16]. Moreover, the evidence suggests that the 
dorsal mPFC, which provides glutamatergic 
afferents specifically to NAc core, enhances the 
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expression of behavioral sensitization to cocaine 
by increasing glutamate transmission [17]. 
Oppositely, lesions in the prelimbic area of the 
mPFC were shown to affect the development of 
sensitization to the locomotor activating effects 
of cocaine [18]. Furthermore, a negative rela-
tionship has been described between DA levels 
in the ventral and dorsal mPFC and locomotor 
activity in response to the acute systemic admin-
istration of cocaine. Meanwhile, in the shell of 
the NAc a positive relationship between DA lev-
els and locomotor response to cocaine has been 
described [19]. Based on the available evidence, 
it seems that DA tone in the mPFC is involved in 
the balance between hyper- or hypo-stimulation 
states.

 Schizophrenia and Interactions 
with Psychostimulants

The neurobiological bases of schizophrenia and 
chronic stimulant drug effects suggest the 
potential for their interaction. Schizophrenic 
patients who abuse psychostimulant drugs are 
susceptible to incur several types of risk because 
they can present symptom exacerbations that 
otherwise might not have occurred. Beyond this, 
given the occurrence of behavioral sensitization 
and neurotoxic effects, chronic stimulant use 
could conceivably exacerbate the pathophysiol-
ogy of the disease, resulting in an acceleration 
of disease progress and/or an increase in the 
severity of symptoms. In addition, the antipsy-
chotic treatment response might be altered in an 
unfavorable direction. However, schizophrenic 
patients use smaller quantities of drugs of abuse 
than healthy drug abusers. Even though the 
dose–response parameters could be different for 
schizophrenic patients, the concern whether 
chronic stimulant abuse in healthy persons can 
induce a schizophrenia- like condition persisting 
without stimulant abuse is currently unsettled. 
In this regard, the evidence suggests that the 
onset of schizophrenia may be precipitated in 
pre- psychotic or latent schizophrenic patients, 
but not directly caused by psychostimulant 
abuse [3, 20].

 Role of Angiotensin in Brain 
Excitability

Currently, it is well established that the brain pos-
sesses its own and distinct angiotensin system [21]. 
The pharmacological manipulation of this system 
may modulate a number of events coordinated by 
the central nervous system such as drinking behav-
ior [22], hormone release [23], anxiety [24–26], 
cognition [27–30], locomotor activity [31, 32], and 
stereotypy [32, 33]. The pharmacological and 
molecular evidence indicates the presence of at 
least two receptors for the octapeptides angiotensin 
II AT1 and AT2 [34, 35]. These receptor subtypes 
mediate responses evoked by angiotensin II, 
although to date the majority of the known physi-
ological responses evoked by angiotensin II appear 
to be mediated via the AT1 receptor [36, 37].

The immunohistochemical and neuropharma-
cological evidence suggests that angiotensin II 
and its derived peptides angiotensin III and/or IV 
are neurotransmitters or neuromodulators in spe-
cific neuronal pathways in the brainstem, fore-
brain, and hypothalamus. AT1 receptor activation 
by angiotensin II elicits neuronal depolarization 
by affecting the permeability of different ion 
channels. In this regard, AT1 receptor mediates an 
inhibition of potassium channel [38] or opening 
of a non-selective sodium-calcium channel [39]. 
The activation of these different signaling path-
ways inducing depolarization would reflect the 
fine tuning level of the overall cellular activation. 
The electrophysiological evidences show that 
angiotensin II applied in vitro induces a firing 
increase in the median preoptic neurons [40], 
paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus [41], 
basolateral nucleus of amygdala [42], central 
nucleus of amygdala [43] and the hippocampus 
[44, 45]. Similarly to Angiotensin II, angiotensin 
IV exerts stimulating effects on the firing rate and 
burst discharges in the hippocampus [45]. The 
different distribution of the co- localized AT1 and 
AT4 receptors in the same hippocampal neuron 
could be a reason for the observed difference in 
excitation produced by either angiotensin II or 
angiotensin IV respectively. The excitatory effects 
induced by angiotensin II are due to presynaptic 
AT1 receptor activation and modulatory effects on 
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classical neurotransmitter release [38], or activa-
tion of postsynaptic AT1 receptors that induces 
membrane depolarization and an inward current 
[40]. It has been found that angiotensin II and 
angiotensin IV exert dual effects on the dorsal lat-
eral geniculate nucleus [46], amygdala [42] and 
hippocampus [44, 45], but the inhibitory role pre-
dominates in the locus coeruleus [47], superior 
colliculus [48], and septum [49].

In many brain areas, there is an interaction 
between angiotensinergic and glutamatergic sys-
tems, and this interaction could explain in part the 
inhibitory effects induced by angiotensin II. In 
this regard, angiotensin II modulates the response 
to glutamate in the superior colliculus acting 
through AT1 and AT2 receptors, while visual 
potentials evoked by glutamate receptor agonist 
have been shown to be attenuated by postsynaptic 
AT1 receptor activation only [50]. In the locus 
coeruleus, angiotensin II blocked the excitation 
evoked by glutamate [47]. Moreover, it has been 
described that angiotensin inhibited the NMDA- 
and/or kainate-evoked increase in the firing rate of 
dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus, and the AT1 
receptors may be involved [46]. In-vivo studies 
show that angiotensin II modulates the barorecep-
tor reflex response, acting on the area postrema, 
and in an electrophysiological study, an inhibitory 
effect was found in this area, induced by angio-
tensin II. Neurons from the area postrema are in 
reciprocal connection with the nucleus tractus 
solitarius, a region involved in integration of baro-
receptor reflex response [51]. Moreover, angio-
tensin II and III inhibit the neurons of nucleus 
reticularis ventrolateralis, and subsequently the 
spontaneous baroreceptor reflex response. This 
action could be reversed by AT2 receptor antago-
nists [52]. The presented evidence strongly sug-
gests angiotensin II and derived peptides as 
modulators of neuronal activity.

 Relationship Between Dopamine 
and Angiotensin II

There is a large body of evidence supporting the 
relationship between brain angiotensin II and cat-
echolamine systems [53, 54]. This interaction 

could be involved in some central actions of 
angiotensin II such as cardiovascular control, 
dipsogenesis, and complex behaviors, supporting 
the idea that drugs able to modulate brain angio-
tensin II may be useful in regulating central DA 
activity. In this respect, high AT1 receptor density 
has been described in DA-rich regions, in CPu, 
hypothalamus, NAc, and ventral pallidum [55, 
56]. The evidence shows that brain angiotensin II 
increases the DA release in CPu and NAc [57]. 
Moreover, it has been found that in CPu the DA 
release induced by angiotensin II is mediated by 
AT1 receptors [55], and the stereotype behavior 
induced by apomorphine (DA receptor  agonist) 
could also be blocked by AT1 receptor antago-
nists [58].

Given the established role of the nigro-striatal 
dopamine system in the control of movement, 
and the fact that angiotensin II enhances the 
release of dopamine in the rat striatum (that pro-
vides a neurochemical mechanism underlying the 
modulation of locomotor activity and other DA 
mediated behaviors) we may hypothesize that the 
angiotensin system could be a useful tool for 
pharmacological manipulation of the DA system 
(see above).

The available evidence suggests that DA 
and angiotensin II systems directly regulate 
against each other in the striatum and substan-
tia nigra of rodents [59, 60]. In this regard, 
reserpine-induced DA depletion produced a 
significant increase in the expression of AT1 
and AT2 receptors, which decreased when the 
dopaminergic function was restored. The same 
phenomenon was observed after dopaminergic 
denervation with 6- hydroxydopamine. In this 
case, the administration of L-Dopa decreased 
AT1 and increased AT2 receptor density [59]. 
Moreover, changes in angiotensin II levels 
may affect angiotensin II receptor density. In 
this regard, transgenic rats with very low lev-
els of brain angiotensin II showed increased 
AT1 receptors [61]. The Labandeira-Garcia 
group found evidence suggesting that AT1 
receptors expression is closely related to DA 
levels through direct (DA and AT1 receptors) 
and  indirect (changes in angiotensin II levels) 
 mechanisms [60].
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 Brain Angiotensin II and Cocaine

Although it is generally recognized that cocaine 
has a potentially toxic effect upon the cardiovas-
cular system, the process by which this occurs is 
extremely complex and is not, at present, fully 
understood. Acutely, cocaine administration has 
been associated with a wide range of effects, 
including increases in heart rate and blood pres-
sure, coronary vasoconstriction, increases in 
myocardial contractility, and decreases in ejec-
tion fraction [62]. Based on the available evi-
dence, it seems that these effects are associated 
with cocaine-induced increases in sympathetic 
output subsequent to potentiation of mono-
amines. Consistent with its local anesthetic prop-
erties, mediated by voltage-gated sodium channel 
blockade, cocaine also may depress heart func-
tion. These ‘opposing’ effects may create signifi-
cant imbalances in oxygen demand and supply, 
which, particularly in a cocaine-induced pro-
thrombotic context, have the potential to signifi-
cantly degrade the electrical and mechanical 
functioning of the heart [63]. Findings in chronic 
cocaine abusers include hypertension, left ven-
tricular hypertrophy, malignant arrhythmias, 
myocardial ischemia, and cardiomyopathy [64]. 
The clinical etiologic context is complex, as it is 
necessary to disentangle the effects of cocaine 
from cardiovascular risk factors associated with a 
drug-abusing lifestyle, including different factors 
such as poor diet and intravenous drug use [65].

Angiotensin I converting enzyme (ACE), the 
main angiotensin II generating enzyme, is an 
essential part of the renin–angiotensin system 
(RAS) present in the brain. Interestingly, research 
points to central nervous system effects of ACE- 
inhibitors that may bear upon their potential util-
ity for the treatment of cocaine addiction. A 
number of studies in animals point to activation 
of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) 
axis by drugs of abuse, which may affect the 
drug’s positive reinforcement properties, as well 
as mediate anxiogenic-like behavior associated 
with drug withdrawal [66]. There is evidence 
suggesting that cocaine withdrawal is associated 
with activation of corticotropin-releasing factor 
(CRF) [67]. Extrapolated to a clinical population, 

CRF release may mediate the abstinence- 
associated dysphoria, as well as the stress-related 
relapse to cocaine [68]. It has been found that 
ACE-inhibitors in cocaine-abusing patients 
decrease CRF release [69]. Conversely, angioten-
sin II increases CRF release [70]. Decrease in 
CRF by ACE-inhibitors could potentially play a 
role in reducing stress-related relapse to cocaine 
[65].

As was described above, DA release in the 
striatum of the rat can be directly affected by 
angiotensin II [71, 72] or through a metabolite- 
like angiotensin IV [55, 73, 74]. Angiotensin II 
increases CRF release [75], an effect also induced 
by cocaine withdrawal [76]. The available evi-
dence supports the importance and possible 
implications of the complete RAS in the brain, 
where it acts to regulate a number of physiologi-
cal processes (e.g., cardiovascular maintenance, 
memory, fluid intake, energy balance). ACE- 
inhibitors are ligands that form a complex with 
Zn2+ at the active site of ACE. ACE-inhibitors 
are effective in reducing blood pressure in hyper-
tensive individuals, as they block the conversion 
of angiotensin I to angiotensin II and reduce the 
degradation of bradykinin. It has been described 
that ACE-inhibitors are able to increase dopa-
mine release in the striatum, an effect probably 
mediated by the opioid system [65]. As they 
could indirectly block CRF release and directly 
block angiotensin II production, ACE-inhibitors 
have been suggested to be used in the treatment 
of cocaine abuse [65]. Moreover, it has been 
observed that chronic administration of ACE- 
inhibitors increased the turnover of dopamine in 
the striatum of rats [77]. Similarly, it has been 
found that sodium depletion, known as a treat-
ment that induces RAS activation, is able to 
induce behavioral cross-sensitization with 
cocaine, showing the involvement of angiotensin 
II in the neuroplastic events induced by this psy-
chostimulant [78].

The central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA) 
plays a critical role in integrating sympathetic 
and behavioral responses to stress and the stimu-
lation of the CeA produces increases in blood 
pressure and heart rate [79]. The CeA also con-
tains angiotensin II, ACE, and angiotensin 
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 receptors [80]. In addition, CRF-like immunore-
activity exists in the CeA [81, 82]. Moreover, it 
has been described that microinjection of angio-
tensin II in the CeA elicits a pressor response, 
whereas CRF evokes both an increase in plasma 
catecholamines and arterial pressure [83, 84]. 
Cocaine and acute stress increase CRF and/or its 
mRNA in the amygdala [68, 85, 86]. Therefore, 
multiple studies suggest that angiotensin II and 
CRF are key neurotransmitters in the CeA 
involved in regulation of sympathetic and hemo-
dynamic responses to stress [79].

 Brain Angiotensin II 
and Amphetamine

 Long-Lasting Changes in Brain 
Angiotensin II Involved 
in the Neuroadaptive Responses 
to Amphetamine

A direct relationship between angiotensin II and 
behavioral sensitization induced by amphetamine 
was found in our laboratory. In this regard, it was 
shown that angiotensin II AT1 receptors are 
involved in the development of behavioral and 
neurochemical sensitization induced by a single 
exposure to amphetamine [87, 88]. Moreover, it 
was recently reported by our group that 

 amphetamine exposure induces persistent altera-
tions in brain angiotensin II components within 
CPu and NAc [89]. In this respect, both studied 
regions, CPu and NAc, presented long-lasting 
increase in AT1 receptor density after amphet-
amine exposure but in CPu, a significant decrease 
in angiotensinogen (angiotensin II precursor) was 
found. The available evidence suggests a relation-
ship between the AT1 receptors and angiotensino-
gen in the brain. In this regard, it has been 
described that the administration of AT1 receptor 
antagonists induced widespread up-regulation of 
angiotensinogen mRNA levels with low doses 
and down- regulation with higher doses [90] 
(Fig. 15.1). Meanwhile, other authors found a 
decrease in angiotensinogen, angiotensin II, and 
angiotensin- converting enzyme mRNA levels in 
basal ganglia after systemic administration of 
candesartan, an AT1 receptor antagonist [91]. This 
evidence supports the view that manipulations of 
AT1 receptors could induce changes in brain 
angiotensinogen levels. The results obtained for 
our group showing amphetamine-induced 
decrease in angiotensinogen in CPu could be 
related to an overstimulation of AT1 receptors. In 
this regard, it was also found that the expression 
of behavioral sensitization was attenuated by AT1 
receptor blockade in CPu [89]. In NAc, no 
changes were observed in angiotensinogen after 
amphetamine exposure, and the AT1 receptor 
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Fig. 15.1 AT1 receptors are involved in the altered neuro-
nal activation induced by amphetamine exposure in 
response to different challenges. Angiotensin II 
(400 pmol) was administered intracerebrally and amphet-
amine (0.5 mg/kg) intraperitoneally. The neuronal activa-
tion was measured as Fos expression in the two brain 

areas from animals exposed to amphetamine 21 days 
before, pretreated with AT1 receptor antagonist (CV) or 
vehicle. The values were calculated as percentage respect 
control group (vehicle-saline animals exposed to saline 
challenge) and expressed as mean ± SEM. Two-way 
ANOVA analysis, *p < 0.05, n = 7–10
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antagonists were ineffective in preventing the 
expression of behavioral sensitization induced by 
the  psychostimulant [89]. Even though the two 
brain areas evaluated are rich in dopaminergic ter-
minals and are strongly related to psychostimu-
lants neuroadaptive responses, they show 
differential DA release in response to electrical 
stimulation. Moreover, the DA release in the CPu 
is not regulated by dopamine autoreceptor activa-
tion, in contrast to NAc [92]. Two mechanisms 
have been suggested for regulating DA release in 
the projections of dopaminergic systems: a phasic 
release regulated by depolarization of dopaminer-
gic nerve cell bodies, and a tonic regulation of DA 
release independent of electrical activity of these 
neurons [93]. The tonic influences are more sig-
nificant in the CPu than in the NAc [92]. This last 
fact is in agreement with the evidence showing 
the tonic influence of angiotensin II on DA syn-
thesis and release in CPu through AT1 receptors 
[55, 94]. However, CPu and NAc seem to have 
different roles in the neuroadaptive responses to 
drugs of abuse [95, 96].

 Repeated Amphetamine Exposure 
Modifies Brain Angiotensin II AT1 
Receptor Functionality

Sodium depletion, which activates RAS, devel-
ops cross-sensitization effects leading to 
enhanced locomotor activity responses to amphet-
amine [97]. These experiments indicate that treat-
ments implying RAS activation show reciprocal 
behavioral cross-sensitization with psychostimu-
lants. In relation to these findings, our group, 
using a protocol of repeated amphetamine, found 
long-lasting changes affecting brain response to 
angiotensin II [98]. These alterations were 
revealed by exogenously intracerebrally injected 
angiotensin II in conscious rats, known to pro-
duce a marked increase in water and sodium 
intake, as well as an increased natriuresis [98]. 
All these effects have been previously and 
exhaustively described [99–103]; however, the 
results obtained in our study showed that  previous 
exposure to repeated amphetamine administra-
tion modified the described effects of angiotensin 

II i.c.v. on these parameters in a long- term man-
ner (1 week after amphetamine withdrawal) 
[104]. In this respect, it was found that repeated 
amphetamine exposure markedly decreased the 
sodium intake induced by angiotensin II; mean-
while, water intake was unaffected. Sodium 
intake behavior is likely to reflect the differential 
regulation of intracellular signaling pathways. In 
this regard, it has been hypothesized that differen-
tial AT1 receptors signaling pathways play sepa-
rable roles in water and saline intake stimulated 
by angiotensin II [105, 106]. There are results 
that support this hypothesis, demonstrating that G 
protein-dependent  pathways appear to be more 
important for water intake stimulated by angio-
tensin II, whereas G protein-independent path-
ways may be more relevant for angiotensin 
II-stimulated sodium intake [107]. In accordance 
with this last fact are the results showing that 
repeated i.c.v. angiotensin II administration 
reduced the dipsogenic effect without affecting 
sodium intake [108]. Therefore, a possible expla-
nation for amphetamine exposure effects is the 
alteration of intracellular signaling pathway 
involved in the effects of angiotensin II on sodium 
intake. This altered response obtained in amphet-
amine-exposed animals may involve the desensi-
tization of AT1 receptors through internalization 
of these receptors [109]. This last is supported by 
the evidence showing that angiotensin II i.c.v. 
induces internalization of AT1 receptors [110]. 
Accordingly, a decrease in the response to angio-
tensin II after a persistent or repetitive stimulation 
of AT1 receptors has been described [111]. 
Moreover, it has been shown that the early induc-
ible genes, c-fos, c-jun, and delta-fos are involved 
in the control of transcription factors expression 
that ultimately mediate the desensitization to the 
angiotensin II signal [112]. In our laboratory, we 
found that angiotensin II i.c.v. induced a threefold 
increase in NAc and CPu neuronal activation; this 
effect was blunted by repeated amphetamine 
exposure. This decreased response could demon-
strate an AT1 receptor desensitization induced by 
repeated psychostimulant  administration. In this 
regard, AT1 receptor desensitization-reduced Fos 
expression has been described as a consequence 
of repetitive  angiotensin II i.c.v. administration in 
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different brain areas that co-expressed AT1 recep-
tors [112]. Interestingly, these results are in agree-
ment with those obtained in regard to the 
decreased response in sodium intake to angioten-
sin II i.c.v.

It is known that exogenous i.c.v. angiotensin II 
administration stimulates oxytocin release from 
the pituitary gland [113, 114]. It has been found 
that the increase of sodium intake through sodium 
deprivation or adrenalectomy decreases basal 
oxytocin levels; meanwhile, treatments that stim-
ulate oxytocin secretion (e.g., hypertonic saline, 
lithium chloride, and copper sulfate) inhibit 
sodium intake in sodium-deprived rats [115–
117]. Moreover, blockade of central oxytocin 
receptors before i.c.v. angiotensin II administra-
tion resulted in a potentiation of angiotensin 
II-induced sodium intake, although in the absence 
of exogenously administered angiotensin II, 
blockade of oxytocin receptors does not interfere 
with the dipsogenic properties of angiotensin II, 
nor does it stimulate sodium intake [115]. In rats, 
the oxytocin receptor antagonist administration- 
induced sodium intake is blunted by AT1 receptor 
antagonist administration [118]. This evidence 
supports the idea of an inhibitory oxytocinergic 
tone involved in the activation or disinhibition of 
AT1 receptors [118].

The results obtained in our study using repeated 
amphetamine administration reveal a long-lasting 
effect of amphetamine exposure.

Moreover, it is possible to suggest that the 
decreased response in sodium intake induced by 
angiotensin II i.c.v. in amphetamine-exposed ani-
mals could be attributed to an increased oxytocin 
response to angiotensin II as a consequence of 
AT1 receptors altered functionality. This explana-
tion is supported by our results, showing that 
amphetamine exposure increased the number of 
Fos-oxytocin positive neurons in response to 
angiotensin II. The mechanisms by which angio-
tensin II i.c.v. induces natriuretic effects could 
involve brain oxytocin release [119]. It has been 
shown that angiotensin II i.c.v. activates oxytocin 
neurons in paraventricular and supraoptic nucleus 
[113–115]. In our study, the repeated amphet-
amine administration potentiated the activation of 
oxytocin neurons induced by angiotensin II i.c.v. 

in different oxytocinergic subnuclei of paraven-
tricular and supraoptic nucleus, possibly showing 
an increased oxytocin response to angiotensin II 
because of the reduced AT1 receptor functionality 
mentioned above. Therefore, the repeated amphet-
amine exposure could reduce AT1 receptor func-
tionality (desensitization-like) shown as a 
potentiated oxytocinergic response to i.c.v. angio-
tensin II that elicits a decrease in sodium intake, 
an increase in natriuresis, and decreases in plasma 
renin activity. These results are also supported by 
the increased number of Fos-oxytocin positive 
neurons in paraventricular and supraoptic nucleus 
in response to i.c.v. angiotensin II found in the 
amphetamine-exposed animals [104].

In conclusion, the results presented here sup-
port the view that long-lasting changes in brain 
RAS could be considered among the 
psychostimulant- induced neuroadaptations.
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Abstract

Drug addiction is a chronic compulsion and relapsing disorder defined as 
a “pathological pattern of use of a substance”, and characterized by the 
loss of control in drug-taking-related behaviors, the pursuance of those 
behaviors even in the presence of negative consequences, and a strongly 
motivated desire to consume substances. Several brain areas and circuits 
are involved, encoding cognitive functions such as reward, motivation, and 
memory. Addiction research has moved the focus to those psycho- 
neurobiological mechanisms that have a crucial role on the transition from 
an occasional use to the abuse of drugs. It has been hypothesized that drug 
addiction may start as a “goal-directed behavior”; later, with the mainte-
nance of the “instrumental behavior”, it can turn into a “habitual behav-
ior”, inducing a form of habit-based learning. At a brain level, it has been 
suggested that DA-ergic/GLU-ergic/NE-ergic meso-cortico-limbic trans-
mission may have a crucial role in the pathological habit-based learning of 
a drug-seeking behavior.

The present chapter reviews the more recent studies on drug addic-
tion, investigating the psycho-neurobiological hypotheses concerning 
what drives the transition from an occasional use to abuse of drugs. 
Then, a “habit learning” theory of drug addiction is described. Further, 
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the possibility of an engagement of different memory systems in a 
“learned drug- seeking” behavior is discussed. The next section describes 
the role of prefrontal NE-ergic neurotransmission in drug addiction. 
Finally, the chapter raises some questions about a conceptual framework 
linking pathological learning with memory and drug addiction.

Keywords

Drug addiction • Habit-learning • Habit-memory • Mesocorticolimbic 
reward system

 Introduction

Addiction in Latin (addictus) means “slave to 
debt” or “subjugate”, and it is very closely asso-
ciated with the concept of psychological depen-
dence from pharmacological substances. Drug 
addiction is a chronically compulsive and recidi-
vist disorder that affects individuals more psy-
chologically than physically. The life of an 
addict is a progressive top-down circle of search-
ing for, obtaining, using, and recovering from 
drug effects, in spite of related illness, disrupted 
relationships, and work/life failures. The social 
burden created by addiction can be quantified 
and measured in social and health contexts, in 
order to express the overall severity of this psy-
chological disease. The extent of problematic 
drug use—by regular drug users—remains sta-
ble at between 16 million and 39 million people 
[1]; globally, these rates of drug abuse are rela-
tively stable despite the fact that it is on the rise 
in developing countries. Substances of abuse 
reduce socio- economic development and boost 
organized crime, instability, and national insecu-
rity [1].

Addiction has recently been defined by the 
5th edition of Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 
of Mental Disorders (DSM-V) [2] as a “patho-
logical pattern of use of the substance”, where 
the loss of control over drug-seeking/drug-tak-
ing behavior, the persistence of drug-taking 
behavior despite negative consequences, and a 
high motivation to take drugs at the expense of 
other activities are the main features. The loss of 
control, persistence, and high motivation to take 
drugs can be analyzed and conceptualized at sev-

eral levels, from psychological to molecular. In 
particular, a major hypothesis guiding experi-
mental research considers the level of exposure 
to the substance as a key factor that leads to 
addiction [3–6]. Primarily, addiction is a chronic 
disease that involves brain systems related to 
reward, motivation, and memory, forming 
 circuitry between each other. Secondarily, 
 dysfunction in these circuits leads to bio-psycho-
social manifestations of pathological behavior. 
Addiction researchers have recently hypothe-
sized that there is a crucial role of the prefrontal 
cortex (pfC) in the limbic circuit of reward, and 
the pfC is considered to be one of the major 
components of the neurobiology of addiction 
[7–11].

The major aim of this chapter is to review 
recent studies highlighting the key features of 
drug addiction, and the nature of a transition from 
occasional to compulsive use of pharmacological 
substances. First, this chapter overviews two 
major hypotheses currently driving drug addic-
tion research, all of which indicates that the level 
of exposure to the substance is a key factor lead-
ing to addiction [3–6]. Second, this chapter high-
lights a recent hypothesis related to “habit 
learning” that can explain the transition from 
occasional to compulsive drug use. The third part 
of this chapter discusses the possibility of the 
engagement of different memory systems in a 
“learned drug-seeking” behavior. The fourth part 
deals with a neurobiological conceptualization of 
addiction in relation to the “habit learning” and 
“habit memory” hypotheses. The fifth part of this 
chapter focuses on the role of catecholaminergic 
transmission in the pfC in addiction. In  conclusion, 
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this chapter highlights several questions about a 
conceptual framework linking pathological learn-
ing and memory with drug addiction.

 An Aberrant Motivation 
and a Hedonic Dysregulation 
Driving Drug-Seeking Behavior

In this section we review two major psychologi-
cal theories explaining the passage from occa-
sional use to pharmacological substance abuse: 
the “incentive-sensitization” theory and the 
“hedonic dysregulation” theory.

 The “Incentive-Sensitization” Theory

Following the “drive-reduction theories”, psycho-
biology of addiction has pointed out to a link 
between reward brain system and motivation. 
Motivational concepts can help us to understand 
how and why limbic brain systems are evolved to 
mediate psychological processes that guide drug 
seeking/taking behavior. Hedonic reward is a key 
concept in motivated behavior [4, 5], and cognitive 
expectations together with physiological internal 
states can modulate hedonic incentives [5]. It can 
be argued that learned Pavlovian incentive stimuli 
become both consummatory phase (“liking”, 
hedonic value) and appetitive phase (“wanting”, 
incentive salience), as a consequence of reward 
learning. It has been found that unconditioned 
affective reaction patterns elicited by sucrose and 
quinine solutions are essentially normal in rats 
after 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) lesions of 
the “striatal–accumbal” dopamine (DA) system 
[12]. Moreover, rats with extensive dopamine 
depletions can change their hedonic evaluation of 
a stimulus based on predictive relations with 
another event, meaning that reward learning mod-
els have posited dopamine systems to play a simi-
lar role in learned increments and learned 
decrements in prediction of hedonic rewards [12]. 
Pre-clinical research on drug addiction has found 
concepts to explain the compulsive use of drugs as 
well as the phenomenon of relapse in an interest-
ing “motivation-based theory”. Different drugs of 

abuse with different pharmacological actions 
cause sensitization via the alteration of the meso-
limbic DA system. Sensitization happens when 
repeated drug administration leads to an enhance-
ment of outcomes related to that drug or to another 
addictive substance (cross-sensitization, [5, 13, 
14]). Compulsive drug seeking/taking behavior 
and the relapse (through the exposition to stimuli 
associated with the substance or due to stress) are 
attributable to modifications in the motivational 
system related to the appetitive phase (wanting). 
This phenomenon was explained by Berridge and 
Robinson with the “incentive-sensitization” theory 
[15]. They consider that long-term drug use leads 
to mounting neuroadaptations at the “brain reward 
system” level, enhancing the sensitization to the 
substances of abuse and to associated stimuli. 
Repeated use of a drug induces specific associa-
tions between stimuli and, consequently, induces 
specific actions tagging a specific behavior such as 
the rewarded outcome. Increasing of drug-stimuli 
pairings increases the incentive value of the stim-
uli, leading addicts to want to take drugs, even they 
do not particularly like them [5]. However, even if 
this theory explains many aspects of human addic-
tion, such as excessive preoccupation with the 
drug and with seeking it out, the intense craving, 
and relapse, it fails to explain a central feature of 
drug addiction: the inability of addicts to regulate 
or stop the use of a drug despite negative conse-
quences and the self- destructive nature of its pro-
longed use. This theory doesn’t deny the pleasure 
obtained from the drug, the withdrawal, or habits 
such as reasons why people become addicted. 
However, it suggests that a sensitized wanting 
could better explain long-term compulsive drug 
seeking/taking behavior.

 The “Hedonic Dysregulation” Theory

This theory describes a vicious “top-down” circle 
from occasional and controlled drug use into 
addiction passing through at least three stages: 
“preoccupation/anticipation”, “binge/intoxica-
tion”, and “withdrawal/negative effect” [16].

The first theories on drug addiction considered 
that drugs prevented or relieved psycho- physical 
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negative states resulting from abstinence (i.e., 
withdrawal) or from adverse environmental cir-
cumstances (i.e., stress). While initial drug use is 
motivated by the hedonic rewarding properties of 
the drug itself, it has been hypothesized that drug 
use becomes motivated more by a “negative rein-
forcement” (abstinence symptoms avoidance) 
than by a positive reinforcement (euphoric high 
state, [17]). Negative reinforcement can be defined 
as the process by which removal of an aversive 
stimulus (i.e., negative emotional state of drug 
withdrawal) increases the probability of a response 
(i.e., dependence-induced drug intake, [18]). Drug 
users progress from occasional use to addiction, 
and the factors motivating drug use are hypothe-
sized to shift in importance, in which impulsivity 
often dominates early stages, and compulsivity 
dominates terminal stages. A shift occurs from 
impulsivity to compulsivity, and a similar shift 
occurs from positive reinforcement to negative 
reinforcement, driving the motivated behavior.

On the other hand, the role of sensitization in 
addiction has been explained as a shift in an 
incentive-salience state, described as “wanting”, 
attributed to a pathological “over-activity” of 
mesolimbic dopamine function. Other factors 
such as an increased secretion of glucocorticoids 
may function in the long-term maintenance of 
this sensitized state [19]. Drug-taking follows 
the pattern of intoxication, tolerance, escalation 
in intake, profound dysphoria, physical discom-
fort, and somatic withdrawal signs during absti-
nence. The “craving” is an intense preoccupation/
desire to obtain substances that often precedes 
the somatic signs of withdrawal, having a crucial 
role in compulsive seeking-behavior and in 
relapse. Moreover, craving has a role in the asso-
ciated stimuli related to drug-taking behavior 
and to withdrawal. Finally, craving is a key part 
in the vicious circle of addiction, and it has been 
considered important in the three stages driving 
to drug addiction: “preoccupation/anticipation”, 
“binge/intoxication”, and “withdrawal/negative 
affect” [16]. These three stages are conceptual-
ized as interacting with each other, becoming 
more intense, dysregulating the hedonic homeo-
stasis of the reward system, and ultimately lead-
ing to the pathological state known as addiction 

[4]. The transition from occasional drug use to 
addiction involves neuroplasticity in all of these 
elements, and may begin with initial drug use in 
vulnerable individuals or individuals at particu-
larly vulnerable developmental periods (i.e., in 
adolescence).

The preoccupation/anticipation (craving) 
stage of the addiction cycle has long been hypoth-
esized to be a key element of relapse in humans, 
and it defines addiction as a chronic relapsing 
disorder. The binge/intoxication stage has a pat-
tern of intake characterized by high intake of the 
drug except during periods of sleep and negative 
emotional states during abstinence, including 
dysphoria, irritability, and intense craving. Such 
“binges” can last hours or days, and are often fol-
lowed by a withdrawal characterized by extreme 
dysphoria and inactivity. When craving is driven 
by environmental cues, intense substance-crav-
ing can anticipate withdrawal, signifying the 
availability of the substance and internal states 
linked to negative emotional states and stress 
(withdrawal/negative effect stage).

The hedonic dysregulation theory elucidates 
the passage from use to abuse of drugs as a “top- 
down” vicious circle, considering the key role of a 
sort of imbalance in the hedonic status of drug 
users. However, the theory fails to explain the role 
of other main features of drug addiction such as 
an abnormal sensitization to the substance and the 
instrumental behaviors to obtain the substance.

 The Neural Basis of a Drug-Motivated 
Behavior

In addition to the behavioral criteria described 
above, different studies in the neurobiology of 
addiction also support the idea that DA plays a 
crucial role in drug-motivated behavior. The 
clearest mechanism in drug-seeking/taking 
behavior is the activation of the DA-ergic trans-
mission in the brain reward circuitry [20–22]; 
and DA-ergic mesolimbic/nigrostriatal pathways 
are thought to be mainly involved in drug-
induced neuroplastic changes. Furthermore, it 
has been widely shown that increased DA-ergic 
transmission in the nucleus accumbens (NA) 
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plays a mediating role in the rewarding/reinforc-
ing effects of addictive drugs [6, 23–26].

One of the two NA subnuclei (the “shell”) 
receives DA-ergic innervations from the ventral 
tegmental area (VTA), and is crucial in the modu-
lation of “motivational salience”, also contribut-
ing to the establishment of “Pavlovian” learned 
associations between motivational events and 
concurrent environmental perceptions [27, 28]. 
The NA shell also projects to subcortical struc-
tures, such as the lateral hypothalamus (LHyp, 
which mediates autonomic responses), permitting 
regulatory activity in hunger/satiety modulation 
of food motivation and reward [28]. Neurochemical 
lesions of the NA DA-ergic pathways or receptor-
blocking drugs reduce the “wanting” to eat, but do 
not reduce facial expressions of “liking” for the 
same reward [12, 29, 30]. Furthermore, opiates 
increase extracellular DA in the NA [31], and 
drug priming reinstates drug- seeking behavior by 
activating the mesolimbic DA-ergic incentive 
motivation system [12, 28]. Adaptive behavioral 
responses to the motivational situation occur 
under DA release, inducing cellular changes that 
establish learned associations with the event [32]. 
By contrast, in a repeated drug administration, 
DA release is no longer induced by a particular 
event, as a motivational event becomes familiar 
by repeated exposure [33]. In this case, the behav-
ioral response remains goal-directed and well 
learned, and further DA-induced neuroplastic 
changes are not necessary.

In contrast, the other sub-nucleus of NA (the 
“core”) appears to be a primary site mediating the 
expression of learned behaviors in response to 
stimuli predicting motivationally relevant events 
[34, 35]; and DA is released into the core in 
response to stimuli predicting a rewarding event, 
which probably modulates the expression of adap-
tive behaviors [34]. Therefore, in learned associa-
tions induced by repeated motivational situations, 
DA will likely be released as part of the overall 
experience. In sum, DA might have two functions. 
The first is to alert the organism to the appearance 
of novel salient stimuli, and thereby promote neu-
roplasticity (learning). The second is to alert the 
organism to the pending appearance of a familiar, 
motivationally relevant event, on the basis of 

learned associations which were previously made 
with environmental stimuli predicting the event 
[36]. Finally, a series of parallel cortico-striato-
pallido-cortical loops have been defined whereby 
the ventral striatum, including NA, relates to emo-
tional learning and the dorsal striatum relates to 
cognitive and motor functions [37, 38].

In parallel with neurobiological studies, elec-
trophysiological studies have revealed highly 
heterogeneous changes in striatal neuron firing 
during a motivated behavior [39–41].

Interestingly, two major neuronal types have 
been identified in the NA [42, 43]: fast spiking 
interneurons (FSIs) and medium spiny projection 
neurons (MSNs). FSIs strongly inhibit MSNs 
and control their spike timing [43, 44], and have 
been shown to respond differently than MSNs to 
rewards [45], suggesting that FSIs and MSNs 
play different roles in those behaviors related to 
motivation and habit learning. Finally, the NA 
plays an important role in both appetitive and 
consummatory behavior. A common finding in 
electrophysiological studies of the NA or ventral 
striatum (VS) in animal models of behavior is 
that subpopulations of neurons respond phasi-
cally to each identifiable component of both 
appetitive and consummatory phases of the task 
[41, 46–48]. However, because many more NA 
neurons are inhibited during consumption than 
are excited, manipulations that inhibit the NA 
may enhance food consumption, not because the 
NA is generally inactivated, but because the spe-
cific population of neurons whose firing inhibits 
consumption is silenced by such manipulations. 
Many of the same neurons whose inhibition may 
drive consumption are also excited by cues, and 
during operant responding are excited by behav-
iors that are incompatible with consumption.

 A “Habit-Based Learning” 
Hypothesis for Drug Addiction

 The “Habit Learning” Theory

Recently, addiction research has placed a special 
focus on what happens in the real world where 
drug abusers have to stoke up drugs because of 
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their not free availability [49]. In line with this 
idea, an animal model of drug-seeking/taking 
behavior has been created. In this model, rats no 
longer respond to stimuli in order to obtain drug 
infusions. Thus, it has been defined that the drug 
sensitivity is due to an instrumental behavior–
drug administration relationship. In fact, drug- 
associated stimuli have a considerable effect on 
behaviors, and play an important role in addic-
tion development [50, 51]. However, it has been 
shown that drug-seeking behavior is not affected 
by pharmacological effects of the drug, because 
the maladaptive behavior occurs prior to drug 
infusion [52]. If the drug-seeking behavior is still 
present even if the drug is not delivered, it is 
arguable that the drug-seeking behavior depends 
on the contingency in the presentation of drug- 
associated cues. This animal model provides an 
opportunity to study the neural basis of cue- 
associated drug-seeking behavior. Moreover, it is 
useful in order to address new potential treat-
ments that would decrease cue-associated drug- 
seeking behavior. The main characteristics of 
drug addiction are the compulsive drug-seeking/
taking drug behavior in spite of adverse conse-
quences and the relapse to the substances of 
abuse. When desire becomes a need, the subject 
acts out a different kind of behavior. It leads him 
or her to take substances. Goal-directed behavior 
and habit learning perform two forms of instru-
mental learning: the first one is quickly acquired 
and tuned by its outcome, the second one is more 
willful, and elicited by previous stimuli rather 
than their consequences [53]. The psychobiology 
of drug addiction identifies the first of these 
behaviors as simply aberrant, and the second as 
pathological.

Different behavioral procedures have been 
developed, each of which focuses more directly 
on component processes. The critical procedure 
for demonstrating this motivational influence is 
the Pavlovian–instrumental transfer (PIT) design, 
in which the role of a separately trained condi-
tioned stimulus (CS) on instrumental responses is 
assessed [6, 49, 52]. Pavlovian CSs can modulate 
instrumental performance. For example, a stimu-
lus that predicts the arrival of a tasty solution will 
enhance lever pressing for that solution (specific 

PIT) or another reward (general PIT). The 
approach takes into account two conditions: 
(1) the Pavlovian processes that define sensitivity 
to the contingency between stimuli (S) and rein-
forcers (R), and (2) the instrumental processes 
sensitive to the contingencies between actions, or 
responses (R), and outcomes (O, [54, 55]). This 
R–O process can be contrasted with the first, S–R 
instrumental process in which seeking behavior 
is a simple habitual response triggered by the 
environment and drug-associated stimuli. It has 
been argued that drug seeking is initiated under 
the control of the goal-directed R–O process, but 
the onset of addiction becomes a compulsive 
habit under the control of the S–R process [52]. 
For example, an action such as lever-pressing 
works as a contingency between action and its 
outcomes. Combination of this contingency, 
along with an unconditioned stimuli (US)-
induced instrumental incentive value, regulates 
goal-directed responses, defining a motivational 
incentive salience. On the other hand, the S–R 
process can induce an incentive learning process. 
Additionally, PIT provides a “motivational 
boost” and enhances R-O process.

Everitt considers drug addiction the final stage 
of several steps from the initial and controlled use 
of a substance [6, 49, 52, 56]. When the sub-
stance is taken voluntarily for its incentive effect, 
seeking behavior progressively becomes a 
“habit”, through a gradual loss of control. Thus, 
the stimulus–response mechanism plays an 
important role in the maintenance of an instru-
mental behavior. Finally, the capacity of the stim-
ulus (substance) to act as reinforcement 
(conditioned reinforcer) exerts a kind of control 
over the seeking/taking behavior. Thus, drug 
addiction may start as a “goal-directed behav-
ior”; later, with the maintenance of the “instru-
mental behavior”, it could turn into a “habitual 
behavior”, inducing a form of learning based on 
the habit (habit learning, [6, 49, 52, 56]).

Three major theories guide the experimental 
research in the field of drug addiction. The 
incentive- sensitization theory states that “aber-
rant motivation” to seek and take drugs could 
characterize addiction, and considers that “want-
ing” plays a major role in addiction development. 
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The hedonic dysregulation theory defines a top- 
down spiraling, from use to abuse of drugs, and 
focuses on the role of dysregulation in hedonic 
homeostasis, taking into account a crucial role 
of a “liking” dysregulation. Finally, the habit 
learning theory highlights the role of an instru-
mental learning behavior that becomes habit, in 
order to explain the complex use/abuse transi-
tion in the drug seeking/taking behavior, and 
places equal weight on both the “liking” and 
“wanting” roles.

 The Neural Basis of a Drug-Habit- 
Learned Behavior

Accumulating evidence suggests a critical role 
for dissociable neurochemical mechanisms in the 
basolateral amygdala (BLA) and the NA core 
that underlie drug-seeking behavior maintained 
by conditioned reinforcers [55, 57–60]. The BLA 
complex performs fundamental roles in memory 
formation and storage linked with emotional 
events [61, 62]. Moreover, it is involved in appe-
titive (positive) conditioning [63]. Distinct neu-
rons respond to both positive and negative 
stimuli, but they do not group into clear anatomi-
cal nuclei [64]. Studies report that infusions of 
DA receptor antagonists into the BLA prevented 
CS-induced reinstatement of responding after 
extinction [65]. This could mean a special 
involvement of DA-ergic transmission in the 
BLA in drug-seeking/taking behavior. Consistent 
with these observations, NA core DA efflux was 
not increased during the response-dependent pre-
sentation of conditioned stimuli in a reinstate-
ment procedure [66, 67], whereas glutamate 
(GLU) efflux was increased in the NA core of 
animals engaged in active cocaine seeking [68]. 
Finally, combined “cues + drug-primed” rein-
statement conditions showed that increased DA 
and GLU efflux in the medial pfF (mpfC) and NA 
plays a role in promoting reinstatement, and may 
be an important mediator of drug-seeking behav-
ior primed by multiple relapse triggers [69]. 
Together, these findings suggest that drug seek-
ing maintained by drug-associated conditioned 
reinforcers may depend on DA-ergic mechanisms 

in the BLA and GLU-ergic mechanisms in the 
NAc core, and together in the mpFC.

This raises the question of whether these 
selective neurochemical mechanisms in the BLA 
and NA core are components of a neuroanatomi-
cal subsystem within limbic cortical–ventral 
striato- pallidal circuitry [70]. In part, the tech-
nique of the so-called “disconnection” indicated 
that the dorsal striatum (DS) and VS interact with 
each other serially, in a wide range of functional 
settings, such as PIT on goal-directed behavior 
[55]. Specific PIT involves the BLA and NA 
shell. General PIT involves the central amygdala 
(CeA) and NA core [59]. The VS has long been 
suggested to be the interface between emotion, 
motivation, and action on the basis of its major 
inputs from the limbic cortices such as the BLA, 
the orbitofrontal cortex (oFC), and the LHyp [55, 
70, 71]. The NA core has important functions in 
Pavlovian conditioning, and in the interactions 
between Pavlovian and instrumental learning 
mechanisms involved in involuntary behavior 
[55, 57, 66]. Conversely, the role of DS in both 
cognitive and motor functions is well established, 
providing the neurobiological substrate of both 
goal-directed and habitual control of “instrumen-
tal learning” [72–75]. Sequential phases of 
Pavlovian and instrumental learning could be 
especially relevant for the transition from casual 
drug use to substance abuse, involving compul-
sive drug-seeking/taking behavior [49].

Recently, several experimental and functional 
observations support the idea of common neural 
circuitry forming a distinct entity into the basal 
forebrain, termed the “extended amygdala”. This 
circuit may be delegated to act on the motiva-
tional, emotional, and habitual effects of drug 
addiction [76–79]. The extended amygdala rep-
resents a macro-structure composed of several 
basal forebrain structures: the bed nucleus of the 
stria terminalis (BNST), the central medial amyg-
dala (CeA), and the NA shell [76, 77]. These 
structures have similarities in morphology, 
immunohistochemistry, and connectivity [78, 
79], and they receive afferent connections from 
limbic structures such as the hippocampus (HP), 
BLA, and LHyp. Key elements of the extended 
amygdala include not only neurotransmitters 
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associated with the positive reinforcing effects of 
drugs of abuse, but also major components of the 
brain stress systems associated with the negative 
reinforcement of dependence [76].

 A New Perspective on Rewarding 
Memories in Drug Addiction

 The “Habit-Memory” Hypothesis

The implications of the psychological/neural 
mechanisms of drug-seeking behavior have an 
important role in addressing drug addiction 
therapies. Interestingly, recent evidence indi-
cates that different memory systems are also 
used in the new learning occurring during 
behavioral extinction [80]. The passage from 
initial casual drug use to eventual addiction 
could involve, at least in part, a compulsive 
drug-seeking/taking behavior guided by dorsal 
striatal-dependent habit-learning mechanisms 
[49, 52, 72]. This suggests that when “habit-
like” drug-seeking behavior is firmly acquired, 
the extinction of such behavior may be differen-
tially influenced by engaging both habit and 
memory systems. Furthermore, a dissociation 
has been defined between cognitive (hippocam-
pus-dependent) and habit (DS-dependent) mem-
ory systems, during an initial acquisition of 
learned behavior [81–83]. Recently, it has been 
tested whether habit and cognitive memory sys-
tems are involved in the extinction of such 
behaviors [84]. In the response extinction condi-
tion, rats performed a runway approach response 
to an empty fluid well. In the latent extinction 
condition, rats were placed at the empty fluid 
well without performing a runway approach 
response. Subsequently, it has been shown that 
the relative effectiveness of multiple memory 
systems was altered by oral cocaine self-admin-
istration, during extinction training [84]. Finally, 
it has been found that an abnormal stimulus–
response habit guiding acquired approach 
response can affect the cocaine-induced impair-
ment of latent extinction, thus rendering cogni-
tive learning mechanisms inefficient during 
latent extinction training. Consistent with these 

results, drug-seeking behaviors underlying 
addiction may involve, at least in part, a transi-
tion from goal-directed behaviors to habitual 
behaviors that characterize the function of the 
DS memory system [49, 52, 72, 85–87].

 The Neural Basis of Habit Memory

The BLA plays a crucial role in emotion and 
memory [88, 89]. Numerous studies have impli-
cated the BLA in the effects of emotional arousal 
on memory, mediated by HP and DS [90–92]. 
Moreover, recent evidence indicates that the rela-
tive use of cognitive and habit memory can be 
influenced by an organism’s emotional state [93]. 
On the basis that anxiety and/or stress can pro-
mote relapse into previously acquired habitual 
and maladaptive human behaviors such as addic-
tion [4, 76], recent data has highlighted the mech-
anisms by which emotional arousal can produce 
a clinically significant propensity to the use of 
habit memory [94]. In the rat, HP and DS each 
receive anatomical projections from the BLA 
[95, 96]. Moreover, in the dual-solution plus 
maze task [97], BLA infusion of anxiogenic 
drugs may produce an inclination towards the use 
of habit memory by directly facilitating 
DS-dependent response learning. Alternatively, 
the infusions may indirectly bias rats towards 
response learning by impairing HP-dependent 
place learning [93, 94, 97]. Extensive evidence 
indicates that competitive interference between 
cognitive and habit memory systems can exist in 
some learning situations [98–100]. The emo-
tional processes mediated by the BLA may also 
impact learning and memory by influencing the 
degree and nature of competitive interference 
among multiple memory systems. Finally, taking 
the considerable impact of emotion and memory 
on adaptive behavior, it is not surprising that the 
role of the amygdala in human psychopathology 
has received considerable empirical and theoreti-
cal attention [92, 101–104]. Recently, it has been 
suggested that a modulatory action may poten-
tially provide a mechanism whereby stress or 
anxiety could release habit-learning systems 
from the competing and/or inhibitory influences 
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of cognitive memory systems, promoting relapse 
into previously acquired habitual and  maladaptive 
behaviors, as occur in drug addiction or obses-
sive-compulsive disorder [94].

 Pre-frontal Cortical Norepinephrine 
Transmission in Drug Addiction

Drug addiction research is focused on the regula-
tion of mesoaccumbens DA-ergic transmission in 
response to pleasant or aversive stimuli. However, 
recently it has been shown that mesoaccumbens 
DA-ergic transmission seems to be modulated by 
the mesocortical DA-ergic system in an inhibi-
tory way, suggesting an inverse response rela-
tionship between them [8]. Moreover, a growing 
body of data considered the idea of a “hypofron-
tality” in drug addiction, considering that a pro-
longed drug use can induce an inability to inhibit 
responding toward the stimuli previously paired 
with a reward, resembling the focused and persis-
tent drug-seeking behavior observed in drug 
addicts [105, 106].

It has been demonstrated that norepinephrine 
(NE) in the mpFC has a crucial role in NA DA 
release, induced by systemic amphetamine, mor-
phine, or lithium administration [8–10]. Hence, 
studies on the involvement of brain NE-ergic sys-
tems in behavior control mostly focus on emo-
tional memory regulation by the amygdala 
(AMY, [92, 104, 107]). Finally, a possible mpFC 
NE/DA counteractive action on subcortical DA 
transmission has been suggested [8–10]. Psycho- 
biological studies, which investigated different 
genetic backgrounds and used a useful strategy 
for investigating the neural basis of drug effects, 
have identified relationships between catechol-
aminergic neurotransmission and maladaptive 
behavior [108]. Using two well-known inbred 
strains of mice (DBA/2J, DBA and C57BL6/J, 
C57), it has been shown that DBA mice are 
poorly responsive to the enhancing extracellular 
DA induced by both natural and pharmacological 
substances in the NA [109–112]. Oppositely, C57 
mice are highly responsive to stimulating/rein-
forcing effects of both natural and pharmacologi-
cal substances, as shown by increased locomotor 

activity in amphetamine-induced conditioned 
place preference (CPP, [109, 110]) or by increased 
seeking/taking chocolate behavior in a condi-
tioned suppression paradigm [111–113]. Since 
DA mpFC has an inhibitory role on DA NA, 
while NE is excitatory [7], it has been hypothe-
sized that the NE/DA balance in the mpFC con-
trols DA in the NA and related behavioral 
outcomes, making the C57 strain more respon-
sive than DBA [8, 30]. This hypothesis was con-
firmed by experiments showing that selective 
mpFC NE depletion abolished the effects of 
amphetamine on DA in the NA of C57 mice [8], 
while selective mpFC DA depletion (preventing 
NE) led to DA outflow in the NAc and behavioral 
outcomes in DBA mice which are entirely similar 
to those of C57 [9, 108]. These data suggested 
that DA in the NA is controlled by mpFC NE, 
which enhances it, and by mpFC DA, which 
inhibits it.

Prefrontal NE transmission is known to play a 
critical role in regulating many cortical functions, 
including arousal, attention, motivation, learning, 
memory, and behavioral flexibility [113–118]. 
Moreover, both rewarding/reinforcing and aver-
sive stimuli have been shown to increase NE 
release in mpFC [10, 112, 119, 120]. Furthermore, 
it has been shown that novel stressful experiences 
enhance DA release in the NA through activation 
of mpFC alpha-1 adrenergic receptors by high 
levels of released NE [121, 122].

There is some evidence to indicate that mpFC 
NE/DA transmission controls DA release in the 
NA [8, 9, 30, 117, 123]. Thus, mpFC-NA regula-
tion partially regulates the response to rewarding 
(amphetamine) or aversive (stress) stimuli [10]. 
Further studies have provided substantial support 
for this view, through experimental evidence that 
the mpFC NE is crucial in the effects of other 
addictive drugs [8, 9], palatable food [11, 111–
113], and aversive pharmacological or physical 
stimuli [10].

It is already known that the BLA is involved in 
forming associations between neutral and aver-
sive stimuli [61, 62, 124–126]. The BLA receives 
stress-related DA projection from the VTA, sug-
gesting that the BLA is involved in the modula-
tion of affective stress responses, along with the 
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NA and mpFC [127–129]. It has been shown that 
intra-BLA infusions of DA-ergic receptor 
 antagonists enhanced DA release in NA in 
stressed rats, while it reduced the DA stress 
response in the mpFC [127]. Thus, these findings 
suggest that increased BLA DA-ergic transmis-
sion has opposite effects on the NAc and mpFC 
DA responses to stress. Moreover, the anxiety 
induced by withdrawal is a significant factor con-
tributing to continued drug abuse in addicted 
people, and the BLA is a major brain emotional 
center regulating the expression of fear and anxi-
ety [76, 130–133]. Furthermore, recent studies 
have suggested that central NE-ergic systems are 
activated during acute withdrawal from ethanol, 
and may have a motivational significance [134]. 
Moreover, electrophysiological studies have 
shown that interneuronal GABA-ergic activity in 
the “extended amygdala” may reflect the nega-
tive emotional state of motivational drug-seeking 
[76]. Furthermore, evidence suggests that NE 
enhances GABA-ergic neurotransmission via the 
α1 receptors [135]. Acute withdrawal from all 
major substances of abuse increases reward 
thresholds, anxiety-like responses, and AMY 
neurotransmission [76, 136]. Compulsive drug 
use associated with dependence is mediated not 
only by loss of function of reward systems, but 
also by recruitment of brain stress systems such 
as NE in the “extended amygdala” [76]. Finally, 
brain arousal/stress systems in the extended 
amygdala may be key components of the nega-
tive emotional states that drive dependence on 
drugs of abuse, and may overlap with the nega-
tive emotional components of other psychopa-
thologies [77].

 Conclusions

A few interesting questions are raised in the 
light of all the converging evidences pre-
sented here, starting from the theoretical/
psycho-bio-physiological conceptualizations 
of drug addiction to the last findings about a 
possible conceptual framework linking path-
ological learning and memory with drug 
addiction.

The first question is whether the three theo-
retical conceptualizations, the “incentive- 

salience theory”, the “hedonic dysregulation 
theory”, and the “habit-based learning theory” 
are able to individually explain the psycho-
pathological features of drug addiction. It is 
more likely, though, that these three theories 
can be considered as parts of a single general 
conceptualization that can better explain the 
psychopathological features of drug addic-
tion. The hypothesis that an “aberrant motiva-
tion”, a “hedonic dysregulation” and “aberrant 
learning” can be individual features which can 
be included in the complex of psychopatho-
logical behavior should be considered.

The passage from occasional drug use to 
abuse is related to a change from a positive 
reinforcement to a negative one, with changes 
on motivational baseline. Drug reward is com-
prised of two components: one appetitive 
 (orienting towards food) and the other con-
summatory (hedonic evaluation), which are 
also referred to as “wanting” and “liking” 
respectively. It has been explained that “want-
ing” and “liking” could act independently, 
defining a psychological and neuroanatomical 
separation between them [5, 12]. Moreover, it 
has been defined that craving (intense need-
ing) and continuous neuro-plastic changes are 
involved in the passage from casual drug use 
to addiction [26]. Finally, it has been argued 
that only maladaptive habit-based learning 
could trigger drug-seeking behavior [6]. 
However, these three hypotheses are able to 
explain singular parts of the entire complex of 
drug addiction. Finally, motivation, hedonic 
dysregulation, and habit-based learning can be 
considered parts of the complex of the drug-
addicted behavior; and neuroanatomical and 
neurobiological evidence discussed here are in 
line with this idea. However, although several 
studies have investigated how and when these 
three characteristics are involved in drug 
addiction, little is known about their possible 
temporal interpolation. Several human and 
animal studies have shown that the time of 
reward has an important role in reward pro-
cessing [137, 138]. Furthermore, time inter-
vals and rates of reward are of crucial 
importance for conditioning, and DA neurons 
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are crucially involved in the processing of 
temporal information about the rewards. 
DA-ergic neurons in the meso-cortico-limbic 
system show reward- related responses that are 
sensitive to the predicted time of reward and 
the instantaneous reward probability [137]. 
This suggests a possible temporal interpola-
tion from occasional use to abuse of sub-
stances, mediated by a meso-cortico- limbic 
DA-ergic circuit (Fig. 16.1). At a clinical 
level, this would also help to understand how 
and when to intervene along the continuum 
from occasional use to abuse of pharmacolog-
ical substances.

A growing body of data hypothesizes the 
possibility of a conceptual framework linking 
the pathological learning, memory, and drug 
addiction. Recently, it has been hypothesized 
that when “habit-like” drug-seeking behavior 
is firmly acquired, the extinction of such 
behavior may be differentially influenced by 

engaging both habit and memory systems. 
Furthermore, a dissociation has been defined 
between cognitive (hippocampus-dependent) 
and habit (DS-dependent) memory systems, 
during an initial acquisition of learned behav-
ior [81–83].

The second question is whether the three 
features presented above (aberrant motivation, 
hedonic dysregulation, and aberrant learning) 
underlying drug-addicted behavior could also 
be evaluated from a multi-emotional memory 
system point of view, highlighting a possible 
major role of aberrant learned associations 
between drug-associated stimuli and environ-
mental factors, such as stress, driving the mal-
adaptive compulsive seeking/taking behavior 
that is a main feature of drug addiction. 
Although there are emergent studies about the 
possible role of multi- emotional memory sys-
tems in drug addiction, little is known about 
the possible role of “habit memory” in 

First drug taking

Aberrant Motivation

Habit Learning

Habit Memory

Addiction 4

3b

3a

2

1

Casual assumptions
First meetings with the
drugs in a recreational
way. The casual users
choose to alter their
state of consciousness
through drugs.

Losing control
over the assumptions
Goal-directed Behavior;
+ wanting, -liking;
Hedonic Dysregulation;
Changes in Brain Reward
System.

Multiple memory systems
involved
Cognitive/HP-dependent and
habit/DS-dependent functional
dissociation;
Hedonic Dysregulation;
HP and DS mediate emotional
arousal in BLA.

Voluntary Intake
Associative Emotional
Memories;
Instrumental Behavior
Hedonic Dysregulation;
“Cue-associated” drug
seeking behavior.

Fig. 16.1 Hypothetical timeline of the temporal interpo-
lation. Figure describes a hypothetical timeline where the 
major features are defined in a single temporal interpola-
tion from the first drug taking to the addiction. During this 
time, neurobehavioral changes such as the passage form a 

goal-directed behavior to an instrumental behavior and a 
functional dissociation between cognitive/HP-dependent 
memory and a habit/DS-dependent memory act on the 
hedonic dysregulation, and on the representation of the 
value of the drug, drastically inducing the addiction
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 psychopathological behavior characterizing 
drug addiction.

Finally, taken together, these four theories 
could contribute to better understanding the 
psychopathological features of drug addic-
tion, such as the compulsive use of substances 
of abuse as well as the relapse. Thus, future 
works could aim to better understand the key 
elements characterizing the psycho-physio-
pathological aspects of drug addiction.
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Abstract

There is consensus that the acquisition and storage of relevant aversive 
information allows organisms to cope with threat situations. Such a mne-
monic process is supported by lasting modifications in the aversive neuro-
nal circuitry, resulting in changes in the behavioral response. In this way, 
the capacity to form long-lasting emotional memories makes it possible to 
predict and anticipate a potential threat in future situations, thus favoring, 
from an evolutionary point of view, survival conditions.

In this context, one of the relevant questions is how the perturbations to 
the modulatory mechanism involved in the adaptive response result in an 
excessive and inappropriate state of fear and anxiety.

Associative learning related to the emergence of a long-lasting fear 
memory is critically implicated in the pathogenesis of anxiety disorders, 
including post-traumatic stress disorder, phobia, and panic. Consonant 
with such a view, most of the symptoms of these psychiatry entities are 
due to the persistence and the re-experience of traumatic memories.

Consequently, understanding the neurobiological changes associated 
with the formation of long-lasting fear memory under particular negative 
emotional states is relevant for the comprehension of the underlying 
mechanisms involved in the occurrence of traumatic and persistent memo-
ries, as well as for the rebuilding of potential therapeutic tools that could 
reestablish the adaptive dynamic of the fear memory trace.
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In this chapter, we focus on the relevant outcomes observed in animal 
models of fear learning and memory and their interaction with stressful 
experiences, along with the observations performed in humans suffering 
the psychiatric illnesses previously mentioned.

Keywords

Stress • Fear Memory • Psychiatry Disorders • Structural Plasticity

 Introduction

The formation of a long-term memory has a cru-
cial role in the adaptive behavioral repertoire of 
different organisms to subsist in a complex envi-
ronment and to anticipate future encounters with 
potential threat events. Following this line of rea-
soning, fear learning constitutes the mechanism 
that promotes, from an evolutionary point of view, 
survival conditions [1]. However, fear- promoting 
experience might lead to a negative emotional 
state [2]. This state is evident in individuals suf-
fering from anxiety disorders such as phobia, 
panic disorder, or posttraumatic stress disorder 
(PTSD) in which the characteristic symptomatol-
ogy is the re-experiencing of the aversive events, 
the avoidance of such events, and hyper-arousal.

Classically, one of the animal models widely 
used in the study of fear memory formation is 
Pavlovian contextual fear conditioning. In this, 
an animal learns to associate an unconditional 
stimulus (US; e.g., electric shock) with another 
stimulus that has no biological relevance by 
itself (conditional stimulus [CS]; e.g., light, 
sound, context). Once the memory is formed, 
simple re- exposure to the CS elicits a fear 
response [3]. It is important to highlight that the 
term “fear” used for animal models refers spe-
cifically to the measurable behavior induced by 
the threat [4]. The classic behavioral output that 
is evaluated as fear response is freezing, charac-
terized by a crouching position with the absence 
of any movement except for those which are 
respiratory-related [5].

One of the main questions in the study of neu-
roscience is how the organism processes and 
stores any biologically relevant information for 
survival purposes.

In this respect, any situation or stimulus that 
represents a threat or any other potentially danger-
ous stimuli is processed by different and particular 
brain areas [6]. Thus, it is postulated that neurobi-
ological changes induced by threat experiences, 
together with those associated with processes of 
acquisition/consolidation of the fear memory, 
underlie the psychopathologies mentioned above.

 The Dynamic Fear Memory

As stated several times, “…we are mainly the 
consequence of our past experiences....” In other 
words, memories shape our identity and critically 
influence our emotional reactions to the changing 
environment. Thus, the different situations to 
which an organism is exposed along its vital 
cycle underlie its individual characteristics. 
Learning and memory processes are built on the 
basis of such a statement. During this cycle, the 
organism acquires diverse behavioral and bio-
logical responses to cope with future threat 
events.

The concept of learning and memory has 
received a dedicated analysis through the history 
of science. Both behavioral and neurobiological 
scientists have built the foundations of the actual 
concepts, nevertheless always under continuous 
debate and far from achieving a serene 
consensus.

From a cognitive “psychological” framework, 
learning refers to the acquisition of information 
about the environment, with the subsequent for-
mation of a memory trace [7].

From a “neurobiological” point of view, this 
term refers to the neuronal change that encodes 
the memory trace.
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In relation to memory, the most common defi-
nitions refer to the “lasting changes in the behav-
ior of an individual as a result of their past 
experiences.” Currently, the most widely used 
and accepted concept of memory is of the “inter-
nal representation.” Basically, this concept refers 
to the structured information from previous expe-
riences encoded on particular neuronal circuits 
[8]. Therefore, memory is the retention over time 
of experience-dependent internal representations 
that could take control of behavior [7].

From the point of view of memory as remem-
bering, Tulving and Thompson argue that mem-
ory is similar to the perception, in the sense that 
it involves understanding of the current stimuli 
based on past experiences. Consequently, a new 
memory to be remembered in a meaningful man-
ner should be consolidated within a related pre-
existing memory [9].

 The Different Phases of Fear Memory

A large body of evidence has maintained that fol-
lowing an initial learning experience, the recently 
acquired information is in an unstable state, 
which is stabilized by a process termed “consoli-
dation.” This process is commonly addressed at 
two levels of description and analysis: the cellu-
lar/synaptic level and the brain system level. 
Synaptic consolidation refers to the post- 
encoding transformation of the information 
acquired into a long-term form at local synaptic 
and cellular nodes in the brain circuitry that 
encodes the memory trace. System consolidation 
refers to the temporal post-encoding reorganiza-
tion of long-term memory over distributed brain 
circuits. In this work, we focus on the synaptic 
consolidation since system consolidation is 
beyond the scope of this chapter. In contrast to 
the view that following consolidation memory is 
static or fixed, considerable behavioral and neu-
robiological evidence now indicates that memory 
is quite malleable. In fact, memory recall by fil-
ing a reminder stimulus (a key or signal associ-
ated with the original learning) can induce an 
additional unstable phase requiring an active pro-
cess to stabilize such a memory trace again. This 

process has been defined as reconsolidation, and 
has been proposed as an important component of 
long-term memory processing.

Currently, it is well accepted that memory is 
primarily a dynamic encoding process. To under-
stand the mechanisms involved in the formation 
of long-term memory, it is essential to elucidate 
the nature and the temporal evolution of the bio-
logical changes that accompany the process of 
acquisition, storage, retrieval, and reconsolida-
tion [7].

 Memory Consolidation

In 1900, Müller and Pilzecker, performing stud-
ies on human behavior, found that memory of 
recently learned information was interrupted by 
the learning of a different piece of information 
shortly after the original one [10]. This finding 
suggested that the process underlying new mem-
ories initially remains in a fragile state, and that 
consolidation occurs over time. Meanwhile, sev-
eral years earlier, the French psychologist 
Théodule-Armand Ribot had already reported 
that the probability of amnesia by brain trauma 
was greater for recent than for more remote 
memories [11]. These studies, along with many 
others which came years later, constituted the 
main foundation of the phenomenon of retro-
grade amnesia, giving rise to two memory mod-
els, the synaptic and the systemic consolidation 
models.

Synaptic consolidation includes cellular and 
molecular phenomena accompanying changes in 
synaptic efficacy after a learning experience [8, 
12]. In fact, learning experience leads to the acti-
vation of intracellular signaling cascades, result-
ing in post-translational modifications, the 
modulation of gene expression and the synthesis 
of gene products leading to changes in synaptic 
efficacy. According to this model, the higher the 
progress of these processes is, the lower is the 
probability that a memory change occurs by 
applying an amnesic treatment [13]. Different 
pharmacological, genetic, and lesion strategies 
have made possible to clarify, in part, the neuro-
nal and the molecular processes underlying 
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memory consolidation [14]. Diverse molecular 
events closely associated to synaptic consolida-
tion have been used to describe this phenomenon. 
Accordingly, researchers have described the 
involvement of different glutamate receptors, 
transcription factors [cAMP-responsive element 
binding protein (CREB), transcription factor 
CCAAT enhancer binding protein (C/EBPβ), 
c-fos, nuclear factor-kappa B (NF-kB), Zif-268, 
and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)], 
and kinases (protein kinase A, PKA). In addition, 
other effectors such as activity-regulated cyto-
skeletal protein (Arc) and tissue plasminogen 
activator (t-PA) were also used [15–17].

 Memory Retrieval

Memory retrieval is a complex process by which 
the previously acquired information can be used. 
In other words, it is the only evidence that mem-
ory exists.

From a cognitive framework, Endel Tulving 
proposed that the retrieval can be subdivided into 
two separate processes: reactivation and conver-
sion. Reactivation (Tulving called this “ecphory”) 
refers to the process whereby retrieval informa-
tion, provided by a cue, is correlated with infor-
mation stored in a memory trace. The product of 
this correlation enables the second stage of 
retrieval: conversion. This stage covers the sub-
jective experience of reminder and the corre-
sponding memory performance [9]. From a 
neurobiological point of view, reactivation is also 
considered as the initial stage of retrieval, and 
corresponds to the activation of the neural sys-
tems that encode the memory trace. Operationally, 
this phase results from the re-exposure to the 
information acquired during training. Thus, the 
reactivation involves the passage of a memory 
from an inactive to an active state, which in some 
instances can be manifested behaviorally [18]. In 
this context, the behavioral performance should 
not serve as a defining attribute for relevant mem-
ory formation.

As discussed below, reconsolidation research-
ers propose that retrieval of consolidated memo-
ries can destabilize the memory and thus induce 

an unstable state. In order to persist, a re- 
stabilization process termed reconsolidation is 
required, which is dependent on new protein syn-
thesis [13, 19] and permits memory updating [20, 
21]. Accordingly, memory retrieval has been 
used primarily as a tool to study the reconsolida-
tion process. However, it is appropriate to recon-
sider retrieval as a process by itself, that is, not 
only as a preliminary stage of reconsolidation, 
but as a different stage of memory processing that 
plays a key role with respect to preexisting 
memories.

As previously noted [13, 22], retrieval is not a 
passive readout of prior experiences; rather, it can 
turn memory into a transient plasticity enabling 
dynamic modifications of the established mem-
ory trace [23–26]. However, it should be noted 
that retrieval does not always lead to a reconsoli-
dation process [27]. Under certain circumstances, 
for instance, new information can be updated into 
the original trace and its strength can be signifi-
cantly modified [21, 28, 29].

 Memory Reconsolidation

It has long been argued that a newly acquired 
memory irreversibly passes over time from a 
labile to a stable state where it remains resistant 
to the effects of any manipulation, pointing to 
consolidation as a unitary process [20]. As noted 
above, this standard theory of consolidation was 
challenged when Donald Lewis revealed post- 
retrieval amnesia, a phenomenon referred to as 
“cue-dependent amnesia” [18]. Lewis and col-
leagues observed that memory was susceptible to 
the amnesic effects of electroconvulsive shock 
after the presentation of a signal associated with 
learning [30].

This additional labile retrieval-induced phase 
did not receive attention until 1997, when it was 
described that the retrieval of a well-established 
spatial memory was dependent on NMDA recep-
tors (N-methyl-D-aspartate) to maintain stability 
[31]. Then, the “reconsolidation” concept was intro-
duced to explain the process by which previously 
consolidated memories are stabilized again after 
retrieval [23]. In recent years, the  reconsolidation 
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theory has received greater theoretical attention and 
further experimental confirmation. This particular 
memory phase has been shown in a wide range of 
species (including humans), in different behavioral 
tasks and brain regions and by using diverse amne-
sic and memory-enhancing agents [32–37]. For 
instance, Bustos and colleagues among others dem-
onstrated that systemic administration of the benzo-
diazepine midazolam after retrieval resulted in 
memory deficit in a subsequent test [38]. No mem-
ory disturbances were observed in the absence of 
retrieval. Moreover, no interfering effect was notice-
able after the reconsolidation/stabilization window 
was closed. Reconsolidation does not seem to occur 
every time that a consolidated memory is reacti-
vated. It is more likely to occur when new informa-
tion becomes available in the retrieval situation. 
Even more, there are certain conditions where this 
process either does not appear to occur or is highly 
limited. These boundary conditions place con-
straints on the emergence of both retrieval- induced 
instability and the restabilization process. In other 
words, when retrieved, and under certain condi-
tions, they can return to an unstable state and need 
to be reconsolidated to persist. For instance, older 
[39, 40] and stronger [41] memories, as well as 
those reactivated for a short period [39, 42] are less 
susceptible to engage the labilization/reconsolida-
tion process.

Importantly, it has been proposed that memory 
reconsolidation may serve as an adaptive func-
tion. In fact, a malleable phase following retrieval 
could be critical for maintaining memory rele-
vance in a changing environment, allowing the 
incorporation of new or additional information 
and thus enabling an immediate re- calibration of 
the existing memory [26]. However, as discussed 
above, it is suggested that retrieval could generate 
a transient plasticity state during which a memory 
would be modified and/or updated without requir-
ing a reconsolidation process [27].

Despite the evidence suggesting that memo-
ries could be updated after retrieval, it is not 
entirely clear whether this update depends on the 
consolidation or reconsolidation process. It has 
been indicated that reconsolidation occurs only 
in conjunction with the incorporation of new 
information, i.e., accumulating findings support 

the notion that the availability of new information 
during retrieval is a requirement for the occur-
rence of reconsolidation [28].

A method for examining the reconsolidation 
role in memory updating is to identify differential 
mechanisms of reconsolidation and consolidation 
(see section “Consolidation vs Reconsolidation”). 
In this regard, Lee (2010) showed that reconsoli-
dation supports the update of a hippocampal-
dependent contextual memory [21].

Thus, understanding the molecular mecha-
nisms of reconsolidation could provide crucial 
clues about the dynamic aspects of normal mne-
monic function. In this context, psychiatric disor-
ders can be characterized by exceptionally robust 
and persistent emotional memories.

Memory recall can induce a state in which 
synapses seem to require the synthesis of new 
proteins, as inhibition of this post-retrieval pro-
cess results in a degree of amnesia for retrieved 
memory [32].

With regard to biological events, several tran-
scription factors have been implicated in memory 
reconsolidation: CREB, NF-kB, EtsLiKe gene1 
(ELK1), Zif268, and C/EBPβ [43–47]. 
Transcription factors are phosphorylated by 
kinases. The extracellular signal-regulated kinase 
(ERK) is required for the reconsolidation of con-
ditioned fear [48], object-recognition [49], and 
conditioned place preference memories [45]. 
PKA is also necessary for the reconsolidation of 
conditioned fear memories [50].

As previously suggested, the reconsolidation 
process is composed of two distinctive and 
 mechanistically different phases; namely, a 
reactivation- induced destabilization and a 
 subsequent restabilization process. Currently, 
there is intensive research aimed at identifying 
the molecular mechanisms involved in the induc-
tion of a state from consolidated to labile, essen-
tial for the occurrence of memory reconsolidation. 
In this respect, NMDA receptors containing 
GluN2B subunits in baso-lateral amygdala 
(BLA) have been reported to be crucial for mem-
ory destabilization. Consistent with the fact that 
GluN2B subunits are required for memory desta-
bilization, intra-BLA administration of a  selective 
antagonist of this NMDA subtype prevents the 
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instability induced by fear memory reactivation 
[51, 52]. Furthermore, this particular NMDA 
receptor subtype is critically involved in the pro-
tein degradation by the ubiquitin/proteasome 
required for memory destabilization after reacti-
vation [53–55]. Consistently, inhibitors of prote-
asome activity block reactivation-induced 
destabilization.

In sum, subunits of the NMDA receptors such 
as GluN2B in the amygdala [51, 52], protein deg-
radation [55] , and cannabinoid receptors CB1 in 
the hippocampus [56] have been identified as 
crucial for retrieval-induced labilization of con-
solidated fear memory.

 Consolidation vs Reconsolidation

Despite its name, reconsolidation is not a faith-
ful recapitulation of consolidation. Although 
there are common mechanisms at the cellular 
and molecular level, recent evidence has shown 
specific ones for consolidation and 
reconsolidation.

Clear differences between consolidation and 
reconsolidation are presented in the activation pro-
file of transcription factors. In the dorsal hippocam-
pus (DH), there is a double dissociation between 
brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), selec-
tively required for consolidation, and Zif-268, 
selectively required for reconsolidation of contex-
tual fear memory [46]. In this respect, it has been 
established that this separation at gene expression 
level is reflected in parallel and independent signal-
ing pathways upstream of transcriptional activa-
tion: the NMDA receptor- ERK1- BDNF path is 
functional for consolidation, whereas NMDA 
receptor-inhibitor NFkB-kinase (IKK)-Zif-268 is 
functional for reconsolidation [57].

 Extinction Process

As stated by Dr. Rescorla: “Extinction is one of 
the most basic findings in the study of Pavlovian 
conditioning. It is routinely observed that a CS 
which has previously paired with an US loses its 
power to evoke the learned response when the US 

is removed” [58]. Three theoretical models have 
been postulated for the development of the 
extinction process:

 1. Devaluation of the meaning of the US [59];
 2. Unlearning or elimination of the association 

CS–US [60];
 3. The formation of a new inhibitory association 

named, for example: CS/no–US [61].

It is important to remark that the extinguished 
conditioned response can be observed again at dif-
ferent times after the extinction training has fin-
ished through different processes, those which are 
considered as definers of extinction properties:

 (a) A mechanism called spontaneous recovery, 
in which the expression of the extinction 
decays with time;

 (b) A mechanism called renewal, in which the 
original fear response reappears in a different 
context where the extinction process 
occurred;

 (c) A mechanism called reinstatement, in which 
the return of an extinguished conditioned 
response is the consequence of the re- 
exposure to the unconditioned stimulus,

This evidence supports the notion that extinc-
tion is a new learning process that inhibits or 
reduces temporarily the original association [3]. 
Thus, as with other learning processes, the extinc-
tion takes place in three steps: acquisition, con-
solidation, extinction retrieval or recall [62].

The acquisition of the extinction is based on 
the initial learning in which the CS does not pre-
dict a threat, thus the conditional response 
decrease. Afterwards, different physiological and 
molecular events stabilize the extinction memory 
through the consolidation phase. Subsequently, 
the presentation of the conditional stimulus pro-
motes the recall of the extinction, which would 
be expressed as the suppression or attenuation of 
the original conditioned response.

With regard to the signaling pathways and net-
work mechanisms involved in the formation of the 
extinction memory, different results have empha-
sized a critical role of NMDA receptors and 
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 particularly the NR2B subunit in the lateral amyg-
dala (LA) and ventro-medial pre-frontal cortex 
(vmPFC). In this way, the antagonism of NMDA 
receptors using MK-801 [63], AP-5 [64, 65] or the 
NR2B blocker ifenprodil [66] prevents the forma-
tion of the extinction memory. Interestingly, the 
administration before or after extinction of a par-
tial agonist acting at the glycine- recognition site of 
the NMDA receptor, D-cycloserine, in a fear-
potentiated startle paradigm, and fear conditioning 
facilitates extinction [67].

In relation to kinase pathways, many of them 
including PKA, MAPK, PI-3-K, and CAMK are 
also involved in extinction memory. In this respect, 
an upregulation of phosphorylated MAPK/ERK 
within the BLA was observed in the auditory fear-
conditioning paradigm in a time- dependent man-
ner at late extinction periods [68]. Similarly, the 
facilitating effects of D-cycloserine on fear extinc-
tion and MAPK activation was prevented by the 
blockade of MAPK in BLA (PD98059 and 
U0–126) or PI-3-Kinase inhibitor (wortmannin) 
preventing also the PI-3-K activation [69].

 Stress

The word “stress” was introduced in physiologi-
cal and biomedical research by the Hungarian- 
Canadian scientist Hans Selye in 1936 to describe 
a non-specific syndrome in laboratory animals in 
response to different harmful agents. Later, the 
stress definition was modified to describe a 
potential or actual threat to homeostasis, imposed 
by internal or external adverse forces, called 
“stressors.” Homeostasis is restored by a com-
plex repertoire of adaptive behavioral and physi-
ological responses of the body, named “stress 
response” mediated by the “stress system.”

With the increasing number of publications in 
the field of stress research, the use of a conven-
tional definition of stress such as “the body’s 
response to any actual or threatened homeostasis 
disturbance” has become evident. This definition 
brings considerable problems, since it argues that 
any threat to homeostasis is a stressor [70]. In 
conclusion, it is inappropriate to use the term 
“stress” for conditions ranging from the lightest 

challenging stimulation to severely aversive con-
ditions [71].

Stress, as a complex process, involves several 
components: the stimulus or stressor, cognitive 
appraisal of this stimulus, which assesses how far 
it can be considered as a threat, and the behav-
ioral and physiological response or the stress 
response [72]. Clearly, at the present time, the 
main problem with the stress concept is that most 
existing definitions include only some of these 
components.

In recent years, the introduction of the terms 
“controllability” and “predictability” to stress 
concept has led to a more precise definition of 
this phenomenon. In this context, it is considered 
that the induction of a stress condition depends 
more on the extent to which the stimulus can be 
predicted and controlled than the physical nature 
of the stressor [73].

Koolhaas and co-workers (2011) proposed an 
interesting characterization of stress: “the term 
should be limited to conditions where an environ-
mental demand exceeds the natural regulatory 
capacity of an organism, particularly in situations 
which include the lack of prediction and control” 
[71]. Thus, this more precise definition could 
avoid confusion with normal physiological reac-
tions that are required to sustain the behavior.

There is a close association between stress and 
different psychiatric disorders including PTSD, 
depression, and schizophrenia. The hypothesis 
under consideration is that the symptomatology 
observed in those patients represents the behav-
ioral manifestation of the stress-induced changes 
in brain structure and function. Consistent with 
this idea, the exposure to traumatic events results 
in acute or chronic neurobiological changes in 
specific brain areas involved in such responses, 
with the possibility of suffering long-term 
changes in brain circuits [74].

 The Brain Circuit Involved in Fear 
Memory Process and Stress

The brain does not learn or remember as a unitary 
simple structure: different central circuits are spe-
cialized and code different types of information 
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[75]. The critical information is controlled by a 
hierarchical neuronal system that determines the 
efficacy of the behavioral response and in conse-
quence, the dynamic adaptation to the threatening 
situation [3]. The majority of the researchers pro-
pose a processing model for fear memories in 
which the amygdaloid nucleus, the hippocampus 
and the medial-PFC play differential but pivotal 
roles. In the same way, each brain area presents 
subdivisions with particular functional character-
istics [76, 77]. It is important to remark that even 
though other brain areas participate in the pro-
cessing of fear memories, advances in the knowl-
edge of the brain circuits in fear memory were 
mostly achieved in these brain areas.

Under this scenario, a vast literature suggests 
that the amygdala is essential for the formation of 
emotional memories [78], and it is also critically 
involved in stress-induced anxiety and fear reac-
tion [79–82]. This pivotal contribution to fear 
memory and stress implies that these processes 
can be influenced by each other and thus, be 
interrelated. Thus, the amygdala is a major con-
tributor to the interaction between stress and fear 
memory [78, 83], which is consistent with stud-
ies reported in humans. In this respect, memory 
deficits in amygdala-lesioned patients [84], and 
functional imaging experiments, revealed a 
heightened amygdala activity during emotional 
encoding [85], supporting this notion.

The amygdaloid complex is located in the 
anterior medial portion of the temporal lobe, and 
is comprised of a very heterogeneous nuclear 
group divided on the basis of cytoarchitectonic, 
histochemical and immunocytochemical studies 
[86]. Considering the involvement of these nuclei 
in fear memory, the BLA, the central (CE), and 
the intercalated (ITC) cell masses are the princi-
pal sub-areas well defined in such a process.

The synaptic information from thalamic/
somatosensory inputs and cortical and hippocam-
pal afferents converges into the BLA, thus resum-
ing in this sub-nuclei the information of the CS 
and the US from the conditioning paradigm, 
which promote synaptic plasticity events for the 
learning and memory processes [78]. In this way, 
the BLA integrates the information that makes it 
possible to distinguish innate and learned envi-

ronmental threats, playing a fundamental role in 
prompting relevant actions for survival purposes. 
The CE nucleus is the principal efferent area 
from the BLA, particularly for emotional 
responses and associated physiological responses 
[87] which control the expression of the fear 
response, including behavioral, anatomical, and 
endocrine responses through efferent projections, 
mainly to lateral hypothalamic, paraventricular 
nucleus of the hypothalamus, the periaqueductal 
grey area, and motor areas of the brainstem [78].

The hippocampal formation has a fundamen-
tal role in different processes of contextual fear 
memory, stress, and anxiety. Behavioral evidence 
as well as neuroanatomical studies have demon-
strated clear different conclusions about efferent 
and afferent connectivity throughout its septo- 
temporal axis [88, 89]. Thus, the dorsal pole of 
the hippocampus (DH) would play a more selec-
tive role in the spatial representation of an event, 
while the ventral region (VH) would contribute to 
the modulation of fear and anxiety [90, 91].

Related to the spatial and contextual process-
ing of the information, the DH might be down-
stream from the BLA neuronal activation 
involved in contextual fear [92]. However, the 
BLA rarely presents direct projections to DH, its 
principal interconnection being through the ento-
rhinal cortex (EntC), mainly the dorso-lateral 
portion (dl-EntC) [86], which constitutes the 
principal source of afferent excitatory neuro-
transmission to DH [93]. Strictly, layer 2 of the 
dl-EntC receives dense excitatory projections 
from BLA, and in turn sends dense excitatory 
efferent through the perforant path to the dentate 
gyrus of the hippocampus.

The PFC is a brain area involved in the con-
solidation as well as in the expression of condi-
tioned fear, and the acquisition, consolidation, 
and expression of extinction memory. Considering 
the cellular types and the pattern of its organiza-
tion, the PFC can be divided into four regions 
taking into account the dorsal to ventral distribu-
tion: medial prefrontal, cingulate anterior, pre-
limbic (PL) and infralimbic (IL) [94]. As with the 
majority of the neocortical areas, the cellular 
organization presents six layers (I to VI), where 
layer VI is the deepest one and layer I is the 
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 closest to the piamatter. Layers II/III and V/VI 
present pyramidal neurons with apical dendrites 
that project to layer I.

Different evidence from neuronal tracings and 
electrophysiological studies in PFC has revealed 
the existence of PL and IL interconnections, with 
functional physiological consequences when 
such connection is interrupted [95].

 Stress, Fear Memory, 
and Psychopathology

It is important to make an observation with regard 
to the behavioral manifestations observed in psy-
chological pathologies. In PTSD patients, it is 
commonly assumed that by definition a psycho-
logically traumatic event caused the behavioral 
manifestation, and by consequence that any bio-
logical abnormality found to accompany the 
PTSD has to be traumatically induced. However, 
we should also consider that any exposure to a 
threat event which the individual fails to cope 
with would increase the risk of developing the 
psychological pathology [74].

It is known that patients suffering from PTSD, 
anxiety, or panic disorder present alterations in 
memory function [96] in which preclinical and 
clinical studies have shown changes in the brain 
circuitry critically involved in the memory pro-
cess [74, 97]. Most of the psychophysiological 
studies, which include measures of heart rate, 
skin conductance, facial electromyogram (EMG), 
and cortical electroencephalographic event- 
related potentials (ERPs), showed alterations in 
those measures in PTSD patients when they were 
exposed to idiographic trauma cues [98]. 
Interestingly, these parameters decreased notably 
in an imagery test in patients that received post- 
trauma propranolol, a beta-adrenergic blocker 
that has been found to attenuate the consolidation 
of fear memories [99] compared to placebo.

In animal studies, it has been found that 
chronically stressed rats presented critical dam-
age in CA3 pyramidal neurons (cornu ammonis 
3) of the hippocampus, which was also associ-
ated with high levels of corticosterone, decrease 
of the neurotrophic factor BDNF, and inhibition 

of the neurogenesis [100–104]. Interestingly, in 
the same way as in this animal model, structural 
MRI studies in the hippocampus of PTSD 
patients revealed a reduced volume of this brain 
area. Whether smaller hippocampal size is a 
result of trauma exposure or rather represents a 
risk factor for PTSD remains to be determined. 
However, it has been suggested that the hippo-
campal volume serves as a pre-trauma risk factor 
for this pathology [74]. From a functional per-
spective, an interesting study performed in adult 
women revealed a functional deficit of this brain 
area that is associated to the failure to recall 
extinction memory [105].

Considering the cortex, particularly vmPFC 
and dorsal anterior cingulate cortext (dACC), a 
lower volume of such prefrontal regions has also 
been reported, but in contrast to the observations 
made in the hippocampus, such cortical reduction 
would represent an acquired feature of PTSD 
rather than a pre-existing vulnerability [106]. 
From a functional perspective, the activation of 
dACC is higher during fear conditioning in PTSD 
patients in comparison to control individuals 
[107]. Considering a critical role of these brain 
areas in fear learning and expression of the fear, 
such functional abnormalities are positively asso-
ciated with severity of symptoms [107].

In relation to the amygdala, functional neuro-
imaging studies have revealed an exaggerated 
activation in response to trauma-related stimuli 
as well as generic ones in PTSD patients in com-
parison to control individuals [108]. This is in 
relation to the principal role that this brain area 
presents in the detection of threat, fear learning, 
fear expression, and heightening memory for 
emotional events [78].

The use of an animal model for these critical 
symptoms of PTSD, anxiety, panic disorder, or 
phobia has revealed that in addition to the hip-
pocampus, the amygdala and the prefrontal cor-
tex mentioned above were also implicated in the 
neuronal circuitry involved in stress and fear 
memory [109]. Lesion studies have demonstrated 
that the medial prefrontal cortex modulates emo-
tional responsiveness through inhibition of 
amygdala function [110]. Studies show that neu-
rons of the medial PFC play an active role in 
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 inhibition of fear responses that are mediated by 
the amygdala [111, 112]. Conditioned fear 
responses are extinguished following repeated 
exposure to the conditioned stimulus [in the 
absence of the unconditioned stimulus (aversive; 
e.g., electric shock)]. This inhibition appears to 
be mediated by medial prefrontal cortical inhibi-
tion of amygdala responsiveness. Animal studies 
have also shown that early stress is associated 
with a decrease in branching of neurons in the 
medial PFC [113, 114].

As mentioned, there is wide consensus that 
stress promotes the emergence of aversive moti-
vated memories, including fear memory. Our 
laboratory has observed in rats that exposure to a 
single stressful event facilitates the encoding of 
contextual fear memories [83] and the induction 
of neural plasticity such as long-term potentia-
tion (LTP) in BLA, a cellular model proposed to 
be implicated in fear-memory formation [83]. In 
the same way, the interaction between an aversive 
experience and an established fear-memory trace 
result in a robust and persistent fear memory [79, 
80]. This stress-induced promoting influence was 
shown to be prevented by midazolam (MDZ, a 
positive modulator of GABAa receptors) intra- 
BLA infusion before stress exposure. Such influ-
ence is related to the modulation of the 
GABAergic transmission in this brain area, since 
intra-BLA bicuculline, a GABAa blocker, intro-
duced just before the encoding of the fear mem-
ory mimicked stress-induced facilitating effect 
on fear-memory formation [79, 83].

Similarly, an identical environmental chal-
lenge promoted exaggerated behavioral responses 
to new encounters with discrete aversive stimulus 
not previously related [82, 115]. Additionally, a 
similar stressful experience prior to fear memory 
encoding resulted in a memory trace that was 
insensitive to the interfering effect of MDZ on 
fear-memory reconsolidation, suggesting that 
previous stress can restrict the destabilization and 
the engagement of reconsolidation in later 
retrieval sessions [116, 117]. In support of this 
view, stress was seen to impede the elevation of 
both the expression of Zif-268 and the GluN2B 
sites in BLA, two molecular markers of the labi-
lization/reconsolidation process, following reac-

tivation [116]. All together, this evidence 
indicates that stress exposure prevents the onset 
of destabilization/reconsolidation process fol-
lowing reactivation. Hence, highly arousing 
experiences are determinant for the subsequent 
emergence of reconsolidation of the memory 
trace following reactivation.

Interestingly, the systemic and intra-BLA 
administration of D-cycloserine prior to reactiva-
tion, has been demonstrated to promote the desta-
bilization of resistant memories such as those 
described in stressed animals [116, 117].

Finally, based on the proposal that memory is 
essentially flexible and malleable, and that the 
labilization/reconsolidation process is an expres-
sion of the dynamic nature of memory, as previ-
ously proposed [118], a previous history of stress 
would limit the flexibility of the memory trace 
following retrieval. This notion suggests that the 
lack of memory flexibility could be the basis of 
the emergence of traumatic memory. In line with 
this reasoning, highly arousing experiences 
would limit the memory’s ability to incorporate 
new environmental information, even when the 
threat is not present anymore.

As stated before, alterations in the aversive 
information processing are associated to a persis-
tent and exaggerated fear response, which is 
characteristic of psychiatric disorders [2, 119]. In 
this respect, exposure therapy in a clinical setting 
is based on the extinction of traumatic memories 
[120–122]. However, there are important studies 
revealing that the majority of those patients pre-
sented a re-establishment of the symptomatol-
ogy. Thus, it has been suggested that changes in 
the characteristic dynamic of extinction-memory 
formation play a critical role in the development 
of the clinical symptoms of those disorders.

There are two fundamental concepts related to 
the complexity of performing extinction learning 
in psychiatry patients: (a) the patients could 
acquire the CS–US association much more 
intensely than normal people; thus, the emotional 
conditioned response would be reinforced in the 
absence of the US [123], and (b) it would be pos-
sible that there is a failure to inhibit the fear 
response in the presence of non-associated previ-
ously cues [124]. In addition to these behavioral 
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expressions, functional and structural imaging 
studies have demonstrated critical differences in 
the volume of PFC and amygdala, as well as pat-
terns of activation of the mentioned areas in 
PTSD patients in comparison to voluntary con-
trols [125, 126], which would predict vulnerabil-
ity to develop the symptoms in anxiety 
disorders.

 Structural Plasticity, Stress, and Fear 
Memory

The possibility that memory might involves struc-
tural changes in the nervous system was particu-
larly hypothesized by Santiago Ramon y Cajal 
and Eugenio Tanzi, by the late nineteenth century. 
Most of the excitatory synapses in the brain termi-
nate on dendritic spines [127–129]. Spines are the 
dendritic protrusions that contain the post-synap-
tic density protein (PSD) including receptors, 
channels, and signaling molecules [130].

It has been proposed that the modulation of 
the number of dendritic spines and/or their mor-
phology may contribute to alterations in excit-
atory synaptic transmission [131]. Accordingly, 
changes in spine morphology are relevant to syn-
aptic function and plasticity, as thin spines with 
long and narrow necks may isolate Ca2+ tran-
sients from the parent dendrite, whereas short 
and stubby spines may promote more coordi-
nated and widespread Ca2+ transients in the par-
ent dendrite, as well as synchronize Ca2+ signaling 
among adjacent spines [128, 132, 133]. In addi-
tion, large spines with conspicuous heads have a 
higher density of AMPA receptors, in addition to 
being more stable than thinner and longer spines 
[134]; accordingly, the ratio of AMPA to NMDA 
receptors increases linearly with the diameter of 
the PSD [135]. Thus, a higher number of den-
dritic spines might support an enhanced excit-
atory neurotransmission. In this respect, there is 
evidence that induction of LTP, a cellular mecha-
nism of learning and memory [136], is associated 
with changes in the number and shape of den-
dritic spines [137, 138].

Animal models of fear learning and memory 
present a close association with structural  plasticity 

at different brain areas. Twenty four hours after 
trace blink conditioning, an associative learning 
task that depends on the integrity of the hippocam-
pus [139], the animals presented a higher number 
of multiple synaptic boutons that formed synapses 
onto dendritic spines [140] and an increase of the 
density of dendritic spines in which the antago-
nism of NMDA receptors prevented such change 
[141]. Following the same pattern, such a condi-
tioning protocol induces an increase in the number 
of synapses in the cerebellum [142] and in the piri-
form cortex after olfactory learning [143].

In the anterior cingulate cortex, a prefrontal 
cortex region essential for the expression of 
remote memory [144], a higher number of den-
dritic spines was observed in a time-dependent 
manner after consolidation of the fear memory 
[145, 146]. Similarly, cue contextual fear condi-
tioning significantly increased BLA dendritic 
spine numbers and the dendritic tree ramification 
up to 1 month after initial fear learning [147], 
highlighting that synaptic remodeling accompa-
nies the formation of long-term memory [146].

As a consequence of exposure to emotional 
traumatic events, different brain areas present a 
remodeling of the dendritic tree. In particular, 
there is a critical regression of the number of den-
dritic spines in pyramidal CA3 hippocampal 
 neurons after chronic restraint stress exposures in 
experimental animals [148]. In the same way, a 
shortened dendritic tree has also been observed in 
granular cells of the dentate gyrus and pyramidal 
cells of CA1 of rats exposed to chronic stress or 
with a prolonged corticosterone administration 
[149] , and even acute stress [150].

In mPFC, chronically stress-exposed animals 
presented a reduction of the dendritic tree ramifi-
cation and the length of dendritic spines of pyra-
midal neurons of the layer II-III [151–153], and a 
reduction of the density of the spines [154].

These findings contrast with evidence in 
which chronic stress induced a higher dendritic 
tree in BLA complex [155] and in principal cells 
in LA [156]. Such a difference might be con-
nected to the principal role that the amygdala 
presents in the long-term consolidation of fear 
memories, with persistent structural encoding of 
the aversive experience [78].
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As stated before, stress affects several distinct 
cognitive processes [157], facilitating as such the 
emergence of fear memory [83, 158, 159]. We 
have observed in experimental animals that a 
single restraint stress exposure can facilitate the 
emergence of a robust and persistent contextual 
fear memory following a single training trial in a 
contextual fear conditioning. Interestingly, such 
training is incapable of yielding a full fear 
response at testing in unstressed rats [79, 160, 
161]. In this respect, the total density, taking into 
account the number of mature and thin dendritic 
spines, was higher in fear-trained stressed ani-
mals in the dorsal hippocampus. It should be 
noted that neither the fear-conditioning protocol 
used nor the stress exposure per se was able to 
induce an increment in the number of dendritic 
spines [80]. The administration intra-BLA of 
MDZ, prior to the stress exposure, prevented 
such modifications [162], emphasizing the mod-
ulatory role of the GABAergic neurotransmission 
in the BLA to the structural plasticity in DH.

In sum, these results highlight the fact that the 
formation, enlargement, and even maturation of 
dendritic spines are relevant for synaptic rear-
rangement by the ongoing synaptic activity, 
which is assumed to contribute to the expression 
of fear memory.

 Concluding Remarks

A vast literature supports the notion that the brain 
has a critical property that enables functional and 
structural plasticity which promotes the adaptation 
to threat and the coping response in a changing 
environment. In this scenario, memory is essen-
tially flexible and malleable; in fact, the occur-
rence of the labilization/reconsolidation process 
following retrieval is an expression of the dynamic 
nature of memory, as previously noted [118].

However, based on our evidence, the previous 
exposure to unpredictable stress would limit the 
flexibility of the memory trace following retrieval. 
This notion suggests that the lack of memory flex-
ibility could be on the basis of the emergence of 
traumatic memory. In line with this reasoning, 
highly arousing experiences would limit the mem-

ory’s ability to incorporate new environmental 
information, even when the threat is not present 
anymore. The limitation to the capability to induce 
plasticity due to changes in the aversive informa-
tion processing following intense aversive experi-
ences could be associated with persistent and 
exaggerated fear responses, a hallmark of anxiety-
related disorders. The knowledge of neurobiologi-
cal mechanisms underlying memory plasticity in 
all its phases is relevant for developing novel treat-
ments for stress-associated mental disorders.
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Abstract

Food is essential for the survival of all animals, yet ingestive behavior var-
ies significantly between species. In humans, obesity and related patholo-
gies are currently considered a public health issue, having attained global 
epidemic proportions. Therefore, a better understanding of its etiology 
may help improve treatment strategies, as well as promote large-scale 
social changes. In this sense, this chapter discusses mainly “food addic-
tion” within the current framework of eating-related disorders. We first 
review the two main neurophysiological mechanisms that regulate inges-
tive behaviors: (i) the homeostatic drive, which, via activation of specific 
hormones, increases or inhibits food intake according to endogenous 
energy deposits; and (ii) the hedonic drive, which is related to the subjec-
tive pleasurable experiences associated with food and acts independent of 
the body’s energy stores. We then focus on the main concepts and charac-
teristics of “food addiction,” with the development of food-related binge- 
like and craving behaviors that may be induced when the hedonic drive 
“overrides” the homeostatic system. Several behavioral criteria currently 
used to define drug addiction can be readily transposed to those related to 
eating disorders. At the neurobiological level, similar underlying neural 
pathways are activated and/or altered by compulsive-like drug and food 
intake. The behavioral and neurobiological overlap is discussed, with an 
emphasis on pre-clinical evidence, particularly between binge-eating dis-
orders and drug addiction. Different animal models, their advantages and 
translational limitations to human pathologies are then discussed.
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 Introduction

Feeding is imperative for the survival of all ani-
mal species and is influenced by both genetic 
and environmental factors [1]. Eating patterns, 
however, may vary significantly among species, 
with some dedicating most of their time to 
foraging- related activities, whereas others spend 
months without ingesting food. Nonetheless, all 
ingestive behaviors have a common goal — to 
maintain energy homeostasis and ensure one’s 
survival [2, 3].

However, our current society has generated a 
very particular problem: pathological eating 
behaviors. Together with our sedentary lifestyle, 
modern humans are constantly exposed to an 
“obesogenic” environment, characterized by a 
widespread availability of cheap and highly pal-
atable foods with elevated salt, sugar, and/or fat 
content [4]. The consumption of such items can 
easily exceed an individual’s daily nutritional 
needs and consequently increase the risk of 
becoming obese and/or developing other related 
pathologies, such as type 2 diabetes, cardiovascu-
lar diseases, and metabolic syndrome [5]. 
According to the Centers for Disease Control 
(2006), since the 1950s there has been a four-fold 
increase in meal size at American restaurants and 
a 12-kg increase in adults’ average body mass.

People have been characterizing themselves 
as “food addicts”. Chocolate is the item most 
commonly associated with reports of food crav-
ing or “addiction”, although other energy-dense 
foods, such as sweet treats (i.e., cookies) and 
salty “snacks” (i.e., chips) are highly craved as 
well [6]. However, the high prevalence of obesity, 
its known effects on our health [7] and its high 
healthcare costs [8] have also increased the scien-
tific/medical community’s interest on “food 
addiction” and possible treatment strategies [9].

This new-found perspective and interest on 
the subject has led different researchers to not 
only suggest that obesity and some eating-related 

disorders can be directly related to addiction, but 
also that studying drug addiction can make sig-
nificant contributions towards a better under-
standing of food addiction, obesity, and 
eating-related disorders [1]. In general terms, the 
latter are non-adaptive eating patterns that occur 
when food intake does not correspond to the 
desire to eat (i.e., food is consumed when satiated 
or physiological signs of hunger are ignored) 
[10], inducing a significant energy imbalance 
[11]. For example, according to the Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
(DSM-V) [12], binge-eating disorder (BED) is 
defined as “recurring episodes of eating signifi-
cantly more food in a short period of time than 
most people would eat under similar circum-
stances, with episodes marked by feelings of lack 
of control and distress” [12].

The issue of considering overeating as an 
actual type of addiction has been under debate for 
some time. Many have argued that foods or their 
macronutrients have addictive qualities similar to 
those of drugs of abuse [13–18]. Such view is 
based on neural circuits, and behavioral and 
 clinical similarities between overeating and 
addiction.

In this chapter we discuss the relationship 
between palatable foods and drugs of abuse, 
based on the view that excessive intake of highly 
palatable foods and the pattern in which they are 
ingested may lead to addiction-like behaviors. As 
previously argued by Davis and Carter [14], the 
BED phenotype fits the concept of addiction par-
ticularly well, as they both refer to loss of con-
trol, tolerance, withdrawal, and craving. Within 
this framework, we first review the two main neu-
rophysiological mechanisms that regulate inges-
tive behaviors: (i) the homeostatic drive that, via 
activation of specific hormones, increases or 
inhibits food intake according to endogenous 
energy deposits; and (ii) the hedonic drive, which 
is related to the subjective pleasurable experi-
ences associated with food and acts independent 
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of the body’s energy stores. We then focus on the 
main concepts and characteristics of “food addic-
tion” and finally discuss different animal models 
for this type of addiction, including their advan-
tages and translational limitations to human 
pathologies.

 Neurophysiological Mechanisms 
Regulating Ingestive Behaviors

As mentioned above, many individuals no longer 
seem to eat only when physiologically hungry, at 
least when highly palatable foods are involved. 
However, eating patterns can generally be divided 
into two main types. Eating when energy- 
depleted, and not eating when energy needs have 
been met, is the main “homeostatic” mode that 
regulates our energy balance [1]. All other types 
of food intake may be considered a “non- 
homeostatic” or “hedonic” eating pattern, as they 
are not regulated or compensated by metabolic 
feedback mechanisms.

Therefore, ingestive behaviors are not coordi-
nated by isolated areas of the brain or any one 
particular system. Complex neural circuits related 
to executive, reward, and autonomic functions 
are connected at different levels to the digestive 
system and circulating homeostatic signals from 
energy stores in the body [19–22]. These, in turn, 
respond to various environmental, social, circa-
dian, and contextual factors [23, 24].

The main areas in the central nervous system 
(CNS) that comprise the appetitive and energy 
expenditure circuits (i.e., anabolic and catabolic 
responses to an increase or decrease in fat stores, 
respectively) include the prefrontal cortex (PFC), 
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), insula, ventral 
striatum, amygdala, hippocampus, substantia 
nigra (SN), ventral tegmental area (VTA) and 
hypothalamus [22, 25].

In general, the cortical executive circuit exerts 
a key cognitive control over eating patterns, 
influencing the decision-making process that 
induces or represses food ingestion. Adequate 
executively- mediated self-control over food 
intake and/or energy expenditure is essential to 
maintain an overall energy homeostasis [26], 

 particularly in “obesogenic” environments [27]. 
In fact,  self-reported impulsivity in obese individ-
uals has been associated with a higher detection 
rate of palatable foods [28], while compulsive- 
like eating patterns are induced by changes in 
PFC or ACC function, or even impaired connec-
tivity between executive and reward circuits [27], 
similar to drug addicts [29–32].

 Homeostatic Drive for Ingestive 
Behavior

The homeostatic control over ingestive behavior 
is primarily related to maintaining an energy 
balance. A hunger sensation can be triggered by 
an interaction between physiological signals 
from the digestive system and/or endogenous 
energy deposits, with different environmental, 
social, emotional, contextual, and circadian 
 factors [23, 24].

The neural control of homeostasis was ini-
tially attributed to two nuclei in the hypothala-
mus. The lateral hypothalamus (LH) seems 
mainly involved in triggering food intake [2]. 
When stimulated, its neurons synthesize and 
release neuropeptide Y (NPY) and agouti-related 
protein (AgRP), leading to an increase in inges-
tive behaviors, whereas lesions result in 
 hypophagia [33–35]. The ventromedial hypothal-
amus (VMH), on the other hand, is related to sati-
ety [2]. Neurons in this nucleus express 
pro-opio- melanocortin (POMC) and cocaine-
and- amphetamine- regulated transcript (CART), 
which inhibit food intake, and lesions induce 
hyperphagia [35].

Importantly, the hypothalamus also interacts 
with several peripheral hormones, such as leptin 
and ghrelin. The former is released by white adi-
pose tissue, its levels increasing proportionally to 
fat mass. High levels of leptin can, for example, 
suppress food intake and stimulate metabolic 
processes that dissipate excessive energy stores 
[36]. Ghrelin, on the other hand, is produced in 
the stomach and its levels increase due to nega-
tive energy balance, thus stimulating food intake 
and energy storage [36]. In humans, high levels 
of ghrelin precede the initiation of a meal [37], 
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while in animals, ghrelin content increases dur-
ing food deprivation and decreases when food 
passes through the stomach [38].

Although leptin and ghrelin receptors are 
expressed throughout the body, the arcuate 
nucleus (Arc) of the hypothalamus has extremely 
high densities. In this nucleus, leptin-regulated 
signaling on anorexigenic POMC/CART neurons 
suppresses feeding and increases metabolic rate. 
On pro-appetite NPY/AgRP neurons, this hor-
mone normally leads to food intake [2]. As other 
important mechanisms also take part in the 
homeostatic system, the reader is also referred to 
more detailed and recent reviews on this topic [2, 
25, 35].

 Hedonic Drive for Ingestive Behavior

Unlike the homeostatic control, the hedonic drive 
for ingestive behavior is centered on the food’s 
rewarding properties, and may act independent of 
the body’s energy stores. It is important to point 
out, however, that these two systems do interact 
at times. For instance, hormones that indicate 
metabolic states (e.g., leptin, insulin) have been 
shown to decrease gustatory and olfactory per-
ception and as a result influence the amount and 
type of food consumed by mice [39].

Berridge and Kringelbach [40] have argued 
that pleasure was “evolution’s boldest trick,” as it 
increases the probability that specific stimuli- 
related actions will re-occur, thus motivating 
behaviors that are essential for survival. So, not 
surprisingly, food and sexual partners have tradi-
tionally been viewed as the most prominent natu-
ral rewards. Whilst our ancestors seem to have 
benefited, in particular, from the hedonic aspects 
of palatable foods [26], in today’s “obesogenic” 
environment with abundant, readily-available, 
highly palatable foods, the pleasure derived from 
eating such items may well be a liability leading 
to maladaptive pursuits [41].

The reward system is mainly located within 
the brain’s mesocorticolimbic pathway [26], in 
which the VTA, ventral striatum, amygdala, and 
PFC play a fundamental role [22]. In general, this 

system — and in particular the shell of the ven-
tral striatum’s nucleus accumbens (NAc) — inte-
grates the “wanting” and “liking” motivational 
aspects related to different types of stimuli in our 
environment, including food [42].

The first aspect is viewed as the incentive 
salience that is attributed to a specific food item 
[43], and is mediated mainly by the dopamine 
(DA) neurotransmitter system [44]. In fact, DA 
signaling plays a crucial role in translating moti-
vation into action [45]. An increased DA activity 
within the brain’s mesocorticolimbic pathway 
induces “reward-seeking” behaviors, but does not 
seem to directly generate the pleasurable experi-
ence related to food consumption [46]. This is 
generally attributed to the “liking” aspect of the 
reward system, which consists of the pleasure- 
related sensations induced by the stimulus [43]. 
These hedonic properties seem to only indirectly 
interact with the DA system via opioid receptors 
located on inhibitory GABAergic neurons within 
the shell of the NAc. Inhibition of these neurons 
in rodents increased the release of DA in reward- 
related areas of the brain and consequently the 
ingestion of high-fat or sugar foods, regardless of 
being or not in an energy-depleted state [47, 48].

Nonetheless, two main hypotheses have been 
put forward to explain the participation of DA in 
ingestive behaviors. The “gluttony hypothesis” 
posits that overindulgence is based on the  positive 
correlation between DA release and pleasurable 
sensory experiences [49, 50]. The “reward-defi-
ciency hypothesis,” on the other hand, suggests 
that overindulgence is a self- medication attempt 
to elevate deficient DA signaling to a “pleasur-
able” level [17].

Both the “wanting” and “liking” aspects are 
also linked to the learning-related executive func-
tion discussed above [43]. The incentive salience 
component tends to dominate the initial appeti-
tive phase of ingestive behaviors, the hedonic 
properties take part mainly in the subsequent 
consummatory phase, and learning occurs 
throughout [40]. Also, a rewarding eating experi-
ence activates the DA-mediated mesocorticolim-
bic circuit, which in turn enables food 
intake-related cues (i.e., flavor, smell, texture) to 
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become conditioned to the stimulus. Repeated 
exposure to reward-associated eating leads to a 
gradual enhancement of the DA response (sensi-
tization) to conditioned stimuli, which in turn 
reinforces the incentive salience of that particular 
food item.

 Interaction Between Food and Drug 
Addiction: General Aspects

The concept of drug addiction and its main char-
acteristics have been under debate for some time 
and still remain a controversial issue. Whether it 
is a “lifestyle choice,” a pre-set “biological vul-
nerability” or even both is uncertain, even if drug 
initiation is essentially a voluntary behavior and 
its continued use is triggered by inhibition of 
self-control areas of the brain [51].

Substance-use dependence (SUD), according 
to the DSM-V [12], comprises a maladaptive pat-
tern of substance use represented by cognitive, 
behavioral, and physiological symptoms that lead 
to clinically significant impairment or distress. 
Its symptomatology includes: (a) tolerance, with 
increasing amounts being consumed to achieve 
the same effects or experiencing diminished 
effects with continued use of the same amount, 
(b) withdrawal symptoms, when it is no longer 
consumed, (c) use of larger amounts or over a 
longer period than intended, (d) a persistent 
desire or unsuccessful efforts to cut down its use, 
(e) increased time and effort to obtain or use it, or 
recover from its effects, (f) decreased social, 
occupational, and/or recreational activities 
because of its use, and (g) use despite persistent 
physical and/or psychological problems caused 
or exacerbated by the substance [12].

Within this framework, there has been a grow-
ing interest in addiction-like behaviors related to 
putative natural rewards, such as food. Although 
deemed essential for an individual’s survival, 
they are controlled by both homeostatic and 
hedonic drives. As the latter is part of the brain’s 
reward system, natural rewards have been shown 
to induce non-adaptive changes in this neural cir-
cuit in a manner similar to that of drugs of abuse 

[52–54]. However, the homeostatic component 
(and the evolutionary aspects) related to natural 
rewards may confound the precise establishment 
of a pathological state. As such, while the DSM-V 
recognizes non-substance-related disorders, such 
as gambling, it still does not include natural 
reward-related pathologies as a mental disorder 
[12].

Nonetheless, “food addiction” refers to the 
notion that specific types of food – particularly 
highly palatable items — can be overly consumed, 
regardless of physiological homeostatic needs and 
in a compulsive-like feeding pattern, but there is as 
yet no consensual definition. “Food addiction” 
actually seems to have a compulsive element simi-
lar to SUD, while at the same time encompasses 
symptoms ascribable to both BED and obesity 
[55]. BED constitutes a diagnostic category of 
Feeding and Eating Disorders within the DSM-V 
[12], while others argue that obesity should be 
viewed as a neuroadaptive disorder [56, 57].

Theron Randolph, in 1956, was possibly the 
first to use the term [58], and since then sporadic 
comparisons between drug addiction and patho-
logical eating patterns have been made [59]. Only 
in the last 20 years has “food addiction” actually 
received systematic and focal attention. This is 
clearly demonstrated, for example, by the num-
ber of scientific publications per year on this 
topic as of 2008, compared to 1990–2008, with 
over 70 articles being published in 2014 [60].

Hoebel et al. [61] carried out in rodents one of 
the first systematic studies on the similarities 
between SUD and the behaviors observed 
towards specific food types. Rats submitted to a 
feeding schedule consisting of a period of caloric 
restriction, followed by access to a glucose solu-
tion, demonstrated a behavioral response similar 
to that of drug addicts, i.e., episodes of 
compulsive- like search and consumption, accom-
panied by signs of withdrawal when the sugar 
solution was withheld [13, 62].

Furthermore, the Yale Food Addiction Scale 
(YFAS) — a questionnaire based on SUD crite-
ria [63] and some additional aspects to clinically 
assess impairment and/or distress due to over-
eating — has also provided important clinical 
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validation for the “diagnosis” of “food addic-
tion” in humans [64]. Based on this instrument, 
prevalence rates varied between 5–10%, 
15–25% and 40–60% in non-clinical, obese, and 
obese individuals with BED or morbidly obese 
bariatric patients, respectively [65–75]. 
Accordingly, “food addiction” symptoms were 
more commonly observed in a specific subset of 
obese individuals, having a higher correlation 
with a binge-type eating pattern than with obe-
sity per se [75].

An overlap in core behavioral symptoms can 
be seen in terms of pathological overeating, “food 
addiction” and SUD, as is the case of craving 
[76] — an intense desire to consume a particular 
item from which it is exceptionally hard to refrain 
[77]. While the ingestion of any food item allevi-
ates a hunger sensation, only the specific desired 
food relieves crave feelings for that item [77]. 
Food craving is thus unrelated to caloric restric-
tion, dieting, or food deprivation [14], but self- 
reported craving rates are positively correlated 
with “food addiction” as measured in the 
YFAS. Craved foods are usually high in sugar 
and/or fat content and thus very palatable. 
Chocolate, pizza, ice cream, and other “junk 
food” items are typically craved [78], and in the 
YFAS they comprise the items most likely con-
sumed in an addictive-like manner [79].

Craving sensation is not only a good behav-
ioral example of the similarities between food 
and substance dependence [77], but a neurobio-
logical one as well. Neuroimaging studies have 
revealed that both food and drug craving activate 
the same neural structures of the reward system, 
such as the PFC [80, 81], insula, NAc, ACC, and 
amygdala [82]. Self-induced craving also 
increased hippocampus, caudate, and insula 
activity [83]. Nonetheless, other neurobiological 
aspects — particularly those related to DA func-
tion in the NAc — also indicate an important 
interaction between food and drug dependence. 
For example, prolonged exposure to palatable 
foods was found to down-regulate D2 receptors 
in the ventral striatum [17, 32]. The opioid sys-
tem has also been implicated in withdrawal of 
both drugs and food [84] and a higher mu-opioid 
receptor polymorphism is seen in BED patients.

 Interaction Between Food and Drug 
Addiction: Animal Models and Pre- 
clinical Data

A considerable number of studies that have dem-
onstrated similarities between drugs and palat-
able foods are based on animal research. Existing 
pre-clinical “food addiction” tests typically 
induce behavioral responses that are also seen in 
putative drug addition protocols, such as toler-
ance, continued consumption in spite of an aver-
sive stimulus, withdrawal signs, relapse and 
cue-induced feeding [reviewed in 12].

While there is a widespread use of non-human 
primates in the study of drug addiction, there are 
surprisingly few reports on “food addiction” or 
binge-like behaviors in this animal model, com-
pared to studies in rodents. This may be partly 
due to costs and housing difficulties inherently 
associated with non-human primates.

In 1969, Miller proposed an isolation model 
for binge eating, where rhesus monkeys isolated 
from social contact during the first year of life 
ate and drank approximately twice as much as 
control animals [85]. Later, in Richard Foltin’s 
laboratory, baboons submitted to an intermittent 
candy access protocol (see below for more 
details), after a nine-week period consumed 
75% of their total daily caloric intake in candy 
 during their first meal of the day [86]. More 
recently, in our laboratory, we demonstrated that 
a highly palatable food (i.e., chocolate) induced 
a conditioned place preference response in mar-
moset monkeys, similar to that of drugs of abuse 
[87, 88].

In the rodent sugar-bingeing model, rats sub-
mitted to 12 h of restricted access to a sweet solu-
tion (sucrose, glucose, or saccharin) typically 
developed a binge-like eating pattern [89]. These 
sugar-bingeing animals repeatedly released DA 
[90] and had reduced D2 receptor binding in the 
NAc [91] — a generally accepted neurobiologi-
cal correlate of drug addiction. In addition, a 
withdrawal-like state was seen when sucrose 
availability was interrupted, as indicated by 
increased levels of anxiety [13] and depression 
[92]. Administration of the opioid antagonist nal-
oxone increased withdrawal symptoms in rats 
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that were glucose-fed, similar to rat models of 
morphine addiction [93].

In addition, satiated rodents with intermittent 
access to fat gradually escalated their consump-
tion of pure vegetable shortening, resulting in a 
fat-bingeing eating pattern when this item was 
available [94–97]. Similarly to animals that are 
fed a sugar diet, fat-bingeing rats had higher lev-
els of DA in the NAc [52, 53, 98]. Obesity-prone 
animals, with lower basal DA concentrations, 
overly consumed fat and increased DA content 
towards a more “rewarding level” [97, 99]. This 
may corroborate the “reward-deficiency hypoth-
esis” that was described above [100]. Fat- 
bingeing rats also demonstrated signs of tolerance 
and overeating, yet withdrawal symptoms have 
not been reported so far [56, 101, 102]. Therefore, 
fat-bingeing may not necessarily fulfill all facets 
putatively related to addiction [79].

The sweet–fat protocol, on the other hand, 
may well be the first model to induce obesity, as 
well as behavioral and neurobiological corre-
lates of addiction. It is based on an intermittent 
access to a “cafeteria diet” made up of foods 
with elevated fat and sugar content that are 
highly processed and commercially available, 
such as chocolate, cake, cheese and condensed 
milk [57, 103]. As it resembles more the items 
of our daily life, it is thought to better mimic 
the conditions seen in humans [104]. Rats with 
2-h access to a cafeteria diet and ad libitum 
chow binged on these palatable foods [105] and 
gained significantly more weight compared to 
other models [13]. Geiger et al. [106] reported 
a down-regulation in the expression of striatal 
D2 receptors and a reduced mesolimbic DA 
transmission in this animal model. Interestingly, 
diet-induced obesity in rats also down-regu-
lated D2 receptors in the ventral striatum, simi-
lar to drug addiction [107].

Based on the models discussed above, a 
highly relevant feature for inducing a compul-
sive binge- like eating pattern in animals seems 
to be the restricted and intermittent manner in 
which the palatable food is provided [108]. 
Under such conditions, rats have been shown to 
escalate food intake [91, 93], present behavioral 
and neurochemical indicators of withdrawal, and 

develop cross-sensitization with amphetamine, 
mimicking behaviors seen in drug-addiction pro-
tocols [109].

Under food restriction conditions, preference 
for palatable foods also seems to increase con-
currently to changes in DA function in the NAc. 
For instance, rats submitted to a restricted- 
feeding schedule had lower basal extracellular 
DA levels in the NAc, which increased signifi-
cantly in response to food or amphetamine [110, 
111]. Restricted diets also induced a higher bind-
ing of DA to its pre-synaptic reuptake transporter 
(DAT) in the NAc and VTA, as well as more DAT 
mRNA in the VTA of rats [112]. Therefore, 
repeated ingestion of palatable foods under 
restricted access regimens induces neuroadapta-
tions in the mesoaccumbens DA system, corrob-
orating the notion that similar cellular changes 
may be involved in restrictive eating disorders 
and reward bingeing [40].

Lastly, cross-sensitization is another impor-
tant element that seems to link drugs of abuse to 
pathological eating patterns. In this behavioral 
response, repeated exposure to one reward leads 
to a more robust response of another stimulus. 
Different studies have demonstrated that expo-
sure to a food reward cross-sensitizes with sev-
eral types of drugs of abuse. For example, 
sucrose-bingeing was reported to facilitate 
cocaine-induced sensitization [113, 114]. On the 
other hand, cocaine-sensitized rats chose 
 saccharin over cocaine, and maintained this pref-
erence even with increasing doses of the drug 
reward [115, 116]. Sugar-bingeing rats also 
cross- sensitized with amphetamines and alcohol 
[117, 118].

Conclusion

Homeostasis depends on the integration and 
communication between CNS structures and 
peripheral mediators. Excessive and easy 
access to hypercaloric (and consequently pal-
atable) foods, along with habit formation, may 
induce pathologies such as obesity and com-
pulsive eating, which in turn lead to signifi-
cant neural adaptations. As these mainly 
include changes in DA neurotransmission 
within reward areas of the brain, “food” and 
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drug addiction may have a similar neurobio-
logical basis.

“Food addiction,” binge eating, and obesity 
may well be maladaptive conditions to our 
contemporary calorie-rich and “obesogenic” 
environment. However, contrary to drugs of 
abuse, it is very difficult to completely remove 
sugar and fat from our diet. So a better under-
standing of our eating patterns may lead to 
more efficient treatments and the prevention 
of food-related pathologies.

The complex relationship that we have 
with food — ranging from physiological, 
environmental, social, emotional, contextual, 
and circadian aspects — does pose a signifi-
cant challenge to the study of food-intake-
related pathologies, as well as to the 
development and validation of animal models. 
In fact, small methodological variations in 
animal-based studies induce significant differ-
ences in results and conclusions. It is therefore 
essential to take into account both the physiol-
ogy and natural habits of the animal model 
under investigation, as well as to approximate 
the experimental design as much as possible 
to the conditions seen in humans. For this, 
non-human primates may provide new and 
important insights on binge eating and “food 
addiction” at the molecular, cellular, physio-
logical, and behavioral levels.

Taken together, animal models have con-
tributed to the study of palatable food intake 
and the development of “food addiction” in 
humans. Both sugar and sweet-fat protocols 
induced tolerance, escalation, bingeing, and 
withdrawal-like symptoms. So far, they 
underscore the importance of feeding patterns 
(in particular intermittent access) in habit for-
mation and pathological eating, as much as 
the palatable food itself. This behavior seems 
to mimic compulsive eaters, who tend to 
alternate between self-restriction and binge 
episodes.
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Abstract

Major depressive disorder represents one of the most severe disabling dis-
orders, affecting around 4.7% of the worldwide population. Many patients 
suffering this neuropsychiatric illness are treated successfully with various 
treatments, including antidepressant drugs and psychotherapy but also 
physical measures (electroconvulsive therapy, repetitive transcranial mag-
netic stimulation, vagal nerve stimulation). Despite the different treatment 
approaches available, unfortunately 30–40% of the patients fail to respond 
to most first-line treatments, and between 5 and 10% do not respond to 
conventional therapy at all. Thus, a considerable number of patients have 
a poor outcome and unfortunately fail to reach sustained remission. These 
data highlight the need to find new therapeutic approaches that especially 
focus on refractory patients. In this context, deep brain stimulation (DBS) 
emerges as an innovative physical treatment for refractory depressed 
patients. DBS has been successfully used for years in some neurological 
disorders such as Parkinson’s disease. Currently, in addition to its use in 
treating depression, DBS is also being tested in other psychiatric illness 
such as obsessive–compulsive disorder. Most studies on DBS have focused 
on efficiency and efficacy, or improvement in the technique, and a few 
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were devoted to understanding the intrinsic mechanisms responsible. 
Understanding the molecular mechanisms of action of DBS is currently 
considered as crucial, not only in order to understand its efficacy but also 
to propose new antidepressant approaches. The aim of this chapter is to 
review the foundations, the efficacy, and the efficiency of DBS in depres-
sion, and to provide insight into the intrinsic mechanisms of action 
described until now. In addition, future developments will be discussed.

Keywords

Deep brain stimulation • Major depressive disorder • Ventral capsule/ven-
tral striatum • Nucleus accumbens • Subgenual cingulate cortex • Lateral 
habenula • Medial forebrain bundle • Inferior thalamic peduncle

 Introduction

Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a psychiat-
ric illness with a prevalence around 4.7% among 
the worldwide population [1]. According to the 
World Health Organization this disorder ranks 
among the leading causes of disability [2], and it 
is expected to be the second most common cause 
of disability by 2020 [3]. Nowadays, clinical, 
neurochemical, neuroimaging, and postmortem 
evidence suggests that MDD is not a disease that 
affects a particular anatomical region or a single 
system of neurotransmission. It is postulated that 
MDD is a dysfunction of cortical, subcortical, 
and limbic system areas and their connections, 
and hence neurotransmitter systems and molecu-
lar mediators.

Multiple pharmacological and psychotherapeu-
tic treatments are currently available for MDD. The 
first-line therapy for depression involves the use of 
antidepressant drugs that mainly act by inhibiting 
monoamine reuptake, thereby increasing mono-
amine levels in the synaptic cleft. But unfortu-
nately, it has been estimated that 30–40% of MDD 
patients do not improve in response to this phar-
macological treatment [4]. As such, in the 
Sequenced Treatment Alternatives to Relieve 
Depression (STAR*D) trial, a randomized and 
multi-center clinical trial conducted in 2004 in the 
USA, patients diagnosed with non-psychotic 
MDD received sequenced treatment at four levels, 
and the overall cumulative remission rate was 67% 
after the four levels of treatment [5]. Other non-
pharmacological approaches are effective for 

MDD, such as psychotherapy or physical 
approaches including electroconvulsive therapy, 
repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation, or 
vagal nerve stimulation [6–9]. Although the major-
ity of patients with MDD respond to the broad 
range of current treatments, between 5% and 10% 
fail to respond, having a poor outcome and failing 
to achieve sustained remission [4, 5, 10]. This crit-
ical issue results in an enormous economic burden, 
poor quality of life, personal suffering, and a high 
risk of suicide [3, 11, 12]. Thus, the lack of a satis-
factory response in treatment- resistant depressive 
patients highlights the need to progress toward the 
discovery of effective alternative therapies.

In this context, deep brain stimulation (DBS) 
therapy arose as an experimental alternative for 
patients suffering from resistant MDD. DBS is an 
invasive approach involving stereotaxic surgery. 
Stimulation electrodes are permanently connected 
to a neurostimulator with the capacity to deliver 
electrical chronic stimulation of a targeted brain 
region. Several data indicate that DBS produces 
similar benefits to the ablation of the target area 
[13, 14] but with fewer side effects, because DBS 
is a reversible approach and the stimulation device 
is adjustable to attain the desired therapeutic effect. 
Indeed, electric current intensity, pulse width, and 
frequency of the stimulation applied can be appro-
priately modified. Thus, the parameters of stimula-
tion are adapted for each disease, each target of 
stimulation, or even depending on the individual 
needs of each patient. The extensive experience 
using this technique reveals that it is a safe and 
well-tolerated therapy, and most of the side effects 
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reported are related to the surgical procedure. 
Originally, DBS was developed as a technique for 
movement disorders. The effectiveness demon-
strated in several neurological disorders such as 
Parkinson’s disease, dystonia, and essential tremor 
[15] led to the exploration of this approach to man-
age psychiatric diseases. As a result, the US Food 
and Drug Administration approved DBS for 
treatment- resistant obsessive-compulsive disorder 
(OCD) in 2009. DBS is currently used in research 
studies to treat other neuropsychiatric disorders 
such as MDD.

Although multiple trials have been performed 
using this technique, the mechanisms underlying 
the therapeutic effects of DBS have not yet been 
elucidated. However, authors have proposed sev-
eral hypotheses. Indeed, some studies have sug-
gested that DBS induces a simple local neuronal 
activation of the targeted area [16], while other 
results indicate that DBS preferentially inhibits 
cell bodies and only stimulates axon terminals 
[17]. Nevertheless, DBS seems to present a much 
more complex mechanism of action than a sim-
ple activation or inhibition of the target area, even 
being able to widely modulate brain network 
activity [18, 19]. In this way, understanding the 
inherent mechanisms of DBS could give us crucial 
information to discern the distinctive biological 
features related to treatment-resistant disorders.

With regard to DBS for treating refractory 
MDD, only a few clinical trials have been reported. 
Even so, DBS was effective in patients suffering 
resistant MDD, showing a promising improve-
ment of depressive symptomatology. In this way, 
several brain areas have been tested as targets for 
DBS: subgenual cingulate cortex (SCC), nucleus 
accumbens (NAc), ventral capsule/ventral stria-
tum (VC/VS), inferior thalamic peduncle (ITP), 
medial forebrain bundle (MFB) and lateral haben-
ula (LHb). Despite the fact that DBS causes a sig-
nificant reduction in depression rating scales when 
applied to most of them, there is still considerable 
debate about which is the best stimulation target to 
treat refractory depressed patients.

The aim of the present chapter is to collect 
evidence of clinical and preclinical data and 
attempt to discern potential intrinsic mechanisms 
of DBS in the different brain sites of stimulation 
tested for resistant MDD.

 Ventral Capsule/Ventral Striatum 
and Nucleus Accumbens

Based on the efficacy of capsulotomy, a lesional 
therapy widely used for more than 50 years in 
OCD patients, the VC/VS was proposed as 
a brain area to be stimulated by DBS for this psy-
chiatric disorder. The VC/VS target corresponds 
anatomically with the ventral limb of the internal 
capsule and the adjoining ventral striatum 
(Fig. 19.1), and DBS applied to this region has 
been found to be effective for intractable OCD 
[20, 21]. Given that an unexpected improvement 
in depressive symptoms was observed in patients 
primarily diagnosed with OCD [20, 22, 23], this 
area was proposed as a putative DBS target for 
refractory MDD patients. The first clinical inter-
vention targeting VC/VS showed encouraging 
results for MDD patients, who achieved close to 
a 60% response rate at the last follow-up visit 
[24]. However, the randomized sham-controlled 
clinical trial using VC/VS DBS did not report 
significant differences between DBS and sham 
control patients, and the response rate obtained 
was only 20% in both cohorts [25].

The ventral striatum complex includes the 
NAc, another region that was proposed as a 
DBS target area for refractory depressed patients 
(Fig. 19.1). The NAc plays a crucial role in the 
reward circuitry and motivation processes [26]. 
Given that impairment in reward processing is 
related to the anhedonic symptoms of depression 

Ventral capsule/ventral striatum (VC/VS)
and nucleus accumbens (NAc)

VC/VS is the first DBS target used for
intractable OCD patients.

NAc plays an essential role in reward
processes which are altered in MDD patients.

Fig. 19.1 General schematic representation of the  
VC/VS and NAc as targets for refractory MDD
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[27, 28], the effectiveness of DBS on the NAc 
was evaluated in clinical studies. They reported a 
sustained alleviation of depressive symptomatol-
ogy, reaching approximately 50% in the rate of 
response, accompanied by an antianhedonic and 
anxiolytic effect [29–31]. Additionally,  functional 
neuroimaging in patients revealed changes in 
metabolic activity induced by NAc DBS. Among 
the changes found, the hypofunction observed in 
prefrontal subregions such as the SCC should be 
highlighted [29].

Neuropsychological assessments are routinely 
performed in these patients since as an invasive 
technique, DBS could impair attention, memory, 
or other cognitive processes. Interestingly, a sig-
nificant improvement in cognitive performance 
tasks was reported after NAc DBS [32], and VC/
VS DBS [33] did not produce neuropsychologi-
cal decline. The safety and the encouraging 
response obtained in these clinical trials could 
promote additional controlled studies to verify 
the efficacy of DBS of both targets for resistant 
MDD.

To extend our knowledge and understanding of 
the mechanism of action of DBS, preclinical stud-
ies applying DBS in the core or shell portion of 
NAc have been performed in naïve and animal 
models of depression. In this way, NAc DBS in 
naïve animals induced an antidepressant-like 
effect measured in the forced swimming test 
(FST) [34, 35]. The FST is the most often used 
behavioral test to predict antidepressant-like 
activity in rodents. This is a classical paradigm to 
screen the response when the subject is faced with 
a problem without an obvious solution (“waiting/
searching strategy”) [36, 37]. Additionally, con-
sidering that one of the essential symptoms of 
depression is anhedonia, the antidepressant- like 
effect is also assessed by the portion of sucrose 
intake in the sucrose consumption test (SCT) [38]. 
Surprisingly, NAc DBS fails to produce a clear 
and remarkable hedonic effect [35, 39].

Furthermore, the antidepressant effect of NAc 
DBS has been reported in several animal models 
of depression. Chronic DBS to the NAc core 
induced an antidepressant-like effect in the 
Flinders sensitive line (FSL) [40], a validated 
genetic animal model of depression [41]. This 

effect was also observed in the high anxiety- 
related behavior (HAB) mouse model [42] and 
the model of depression induced by chronic adre-
nocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) administration 
[43]; both models resistant to standard antide-
pressant therapies [44, 45]. Additionally, chronic 
NAc DBS increased sucrose intake preference in 
animals submitted to mild randomized stressors 
for several weeks [46], in a rodent depression 
model called the chronic unpredictable mild 
stress (CUMS) model [47], yet the antianhedonic 
effect was not observed in the FSL model [40]. 
However, a single session of DBS applied to 
the NAc core or shell was not enough to attain an 
antidepressant response in animal models of 
depression including HAB mice and the CUMS 
[39, 42].

The anxiolytic effect observed in patients 
treated with NAc DBS was also evaluated in naïve 
animals. Unfortunately, the data available do not 
confirm the anxiolytic properties of DBS NAc. 
This therapeutic approach reduced the escape 
latency in the home-cage emergence test [39] but 
it did not increase the time spent in the open arms 
of the elevated plus maze (EPM) [48], which is the 
most widely used paradigm to detect anxiety-
related behavior in rodents [49]. It should be noted 
that changes in locomotor activity were not 
reported following acute or chronic DBS of the 
NAc, indicating that the behavioral effects 
described were not due to an alteration in the spon-
taneous locomotor activity [34, 39, 42, 46, 50].

The possible cognitive alterations induced by 
DBS were also assessed using animal paradigms 
such as the Morris water maze (MWM). This test 
evaluates the spatial memory, and it is often used 
as a general assay of cognitive function [51, 52]. 
Interestingly, NAc DBS did not induce learning 
impairments in CUMS animals [46]. This is 
according to the neuropsychological data 
reported in the clinical studies.

To discern the molecular mechanisms under-
pinning the antidepressant effect of NAc DBS, 
several preclinical studies have been performed to 
ascertain potential substrates involved. As such, 
the modulation of neurotransmitters release, neu-
rotrophic factors, adult neurogenesis, or the acti-
vation of intracellular signaling pathways have 
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been evaluated, given that they could be the main 
factors to achieve the satisfactory response.

The monoaminergic theory postulates a defi-
ciency in brain serotonergic, noradrenergic, and 
dopaminergic neurotransmission in depression 
[53]. Thus, a solid basis was established to con-
ceptualize this neurobiological disease, which 
was a breakthrough for the development of cur-
rent pharmacological antidepressants [54, 55]. 
However, the involvement of monoamines in 
the pathophysiology of this disease appears to 
be insufficient to fully understand this illness. 
Although monoamine regulation itself does not 
explain the processes that cause or maintain the 
depressed mood, the effect of DBS on mono-
amine release has been evaluated. Local mono-
amine levels remained unaltered after acute 
NAc core DBS [56], but it did induce a general 
cortical increase of serotonin (5-HT) and dopa-
mine (DA) levels in the prefrontal cortex and of 
DA and noradrenaline (NA) in the orbitofrontal 
cortex [57]. However, the effect of chronic DBS 
on monoamine levels depends on the site within 
the NAc that is stimulated. DBS of the NAc 
core did not produce either local or cortical 
modifications, and NAc shell stimulation 
enhanced local but not cortical monoamine lev-
els [58]. Only one study evaluated the mono-
amine release in an animal model of depression 
describing a decrease in cortical monoamine 
levels after NAc shell DBS in Wistar–Kyoto 
animals [50], a rat strain with a defined depres-
sive phenotype [59, 60].

On the other hand, MDD is associated with a 
dysfunction in neuronal network plasticity. A 
large body of evidence has demonstrated the 
reduction in brain-derived neurotrophic factor 
(BDNF) expression and adult hippocampal neu-
rogenesis in depressed patients [61–63]. Indeed, 
it has been reported that antidepressant drugs can 
improve both processes [64, 65]. Bearing in mind 
the relevance of these processes, it has been eval-
uated how NAc DBS affects them. Stimulation of 
the NAc in naïve animals was not sufficient to 
increase hippocampal neurogenesis [66]. 
However, in animal models of chronic depres-
sion, DBS was able to enhance this [42], and to 
promote the expression of BDNF [46].

Additionally, NAc DBS potentiated cortical 
dendritic plasticity [50] and it modified neuronal 
activity in the piriform cortex and subcortical 
regions, such as the VTA and lateral hypothala-
mus [34]. Moreover, DBS in HAB animals acti-
vated the LHb, the dentate gyrus of 
the hippocampus, and the orbitofrontal cortex, 
and it decreased the activity in the prelimbic cor-
tex [42]. Thus, DBS is able to modulate the acti-
vation pattern of several brain areas located 
both close to and distant from the stimulation site.

 Subgenual Cingulate Cortex

The SCC is a part of the limbic cortex, located 
ventral to the genu of the corpus callosum 
(Fig. 19.2). The SCC region has been chosen as a 
target for DBS on the basis of previous findings, 
showing that this area is generally hyperactive in 
depressed patients, and that antidepressants and 
electroconvulsive therapy decreased the metabo-
lism in this region [67–69]. Furthermore, the 
functional activity of the SCC region has been 
proposed as a predictor of the response to antide-
pressant treatments [70, 71]. So, the safety and 
efficacy of DBS in the SCC for treating resistant 
MDD is currently under investigation. Previous 
data from three independent clinical trials have 
demonstrated that DBS was effective in refrac-
tory MDD patients, showing an approximately 

Subgenual cingulate cortex (SCC)
Volumetric reduction in MDD patients.
Metabolic hyperactivity demonstrated
in MDD.
Effective antidepressant treatment
associated with a reduction in its
metabolic activity.

Fig. 19.2 General schematic representation of the SCC 
as a target for refractory MDD
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60% response rate [72–74]. During the follow-
 up period (3–6 years) a progressive reduction in 
the severity of depression symptoms was 
reported, with only 10% of patients failing to 
show a decrease in symptom scores [75]. Indeed, 
at final follow-up, 42.9% of patients were in 
remission [72]. Moreover, cognition function 
after SCC DBS was preserved in patients, indi-
cating the safety of this stimulation target for 
MDD [76, 77]. However, despite the promising 
results reported in these open-label trials, the last 
multicenter prospective randomized trial failed to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of SCC DBS (letter 
from St. Jude Medical Clinical Study 
Management). Thus, further clinical trials must 
be carried out to elucidate the efficacy of this 
therapy for treating refractory MDD patients.

Many studies focused on the intrinsic mecha-
nisms of SCC DBS have been performed in ani-
mal models of depression. The ventromedial 
prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) is the rodent cortical 
region homologous to the human SCC  [78]. This 
region compromises the infralimbic and prelim-
bic cortices, and there is still considerable debate 
as to which part of the vmPFC is the best target to 
apply DBS [79, 80].

Preclinical behavioral studies indicated that 
short- and long-term DBS applied in the vmPFC 
induced an antidepressant-like effect in the FST 
[34, 35, 79–84] and a hedonic response in the 
SCT in naïve animals [35, 84]. In addition, an 
anxiolytic effect was described after acute 
vmPFC DBS in the home-cage emergence test 
and the novelty suppressed feeding (NSF) [39, 
80, 82]. The NSF measures a rodent’s aversion to 
eating in a novel environment, and it is sensitive 
to chronic but not acute antidepressant treatment 
[85]. Therefore, the onset of action of DBS 
appears to be shorter than common antidepres-
sant drugs.

Chronic DBS was able to reverse the depres-
sive phenotype induced by the following animal 
models of depression: FSL, CUMS, olfactory 
bulbectomy (OBX), and chronic social defeat 
stress (CSDS) model [39, 84, 86–88]. The OBX 
produces a depressive behavior by disrupting the 
normal functioning of the limbic system [89], 
whereas the CSDS is based on the confrontation 

among conspecific animals to induce a psychoso-
cial stress [90]. Furthermore, the anxiolytic effect 
of vmPFC was also demonstrated in the CUMS 
model of depression, increasing the time spent in 
the open arms in the EPM [86]. On the other 
hand, learning performance was not affected by 
vmPFC DBS in the MWM [46]. Overall, this 
indicates that DBS exerts an antidepressant 
response accompanied by an anxiolytic effect 
that is not associated to a cognitive impairment.

As occurred using NAc DBS, the spontaneous 
locomotor activity after acute or chronic DBS in 
the vmPFC remained unaltered [34, 39, 46, 80, 
82, 86]. On the other hand, using the intracranial 
self-stimulation (ICSS) paradigm in FSL rats, it 
has been reported that the hedonic effect of DBS 
in the vmPFC does not depend on a direct modi-
fication of the mesolimbic dopaminergic reward 
system [84, 91].

The monoaminergic implication in the 
antidepressant- like effect induced by vmPFC 
DBS has been studied as a possible mechanism 
of action. Thus, vmPFC DBS was able to locally 
enhance 5-HT, NA, and DA at the site of stimula-
tion [80, 87]. Nevertheless, the large majority of 
the studies available were carried out to discern 
the role of the serotonergic system. Despite 5-HT 
levels remaining unaltered in the dorsal raphe 
(DR) nucleus after vmPFC DBS, it has been 
shown to modulate the electrical activity of 5-HT 
neurons and enhance the glutamate concentration 
in this brain area [39, 80, 81, 88, 92]. This 
increase in the main excitatory neurotransmitter 
might trigger the drastic 5-HT release reported in 
DR projection areas, specifically in the vmPFC 
and hippocampus [80, 82].

But the relevance of the serotonergic system 
in the antidepressant-like effect of vmPFC DBS 
is still unclear, given that the two studies avail-
able showed opposite effects. In one of them, the 
antidepressant-like effect of vmPFC DBS per-
sisted when the serononinergic neurotransmis-
sion was compromised, but in the other study this 
effect seemed to depend on the integrity of the 
5-HT system [80, 82].

Additionally, DBS was able to potentiate neu-
ral plasticity in the DR neurons of naïve animals. 
Thus, an increase in excitatory presynaptic and 
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postsynaptic densities was found, and in CSDS 
animals, DBS normalized dendritic arborization 
[81, 88]. vmPFC DBS also promoted synaptic 
plasticity locally, in the hippocampus and in the 
basolateral amygdala, even restoring the reduc-
tion induced by the CSDS model [88, 93].

The activation of specific intracellular cas-
cades, such as the mammalian target of rapamy-
cin (mTOR) pathway, has a rapid impact on 
synaptic plasticity. This pathway promotes the 
synthesis of several proteins involved in the func-
tion, formation, and maturation of new spine syn-
apses [94], and it has been closely related to 
the antidepressant effect of drugs with a short 
onset of action [95]. DBS of the vmPFC increased 
cortical phosphorylation of Akt and cAMP- 
response element binding (CREB) [87], both 
components linked to the activation of mTOR 
signaling cascade. Moreover, an inhibitor of 
mTOR, temsirolimus, was able to block the 
antidepressant- like effect induced by vmPFC 
DBS, indicating that the mTOR pathway is a lim-
iting factor [87].

As mentioned above, neurotrophic factors and 
neurogenesis play an important role in the antide-
pressant response. The effect of DBS on neuro-
genesis is still not clear in naïve animals and 
opposite results have been reported using differ-
ent protocols to address this issue [66, 81]. 
Nonetheless, chronic vmPFC DBS restored the 
reduction in adult hippocampal neurogenesis 
induced by stress in the CUMS model [86]. On 
the other hand, the most relevant neurotrophic 
factor related to affective disorders and the 
unique analyzed in clinical and preclinical DBS 
studies is BDNF. vmPFC DBS normalized the 
deficient BDNF levels in CUMS animals in the 
striatal, cortical, and hippocampal regions [46, 
86, 96]. However, peripheral BDNF concentra-
tion has been evaluated in only four patients who 
received DBS of the SCC, and they showed a 
reduction in serum BDNF levels [97].

Many original studies have evaluated the 
activity of several brain areas after DBS through 
the molecular expression of neuronal activation 
markers. Thus, vmPFC DBS induced the activa-
tion of the neurons around the site of stimula-
tion, as well as in other cortical regions such as 

piriform, entorhinal, and orbitofrontal cortices 
[34, 39, 80, 88]. Additionally, the activity of sev-
eral distant regions directly connected to the 
vmPFC was increased by DBS, for instance 
the hippocampus, basolateral amygdala, insula, 
or LHb [34, 39, 80, 88]. Thus, DBS applied to 
this target is able to regulate the activity of sev-
eral limbic areas included in the neuronal cir-
cuitry that regulates emotions.

 Lateral Habenula

The LHb is located dorsally to dorsal thalamus 
(Fig. 19.3). The LHb receives information from 
cortical and limbic structures and it is directly 
connected to dopaminergic-, noradrenergic-, and 
serotonergic-releasing midbrain areas [98]. This 
area constitutes a target for DBS as its volume 
tends to be reduced in depressed patients, and 
some authors have hypothesized that an overac-
tivity in this region is related to MDD [99, 100]. 
In this context, a patient diagnosed with resistant 
MDD was treated with LHb DBS. The results 
showed the antidepressant response of this ther-
apy; the patient achieved sustained remission 
from 4 to 12 months after the beginning of the 
treatment. Indeed, the patient suffered decay by 
the accidental cessation of stimulation, corrobo-
rating the effectiveness of this DBS target [101]. 
Thus, these promising results have led to the 

Lateral habenula (LHb)

Reduced volume in MDD
patients.
Processes reward-related
information.
Crucial role in the midbrain
monoaminergic systems.
A dysfunction has been
hypothesized in MDD.

Fig. 19.3 General schematic representation of the LHb 
as a target for refractory MDD
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intention to carry out additional clinical trials 
using LHb DBS for resistant MDD. In fact, a 
single-center study enrolling six patients is 
 currently being conducted (ClinicalTrials.gov; 
identifier: NCT0198407).

The antidepressant-like effect of LHb DBS 
has been demonstrated in several animal models 
of depression. As such, DBS restored the depres-
sive phenotype induced by CUMS, chronic 
ACTH administration, and in the learned help-
lessness (LH) model [39, 102–104]. This LH 
model is an experimental depression model based 
on exposure to repeated uncontrolled and ines-
capable stress, leading to helplessness [105].

Monoamine release was measured in CUMS 
animals after LHb DBS. Chronic exposure to 
unpredictable stressors provoked a reduction 
of 5-HT, NA and DA levels in the hippocam-
pus and blood serum which is restored by LHb 
DBS [104].

An increase of BDNF was found in the blood 
serum of the patient treated with LHb DBS. Indeed, 
the BDNF levels were correlated with the 
improvement of depressive symptoms in this 
patient [106]. Furthermore, the antidepressant- 
like effect of LHb DBS has been preclinically 
linked with some molecular and cellular changes 
which could be crucial in the mechanism of action 
of DBS. In this way, LHb DBS regulates the local 
and cortical activation of the Ca2+/calmodulin-
dependent protein kinase (CaMKII) intracellular 
pathway which modulates downstream signaling 
cascades involved, among others, in synaptic 
plasticity and neuronal survival [102]. New 
insights about cellular and molecular changes 
induced by LHb DBS could help in understanding 
the intrinsic mechanisms underpinning the antide-
pressant effect of DBS.

 Medial Forebrain Bundle

The MFB is a fiber tract connecting the midbrain 
tegmentum and elements of the limbic system 
(Fig. 19.4) which plays an important role in the 
reward system [107, 108]. Clinical studies have 
reported the efficacy of MFB DBS as a therapeutic 

approach for intractable MDD patients. The pilot 
trial included seven patients, and DBS in the 
MFB induced a rapid and chronic antidepressant 
response, with an 86% response rate at the last 
follow-up [109]. Additionally, a second study 
demonstrated a significant alleviation of depres-
sive symptoms in two of three patients enrolled 6 
months after the beginning of DBS [110]. Finally, 
a third trial was approved to study the effective-
ness of the MFB DBS in 12 patients diagnosed 
with refractory MDD (ClinicalTrials.gov; identi-
fier: NCT01778790).

Preclinical data indicated that DBS in the 
MFB had an antidepressant-like effect in the FST 
[111] and that it reversed the anhedonic and 
depressive phenotype of FSL rats [91]. 
Surprisingly, MFB DBS induced an anxiety-like 
behavior assessed as an increase in the time spent 
in the closed arms in the EPM paradigm [91] 
without altering locomotor activity [111]. Only 
some molecular changes were evaluated after 
DBS is applied to the MFB. In this way, the effect 
of acute MFB DBS on monoamine release was 
assessed in the NAc and interestingly, no changes 
in DA or 5-HT release were reported [111]. 
Bearing in mind that the MFB is the fiber tract 
which connects the VTA with the NAc, and con-
sidering the antianhedonic effect of MFB DBS, 
this result was unexpected. Maybe instead of 
acute stimulation, chronic stimulation of the MFB 

Medial forebrain bundle (MFB)

Ascending ventral mesencephalic
dopamine fibers from VTA.

MFB connects multiple areas involved
in motivated behavior, mood regulation
and antidepressant response.

Fig. 19.4 General schematic representation of the MFB 
as a target for refractory MDD.
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could lead to a modification of monoaminergic 
neurotransmission.

In addition, stimulation of the MFB altered 
the activity pattern of a few brain areas, such as 
the piriform and prelimbic cortices, the shell por-
tion of NAc, the anterior regions of the caudate/
putamen, dorsomedial thalamic nuclei, LHb, and 
the VTA [111, 112]. This suggests that DBS of 
the MFB induces changes in areas widely linked 
to the pathophysiology of MDD.

 Inferior Thalamic Peduncle

The ITP is a bundle of fibers that connects the 
nonspecific thalamic system to the orbitofrontal 
cortex (Fig. 19.5), and DBS delivered in this 
region seems to be beneficial in refractory OCD 
patients [113]. However, only one case has been 
reported with regard to the efficacy of ITP stimu-
lation in a refractory MDD patient, who achieved 
remission state from the first month of DBS [113–
115]. Although the depressive symptomatology of 
this patient improved, she also suffered from buli-
mia and borderline personality disorder, making 
it difficult to extract conclusive data supporting 
the suitability of this target. Furthermore, up to 
now there are no preclinical data available that 
may help clarify the possible effectiveness of this 
therapy in this target brain area.

Conclusions
In the last decade, the efficacy of DBS for treat-
ing refractory MDD has been evaluated, targeting 
several brain areas. Clinical studies that have 
enrolled most resistant MDD patients have been 
performed on the SCC and NAc regions. Indeed, 
they showed the most promising outcomes. 
Despite the data available from clinical trials, the 
mechanism of action underlying the antidepres-
sant effect of DBS is still unclear. To clarify this 
issue, preclinical studies have evaluated the cel-
lular and molecular changes modulated by DBS 
using animal models of depression. They have 
demonstrated that DBS regulates the release of 
several neurotransmitters in brain areas closely 
related to MDD. Moreover, DBS can enhance 
BDNF expression, and promote neurogenesis 
and neuronal plasticity. Overall, this suggests 
that DBS presents a complex mechanism of 
action involving many components, which could 
contribute to the initiation of remarkable neuro-
nal network reorganization.

The evidence obtained through the studies 
performed to date indicates that DBS could be a 
safe alternative for the treatment of refractory 
MDD. But unfortunately, the multicenter trials 
fail to demonstrate a substantial improvement of 
the depressive symptomatology in all patients. 
For this reason, the search for indicators that 
will help to identify patients who can satisfacto-
rily respond to DBS is mandatory. The detection 
of alterations in activity patterns through neuro-
imaging, or changes in peripheral proteins 
expression, could be used as clinical biomarkers 
to predict DBS response. Moreover, further stud-
ies will be necessary to identify the best target of 
stimulation in order to attain the maximum thera-
peutic response in each patient.
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Eye Movements: Parameters, 
Mechanisms, and Active Vision

Jens R. Helmert and Sebastian Pannasch

Abstract

Human eye movements are essential for visual perception, as the physio-
logical structure of the eyes limits high acuity and colorful vision to a 
small fraction of the retina. Measuring the dynamic interplay of fixations 
(i.e., the eyes are stable relative to an object of interest) and saccades (i.e., 
the eyes are directed to a new target) makes possible fundamental insights 
into the organization of vision. A complex interaction of several types of 
eye movements is required when performing different tasks, such as ori-
enting in space, identifying objects, or interacting with persons. Here, we 
discuss the characteristics of fixations and saccades in the context of active 
vision, with particular focus on the relationship between the two parame-
ters. Analyzing the duration of fixations and the amplitude of saccades 
during everyday activities can reveal insights into the processing of visual 
information, allowing an understanding of what details of the environment 
receive attention. In addition, by considering fixations and saccades in 
combination, it can be determined how such details were processed within 
the context of ongoing activities.

Keywords
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 Introduction

In this chapter, we point to the fundamental 
basics of humans’ probably most important 
sense — sight. For instance, when asking people 
which modality they would miss most if lost, the 
majority is likely to indicate vision [1, 2]. In 
addition, if people describe objects they  primarily 
use adjectives that refer to visual (60%) or tactual 
(32%) modalities [3]. For visual processing of 
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the environment, the important role of eye move-
ments has been repeatedly emphasized in the lit-
erature (e.g., [4, 5]). The main reason for this 
importance is based on the fact that the allocation 
of visual attention mostly corresponds to the 
direction of the eyes (e.g., [6]). Processing visual 
information is governed by a multitude of neural 
structures, both cortical and subcortical. 
Therefore, measuring eye movements is not only 
a complex study object in itself, it also delivers 
diagnostic information on different levels. To 
guide the reader to the potentials of the methods 
described here for current psychiatry, we refer to 
examples from schizophrenia research, where 
applicable.

Natural sampling of information from the 
environment during visual perception occurs via 
“active vision” [5, 7]. Because of the uneven dis-
tribution of light-sensitive receptors across the 
retina, the highest visual acuity is limited to the 
small foveal area (about 2 degrees of arc). Outside 
the high-resolution foveal area — in parafoveal 
and peripheral regions — vision becomes blurred 
and the perception of color is reduced. Given the 
constraints on visual acuity, eye movements are 
mandatory to perceive the environment. 
Saccades — fast ballistic movements — rotate the 
foveal region of the eyes from one point to another. 
The relatively stable periods in-between are called 
fixations. The intake of visual information occurs 
within fixations but is largely suppressed during 
saccades [8]. In most everyday situations, such as 
reading text or inspecting an image, oculomotor 
activity can be described as interplay between 
fixations and saccades.

Following a rather crude classification, three 
main areas of eye movement research can be 
identified: (i) analysis of eye movements in 
order to understand facets of reading, (ii) efforts 
to investigate gaze behavior during free visual 
exploration of natural stimuli, and (iii) work 
that comprises the examination of visual search 
processes in relation to eye movement strategies 
(see [9]). This classification provides a general 
overview but is an over-simplification. For 
instance, these categories do not consider the 
long history of eye movement research in clini-
cal settings (for a recent overview in this par-

ticular field, see [10]). A closer examination of 
eye movement research reveals that significant 
work has been done to combine insights from 
different research areas, contributing to a more 
general understanding of common processes 
during, for example, reading and scene viewing 
[11]. In recent years, much interdisciplinary 
work has connected eye movement analyses 
with research questions from other disciplines. 
For instance, in the development and design of 
attention-sensitive interfaces, eye movement 
registration and analysis have become integral 
parts (e.g. [12–14]).

Eye movements are often considered “the win-
dow to the soul” [15], which can provide access 
to ongoing information processing. Combining 
video-based eye tracking technology — the 
means for non-invasive, extremely accurate, and 
fast measurements of different activities — with 
other measurements provides even more advan-
tages. For instance, parallel recording with brain 
imaging enriches the explanatory power of eye 
movement data [16, 17]. Furthermore, it allows 
for a better understanding of brain activity since 
details about the inspected visual information 
can be extracted and assigned to the respective 
brain signals [18]. Human eye movements are 
a common output of a variety of psychophysi-
ological mechanisms located well beyond the 
low-level oculomotor nuclei of the brain stem. 
Some of these mechanisms are hierarchically 
(or heterarchically; see [19]) organized. This 
vertical dimension of cognitive organization is 
an interesting object of scientific investigation 
in itself, for instance, to examine the correspon-
dence between parameters of eye movements 
and the relative dominance of one (or several) 
such mechanisms. The results are expected to 
provide a better understanding of eye movement 
behavior and their control mechanisms. Such 
understanding will enable us to use eye move-
ments as a powerful diagnostic instrument for 
the real-time measurement of different forms 
of cognitive activities or their impairments. As 
a result, eye tracking will become of greater 
importance in the development of future appli-
cations, as well as part of future applications 
themselves.
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 Parameters of Eye Movements

Understanding vision and visual perception is of 
long-lasting interest and dates back to classical 
antiquity. For instance, Plato (427–327 B.C.) 
developed the extramission theory to explain the 
process of vision. He imagined that vision occurs 
when light comes out of the eye and hits objects 
outside. Objects then release “flame particles” rep-
resenting different colors [20]. Since these early 
attempts, many important discoveries have been 
made about vision in general and the function and 
purpose of individual parameters (for a review, see 
[21]). Much of the knowledge about eye move-
ments has been uncovered in laboratory experi-
ments by investigating various eye movement 
parameters. Nowadays, the interest in eye move-
ment research has shifted to understanding the 
interaction between parameters and the meaning 
as a whole in the process of active vision (e.g. [5]).

The neural systems controlling eye move-
ments are interesting because they form a net-
work in the whole brain. Analysis of eye 
movements therefore provides amenable access 
to mechanisms in the active brain. Two different 
perspectives are possible when considering eye 
movements. Eye movements can be understood 
as the result of a highly complex and very precise 
motor system, but also as part of a sensory sys-
tem that is instead concerned about where the 
eyes are directed to in space, technically referred 
to as gaze. For the study of gaze behavior, a func-
tional distinction should be made between the 
various types of eye movements. Some eye 
movements are dedicated to gaze-holding and 
others are responsible for gaze-shifting.

Gaze-holding eye movements produce a sta-
ble image on the retina, which is important for 
perceiving and processing of information, similar 
to taking a picture with a camera. However, 
unlike a camera, the eyes can be held stable even 
if the head or body is moving. As soon as any 
form of head or body movements occurs, our 
visual system compensates for these movements. 
Gaze-holding movements are driven by the bal-
ance organs in the inner ear (the vestibular sys-
tem). Accordingly they are named the 
vestibulo-ocular reflexes (e.g., [22, 23]). In the 

case of retinal image motion, for instance while 
looking out of the window of a moving train, 
another gaze-holding mechanism becomes acti-
vated, referred to as the optokinetic response 
([24], see also [25]). Fixating on a moving object 
in front of a stationary or dynamic background 
requires a different class of gaze-holding move-
ments to keep the object stable at the foveal 
region. Therefore the eyes need to be in motion 
but must also be stable with respect to the object. 
Such movements are called dynamic fixation or 
smooth pursuit movements (see, e.g., [26, 27, 
28]). Smooth pursuit movements have also been 
of interest to psychiatric research from the very 
beginning onwards, as can be seen from the semi-
nal work of Diefendorf and Dodge [29]. Among 
other tests, “ocular pursuit-reactions” were iden-
tified as a promising candidate for the investiga-
tion of schizophrenia (or dementia praecox as 
was the scientific term at that time). A meta- 
analytic review [30] reported maintenance gain, 
total saccade rate, and leading saccades to be the 
most promising specific measures in smooth pur-
suit research in the context of schizophrenia.

Gaze-shifting eye movements are necessary to 
redirect the small high-resolution foveal region to 
the respective points of interest. These saccadic 
movements are executed whenever a new object 
needs to be fixated. On average, about three sac-
cades a second are performed. Further coordina-
tion is required because we have two eyes which 
need to be adjusted so that the image of an object 
falls on exactly the same parts of the two retinae. 
For distant objects, the two eyes must move in a 
conjunct manner. If an object comes closer, the 
eyes must converge to line up in a disjunct man-
ner. This conjunct and disjunct behavior is sum-
marized as vergence movements.

Furthermore, during visual fixations, our eyes 
make tiny movements (microsaccades, tremor, 
and drift) of which we are not aware (see, e.g., 
[31]). The existence of these movements was 
already mentioned about 150 years ago [32] and 
they were assumed to support the perception of 
fine spatial details [33, 34]. Early investigations 
disproved this hypothesis by reporting effects of 
visual fading if fixational eye movements are 
eliminated (e.g., [35]). The term microsaccade 
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was introduced by Zuber and Stark [36], desig-
nating fixational movements within a range of 2 
to 12 min arc. Around this time, it was hypothe-
sized that microsaccades simply serve to com-
pensate for errors produced by the slow drifts 
[37], but there was strong experimental evidence 
against this argumentation. It was reported that 
microsaccades can be voluntarily suppressed 
without indications of visual fading (e.g., [38]). 
Moreover, it was found that microsaccades disap-
pear during the performance of high-acuity tasks, 
such as threading a needle [39]. These controver-
sial findings provided the start of a long-lasting 
debate about the purpose of microsaccades (for 
overviews, see [40, 41, 42]).

Recent experimental findings have shown that 
fixational eye movements are important for pre-
venting visual fading [43]. It also has been 
reported that microsaccades enhance the discrim-
ination of fine spatial details [44] and briefly- 
presented stimuli [45]. Moreover, it was proposed 
that microsaccadic activity provides an index for 
covert attention shifts [46, 47]. Although recent 
reports emphasize the importance of microsac-
cades for visual perception [41, 43], the contribu-
tion of microsaccades in the process of active 
vision still remains unclear [48], and their signifi-
cance during natural viewing is still debated [31]. 
Recently, microsaccades came into the focus of 
psychiatric research, too [49]. The authors inves-
tigated differences in free viewing ocular behav-
iour between healthy subjects and schizophrenic 
patients. Results showed no differences in terms 
of microsaccades, but overall scanning behaviour 
heavily depended from image content. However, 
based on the idea of a common mechanism of 
saccade generation [50], it will be a future task to 
broaden our understanding on the relationship 
between saccades and microsaccades in the con-
text of schizophrenia research.

Microsaccades, clearly a facet of gaze-holding 
movements, can be taken as an example to illus-
trate that the distinction is somewhat artificial, 
motivated by the researchers’ interest in classifi-
cation of phenomena. Both saccades, falling into 
the gaze-shifting category, and microsaccades 
can be drawn onto a single continuum of a main 
sequence, a term which has been adopted from 

astronomy [51]. Here, the relationship between 
the peak velocity and the amplitude of the sac-
cadic movement can be mapped. It has been 
shown that the linearity of the relationship con-
tinues from the smallest microsaccades to wide 
saccades measured in everyday activities such as 
free inspection of a natural scene [52], providing 
some evidence for the hypothesis that both kinds 
of saccades are generated by the very same 
instances. Therefore, whether gaze is being held 
or being shifted might be a matter of perspective, 
or of scale. The distinction, however, is useful to 
examine underlying processes, and especially to 
pinpoint the qualitative and functional differ-
ences. In the following sections, we will take a 
closer look at fixations, saccades, and finally at 
the dynamic interplay of both in active vision.

 Characteristics of Fixations

When investigating fixations, different aspects 
can be considered. First, the duration can be 
measured, indicating how long the eyes are sta-
bilized with regard to a particular region or 
object in the environment. Accordingly, the 
duration of fixations provides a temporal charac-
teristic and can also indicate where our eyes are 
attracted. The spatial distribution of fixations 
contains information about which object is fix-
ated on first and where the eye is going with the 
next saccade. Another important issue is related 
to the information that is processed within a sin-
gle fixation. What is the amount of information 
that can be perceived and processed? One can 
think about this question in terms of a particular 
window that might have a certain shape and size. 
Given a window size of approximately 2 degrees 
of visual angle, how can two successive fixations 
that are spatially separated by only 1 degree be 
resolved? Should these fixations be considered 
as only one fixation within a region? What are 
the  mechanisms that control for all these differ-
ent features? Which brain structures are involved 
in the temporal and spatial control of fixations? 
Since some of the mechanisms are known 
already, different models for fixational control 
have been suggested.
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The early beginnings of eye movement 
research revealed that fixations vary with regard 
to their durations [53–55]. Fixation durations can 
vary from less than 100 ms to several seconds, 
but the vast majority of fixations are terminated 
after about 200 and 250 ms [56]. The variation in 
the duration of fixations has been attributed to 
different reasons. Evidence has been found that 
task type and difficulty influences the fixation 
duration. For instance, in silent reading, the mean 
fixation durations are shorter (225–250 ms) than 
in oral reading (275–325 ms; [9]). This difference 
could be related to the motor component when 
reading aloud. However, the observation of 
shorter fixation durations in visual search (180–
275 ms) compared to longer fixations in scene 
perception (260–330 ms) indicates that the nature 
of the task clearly influences the length of fixa-
tions [9]. Furthermore, fixation durations can 
even be different within the same task. It has been 
found that inspecting the same visual stimuli 
under different instructions leads to significant 
changes in fixation durations [57, 58]. This has 
been interpreted as evidence for a relationship 
between fixation duration and the level of infor-
mation processing, according to Craik and 
Lockhart [59].

The approaches discussed so far assume a 
direct connection between the duration of a fixa-
tion and the ongoing information processing. 
These direct control theories are supported by 
results from the stimulus onset delay paradigm 
(e.g., [60, 61, 62]). In this paradigm, the stimulus 
is removed during a saccade and reappears within 
the next fixation with specified delays. An 
increase in the fixation duration by the amount of 
the onset delay provides evidence that fixations 
are under direct control (e.g., [60]). Changes in 
the quality of available information can also 
influence the duration of fixations [63–65]. For 
example, Mannan and colleagues [64] reported 
longer fixations for low-pass-filtered than for 
unfiltered scenes. A prolongation of fixations has 
also been found when the amount of either foveal 
or peripheral information was limited by a gaze- 
contingent mask [66].

In contrast to the direct control assumption, it 
has also been argued that fixations might be 

 governed indirectly by other factors. These indi-
rect control theories propose that (i) the stimulus 
processing within a fixation is too slow to have an 
immediate effect (delayed control), (ii) the global 
parameters, such as the task, stimulus properties, 
etc., determine the length of fixations (global 
parameter control; e.g., [67, 68]), and (iii) there is 
an internal timing mechanism keeping the eyes 
moving at a constant rate. Recently, a mixed con-
trol model for fixation durations has been sug-
gested [69, 70]. Applying the scene-onset delay 
paradigm to scene perception resulted in a pro-
longation of a certain proportion of fixations 
(supporting direct control) while other fixations 
remained unaffected by the scene-onset manipu-
lation (supporting indirect control). These find-
ings have resulted in a recent computational 
model for the control of fixations that accounts 
for variations in fixation durations in scene view-
ing [71]. The timing signals (i.e., fixation dura-
tions) of the model are based on continuous-time 
random walks. Furthermore, the level of visual 
and cognitive processing can modulate the onset 
of a saccade and thereby determine the length of 
a fixation.

One critical limitation of the discussed theo-
ries is the missing link to brain structures and 
their ongoing activity. A lot of information about 
structures and their functional contribution to the 
control of fixations have been accumulated dur-
ing recent decades. However, these findings are 
mostly excluded from theories developed to 
explain the control and duration of fixations.

The spatial distribution of fixations across an 
image or in relation to the environment repre-
sents further important information for under-
standing the nature of visual sampling and 
processing. The locations of fixations reveal the 
strong interrelation between fixations and sac-
cades. The spatial distribution of fixations can be 
examined with regard to the regions and objects, 
i.e., considering the location of the eyes for a cer-
tain period of time. Similarly, it can be explored 
why a saccade was performed towards a particu-
lar location in a scene. Regardless of which 
approach is taken (direct or indirect control), the 
eyes remain within a particular region until the 
feature extraction and information processing is 
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completed. One of the first contributions to this 
topic was the feature integration theory [72, 73]. 
The approach was introduced to explain serial 
and parallel mechanisms in visual search. The 
key concept is based on the extraction of primary 
features, such as color, orientation, and shape, 
which are represented in separate feature maps. 
These feature maps are integrated in a saliency 
map that is accessible and used to direct attention 
to the most conspicuous areas.

The concept of the saliency map has become 
an essential part of computational models of 
focal visual attention, and thereby for the expla-
nation of eye movement behavior (e.g., [74, 75, 
76]). These attempts provide promising results 
and a first approximation for modelling the spa-
tial distribution of fixations during the inspection 
of naturalistic stimuli. However, the essential 
limitation of the saliency approach is due to its 
exclusive focus on primary physical features of a 
scene. If the spatial distribution of fixations could 
be sufficiently explained by the analysis of such 
simple features, it could be concluded that visual 
attention is exclusively controlled in a bottom-up 
manner. Recent evidence revealed that this is not 
the case; rather, the deployment of visual atten-
tion is based on bottom-up as well as top-down 
influences [77, 78]. Moreover, it has been found 
that task-demands can override saliency features 
[78–80]. Thus, it seems that top-down mecha-
nisms (e.g., instructions) dominate gaze behavior 
during visual tasks (e.g., [54, 80]) and in the per-
formance of visually-guided actions (e.g. [81, 
82]). A fairly new and promising approach that 
tries to overcome the problems of the traditional 
saliency approach has been suggested by Hwang, 
Wang, and Pomplun [83]. The authors conducted 
experiments that combined several interdisciplin-
ary methods in novel ways to examine semantic 
guidance within a visual scene. This method inte-
grates bottom-up and top-down saliency infor-
mation, thereby allowing predictions about eye 
gaze behavior that are presumably closer to the 
processing mechanisms of the visual system.

In psychiatric research, effort has been taken 
to investigate fixation distributions over differ-
ent kinds of stimuli, in order to compare 
 schizophrenic patient groups to healthy subjects 

(e.g., [84, 85]). Phillips and David [84] were 
interested in where deluded schizophrenic 
patients would direct their visual attention to 
when inspecting images of faces, both familiar 
and unfamiliar. They showed that schizophrenic 
patients actively avoided informative regions by 
mostly fixating areas outside the faces; moreover, 
in conditions when two faces were presented, 
fixation durations of deluded patients were pro-
longed as compared to the non-deluded and the 
healthy control subjects. Sprenger and colleagues 
[85] showed photographs of everyday situations 
to schizophrenic patients. In comparison to 
healthy control subjects, they found fewer fixa-
tion clusters, longer fixation durations as well as 
deviant attentional landscapes and scan paths.

 Characteristics of Saccades

Saccades are necessary to direct the fovea from 
one point to another. In most visual activities, we 
perform about three saccades a second [86]. 
During a saccade, the processing of visual infor-
mation is suppressed because the image is rap-
idly moving across the retina [8]. The period 
where information encoding is suppressed starts 
before the actual saccade and outlasts the sac-
cadic eye movement by about 50–60 ms [87–89]. 
In contrast to visual perception, cognitive pro-
cessing seems not to be interrupted during sac-
cades [90]. Saccades are of high velocities to 
minimize the periods in which we are nearly 
blind.

Different types of saccades are documented in 
the literature. Saccades can be elicited by the 
onset or change of a visual stimulus, designated 
as exogenous, reflexive, or visually-guided sac-
cades. Moving the eyes to a target which is 
recalled from memory requires the performance 
of an endogenous, voluntary, or memory-guided 
saccade. These saccades do not necessarily rely 
on a visual stimulus. During natural viewing, we 
either perform visually or memory-guided sac-
cades. Another form of saccade, the so-called 
antisaccade, is often used in neurophysiological 
research for diagnostic purposes (e.g., [91, 92]). 
In the antisaccade task, the eyes have to move 
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away from a visual target appearing on the screen. 
The accurate performance of an antisaccade 
requires inhibiting a reflexive saccade to the 
onset location, together with a voluntarily move 
of the eye in the opposite direction. The antisac-
cade task requires cognitive control, evidenced 
by the fact that observers often have difficulties 
in suppressing the reflexive saccades in the direc-
tion of the target. Programming and performing a 
correct antisaccade is more delayed than visually- 
guided saccades.

A network of several brain structures is 
involved in the planning and execution of sac-
cades. Knowledge about the contribution of par-
ticular brain structures has been gathered by the 
investigation of different saccade parameters. In 
the following, we will discuss commonly ana-
lyzed parameters of saccades before briefly 
reviewing those brain regions which have been 
identified to significantly contribute to saccadic 
activity. Saccadic eye movements bring the fovea 
the regions of interest, which can vary with 
regard to the distances in between, requiring the 
saccade amplitudes to be of different lengths. In 
everyday tasks, saccade amplitudes vary from a 
few degrees up to 130 degrees of arc, with an 
average saccade size of about 18–20 degrees [93, 
94]. As a result of the variation in saccade length, 
there are also differences in saccade durations. 
During reading, saccade durations are on average 
20 to 30 ms but they can last up to about 100 ms. 
The parameter saccadic peak velocity describes 
the maximum speed that can be achieved within a 
saccade (up to 900 degrees/s), almost linearly 
related to the saccade amplitude. For the detec-
tion of saccades, when processing the raw data of 
an eye-tracking device, the saccade acceleration 
represents another important parameter (to dif-
ferentiate between other eye movements, a mini-
mum of 150 deg./s−2 is often applied; see, e.g., 
[95]).

Another feature is the saccade trajectory. 
Saccades are rarely straight (e.g., [54]) and most 
of them show a tendency to curve towards the 
horizontal meridian [96]. Moreover, other objects 
within the visual scene have been found to influ-
ence the magnitude and direction of the curvature 
observed. The presentation of a distractor has 

been found to curve a saccade towards a distrac-
tor (e.g., [97]) but also away from a distractor 
(e.g., [98]). The direction of the curvature, i.e., 
towards or away from a distractor, appears to 
depend upon the overall neural activity distribu-
tion produced by the target and the nearby dis-
tractor. According to the population coding 
theory proposed by Tipper, Howard, and 
Houghton [99], possible target objects are repre-
sented by large neuronal populations that encode 
a movement vector aimed at the target. If the tar-
get and distractor are nearby, their population 
codes will be combined into one distribution, 
resulting in a vector which represents an interme-
diate location between the objects [100].

An often-used parameter, which is mainly of 
importance for laboratory experiments, is the 
saccade latency. The latency of a saccade 
describes the time interval between the appear-
ance of a target and the execution of a saccade 
towards the target. For healthy adults, saccade 
latencies are reported within a range of 200 to 
250 ms. Saccade latency also seems to be related 
to cognitive development in children, as the 
latencies of visually-guided saccades in children 
are longer than in adults [101]. Obviously, the 
latency shortens progressively with age. 
Laboratory experiments have identified a sub-
population of saccades with very short latencies 
at around 100 ms [102]. The existence and func-
tion of these so-called express saccades has been 
debated, e.g., see [103]. The latency period is 
necessary to complete several processes, such as 
attentional disengagement from the actual fixa-
tion position, a shift of visual attention to the new 
target location, and the computation of saccade 
metrics. Each of these processes involves activa-
tion of different cortical and subcortical areas 
(see below).

The saccade latency represents a cognitive–
physiological parameter, and has been  extensively 
studied with different paradigms. The manipula-
tion of information at the fixation location has 
been found to substantially influence saccade 
latency. In its simplest form, this manipulation 
involves a disappearing fixation target before the 
onset of the next target. The resulting saccade 
latency is significantly shortened, a phenomenon 
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which is known as the gap effect [104]. In con-
trast, an increase in the saccadic latency has been 
found when two stimuli are shown at the same 
time, one of which is the target, the other a dis-
tractor [105, 106]. This “remote distractor effect” 
has the strongest influence on the saccade latency 
when the distractor appears at the fixation loca-
tion [107]. We will elaborate more on the saccade 
latency when discussing the relationship between 
fixations and saccades.

In schizophrenia research, saccadic latency is 
a prominent parameter [108–110]. Manoach and 
colleagues [109] investigated microstructural 
integrity of brain structures related to volitional 
saccades, i.e., anterior cingulate cortex, frontal 
eye fields, and right hemisphere parietal cortex, 
using diffusion tensor imaging. Their results sug-
gest that slower volitional saccades in schizo-
phrenic medicated patients are associated with 
reduced integrity. The relationship between 
latency and peak velocity in pro- and antisac-
cades was investigated, both in groups of healthy 
subjects and in schizophrenia patients [110], and 
revealed for both groups that antisaccades had 
lower peak velocities than prosaccades, and that 
peak velocities of antisaccades were independent 
of latencies. For prosaccades with long latencies, 
however, schizophrenia patients showed signifi-
cant decrease of peak velocities. The authors 
explained this effect with a possible decay of the 
transient visual signal at the saccade target, or a 
reduction of target-related neural activity in the 
saccade system. Latencies of saccades are also 
task-dependent. Schwab and colleagues [108] 
studied schizophrenia patients and their first- 
degree relatives as compared to healthy subjects 
in a low and high demand visual task. Their 
results showed smaller differences between the 
tasks for the patients, as compared to the other 
two groups, possibly reflecting a specific oculo-
motor attentional dysfunction.

Due to the fact that we perform about three 
saccades a second, a high degree of accuracy 
regarding the landing position of saccades is 
required. If saccades often failed to land at the 
desired target, our visual perception would cer-
tainly be impaired. During a saccade, no visual 
feedback is available for online control due to 

saccadic suppression and the short durations of 
saccades. The accuracy of saccades is achieved 
by an adaptive gain control mechanism correct-
ing for the tendency of saccades to either under-
shoot or overshoot their targets. Such adjustments 
are related to the distance to the target. Especially 
for saccadic amplitudes larger than 10 degrees, a 
tendency for undershooting is known. This 
undershooting is assumed to reduce program-
ming costs for the follow-up corrective saccade 
because it requires less programming effort to 
make the follow-up saccade in the same direc-
tion. The dynamic aspects of the gain control are 
usually investigated by displacing the target dur-
ing the saccade to a certain extent. After several 
repetitions, saccades begin to compensate for this 
displacement and the displacement is included in 
the saccade execution. This modification of the 
saccade amplitude represents a strong indicator 
for an adaptive control mechanism (e.g., [111]). 
This paradigm of visuomotor adaptation has 
recently been investigated with schizophrenic 
patients showing neurological soft signs [112]. In 
healthy subjects, one would expect to see adapta-
tions of the visual system within 30–80 trials 
(see, e.g., [113]). In contrast to previous results 
[114], Picard and colleagues [112] did not find 
differences in terms of adaptation speed. Both 
groups of healthy subjects and patients took 
about 70 cycles to adapt to the displacement. 
However, adaption rate was higher for healthy 
subjects than for the schizophrenic patients.

In recent decades, numerous brain regions 
have been identified which contribute to the pro-
gramming and generation of saccades, including 
structures of the brainstem as well as cortical 
areas (e.g., [115]). When executing saccadic eye 
movements, the ocular motoneurons receive 
input from vertical and horizontal saccadic burst 
generators — two sets of nuclei of the reticular 
formation [116]. Based on instructions from 
higher-level structures, the saccadic burst genera-
tors produce commands that are necessary for the 
generation of saccades with the desired metrics.

The two structures playing a key role for send-
ing commands to the saccadic burst generators 
are the superior colliculus (SC) and the frontal 
eye fields (FEF, [115]). Within the SC, visual, 
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auditory, and somatosensory signals from differ-
ent brain structures are integrated. In addition, 
cognitive signals are also important for the infor-
mation integration, such as attention, motivation, 
and context [117]. The SC controls the direction 
of the eyes, but is also important for the orienta-
tion of the whole body. The control of the orien-
tation of the whole body takes place mainly in the 
cerebellum. Therefore, commands from the SC 
to the saccadic burst generators are also adap-
tively modulated by signals from the cerebellum 
[118]. These signals provide input when per-
forming saccades in order to calibrate the system 
in terms of a long-term adaptation of the saccadic 
gain, allowing for an online correction of each 
saccade according to the variability of the rest of 
the saccade-generating circuitry [114]. Additional 
inhibitory input is sent to the SC from the basal 
ganglia, a set of subcortical nuclei. Since most of 
the cortical input to the SC is excitatory in nature, 
this inhibitory information is essential to prevent 
excessive demands for motor outputs [119].

In addition to the subcortical connections, 
there are various cortical areas involved in the 
generation of saccades, such as the posterior pari-
etal cortex, the parietal eye field, the dorsolateral 
prefrontal cortex, the anterior cingulate cortex, 
the pre-supplementary, supplementary, and fron-
tal eye fields (pre-SEF, SEF, and FEF respec-
tively; [120]). Each of these structures has at least 
one particular function in the generation of sac-
cades. The FEF is involved in triggering inten-
tional saccades, while the parietal eye field 
contributes to reflexive saccades. The initiation 
of motor programs for saccades requires activity 
in the SEF. The learning of these programs is 
associated with the pre-SEF, while the dorsolat-
eral prefrontal cortex is involved in saccade inhi-
bition, prediction, and spatial working memory 
[121].

Much research in recent decades has been 
dedicated to understanding the functionality and 
the interconnectivity of various saccade-related 
brain regions. These efforts have resulted in 
numerous computational models describing vari-
ous subparts of the saccade-related network, but 
some models also try to explain saccade control 
in general. These models are helpful for 

 interpreting empirical findings. An extensive 
overview of state-of-the-art models for saccade 
control was published in [117].

 Active Vision: The Relationship 
between Fixations and Saccades, 
and Beyond

In 1935, Guy T. Buswell published his influential 
book, How People Look at Pictures: A Study of 
The Psychology of Perception in Art. This work is 
important to the history of eyetracking because it 
represents the first systematic investigation of 
eye movements during the exploration of com-
plex scenes. Buswell recorded eye movements of 
over 200 subjects while they viewed 55 photo-
graphs of objects ranging from paintings and 
statuary pieces to tapestries, patterns, architec-
ture, and interior design. One of the most impor-
tant discoveries by Buswell was the fact that 
observers exhibit two forms of eye movement 
behavior. In some cases, viewing patterns were 
characterized by a general survey of the overall 
image; fixations were distributed over the main 
features of the picture. In other cases, observers 
made long fixations over smaller sub-regions of 
the image. Apart from the fact that each observer 
exhibited an idiosyncratic viewing behavior, 
Buswell noticed a majority of quick, global fixa-
tions early in the viewing, transitioning to longer 
fixations (and smaller saccades) as the viewing 
time increased [53, 122].

Buswell also concluded that the “mental set” 
obtained from experimental instructions signifi-
cantly influenced how people looked at pictures, 
a finding that was later confirmed by the work of 
the Russian eye-movement pioneer Alfred 
L. Yarbus. In his book Eye Movements and Vision 
[54] Yarbus demonstrated how viewing 
 instructions directly influenced eye movement 
behavior. In his often cited experiment, Yarbus 
recorded eye movements of one observer inspect-
ing I. E. Repin’s painting, “They Did Not Expect 
Him” (1884; see, e.g., [123]). The experiment 
started with a 3-min period of free viewing fol-
lowed by another six inspections, each with a dif-
ferent instruction, such as “Estimate the ages of 
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the people” and “Remember the clothes worn by 
the people”. The results from this experiment 
verified the earlier observations by Buswell 
(1935), providing striking evidence for top-down 
influences on eye movements when exploring 
visual scenes. A recent replication of the classical 
Yarbus experiment with 17 subjects and shorter 
inspection times confirmed the earlier findings, 
but showed less dramatic influences of the differ-
ent instructions [124].

While early work on eye movements analyzed 
the interplay between fixations and saccades dur-
ing natural viewing, in subsequent decades it 
became of greater interest to investigate particu-
lar fixation and saccade characteristics in isola-
tion. The chosen approach can be described in 
terms of passive vision, which eliminates as 
many confounding variables as possible. To give 
an example here, a typical experimental para-
digm requires the participant to perform single 
saccades from a start point to a target position. 
With such a procedure, it is possible to precisely 
analyze mechanisms of saccadic control. 
However, the subjects’ task represents a rather 
artificial fixate-and-jump cycle which never hap-
pens in natural gaze behavior.

Although this approach can be criticized for 
its unnatural and artificial procedure, most of the 
existing knowledge about eye movements origi-
nates from this form of research. One of the rea-
sons for the use of such an artificial approach was 
the lack of methodical and technical alternatives 
for applying more natural paradigms to the inves-
tigation of eye movements. Furthermore, particu-
lar characteristics of saccades can hardly be 
explored in the process of natural viewing. For 
instance, examining adaptive gain control mech-
anisms when programming and executing sac-
cades requires the repeated performance of single 
saccades under exactly the same conditions (e.g., 
[125]). The paradigm of the antisaccade task is 
essentially based on the performance of saccades, 
which is in clear contradiction to natural gaze 
behavior [92]. Nevertheless, the paradigm pro-
vides important insights in specific gaze-control 
mechanisms and represents a helpful diagnostic 
tool [91]. Moreover, to understand gist process-
ing — the question of how much information 

about a complex scene can be processed within a 
certain amount of time — also requires a devia-
tion from the way in which we naturally perceive 
our environment [126]. In experiments investi-
gating gist processing, a scene is typically shown 
for a few milliseconds only.

Within the last decade, however, the active 
vision approach [5, 7] has gained increasing 
interest (for recent examples see, e.g., [4, 82, 
127]). Apart from the issues discussed above, 
there are further arguments emphasizing the 
importance of the active vision approach in the 
investigation of eye movements. First, under-
standing the complex structure of eye-movement 
behavior, which is one of the central goals of this 
field of research, can only be achieved with the 
analysis of natural viewing sequences. Second, 
the existing knowledge gained from investiga-
tions using laboratory settings and paradigms 
needs to be validated in the context of natural 
viewing settings. Finally, there is a growing inter-
est in using eye movements in various fields of 
application beyond answering pure research 
questions (e.g., [128, 129]). Therefore, a compre-
hensive understanding of eye movements can 
only be based on the active vision approach.

When considering sequences of eye move-
ments, saccades and fixations are clearly related 
in several aspects. The fact that vision consists of 
the alternate performance of saccades and fixa-
tions has several implications for the analysis of 
eye movement behavior. First, there is a temporal 
interrelation: the longer the fixations, the fewer 
saccades are performed within the same amount 
of time. In contrast, increasing the frequency of 
saccades also increases the number of fixations 
but decreases the duration of fixations. Second, 
there is a spatial interrelation: when inspecting a 
particular scene, one can analyze the spatial dis-
tribution of fixations to understand which regions 
were of interest. However, saccades need to be 
programmed and executed in order to bring the 
eye from the original to the new target location. 
Therefore, the spatial distribution of fixations is 
at the same time reflected in the amplitude of sac-
cades. Third, one should keep in mind that sac-
cade latency is also part of the fixation duration. 
Accordingly, an increase in saccade latency 
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 automatically implies prolonged fixations. In 
contrast, not every increase in fixation duration 
necessarily implicates longer saccade latencies.

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, 
a characteristic relationship between fixations 
and saccades has already been reported by early 
work in eye-movement research [53, 130]. In 
addition to the characteristic changes over time, 
another relation between the two parameters is of 
interest: larger saccades always bring the eyes 
further away from the original location. Assuming 
that the processing during fixations before and 
after a saccade is somehow related implies a 
higher semantic relationship between consecu-
tive fixations for short saccades, as well as large 
saccades. In fact, the saccade length can help 
identify coarse-to-fine strategies [68, 131], and 
can be used for understanding the interplay 
between global and local processing mechanisms 
[132–134]. Recent progress in the development 
of advanced tools allows for comparing the 
sequences of saccades and fixations [135–137]. 
This is also of importance for clinical research, 
since the analysis of visual scanpaths has been a 
prominent topic for instance in schizophrenic 
patients [138–140].

Understanding the neurocognitive mecha-
nisms of (active) vision has been a challenge for 
centuries. Research during past decades dealt 
with rather simple and artificial tasks to exclude 
interfering artifacts. As a result, the parameters 
and mechanisms of interest were mostly investi-
gated in isolation, such as the study of the rela-
tionship between overt and covert attention shifts. 
This relationship is often examined by presenting 
a cue which directs covert attention to a particu-
lar region. A single saccade to this region can be 
executed after a variable temporal delay. In most 
experimental paradigms, such a trial consists of a 
single fixation followed by a saccade. Such a 
cycle clearly is an oversimplification of normal 
visual exploration behavior. Real-life processing 
of visual information is based on sequences of 
fixations and saccades, allowing many degrees of 
freedom. The interest in studying gaze behavior 
in more naturalistic settings has increased 
recently (e.g., [4, 141]), which is also due to the 
advances of modern eye trackers (e.g., [142]). 

These technological achievements make it possi-
ble to examine, for example, gaze strategies in 
driving [143], in operating theatres [144, 145], 
while making tea in a kitchen [146], or during 
shopping in a supermarket [147]. Such types of 
work demonstrate that the analysis of gaze behav-
ior can be applied to real-life applications [148, 
149]. This, however, raises the question whether 
the knowledge about visual information process-
ing gathered from simple and artificial paradigms 
is sufficient for successful application. Bridging 
the gap in the knowledge between findings from 
controlled laboratory settings and real-life behav-
ior requires understanding the mechanisms of 
active vision.
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Abstract

The interest of linking eye movement and reading has shown an exponential 
growth in the last decades. Additionally, the technology for tracking gaze 
position has advanced considerably and has become widely available for its 
use. Reading is a feedback process that requires the integration of different 
cognitive systems, and is an ideal field for exploring the relationships between 
eye movements and top-down processes. Several of the associated cognitive 
processes such as working memory and semantic memory are known to be 
relevant when reading sentences. For example, during reading high-predict-
able sentences the upcoming word predictability facilitates word processing in 
healthy readers. In the present chapter, we show the effect of contextual word 
predictability on the eye-movement behavior in patients with mild cognitive 
impairment due to dementia and to neuropsychiatric pathologies (i.e., 
Alzheimer’s disease and schizophrenia respectively) in comparison with con-
trol groups of similar ages and education. The differences in the pattern are 
clearly presented. Our results show that it is possible to develop a new, objec-
tive, noninvasive, and  economical technique to evaluate mild cognitive impair-
ments that could help in the early and proper diagnosis of such pathologies.
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 Introduction

Cognition is defined as a mental process whereby 
we acquire knowledge that allows us to develop 
an activity in a given domain. This mental pro-
cess includes awareness, perception, judgment, 
reasoning, and decision-making. Eyes are the 
most important organ that we have for perceiv-
ing our surroundings, and that is why our eyes 
are continuously moving between different 
points of saliency of our domain of interest, try-
ing to get the relevant information needed to 
carry on our activities in the environment. The 
interest in linking eye movement and cognition 
goes back to the works of Buswell (1935) [1] 
and Yarbus (1967) [2]. Eye movement analysis is 
a research area that has shown exponential 
growth in recent decades. Furthermore, the tech-
nology for tracking gaze position has advanced 
considerably and, more importantly, has become 
widely available.

Reading is a cognitive activity that has 
received considerable attention from research-
ers evaluating human cognitive performance. 
Reading requires the integration of several cen-
tral cognitive subsystems, from attention and 
oculomotor control to word identification and 
language comprehension. Eye movements show 
a reproducible pattern during normal reading. 
Each eye movement ends up in a fixation point, 
which allows the brain to process the incoming 
information and program the following saccade. 
Different neuropsychiatric pathologies produce 
abnormalities in eye movements and distur-
bances in reading, each of them having a par-
ticular pattern that can be registered and 
measured.

Eye movements can be classified into three 
groups:

• Movement for maintaining the image on the 
fovea (area of the retina with acuity vision), 
compensating head or object movements.

• Movements for shifting the eyes, when the atten-
tion changes from one object to another. There 
are subtypes of shifting movements: saccades 
(looking for a new center of visual attention), 

monitoring, and vergence (simultaneous move-
ment of both eyes in opposite directions to obtain 
or maintain single binocular vision). These last 
movements are slower than saccades and are 
responsible for carrying the image of interest to 
both foveae, allowing stereoscopic vision).

• Movements of binocular fixation that also pre-
vent fading of the image. These movements 
have three variations: tremor, drift, and 
microsaccade.

Saccades are rapid big eye movements partic-
ularly important from the cognitive point of view. 
Cognitive processes have direct influence on 
such movements. Each saccade has its direction. 
People usually read from left to right, and most 
saccadic eye movements are oriented accord-
ingly. These normal reading movements are 
called forward saccades. Reading movements 
going from right to left are called regressions. 
The saccade movement alternates with a fixation 
made when the eyes are directed to a particular 
target [3].

In the present chapter, we show the effect of 
contextual word predictability on the eye move-
ment behavior in patients with mild cognitive 
impairment due to dementia and to neuropsy-
chiatric pathologies (i.e., Alzheimer’s disease 
(AD) and Schizophrenia (SZ) respectively). 
 Well- characterized processing patterns con-
cerning fixation duration and its relationship 
with syntactic, semantic, and morphological 
properties of the sentences/words used as stim-
ulus are shown, and the possibilities to distin-
guish between healthy people and patients in 
earlier stages of both pathologies are clearly 
understood.

In section 2, we describe some cognitive 
functions related to predictive capacities of the 
brain and its implications with working memory 
and eye movement behavior. In Section 3, we 
present a description of the eye movements 
study procedure. In section 4, we summarize 
our work in eye movement evaluation during 
reading in patients with mild AD and their 
respective matching controls. In section 5, we 
present the results obtained with patients of SZ 
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and its comparison with controls. In section 6, 
we introduce a number of conclusions and 
implications for diagnosing pathologies.

 Eye Movement During Reading: 
Memory and Prediction

The visual system carries out a number of com-
plex tasks, and one of the most important is the 
eye movement. Eyes are moved toward the 
direction that the brain predicts to find relevant 
information. Predict means to anticipate an 
upcoming event in a known context, and to do 
that, present and past information is needed. 
Then, to perform an accurate prediction, all the 
relevant past information of our environment 
needs to be available in our memory (working, 
semantic, and retrieval). Reading is a common 
and a well-defined activity for the great majority 
of people, which makes it possible to test the 
predictive system of the brain. Reading is an 
ideal field for exploring the relationships 
between eye movements and memory processes. 
For example, when we are reading a book, all 
the time we are applying our learned grammati-
cal structure. It is when we find some strange 
grammatical expression that we need to re-ana-
lyze the sentence.

Healthy readers move their eyes on the aver-
age every quarter of a second. During the time 
that the eyes are fixated, new information is 
brought into the processing system. The average 
fixation duration is between 150–250 millisec-
onds (ms), the range is from 100 ms to over 
700 ms [3]. The distance that the eyes move in 
each saccade (or short rapid eye movement) is 
between one and 20 characters, with an average 
between seven and nine characters. The primary 
function of the saccade is to bring a new region of 
text into the foveal vision. Saccade execution 
takes about 20–50 ms. Information uptake for 
processing is largely restricted to fixations. 
Reading studies have relied on different mea-
sures of fixation durations [3–5].

Reading saccades and fixations give us a con-
siderable amount of information that can be 

 correlated with word properties. When reading, 
the syntactic, semantic, and morphological prop-
erties of the word affect how long the fixation 
lasts. Fixation duration increases with word 
length and decreases with the frequency and pre-
dictability of the word [3, 4]. Researchers agree 
that information about the length, orthography, 
and phonology of the upcoming word is available 
during fixations on previous words. Indeed, some 
of this information is necessary for programming 
saccades. At the same time, there is strong evi-
dence that the so-called high-level lexical proper-
ties (such as word frequency or predictability) of 
parafoveal words also influence fixation dura-
tions before the eyes reach these words (see, for 
example, [4, 6, 7, 8]). Cloze predictability [9] — 
i.e., the proportion of subjects that fill in a par-
ticular word as the most probable next word in a 
sentence from a previous context — is an impor-
tant factor during fluent reading. Recent findings 
[7, 8] suggest that the buildup of predictions is 
indeed a rapid process.

High-predictability sentences and proverbs are 
read faster than the sentences of low predictabil-
ity. The contextual predictability facilitates the 
reading process [10]. When a healthy reader 
advances in reading “Pinocchio’s nose...” he or 
she can predict that the incoming word is “grows. 
[...]”. And that is indeed what healthy readers do: 
use the information they have stored in their 
memory to “complete” the incoming information. 
Data from eye movements during language pro-
cessing provide evidence not only that context- 
directs expectations or predictions about the 
upcoming stimuli “on the fly”, but also that these 
predictions are highly specific and sufficiently 
detailed to guide behavior. Thus, healthy readers 
skip high-predictability words more often than 
low-predictability ones.

 Study Procedure

In the following, the most relevant aspects of our 
study procedure will be presented. The investiga-
tion adhered to the principles of the Declaration 
of Helsinki, and was approved by the Institutional 
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Bioethics Committee of the Municipal Acute 
Care Hospital (Hospital Municipal de Agudos, 
Bahía Blanca, Buenos Aires, Argentina). All 
patients and their care givers, and all control sub-
jects, signed an informed consent prior to their 
inclusion in the study.

 Apparatus and Eye Movement Data

Single sentences were presented on the center 
line of a 20-inch LCD Monitor (1024 × 768 pix-
els resolution; font: regular; New Courier; 12 
point, 0.21 in height). Participants sat at a dis-
tance of 60 cm from the monitor. Eye movements 
were recorded with an Eye Link 1000 Desktop 
Mount (SR Research) eye tracker, with a sam-
pling rate of 1000 Hz and eye position resolution 
of 20 arcsec. All recordings and calibration were 
binocular. Only right eye data were used for the 
analyses. Figure 21.1 shows the eye-movement 
registering process of a control group person.

After validation of calibration, a trial began 
with the appearance of a fixation point on the 
position where the first letter of the sentence was 
to be presented. As soon as both eyes were 
detected within the fixation spot, the sentence 
was presented. After reading it, participants 
looked at a dot in the lower right corner of the 
screen; when the gaze was detected on the final 

spot, the trial ended. To assess whether subjects 
comprehended the texts, they were presented 
with a three alternative multiple-choice question 
about the sentence in progress in 20% of the sen-
tence trials. Participants answered the questions 
by moving a mouse and choosing the response 
with a mouse click. An example of the eye move-
ments recorded during reading of two sentences, 
showing eye fixations of both controls and AD, is 
shown in Fig. 21.2.

 Sentence Corpus

The sentence corpus was composed of regular 
sentences and proverbs (Fernández et al., 2013a 
[10] for a Corpus description). Sentences com-
prise a well-balanced number of content and 
function words, and had similar grammatical 
structure. We used the Spanish Lexical Léxesp 
corpus [11] for assigning a frequency to each 
word of the sentence corpus. Word predictability 
was measured in an independent experiment with 
18 researchers of the Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Science Department of Universidad 
Nacional del Sur. We used an incremental cloze 
task procedure in which participants had to guess 
the next word given only the prior words of the 
sentence [10].

 Linear Mixed-Effect Models (LMMS)

LMM are linear models in which the linear pre-
dictor is contained in addition to the usual fixed 
effects. The LMM makes it possible to account 
for the correlation within profiles and to consider 
the profiles as a random sample from a common 
population distribution, which is, generally, 
more realistic. We used the lmer program of the 
lme4 package (version 0.999999–2) [12] for 
estimating fixed and random coefficients. We 
chose log gaze duration as the dependent vari-
able because this measure includes refixations 
on a word, and refixations usually reflect a lexi-
cal-processing difficulty for word N [3, 4, 13]. 
Fixed effects in LMM terminology correspond 
to regression coefficients in standard linear 

Fig. 21.1 Eye-movement registering process. The moni-
tor can be seen, where the sentences are displayed, and the 
eye tracker (above the monitor), which consists of a 1,000 
frames per second video camera and an infrared illumina-
tor to increase pupil contrast and facilitate its detection
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regression models. They can also estimate slopes 
or differences between conditions. A number of 
fixed effects were entered into the model: logit 
predictabilities (i.e., the average predictability 
measured from the cloze task transformed using 
a logit function [10]), log frequencies and 1/
length of word N − 1, word N, and word N + 1. 
Using the reciprocal of word length (i.e., 1/
length), renders the multiplicative interaction of 
frequency and length or predictability and length 
as a ratio or relative frequency and predictability 
measure (i.e., normalized on word length). 
Regression coefficients (bs) standard errors 

(SEs) and t-values (t = b/SE) are reported for the 
LMMs. In this work, we only present a summa-
rized graphical view of the outcomes. The inter-
ested reader can find a complete description of 
the LMMs results in [14]. Since there is no clear 
definition of “degree of freedom” for LMMs, 
precise p-values cannot be reported. In general, 
however, given the large number of observa-
tions, subjects, and items entering our analysis 
and the comparatively small number of fixed and 
random effects estimated, the t-distribution is 
equivalent to the normal distribution for all prac-
tical purposes (i.e., the contribution of the 
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Fig. 21.2 Eye-movement recording observed during 
reading low- and highly predictable sentences by a control 
subject (left) and an AD patient (right). Fixation points for 
right (red) and left (blue) eyes are included in the graphs. 
The down and right movements signaled the end of read-
ing; numbering linked to points indicates fixation 
sequences; fixation durations of each eye are listed with 
their corresponding colors. The number following fixation 

duration (after the comma) indexes the word number in 
the sentence. The English translation of the Spanish sen-
tences “el Obispo apareció con su nuevo secretario en la 
conferencia”, and “Mambrú se fue a la guerra y no sé 
cuando vendrá” are: “the bishop appeared with his new 
secretary in the conference” and “Mambrú went to war 
and I don’t know when he will come back”, respectively
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degrees of freedom to the test statistics is negli-
gible). Our criterion for referring to an effect as 
significant is t = b/SE > ±1.96.

 Eye Movements During Reading 
in Patients with Mild AD

Early diagnosis of AD is still difficult. People with 
early to moderate AD usually show impairment in 
learning and a deterioration of episodic memory, 
symptoms that are typically used for diagnosis of 
the pathology. However, the subtle alterations in 
movement coordination and planning that may 
also be present while performing fine motor tasks 
such as writing or reading at the very beginning of 
the disease are harder to detect and go commonly 
unnoticed [15, 16]. Therefore, it is difficult to get 
an early diagnosis of this disease. Evaluation of 
eye movements might provide considerable insight 
into the integrity of control circuits in AD.

Our hypothesis was that in AD patients, an 
increase in average cloze predictability of the 
incoming word would probably not facilitate read-
ing for impairments in top-down processing. To 
test this hypothesis, we evaluated the eye move-
ments in control and AD patients during the read-
ing of sentences with either high or low average 
word predictability. We investigated whether an 
increase in the average predictability of the upcom-
ing word (N + 1) affected gaze duration (i.e., the 
sum of consecutive forward fixations on a word) in 
both groups. Our results [14] showed that while 
high predictable sentence and word predictability 
exerted its influence on gaze duration in healthy 
subjects, such predictability did not modify word 
processing during reading in mild AD patients.

 Participants

Twenty patients (12 females and eight males; 
mean age 69 years, SD = 7.3 years) with the diag-
nosis of mild cognitive impairment probably due 
to AD were recruited at the Hospital Municipal of 
Bahía Blanca (Buenos Aires, Argentina). The 
clinical criteria to diagnose AD at its early stages 
remain under debate [17]. In the present work, 
diagnosis was based on the criteria for dementia 

outlined in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 
of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) [18]. The control 
group consisted of 40 elderly adults (29 females 
and 11 males; mean age 71 years old; SD = 6.1), 
with no known neurological and psychiatric dis-
ease according to their medical records, and no 
evidence of cognitive decline or impairment in 
daily activities. A one-way ANOVA showed no 
significant differences between the ages of AD 
and control individuals. The mean scores of con-
trols and AD patients in the Mini-Mental State 
Examination (MMSE) [19] were 27.8 (SD = 1.0) 
and 24.2 (SD = 0.8) respectively, the latter sug-
gesting early mental impairment. A one-way 
ANOVA showed significant differences between 
MMSE in AD patients and controls (p < 0.001). 
The mean score of AD patients in the 
Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination — 
Revised (ACE-R) [20] was 84.4 (SD = 1.1). The 
mean school education trajectories in AD patients 
and controls were 15.2 (SD = 1.3) years and 15.1 
(SD = 1.0) years respectively. A one-way ANOVA 
showed no significant differences between educa-
tion of AD and control individuals.

 Results

As shown in Fig. 21.3, the log mean gaze dura-
tion was significantly longer in AD patients than 
in controls, in both kinds of sentences. It is note-
worthy that no significant decrease in gaze dura-
tion was observed for AD patients when reading 
highly predictable sentences (t = −1.40). This 
implies that, while controls, i.e., healthy subjects, 
were able to use the context sentences for pre-
dicting words, significantly reducing gaze dura-
tion, patients with mild AD had already lost this 
ability. Additionally, the significance of effect of 
word N − 1 on gaze duration was present neither 
in controls nor in AD patients when reading low 
and high-predictability sentences.

Next, we evaluated the effect on log gaze 
duration of the frequency of word N − 1, N, and 
N + 1 (See Fig. 21.4). Gaze duration decreased 
significantly with an increase in the frequency of 
word N − 1 when considering averaging over all 
predictors (t = −5.87), probably due to a partial 
processing of the word N in the previous fixation 
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Fig. 21.3 Effects of the predictability of word N − 1 (left), 
word N (center), and word N + 1 (right) on gaze durations 
on word N, broken down by low-predictable sentences and 
high-predictable sentences, for controls and for AD. Panels 
reflect regression of gaze durations on word N on respective 
logits of predictability. Shaded areas are 95% confidence 

intervals. The log mean gaze duration was significantly lon-
ger in AD patients than in controls, both for sentences of 
low or high predictability. While controls, i.e., healthy sub-
jects, were able to use the context sentences for predicting 
words, significantly reducing gaze duration, patients with 
mild AD had already lost this ability
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word N (center), and word N + 1 (right) on gaze durations 
on word N, broken down by low-predictable sentences 
and high-predictable sentences, for controls and for AD. 

Panels reflect regression of gaze durations on word N on 
respective log of frequency. Shaded areas are 95% confi-
dence intervals

(i.e., spillover). Similarly, gaze duration signifi-
cantly decreased with an increased frequency of 
word N when considering averaging over all pre-
dictors (t = −5.87), This suggests that more 

 frequent words require less processing, thus 
leading to shorter gaze durations, and that the 
ability to recognize these words is unaffected in 
AD patients, at least at this early stage of their 
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disease. The increased frequency of word N + 1 
was not significant when considering averaging 
over all predictors (t = −0.11).

 Eye Movements During Reading 
in Patients with Schizophrenia.

Little is known about the effect of schizophrenia 
on eye movement behavior during reading sen-
tences with different contextual predictability 
(e.g., proverbs vs regular sentences). Some previ-
ous studies evidenced schizophrenia-related 

reading difficulties [21–24]. Abnormalities in 
both language and oculomotor control are well 
documented in individuals with schizophrenia 
[24–28]. However, fewer studies have examined 
the capacities through which linguistic material 
is processed when reading proverbs. The same 
example of the eye movements recorded during 
reading of two sentences, showing eye fixations 
of both controls and AD in Fig. 21.2 is repeated 
for control and SZ patients in Fig. 21.5. At first 
glance, it can be appreciated that the main differ-
ence between SZ and control is in regular (low 
predictable) sentences.
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Fig. 21.5 Eye movements recording observed during 
reading low- and highly predictable sentences by a control 
subject (left) and an SZ patient (right). Fixation points for 
right (red) and left (blue) eyes are included in the graphs. 
The down and right movements signaled the end of read-
ing; numbering linked to points indicates fixation 
sequences; fixation durations of each eye are listed with 

their corresponding colors. The number following fixation 
duration (after the comma) indexes the word number in 
the sentence. The same sentences as Fig. 21.2 are shown, 
to demonstrate the differences between AD and SZ in 
comparison with control. See the caption of Fig. 21.2 for 
sentence translation
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In our earlier work [29], we evaluated the eye 
movement behavior in 40 healthy individuals and 
in 18 SZ during reading of our corpus of sen-
tences, and analysed whether the fixation dura-
tion on the current word (word N) were influenced 
by the contextual predictability of the past word 
(word N − 1) and of the upcoming word (word 
N + 1). Our hypothesis was that in SZ patients a 
predictable-semantic context would enhance 
their reading performance and thereby reduce the 
difference between SZ and controls. To test this 
hypothesis, we evaluated the eye movements in 
control and SZ patients during reading of prov-
erbs and regular sentences, and investigated 
whether an increase in the average predictability 
of the words affected gaze duration (i.e., the sum 
of consecutive forward fixations on a word) in the 
two groups. Our results showed that proverbs 
exerted its influence on gaze duration in SZ, sug-
gesting that when a cue is present in the reading 
material SZ are capable of enhancing their work-
ing memory performance.

 Participants

Eighteen outpatients (nine male, nine female) 
who met criteria for schizophrenia according to 
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders [18] were tested. Diagnosis of schizo-
phrenia was confirmed through the patient ver-
sion of the Structured Clinical Interview for 
DSM–IV (SCID) Axis I disorders [30] and 
through chart review. Patients were clinically 
stable, with no change in medication dose for at 
least 4 weeks prior to testing. Current symptoms 
were rated using the Brief Psychiatric Rating 
Scale (BPRS) [31], with an average total score of 
38.05 (±10.83). Inclusion criteria included esti-
mated verbal IQ greater than 80 (based on the 
Vocabulary subtest of the Wechsler Adult 
Intelligence Scale–Revised [WAIS–R] [32]. 
Exclusion criteria included history of neurologi-
cal impairment (other than schizophrenia), cur-
rent substance abuse or history of substance 
dependence within 4 weeks prior to testing, cur-
rent use of drugs that affect saccade velocities 
(e.g., benzodiazepines, chloral hydrate), and 

visual deficiencies (e.g., uncorrected deficits in 
visual acuity). Forty non-psychiatric controls (20 
male, 20 female) were tested. Controls were 
matched to patients on gender, language back-
ground, age, and parental socioeconomic status 
(SES) based on parental occupation, ranked on 
an ordinal scale from 1 (major professional) to 9 
(unemployed) using the Hollingshead 
Occupational Scale [33]. A one-way ANOVA 
showed no significant differences between con-
trols and SZ in age (50.1 vs 48.7 years respec-
tively) or parental SES (4.5 vs 4.7).

 Results

As we expected, there was no reliable difference 
between controls and SZ readers for proverbs. 
The proverbs are known to the SZ patients, and 
therefore serve as a cue that allows for more effi-
cient reading. The impact of current word pre-
dictability (word N) on the gaze duration exhibits 
an interesting pattern (See Fig. 21.6, central 
panel). Again, gaze duration differences between 
groups decreased with proverbs. The familiarity 
with proverbs allows these SZ readers to read 
efficiently with fixation durations similar to the 
ones of control readers: SZ appear to allocate 
more processing resources to the integration of 
known words as they are introduced in text.

With regard to the predictability of the upcom-
ing word (word N + 1), the pattern is similar to 
the observed when processing current words, 
although upcoming word predictability exhibited 
a less pronounced trend on gaze duration (see the 
right-hand panel in Fig. 21.6). Our results reveal 
that effects tied to properties of the upcoming 
word may exert an influence on word processing, 
indicating whether an accurate representation of 
the sentence has already been achieved by rely-
ing on memory retrieval for the prediction of the 
upcoming word. The gaze duration in SZ during 
the reading of proverbs might reflect an effective 
use of memory and interpretation of words. 
Hence, external cues may neutralize SZ’ defi-
ciencies when the task is facilitated.

In summary, the main finding of our work 
shows that differences between controls and 
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SZ are only for regular sentences regarding to 
the gaze duration. This suggests that SZ might 
compensate for top-down processing and work-
ing memory deficiencies by using stored infor-
mation due to familiarity with the proverbs. 
To our knowledge, this is the first study using 
word-based properties embedded in regular 
sentences and proverbs for analyzing working 
memory and semantic memory performance in 
SZ patients.

 Conclusions

Our study provides a test-bed for initial 
research on cognitive impairments linked 
to semantic, working, and retrieval memory 
deficiencies. We were able to prove that defi-
cits in the capacity for processing complex 
information are linked to memory-guided eye 
movements. Early detection and monitoring 
opportunities in AD patients will be improved 
by this test. Furthermore, the results obtained 
with this novel methodology could become 
in time a simple marker for early disease 
detection. In relation to SZ, the results of our 
study could assist in the clinical identifica-
tion of specific groups of patients, and in the 

 development of remedial procedures for use in 
rehabilitation programs.
The study procedure has a number of impor-

tant issues to remark. First, it is an objective tech-
nique that makes it possible to achieve a precise 
numeric evaluation of different aspect of cogni-
tion impairment, making it possible to develop 
longitudinal studies. Detecting progressive cog-
nitive impairment provides additional evidence 
that the individual has mild cognitive impairment 
(MCI) resulting from a neurodegenerative dis-
ease such as AD [34]. Second, it is a non-invasive 
technique (a high-speed camera is recording eye 
movements during silent reading) and patients 
are relaxed during the study. Thus, the results are 
not perturbed by stress. Third, the technology 
needed to develop the study is not expensive. It 
would be possible to implement population 
screening for early detection and diagnosis of 
pathologies that today are, in general, detected in 
later stages of their evolution.
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Fig. 21.6 Effect of the predictability of word N − 1 (left), 
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on word N, broken down by low-predictable sentences 
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Psychotropic Medication Use 
in the Elderly
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Abstract

Aging is associated with progressive decrease in the function of multiple 
organs, presence of comorbidities, polypharmacy, and functional and social 
problems that may lead to inappropriate use of drugs. Consequently, the 
elderly are very vulnerable to display adverse reactions, interactions, hos-
pitalizations, mortality, and poor adherence to treatment. The most serious 
side-effects in the elderly are caused by antiplatelet agents, diuretics, anti-
coagulants, and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; and within psycho-
tropic drugs, benzodiazepines, antidepressants, and antipsychotic 
medications are of high risk. Anxiolytics produce excessive sedation, 
decreased alertness, confusion, ataxia, falls and hip fractures, increased 
mortality, and impairment of dementia symptoms. Antidepressants may 
lead to lack of response to treatment and anticholinergic effects. 
Antipsychotics may produce limited benefit and stroke. A deeply rooted 
cultural problem in the West is to see old age as synonymous of illness, the 
elderly being inevitably favorite targets of medicalization, particularly with 
psychotropic drugs. Problems of everyday life such as sadness or anxiety 
have become diseases that can be treated with anxiolytics or antidepres-
sants. Psychotropic drugs relieve symptoms that produce certain diseases; 
if they are used for another purpose, this is considered inappropriate use. 
Health professionals should contribute by: reducing excessive and unnec-
essary consumption of psychotropic drugs, promoting their de-prescription, 
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encouraging patients to face their difficulties without drugs, and searching 
for other solutions such as adoption of hygienic–sanitary measures, reduc-
ing risks to patient health, and reducing health costs. For these reasons, our 
objective is to describe some aspects related to the use of psychotropic 
drugs in the elderly, suggesting possible measures to improve it.

Keywords

Elderly • Psychotropic drugs • Polypharmacy • Adverse reactions • 
Interactions • Medicalization

 Introduction

Older people are the main users of drugs and 
often suffer physiological and pathological 
changes related to age or to illness that affect the 
pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of 
such drugs, such as impaired renal and hepatic 
function. Moreover, they have with more fre-
quently multiple comorbidities, impaired func-
tional capacity and cognitive decline. For these 
reasons, older people have a higher probability of 
presenting problems with drug use than younger 
adults, especially adverse drug reactions [1–3].

Two predominant aspects of geriatric health 
care are the high level of medication prescrip-
tion and the rate of prescription of potentially 
inappropriate medications. Drugs with anticho-
linergic effects and benzodiazepines are 
included as inappropriate medications, and 
their use is related to cognitive and physical 
impairments in older adults [4–7]. Moreover, 
anticholinergic and sedative drug use is a pre-
dictor of the length of hospital stay [8, 9]. The 
elderly group presents a particular risk related 
to the consumption of psychotropic drugs 
because of their great vulnerability to drug 
interactions, consumption of various drugs, and 
the danger of abuse and dependence, which is 
associated most often with women [10]. The 
features and problems encountered in old age 
are summarized in Fig. 22.1.

High levels of potentially inappropriate pre-
scribing of psychotropic medicines, in particular 
antipsychotics and sedatives, continue to be high-

lighted in Australia, especially in the oldest 
patients [11–15].

Older adults are especially vulnerable because 
they often have multiple disease states and 
require the use of more drugs, to which must be 
added factors such as the specific physiological 
changes of aging, genetic constitution, and diet, 
which can alter the response to drugs, increasing 
the predisposition to various adverse effects and 
drug interactions [16].

A study conducted in Italy shows that in nurs-
ing home residents, the high consumption of 
psychotropic drugs is of particular concern [17]. 
Meanwhile, another study in Sweden showed 
that the prevalence of medication use and poly-
pharmacy among older adult women has 
increased dramatically; in particular, the use of 
analgesics increased significantly, whereas anti-
psychotics decreased [18].

Guidelines worldwide have cautioned 
against the use of antipsychotics as first-line 
agents to treat neuropsychiatric symptoms of 
dementia. Vasudev et al. [19] investigated the 
changes over time in the dispensing of antipsy-
chotics and other psychotropic drugs among 
older adults with dementia living in long-term 
care facilities. They found that their use 
declined slightly over the study period, but 
atypical antipsychotics  continued to be used at 
a high rate. The use of benzodiazepines 
declined, and the use of sedative and non-seda-
tive antidepressants increased. Psychotropic 
polypharmacy continues to be highly prevalent 
in these patient samples.

A. del Carmen Panini et al.
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Several clinical practice guidelines were pub-
lished by French regulatory agencies between 
2006 and 2009 to improve psychotropic drug use 
in older patients. Practice guidelines for psycho-
tropic drug prescription were partially respected 
in older inpatients [20].

In Argentina, the most consumed psychoac-
tive drugs are anxiolytics, antidepressants, and 
antipsychotics, which accounted for 75.3% of 
drugs for the central nervous system and 11.5% 
of all drugs dispensed in pharmacies in 2011; 
lorazepam, bromazepam, alprazolam, diaze-
pam, clonazepam, and carbamazepine were the 
most dispensed [21]. On the other hand, in 
Buenos Aires City, 15.5% of the population 

currently consume some type of psychotropic 
drug, and 29.4% have consumed once in their 
life. The highest use is in women and the 
elderly population (12.2% of benzodiazepines 
and 3% of antidepressants). Finally, 25% of 
those who consume are considered to be highly 
dependent [22]. The reasons for increased con-
sumption of psychotropic drugs are shown in 
Fig. 22.2.

The drugs used in the elderly are very complex, 
especially for those who use different types of psy-
chotropic drugs. For these reasons, our objective is 
to describe some aspects related to the use of psy-
chotropic drugs in the elderly, and to suggest pos-
sible measures to improve the situation.

Elderly
characteristics

Old adult characterists and problems that are consequence of vulnerability

Functions
decresing of

multiple
organs

Comorbilities Polypharmacy

High
vulnerability

Problems

Adverse
reactions Interactions Morbility

Poor
adherence

Functional
problems Social problems

Fig. 22.1 Features and problems encountered in old age
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 Psychotropic Drugs

A psychotropic medication is considered as one 
that has profound and beneficial effects on behav-
ior, mood, and cognition, but often does not 
change the process of the underlying disease [23].

Psychotropic drugs are used therapeutically 
because they can affect the behavior and the sub-
jective state of the person; however, there are 
other substances with a psychotropic action, such 
as alcohol, nicotine, cocaine, and heroin, which 
are characterized by social or addictive uses, and 
do not have any recognized therapeutic applica-
tions in Western medicine. Finally, painkillers 
and other drugs also have effects on subjective 
state and behavior, but are not considered as psy-
chotropic drugs because their principal use is not 
related with their psychoactive effects [24].

Psychotropic is used to describe any natural or 
synthetic compound that is capable of influenc-
ing the psychic functions by its action on the cen-
tral nervous system, and psychotropic drugs, as a 
pharmaceutical product composed of psychotro-
pic substances, used with the objective of treating 
a mental or neurological condition [25, 21]. 
Psychoactive drugs are substances that are pri-
marily used to treat three types of alterations: 
schizophrenia and other psychoses, depression 
and mania, and the conditions produced by anxi-
ety or excessive anxiety.

The drugs for anxiety which are most known 
and used are benzodiazepines, which increase the 
actions of the neurotransmitter γ-aminobutyric acid 

(GABA) involved in anxiety and in the action of 
many anti-anxiety drugs [26].

Antidepressants can be selective inhibitors of 
serotonin reuptake, tricyclic or inhibitors of 
monoamine oxidase. Antidepressants temporar-
ily increase neurotransmitters such as serotonin 
and norepinephrine, either by inhibiting their 
degradation, or by blocking their reuptake [27].

The first antipsychotics, known as first gen-
eration or typical, act by blocking dopamine 
D2 receptors. The atypical antipsychotics pres-
ent some cognitive benefits, probably derived 
from their action on the cortical prefrontal 
function mediated by receptors that are not 
dopaminergic [28].

 Clasification of Psycothropic Drugs

Psychotropic drugs can be classified from the fol-
lowing points of view: pharmacological, clinical, 
clinical–chemical, legal, industrial, and 
 chemical–structural. De Wet [29] classified them 
as psycholeptics, psychoanaleptics, and genera-
tors of psychotic disorders. Later, Velasco and 
Alvarez [30] classified them as psycholeptics or 
depressants, psychoanaleptics or stimulants of 
the psychic activity, and psychodysleptics or hal-
lucinogens [21].

Psychotropic drugs belong to the N group of 
the Anatomical–Therapeutic–Chemical classifi-
cation system [31], and are specifically included 
within the N05 and N06 groups, corresponding to 

Why do increase Psychotropic drugs comsumption?

To see the old age as 
synonymous of illness Prescriptions habits

Pharmaceutical
Promotion

Fig. 22.2 The reason for increased consumption of psychotropic drugs
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the psycholeptics and psychoanaleptics respec-
tively. In some countries, the opioid analgesics 
(N02a) are included, despite the fact that they are 
mainly used for pain treatment.

Psycholeptics have depressant effects on men-
tal activity, and are commonly used to treat psy-
chosis (antipsychotics) and anxiety disorders 
(anxiolytics). They include antipsychotics, anx-
iolytics, hypnotics, and sedatives.

In contrast, psychoanaleptics are stimulants of 
the central nervous system and mental activity, 
and are commonly used to treat depression and 
attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder. This 
group includes antidepressants, nootropics, drugs 
against dementia, and psychostimulants.

 Medicalization, Conflicts of Interest, 
and Inappropiate Use 
of Psychodrugs

The way of understanding mental illness has 
changed. Now, some problems of adaptation to 
certain situations of everyday life, such as stress, 
insomnia, and depression, have become diseases 
to be treated with drugs. Drug use has been 
mainly extended to achieve personal well-being 
and social performance [32]. If psychotropic 
drugs are prescribed not for diseases, but for 
another kind of suffering, they are useless or act 
as placebos in most cases. This banal and exces-
sive utilization is called medicalization of mental 
health, which is mainly caused by aggressive pro-
motion by the pharmaceutical industry. The cur-
rent globalization of health has transformed 
patients into real consumers of all types of health 
services. Of concern are the change of perception 
of health and disease, the increase in the misuse 
of the psychotropic drugs, and the adverse reac-
tions that are produced by the inclusion of the 
elderly as target of medicalization [33].

A deeply rooted cultural problem in the West 
is to see old age as synonymous of illness, lead-
ing inevitably to the elderly becoming favorite 
targets of medicalization, particularly with psy-
chotropic drugs. In this way, problems of every-
day life such as sadness or anxiety have become 
diseases that can be treated with drugs such as 
anxiolytics or antidepressants.

The withdrawal reactions to second- 
generation antidepressant drugs (selective sero-
tonin reuptake inhibitors, SSRIs) have started to 
be called discontinuation syndromes [34], a 
denomination that conveys a more harmless 
impression than the withdrawal reactions from 
other drugs such as benzodiazepines — despite 
the fact that discontinuation syndromes of SSRIs 
are nevertheless withdrawal reactions, and that 
benzodiazepines continue to be more effective 
and with fewer side-effects that the SSRIs [35]. 
Thus, SSRIs have replaced benzodiazepines in 
the treatment of anxiety disorders [36]. This 
change has probably been one of the more 
important successes of pharmaceutical promo-
tion in psychiatry, with the full endorsement of 
guidelines and professional societies [37]. In this 
way, conflicts of interest have led us to “buy” the 
idea that SSRIs are better than anxiolytics for 
anxiety [38].

 Aging and Comorbidities

Aging is associated with progressive decrease in 
the functions of multiple organs, presence of 
comorbidities, functional and social problems 
that lead to polypharmacy, and accidental or 
inappropriate use of drugs. Consequently, the 
elderly are very vulnerable to presenting adverse 
reactions, interactions, hospitalizations, mortal-
ity, and poor adherence to treatment.

At present, the elderly are the most rapidly 
growing population group in Western countries; 
and aging seldom comes alone, it is often accom-
panied by chronic diseases, comorbidities, dis-
ability, frailty, and social isolation. Multiple 
diseases inevitably lead to the use of multiple 
drugs, a condition known as polypharmacy 
[39–41].

The process of aging involves a continuum of 
changes in biological, functional, psychologi-
cal, and social parameters that vary depending 
on genetic factors, age-related vulnerability, and 
differences in organ function and reserves 
[40–43].

Multimorbidity in the elderly has been esti-
mated to range from 55 to 98% [44], and is high-
est in the very old, in women, and in individuals 
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belonging to low socioeconomic classes [44, 45]. 
Nobili et al. considered that over the last 
20–30 years, problems related to aging, multi-
morbidity, and polypharmacy have become a 
prominent issue in global healthcare [43].

 Adverse Drug Reactions

The most serious side-effects in the older age 
group are caused by antiplatelet agents, diuretics, 
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, and anti-
coagulants, among others. The prevalence of 
adverse reactions to drugs has risen over recent 
decades in older people [46–49].

Impaired physical functioning, delirium, and 
the increased risk of falls, cardiovascular events, 
and hospital admissions have been reported 
[50–55].

The 84% of war veterans hospitalized for hip 
fracture had been taking at least one medicine 
that could increase the risk of falls or fracture, 
such as antihypertensive drugs (63%), antide-
pressants (29%), benzodiazepines (26%), and 
opioids (19%) [3, 56].

Among the side-effects of benzodiazepines, 
we can mention sedation and the impairments in 
attention, memory, and psychomotricity. In addi-
tion, with the continued use that is still being 
observed, side-effects such as confusion, irrita-
tion, and agitation have increased significantly 
due to lower tolerance in the elderly. There is also 
the possibility of occurrence of depressive states 
induced by benzodiazepines. It is very important 
to note that although benzodiazepines are very 
safe and effective in the treatment of anxiety in 
the short term, if their use is extended by more 
than 6 months can lead to tolerance and depen-
dence [57].

The oral atypical neuroleptics, such as risperi-
done, quetiapine or olanzapine bring an increased 
risk of hospitalization with acute kidney injury 
within the 90 days after they were prescribed in 
older patients. Likewise, hypotension, acute uri-
nary retention, pneumonia, myocardial infarc-
tion, and ventricular arrhythmia are adverse 
effects that can lead to kidney injury and increase 
the risk of mortality [58].

The high usage rate of anxiolytics that has 
been found in patients with hip fractures may 
indicate that this is a risk factor for hip fractures 
related to falls in elderly patients [59].

Jacquin-Piques et al. [60] compared the type 
and number of psychotropic drugs prescribed in 
elderly nursing home residents with dementia 
with those in community-living patients. A sig-
nificant association between living in a nursing 
home and the more frequent prescription of anx-
iolytics, hypnotics, and antipsychotics, with a 
greater number of psychotropic drug classes pre-
scribed was found, whatever the severity of the 
dementia. Psychotropic drugs are frequently pre-
scribed in nursing homes, despite the contrary 
was expected, because nursing home residents 
may have more and better psychosocial interven-
tions than patients living at home.

An association between the incidence of dia-
betes mellitus and the use of antipsychotic ther-
apy has been proven. The use of atypical 
antipsychotics has a stronger association than the 
use of typical antipsychotics. From all the anti-
psychotics, clozapine followed by olanzapine 
appear to be the atypical neuroleptics most 
closely related to metabolic syndrome and diabe-
tes. This metabolic dysregulation appears to be 
multifactorial in origin, and the result of pharma-
cological, environmental, and genetic interac-
tions [61].

Typical antipsychotics are associated with a 
higher incidence of extra-pyramidal dysfunctions 
such as tremor, parkinsonism, akathisia, neuro-
leptic malignant syndrome and tardive dyskine-
sia. They produce also a higher incidence of 
central anticholinergic effects such as poor atten-
tion, impaired memory, and behavioral problems. 
Furthermore, they can induce urinary retention, 
nausea, constipation, diarrhea, cholestasis, 
increase of transaminase enzyme activity, weight 
gain, and diabetes mellitus. In the case of patients 
suffering epilepsy, these drugs may facilitate con-
vulsions. The main cardiovascular effects are the 
orthostatic hypotension that can increase the risk 
of falls, and possible arrhythmias.

Among the atypical antipsychotics, clozapine 
is associated with sedation, confusion, and agran-
ulocytosis, with resultant requirement of regular 
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monitoring of blood counts. Risperidone induce 
extrapyramidal symptoms at low doses in older 
patients, particularly those with pre-existing 
dementia. The most frequent adverse effects of 
olanzapine are weight gain, hypotension, consti-
pation, somnolence, and dizziness. The common 
side-effects of quetiapine include sedation, head-
ache, and orthostatic hypotension [62].

Falls cause significant morbidity and mortal-
ity in old age, but happen at all stages of life. For 
this reason, two meta-analyses were performed to 
determine the relationship between psychophar-
macological treatments and the risk of falls in 
people over 60 years. In both studies, the exis-
tence of an increased risk of falls associated with 
the use of antipsychotics, antidepressants, anxio-
lytics, sedatives, and benzodiazepines was found 
[63, 64]. Also, in this latest study, new associa-
tions between non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 
drugs, opioids, and risk of falls were identified. 
Among these psychotropic drugs, short- and 
long-acting benzodiazepines, analogues Z (zolpi-
dem, zoplicone), antipsychotics, and antidepres-
sants, alone or in combination with 
antihypertensive, anti-arrhythmic, and other car-
diovascular medicines, have also been shown to 
facilitate falls [65–67].

A longitudinal study examined the dispensing 
of psychotropic medications in Australia from 
2000 to 2011. A 58.2% increase in the dispensing 
of psychotropic drugs was found. The major 
increases were in antidepressants (95.3%), atypi-
cal antipsychotics (217.7%), and ADHD medica-
tions (72.9%). Valproate and lamotrigine also 
increased markedly. The anxiolytics and lithium 
remained unchanged, while sedatives and typical 
antipsychotics decreased by 26.4% and 61.2% 
respectively. Antidepressants accounted for 
66.9% of total psychotropics, far greater than 
anxiolytics (11.4%), antipsychotics (7.3%), 
mood stabilizers (5.8%), sedatives (5.5%), or 
ADHD medications (3.0%) [68].

Psychotropic drugs, benzodiazepines, tricy-
clic antidepressants, and antipsychotic medica-
tions are frequently prescribed and are of high 
risk in older adults. Anxiolytics produce exces-
sive sedation, decreased alertness, confusion, 
ataxia, falls, and hip fractures. Some symptoms 

of dementia, such as memory problems, may be 
worsened. Additionally, an inappropriate use of 
these drugs may increase mortality. Lack of 
response to treatment and anticholinergic effects 
are manifested with the antidepressants. 
Antipsychotics produce limited benefit, and risk 
of mortality and stroke.

 Polypharmacy and Interactions

The prescription and use of multiple drugs to 
deal with multiple concomitant diseases is 
known as polypharmacy [69–71]. Moreover, the 
high prevalence of polypharmacy with aging 
may lead to an increased risk of inappropriate 
use of drugs, under-use of effective treatments, 
medication errors, poor adherence, different 
interactions, and adverse drug reactions [72–
77]. The latter is related to the fact that elderly 
people are frailer and highly sensitive to phar-
macotherapy, as a consequence of their changes 
in pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic 
parameters [78, 79]. Polypharmacy is an impor-
tant risk factor for inappropriate medication 
prescribing, which is very frequent among 
elderly people [73, 80].

Moreover, polypharmacy is often the conse-
quence of a prescribing cascade, which is caused 
by failure to recognize a new medical event as an 
adverse drug reaction [81, 82]. In this case, 
another drug is unnecessarily prescribed to treat 
the adverse event instead of withdrawing the 
responsible drug, creating a vicious circle and 
adding further risks [43].

In elderly people, polypharmacy has been 
associated with many adverse clinical outcomes, 
such as drug interactions and adverse drug 
 reactions, disability and cognitive impairment, 
falls and fractures, malnutrition, hospitalization 
and institutionalization, mortality, and rising 
healthcare costs [73, 75, 83–94].

Polypharmacy in psychopharmacology is very 
important, although clinical guidelines advise 
otherwise. This is a result of increase of the pri-
mary drug, prevention of adverse reactions from 
the main medication, and treatment of comor-
bidities [95].
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Drug–drug interactions may or may not be 
clinically significant. Clinically significant drug–
drug interactions are events in which the pharma-
codynamic or pharmacokinetic characteristics of 
a drug are modified by the aggregate of another 
drug, which can often increase serious adverse 
reactions or attenuate the efficacy of the first drug 
[96, 97].

Pharmacodynamic drug–drug interactions 
occur when concomitantly administered medica-
tions share similar target sites of action, produc-
ing either an additive or an antagonistic effect 
that can respectively enhance or weaken the 
physiologic effect of the primary drug [96, 98]. 
Clinically significant pharmacodynamic interac-
tions can produce extrapyramidal symptoms, 
central nervous system depression, seizures, 
serotonin syndrome, and QT-interval prolonga-
tion [98, 99].

Pharmacokinetic drug–drug interactions are 
modifications of absorption, distribution, metab-
olism, and elimination of a drug by the addition 
of a second drug, increasing or decreasing the 
serum concentration of the primary drug; these 
interactions are often difficult to predict [100]. In 
these interactions, the drug absorption often 
changes as result of psysico-chemical changes in 
the primary drug, leading to decreased absorption 
[99, 101]. Additionally, transport of a large num-
ber of drugs across the intestinal wall are regu-
lated by transporter proteins; principal among 
these is P-glycoprotein, which may play a signifi-
cant role in determining blood concentrations 
and bioavailability of many drugs [99, 102]. 
Inhibition of P-glycoprotein by drugs such as 
verapamil result in decreased translocation of the 
drug back into the intestinal lumen, and a subse-
quent increase in systemic exposure of the drug, 
leading to a potential increase risk in adverse 
effects or enhanced efficacy [103].

Drug–drug interactions involving changes in 
drug distribution process a theoretical risk due to 
differences in protein affinity and displacement 
from the drug of its binding proteins [96]. While 
interactions involving drug displacement of their 
plasma-binding protein can result in elevation in 
plasma concentrations of the displaced drug, the 
clinical significance of these interactions is lim-

ited, since displacement from binding proteins 
results in an increase in unbound plasma concen-
trations, facilitating increased metabolism and 
clearance of the displaced drug [104].

Of the many interactions with psychotropic 
drugs, a minority are potentially hazardous. Most 
interactions are pharmacodynamic, resulting in 
augmented or antagonistic action at a receptor for 
different mechanisms in the same tissue. The 
most important pharmacokinetic interactions are 
due to effects on metabolism or renal excretion. 
The major enzymes involved belong to the cyto-
chrome P450 system. Genetic variations in the 
CYP system produce poor, extensive or ultra- 
rapid metabolisers. The most frequent hazardous 
interaction results from enzyme inhibition, but 
the probability of interaction depends on the ini-
tial levels of the enzyme activity and the avail-
ability of an alternative metabolic route of 
elimination of the drug. The most serious interac-
tions with psychotropic drugs result in profound 
sedation, central nervous system toxicity, large 
changes in blood pressure, ventricular arrhyth-
mias, an increased risk of dangerous side-effects, 
or a decrease in therapeutic effects of one of the 
interacting drugs [105].

The number of psychotropic drugs has 
expanded tremendously over the past few 
decades, with a proportional increase in drug–
drug interactions. The majority of psychotropic 
agents are biotransformed by hepatic enzymes, 
which can lead to significant drug–drug interac-
tions. Most drug–drug interactions of psychotro-
pics occur at the metabolic level, involving the 
hepatic cytochrome P450 enzyme system [106].

Moreover, among the elderly population inter-
action between some SSRI antidepressants, espe-
cially fluvoxamine, and medication for the 
prevention of cardiovascular or cerebrovascular 
accidents, such as statins (atorvastatin, simvas-
tatin or lovastatin), can produce effects adverse 
such as myopathy [107]. Antipsychotic drugs are 
used mostly for the treatment of behavioral and 
psychological symptoms in delirium cases. The 
increased mortality in elderly patients with 
dementia who receive antipsychotics suggests 
exercising caution before prescribing antipsy-
chotics to treat delirium [10, 108].
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 Conclusions

Taking into account the findings exposed pre-
viously, some reflections and proposals to 
achieve an adequate use of psychotropic drugs 
in older people are presented in conclusion. 
The proposals are summarized in Table 22.1.

 1. The risks associated with the inadequate 
use of groups of psychotropic drugs in 
this population group should be taken into 
account before prescribing. For this rea-
son, it is necessary to improve the compe-
tence of physicians with regard to use and 
misuse of psychoactive drugs.

 2. Health professionals should contribute 
to the reduction of prescription and 
excessive and unnecessary consumption 
of psychotropic drugs in older patients, 
promote de- prescription, encourage 
patients to face their difficulties without 
the help of medication, and search for 

other solutions, such as the adoption of 
hygienic–sanitary measures, reducing 
both health costs and risks to patient 
health.

 3. The continuing and high use of benzodi-
azepines and the rapid increase in the 
consumption of serotonin/noradrenaline 
reuptake inhibitors, despite their side-
effect profile, and the dramatic increase in 
antidepressant prescriptions, despite 
doubts about their efficacy in mild to 
moderate depression, are very worrying 
and require the attention of all members 
of the health system.

 4. Several population-based studies have 
reported significant harm associated with 
drugs interactions in elderly patients. 
Increased awareness and interventions 
aimed at reducing exposure and minimiz-
ing the risks associated with potentially 
harmful drug combinations are necessary.

 1.  Improve competence with regard to use and misuse of psychoactive drugs
 2.  Promote deprescription
 3.  Encourage patients to face their difficulties without drugs
 4.  Adopt hygienic–sanitary measures to reduce health risks and costs
 5.  Form an interdisciplinary geriatric team.
 6.  Implement or improve pharmacist consultation and units of elderly care
 7.  Prevent drug–drug interactions, carefully selecting psychotropic medications, 

avoiding those with multiple targets, eliminating the administration of unnecessary 
medications, including over-the-counter medications.

 8.  Include drug–drug interactions as a possible differential diagnosis
 9.  Reduce or withdraw drugs to improve the quality and safety of 

pharmacological treatment in the elderly
10.  Reduce exposure and minimize the risks associated with potentially harmful 

drug combinations
11.  Contribute to decreasing both the continued use of benzodiazepines and the 

rapid increase of the consumption of serotonin noradrenaline reuptake 
inhibitors

12.  Avoid drugs with narrow therapeutic window, non-linear pharmacokinetic, or 
long half-lives because they are prone to interactions

13.  Administer new drugs at low doses and introduce slowly in patients with renal 
or hepatic impairment, confusion, or sedation

14.  Use tables and software to detect the potential interactions of psychotropic 
drugs and in consequence improve patient outcomes

15.  Know the mechanisms of action, adverse effects, and possible interactions of 
psychotropic drugs, with the aim of avoiding serious adverse reactions

16.  Create lists of drugs, herbal products, and foods for each patient to detect and 
monitor interactions, and to reduce adverse reactions

17.  Avoid the influence and pressures of the pharmaceutical industry, which 
increase the medicalization of the elderly population

Table 22.1 Proposals
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 5. Iatrogenic diseases in the elderly are very 
significant and frequent due to the addition 
of multiple factors, such as the increase in 
longevity and the proportion of elderly in 
the population, polypharmacy, multiple 
physicians, chronic diseases, hospitaliza-
tions, and all issues arising from medical or 
surgical procedures that increase the risks 
of iatrogenic disease in the elderly. The iat-
rogenic diseases can have significant psy-
chomotor and social consequences. Some 
possible interventions to prevent these 
problems are: to form a geriatric interdisci-
plinary team, implement or improve phar-
macist consultation and elderly care units, 
and implement well-planned measures for 
their best performance.

 6. To prevent drug–drug interactions, it is 
very important to carefully select psycho-
tropic medications, avoiding those with 
multiple targets, to eliminate the adminis-
tration of unnecessary medications, includ-
ing the over- the-counter medications. It is 
important to include drug–drug interac-
tions as a possible differential diagnosis. It 
must be taken into account that some drugs 
are more prone to interactions due to their 
narrow therapeutic window, non-linear 
pharmacokinetic, or long half-lives. 
Patients with renal or hepatic impairment, 
confusion, or sedation are more sensitive 
to interactions. Therefore, the addition of 
new medications should be initiated at low 
doses and be administered slowly. 
Utilization of interaction tables and soft-
ware may also be very useful. Clinicians 
can improve patient outcomes if the poten-
tial interactions of psychotropic drugs are 
considered and are monitored with con-
comitant medicines during the treatment.

 7. Psychiatrists not only need a thorough 
knowledge of psychiatric disorders. They 
also need to know the mechanism of 
action of drugs, and the role of CYP450s 
in aiming to provide an optimal patient 
care. Psychiatrists have to identify possi-
ble interactions and in this way avoid seri-
ous adverse reactions.

 8. Clinicians also must encourage patients 
to make and to present to the health ser-
vice a list of all the prescribed or non-
prescribed drugs, herbal products, and 
foods that they are receiving. The health 
service should detect potential drug–drug 
interactions, and monitor the existent 
interactions to reduce the adverse reac-
tions and to improve life quality of 
patients.

 9. Any intervention to reduce the total num-
ber of drugs and to withdraw psychotro-
pic medication could improve the quality 
and safety of pharmacological treatment 
in the elderly population.

 10. Although psychotropic drugs have a rele-
vant role in the symptoms that cause cer-
tain mental diseases, these medicines 
present numerous problems related with 
adverse reactions, interactions, and inap-
propriate use. Moreover, the elderly have 
been and currently continue to be the 
main targets of medicalization with psy-
chotropic drugs, drugs that are being used 
with other purposes than those of treating 
a disease. On the other hand, it should not 
be forgotten that much of this confusing 
and problematic situation in the use of 
psychodrugs in the elderly is the result of 
the strong commercial interests involved.
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Abstract

The past two decades have seen increasing interest in the design and 
implementation of intervention programs aimed at stimulating cognitive 
control capacities in children growing up in disadvantaged socioeconomic 
conditions, based on numerous studies that have reported a negative 
impact of poverty on child development. This chapter reviews the scope, 
limitations, and methodological challenges of the various modalities of 
intervention aimed at strengthening such capacities in children at social 
risk: cognitive training, computerized games, curriculum adaptations, and 
parent and teacher training. In addition, it presents two cognitive stimula-
tion programs that were adapted to the school curriculum and whose goal 
was to promote executive functions (EFs) in Argentine children, with a 
view to improving their school competence. One of the interventions had 
a brief duration (15 sessions) and was carried out with 90 schoolchildren 
aged 9–12. The other one was longer (30 sessions) and involved 178 chil-
dren aged 6–10. The results indicated that both experiences were effective 
in increasing EF in schoolchildren, with an associated improvement of 
their reading, writing, and calculating competences. However, the 
improvement varied in intensity and scope depending on the duration of 
the intervention and the age of the children. It is concluded that 
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 implementing ecological interventions that enrich the everyday practices 
of children at social risk is a way to narrow the persisting academic, eco-
nomic, and socio-cultural gap associated with poverty conditions.

Keywords

Executive functions • Cognitive stimulation • Intervention modality • 
Poverty • School performance

 Rationale of Neurocognitive 
Interventions

Executive functions (EFs) describe a set of high- 
order cognitive abilities that monitor and regulate 
the behavior, emotions, and cognitions required 
to attain goals and to solve problems [1]. These 
functions have a hierarchical relationship to more 
elementary cognitive processes, such as percep-
tion and memory, and control and supervise their 
functioning. As a result, goals can be attained by 
selecting actions and thoughts that go beyond 
information and integrate that information tem-
porarily [2]. Executive functions involve cogni-
tive control processes, such as planning, 
decision-making, keeping information in mem-
ory and managing that information, inhibiting 
undesirable thoughts, feelings, and actions, and 
shifting flexibly from one task to another [3].

Recent research studies agree that the cognitive 
control process is supported by neuroanatomical 
observations about the hierarchical organization of 
the human cortex, where an integration zone in 
prefrontal areas receives afferences from other 
portions of the nervous system, and sends control 
information to the posterior cortex and subcortex 
[4]. Therefore, EFs involve the joint participation 
of different cortical regions, and limbic and basal 
structures that work dynamically and in coordina-
tion over the prefrontal cortex, shaping a whole set 
of interconnected neural networks [5].

EFs develop from a delicate and continuous 
interaction between brain maturation and envi-
ronmental influences from early childhood into 
adulthood [6, 7]. The literature reports several 
sensitive periods throughout EF evolution, that 
is, time windows when brain plasticity increases 
and becomes more vulnerable to the influence of 
experiences [8, 9].

To have a successful school life and to build 
positive social relations, a child needs cognitive 
control abilities to not yield to temptation and to 
avoid inappropriate behavior, to keep him/herself 
focused, to inhibit distractors, to process informa-
tion, to identify new connections between ele-
ments, to think creatively, to recognize different 
perspectives, and to find solutions to new prob-
lems. In summary, the suitable development of 
self-regulating capabilities plays a significant role 
in how a child learns and is also a predictor of 
future achievements. Longitudinal studies suggest 
that self-regulating, flexible, and creative behav-
ior during childhood is associated with improved 
health, better academic achievements, a higher 
employment status, and a lower incidence of dis-
ruptive social behavior, addictions, conduct disor-
ders, and criminal behavior in adulthood [10].

Based on these studies, interest in the design 
and implementation of intervention programs tar-
geted toward stimulating EFs in children with 
and without disorders has grown in the past 
20 years [11]. Along these lines, stimulating cog-
nitive abilities in children who grow in adverse 
socioeconomic conditions has been recently 
brought to focus [12–14], as a result of extensive 
supporting research into the negative impact of 
poverty on child development [15–19].

In connection with EFs, children from 
deprived areas have been reported to underper-
form in attention, working memory, cognitive 
flexibility, planning, oral fluency, and problem- 
solving abilities [15–19]. Similarly, poverty 
modulators have been identified, such as over-
crowding, stress, poor housing conditions, par-
ents with a low level of education, impoverished 
language interactions between parents and chil-
dren, and lack of cognitive stimulation at home 
[15, 17, 19].
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This research work has provided grounds to 
design targeted and effective interventions. 
Empirical evidence underlines that cognitive 
control abilities are malleable, and can be trained 
and even improved by suitable experiences [12–
14, 20]. It has also been reported that interven-
tions promote a reorganization of the neural 
networks that support the functioning of these 
abilities [21, 22].

In summary, the effects of poverty on neuro-
cognitive development are reversible. The plas-
ticity of the child’s brain is the key element for 
enrichment, inasmuch as it creates different sen-
sitive periods in which suitable and continuing 
cognitive stimulation can generate benefits.

 Brain Plasticity

The human brain has the dynamic capacity to 
change its structure and the way it functions 
throughout a lifetime. This capacity to change is 
closely linked to the human being’s ability to 
adapt and survive and can be observed in differ-
ent vital situations, from the spontaneous func-
tional recovery of the brain after a lesion, to the 
neural networks’ reorganization, to sculpting 
processes that result from learning [23].

Electron microscopic studies of synapses and 
neuroimages of the grey and white matters of the 
human brain reveal that postnatal brain develop-
ment extends over time, is organized into a hier-
archical progression, and presents considerable 
regional variability [24, 25]. Extended develop-
ment and the pruning of synaptic connections are 
deemed to be the main mechanisms that shape 
brain plasticity. However, an equally important 
additional factor has recently been identified: the 
existence of polymorphisms in some human 
genes that take part in the genetic modification 
associated to environmental conditions [26, 27].

At present, there is a field of neuroscience in 
constant development that intends to clarify how 
cognitive stimulation variations, frequently asso-
ciated to socioeconomic fluctuations, affect the 
development and efficiency of the neural net-
works involved in cognitive functioning [28, 29]. 
Considerable insight has been gained from 
research with animal and human models to 

understand the vulnerability of the nervous sys-
tem in adverse settings and how it reorganizes 
when intervention strategies are deployed.

Since 1950, studies with animal models have 
shown how synaptic connections can be enhanced 
by a stimulating environment. Animal breeding 
in settings with higher sensory, cognitive, and 
motor stimuli reflect an increased expression of 
the cell signs involved in synapse formation and 
proliferation. These settings enable dendritic 
growth, and increase gliogenesis and synaptic 
density, especially in the hippocampus and cor-
tex, while promoting the integration of new neu-
rons into existing functional circuits [30, 31]. 
These changes are associated with improved per-
formance in learning and memory tasks [30, 32].

Research in humans has identified that impov-
erished environments affect cognitive develop-
ment through different paths, one of them being 
stress. It has been reported that prenatal stress 
increases the risk of abnormal fetal growth and 
premature birth, while altering neurodevelop-
ment (i.e., reduced hippocampus volume). This 
has been related to a higher incidence of mental 
disorders, poor school performance, inattention, 
behavioral problems, and a lower IQ during 
childhood [21, 33–35].

In the post-natal stage, stress has been identi-
fied as having a negative impact on infant devel-
opment by decreasing parents’ sensitivity and 
care. Upbringing by parents who are irritable or 
have depression or anxiety is impaired by an 
increased frequency of punitive, inconsistent, and 
negligent conducts [36, 37]. This negative par-
enting behavior leads to an insecure attachment 
by children to caregivers, which brings about 
emotional problems, behavior disorders, and 
poor cognitive and school performance during 
childhood [13]. Conversely, good parenting is an 
excellent protection factor in impoverished and 
stressful environments, and is associated with a 
higher resilient capacity and better cognitive per-
formance in children [37].

Research by Posner [22, 38] supports the 
above, as it suggests that attentional systems 
seem to be epigenetically modulated by environ-
mental factors and the individual’s own experi-
ence. His studies show that children who are 
favored by higher quality parenting and certain 
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genetic traits (haplotype) perform executive 
attention tasks more efficiently and have a better 
self-regulating ability than children who do not 
meet these conditions [22, 38].

In brief, a study of the interaction between 
brain maturity and the characteristics of develop-
ment contexts has identified certain cognitive 
processes as potential targets for intervention, 
based on their higher vulnerability to modulation 
by socio-environmental factors and their role in 
infant development. At present, research on brain 
plasticity is rising to a new challenge: to move 
forward in the study of brain plasticity mecha-
nisms by analyzing the impact of intervention 
programs and cognitive training.

 Modalities of Intervention 
Programs

Cognitive neuroscience has designed and imple-
mented a series of intervention modalities 
intended to train cognitive control functions 
across different child populations. In general, 
implemented strategies propose a systematic 
application of these processes by using complex 
and novel activities that increase in difficulty. 
Most of these studies have shown moderate 
improvement in children with or without disor-
ders. In some cases, the change is just limited to 
trained functions; however, evidence also shows 
that achievements can extend to other cognitive 
abilities or other significant areas in the life of 
children. Some interventions have even recorded 
changes in brain activation patterns [22, 24].

According to past experiences, children with 
poorer EF performance benefit the most from 
these interventions [10]. Drawing on this con-
clusion, we posit that early interventions in 
children at social risk are a key factor to pro-
mote cognitive and socioemotional develop-
ment [10, 15–17, 39–44].

Different intervention modalities and strate-
gies are available: (a) individual cognitive train-
ing, (b) computer-based programs, (c) 
interventions embedded into school curricula, 
and (d) psychoeducational workshops for par-
ents and teachers. With a view to increasing the 
ecologic validity of interventions, design has 

moved from a child-centered approach toward 
programs that can be implemented in natural 
development contexts and which, consequently, 
involve the participation of the significant adults 
from the child’s environment in the actual imple-
mentation of techniques and strategies. At pres-
ent, efforts are recognized to enrich children’s 
daily activities, such as sports, music, and mar-
tial arts, with specific guidelines that promote 
EF development.

 Individual Cognitive Training: Paper- 
and- Pencil Versus Computer-Based 
Modalities

Individual cognitive training strategies are based 
on the systematic application of a series of cogni-
tive exercises for a variable period of time (weeks 
or months). Activities are adjusted according to 
the child’s age, but increase in difficulty in order 
to put cognitive control processes to work. Some 
interventions focus on a certain process in par-
ticular [22], while others try to tackle a larger 
number of EFs through the mixed training of sev-
eral functions at the same time [43, 44]. At first, 
these programs were implemented in controlled 
settings, such as a lab, but, today, they are imple-
mented at school, in health care centers, and at 
home.

The paper-and-pencil modality for cognitive 
training uses a notebook for tasks, activities, and 
games, such as maze-solving, finding similarities 
and differences, putting cartoon sequences into 
the correct order, problem solving, and memory 
games [23]. The child performs these tasks with 
the aid of a trainer, who will adjust the levels of 
difficulty and provide any necessary support to 
promote the achievement of the intended goals. 
In Argentina, these interventions have had very 
positive overall results, promoting EF enrich-
ment in children of preschool [14, 42] and [12, 
13, 40, 41, 43, 44] school ages.

This type of intervention is not frequently 
found in other parts of the world [39], where, in 
general, the computer-based format of individual 
cognitive training is implemented [11, 22, 38] 
using tailor-made software with experimental par-
adigms (i.e., spatial and visual search paradigm) or 
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neuropsychological tests (i.e., Stroop). This soft-
ware can adjust the level of difficulty according to 
the child’s performance and offer immediate feed-
back. They are developed as games, with an attrac-
tive graphic design and interactive proposal to 
spark a child’s motivation, and a collaborative 
attitude.

Rueda et al. (2005) have conducted valuable 
research in this regard. This team has designed a 
computerized program to train attentional net-
works (ANT), and has noticed that after short 
training periods children perform better in terms 
of attention tasks and show a more mature brain 
activation pattern [22, 38].

Similar experiences have also been imple-
mented in Argentina [45–48]. In 2003, our team 
pioneered this field by developing a software test 
called Computer-Based Attention Test for 
Children [TAI, 45] to stimulate perceptual dis-
crimination and attention in children. This test 
includes different subtests targeted to the exer-
cise of focused and sustained attention by means 
of visual search and identification tasks.

Software efficacy has been tested in trials with 
7- to 12-year olds who had been previously diag-
nosed with attentional dysfunction (AD). Overall 
results suggest that school-age children who took 
part in computer-based training improved their 
focused and sustained attention abilities as com-
pared to their performance prior to intervention 
and control group results [12, 20, 40, 41]. A new 
software release has already been developed, 
including a working-memory-stimulating mod-
ule [46].

Collectively, these findings reveal that indi-
vidual cognitive training is a very promising tool 
for strengthening EF in children. It has several 
advantages over other designs, e.g. rigorous con-
trol, decreased influence of alien variables, indi-
vidual monitoring of each child’s progress, and 
adjustment of the levels of training difficulty. 
Computer-based training has other benefits as 
well, such as recording of performance and reac-
tion times, automatic adjustment of difficulty 
levels, immediate result display, constant soft-
ware update, and maybe, in the near future, free 
software access. The major limitation of these 
interventions is their transfer to untrained cogni-
tive functions and daily activities. The design of 

strategies that can train multiple cognitive func-
tions jointly and synergistically to achieve a 
broader scope of results is the next challenge to 
be faced.

 School Curricula Adjustments

One strength of neuroscience intervention meth-
ods is the possibility of implementation in natural 
contexts, such as at school, at home, and in com-
munity settings. Based on this assumption, school 
curricula adjustments have been devised to 
embed cognitive training activities in school cur-
ricula. In developed countries, these have been 
implemented on a national scale under the 
umbrella of educational policies. “Tools of the 
Mind” [49] is a proven example, recording actual 
improvement of children’s cognitive functioning 
and school performance.

“Tools of the Mind” is a school curriculum 
adjustment for preschool children designed by 
Brodova and Leong (2007), based on Vigotsky’s 
approach to social pretend play. This intervention 
was implemented in kindergartens taking care of 
children from low-income families. At first, it 
was included as an extra academic activity, but 
researchers later found out that it had to be 
embedded into school activities if benefits were 
to generalize to untrained skills.

In this way, a special school curriculum was 
designed for children to role-play daily using 
any necessary materials, with trained teachers 
leading the activity. When children are perform-
ing, they put their EFs at work. They need to 
control themselves not to act out of character, 
remember their own and others’ roles, and be 
flexible enough to adjust as other children impro-
vise. The teacher is there to stimulate the use of 
internal language and provide young children 
with the scaffolding they need to reach the 
intended goals. As children make progress in the 
development of their cognitive control functions, 
scaffolding is gradually removed and more chal-
lenging tasks are proposed. This experience had 
favorable results as preschool participants 
improved EFs, particularly in regard to cognitive 
flexibility, as well as academic outcomes and 
school success [10].
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Similar school interventions have been imple-
mented in Argentina, although drawing on paper- 
and- pencil cognitive exercises. This modality 
was used in groups and combined with group 
games, even enriched with dietary supplements 
in some cases [12–14, 20, 40–44, 50]. Overall, 
results reflect improved cognitive control abili-
ties in participant children, such as attention, 
inhibitory control, working memory, cognitive 
flexibility, metacognition, oral fluency, and plan-
ning. Furthermore, some studies have reported 
that these gains were successfully transferred to 
some untrained cognitive, emotional, and aca-
demic abilities, thus increasing internal resources 
in children at risk surrounded by a challenged 
environment [12, 13, 43, 50].

Therefore, early stimulation and advancement 
of cognitive control abilities by intervention pro-
grams can be a means to improve school learning 
and strengthen the child’s integral development. 
The continuity of these interventions is critical in 
order to maintain and enhance the attained goals 
[12, 13].

Curricular adjustments make it possible to 
reach this goal because they can be implemented 
as early as preschool and continued throughout 
schooling. These interventions have multiple 
advantages, such as enabling the completion of 
longitudinal follow-up studies, reaching many 
children, and opening the door for the involve-
ment of teachers and school staff to enrich inter-
ventions and encourage the implementation of 
new school practices. On the contrary, some limi-
tations of this methodology include the difficulty 
of implementing strict controls, setting up ran-
dom groups, taking diversity into consideration, 
and adjusting strategies to the difficulty level 
encountered by each child. The current challenge 
for those who design these interventions is to link 
learning sciences and neurosciences to enable a 
true articulation of knowledge between both 
disciplines.

 Parental Training

An interesting line of study in the advancement 
of EF in children has been the introduction of 

training for parents as a module of interventions. 
Collaborative interactions between parents and 
their children are particularly important in the 
child’s cognitive development. Several research 
studies have demonstrated that quality parenting, 
the use of language in the scaffolding offered to 
the child, the parents’ educational and occupa-
tional levels, parenting stress, and maternal 
depression or anxiety are some factors among 
many which can model the relationship between 
parents and children and have a positive or nega-
tive impact on the child’s cognitive development 
[15, 37, 51–53]. Therefore, helping parents to 
improve communication with their children, 
advancing the development of critical thinking 
skills, providing techniques to manage family 
stress, and guidelines to enhance children’s 
development and learning have been some of the 
goals set for the training of disadvantaged parents 
[54].

On a global scale, the Head Start Parent 
Involvement Project [55] has been implemented 
in New York since 1990 within the framework of 
the Head Start federal project, and is worth high-
lighting. This comprehensive program was estab-
lished as a longitudinal analysis of parent 
involvement in the Head Start program. Results 
show that parents who have the most active par-
ticipation in program activities improve bonding 
with their children; they support the child’s per-
sonal autonomy and minimize strict and punitive 
upbringing practices; they can successfully cre-
ate more favorable learning environments; they 
help their children more with their school home-
work; and they look for better jobs. Children, in 
turn, improve social skills, particularly collabora-
tive attitudes and school readiness [55].

A similar line of study has undertaken the train-
ing of parents who are heads of household from 
deprived socioeconomic settings [24]. Throughout 
8 weeks, these parents learn strategies to reduce 
stress, improving communication with their chil-
dren and helping them use critical thinking. Pre- 
and post-intervention outcomes are promising, 
because parents who participate in this experience 
can successfully reduce stress. By interacting 
with their children, they tend to increase the 
number of opportunities for dialog and verbal 
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communication as primary ways to lead interac-
tion. Furthermore, children show changes as com-
pared to children whose parents did not participate 
in the experience. Changes are measured using 
standardized language, intellectual quotient, and 
memory and attention tests [24].

Our team has given psychoeducational 
workshops for parents of children with atten-
tion disorder. Our first experience involved 
workshops for parents of children with 
ADHD. Participant parents reported that they 
could learn techniques and strategies to tackle 
the symptoms shown by their children, which 
was associated with decreased inattention, 
oppositional behavior, and organizational diffi-
culties. Probably, the major achievement of this 
program was that adults felt encouraged to 
change their attitude toward their children’s 
disorder. Parents started to interpret their chil-
dren’s behavior better and to highlight their 
children’s strengths, which supported the devel-
opment of positive interactions [56].

Subsequent experiences involved the design 
of psychoeducational workshops for parents of 
children suffering from attentional dysfunc-
tion. Participant mothers described favorable 
changes in child management and mother–
child relationships, as communication and 
strategies to find solutions together improved. 
These changes were associated with reduced 
inattention behavior in children, as reported by 
their mothers and measured with neuropsycho-
logical tests against performance prior to the 
intervention [57].

In summary, interventions focusing on paren-
tal action show enormous potential, and enhance 
child-centered programs implemented during the 
school day. These interventions have many 
advantages, such as training the adults who take 
care of the child as a way to enlarge the family’s 
educational resources, enabling a positive inter-
action environment, and supporting improved 
stress management. One of the major limitations 
of this method is maintaining sustained participa-
tion by low-income parents. These adults fre-
quently face economic, family, and social 
difficulties that restrict their chances of participa-
tion and their interest in the activity. Another 

limitation is the low number of educational and 
health policies that propose the implementation 
of these practices at school or health care centers. 
Challenges are multiple. However, they boil 
down to designing creative and flexible strategies 
that can become an integral part of children and 
their parents’ daily activities, do not take up 
much of their time, and have an actual potential 
for providing substantial benefits.

 Cognitive Intervention Programs: 
Experiences in Argentina

 Experience 1

Our team has been carrying out research on atten-
tional processes, executive functions, and socio- 
cognitive abilities in children at-risk and 
not-at-risk for poverty since 1997 [12, 33, 40, 41, 
46]. Within this research framework, several pro-
grams for cognitive stimulation during childhood 
have been implemented in Argentine state-run 
schools [12, 40, 41, 43, 44, 46, 50].

In 2009, we designed an intervention program 
to advance cognitive control and socio-emotional 
abilities in disadvantaged children. This program 
was implemented at deprived urban schools in 
the province of Mendoza; it recruited 309 school- 
children participants and consisted of four 
modules.

• Module 1: cognitive stimulation. Paper-and- 
pencil exercises were designed to stimulate 
attentional control, inhibitory control, work-
ing memory, planning, categorization and 
cognitive flexibility (see Fig. 23.1a, b). This 
module included 15 intervention sessions that 
were conducted twice a week. The full class 
participated in the proposed tasks with the 
presence of their responsible teacher.

• Module 2: workshops on interpersonal resolu-
tion conflicts. Workshops were held in groups to 
stimulate cognitive functions for the resolution 
of interpersonal problems. Two workshops per 
school course were given, including dramatiza-
tion of problem situations, role playing, guided 
discussions, and final sharing of insights.
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• Module 3: psychoeducational workshops for 
parents. Information was provided to parents 
about cognitive development and school 
learning in children. Upbringing guidelines 
were proposed and discussed, and specific 
strategies were delivered to parents so that 
they could support the stimulation work per-
formed at school from home.

• Module 4: workshops for teachers. Teachers 
were trained on how to deliver specific exer-
cises to favor EF development and cognitive 
abilities oriented to solving interpersonal con-
flicts between students.

Our intervention program was implemented in 
different formats and modalities, according to the 
age of children. This paper presents the results 
from a group of 90 elementary school children 
from fourth to seventh grade (9- to 12-year-olds), 
as this intervention focused on strengthening 
cognitive control abilities and assessing their 
impact on school competencies.

Two groups were set up, the intervention group 
and the control group. Cognitive and school per-
formances were quite similar at baseline. The four 
program modules were given to school children, 
parents, and teachers in the intervention group for 
3 months. An assessment conducted upon com-
pletion of the intervention showed that trained 
children outperformed their own baseline perfor-
mance and that of controls in terms of focused 
attention, sustained attention, cognitive abilities 
to solve interpersonal problems, and math 
competence.

The primary finding was that the strengthening 
of cognitive-attentional resources in children was 
associated with a significant increase in the ability 
to solve math calculations [43]. The specificity of 
this relationship supports earlier studies high-
lighting the role of focused and sustained atten-
tion, especially in terms of math skills [58, 59].

Maybe the strengthening of other cognitive 
control abilities could have improved other 
school competencies. However, some program 

a b

Fig. 23.1 (a) Focused attention task. The child is asked 
to find the three differences between each stimulus and the 
model. (b) Working memory task. The child is asked to 

cross out the identical drawings in both rectangles and 
circle the identical drawings in the same rectangle
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weaknesses restricted the scope for intervention, 
such as the short duration of cognitive training, 
school absenteeism, and limited participation of 
parents in training.

 Experience 2

The outcome of the above experience led us to 
develop a new program to value the possible 
impact of cognitive training on school perfor-
mance more accurately. A more extensive inter-
vention was then designed to promote cognitive 
control abilities in primary school 6- to 9-year- 
olds from first to third grade [50]. The selection 
of this age group was supported by a set of 
research studies that show this to be a sensitive 
period in EF development [6–9] and which report 
closer links between EF and school performance 
[58, 60].

This experience was carried out in two 
deprived urban schools in the province of 
Mendoza, with 178 disadvantaged first- to third- 
grade primary school children from 6 to 10 years 
of age. A control group and an intervention group 
were set up. Cognitive and school performances 
were quite similar at baseline.

This cognitive training program was divided 
into 30 sessions, each displaying activities and 
games targeted to achieving a synergistic stimula-
tion of different executive functions during the 
same session. Activities included crossing numbers 
or letters out, finding differences, attentive listen-
ing, games with rules, putting cartoon sequences 
into the correct order, completing sequences, solv-
ing problems, classification tasks, divided attention 
exercises, and tasks for performance self-evalua-
tion (see Fig. 23.2a, b). Activities were proposed 
for each school course, and included the participa-
tion of each responsible teacher. Contents were 

a b

Fig. 23.2 (a) Categorization task. The child is asked to 
group the images by an essential characteristic and give a 
name to each group. (b) Divided attention task. The child 

is asked to cross out numerals “3” and circle numerals “7” 
at the same time
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taken from the school monthly planning in order to 
integrate our program to school curricula. In addi-
tion, psychoeducational workshops for parents and 
teachers were held.

Results suggest that the school children who 
received cognitive training improved perfor-
mance in terms of cognitive flexibility, planning, 
inhibitory control, and metacognition as com-
pared to their baseline values and to children in 
the control group. These gains were supported by 
the teachers’ perception about the executive 
functioning of children in the classroom. Teachers 
reported that the children who participated in this 
training showed better abilities to plan and orga-
nize their school tasks, decreased impulsivity, 
and increased metacognitive capacity to think 
about their own school performance as compared 
to children who did not participate in this experi-
ence. It was further observed that trained children 
strengthened their competencies in regard to 
tasks involving word reading and writing com-
pared to controls [50].

Finally, parents and teachers reported that 
their participation in psychoeducational work-
shops was a positive learning experience. Parents 
pointed out that they learned new specific guide-
lines and strategies to strengthen the cognitive 
development of their children through daily 
activities, such as reading a story and using edu-
cational games. They further reported that the 
implementation of these strategies at home was 
associated with better cognitive and school abili-
ties in children. In addition, teachers said they 
learned new techniques, strategies, and specific 
games to stimulate their students’ EFs during 
school routines. The most valuable lesson from 
this experience is that teachers themselves 
designed activities to use with their students. 
Children were enriched by these practices, 
improved school performance, and appeared to 
be more attentive and focused, according to 
teachers’ reports [50].

In brief, these data suggest that cognitive 
training was effective. Ecological validity was 
supported by gains observed in cognitive abili-
ties, as children actually transferred them to their 
daily activities at school, thus strengthening 
school performance. In addition, data reflect the 

importance of training the primary adults who 
live with the children as a way to supplement 
cognitive stimulation tasks and enhance the prac-
tices and interactions that children put at work 
every day.

 Conclusions and Methodology 
Challenges

Valuable insight has been gained from interven-
tion programs designed to strengthen cognitive 
control abilities in children at social risk.

One of their primary contributions is that 
intensive and systematic interventions that start 
in the early stages of child development produce 
the best outcomes in terms of cognitive perfor-
mance if continued over time. The effectiveness 
of interventions can be enhanced by adding a 
wide range of tasks involving different sensory 
stimulation paths.

Embedding interventions in school curricula 
is perhaps the most promising modality of these 
programs. Among the primary outcomes were 
active involvement by a larger number of chil-
dren, reduced stress in the classroom, and 
enriched play, self-confidence, and social and 
emotional development. Similarly, this modality 
boosts EF development and school performance, 
as it can be initiated at an early age and sustained 
over the children’s full school life. Training for 
parents and teachers is another valuable benefit 
of this intervention modality.

Fully understanding the achievements of 
cognitive interventions involves reflecting 
upon their limitations. Two weaknesses deserve 
special attention. First, evidence shows that the 
positive effects of interventions tend to 
decrease progressively if proposed activities 
and learned conducts are not taken care of by 
means of subsequent refresher modalities. 
Second, gains from interventions have been 
reported to improve solely trained abilities, 
with a limited effect on other social, emotional, 
and academic competencies. Therefore, new 
methodological challenges will need to be 
faced when designing future cognitive stimula-
tion programs for children.
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In our view, the biggest efforts will have to 
advance the integral development of children at 
social risk by creating ecological interventions 
targeted to enhancing the children’s daily prac-
tices and strengthening self-regulating abilities. 
Intervention programs can thus become a valu-
able tool to bridge the persistent academic, eco-
nomic, and socio-cultural gap associated with 
poverty.
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Abstract

This chapter communicates some results of an ongoing research project. 
The study presented here was conducted in an energy company of the city 
of Rosario, Santa Fe, Argentina, with the employees in the customer ser-
vice area. It is considered of great importance to analyze the effects that 
working in customer service has on this sector’s employees, who must 
meet the demands of users and, not infrequently, must deal with custom-
ers’ annoyance with regard to the service or the costs.

This work continues research that had allowed us to make an instru-
ment which aims to determine psycho-social-labor vulnerability and its 
impact on mental health. The aim of this research is to assess psycho- 
social- labor vulnerability and its effects on mental health in customer ser-
vice employees of the electricity services sector in Rosario, Santa Fe. To 
retrieve the data and evaluate it, we used our own standardized instrument. 
It was applied to a statistically significant sample of a target population 
group of 98 workers who do customer services in six branch offices. 
Finally, a focus group with some selected workers was created; the sample 
was chosen by purpose and availability. The results showed us levels of 
psychological distress and suffering. We provide details of the findings in 
the information analysis.
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 Introduction

This chapter is a continuation of the one called 
“Social Representation and Imagery of Labor: 
Evaluation Process of the Psycho-social-labor 
Vulnerability (PSLV) and Its Relation with 
Mental Health”, published in Neurosciences and 
Psychiatry. Bridging the Difference edited by 
Gargiulo and Mesones Arroyo (2015). For this 
reason, in this chapter, the operational concepts 
used for the research are expressed very briefly, 
inviting the reader to consult that other chapter if 
interested in deepening such concepts.

The study of PSLV began around 2009. This 
concept arose after several investigations on the 
concept of social vulnerability made between 
2002 and 2004, a period that came after a deep 
economic and social crisis in Argentina. This cri-
sis led our team to be interested in establishing 
the impact of working conditions and/or the lack 
of employment on workers’ mental health.

In subsequent years, our research team dedi-
cated itself to conducting several studies with the 
aim of establishing what might be the different 
ways in which this impact appeared, also picking 
up research by other authors [1–4] that showed 
the high degree of psychological suffering of 
workers.

These developments were taken up later by 
our research team, in the project called “Psycho- 
social- labor vulnerability: Conceptualization and 
measurement. Its effects on mental health”, 
which took place between the years 2008 and 
2012. In this period, we worked on the demarca-
tion of the concept of PSLV [5–7] and the design 
of a screening tool that aims to determine, quickly 
and accurately, the PSLV in workers of different 
professions [8].

In 2013, a new research study derived from 
this project, called “Assessing the psycho-social- 
labor vulnerability and its impact on mental 
health in a population of workers in the electricity 
sector in Rosario”, was approved and subsidized 
by the Secretary of University Politics belong-
ing to the Ministry of Education of Argentina 
(SPU Resolution number 3272/13). This time, the 
proposition was to make a pilot test of the tool 
previously created by our team, with customer 

service workers, to further refine it and make a 
last  implementation of the final tool for PSLV.

Under an agreement with the union, we got 
access to an electrical company that allowed us to 
apply the instrument to 300 subjects in customer 
service tasks, for a first pilot test period. It 
allowed us, starting from these data, to conclude 
the preparation of a definitive instrument for 
measuring and screening PSLV. It was applied in 
the first stage of the final study, conducted during 
2014, to a sample of 26 workers in the customer 
service area in a power services company.

In this chapter, we start with the definition of 
the main theoretical constructs used during the 
development of this research, then we describe 
the final PSLV instrument, and then finally pres-
ent the data collected with it during the first stage 
of the final study of this research.

The aim of the study, as noted previously, is to 
inquire about the existence of indicators of PSLV 
and its possible implications for the workers’ 
mental health, and specifically, to analyze the 
psychological suffering of these workers as a 
possible consequence of the tensions generated 
by the characteristics of the job.

In this respect, we consider it important to 
describe the findings and conclusions arrived at 
this early stage, aiming to collaborate in the 
debate in this field of study. We believe that these 
contributions will allow us and others to develop 
new ideas and concepts to apply in the field of 
customer service workers and services sectors, 
which are increasingly important in our post- 
industrial society.

 Definition of the Main Theoretical 
Constructs Used in the Research

We consider it necessary to begin by defining the 
basic concept of this research.

PSLV is an integrative concept, which aims to 
overcome the purely physical perspective of vul-
nerability, to incorporate the implications that 
both the social aspects and the work environment 
have on an individual’s mental health.

It is a process that involves an invisible web of 
social and labor relations that affect the daily 
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lives of workers. We believe that to make visible 
this invisible frame is necessary in order to move 
forward with a strategy to understand this net-
work of variables.

We understand PSLV as a construct that deter-
mines an interdisciplinary field of research, 
studying the risks faced by people linked to the 
world of work. These risks are related to potential 
problems and possible consequences of the dif-
ferent work processes on mental health, from the 
perspective of work but also from a non-work 
point of view.

We have established the importance of consid-
ering this construct as a specific element of psy-
chosocial vulnerability [6, 9], in order to develop 
a new way of looking into the design and imple-
mentation of comprehensive plans for addressing 
social and health problems affecting the working 
population.

As was stated, we consider that the importance 
of studying PSLV is based on determining its effects 
on mental health and psychological suffering.

To conceptualize mental health, we refer to 
the National Mental Health Law No. 26,657 of 
Argentina (Regulatory Decree 603/2013), which 
establishes in the 3rd article that “In the frame-
work of this law, mental health is recognized as a 
component determined by historical, socio- 
economic, cultural, biological, and psychological 
processes; the preservation and improvement of 
it involves a dynamic of social construction 
linked to the realization of everyone’s human and 
social rights”. This law, passed in 2010, com-
pletes, to our understanding, the definition made 
in the Guidelines of the National Mental Health 
Plan published in 1984 for the Ministry of Public 
Health of Argentina [10, 11].

Taking into account these contributions, we 
define mental health as a complex process which 
involves a wide number of elements linked to an 
individual’s human rights and their integration 
into culture, under the empowerment of social 
actors in this process. This is a definition highly 
related to disease, disorders, and psychological 
suffering process, with which has a dialectical 
relationship.

Traditionally, psychology has made use of the 
terms health and disease/disorder on the same 

terms as the medical system, rather than focusing 
on the subjective experience of these processes 
which should matter most to our discipline. In 
this article, we differentiate the concept of ill-
ness, disease, or mental disorder from the con-
cept of psychological suffering.

We define psychological suffering, following 
Augsburger as a “conscious or unconscious con-
dition caused by grief or pain that every living 
being experiences facing a concrete situation” 
[12]. The author proposes, taking up some devel-
opments made by Freud, that psychological suf-
fering threatens subjects from three different 
sites: from the subject’s own body, from the out-
side world, and from links with other human 
beings. Freud stated that this ultimate source of 
suffering is perhaps the most painful. “Thus, the 
spaces of social belonging, integration into a 
community of interests and feelings with others, 
are marked by the paradox of being simultane-
ously guarantees and security providers at the 
same production site of pain and suffering” [12].

We consider it relevant to state the main dif-
ference between psychological suffering and the 
notion of mental illness. Psychological suffering 
refers specifically to issues related with being 
and existing, linked to the interaction with other 
human beings, and allows us to reflect on what 
happens when feelings of displeasure arises in 
that linkage with others, and the daily life of indi-
viduals is affected. At the same time, it should be 
stated that these situations which cause psycho-
logical distress need to be taken into account 
within the social relationships in which they are 
generated, and not as traditional pathological 
processes. “The emergence of psychological suf-
fering does not necessarily lead to disease, it can 
both precede it, as well as diverge from it” [12].

Finally, we chose this concept because it 
allows us to incorporate the subjective dimension 
of the disorder or condition, knowing that often 
the perception and articulation of discomfort by a 
subject may not be accompanied by signs or 
symptoms discernible by third parties.

In many cases, working becomes a major 
source of psychological suffering for the subjects. 
As previously proposed [10], the concept of work 
traditionally refers to every human’s productive 
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activity aimed at changing nature and in the pro-
cess transforming itself. After what we consid-
ered was a necessary redefinition of this concept, 
our research team added to the above: “in order to 
satisfy basic human needs and continuously 
improve life quality”. However, in the discussion 
on what “work” really means in contemporary 
society, we cannot stop thinking about the impor-
tance of its relationships with worker’s psycho-
logical suffering and mental health; that is why 
this time we delve into one of its dimensions: the 
quality of working life (QWL) concept.

The study of QWL has been addressed mainly 
from two major theoretical and methodological 
perspectives: environmental QWL and psycho-
logical QWL. According to Segurado Torres and 
Agulló Thomas [13], the perspective of the envi-
ronment quality of working life aims to achieve an 
improvement of the quality of working life through 
the achievement of organizational interests. The 
center of their analysis would be the whole organi-
zation, understood as a system, analyzing the vari-
ous subsystems within it. On the other side, the 
perspective of the psychological quality of work-
ing life is interested in the workers, developing an 
analysis of some specific elements that make up 
the different work situations in which the individ-
ual is directly involved. This theoretical perspec-
tive emphasizes the importance of the subjective 
issues in working life and, therefore, gives the 
worker a prominent role [13, p.828].

The inquiry carried out in our research can be 
considered within this second perspective. 
Studying working life quality in an organization, 
from the worker’s point of view, requires an anal-
ysis focused on the individual, and on the ways in 
which they experience and perceive their work 
environment. Fernandez Rios, in the same article 
[13], defines QWL as the “degree of personal and 
professional satisfaction in the performance of 
the job and in the workplace, which is given by a 
certain type of leadership and management, 
working conditions, compensation, attraction, 
and interest in the activities and level of personal 
and team accomplishment”.

With regard to the variables that shape this con-
struct from the psychological and workers’ per-
spective, these are traditionally: individual 

experiences in the workplace, perceptions, and the 
level of motivation and satisfaction of individuals. 
Specifically, following the research carried out by 
Segurado Torres and Agulló Thomas [13], over the 
decades psychological QWL studies have focused 
on: work motivation; linking and needing to main-
tain a balance between work life and personal life; 
work satisfaction; organizational efficiency and 
productivity; socioeconomic environment condi-
tions; physical, psychological, and social well-
being; relationships; worker participation in the 
operation of the organization and planning of their 
tasks; autonomy and decision-making of individu-
als on their respective jobs; comprehensive devel-
opment of the worker; change strategies for 
optimizing the organization; methods of human 
resources management; working conditions and 
environment; the worker as a resource and not as a 
business cost or a mere producer.

The same authors suggest the importance of 
researching the variables related to security and 
stability in employment, occupational risk pre-
vention, personal and professional recognition of 
staff workers, communication and feedback 
channels, the participation of workers in the com-
pany’s benefits, career development, continued 
education programs, teamwork, culture, and cor-
porate image, among others.

 Methodological Strategy

As noted, this research is part of a line that out 
team has been following since 2008.

The company in which we conducted this 
study is a services organization, a public utility 
industry whose product is essential for the daily 
life of citizens. It has two offices (one in Santa Fe 
the provincial capital, and one in Rosario, the 
most important city in the province) and a set of 
offices in different locations around the province. 
We worked with a target population of 98 cus-
tomer service workers in six centers in different 
parts of the city of Rosario, Argentina. We 
selected, through a simple random sampling, a 
sample consisting of 26 workers to whom the 
 different data collection techniques, subsequently 
characterized in this section, were applied.
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For access to the field, two agreements with 
the union representing workers in this category in 
the city of Rosario were generated. The first is an 
agreement between the union and the National 
University of Rosario, by which the parties 
undertake to cooperate in areas of mental health, 
training, and quality of working life of the union 
members. The second agreement, which has spe-
cific character, was signed between the National 
University of Rosario, the union and the Faculty 
of Psychology of the University, to provide an 
institutional framework for the research with a 
number of clauses that established the character 
of research, the objectives of the same, the ethical 
standards, and the characteristics of the return of 
results to the company and Union.

In addition, the research was conducted with 
the support provided by the Secretary of 
University Policies (SPU) of the Ministry of 
Education of Argentina, through the financial 
support granted within the framework of a public 
call for research projects. The University of 
Rosario provided the institutional counterpart.

To facilitate the entrance of the research group 
in the organization, the union signed a letter of 
cooperation. The research team and the subjects 
involved in the study signed a confidentiality and 
use of data agreement.

With regard to the methodology, we use a 
strategy of quantitative and qualitative triangula-
tion. From a quantitative perspective, we applied 
the PSLV definitive version, which after the pilot 
test conducted was amended to its current ver-
sion. It consists of 144 questions organized into a 
Likert scale of five options, ranging from (1) 
never to (5) always. The questions are organized 
around PSLV construct dimensions, namely: net-
working, personal and job satisfaction, training, 
contract type and quality of working life, health 
and life project, and free time.

These dimensions are directly related to the 
variables of the quality of working life and 
allowed us to investigate them, as well as other 
features of work and its relation to mental health.

After analyzing the information obtained with 
the instrument, we proceeded to the qualitative 
stage; for this, we prepared materials that were 
discussed at a focus group composed by one 

member from each service center. Members of 
the focus group were selected not randomly but 
according to availability.

We read the material to this group and set 
them an objective of discussing the statements 
contained in it from the perspective of their own 
experience in the workplace.

The qualitative material was finally completed 
with a discussion group composed by some inter-
viewers (scholarship students trained for the 
task), in which the participants expressed their 
subjective impression of the whole experience, 
deepening in their perceptions and opinions and 
talking about some important items not included 
in the standardized quantitative instrument.

Once all instruments has been applied, the 
research group analyzed, interpreted, and verified 
all the data obtained and built during the process, 
to reach the conclusions and reflections that we 
present in this work.

The data presented here were collected and 
constructed in the final stage of the study, using 
the latest version of the instrument generated 
throughout the research process. To the data 
found through the use of the quantitative instru-
ment we added the qualitative data built in the 
final stages, in order to deepen the analysis and 
interpretation presented.

 Results

The sample (n = 26) was equally distributed 
between men and women (50%). Of the subjects, 
76.9% had a regular partner, 19.2% had no part-
ner and only 3.8% had no regular partner. Most 
respondents had stable employment contracts, 
and only 3.8% claimed to be hired (temporary 
work). The mean of ages were 43 years for men 
and 38 years for women.

In this company, the staff is composed of work-
ers who belong to different generations of the same 
family who have spent their entire working life in 
the organization. In the sample, we see that the 
overall mean of time in the organization is 142 
months, and the statistical mode is 32 months. 
Workers have an average of 90 months working in 
the same workplace.
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Every employee (100%) feels that the com-
pany provides job stability; this can be con-
firmed by relating the data with the job 
characteristics in the organization, where 
workers said that they finished high school and 
remained throughout their entire working life 
in the same company; these are people who 
began their working life at the end of high 
school. Mode for both men and women is 
18 years.

A high percentage recognizes the additional 
payment related with insecurity, risks, and 
overtime, and 76.9% believe that labor laws 
are respected. However, when asked about the 
feeling of being respected at work, we found 
that only 57.7% responded that they feel 
respected continuously, and only 34.6% feel 
respected at times.

Given these characteristics of the organiza-
tion and, in order to research the psychologi-
cal quality of working life and its relationship 
with mental suffering, we would like to pres-
ent the workers’ point of view on the follow-
ing dimensions of the PSLV instrument: job 
satisfaction and quality of life at work, and 
networks.

 Job Satisfaction and Quality 
of Working Life

What appears in a first analysis is the degree of job 
satisfaction and employee loyalty to the organiza-
tion (Fig. 24.1). With regard to the first item, 
84.6% of workers get satisfaction from going to 
work; the percentage of those who say are bored or 
frustrated with the task is very low, 7.7% in men 
and 7.6% in women. Although a relatively small 
percentage consider the job as creative (46.1%); 
69.3% of workers are motivated to produce in the 
job, and 65.4% find the work has some meaning.

With regard to loyalty to the organization, we 
could say it is very high. An indicator that gives 
us this impression is that 88.5% feel proud to 
work at this company. To this we could add the 
proactive attitude of workers; 80.8% consider 
that they overcome difficulties encountered in 
working hours, and 53.9% say that at the face of 
difficulties, they can maintain the pace of work.

With regard to attention to working conditions 
and environment, we agree with the concept char-
acterized by Neffa [14] as “constituted by the 
socio-technical and organizational production pro-
cess implemented in the establishment (working 
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90%
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70%
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Fig. 24.1 Job satisfaction (Source: based on own data)
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conditions) and by the risk factors of the working 
environment”. The percentage of those who think 
that the company cares about this is 46.2%.; 15.4% 
of them raised the existence of physical contami-
nants, and 26.9% feel that the work makes psycho-
logical demands, both physically and 
psychologically causing ailments and discomfort 
(Fig. 24.2).

The same author also raises the concept of 
“workload”, referring to both the mental and the 
psychological burden. Neffa defines mental bur-
den or mental workload as “the requirements and 
demands of the job in terms of cognitive activities 
(...). It depends on the one hand, on the structure 
and functioning of cognition processes and on the 
other hand, on the nature, amount, and frequency 
of the information to be perceived, captured, and 
processed in a given unit of time” [14]. On the 
other hand, he characterizes the psychological 
load or psycho-social aspects of workload as very 
closely related to the actual content of the job.

With regard to the findings related to these 
two forms of workload, 19.2% of respondents 
think that work produces mental disorders, 26.9% 
believe that work causes psychological discom-
fort, and 26.9% declare that they suffer psycho-

logical fatigue attributable to the complexity of 
the task. With smaller but no less significant val-
ues, 11.5% of workers think that the knowledge 
required for the job affects their mental health, 
and 7.6% believe that the knowledge required for 
the tasks exceeds them (Fig. 24.3).

This, in some cases, results in somatization. 
This can be considered as belonging to the field 
of psychological suffering, namely headache dur-
ing working hours (23% of respondents), feelings 
of oppression or “my head is about to explode” 
(19.2%), sleep disorders (30.8%), permanent 
fatigue (19.2%), and nerves or moodiness 
(11.5%) (Fig. 24.4).

In some cases, this psychological suffering 
leads to psychological disorders; 3.8% of respon-
dents expressed having felt overwhelmed or panic 
for no reason and another 7.6% reported having 
felt that the world was coming down, affecting 
both their relationships with couples and children.

A small number of workers (19.2%) directly 
attributed their psychological ailments to being 
in the area of customer service. However, 50% of 
respondents said that there are certain discom-
forts from working in customer service, but that 
they are not incessant.
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Fig. 24.2 Working conditions and environment (Source: based on own data)
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Within the data referred to psychological suf-
fering, it is interesting to note that women have 
higher percentages in questions regarding dis-
comfort produced by work (14.3% women and 

8.3% men) (Fig. 24.5). Most of the women 
(57.1%) argued that they felt emotionally 
exhausted by the task, a value that in men was 
only 25%. It also highlights that 14.3% of women 
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reported feeling treated as an object in their 
workplace, unlike the men, all of whom 
responded negatively to this question.

Other interesting differences found in rela-
tion to the gender of respondents refer to the 

defense mechanisms brought into play to cope 
with  psychological suffering: since performing 
this tasks, 33.3% of men feel that they have 
become less sensitive, while only 14.3% of 
women feel this way (Fig. 24.6) although, curi-
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ously, it is women in greater proportion (50%) 
who feel the transfer of problems from users to 
themselves, while this was found only in 27.3% 
of men.

It is also interesting to note that there is a greater 
psychological burden and greater  involvement as 
a result of the task in men than in women: 33.4% 
of men believe that labor produces psychologi-
cal disorders, and only 7.1% of women agreed 
(Fig. 24.7). On the other hand, 41.7% of men and 
14.2% of women believe that the job causes psy-
chological discomfort; and finally, 33.4% of men 
and 21.4% of women feel that the complexity of 
the task gives them psychological fatigue.

 Networks

We address this dimension of the instrument spe-
cifically because of its close relationship with the 
intersubjective aspect (the outside world and 
links with other human beings) of psychological 
suffering.

As we stated earlier in this chapter — and this 
was also developed in previous studies [8] — 
among the main variables that define the con-

struct of PSLV we can mention the “possibility of 
establishing social networks” (e.g., family net-
works, unions, neighborhood, etc.).

We classify as “social networks” forms of 
resistance that society of late capitalism has 
developed to address the growing vulnerability 
that social actors have to large corporations. 
When we talk about creating networks, we are 
not just thinking of the networks created in the 
workplace. We also refer to associations, 
groups, meeting spaces that citizens generate 
against the arbitrariness of bureaucratic power, 
which attempts to place them in a state of help-
lessness. Making networks means the possibil-
ity of partnering to work for a common destiny. 
Networks (land, family, professional) consti-
tute what in other articles [7] we have consid-
ered a social capital of great importance to the 
formulation of employability and survival strat-
egies (mainly in the most vulnerable sectors of 
the population).

In this sample, we found low percentages in 
the answers to questions of networks. With regard 
to participation and contact with organizations 
and neighborhood activities, 7.7% of workers 
participate in them, and 19.2% consider that they 
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function as a support in case of need. Some of the 
workers (7.6%) participate in religious activities, 
other (11.5%) do so in union activities, and a 
greater number (26.9%) participate in sports 
activities (Fig. 24.8).

 Conclusions

So far, we have described the results of the 
first application of the final version of the 
PSLV instrument in a sample of 26 customer 
service employees of a public utility company.

Among the features of the company that we 
consider it necessary to point out is the fact 
that it is the property of the state, which is why 
many of the values found in this field have cer-
tain peculiarities. Workers involved in an orga-
nization with internal working markets, and 
high care, health, and social security coverage 
combined with high job security, have no dif-
ficulty building a life outside their jobs with 
adequate satisfaction rates. While the values in 
the dimension “networks” of the instrument 
are not high, it was possible to understand the 
involvement of workers in social activities of 
various kinds from the focus groups.

As we stated during the development of 
the main concepts addressed in the research, 
the fact that workers’ health is traditionally 
reduced to a lack of disease often manes that 
discomforts and intermediate sufferings 
between health and disease extremes are 

ignored by mental health workers. This tradi-
tional way of thinking about health/disease 
without seeing that disease is the conclusion 
of “a series of links that progressively dete-
riorate health, and where working conditions 
and environment play a decisive role since its 
inception” [14], prevents to some extent the 
development of policies for disease preven-
tion and health promotion which are appro-
priate to the problems of the workplace.

That is why we attach great importance to 
addressing psychological suffering as one of the 
elements which may or may not lead to disease. 
To this end, we consider that it is essential not to 
relate PSLV only to socioeconomic status or to 
any particular social actor’s condition, as there 
is a multiplicity of factors that define this issue, 
including several of those associated with the 
concept of quality of working life (QWL).

In terms of the relationship between psycho-
logical suffering and quality of the working life 
of people, we consider it appropriate to state that, 
based on the data we could find in this first study, 
job security, compliance with laws and contracts, 
health benefits, and pension contributions do not 
ensure that workers consider that working condi-
tions and environment are appropriate. One of the 
possible reasons for disagreement with working 
conditions and environment can be related to the 
existence of certain physical and psychological 
issues expressed by workers. While these dis-
comforts do not have high values, they must be 
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taken into consideration when addressing psy-
chological suffering. It is noteworthy in relation 
to this that about 26.9% of employees feel that 
the task creates excessive physical or 
 psychological demands, and that their job causes 
them discomfort and inconvenience. We consider 
it important not to underestimate and to keep the 
focus on the 19.2% of workers who feel they suf-
fer from psychological disorders. We believe this 
is a high percentage of workers and a level of 
psychological suffering that is a crucial point to 
generate prevention policies.

Finally, we found that the subjects reported 
feeling that working in customer service gives 
them high stress levels. This may be because 
in many cases, these workers are in the front 
office of the organization, having direct rela-
tionships with the service users, in addition to 
complaints about several problems inherent 
to the service provided by the company. They 
often transferred in the form of protest their 
own problems, as was discovered by work-
ers focus groups. At this point, our findings 
are consistent with previous studies [1, 2, 4] 
with regard to workers’ psychological suffer-
ing effects of working in customer service of 
any organization. We believe that this overlap 
on the findings indicates the need for care and 
prevention programs by work organizations, 
aiming to reduce or eliminate the negative 
effects of work on workers’ health, and, at the 
same time, to create opportunities and pro-
grams promoting health, and specifically men-
tal health, in different organizational settings.
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Abstract

Schizophrenia is a complex psychiatric disorder with a developmental 
component that compromises neural circuits. Understanding the neuro-
pathological basis of schizophrenia remains a major challenge for estab-
lishing new therapeutic approaches. In this review, causal factors for 
abnormal brain development in schizophrenia are discussed, with partic-
ular focus on N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor hypofunction and 
GABAergic circuit-mediated neurotransmission. Changes in interneuron 
structure and function have been reported in schizophrenia, and current 
evidence points to a specific involvement of interneuronal NMDA recep-
tor signaling. Furthermore, altered gamma-band oscillations in schizo-
phrenic patients drew attention to a possible deficit in fast-spiking 
parvalbumin-expressing interneurons, which play an essential role in 
regulating complex interaction between pyramidal cells, and represent a 
key to the understanding of network operations. Here, we describe the 
major biochemical, neuropathological, and cognitive deficits present in 
schizophrenic human individuals, and the faithfulness of animal models 
for mimicking those impairments. In NMDA receptor antagonism-based 
animal models, repeated injections of MK-801 (dizocilpine) during early 
postnatal brain development, disrupt the excitation/inhibition balance. 
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A unifying hypothesis to explain the altered brain function in this model 
is a specific perturbation of GABAergic cells that results in long-term 
structural brain changes and modified network activity in adulthood, 
especially when MK-801 is administered during neurodevelopment. 
Subsequent impairment in cognition, particularly working memory and 
associative memory, are extremely relevant for schizophrenia research.

Keywords

Schizophrenia • MK-801 • NMDA • Animal model • Neurodevelopment

Schizophrenia is a disabling psychiatric disorder 
whose etiopathogenesis is still unclear. Brain 
research has been mostly focused on neurological 
diseases but in recent decades, research on the neu-
robiological basis of mental illnesses has emerged. 
This lack of information has restrained research 
from advancing in the understanding of the neuro-
biological basis of schizophrenia, and has led clini-
cians to make the diagnosis based on some symptom 
clusters. Schizophrenia is characterized by positive, 
negative, and cognitive symptoms. Positive symp-
toms represent abnormal mental functions, such as 
hallucinations and delusions. Negative symptoms 
include social isolation, decreased motivation, and 
flattened affect. Cognitive symptoms are related to 
poor executive function, particularly that involving 
attention and memory. The typical onset of these 
symptoms starts between late adolescence and early 
adulthood [1], although neurodevelopmental pro-
cesses play an important role in schizophrenia. 
Currently, antipsychotic drugs are effective in 
reducing positive symptoms but have minimal ben-
eficial effects on cognition. Poor cognitive func-
tions affect the everyday life of schizophrenic 
patients and contribute most to chronic disability 
and unemployment [2–4]. However, no current 
treatment or therapy can successfully manage cog-
nitive deficits.

Within the past two decades, numerous efforts 
in understanding the underlying etiology of cog-
nitive dysfunction of schizophrenia have been 
made. For that purpose, understanding the neuro-
biology and circuitry of the forebrain, which sup-
port cognitive processes, is of major interest. 

Several theories regarding the etiology of schizo-
phrenia have been proposed, including, but not 
limited to, genetic predisposition [5–9], prenatal 
infection [10, 11], environmental influences [12, 
13], or a combination of these [14]. Brain imag-
ing and post-mortem studies have shown anatom-
ical changes in schizophrenic patients, primarily 
in prefrontal cortex and temporal lobe structures, 
such as decreased cortical volume [15, 16], 
altered circuitry and connectivity [17], and 
changes at the neuronal level [18] that contribute 
to core cognitive dysfunctions in schizophrenia.

Cognitive dysfunction is pervasive and is 
independent of other symptoms [3]. The most 
characteristic finding is the decreased ability in 
working memory tasks, especially when a high 
degree of information needs to be processed 
[19, 20]. The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 
(DLPFC) is implicated in working-memory def-
icits, and brain imaging studies have consis-
tently demonstrated alterations in activation of 
DLPFC in schizophrenic individuals, particu-
larly during cognitive tasks [21–23]. In addi-
tion, hippocampal circuitry is altered both 
regionally and extra- regionally [24]. Within 
these circuits, GABAergic connections are of 
particular interest. Local interconnections of 
GABAergic interneurons onto pyramidal cells 
show alterations at the synaptic level, resulting 
in cognitive deficits [25, 26]. Furthermore, 
afferent and efferent connections between hip-
pocampus and DLPFC also seem to be affected 
[27, 28]. The aberrant plasticity of the hippo-
campal–prefrontal cortex pathway may explain 
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the deficits of cognitive processes that require 
spatial and temporal information [28, 29].

Postmortem studies further support the idea that 
GABAergic alterations in the prefrontal cortex and 
hippocampus are implicated in the etiology of 
schizophrenia. In particular, immunostaining studies 
reveal a selective decrease of the calcium-binding 
protein parvalbumin in brains of schizophrenic 
patients compared with controls, with no concurrent 
loss of calretinin- or calbindin-immunoreactive 
interneurons [30–32]. The reason why the decrease 
of GABAergic interneurons is mostly limited to 
parvalbumin-containing cells is unclear, but it has 
been suggested that developmental changes in parv-
albumin (PV) expression could make them vulnera-
ble to dysfunction. Recent new studies of postmortem 
brains indicate that GABAergic interneurons con-
taining the neuropeptide somatostatin are also 
decreased in orbital regions of the forebrain in 
schizophrenic patients [33].

 Maturation of GABAergic 
Interneurons

GABAergic interneurons are the main source of 
cortical inhibition in the mammalian brain [34] 
and account for 10–25% of total number of neu-
rons, depending on the brain region [35]. The 
high diversity of GABAergic interneurons in 
their morphology and functional properties has 
made the classification challenging. Suffice it to 
say that GABAergic interneurons play an impor-
tant role in regulating and orchestrating the 
activity of pyramidal cells. They also shape cor-
tical plasticity, synaptic wiring, and oscillations 
during prenatal and postnatal development [35]. 
An important characteristic of GABAergic cir-
cuit development is its long duration. The matu-
ration begins early in embryonic stages and 
proceeds in several steps before fully-developed 
cell features are acquired. This involves the mat-
uration of GABA release and reuptake, the abil-
ity of neurons to form synapses at defined 
developmental stages, and the expression of 
particular proteins that regulate cell signaling to 

eventually acquire mature electrophysiological 
properties.

Interneurons containing the calcium-binding 
protein PV seem to be the most affected GABAergic 
interneurons in schizophrenia. In particular, the 
selective downregulation of PV and GAD67 (glu-
tamic acid descarboxilase 67) in the prefrontal cor-
tex is the most consistent finding [36–38]. PV+ 
interneurons can be classified into two morpho-
logically differentiable groups: basket cells and 
chandelier cells. Basket cells usually synapse in 
pyramidal cell somas and proximal dendrites, and 
chandelier cells form axo–axonic connections with 
the axon initial segment of pyramidal cells. One 
single basket cell can target large population of 
pyramidal cells, thereby exerting powerful post-
synaptic modulation of excitatory output. In turn, 
pyramidal cells provide feedback input to parval-
bumin positive cells, and this closed loop seems to 
evoke gamma oscillations, the physiological cor-
relate for proper sensory integration and cognitive 
functions [39, 40]. Although another mechanism 
for gamma oscillations generation has also been 
proposed, the involvement of basket cells in gamma 
oscillation generation is known to be critical [41]. 
Schizophrenic patients show reduced power in 
gamma oscillation in frontal lobe during working 
memory tasks, in auditory cortex after a train of 
clicks, and in visual cortex when the scenery needs 
a perceptual organization [42]. Rhythmic brain 
activity in gamma-band seems to be necessary to 
transfer information between brain regions, and a 
lack of proper communication between brain 
regions is believed to underlie the pathophysiology 
of schizophrenia [42]. Given that PV and GAD67 
expression is regulated by cortical activity [43, 44], 
the absence of both in PV+ neurons of schizo-
phrenic patients indicates a lack or decreased activ-
ity of PV+ neurons. This would shift brain activity 
balance towards excitation. The dysregulation of 
local circuitry could be explained by abnormal 
neurodevelopmental changes.

Early in neurodevelopment, GABA acts as a 
depolarizing neurotransmitter, due to chloride 
accumulation in the cytoplasm. Around the end of 
the first postnatal week, the expression of 
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 potassium-chloride cotransporter KCC2 dramati-
cally increases in the forebrain, and GABA 
becomes hyperpolarizing [45]. The expression of 
KCC2 is regulated by local neuronal activity, so it 
subserves as a stop signal for further migration 
[46]. Between the second and third postnatal 
weeks, several changes in GABAergic interneu-
rons take place: (1) maturation of GABAergic 
immunoreactivity [47], (2) appearance of adult- 
like electrophysiological properties (increase in fir-
ing frequency, high-frequency subthreshold 
membrane potential oscillations, and changes in 
membrane resistance) [35, 48], and (3) maturation 
of axonal plexuses of cortical interneurons [48]. 
Parvalbumin-expressing cells fully develop neu-
rites at approximately 4–5 weeks [48]. In the first 
month, there is an increase in GABAergic syn-
apses. The composition of GABAA receptors also 
changes during development in cortical neurons, 
and adult form subunits are found at 3–4 weeks 
[49]. Subunit switch is paralleled with the 
 maturation of GABAergic inhibitory postsynaptic 
potentials (IPSPs) in the neocortex and hippocam-
pus of parvalbumin-expressing fast-spiking cells 
[48]. GABAB receptors, a G protein-coupled recep-

tor, also express different subunits during postnatal 
development [50] (Fig. 25.1). Developmentally 
regulated subunit expression has important func-
tional implications in physiological properties.

Inhibition carried out by GABAergic interneu-
rons is low during neurodevelopment, and acquires 
adult features in late adolescence or early adult-
hood [35]. The increase in inhibitory tone is cor-
related with the development of perineural nets 
(PNN) [51]. Perineural nets are proteoglycans that 
wrap certain type of neurons, and are thought to 
give homeostatic balance to highly active neurons. 
They are developed in an activity- dependent man-
ner and act as physiological buffers for ions. PNN 
are particularly present in fast-spiking (FS) neu-
rons for their high activity patterns. The opening 
and closure of critical periods are regulated by the 
level of maturation of inhibitory neurons, which in 
part is determined by the presence of PNN, as they 
offer synaptic stability [51].

There is evidence of perturbed maturation of 
GABAergic interneurons in schizophrenia. Impaired 
interneuron migration during  development has been 
demonstrated through several findings. Various 
authors have found increased density of  interneurons 
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in the superficial white matter of schizophrenic 
patients [52, 53]. Following  knockdown of DISC-1, 
a gene implicated in schizophrenia susceptibility, 
tangential migration of MGE-derived interneurons 
is altered [54]. In addition, neuroregulin-1 (NRG-1) 
and its receptor ErB4 are also associated with 
increased risk of schizophrenia, and ErB4 is exclu-
sively expressed in inhibitory interneurons, particu-
larly in PV+ cells [55]. Altered connectivity in local 
excitation/inhibition circuitry has also been shown: 
less expression of the α1 subunit at basket cell–
pyramidal cell synapses, and overexpression of the 
α2 subunit at chandelier cell–pyramidal cell syn-
apses [56]. There are decreased axo–axonic syn-
apses and less glutamatergic synaptic input onto 
parvalbumin-expressing basket cells in mice mod-
els [57]. These findings support the hypothesis that 
parvalbumin-expressing cells get improperly con-
nected during development, resulting in aberrant 
network activity and  plasticity in adulthood. 
Moreover, the substantial changes that GABAergic 
system undergoes at late adolescence and the onset 
of schizophrenic symptoms have the same age-
dependency profile.

 Animal Models of Schizophrenia

Animal models have been useful for unraveling 
the pathophysiological mechanism and treatment 
development in many areas of medicine. The 
critical obstacle in using animal models for 
studying psychiatric disorders is rooted in the 
poor understanding of their neural basis. 
Moreover, schizophrenia is considered a uniquely 
human disorder, as it mostly affects perception, 
thinking, language, and attention. Modeling 
those features in lower mammals has been con-
troversial, but the high prevalence of schizophre-
nia (approximately 1% of general population), 
and the debilitating effects of the disease justify a 
great effort to study it. In this way, animal models 
are an indispensable tool.

Several approaches have been taken to model 
schizophrenia in rodents. Animal models can rep-
resent diseases from three different perspectives: 

(1) reproducing etiopathogenetic factors, (2) simu-
lating signs and symptoms, or (3) predictability of 
response to treatment. We refer to these approaches 
as construct validity, face validity, and predictive 
validity respectively. The faithfulness of each type 
of validity varies considerably, and the utility of 
the proposed model depends greatly on the goals 
of each study. Oftentimes, models with high pre-
dictive validity are used for the development of 
new pharmacological treatments, but animal mod-
els with high construct validity provide a better 
framework for studying pathological processes 
and outcomes. Given the complexity of the ner-
vous system and the lack of valid pathognomonic 
biological markers, phenotypes, or genotypes of 
schizophrenia, a heuristic model that would 
encompass different aspects of schizophrenia 
would be desirable [58]. These aspects should 
include anatomical, neurochemical, behavioral, 
and cognitive features of schizophrenia, but it is 
rare that a single model addresses multiple phe-
nomena [58]. The best replicated neurobiological 
findings are thinning of prefrontal and temporal 
region cortices [59], and decreased expression of 
calcium-binding protein parvalbumin and GAD67 
enzyme in cortical interneurons [60–64].

Animal models of schizophrenia have been 
 categorized to date in three main groups: 
 neurodevelopmental models, genetic models, and 
pharmacological models [58, 59, 65–69]. 
Neurodevelopmental models include obstetrical 
complications such as gestational malnutrition or 
prenatal exposure to influenza virus. Early stressors 
such as maternal separation and social isolation [70–
72] have also been used, but usually combined with 
genetic or pharmacological approaches, also named 
“two-hit models” [73]. Neonatal brain lesions in 
ventral hippocampus have been widely performed, 
and present face validity in terms of damaged brain 
structures, although the disturbance is far more 
severe than in schizophrenia [74–77]. In any case, 
the causative role of any of these approaches is dubi-
ous, and thus the construct validity. Schizophrenia is 
highly heritable, and a genetic component of the dis-
ease is beyond discussion. Genes interact with envi-
ronmental factors, and depending on that interaction 
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the disorder may or may not emerge. Animal genetic 
models have been perfectly reproduced for some 
diseases, which give strong construct and face valid-
ity. However, given the large number of genes 
involved in schizophrenia, and their complex inter-
play [78] with stochastic and environmental factors, 
it is unlikely that a faithful model can be built based 
entirely on this approach. Genes that have been 
involved with increased risk of schizophrenia are 
dysbindin, neuroregulin-1 (NRG-1), and disrupted-
in- schizophrenia 1 (DISC-1), among others [35, 68]. 
With regard to pharmacological approaches, early 
studies showed that D2 dopamine receptor antago-
nists reduced positive symptoms of schizophrenia. 
Therefore, a dysfunction of dopaminergic neuro-
transmission has been the most enduring theory as 
the underlying cause of schizophrenia. Despite the 
longevity of the dopaminergic hypothesis and its 
face validity in schizophrenia research, it is now 
believed that dopaminergic dysfunction is a conse-
quence rather than the cause [79]. Animal models of 
non-competitive NMDA antagonists are currently 
the most characterized pharmacological approach. 
Phencyclidine (PCP) and ketamine have been shown 
to induce psychosis in healthy humans and to exac-
erbate positive symptoms of schizophrenic patients 
[80]. This suggested the involvement of NMDA 
receptors in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia. 
The effect of non-competitive NMDA antagonists is 
not completely understood, but seems to have com-
plex interactions in glutamatergic, dopaminergic, 
and GABAergic neurotransmission [81]. Altered 
glutamate transmission and NMDA receptors have 
been related to negative and cognitive symptoms 
observed in schizophrenia. NMDA antagonists, 
unlike dopamine, have strong construct validity for 
studying cognitive and attention deficits of schizo-
phrenia [65, 67, 71]. Some authors have suggested 
that NMDA antagonists fail to take into account neu-
rodevelopmental processes, mainly because acute 
doses of NMDA antagonist have been used in the 
literature, and short-term consequences measured 
rather than long-term effects. Nevertheless, in recent 
years repeated subchronic/chronic administration of 
NMDA antagonists has been used during the early 
postnatal period to model cognitive deficits of 
schizophrenia, and long-term behavioral aspects 
evaluated (during adolescence and adulthood) [69, 

82]. MK-801, also known as dizocilpine, is the most 
potent and selective drug among non-competitive 
NMDA antagonists, and therefore widely used to 
model schizophrenia in rodents [83].

 NMDA Hypofunction and Brain 
Maturation

Glutamate activates intracellular cascades via 
ionotropic and metabotropic receptors. Glutamate 
is integral in neurodevelopment. It regulates syn-
aptogenesis, network plasticity, dendritic arbori-
zation, neuronal progenitor propagation, and 
migration [84]. NMDA receptors are the only 
glutamatergic excitatory receptors postnatally, as 
functional AMPA receptors are absent at the 
beginning of the postnatal period [85]. Glutamate 
can act via ionotropic and metabotropic recep-
tors. Glutamate ionotropic receptors, N-methyl- 
D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR), are the target in 
schizophrenia research. Hypofunction of 
NMDAR plays a role not only in psychiatric dis-
eases like schizophrenia, but also in Alzheimer’s 
disease or autism [86]. The differences in clinical 
and neuropathological presentations might 
account for the timing and cause of NMDAR 
hypofunction.

NMDARs are made of four subunits, forming 
a heterotetramer composed by NR1 subunit and 
the facultative NR2 (A, B, C or D) or NR3 (A or 
B). NR3 subunits are mainly found in early 
development. NR2 subunits regulate the channel 
gating. NR2A subunit is the most abundant 
throughout the nervous system, but NR2B is pre-
dominant in forebrain and hippocampus. 
Depending on the combination of NMDA sub-
units, the electrophysiological properties of 
NMDA receptors vary. NR1-NR2B combina-
tions have longer excitatory postsynaptic poten-
tials in vitro than NR1-NR2A complexes [87]. 
NMDA receptor subunits are also involved in 
synaptic plasticity: a shift in subunit expression 
in a particular receptor potentially changes its 
functional properties. In fact, NR2B incorpora-
tion could increase the time period for synaptic 
coincidence, thereby enhancing synaptic efficacy 
and probably memory function. NMDAR 
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 subunits also differ in their binding sites: NR1 
subunits have glycine binding sites, and NR2 
subunits glutamate binding sites. Glycine acts as 
a co-agonist, meaning that its binding to NMDAR 
is a prerequisite for the activation of NMDA 
receptor, together with the removal of the magne-
sium block. D-serine can also function as a co- 
agonist when it binds to glycine-B sites of 
NMDAR. At resting membrane potentials, mag-
nesium ions enter the channel pore and prevent 
further ion permeation. A membrane depolariza-
tion is necessary to dislodge and repel magne-
sium block, to allow ion flow through the channel. 
In addition to the heterotetramer, NMDA recep-
tors have postsynaptic densities (PSD), a set of 
proteins that give structural and functional stabil-
ity to glutamatergic synapses.

NMDA receptors are tightly related to brain 
maturation. In PFC, functional NMDARs are 
expressed in tangentially migrating interneuron 
precursors [88]. Depending on the electrophysio-
logical properties of interneurons, NMDAR 
mediated-currents vary. Regular-spiking (RS) 
interneurons maintain NMDA-mediated currents 
constant through development, whereas fast- 
spiking (FS) interneurons have a large decay [89]. 
This decrease is more prominent from postnatal 
weeks 2–4 and from weeks 12–15 [89]. NMDAR 
mediated currents of FS-cells decrease approxi-
mately from 75% in juvenile rats to 25% in adult 
animals. This is probably secondary to changes in 
NR2 subunits. In fact, brain circuitry maturation 
usually coincides with NMDAR subunit switch, 
marking the transition from young to adult neural 
processing. NR2 subunit switch is cell type-spe-
cific in prefrontal cortex, with NR2B levels remain-
ing constant until adulthood in pyramidal cells, but 
with a gradual replacement from NR2B to NR2A 
in fast-spiking interneurons, particularly in adoles-
cence [89, 90]. Subunits switch makes NMDARs 
extremely vulnerable to genetic risk factors and 
environmental perturbations, and both interact to 
affect normal brain development [91]. Similarly, 
NMDAR subunit expression and function in hip-
pocampus is necessary for proper hippocampal 
development, with NMDAR dysregulation result-
ing in failures in synaptogenesis and circuit matu-
ration [92–95].

Recent evidence supports the finding of abnor-
mal glutamatergic transmission and NMDAR 
hypofunction in schizophrenic individuals [84]. 
Firstly, multiple genes involved in increased risk 
for schizophrenia are known to alter NMDAR- 
mediated signaling [96, 97]. Susceptibility genes 
for schizophrenia therefore regulate neuronal 
proliferation, migration, and synaptogenesis. 
Secondly, dysregulation of NMDAR subunits in 
postmortem brains of schizophrenic patients, in 
which NR1 subunits are decreased, further indi-
cates perturbed NMDA function. Thirdly, trans-
genic mice with low NMDAR expression and 
animal models of NMDA antagonism present 
symptoms reminiscent of schizophrenia. NMDA 
antagonism not only produces behavioral 
changes, but also patterns of metabolic and neu-
rochemical alterations of the disease [98]. Taken 
together, it is increasingly recognized that schizo-
phrenia is a neurodevelopmental disorder, in 
which early brain development is affected [99].

 Effects of MK-801 on NMDA 
Receptors

As stated in a previous section, failure in gluta-
matergic neurotransmission is known to play a 
role in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia. 
MK-801 is a noncompetitive NMDA receptor 
antagonist that physically blocks the receptor by 
inserting in the channel pore, binding to several 
PCP-s binding sites, and preventing the flow of 
cations through the channel pore. Blocking 
NMDA receptors results in an excessive release 
of glutamate that can have an impact on the 
blocked neuron itself and on downstream brain 
regions. In fact, early-life MK-801 administra-
tion has pro-apoptotic effects shortly after expo-
sure. The ability to activate apoptotic pathways 
depends on the duration and severity of NMDA 
blockade. Doses higher than 0.25 mg/kg are nec-
essary to induce irreversible degeneration and 
cell death [100]. The mechanism for activating 
apoptotic cell death is not well established, 
although NMDA receptor coupling to ERK1/2- 
CREB in early brain development has been pro-
posed to be vital for neurotrophic action of 
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NMDA receptor. MK-801-induced apoptotic 
injury is believed to result from the dissociation 
of the NMDA receptor from the ERK1/2-CREB 
signaling pathway [82]. Ikonomidou et al. [100] 
reported that only neuronal cells committed 
apoptosis with no glial cell activation. Studies 
from the last decade, however, suggest glial 
impairment in the cerebral cortex of schizophren-
ics, including reduced glial cell size and density, 
and glial dysfunction in prefrontal cortex and 
hippocampus [101, 102]. Astrocytic glutamate 
metabolism, more specifically glutamate–gluta-
mine–GABA cycle, is also perturbed after 
MK-801 administration. Glutamate and gluta-
mine levels after repeated injections of high 
doses of MK-801 (0.5 mg/kg during 6 days) were 
comparable to those found in first-episode 
patients of schizophrenia [103]. The susceptibil-
ity for MK-801-induced damage correlates with 
the highest expression of NMDA receptors 
(around week 2) and growth spurt (peaks at P10). 
The excessive release of glutamate after NMDA 
antagonism, mediates excitotoxicity that goes 
beyond apoptotic pathways, affecting growth 
cone activity, and neurite extension and branch-
ing [104]. Neuronal injury, such as dendritic atro-
phy, is also seen in postmortem brains [17].

Glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity has con-
siderable functional consequences. GABAergic 
interneurons are claimed to be 10 times more 
sensitive to NMDA receptor antagonism than 
pyramidal cells [105]. In particular, fast-spiking 
cells that express the calcium-binding protein 
parvalbumin (PV) seem to be the most vulnera-
ble to damage after NMDA blockade, and their 
alteration is sufficient to induce behavioral traits 
that resemble symptoms of schizophrenia. 
Several studies have demonstrated that repeated 
MK-801 administration decreases PV immuno-
reactivity. Chronic NMDAR blockade in juve-
nile and adult rats diminishes PV+ densities in 
hippocampus, especially in the dentate gyrus 
and CA1 region, shortly after exposure [60, 62]. 
Neurodevelopmental models further support this 
finding, but usually doses higher than 0.5 mg/kg 
are needed to induce long-term structural and 
anatomical changes [106]. Such large doses not 
only alter hippocampal PV densities, but also PV 

cells in mPFC, a region involved in higher cogni-
tive functions [61, 63, 64]. Moreover, Nakazawa 
et al. [41] demonstrated in transgenic mice that 
the lack of cortical and hippocampal NMDA 
receptors in GABAergic interneurons was suffi-
cient to evoke schizophrenia-like features. Most 
of the altered GABAergic interneurons had, in 
fact, parvalbumin-positive immunoreactivity. 
The mechanisms by which PV+ FS-cells can be 
selectively susceptible to damage after MK-801 
administration are unclear, although a number of 
hypotheses have been proposed. FS-cells express 
Kv1.3 channels that allow a fast repolarization 
of the membrane, and the ability to fire the next 
action potential very rapidly. The high frequency 
of action potential firing means that the open 
probability of NMDAR in FS-cells is much 
higher than in any other GABAergic cell or 
excitatory cells that fire at a slower rate. As 
MK-801 is an uncompetitive drug and needs the 
ion channel to be opened for blocking the recep-
tor, the chances of blocking NMDAR of FS-cells 
is much higher. Another mechanism is the one 
described by Wang & Gao [107]. They demon-
strated that NMDAR of presynaptic glutamater-
gic terminals targeting pyramidal cells and FS 
interneurons were distinctly affected after sub-
chronic MK-801 exposure. Presynaptic NMDAR 
are critical to modulate and facilitate neurotrans-
mitter release. Interestingly, MK-801 completely 
blocked presynaptic NMDA receptors in gluta-
matergic terminals that targeted FS interneurons, 
whereas new NMDA receptors were inserted in 
presynaptic terminals that made synaptic contact 
with pyramidal neurons. This mechanistic 
approach further confirms that synaptic mecha-
nisms of NMDA blockade are cell-type specific. 
These two hypotheses are not mutually exclu-
sive, and probably MK-801 alters NMDAR by 
several mechanisms, but all resulting in PV+ 
FS-cell underactivation, with overall disinhibi-
tion of pyramidal cell activity in cerebral 
cortex.

It is not known whether the NMDAR on astro-
cytes are blocked, how this could influence gluta-
mate metabolism and transport or glycine release 
and uptake, and thereby local circuitry [108]. 
What has been demonstrated so far is that 
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 astrocytes affect the glutamatergic system. 
Notably, the upregulation of glutamate trans-
porter- 1 (GLT-1) mRNA [109], protein, and 
activity [110] in astrocytes has been found in pre-
frontal cortex of schizophrenic patients. Animal 
studies revealed that NMDAR antagonist phen-
cyclidine provokes similar findings, although the 
effects of MK-801 have not been studied yet 
[111]. Furthermore, a selective deletion of astro-
glial A2AR, which tightly regulates GLT-1 activ-
ity [112], decreases working memory in rodents, 
as measured in radial arm maze [113]. Glycine 
transporters (GlyT) are present in both astroglial 
cells and neurons. It is well established that gly-
cine plays a pivotal role in NMDAR neurotrans-
mission, and GlyT are closely associated with 
NMDAR. Although it was believed that glycine 
levels in synaptic cleft were enough to saturate 
the glycine-B sites of the NMDA receptor, it is 
now known that these levels are below saturation. 
Under physiological conditions, glycine is 
actively removed by the action of presynaptic and 
postsynaptic glycine transporters (GlyT). 
Augmenting glycine availability in the synaptic 
cleft could therefore facilitate NMDAR function, 
and drugs that inhibit GlyT action have been 
proved to be effective in improving cognition in 
animal models of schizophrenia induced by 
MK-801 (Table 25.1) [114–118].

 Effects of MK-801 on Brain Circuits 
and Activity

Acute systemic administration of MK-801 
increases mPFC activity, and the decreased signal- 
to-noise ratio could account for the deficits in 
mPFC-dependent executive functions. Unraveling 
the mechanisms by which this occurs could con-
tribute to a better understanding of the dysfunc-
tional brain. As previously suggested, a local 
disinhibition of mPFC secondary to PV+ FS 
GABAergic cell underactivation could explain 
increased excitability of this region. Nevertheless, 
it has been shown that local infusion of MK-801 in 
CA1 of hippocampus augments mPFC neural 
activity in a similar manner to systemic adminis-
tration [119]. According to these findings, local 
disinhibition of pyramidal cells in CA1 that send 
glutamatergic projections to mPFC through 
hippocampal- PFC pathway could contribute to the 
overexcitation of mPFC. The hippocampal–PFC 
pathway supports high-order cognitive  functions 
[120–122]. Blot et al. [29] demonstrated an aber-
rant form of plasticity in this pathway after acute 
MK-801 administration that correlated with 
impaired working memory and learning flexibility 
in rodents. NMDA receptors are involved in brain 
plasticity, and cellular models of learning and 
memory formation such as LTP or LTD are 
NMDAR-dependent. Alterations in plasticity 
could underlie the pathophysiology of schizo-
phrenic symptoms. In fact, human studies indicate 
that there is impaired glutamatergic plasticity in 
schizophrenic brains [123], and the hippocampal–
prefrontal pathway is crucial in the pathophysiol-
ogy [28]. Blot et al. [29] demonstrated that a single 
dose of MK-801 (0.1 mg/kg) evoked long-lasting 
response to synaptic input from the ventral hippo-
campus that was independent of synchronized 
afferent inputs — necessary for standard LTP. The 
authors suggested that this was an aberrant form of 
plasticity. For LTP formation in mPFC of hippo-
campus–prefrontal pathway synapses, concurrent 
activation of dopaminergic and NMDA receptors 
is necessary. As suggested by the authors, an 
excessive release of glutamate and dopamine by 
the action of MK-801 in mPFC could be the mech-
anism by which the aberrant form of plasticity 

Table 25.1 Pharmacological compounds and behavioral 
tasks used to demonstrate that glycine transporter inhibi-
tion improves cognitive function in MK-801-induced 
rodent model of schizophrenia

GlyT inhibitor
Behavioral 
paradigm

Harada et al. 
(2012) [114]

ASP2535 Working 
memory in 
Y-maze

Shimazaki et al. 
(2010) [115]

NFPS Social memory

Black et al. (2009) 
[116]

NFPS Latent inhibition

Manahan-Vaughan 
et al. (2008) [117]

SSR103800
SSR504734

Reference 
memory in RAM

Karasawa et al. 
(2008) [118]

NFPS NOR

NFPS N[3-(4′-fluorophenyl)-3-(4′-phenylphenoxy)pro-
pyl]sarcosine, RAM radial arm maze, NOR novel object 
recognition test
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takes place. Furthermore, subchronic administra-
tion of MK-801 during 14 days hindered LTP 
induction. According to the results of Manahan-
Vaughan et al. [117], LTP induction and expres-
sion was also profoundly impaired in the dentate 
gyrus 1 week after administering MK-801 acutely 
(5 mg/kg), and consequently learning deficits were 
present in MWM. LTP and learning performance 
were rescued by application of glycine trans-
porter-1 inhibitors discussed before. In a subse-
quent study of the same group, LTP impairment 
was also present 4 weeks after drug administra-
tion, due to hippocampal hyperactivity and 
changes in expression of GABA and NMDA 
receptors in the prefrontal cortex and hippocam-
pus that led to poor inhibitory control of prefrontal 
cortex [81]. This uncoupling of hippocampal–pre-
frontal communication could account for learning 
impairments and memory dysfunction found in 
MK-801-treated animals.

The nucleus accumbens has been identified as 
another important brain region that links several 
findings of schizophrenic disturbances [124–

126]. The vast majority of neurons in nucleus 
accumbens are medium spiny neurons, a special 
type of GABAergic inhibitory neurons that have 
long-range projections. They receive glutamater-
gic inputs from hippocampus, prefrontal cortex, 
and amygdala, and dopaminergic inputs from the 
ventral tegmental area (VTA) (Fig. 25.2). 
Medium spiny neurons modulate inhibitory con-
trol on thalamocortical glutamatergic neurons. 
Local blockade of NMDA receptors in nucleus 
accumbens has been demonstrated to be suffi-
cient to augment PFC activity and impair work-
ing memory [127]. Mesolimbic pathway connects 
dopaminergic neurons from ventral tegmental 
area with GABAergic neurons of nucleus accum-
bens. There is a differential dysregulation of 
mesocortical and mesolimbic dopaminergic path-
ways in schizophrenia. Mesocortical pathway is 
hypoactivated, whereas increased firing of dopa-
minergic neurons in mesolimbic pathway is 
found. The overexcitation of mesolimbic path-
way prevents proper inhibition by accumbal neu-
rons. This results in sensory information overload 
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Fig. 25.2 Schematic representation of the major afferent 
and efferent connections of the NAc. PFC prefrontal cor-
tex, HPC hippocampus, DM Thal dorsomedial thalamus, 

VP ventral pallidum, NAc nucleus accumbens, VTA ven-
tral tegmental area
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to cortex and a lack of feedback inhibition to 
VTA dopaminergic neurons. In turn, this will 
lead to an excessive release of glutamate in 
nucleus accumbens through the overactivation of 
glutamatergic neurons projecting to nucleus 
accumbens (Fig. 25.2).

 Effects of MK-801 on Cognition

Memory function enables storage and retrieval of 
information over variable periods ranging from 
seconds to years, and is critical to daily life func-
tioning. In schizophrenic patients, not only mem-
ory but all areas of cognition seem to be impaired, 
suggesting widespread cortical dysfunction. 
Cognitive symptoms are considered a distinct 
dimension of the illness, and are relatively inde-
pendent of positive and negative symptoms. 
Cognitive deficits include impaired working, spa-
tial, and declarative memory, attentional dysfunc-
tion, and poor cognitive flexibility. Working 
memory [19] and episodic memory [128] are 
especially sensitive to neuropsychiatric disor-
ders, and appear to be core features of schizo-
phrenia. Valid schizophrenia animal models 
should mimic at least one of these cognitive 
deficits.

Behavioral paradigms that evaluate working 
memory are non-matching to sample of objects 
or odors, operant tasks, and paradigms that use 
spatial information, such as maze tasks (delayed 
alternation, radial-arm maze, Morris water maze) 
[129]. Using these devices, deficits in working 
memory have been consistently shown after 
MK-801 administration [130–134]. Morris water 
maze (MWM) and radial arm maze (RAM) are 
the most widely performed tasks for spatial learn-
ing and memory assessment. MK-801 impairs 
spatial learning and memory. Concretely, acqui-
sition, reversal learning, and working memory 
performance are affected in hidden-platform tri-
als, although reference memory is spared [106, 
135–139]. Spatial learning tasks are readily 
available both in humans and animals, and allow 
a direct translation of findings. In an attempt to 
bridge the gap between human and animal 
research, a variant of Morris water maze has been 

used in schizophrenic patients, showing 
decreased navigational abilities in human 
patients, and further confirming spatial impair-
ment [140]. Deficits in cognitive or behavioral 
flexibility have been documented in schizo-
phrenic patients [141], a type of executive func-
tion carried out by prefrontal cortex. 
MK-801-induced animal models have also dis-
played problems in cognitive flexibility measured 
by reversal learning in MWM, as stated previ-
ously, and by active place avoidance tasks in 
radial arm maze [29, 136]. It is well established 
that hippocampal neurons are essential for spatial 
navigation. Nevertheless, the neurocircuitry 
involved in spatial learning and memory contains 
different systems that collaborate in serial or par-
allel fashion. In this context, the role of medial 
prefrontal cortex is essential. Neurons from cor-
nus ammonis 1 (CA1) send projections to frontal 
areas, mainly the prelimbic and cingulated 
 cortices [142]. Disconnecting hippocampus from 
the medial prefrontal cortex impairs spatial mem-
ory and spatial working memory in rodents [120, 
121]. It seems that spatial information is acquired 
by the hippocampus and then transferred to 
mPFC.

Novel object recognition (NOR) is one of the 
most widely performed preclinical cognitive tests 
for schizophrenia [143], and it has long been con-
sidered the analog of human episodic memory. 
Multiple schizophrenia-relevant studies have used 
NOR for exploring cognitive impairment in 
rodents [144, 145]. NOR is based on a rodent’s 
natural tendency to explore new stimuli and envi-
ronments. Following acute administration of 
MK-801, NOR is severely disrupted [146, 147, 
118] but in neurodevelopmental models these 
results failed to be replicated. In fact, early-life 
repeated injections of MK-801 have no long-term 
consequences in NOR, using delays of 1.5 h 
[148], 2 h [149] and 5 h [150] between acquisition 
and test trials. Using NOR for evaluating declara-
tive memory has raised some concerns, as it seems 
that NOR is a familiarity-based test, which is not 
affected in schizophrenic patients, rather than a 
recollection-based test [151, 152]. Tests that use 
associative or relational information are more 
closely related to human episodic memory. Such 
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tests need temporal and spatial precision of object 
memory. Li et al. [64] demonstrated that associa-
tive recognition memory was impaired in adoles-
cence and adulthood after early-life NMDA 
blockade. The dissociation of results between 
NOR and tests that use relational information in 
MK-801 rodent model could be explained by neu-
ral circuitry. Brain wiring for rodent recognition 
memory involves several structures, but perirhinal 
(Prh) cortex plays a major role [153]. Although 
hippocampus (HPC), medial prefrontal cortex 
(mPFC), mediodorsal thalamus (MD) and post-
rhinal cortex (PostRh) participate in recognition 
memory, NOR is particularly sensitive to perirhi-
nal cortex dysfunction, and not to hippocampal 
alterations. Rather, the role of hippocampus is to 
integrate object information with spatial or con-
textual information. Similarly, mPFC integrates 
spatial information from CA1 subfields of HPC 
with object information of Prh cortex, using 
NMDA- dependent synaptic plasticity [154]. 
Therefore, associative tasks require network inter-
dependency across multiple structures, in which 
HPC–mPFC-Prh circuits are essential for mem-
ory acquisition and retrieval. Furthermore, asso-
ciative memory depends on NMDA receptor 
neurotransmission, and hippocampal NMDAR 
are required for acquisition, but not retrieval, of 
associative memories [154]. mPFC and HPC are 
two critical brain regions in the pathophysiology 
of schizophrenia, so assessing cognitive functions 
dependent on the interaction of both regions will 
preferably reveal cognitive deficits in rodents.

 Conclusions

Neonatal administration of MK-801 instills a 
hypofunction of NMDAR that results in a 
widespread apoptotic injury during synapto-
genesis. The GABAergic system is particularly 
sensitive in the developing brain to transient 
NMDA blockade. Among subpopulations of 
GABAergic interneurons, PV+ cells seem to 
provide the most potent inhibitory input on 
pyramidal neurons by formation of synaptic 
contacts in soma, proximal dendrites, and axon 
initial segment. A decrease in PV+ interneuron 
population following MK-801 administration 
therefore has a significant impact on neuronal 

synchrony and information processing. 
Disrupted synaptic integration in early brain 
development results in modified network activ-
ity and plasticity in adulthood. This is corrobo-
rated by behavioral data that show a 
constellation of neurobehavioral sequelae that 
resemble symptoms of schizophrenia.
Mimicking behavioral and cognitive deficits 
of schizophrenia in animal models is a real 
challenge, and the validity of cognitive defi-
cits in animal models largely depends on the 
appropriate behavioral paradigm. Cognitive 
impairment is best assessed by means of tasks 
that require mPFC–HPC interactions, a circuit 
that underlies episodic, working, and spatial 
memory. Although deficits elicited by repeated 
NMDA antagonism are unlikely to represent 
an animal model of schizophrenia per se, a 
strong body of evidence supports an MK-801-
induced neurodevelopmental model of schizo-
phrenia as a valid model for some of the 
essential deficits occurring in this condition.
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 Introduction

Estrogen is a potent gonadal steroid that can have 
dynamic effects in the brain. A rich literature 
encompassing both preclinical and clinical stud-
ies describes the effect that estrogen can exert on 
cognition, mood, and behaviour. The past two 
decades have seen an increased interest in the 
role of estrogen in the pathophysiology and treat-
ment of schizophrenia [1–3]. This chapter aims 
to critically analyse the current evidence for the 
utility of 17β-estradiol and its analogues as a 
form of therapy for schizophrenia, with particular 
focus on the feasibility of the treatment for the 
cognitive deficits associated with the disorder.

 Schizophrenia

Schizophrenia is a complex neuropsychiatric dis-
order that will affect approximately seven to 
eight individuals per 1,000 during their lifetime 
[4]. The disorder is characterised by three broad 
categories of symptoms: positive, negative, and 
cognitive symptoms [5]. The positive and nega-
tive symptoms are often considered the most 
debilitating; however, cognitive deficits are the 
best predictor of functional outcome [6, 7]. 
Current antipsychotic drugs are not suitable for 
the effective treatment of the cognitive dysfunc-
tions associated with schizophrenia; thus, novel 
treatments require exploration [8]. It has previ-
ously been theorised that second-generation anti-
psychotics can provide some cognitive benefit in 
patients [9]. However, more recent research sug-
gests observed outcomes could be attributed to 
poor study design, practise effects, and inappro-
priate doses of medication [10].

 Cognitive Underperformance 
in Schizophrenia

Cognition is a broad term referring to the mental 
processes related to acquiring knowledge and 
understanding [11]; measurable areas of cogni-
tion can include learning, processing speed, 
memory, and reasoning. In this chapter we focus 

on information processing and learning and 
memory. It is well established that individuals 
with schizophrenia suffer from working memory 
problems [12]. A meta-analysis by Forbes et al. 
in 2009 [12] concluded there are large deficits in 
all domains of working memory (central execu-
tive, visuospatial, phonological) in schizophrenic 
patients compared with healthy controls.

Cognitive and intellectual underperformance 
has been consistently identified as a risk factor 
for schizophrenia. Decline in cognitive ability 
precedes the onset of clinical symptoms by nearly 
a decade [13]. A meta-analysis of neurocognitive 
function has found schizophrenia patients per-
form on average 1.5–2.5 standard deviations 
below the norm on neurocognitive tests of atten-
tion, motor performance, memory, and general 
intelligence [10]. Importantly, even when the 
positive and negative symptoms of schizophrenia 
are in remission, cognitive deficits remain [14]. 
This demonstrates the robustness of the cognitive 
dysfunctions associated with the disorder, in 
addition to the limited capability of current phar-
macological treatments to improve function [15].

 Gender Differences in Schizophrenia

The onset of schizophrenia generally occurs in 
late adolescence or young adulthood [16]. 
Examining gender differences in schizophrenia 
has found an earlier onset of approximately 
4–6 years in males compared with females. 
Further, females also have a second peak of 
 incidence at 45–50 years of age, suggested to be a 
period of low hormone levels due to menopause 
[16]. Course of illness, severity of symptoms, and 
response to antipsychotic medication differ 
between sexes, with females having a better out-
come than males [17–19]. Presentation of the ill-
ness is also considered to differ, with men affected 
by more negative symptoms and women suffering 
more affective symptoms [18]. Likewise, neuro-
anatomy is considered dissimilar between men 
and women with schizophrenia; males are thought 
to have more brain structural abnormalities than 
females, including enlarged ventricles and 
decreased temporal lobe volume [18].
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Sex hormones are postulated to be a promi-
nent factor in the dissimilar presentation of ill-
ness between men and women. Symptom severity 
in women with schizophrenia and risk of relapse 
increases during the postpartum period, after 
menopause, and during the luteal phase of the 
menstrual cycle, all times of reduced hormone 
levels [20–23]. In a 1959 study by Dalton and 
colleagues [24], it was reported that of their sam-
ple of 276 women admitted to psychiatric hospi-
tals, 46% were admitted during or immediately 
before menstruation, a period of low plasma 
estrogen. More recent research further corrobo-
rates a negative correlation between estrogen lev-
els and psychosis [25, 26]. A relationship has 
also been discovered between earlier puberty and 
later onset of schizophrenia [27]. Additionally, it 
has been theorised that improved pharmacologi-
cal response with lower doses of typical antipsy-
chotics in women of child-bearing age, compared 
with postmenopausal women, is due to the 
enhancing effect of estrogen via its antidopami-
nergic properties [18].

 The Role of Estrogens 
in Schizophrenia

Estrogen can exert potent effects in numerous 
regions of the brain, consequently affecting 
mood, cognition, and behaviour [28, 29]. 
Physicians first noticed the benefits of hormones 
for psychiatric illness and menopausal symptoms 
over 100 years ago [30]. In the past 50 years, 
research into estrogen therapy has markedly 
advanced. Its medical utility has been explored in 
breast [31] and prostate cancer [32], and osteopo-
rosis [33]. Moreover, researchers continue to 
study the use of estrogens for the delay or allevia-
tion of neurodegenerative diseases, and treatment 
of psychiatric disorders including treatment- 
resistant depression [34], perimenopausal and 
postpartum depression [35, 36], bipolar affective 
disorder [37], and schizophrenia [2].

Evidence suggests that steroidal hormones, 
such as estrogen, exert their effects over the entire 
lifetime, protecting the brain from certain insults 
[38]. Accumulating evidence has led to the 

hypothesis that reoccurring hormone influxes in 
women serve as a protective factor in the initial 
development of schizophrenia [39]. The hypoth-
esised role of estrogen in schizophrenia is not a 
recent theory. In 1961, Diczfalusy and Lauritzen 
[40] reviewed studies measuring estrogen con-
centration in the blood and urine of women with 
schizophrenia [40, 41]. In seven of the eight stud-
ies examined, low estrogen levels were detected 
[40]. This has contributed to the hypoestrogen-
ism hypothesis, which posits that low 
17β-estradiol in schizophrenia is either a trigger 
or initial vulnerability leading to development of 
the mental illness, or conversely, an outcome of 
the disease itself [41]. While these studies are 
over 70 years old, admittedly used small sample 
sizes, and applied laboratory methods now con-
sidered outdated, the research is of significance 
due to its occurrence during the pre-antipsychotic 
era [41]. The current use of antipsychotic treat-
ment in women with schizophrenia, particularly 
typical antipsychotics, affords difficulty in reli-
ably assessing hormone levels due to hyperpro-
lactinemia [42]. A review of research into 
antipsychotic- induced hyperprolactinemia in 
schizophrenia patients found 67% of the sample 
of women had abnormal levels of prolactin [42]. 
Elevated prolactin levels occur when antipsy-
chotics block dopamine D2 receptors on the ante-
rior pituitary gland [42], and consequently can 
suppress gonadal function.

Despite the potential confounding effect of 
antipsychotics, research continues to  demonstrate 
that low estrogen plasma concentration correlates 
with an increased risk of symptoms of schizo-
phrenia [41]. For example, in pre- menopausal 
hospital patients with schizophrenia, Bergemann 
et al. [43] found a significant increase in admis-
sions during the 3 days prior to and following 
the first day of menses. Further, in a more recent 
study Bergemann et al. [44] assessed plasma 
17β-estradiol concentration in schizophrenia 
patients, while also controlling for antipsychotic 
treatment; hypoestrogenism occurred in approxi-
mately 60% of their sample. In addition, there was 
a significant difference in prolactin levels between 
the patients in the typical and atypical antipsy-
chotic groups, however, no difference between 
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the two atypical antipsychotic groups (clozapine 
and olanzapine). Ultimately, Bergemann et al. 
concluded that low serum levels of 17β-estradiol 
exist independent of antipsychotic- induced eleva-
tion of prolactin levels [44].

Gender differences in schizophrenia, and 
comparison of endocrinological function in 
schizophrenic women compared to the healthy 
population, provides a case for the estrogen 
hypothesis. Evidence including lower baseline 
levels of circulating estrogen, amenorrhea, [45], 
the association between earlier onset of puberty 
and later onset of the disorder [27], and superior 
response to antipsychotic medication in women 
compared to men, suggests estrogen can exert a 
protective effect in schizophrenia, and conse-
quently may serve as an appropriate form of 
treatment. Molecular findings further strengthen 
the clinical observations and evidence for the 
estrogen hypothesis [46]. Most notably, Weickert 
et al. [47] discovered that estrogen receptors are 
altered in the brains of individuals with schizo-
phrenia, consequently affecting their ability to 
respond to endogenous estrogen. Clinical and 
molecular findings over the past 50 years provide 
a substantial argument for the use of estrogen 
therapy in women with schizophrenia; however, 
the most appropriate estrogenic compound for 
long-term use is yet to be determined.

 17β-Estradiol

There exist numerous forms of endogenous estro-
gen; however, 17β-estradiol is considered the most 
potent form. Although it is often considered the 
primary ‘female sex hormone’, it is present in both 
sexes [48]. While 17β-estradiol is predominantly 
produced in the ovaries to regulate the menstrual 
cycle in females, it is also created by non-endo-
crine tissues, including fat, breast, and neural tis-
sues [49]. It is important to note that reference to 
estrogen treatment, particularly in early research, 
can broadly refer to numerous estrogenic com-
pounds including estrone, diethylstilbestrol, equi-
lin, 17β-estradiol, and ethinylestradiol. From here 
on, this chapter will specifically focus on the estro-
gen 17β-estradiol, unless otherwise stated.

 The Effect of 17β-Estradiol 
on Cognition in Clinical Studies

A considerable volume of literature has been pub-
lished on the facilitative effect of 17β-estradiol 
on cognitive performance. Researchers identi-
fied a connection between ovarian hormones 
and cognition after discovering that fluctuating 
levels across stages of the human menstrual 
cycle were accompanied by changes in cogni-
tive performance [50]. This has contributed to 
the hypothesis that estrogen maintains a certain 
level of cognitive function in women [51]. This 
theory has been substantiated in postmenopausal 
women receiving hormone replacement therapy 
[52], and in preclinical studies using ovariect-
omised (OVX) rodents and 17β-estradiol replace-
ment [53]. Clinical research outcomes, however, 
are inconsistent and results vary widely depen-
dent on sample characteristics. Collectively, cur-
rent evidence indicates that 17β-estradiol has 
the ability to facilitate cognition; however, this 
outcome is dependent on factors including treat-
ment dose [54], cognitive task and brain region 
[55], sex, endogenous levels of hormones [56], 
treatment window [51], and mental and physical 
health [57].

General consensus regarding endogenous 
17β-estradiol in naturally cycling women is that 
verbal and fine motor skill task performance 
improves when estrogen levels are elevated, 
while decreased levels assist in spatial task per-
formance [51]. For example, Hampson [61] 
found verbal fluency and articulation was 
improved in young women during the mid-luteal 
(high estrogen) phase of the menstrual cycle. 
Sundström et al. [58] however, have concluded 
in their meta- analysis that there is no consistent 
pattern found among the existing studies of ver-
bal ability and menstrual cycle [62–66]. It is 
important to note, however, that while the col-
lective literature is inconsistent for verbal mem-
ory and menstrual cycle, exogenous estrogen 
has been found to benefit verbal memory [60].

As Sundström et al. [58] identify, many of the 
studies reviewed in their meta-analysis have poor 
design and low power. Additionally, days of the 
menstrual cycle during which participants were 
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tested varied between studies, which can result in 
diverse hormone levels and dissimilar outcomes 
between research findings, despite testing within 
the same menstrual period. Although research-
ers can examine the relationship between cer-
tain cognitive abilities and menstrual phases, it 
is important to consider the effects of individual 
hormones within the menstrual phases. Studies 
demonstrating a proclivity for enhanced verbal 
ability during the mid-luteal phase often attri-
bute the effect to estrogen; however, this period 
involves a rise in both 17β-estradiol and proges-
terone. Only in recent years have researchers 
taken this factor into consideration. For example, 
Maki et al. [64] assayed hormones to determine 
whether a correlation exists between levels of 
17β-estradiol, progesterone, and cognitive mea-
sures. In a sample of young women, they [64] 
found verbal scores were positively associated 
with 17β-estradiol levels, while spatial ability 
scores were negatively related. However, correla-
tions between progesterone and cognition  were 
not statistically significant. While it is possible 
to investigate relationships between endogenous 
hormones and cognitive tasks in humans, it is 
difficult to account for potential hormonal inter-
actions. Fortunately, preclinical research inves-
tigating exogenous 17β-estradiol and cognition 
can further elucidate the outcomes seen in clini-
cal studies.

 Estrogen Therapy in the Clinical 
Population

Generally, there is no clinical necessity for healthy 
women of childbearing age to be treated with 
17β-estradiol. Although the effects of estrogen- 
based contraceptives in healthy young women 
have been investigated [67, 68], the contracep-
tive formulations do not include 17β-estradiol, 
but rather synthetic derivatives (e.g., ethinylestra-
diol). Therefore, research examining the effect 
of 17β-estradiol treatment has primarily been 
concerned with neurodegenerative diseases [69], 
psychiatric disorders [2], and the postmenopausal 
population [70]. Perhaps the most notable study 
in this area of research is the Women’s Health 

Initiative (WHI) memory study, a large double-
blind, randomised placebo- controlled trial, which 
investigated cognitive function in a postmeno-
pausal sample [71]. Following cognitive testing 
of 1,416 women receiving hormone replacement 
therapy, researchers found there was no beneficial 
effect of estrogen on cognition [71]. Importantly, 
participants partaking in the WHI study were 
treated with conjugated equine estrogens (CEE). 
Conjugated estrogens primarily contain estrone 
and equilin, with lesser quantities of 17β-estradiol 
[56]. This is important to note, as 17β-estradiol 
and the main component of CEE, estrone, have 
shown opposing effects on cognition in preclinical 
research [56]. Estrone has been found to impair 
spatial working memory [72], while 17β-estradiol 
has the opposite effect [73]. The discrepancy 
between CEE and 17β-estradiol is often not out-
lined in research administering CEE as estrogen 
therapy, which has consequently contributed to 
the incorrect conclusion that 17β-estradiol is 
not beneficial, or is even harmful, for cognitive 
function in postmenopausal women. Research 
concerning estrogen treatment and CEE in the 
postmenopausal population will not be detailed 
further in this chapter; however, see Fischer et al. 
[28] for an overview of hormone therapy rel-
evant to cognition in postmenopausal women. 
Similarly, Gogos et al. [68] recently reviewed 
literature  concerning ethinylestradiol- based oral 
contraceptives and their effect on cognition in 
pre-menopausal women.

 Estrogen Therapy in Schizophrenia

A growing body of literature provides evidence 
that estrogen treatment in conjunction with anti-
psychotics is beneficial for treating the positive 
symptoms of schizophrenia [2, 74, 75]. An initial 
pilot study by Kulkarni et al. [76] discovered that 
the 17β-estradiol derivative, ethinylestradiol, 
taken orally daily for 8 weeks, significantly 
improved positive symptoms compared to the 
antipsychotic-only group. Later, trialling a trans-
dermal method of administration, the same inves-
tigators determined that schizophrenia patients 
receiving adjunctive 17β-estradiol had significant 
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improvements in positive symptoms compared to 
the placebo group [75].

Although research has found low levels 
of endogenous estrogen correlate with more 
severe negative symptoms [77], few studies 
thus far have demonstrated significant changes 
in negative symptoms following 17β-estradiol 
treatment. Conversely, the beneficial effect 
of estrogen treatment for the positive symp-
toms of schizophrenia has been replicated [2, 
74–76, 78, 79]. However, there have also been 
instances of inability to replicate. For example, 
Bergemann et al. [80] failed to demonstrate the 
beneficial effect of 17β-estradiol on positive or 
negative symptoms in their placebo-controlled 
double- blind study. Similarly, Lindamer et al. 
[81], using a cross-sectional sample, found no 
effect of estrogen on positive symptomatology 
in postmenopausal women with schizophrenia, 
however, negative symptoms were improved. 
Importantly, Bergemann et al. [80] used a com-
bined 17β-estradiol and progestin oral treatment, 
with different compounds and doses dependent 
on the phase of menstrual cycle. Lindamer et al. 
[81] did not administer pharmacological inter-
vention, but rather used a cross-sectional sample 
of women with schizophrenia who had received 
hormone replacement therapy for at least 1 year, 
and women with schizophrenia receiving no hor-
mone replacement therapy.

While research into 17β-estradiol therapy thus 
far suggests that it aids the positive symptoms of 
schizophrenia [2, 76, 78], the effect on cognitive 
symptoms remains less clear. Examining endog-
enous estrogen, researchers have determined a 
relationship between 17β-estradiol and perfor-
mance in certain cognitive tasks in women with 
schizophrenia. A study by Hoff et al. [82] found 
that improvements in verbal memory, perceptual 
motor speed, and spatial memory were positively 
correlated with 17β-estradiol levels. Ko and col-
leagues [77] determined a similar trend; they 
divided schizophrenia patients into two groups 
using normal serum 17β-estradiol reference 
ranges during the follicular phase of the men-
strual cycle. Researchers found that women with 
low baseline levels of estradiol had diminished 
performance in verbal memory and executive 

function, compared to the group of women with 
higher baseline levels of 17β-estradiol [77].

Clinical research specifically concerning the 
influence of exogenous 17β-estradiol on cognition 
in schizophrenia patients is limited. Bergemann 
and colleagues [83] found that oral 17β-estradiol 
and adjunctive antipsychotic  treatment for 
women with schizophrenia improved compre-
hension of metaphoric speech, but had no effect 
on verbal ability. Alternatively, using a transder-
mal method of administration of 17β-estradiol, 
Kulkarni et al. [2] found there were no significant 
differences between or within groups in cognitive 
domains including memory, language, construc-
tional skills, and attention. Evidently, the effect 
of estrogen therapy on cognition differs between 
trials and within populations. Conflicting out-
comes in the literature are likely due to a vari-
ety of inconsistent factors including dissimilar 
measures, variable treatment duration, additional 
pharmacotherapy, baseline endogenous hormone 
levels, method of treatment administration, and 
pharmacological and pharmacokinetic variations 
in estrogen.

 The Effect of 17β-Estradiol 
on Cognition in Preclinical Studies

The beneficial effect of 17β-estradiol on cogni-
tion has been consistently replicated in animal 
studies. It should be noted that this section of the 
chapter only refers to studies of 17β-estradiol in 
rat cognition; see Gibbs [84] for research rel-
evant to mice and non-human primates. In rats 
(Table 26.1), the beneficial effect of estrogen 
has been seen in learning and memory includ-
ing spatial working, recognition, and reference 
memory domains [53, 73, 131, 135]. Luine et al. 
[73] examined spatial memory in OVX rats in an 
eight-arm radial maze; 3 days of 17β-estradiol 
treatment via subcutaneous implant did not 
enhance memory performance compared to the 
untreated OVX rats; however, 12 days of treat-
ment significantly improved  memory. Using 
the novel-object and placement- recognition 
paradigm, Luine et al. [53] demonstrated that 
17β-estradiol treatment enhanced visual and 
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(continued)

Table 26.1 Research investigating the effect of 17β-estradiol  treatment on cognition in ovariectomised (OVX)  
female rats

17β-estradiol

Cognitive domain Test Method Dose Effects Reference

Attention and 
impulsivity

5-choice 
serial reaction 
time task

Injection Chronic ↑ Barnes et al. [193]

Implant Chronic ↑ Treatment at 17 months
∅ Treatment at 12 months

Bohacek and Daniel [90]

Learning and 
memory (classical 
and operant 
conditioning)

Active 
avoidance

Injection Acute ↑ High dose
↓ Low and moderate dose

Diaz-Veliz et al. [96]

Injection Chronic ↑ Horvath et al. [116]
Implant Chronic ↑ Singh et al. [137]

Fear 
conditioning

Injection Chronic ↑ Contextual conditioning
∅ Cued fear conditioning

Barha et al. [87]

Injection Chronic ↑ Context discrimination
∅ Acquisition or 
extinction

Hoffman et al. [114]

Inhibitory 
avoidance

Injection Acute ↑ Rhodes and Frye [132]

Injection Acute ↑ Post-training
∅ 1–3 hours post-training

Rhodes and Frye [131]

Injection Chronic ∅ Horvath et al. [116]
Injection Chronic ↑ Frye and Rhodes [102]
Implant Chronic ↑ Frye and Rhodes [102]

Recognition 
memory

Novel object 
recognition

Injection Acute ↑ Immediately 
post-training
∅ 1 hour post-training

Walf et al. [146]

Injection Acute ↑ Moderate dose
∅ Low and high doses

Inagaki et al. [54]

Injection Acute ↑ Prior to training
↑ Immediately 
post-training
∅ 2 hours post-training

Luine et al. [53]

Injection Acute ↑ Jacome et al. [117]
Spatial recognition 
memory

Y-maze Injection Acute ↑ Low dose
∅ Moderate or high doses

Hawley et al. [113]

Novel object 
place

Injection Acute ↑ Moderate doses
∅ Low and high doses

Inagaki et al. [54]

Injection Acute ↑ Prior to training
↑ Immediately 
post-training
∅ 2 hours post-training

Luine et al. [53]

Injection Acute ↑ High dose
∅ Low dose

McLaughlin et al. [127]

Injection Acute ↑ Immediately 
post-training
∅ 1.5 hour post-training

Frye et al. [103]

Injection Acute ↑ Jacome et al. [117]
Implant Chronic ↑ Walf et al. [147]
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17β-estradiol

Cognitive domain Test Method Dose Effects Reference

Spatial learning 
and memory

Barnes maze Injection Chronic ↑ Ping et al. [130]

Morris water 
maze

Injection Acute ∅ Chesler and Juraska [91], 
McLaughlin et al. [127]

Injection Acute ↑ Sandstrom and Williams 
[135], Rhodes and Frye 
[132], Markham et al. 
[125]

Injection Acute ↑ Low dose
∅ High dose

McLaughlin et al. [127]

Injection Acute ↓ During acquisition Frick et al. [101]
Injection Chronic ↑ El-Bakri et al. [97], Feng 

et al. [100], Bimonte-
Nelson et al. [89]

Implant Chronic ↑ Bimonte-Nelson et al. 
[89], Markham et al. 
[125]

Implant Chronic ↓ During acquisition Daniel and Lee [93]
Implant Chronic ∅ Singh et al. [137]
Implant Chronic ↑ Young and middle-aged

∅ Older
Talboom et al. [139]

Implant Chronic ↑ Middle-aged and older
∅ Young

Kiss et al. [118]

Orally Chronic ↑ Liu et al. [122]
Orally Chronic ↑ Continuous treatment

∅ Cycling treatment
Lowry et al. [123]

Orally Chronic ↑ Wu et al. [152]
T-maze Implant Chronic ↑ Gibbs [105]

Implant Chronic ↑ Treatment 3 months 
post-OVX
∅ Treatment 10 months 
post-OVX

Gibbs [106]

Mini-
osmotic 
pump

Chronic ↑ Hammond et al. [112]

Open-field 
tower maze

Injections Chronic ↑ Cycling treatment
∅ Continuous treatment

Lipatova et al. [121]

Implant Chronic ↑ Lipatova and Toufexis 
[120]

Plus maze Injection Acute ↑ Place learning
↓ Response learning

Korol and Kolo [119]

Spatial working 
memory

Delayed 
spatial 
alternation

Implant Chronic ↓ Wang et al. [148, 149]

Radial arm 
maze

Injection Chronic ↓ Spatial working-
reference memory, cued 
win-stay, conditioned 
place preference
∅ Delayed win-shift task

Galea et al. [104]

Table 26.1 (continued)
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17β-estradiol

Cognitive domain Test Method Dose Effects Reference

Injection Chronic ↑ Low dose
↓ High doses

Holmes et al. [115]

Implant Chronic ↑ Daniel et al. [92]
Implant Chronic ↑ Moderate dose

∅ Low dose
Bimonte and Denenberg 
[88]

Implant Chronic ↑ Immediately post-OVX
∅ Five months post-OVX

Daniel et al. [94]

Implant Chronic ↑ Place learning
↓ Response learning

Davis et al. [95]

Implant Chronic ↑ Working memory
∅ Reference memory

Fader et al. [99], Luine  
et al. [73], Gibbs and 
Johnson [108]

Implant Chronic ∅ Luine and Rodriguez 
[124]

Y-maze Injection Acute ∅ McLaughlin et al. [127]
Injection Acute ↑ Velásquez-Zamora et al. 

[145]
Working memory Non-spatial 

delayed 
alternation 
T-maze

Injection Chronic ↑ Low dose, short delay
↓ High doses, long delay

Wide et al. [150]

Note ↓ impaired performance, ↑ facilitated performance, ∅ no effect or difference compared to control, Chronic >3 days 
treatment, OVX ovariectomy

Table 26.1 (continued)

place memory in OVX rats compared to con-
trols. In addition, estrogen treatment enhanced 
memory when given prior to or immediately 
after the sample trial, but not, however, when 
administered 2 h later. Thus, it is theorised that 
17β-estradiol treatment affects memory encod-
ing or consolidation, rather than retrieval. 
Interestingly, authors also determined that com-
pared to novel-object recognition, a different 
dose of 17β-estradiol for novel-place recognition 
was necessary to see a significant effect [53].

Dose-dependent effects of 17β-estradiol have 
also been demonstrated in reference memory [55]. 
In their 2010 review, Barha and Galea concluded 
that high levels of 17β-estradiol can impede work-
ing and reference memory, whereas low levels of 
17β-estradiol have no significant effect on reference 
memory, however can facilitate working memory 
[55]. Similarly, contextual fear conditioning can be 
facilitated by a low dose of 17β-estradiol, however, 
a high dose can impair [55, 115]. This demonstrates 
the capacity of 17β-estradiol to differentially affect 
forms of memory, all of which are hippocampus- 
dependent. Collectively, the literature indicates 

an inverted U-shaped dose–response curve [54]; 
lower and higher doses of 17β-estradiol can often 
inhibit or impair cognition [56].

Numerous studies have shown that behavioural 
tasks employing the hippocampus can be altered 
by 17β-estradiol [88, 92, 99, 102, 107, 112]; how-
ever, fewer have investigated cortical- dependent 
tasks [29]. Wide et al. [150] examined the effect 
of 17β-estradiol in OVX rats in the non- spatial 
delayed alternation task, mediated by the integrity 
of the prefrontal cortex. A lower dose of 
17β-estradiol was most effective for facilitation of 
non-spatial working memory; subjects receiving a 
high dose made significantly more errors com-
pared to the controls, demonstrating that a task 
considered primarily prefrontal cortical-depen-
dent can also be affected by 17β-estradiol [150].

 Pharmacological Models 
of Schizophrenia

Pharmacologically disrupted prepulse inhibition is 
frequently used to model psychosis-like symptoms 
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in rodents. Prepulse inhibition, a measure of sen-
sory gating, is considered to represent the interface 
of psychosis and cognition [156, 157]. In healthy 
subjects, the impact of a startle- inducing acoustic 
stimulus (a pulse) is successfully attenuated by a 
preceding stimulus (a prepulse), and consequently 
the magnitude of startle response is reduced. 
However, individuals with schizophrenia do not 
experience the same level of filtering [158]. 
Administering certain drug treatments in animals 
allows for observation of cognitive-behavioural 
and neurochemical changes similar to those seen in 
schizophrenia patients [157]. In studies of rat pre-
pulse inhibition, 17β-estradiol can attenuate dis-
ruptions induced by the serotonin-1A receptor 
agonist 8-OH-DPAT, the NMDA receptor antago-
nist MK-801, and the dopamine D1/2 receptor ago-
nist, apomorphine [109–111, 142, 159].

There are a number of cross-species para-
digms used to measure information processing; 
another method of measuring auditory sensory 
gating is the P50 event-related potential (ERP) 
suppression paradigm, measured using electroen-
cephalography. Thwaites et al. [141] tested the 
effect of 17β-estradiol on sensory gating in OVX 
and intact rats. Similarly to the prepulse inhibi-
tion studies of Gogos et al. [111], Thwaites et al. 
induced deficits by administering dopaminergic 
and glutamatergic drugs. Subjects were injected 
acutely with apomorphine, amphetamine, and 
phencyclidine. Chronic estrogen treatment via 
subcutaneous implant successfully prevented 
apomorphine-induced sensory gating disruption 
in OVX rats, but had no effect on amphetamine 
or phencyclidine.

Latent inhibition is another cognitive- 
behavioural assay used to assess the neurobiologi-
cal underpinning of schizophrenia. Disrupted 
latent inhibition reflects a deficit in selective atten-
tion, whereby the subject loses the ability to ignore 
an irrelevant stimulus. Similar to prepulse inhibi-
tion and P50 ERP, latent inhibition gauges the ani-
mal’s ability to filter out unnecessary information. 
Arad and Weiner [86] tested the antipsychotic 
effect of 17β-estradiol in drug- induced disruption 
of latent inhibition. Intact female rats received pre-
treatment of estradiol prior to acute amphetamine 

administration, and disruption of latent inhibition 
was successfully reversed. Similarly, in OVX rats 
treated with MK-801, 17β-estradiol pre-treatment 
successfully reversed MK-801-induced latent 
inhibition persistence. Intriguingly, a low 
17β-estradiol dose has been found to disrupt latent 
inhibition in both OVX and intact rats [85, 128]. It 
is theorised that a high dose of 17β-estradiol can 
exert an antipsychotic effect, while low doses exert 
a pro-psychotic effect [86, 128].

Preclinical research on 17β-estradiol and 
memory relevant to models of schizophrenia has 
primarily focused on recognition memory [134, 
160]. Using an acute dose of the NMDA recep-
tor antagonist phencyclidine in intact female rats, 
Sutcliffe et al. [160] found 17β-estradiol treat-
ment attenuated drug-induced memory deficits in 
the novel-object recognition task. Using chronic 
17β-estradiol and sub-chronic phencyclidine 
treatment, Roseman et al. [134] demonstrated 
comparable results to Sutcliffe et al., however, by 
using OVX instead of intact rats; 17β-estradiol 
alleviated deficits in recognition memory when 
administered either before or after phencyclidine.

Thus far, research specific to 17β-estradiol and 
preclinical pharmacological models of schizo-
phrenia-like cognitive impairments is limited, and 
further experimentation is needed. Fortunately, 
due to the large volume of literature concerning 
17β-estradiol and cognition in OVX rats (as outlined 
in Table 26.1), we have a greater understanding of 
the neuroprotective effects. It is important to note 
that despite various methods of treatment, doses, 
and timing regimes, 17β-estradiol has consistently 
shown positive effects in numerous measures of 
learning, memory, and information processing.

 Selective Estrogen Receptor 
Modulators (SERMS)

SERMs are a promising alternative to 17β-estradiol 
due to their ability to exert mixed agonist/antago-
nist effects in different areas of the body and brain 
[162]. Raloxifene, approved for the treatment and 
prevention of osteoporosis, is an agonist in the 
bone and an antagonist in the  endometrium, while 
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tamoxifen, used as an anti-estrogen in the treat-
ment of breast cancer, is a partial agonist in endo-
metrial tissue; both SERMs act as an antagonist in 
breast tissue [163]. Although raloxifene and 
tamoxifen display differing mechanisms of action 
within different brain areas [164], both SERMs 
have demonstrated effects in cognitive–behav-
ioural tasks including facilitation of learning and 
memory [145], and reduction in anxious and 
depressive behaviours [165].

 Raloxifene Treatment 
for the Clinical Symptoms 
of Schizophrenia

Over the past few years, a number of studies have 
trialled raloxifene as an adjunctive therapy to 
antipsychotic treatment in women and men with 
schizophrenia. The effect of tamoxifen has not 
been clinically tested in schizophrenia (see 
Kulkarni et al. (166) for a case study of tamoxi-
fen treatment for schizoaffective disorder). 
However, an increased risk of endometrial cancer 
following tamoxifen therapy has been reported 
[167]; therefore, at this time raloxifene is a more 
suitable candidate for the treatment of 
schizophrenia.

To determine the most effective therapeutic 
dose of raloxifene, Kulkarni and colleagues [168] 
compared two groups of peri-and postmenopausal 
women with schizophrenia; participants were 
administered either 60 or 120 mg of raloxifene per 
day. Following 12 weeks of raloxifene plus anti-
psychotic treatment, a significant reduction in total 
and general positive and negative syndrome scale 
(PANSS) scores was seen in the 120 mg/day group. 
Similarly, Kianimehr et al. [169] demonstrated that 
120 mg/day of raloxifene plus 6 mg/day of risperi-
done for the duration of 8 weeks had a beneficial 
effect in postmenopausal women with schizophre-
nia; however, effects were limited to only the posi-
tive symptoms. In contrast, Usall et al. [170] trialled 
a lower dose of raloxifene (60 mg/day) over a 
12-week duration in conjunction with antipsy-
chotic treatment, and discovered a reduction in 
both positive and negative symptoms in addition to 

general psychopathology. Usall et al. [171] 
expanded upon their previous findings by conduct-
ing a longer trial (24 weeks) inclusive of a larger 
sample. Compared to the antipsychotic- only group, 
negative symptoms and general psychopathologi-
cal symptoms were improved in postmenopausal 
women with schizophrenia administered adjuvant 
raloxifene (60 mg/day). Interestingly, in contrast to 
their previous study, the authors did not find 
improved positive symptoms. Discrepancy 
between the two trials may be attributed to sample 
characteristics, specifically, focus on recruiting 
patients with prominent negative symptoms for the 
2015 study. The inclusion criteria for Kulkarni 
et al. [168] and Kianimehr et al. [169] included a 
PANSS score of ≥60 (acute patients), however, the 
inclusion criteria in Usall et al. [170, 171] specifi-
cally noted non-acute patients with significant neg-
ative symptoms, indicating participants should 
have one or more negative symptom subscale 
scores of >4 on the PANSS. Hence, the disparity in 
trial outcomes may be due to the clinical character-
istics of the samples.

Raloxifene trials predominantly include 
women with schizophrenia ≥ 45 years of age, 
however, Weickert et al. [172] recently trialled 
raloxifene treatment in men with schizophrenia. 
Six weeks of adjunctive raloxifene (120 mg/day) 
and antipsychotic treatment in young to middle-
aged men and women with schizophrenia or 
schizoaffective disorder, produced no significant 
effects on the clinical symptoms (as measured by 
the PANSS). It is noteworthy that the aforemen-
tioned raloxifene trials included primarily sam-
ples of peri- or postmenopausal women with 
schizophrenia, indicating that endogenous hor-
mone status, more specifically estrogen and pro-
gestin levels, in the younger sample of Weickert 
et al. [172] could potentially be a factor in 
response to raloxifene treatment [173, 174].

Overall, five separate studies from four dif-
ferent laboratories (and thus inclusive of four 
diverse populations) have demonstrated the ben-
eficial effect of raloxifene for clinical symptoms 
including positive, negative, and general symp-
tomatology in peri- and  postmenopausal women, 
and in men with schizophrenia.
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 Raloxifene Treatment 
for the Cognitive Symptoms 
of Schizophrenia

Only in recent years have SERMs been trialled in 
patients with schizophrenia with the primary aim 
of monitoring changes in cognitive symptoms 
[172, 176]. Initial case studies in patients with 
schizophrenia have described raloxifene in con-
junction with antipsychotic treatment to be ben-
eficial for this cluster of symptoms; areas of 
improvement included verbal learning and mem-
ory, and psychomotor speeds [177–179]. Huerta- 
Ramos et al. [176] recently conducted the first 
randomized controlled trial examining the effect 
of raloxifene on neuropsychological functioning 
in women with schizophrenia. Similar to previ-
ous clinical trials examining SERMs and cogni-
tive function [180–182], these authors used a 
sample of postmenopausal women; additionally, 
the participants remained on their antipsychotic 
regime during the experiment [176]. Following 
12 weeks of antipsychotic and raloxifene treat-
ment, significant improvements were found in 
verbal memory and executive functioning. 
Semantic memory, attention, and processing 
speed were near statistical significance, with the 
raloxifene group exhibiting a trend toward higher 
scores. A similar effect has been demonstrated in 
a randomised controlled trial sampling healthy 
postmenopausal women; Jacobsen et al. [181] 
found women receiving raloxifene daily for 
12 months had significantly improved verbal 
memory compared to the placebo group. Weickert 
et al. [172] examined the effect of raloxifene in a 
more representative sample including both men 
and women with schizophrenia and schizoaffec-
tive disorder (ages 18–51). In a randomised, dou-
ble-blind, crossover, placebo- controlled trial, 
raloxifene (120 mg/day for 6 weeks) in addition 
to antipsychotic treatment improved memory and 
attention/processing speed. Analysis by sex also 
found a beneficial effect of raloxifene on verbal 
fluency in females [172].

The effect of estrogen treatment in men with 
schizophrenia remains an underexplored area. 
Until recently, the effect of SERMs on cognitive 
symptoms had only been trialled in samples of 

postmenopausal women with schizophrenia. This 
is important to note, as preclinical data has found 
SERMs can change their effect dependent on 
the presence of endogenous 17β-estradiol [173, 
174]. For example, in the hippocampus, a struc-
ture crucial for mediating verbal memory [183], 
raloxifene can exert a partial agonist effect in the 
absence of 17β-estradiol, and a mixed agonist/
antagonist effect in its presence [174]. Further, 
evidence from basic science, randomised con-
trolled trials, and observational studies suggests a 
‘critical period’ for the benefits of hormone ther-
apy on cognitive function, with research suggest-
ing earlier intervention during the first phases of 
menopause, and following recent gonadectomy 
in animals, is optimal for the most benefit [64, 
191]. Therefore, depending on sex, reproductive 
status, and hormone levels, the clinical efficacy of 
SERMs is likely to vary. Positive outcomes in the 
research of Weickert et al. [172], however, show 
the potential benefit of raloxifene treatment for 
both men and women. Thus far, trials have shown 
raloxifene to be tolerated well in patients of both 
sexes, with few experiencing adverse events 
[168, 170, 172]. Further research is required to 
determine the long-term effects of raloxifene and 
replicate the beneficial effects seen on the cogni-
tive symptoms in schizophrenia patients thus far.

 Facilitative Effect of SERMs 
in Preclinical Research

Preclinical research examining the effect of 
SERM treatment on cognition primarily con-
cerns short-term spatial memory, and research 
thus far suggests both tamoxifen and raloxifene 
can have a facilitative effect. For example, Wu et 
al. [152] found chronic raloxifene treatment in 
female rats significantly reduced escape latency 
in the Morris water maze compared to controls. 
In male rats, Lagunas et al. [185] demonstrated a 
similar result; following gonadectomy raloxifene 
and tamoxifen treated rats displayed improved 
spatial memory acquisition compared to controls. 
Analogous to the effect seen with 17β-estradiol, 
the SERMs showed an inverted U-shaped dose 
response, with the 1 mg/kg exerting an effect, yet 
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not the 0.5 or 2 mg/kg dose. In contrast, Gibbs  
et al. [188] discovered that raloxifene did not 
significantly enhance acquisition of the delayed 
matching-to-position T-maze task in OVX rats; 
while in OVX non-human primates, Lacreuse et 
al. [189] found that raloxifene had no effect on 
cognitive tasks of spatial working memory and 
recognition memory. Velázquez- Zamora et al. 
[145], however, concluded that raloxifene and 
tamoxifen not only improved Y-maze perfor-
mance in OVX rats, but they also significantly 
increased the density of dendritic spines in the 
prelimbic/infralimbic prefrontal cortical area 
compared to the controls [145]. Comparably, 
studies have found 17β-estradiol can enhance 
dendritic spine density in the prefrontal cortex 
[186], which is associated with improved pre-
frontal cognitive performance [187].

To our knowledge, only one study has explored 
the effect of SERMs on animal behaviour relevant 
to schizophrenia symptomatology. Gogos and van 
den Buuse [1] tested SERM treatment on prepulse 
inhibition in OVX rats; deficits in sensorimotor 
gating were induced by treatment with the dopa-
mine D1/D2 receptor agonist apomorphine (0.1, 
0.3 and 1 mg/kg). While tamoxifen treatment 
reversed the effect of all three doses of apomor-
phine, raloxifene reversed only the 1 mg/kg dose, 
demonstrating that both SERMs can mediate 
dopaminergic activity, yet with differing mecha-
nisms. These findings have potential implications 
for the positive symptoms of schizophrenia.

Overall, while testing the effect of SERM 
treatment on rat cognition helps to elucidate the 
behavioural effects and potential mechanisms of 
action, further studies involving animal models 
of schizophrenia are necessary to provide clearer 
insight into the feasibility of these SERMs for the 
treatment of schizophrenia.

 Summary and Future Directions

There is undeniable necessity for an alternative 
or adjunctive pharmacological treatment for 
schizophrenia. Current treatment for the dis-
order, antipsychotics, are associated with sev-
eral side-effects, do not treat the entire array of 

schizophrenia symptoms, and have unpredict-
able efficacy, which in turn generates a difficult 
and lengthy trial-and-error treatment process 
[192]. The sex hormone, 17β-estradiol, has 
demonstrated putative effects in preclinical and 
 clinical studies of positive symptoms and psy-
chosis-like behaviour [2, 79, 111]. In contrast 
to its effect on the positive symptoms of schizo-
phrenia, the effect of 17β-estradiol on the cog-
nitive symptoms is inconclusive and has varied 
widely between and within cognitive domains 
[2, 75, 83]. Unfortunately, even if solely for the 
treatment of positive symptoms, the efficacious 
dose of 17β-estradiol is associated with poten-
tial health risks, and additional side-effects for 
men. The SERM, raloxifene, is another feasible 
treatment option for schizophrenia, having dem-
onstrated an effect in all categories of schizo-
phrenia symptoms, albeit inconsistently between 
laboratory groups [168–172, 176]. Further, the 
neurochemical mechanisms underlying the effect 
of SERMs on schizophrenia symptomatology 
are not entirely understood; knowledge of these 
mechanisms could further validate the viability of 
SERMs as a treatment option for schizophrenia.

Ultimately, despite the heterogeneous out-
comes between samples, raloxifene has demon-
strated promising effects, and notably in 
schizophrenia patients of both sexes. Thus, fur-
ther research should attempt to clarify the effects 
of raloxifene on schizophrenia symptomatology, 
including investigation of its long-term effects 
and suitability for patients of varying ages and 
symptom severity, in an effort to validate the fea-
sibility of estrogen analogue raloxifene as an 
adjunctive treatment for schizophrenia.
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Abstract

Given its ability to explain the most frequent motor symptoms of Parkinson’s 
disease (PD), degeneration of dopaminergic neurons has been considered 
one of the disease’s main pathophysiological features. Several studies have 
shown that neurodegeneration also affects noradrenergic, serotoninergic, 
cholinergic, and other monoaminergic neuronal populations. In this work, 
the characteristic contribution of cholinergic deficits to cognitive dysfunc-
tion, psychosis, and sleep disturbances in PD and their treatment are 
explored. Important neurophysiological processes at the root of several 
motor and cognitive functions remit to cholinergic neurotransmission at 
the synaptic pathway and circuital levels. The bulk of evidence highlights the 
link between cholinergic alterations and the aforementioned symptoms. The 
pathophysiology of these symptoms is related to degeneration of cholinergic 
nuclei, most importantly the nucleus basalis magnocellularis and the pedun-
culopontine nucleus. Rivastigmine, a drug that increases cholinergic tone by 
inhibiting the enzyme cholinesterase, is effective for dementia, whereas the 
use of donepezil is still in the realm of investigation. Evidence on the clinical 
effects of these drugs for psychosis and rapid eye movement sleep distur-
bances is still weak. Anticholinergic drugs should be used with caution in 
PD, as they may aggravate these cholinergic symptoms.
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 Introduction

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a progressive neuro-
degenerative disorder affecting about one in 
every 1,000 people in their fifth decade and 19 of 
every 1,000 in their eighth decade or older [1]. Its 
principal epiphenomenological clinical symp-
toms are abnormal involuntary movements, bra-
dykinesia, rigidity, and tremor. Patients also 
frequently display non-motor symptoms, includ-
ing cognitive impairment, mood disorders, sleep 
alterations, dysautonomia, and hallucinations, 
among other symptoms [2].

Histopathological changes are mainly, but not 
exclusively, characterized by the progressive loss 
of the nigrostriatal dopaminergic pathway and of 
the source dopaminergic neurons in the substan-
tia nigra pars compacta, which explains the most 
typical motor symptoms [3]. Administration of 
levodopa to parkinsonian patients has been con-
sidered the most effective symptomatic treatment 
for the past 40 years [4].

At the cellular and molecular levels, neuronal 
death may be preceded by a series of dysfunc-
tional states, including loss of redox control, 
alteration of lysosomal activity, abnormal pro-
tein control mechanisms in the endoplasmic 
reticulum (ER), and perturbation of the ER–
Golgi trafficking mechanisms. These patholo-
gies are closely intertwined with one of the 
hallmarks of the disease, namely the abnormal 
accumulation of misfolded protein aggregates 
[5]. Lewy bodies constitute a characteristic path-
ological finding, second only to the neurofibril-
lary tangles in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Early 
work identified the immunoreactivity of the 
Lewy bodies with antibodies against the presyn-
aptic protein α-synuclein [6]. One major target 
of α-synuclein is Rab1, a key component of the 
ER–Golgi trafficking pathway [7]. ER stress has 
been invoked as a possible major disruptive 

mechanism, leading to an adaptive reaction 
known as the unfolded protein response [8]. This 
response may be cytoprotective when activated 
to a moderate level, but is deleterious at a higher 
level, triggering in turn the apoptotic death of the 
damaged neuron [9, 10]. PD may also be consid-
ered a synaptopathy, that is, abnormal synaptic 
connectivity compromising nigrostriatal path-
ways and intra-striatal interneuronal connec-
tions, presumably most apparent at the initial 
stages of the disease. Mutations in the 
α-synuclein gene cause familial forms of PD and 
dementia with Lewy bodies. Synaptic accumula-
tion of α-synuclein is accompanied by the redis-
tribution of the synaptic SNARE proteins 
SNAP-25, syntaxin-1, and synaptobrevin- 2, as 
well as by an age-dependent reduction in dopa-
mine release [11].

The striatum is the most important input 
nucleus of the basal ganglia. The principal source 
of afferents is layer 5 of the cerebral cortex, con-
veying glutamatergic (Glu) excitatory synapses. 
Motor areas (4 and 6 plus the supplementary 
motor area) together with the primary somato-
sensory cortex follow, also with Glu neurotrans-
mission. The second major striatal input is 
dopaminergic acid (DA), stemming from the sub-
stantia nigra A9 cell group.

Many features of PD are unresponsive to 
levodopa, such as gait disorders and cognitive 
impairment or dementia, indicating the involve-
ment of other neurotransmitter systems [12]. In 
this regard, recent evidence suggests degenera-
tion of adrenergic, serotoninergic, and choliner-
gic neurons, among others [12].

The importance of cholinergic dysfunction in 
the physiopathology of many PD features cannot 
be overemphasized. For example, in a recent study 
in 137 PD patients, cholinergic denervation could 
be related to rapid eye movement (REM) behavior 
disorder, fall history, gait disorders,  psychosis, and 
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cognitive dysfunction [13, 14]. In this chapter, we 
review cholinergic neurotransmission in health as 
well as the pathophysiology and treatment of neu-
ropsychiatric symptoms originating from cholin-
ergic degeneration, namely dementia, psychosis, 
and sleep disturbances in PD.

Bibliographical references were searched in 
PubMed by the following string: (acetylcho-
line OR cholinergic) AND Parkinson’s disease. 
Articles in English, Spanish, and French were 
retrieved. Reference sections from retrieved 
papers were also explored for data-base 
enrichment.

 Cholinergic Neurotransmission 
in Health

Acetylcholine (ACh) is an ubiquitous, small 
molecular weight neurotransmitter which plays a 
pivotal role in chemical neurotransmission in the 
central (CNS) and peripheral nervous system 
(PNS). In the brain, ACh mediates distant signal-
ing through projection neurons and local signal-
ing via interneurons. The type of message 
conveyed by ACh depends on a variety of factors, 
including site of release, the localization of the 
target neurons, the target receptor subtypes [15], 
and the status of the target cells at the time of 
release. Furthermore, ACh signaling may be cir-
cumscribed to the synapse or result from the de- 
localized diffusion of the neurotransmitter in the 
extracellular milieu and binding to non-synaptic 
sites [16, 17]. In terms of gross anatomical brain 
regions, it is safe to state that ACh affects the 
brain in its entirety. A recent review [18] meticu-
lously dissects current knowledge on the anat-
omy of cholinergic projections, summarized in 
two main tracks: (i) the brainstem; and (ii) the 
magnocellular basal forebrain– cholinergic sys-
tems. The former, as worked out by immuno-
chemical techniques [19], involves neuronal 
soma located in the pedunculopontine tegmental 
nucleus (PPN) and the laterodorsal pontine teg-
mentum (LDT) and projecting to the thalamus, 
basal ganglia, the basal forebrain and to a much 
lesser extent, the cerebral cortex. The basal fore-

brain cholinergic system comprises neurons 
located in the medial septal nucleus (MS), the 
vertical and horizontal limbs of the diagonal band 
of Broca, and the nucleus basalis magnocellularis 
(NBM, the nucleus basalis of Meynert in 
humans), which send projections to neocortex, 
entorhinal cortex, limbic cortices, cingulate cor-
tex, and hippocampus. Cholinergic fibers in cor-
tex appear not to be associated with postsynaptic 
densities, a fact that has been linked with the 
hypothesis that cholinergic transmission may not 
be synaptic but may involve modulation of target 
neurons via diffusion, so-called volume transmis-
sion [16].

From the standpoint of the target receptors, 
ACh neurotransmission is mediated through two 
entirely different types of receptor proteins and 
ensuing molecular mechanisms, i.e., the metabo-
tropic 7-transmembrane domain (TM) musca-
rinic AChRs and the ionotropic pentameric 
nicotinic nAChRs (See Table 27.1 for a sum-
mary). The former are members of the G protein- 
coupled superfamily of receptors, which possess 
7-transmembrane segments and mediate intracel-
lular signals associated with metabolic cascades. 
The nAChRs, on the other hand, are members of 
the superfamily of pentameric ligand-gated ion 
channels (pLGIC), a collection of neurotransmit-
ter receptors which also includes γ-amino butyric 
acid (GABA-A, GABA-C), glycine, serotonin 
(5-HT3), and bacterial homologs [25, 26].

The metabotropic mAChRs are coupled to 
different types of G proteins, e.g., Gi/o type (M2 
and M4 subtypes of mAChRs) of G proteins 
that negatively couple to adenylate cyclase or 
Gq proteins (M1, M3 and M5 subtypes of 
mAChRs), which convert the cholinergic signal 
into metabolic cascades [20]. Presynaptic 
mAChRs (M2, M4 subtypes) are largely inhibi-
tory, and perform this function partly as inhibi-
tory autoreceptors on cholinergic terminals 
[27]. The M2 subtype is the predominant auto-
receptor in the hippocampus and cerebral cor-
tex, whereas M4 is the main subtype in the 
striatum [15, 20, 21]. Postsynaptic mAChRs 
can be either inhibitory (M2, M4) or excitatory 
(M1, M3, M5) [15, 21].
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The ionotropic, fast-signaling nAChRs are 
composed of five polypeptide subunits organized 
pseudo-symmetrically around a central pore [22]. 
Each subunit contains an extracellular domain, 
four hydrophobic transmembrane segments 
arranged in the form of three concentric rings 
around the pore, and a short extracellular 
carboxy- terminal domain. nAChRs are charac-
teristically involved in the rapid “phasic” effects 
of ACh under conditions of brief release/high 
local concentration of the neurotransmitter, but 
they also operate under the low, tonic ACh release 
or mimicking systemically applied cholinergic 
drugs [16], a condition which may be particularly 
relevant to cholinergic neurotransmission — and/
or its modulation — in the striatum.

Muscle-type nAChRs are expressed in the 
PNS and neuronal-type nAChRs in both PNS 
and the CNS as well as in other non-neural tis-
sues such as immune cells, lymphocytes, lung 
epithelium, and other tissues [28]. In the CNS, 
the nAChR is present in various combinations 
of subunits (α4, α5, α6, α7, α9, α10, and β2 
[29]), the two most abundant ones being the 
hetero- pentameric receptor formed by α4 and 
β2 subunits and the homo-pentameric receptor 
formed exclusively by α7 subunits. The deficit 
of some of the nAChR subunits in PD has been 
explicitly explored [30]. The two predominant 
forms of the nAChR, the α4β2 and the α7 oligo-
mers, are also strongly expressed in the stria-
tum, accompanied by the α6β2 form [31]. It is 
not clear whether other subunits are present in 
the heteromeric nAChRs. The α4β2 and α6β2 
nAChRs in the striatum are localized at the 
dopaminergic terminal, the predominant target 
undergoing degeneration in PD. The α4β2 
nAChR is also found in striatal GABAergic 
inhibitory interneurons [32].

The α7nAChR exhibits certain functional 
properties that distinguish it from other nicotinic 
receptors: (a) fast desensitization kinetics, (b) 
unusually high Ca2+ permeability, and (c) high 
affinity for binding α-bungarotoxin [29, 33]. In 
most regions of the brain, the α7 nAChR is found 
presynaptically, where it modulates enhanced 

neurotransmitter release of various other neu-
rotransmitters, including DA, 5-HT, glutamate, 
and GABA; and postsynaptically, where it gener-
ates postsynaptic currents [23, 24]. In addition, 
the perisynaptic presence of the receptor has also 
been demonstrated, where it modulates neuronal 
activity, presumably by an unconventional mech-
anism involving diffusion of the natural neu-
rotransmitter and binding to non-synaptic sites 
[16]. In the striatum, the α7 nAChRs are found in 
cortical glutamatergic excitatory afferents [23].

Cholinergic mechanisms are intimately 
linked to cognitive functions associated with 
cortical and hippocampal brain anatomical 
regions. Working memory, spatial and episodic 
memory acquisition, storage, maintenance and 
retrieval, attention, and other neurophysiologi-
cal processes at the root of neural information 
and cognitive functions remit to ACh neuro-
transmission at synaptic, pathway, and circuital 
levels.

 Neuropsychiatric Symptoms 
Resulting from Cholinergic 
Degeneration in PD

A summary of the brain cholinergic nuclei exhib-
iting signs of denervation in PD and their neuro-
psychiatric correlates is presented in Table 27.2. 
In this section, the contributions of cholinergic 
degeneration to the physiopathology of cognitive 
impairment, psychosis, and sleep disturbances in 
PD will be summarized.

Table 27.2 Sources of cholinergic dysfunction in PD 
and its main clinical correlates

PD feature Pathological basis

Cognitive impairment Degeneration of the NBM
REM sleep behavior 
disorder

Degeneration of the PPN

Psychosis Reduced cholinergic tone 
(maybe PPN)

NBM nucleus basalis magnocellularis (Meynert’s nucleus), 
PPN pedunculopontine nucleus
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 Cognitive Impairment and Mood 
Disorders

The physiopathology of PD dementia (PDD) is 
complex and involves severe dopaminergic and 
cholinergic deficits, the main pathological drivers of 
cognitive decline being a synergistic effect between 
α-synuclein and AD pathology [34]. Only choliner-
gic deficits will be reviewed in this section.

 Alteration in Cholinergic Receptors 
Expression or Function in Cognitive 
Impairment in PD
Because of their distribution in brain anatomical 
regions associated with cognitive processes, vari-
ous subtypes of nAChR have been invoked as 
being associated with abnormal cognitive pro-
cesses. The α7 nAChR is highly expressed in the 
hippocampus, a region particularly affected in 
cognitive disorders [29, 35–37], as recently 
reviewed in [38], whereas a massive loss in cere-
bral cortex of the other most abundant type of 
CNS nAChRs, the α4β2-type, accompanies the 
cognitive decline observed in AD [39, 40]. Not 
surprisingly, alterations in memory and cognition 
associated with nAChRs have also been reported 
in pathological states other than AD, such as 
schizophrenia [41]. The various functions 
afflicted in PD have been associated with nAChR 
dysfunction of different brain nAChR oligomeric 
forms [42–44]. α7 nAChR ligands are a subject 
of intense research in diseases affecting cognitive 
functions, especially the subclass of ligands 
termed positive allosteric modulators (PAMs, see 
reviews in [45]). This is a group of compounds 
that enhance recognition memory and cognitive 
improvement in animal models (e.g., [46, 47]).

Muscarinic receptors are also implicated in cog-
nitive disturbances. Antagonists such as scopol-
amine perturb the performance of cognitive tasks in 
animal models [48] and even lead to extreme cog-
nitive disturbances with delirium at higher doses 
[49]. This condition has also been reported in chil-
dren after application of postsurgical transdermal 
patches to ameliorate nausea and motion sickness 
[50], and in the elderly, who are particularly vul-
nerable to even modest levels of antimuscarinic 
drugs due to their cumulative effects [51].

Several lines of evidence link brain nicotinic 
nAChRs, the α7 in particular, with the develop-
ment of neurodegenerative disease with cognitive 
impairments, such as AD [45]. The greater the 
depletion of cholinergic neurons and associated 
cholinergic pathways in cognitive-associated 
brain areas such as the neocortex and hippocam-
pus, the more severe the associated dementia, 
suggesting a relationship between the clinical 
manifestations and the level of cholinergic 
decline [52, 53]. Cholinergic pathways are asso-
ciated with the processes of learning and mem-
ory, and nicotinic agonists and cholinomimetics 
in general have been used as therapeutic agents, 
providing symptomatic improvements in cogni-
tive impairment [54–57]. This constitutes the 
basis of therapeutic approaches aiming at α7 
AChR activation with selective agonists.

 Data from Studies in PD Patients
The involvement of ACh pathways in PD is further 
exemplified by the results of a recent trial by Park 
and colleagues [58]. White matter hyperintensities 
in the cholinergic pathways were assessed by 
means of the Cholinergic Pathways Hyperintensities 
Scale (CHIPS) using 3.0 Tesla magnetic resonance. 
Patients with AD (n = 20), PDD (n = 21) and 
dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB, n = 17) were 
compared with a group of 20 healthy controls. 
Results showed that the CHIPS score was corre-
lated with MMSE, SOB scores of the Clinical 
Dementia Rating, and verbal and visuospatial 
memory domains in demented patients.

Degeneration of the NBM appears to be highly 
correlated with PDD [59]. A recent study showed 
that PD patients with mild cognitive impairments 
(PD-MCI) who would develop PDD during fol-
low- up had greater degeneration of the substantia 
innominata, where the NBM is located [60]. In 
this study, 51 PD-MCI were followed for a 
 minimum of 2 years, during which PDD was 
diagnosed in 15 cases. Greater grey matter loss in 
the prefrontal area was also observed in subjects 
developing PDD. Loss of neurons in the substan-
tia innominata was observed in early stages of the 
disease, and was further accentuated in PDD.

Recent results in post-mortem analyses of 
brains from demented and non-demented PD 
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patients confirmed these results. In the study by 
Hall and colleagues, stereological analyses of the 
A9 and A10 dopaminergic neurons and Ch1, Ch2 
and Ch4 cholinergic neurons located in the basal 
forebrain, along with an assessment of 
α-synuclein pathology in these regions and in the 
hippocampus, were performed in six demented 
and five non-demented PD patients and five age- 
matched control individuals with no signs of neu-
rological disease [61]. Choline acetyltransferase 
(ChAT) activity in the hippocampus and frontal 
cortex was also measured in a different set of 
eight demented and eight non-demented PD 
patients, as well as in the same areas of eight age- 
matched controls. Stereological analyses showed 
a significant 54% reduction in the NMB of PDD 
compared to controls and a non-significant reduc-
tion of 30% in non-demented PD. No differences 
were observed in other cholinergic regions. 
Furthermore, the density of ACh neurons in the 
NBM correlated inversely with the severity of 
dementia. ChAT activity, a measure of the pres-
ence of cholinergic terminals in a given brain 
region, was reduced in the hippocampus of PD 
with dementia compared to non-demented 
patients and controls. Interestingly, neocortical 
ChAT activity was reduced in the neocortex of 
both demented and non-demented PD compared 
to controls. Finally, α-synuclein pathology and 
Lewy-body deposition in the basal forebrain of 
patients with PDD were more severe than in non- 
demented patients, thus suggesting the possible 
role of α-synuclein aggregation in the develop-
ment of cortical and hippocampal cholinergic 
dysfunction.

The diminution in the density of the α4β2 
nAChR in the CNS has been recently correlated 
with cognitive impairments in non-demented PD 
patients [62]. Previous studies had revealed 
reduced binding to these receptors in PD brains, 
and some preliminary findings suggest that the 
lower density of these receptors might correlate 
with cognitive impairments. In this study, 25 
non-demented PD patients underwent a 5-[123I]
iodo-3-[2(S)-2-azetidinylmethoxy] pyridine (5-I- 
A-85380) SPECT to visualize α4β2 nAChRs, and 
cognitive testing with the CERAD (Consortium 
to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease) 

battery to identify domains of cognitive dysfunc-
tion [62]. Results showed significant correlations 
between performance of the CERAD subtests 
Boston Naming Test (a specific test for visual 
perception and for detection of word-finding dif-
ficulties) and Word List Intrusions (a specific test 
for learning capacity and memory for language 
information) with the density of α4β2 nAChRs at 
the right superior parietal lobe cortex and the left 
thalamus, and left and right posterior subcortical 
regions.

An interesting question is whether the altera-
tion of the NBM is the same as that found in 
AD. NBM degeneration is comparable or even 
more intense in PD compared to the latter, yet the 
clinical characteristics of the two dementias dif-
fer significantly. Some authors have suggested 
that the divergence may be connected to possible 
differences in the degree to which subsections of 
the NBM are affected [63], but this hypothesis 
remains to be studied.

Depression can precede dementia, or at least 
depressed patients are at greater risk of develop-
ing PDD [64]. In a recent study, neocortical cho-
linergic innervation was assessed in 12 
non-demented PD patients, six PDD and ten nor-
mal control patients [65] by means of dynamic 
PET scanning of previously injected [11C]methyl- 
4- piperidinyl propionate radioligand, a selective 
substrate for the enzyme AChE. Pooled analyses 
demonstrated a significant inverse correlation 
between cortical AChE activity and Cornell Scale 
for Depression in Dementia scores (r = 0.5, 
p = 0.007). The correlation remained significant 
when only PD patients were assessed, in whom 
AChE activity also correlated with the MMSE 
score. Recent evidence suggests that the early 
involvement of the posterior neocortex and 
visuoperceptual impairment may be risk factors 
for the rapid symptomatic progression and 
dementia in PD [66].

 Cognitive Dysfunction as a Side-Effect 
of Cholinergic Drugs
In the light of the evidence reviewed above, it is not 
surprising that drugs interfering with cholinergic 
function have profound effects on cognitive func-
tion in PD. Muscarinic receptor blockers can cause 
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acute confusion, dementia, and chronic intellectual 
impairment [67]. In a study with trihexyphenidyl, 
an oral anticholinergic agent, clinical disability, 
cognitive assessment, and measurements of cere-
bral blood flow (rCBF) and oxygen metabolic rate 
(rCMRO) were performed in six PD patients before 
and after administration of the drug for 7 weeks at 
6 mg/day [68]. Results showed improvements in 
motor symptoms without evident changes in cogni-
tive function. Cortical and striatal rCBF and 
rCMRO2 were significantly decreased, a typical 
finding in PDD [69].

 Psychosis and Delirium

Visual hallucinations (VHs) are frequently 
reported by PD patients [2]. Besides the effect of 
dopaminergic medication, anticholinergics are 
associated with VHs even in patients without PD.

 Data from Studies in PD Patients
In a recent study, inhibitory cholinergic activity 
in the CNS was measured by means of the short- 
latency afferent inhibition (SAI) technique in ten 
non-demented PD patients with VHs, in 12 non- 
demented PD patients without VHs, and in 11 
age-matched healthy controls [70]. Results 
showed reduced SAI in patients with VHs, which 
was otherwise normal in patients without halluci-
nations. In addition, patients with VHs showed 
more frequent MCI and had reduced values in 
some cognitive function tests. The authors specu-
lated that these results might be related to dimin-
ished neocortical cholinergic input from the 
NBM.

 Delirium
Characterized by an acute and fluctuating distur-
bance in attention and awareness accompanied 
by an additional disturbance in cognition, delir-
ium is more frequent in PD than in the general 
population [71]. Cholinergic deficiency is one of 
the most frequently found abnormalities in delir-
ium. In a recent study, the association between 
exposure to anticholinergic drugs and delirium 
was studied in a database of more than 16,000 PD 
patients [72]. Results showed that 57.8% of PD 

patients were prescribed non-PD medications 
with moderate to very strong anticholinergic 
potential. Subjects exposed to anticholinergic 
polypharmacy had increased risk of delirium 
(adjusted OR: 1.61, 95% CI: 1.08–2.40).

 Sleep Disturbances

Sleep disturbances are common disabling non- 
motor features of PD that have a detrimental 
effect on health-related quality of life [2]. 
Activation of the PPN is capable of inducing 
REM sleep [73] and degeneration of cholinergic 
neurons in the basal forebrain and brainstem is 
one of the factors resulting in a reduction in REM 
sleep and REM-sleep behavior disorder (RBD) 
[74]. RBD is characterized by a loss of normal 
muscle atonia during REM sleep and dream- 
enacting behavior. RBD occurs in 0.5% of the 
general population, but is considered to be a risk 
factor for synucleinopathies and even as a pre- 
motor sign of PD [75].

 Data from Studies on Animal Models
The effects on REM sleep of drugs acting on dif-
ferent monoaminergic systems have been 
explored in the MPTP mouse model of PD [76]. 
The objective of the study was to assess the 
effects of these drugs on sleep/wakefulness pat-
terns, measuring the amount of REM sleep (or 
paradoxical sleep -PS-). Arecoline, a muscarinic 
agonist, increased the amount of PS in the MPTP- 
treated mice but not in the controls, probably 
reflecting supersensitivity in the former.

 Data from Studies in PD Patients
Cholinergic function has been recently evaluated 
in PD patients with or without RBD by means of 
short-latency afferent inhibition (SAI), a transcra-
nial magnetic stimulation protocol able to test an 
inhibitory cholinergic circuit in the human brain 
[77]. In this study, ten PD patients with RBD 
diagnosis by polysomnography, 13 patients with-
out the disorder, and ten healthy controls were 
enrolled. In addition to SAI, neuropsychological 
examination was also performed. SAI was 
reduced in PD patients with RBD compared to 
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unaffected PD and healthy controls. Interestingly, 
MCI was more frequent in the former, and cogni-
tive parameters correlated with SAI. These find-
ings indicate that cholinergic dysfunction may 
play an important role in RBD in PD.

 Symptomatic Treatment 
of Cholinergic Deficits in PD

The idea that enhancing cholinergic tone might 
be a first-line therapeutic strategy for cholinergic 
symptoms is logical and appealing. In this sec-
tion, clinical use of cholinergic tone manipula-
tion at the brain level by pharmacological or 
neurosurgical approaches will be explored. Other 
non-cholinergic treatments will be (briefly) men-
tioned for the sake of completeness.

 Cognitive Impairment

A recent systematic review and meta-analysis 
suggested that inhibitors of cholinesterase are 
effective in the treatment of cognitive impairment 
in patients with PD [78]. The systematic search 
yielded three studies involving donepezil and one 
involving rivastigmine. The EXPRESS study 

included 541 patients with PDD who were ran-
domly administered 12 mg rivastigmine or pla-
cebo and followed up for a mean of 24 weeks 
[79]. The study by Dubois et al. included 355 
patients with PDD receiving 5 mg donepezil, 
10 mg donepezil, or placebo, followed up for a 
mean duration of 24 weeks [80]. The study by 
Ravina et al. was a crossover study in which 22 
patients with PDD were randomized to receive 
either 10 mg/day donepezil followed by placebo, 
or placebo followed by 10 mg/day donepezil for 
a mean follow-up of 10 weeks [81]. Results 
showed that these drugs significantly slowed 
MMSE decline (MD = −1.123, 95% CI = −1.638 
to −0.608; p = 0.001; I2 = 44.6%), and ADAS- 
cog (SMD = −0.266, 95% CI −0.399 to −0.133; 
p < 0.0001; I2 = 0%). Interestingly, the death rate 
was lower in treated patients than in those receiv-
ing a placebo (OR = 0.295, 95% CI 0.108 to 
0.806; p = 0.017; I2 = 0%). Tremor and adverse 
drug reactions in general were more frequent 
with cholinesterase inhibitors. A summary of 
these studies is presented in Table 27.3.

Long-term safety of rivastigmine was stud-
ied in a 76-week, prospective, open-label, ran-
domized study of 583 PD patients aged 
50–85 years old [83]. Patients were randomly 
assigned rivastigmine 12 mg/d capsules or 

Table 27.3 Studies with cholinesterase inhibitors for cognitive impairment in PD

Author & Year Drug/ Procedure Design Sample Main results

Emre 2004 [79] Rivastigmine Randomized, double-blind, 
placebo-controlled trial

541 demented PD 
patients

Improvement of 2.1 
points in the ADAS- 
cog with rivastigmine 
vs 0.7-point worsening 
with placebo 
(p < 0.001)

Ravina 2005 [81] Donepezil Randomized, double-blind, 
placebo-controlled trial

22 demented PD There was a 1.9 point 
trend toward better 
scores on the 
ADAS-cog on 
donepezil vs placebo 
(p = NS)

Dubois 2012 [80] Donepezil Randomized, double-blind, 
placebo-controlled trial

355 demented PD In a post-hoc analysis, 
donepezil was better 
than placebo

Mamikonyan 2015 
[82]

Rivastigmine Randomized, double-blind, 
placebo-controlled trial

28 PD patients with 
minimal cognitive 
impairment

Non-significant 
benefits with 
rivastigmine

PPN DBS deep brain stimulation of the pedunculopontine tegmental nuclei
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9.5 mg/24 h patches. Primary outcomes 
included incidence of, and discontinuation due 
to, predefined adverse events (AEs) potentially 
arising from worsening of PD. Incidence of 
predefined AEs was 36.1% for capsules vs 
31.9% for patch. Discontinuation due to wors-
ening of motor symptoms was observed in 4.4% 
and 2.4% for capsule/patch respectively, and 
tremor in 24.5% vs 9.7%. Authors argued that 
these figures were in the range expected due to 
the natural progression of Parkinson’s disease. 
Rivastigmine is considered to be “Clinically 
Useful” for the treatment of dementia in PD 
according to the latest review of the Movement 
Disorder Society Evidence-Based Medicine 
Task Force [84]. Use of donepezil is considered 
“Investigational” [84].

The efficacy and safety of rivastigmine for the 
treatment of minimal cognitive impairment in PD 
(PD-MCI) have been explored in a recent study 
[82]. Patients with PD-MCI (n = 28) were 
enrolled in a 24-week, randomized, double-blind, 
placebo-controlled, crossover, single-site study 
of the rivastigmine transdermal patch. The pri-
mary outcome measure was the Alzheimer’s 
Disease Cooperative Study — Clinical Global 
Impression of Change (ADCS-CGIC). Twenty- 
six participants (92.9%) completed both study 
phase assessments, and 23 (82.1%) completed 
both phases on study medication. The CGIC 
response rate demonstrated a non-significant dif-
ference favoring rivastigmine.

In a recent study, patients with PDD or 
PD-MCI were compared to controls and studied 
before and after a 3-month therapy with rivastig-
mine patch [85]. At baseline, patients showed 
reduced spontaneous brain activity in regions 
important for motor control (e.g., caudate, sup-
plementary motor area, precentral gyrus, thala-
mus), attention and executive functions (e.g., 
lateral prefrontal cortex), and episodic memory 
(e.g., precuneus, angular gyrus, hippocampus). 
Spontaneous brain activity deficits in the left pre-
motor cortex, inferior frontal gyrus, and supple-
mentary motor area were restored such that the 
activity was increased post-treatment compared 
with baseline and was no longer different from 
controls. These results are in line with a potential 

restoration of cortical cholinergic tone from the 
NBM induced by the drug.

Antimuscarinic drugs have a well-known del-
eterious effect on cognitive function [67], which 
has been confirmed in PD by a study measuring 
cerebral blood flow and oxygen metabolic rate 
after treatment with trihexyphenidyl [68]. These 
parameters are markers for dementia in PD [69]. 
Therefore, antimuscarinic drugs should be 
avoided in patients with cognitive impairments.

Memantine, a channel blocker of the 
N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) type of glutamate 
receptors, has been prescribed for Alzheimer’s 
disease patients, and could possibly be used for 
the treatment of PDD who cannot tolerate cholin-
esterase inhibitors, but its efficacy has been 
poorly documented [86].

 Psychosis, Delirium and Sleep 
Disturbances

The management of psychosis should start by 
withdrawal of potential offending drugs, anticho-
linergics and tricyclic antidepressant in particular 
[86]. Quetiapine in small doses might also be 
used if drug withdrawal fails [86]. Anecdotal evi-
dence suggests interesting clinical effects with 
donepezil [87], and there is an ongoing random-
ized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial with 
donepezil for this indication [88].

Withdrawal of anticholinergic drugs is also 
the first therapeutic measure for delirium. 
Cholinesterase inhibitors do not appear to be 
effective for delirium in older adults [89]; how-
ever, there are no studies in PD patients.

RBD symptoms were improved by rivastig-
mine in two small case series of patients with 
DLB [90]. Further results in PD are awaited. The 
most commonly used RBD treatments include 
low-dose clonazepam or high-dose melatonin 
taken orally at bedtime [91].

The potential effects of PPN DBS on sleep 
and somnolence were explored in a pilot study 
involving two PD subjects with intractable gait 
dysfunction [92]. Low-frequency stimulation of 
the PPN area increased alertness, whereas high- 
frequency stimulation induced non-REM sleep. 
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In addition, the sudden withdrawal of the low- 
frequency stimulation was consistently followed 
by REM sleep episodes in one of the patients.

 Discussion

Cholinergic deficits are common in PD and con-
tribute to motor disturbances including gait dys-
function and non-motor symptoms like cognitive 
impairment, dementia, mood abnormalities, psy-
chosis, and sleep disorders [14, 93]. It is there-
fore logical to hypothesize that increasing 
cholinergic tone might be a first-line strategy for 
the treatment of these symptoms. The bulk of evi-
dence suggests that administering inhibitors of 
the enzyme cholinesterase and/or withdrawing 
drugs with cholinergic antagonizing effects, 
could be effective for treating cognitive impair-
ment, psychosis, and sleep disturbances in 
PD. Interestingly, cholinesterase inhibitors have 
also been found to be effective for gait impair-
ment and falls [94, 95], which are also related to 
cholinergic degeneration [96, 97].

Several pieces of evidence suggest that riv-
astigmine may be considered pivotal for the treat-
ment of PDD [78]. The evidence is weaker for 
PD patients with minimal cognitive impairment 
[82]. These patients might obtain some benefit 
from this type of drug, but further evidence is 
needed before any concrete claims can be made 
in this connection.

Withdrawing anticholinergic drugs is the first 
step in the management of psychosis and delir-
ium in PD [86]. If further treatment is needed, 
cholinesterase inhibitors might also offer some 
benefit in the former, as suggested by anecdotal 
evidence. A randomized, double-blind, placebo- 
controlled trial with donepezil is underway. 
Delirium might not respond to these drugs, but no 
study on PD is available. Case reports also sug-
gest that these drugs might be beneficial for RBD, 
at least in patients with Lewy body dementia 
[90]. Trials in PD are still lacking.

There are, however, certain issues that will 
need to be addressed by future studies. Firstly, 
the safety of cholinesterase inhibitors should be 
more thoroughly explored. Theoretically, these 

drugs could worsen parkinsonian motor symp-
toms by further misbalancing ACh-DA tone in 
the striatum. Although short-term trials have not 
disclosed any such effects, and one 1.5-year 
study showed results that could be considered in 
line with normal disease progression [83], further 
studies comparing disease progression in patients 
under these treatments with untreated controls 
are needed to dispel any doubts on the matter.

Psychosis and related sleep disturbances 
might also benefit from cholinesterase inhibi-
tors, as suggested by low-quality evidence [86] 
or by evidence from other diseases [98]. Studies 
are urgently needed for these domains, as cur-
rent treatments either have low efficacy or are 
unsafe.
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Abstract

The glycine reuptake inhibitor (GRI) bitopertin (also known as RG1678 
or RO-4917838), invented by Hoffmann–La Roche, was poised to make 
an impact on the pharmacotherapy of schizophrenia, but hope was 
finally dashed by the disappointing outcomes of the recently completed 
multi- centre phase III clinical trials. Against this backdrop, this review 
aims to survey the rationale and potential of GRIs to treat neuropsychi-
atric conditions beyond schizophrenia. Indeed, although the develop-
ment of bitopertin as an anti-schizophrenia drug has since been shelved, 
it is still being pursued by Roche as a potential adjunctive medication 
for the treatment of obsessive–compulsive disorder. Several lines of 
research have independently indicated that the pharmacological inhi-
bition of glycine reuptake may be relevant to the treatment of diverse 
clinical conditions, including depression, anxiety disorders, alcohol 
dependence, epilepsy, and pain. In each case, the rationale emphasizes 
the physiological impact of glycine reuptake inhibition on either the 
inhibitory glycinergic neurotransmission or the excitatory n-methyl-d-
aspartate receptor–dependent glutamatergic neurotransmission. None 
of the proposed clinical applications, however, can readily incorporate 
and integrate, a priori, both expected neuropharmacological effects of 
GRIs. The dual action of glycine in the nervous system may be the 
Achilles heel in precisely predicting the outcome of the systemic effects 
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of GRIs, which may  explain why none of these approaches has yet 
yielded any clinic-ready GRI drug. A better understanding at the cir-
cuitry level implicated in the respective disorders would be needed to 
overcome this roadblock to drug discovery.
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 Introduction

The inhibition of glycine transporters is a novel 
pharmacological strategy to inhibit as well as 
potentiate neuronal excitation in the central 
nervous system through an interference with 
the homeostatic regulation of extracellular gly-
cine availability at the relevant synapses [1, 2]. 
Drugs or genetic disruptions that inhibit gly-
cine reuptake have been shown to (i) potentiate 
glycinergic neurotransmission, which is invari-
ably inhibitory in nature in the adult mamma-
lian central nervous system, and (ii) facilitate 
the neurotransmission at the N-methyl-d-
aspartate (NMDA) receptors, where the gly-
cine-B site occupancy (by glycine or d-serine) 
essentially gates the activation of NMDA 
receptors. Since glycine-B site occupancy is 
normally not saturated at physiological condi-
tions, increasing the availability of glycine in 
the vicinity of NMDA receptors by inhibition 
of glycine reuptake via glycine transporter 1 
(GlyT1) is effective in potentiating NMDA 
receptor excitability [3]. Moreover, this phar-
macological strategy is expected to stimulate 
NMDA receptors in a use-dependent manner, 
which minimizes excitotoxic effects associated 
with direct NMDA receptor agonists. This has 
raised hope for a new generation of anti-psy-
chotic medication targeting the negative and 
cognitive symptoms of schizophrenia, of which 
no effective therapy is available. It is because 
these symptoms are believed to stem from the 
deficiency of NMDA receptor function. This 
was the focus of our review in 2015 [4], and we 
begin here with an update on the major 
development.

 Update on Bitopertin as a Potential 
Antipsychotic Drug

Bitopertin (also known as RG1678 or RO-4917838) 
is the only selective GlyT1- inhibiting drug that 
had reached phase 3 clinical trials as an adjunctive 
medication for schizophrenia. However, its devel-
opment in this direction has been halted, and the 
decision is primarily due to the consistent lack of 
efficacy across six independent clinical trials. 
Three trials were designed to focus on negative 
and cognitive symptoms in patients with persis-
tent, predominantly negative symptoms of schizo-
phrenia, whereas the other three trials focused on 
persistent positive symptoms that are sub-opti-
mally controlled [4]. Bitopertin was always 
administered as an add-on medication to current 
atypical antipsychotic drugs other than clozapine 
(because of known adverse interaction). The equal 
emphasis on negative as well as positive symp-
toms in this large-scale multi-centre study (code 
name ‘SearchLyte’) with a sample size exceeding 
2,500 patients reflected that Roche had taken into 
consideration evidence from early trials suggest-
ing that significant improvement in positive symp-
toms had been observed in some patients treated 
with glycine or the naturally occurring GlyT1 
inhibitor sarcosine [5].

As revealed by Bugarski-Kirola et al. [6–8], 
however, none of the six multi-centre trials had 
yielded evidence that adjunctive bitopertin could 
produce significantly superior efficacy in compari-
son with placebo add-on in terms of negative 
symptoms and cognitive functioning. The only 
favourable finding was a significant improvement 
in positive symptom factor scores observed at one 
specific dose (10 mg/kg/day) in the trial code 
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named ‘NightLyte’ (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: 
NCT01235559), which comprised a sample size 
of 200 patients [8]. The negative outcome of the 
‘SearchLyte’ clinical study has been surprising, 
given that earlier data emerging from the phase 2 
trials had indicated significant improvement in 
overall clinical outcomes, including negative 
symptom factor scores and social and cognitive 
functioning [9–11]. Hindsight suggests that the 
concerns expressed by Lin and colleagues [12] 
were well founded, especially when they were 
casting doubt on whether the low effect size (>0.4) 
obtained in phase 2 trials could be successfully 
translated into a broader examination.

At this time, not much could be read from 
Roche’s ‘SearchLyte’ study with regard to the phar-
macological mechanisms that had led to the appar-
ent failure, but two relevant points may warrant 
consideration. First, although the reported efficacy 
against positive symptoms may be restricted to a 
particular subset of patients, the possibility that posi-
tive symptoms, as opposed to negative symptoms, 
might benefit from bitopertin suggests that one 
ought to re-focus on the emphasis of targeting nega-
tive/cognitive symptoms as a separate cluster that 
warrants a distinct pharmacological approach. 
Indeed, it reminds one of the suggestion that the 
emergence positive symptoms may stem from a 
underlying glutamatergic dysfunction (e.g., [13]). 
Second, we saw a shift of dosage from 10~30 mg/
kg/day in phase 2 to 5~20 mg/kg/day in phase 3 — a 
move that seems to help improve tolerance and side-
effects. However, this is accompanied by a clear lack 
of efficacy against negative and cognitive symptoms 
in schizophrenia patients. Hence, one may speculate 
that side- effects at higher doses may turn out to be a 
significant road block to developing GlyT1- 
inhibiting drugs as a new class of antipsychotics 
(personal communication, Dr Ronan Depoortère).

Nonetheless, one should not read the commer-
cial decision to shelf the development of bitopertin 
as a final blow. A separate phase 2/3 trial of 
a smaller scale by Roche (NCT01234779, code 
name ‘CandleLyte’) had examined bitopertin as a 
monotherapy in patients with acute exacerbation 
of schizophrenia. The results showed that bitop-
ertin was comparable to the positive control drug, 
olanzapine, in reducing overall illness severity as 

measured by the clinical global impression–sever-
ity scale (CGI-S), even though the improvement 
achieved by both drugs fell short of statistical sig-
nificance (p = 0.098 and p = 0.126, respectively) 
relative to placebo. However, in agreement with 
the ‘NightLyte’ trial (10 mg/kg/day), a significant 
improvement in the positive symptom factor 
scores was observed in this monotherapy trial with 
bitopertin administered at 30 mg/kg/day. Taken 
together, it is apparent that GlyT1-inhibition ther-
apy need not be marketed as an add-on medication 
targeting solely negative and cognitive symp-
toms — an impression that is very much in line 
with preclinical models in animals [14].

 Depression

Since schizophrenia negative symptoms resemble 
some of the critical clinical signs of depression, it is 
not surprising that GlyT1 inhibition may also benefit 
people with clinical depression. However, evidence 
is limited to preclinical studies of two selective GlyT1 
inhibitors, SSR504734 and SSR1038900, which 
have been withdrawn from development by Sanofi. 
SSR504734 showed protective effects in a chronic 
mild stress model of depression [15], while 
SSR1038900 yielded a dose-dependent effect in the 
Porsolt forced swim test of anti-depressant drugs 
[16]. Clinical investigation is limited to the naturally 
occurring GlyT1 inhibitor, sarcosine, which showed 
superior efficacy than the SSRI, citalopram [17]. 
Positive outcomes have also been reported with the 
glycine-B site partial agonists, d-cycloserine and 
GLYX-13 [18, 19]. Deletion of GlyT1 in forebrain 
neurons is associated with an increase in hippocam-
pal neural proliferation, an effect that is common to 
many anti-depressant drugs [20]. However, attention 
in the field is currently focusing on the NMDA recep-
tor blocker, ketamine [21] — an approach that is con-
ceptually not compatible with glycine augmentation, 
which is expected to augment NMDA receptor func-
tion. An on-going NIH-sponsored phase 2 trial 
(NCT02484456) is examining the efficacy of a gly-
cine-B site blocker, AV-101  (L-4- chlorokyurenine or 
4-CI-KYN), for the treatment of major depres-
sion. This pharmacological approach may yield less 
side effects compared with ketamine.
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 Glycine Reuptake Inhibition 
in Obsessive–Compulsive Disorder

Obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD) has a life-
time prevalence of 2.3% [22–24]. OCD is charac-
terized by obsessive thoughts that are 
uncontrollable and persistent and can cause 
extreme anxiety and disruptive behaviour [25]. 
Such behaviour often takes the form of compul-
sive acts, which are ritualistic and stereotypic in 
nature. Performance of these acts temporally 
eases the anxiety and stress produced by the per-
sistent obsessive thoughts in people with OCD, 
but they can be functionally disruptive and impair-
ing. The aetiology of OCD is largely unknown. 
Both environmental and genetic factors are 
believed to play a role [26]. First-line treatments 
for OCD are antidepressants and exposure-based 
psychotherapy (see Table 28.1). However, about 
30% of OCD patients do not respond well to these 

treatment options, and they continue to suffer 
from a diminished quality of life [36]. Hence, 
there is a need for improved therapeutics for this 
subpopulation of OCD patients.

One emerging new pharmacological target is 
the NMDA receptor. Several findings suggest that 
a dysfunction of the glutamate pathway may con-
tribute to the aetiology of OCD [37–40], although 
the direction of change remains uncertain. 
Reduction of OCD symptoms has been reported 
following treatment designed to augment or 
inhibit glutamatergic signalling [39, 40]. While 
such contradictory findings may point to the 
involvement of multiple, most likely regionally 
and temporally distinct, mechanisms that remain 
to be delineated, they also indicate that a consen-
sual glutamate theory of OCD is still out of reach.

Against this backdrop, two exploratory studies 
have evaluated the efficacy of the NMDA receptor 
glycine-B site agonist, glycine, and the GlyT1 
inhibitor, sarcosine, in patients with refractory 
OCD symptoms (see Table 28.2). Glycine adjunc-
tive to standard medication with selective sero-
tonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) led to a stronger 
reduction in OCD symptoms compared with pla-
cebo add-on [42]. The study was admittedly lim-
ited in scale. Only 14 of the 26 participants 
completed the study, and only two out of five sub-
jects in the glycine + SSRI arm showed substan-
tial improvement. The efficacy of sarcosine 
monotherapy and add-on treatment to SSRI was 
evaluated in an open-label study [41]. Sarcosine 
treatment achieved a fast improvement of OCD 
symptoms, particularly in drug-free subjects who 
had discontinued SSRI treatment for at least 8 
weeks before study entry. Interpretation of the 
results remains rather speculative, as the mecha-
nistic explanations for the drugs’ beneficial effects 
were made ad hoc. Nonetheless, the potential of 
glycine augmentation therapy via GlyT1 inhibi-
tion as a new treatment option for OCD has 
prompted F. Hoffman–La Roche to  initiate a 
multi-centre phase 2 trial (NCT01674361) to 
evaluate the efficacy and safety of bitopertin as 
add-on medication to SSRIs in patients with OCD 
(see Table 28.2). At present, the status of the trial 
is unknown since its last update in 2013, and 
Roche has not released any information since 

Table 28.1 Current treatment available for OCD

Pharmacotherapy

Primary drugs

Antidepressants are used as first-line drugs to reduce 
OCD symptoms [27]
  The tricyclic antidepressant risperidone,
  Serotonin–norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors 

(SNRIs)
  Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) such 

as fluoxetine, fluvoxamine, and sertraline
Secondary drugs

  If antidepressants are ineffective, low doses of 
antipsychotics are used including risperidone, 
quetiapine, or olanzapine [28, 29]

  Antipsychotics are used as add-on to the base 
antidepressant medication [30]

  Antipsychotics have been found to be beneficial in 
OCD patients with a history of tics or Tourette 
syndrome [31]

Psychotherapy

  Cognitive–behavioural therapy (CBT) and related 
therapies (e.g., habit reversal training) effectively 
reduce OCD symptoms in many individuals – even 
in patients that do not respond to pharmacotherapy 
[32]

Other alternative procedures

  Electroconvulsive therapy in patients with refractory 
symptoms [33]

  Cingulate cortex lesions in severe cases [34]
  Deep brain stimulation [35]
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Table 28.2 Outcomes and study design of selected clinical trials with glycine transporter inhibitor (sarcosine, bitop-
ertin) or glycine-B site ligands (glycine or d-cycoloserine) in patients with obsessive-compulsive disorder

Compounds Study design Published Outcomes References

Sarcosine A 10-week open-label study evaluating the 
efficacy of sarcosine (500–2,000 mg/day) on 
OCD symptoms in patients with inadequate 
response to SSRI. Drug-naive (n = 8), 
subjects discontinued from SSRI treatment 
receiving sarcosine monotherapy (n = 6), and 
sarcosine + SSRI treatment (n = 12)

Sarcosine reduced OCD 
symptoms in all three 
groups, and the most 
pronounced symptoms 
reduction was observed in 
the sarcosine monotherapy 
group

[41]

Sarcosine A 10-week open-label trial evaluated the 
efficacy and safety of sarcosine on OCD 
symptoms in drug-free subjects at study entry. 
An escalating dose regime was used: started 
from 500 mg/kg, and increased by 500 mg 
biweekly up to 2,000 mg/day

Completed without 
published data

ClinicalTrials.gov 
identifier: 
NCT01031927

Bitopertin A multi-centre, randomized, double-blind, 
parallel-group, placebo- controlled phase 2/3 
study evaluating efficacy and safety of 
bitopertin as add-on medication to standard 
SSRI treatment in patients with OCD for 16 
weeks; 99 patients were randomly allocated to 
30 mg/kg/day, 10 mg/kg/day bitopertin or 
placebo control on top of their background 
SSRI medication

Unknown status ClinicalTrials.gov 
identifier: 
NCT1674361

Glycine A double-blind, placebo- controlled trial 
designed to evaluate the efficacy of glycine as 
add-on treatment (60 g/day for 12 weeks) to 
standard SSRI medication. Only 14 patients 
with OCD completed the trials. Sarcosine 
add-on: n = 5, placebo add-on: n = 9

Glycine add-on led to 
greater reduction of OCD 
symptoms compared with 
placebo add-on

[42]

Glycine Single case study of high-dose glycine 
treatment (0.8 mg/kg for 5 years) in one adult 
male subject suffering from refractory OCD 
and body dysmorphic disorder

Reduction of OCD 
symptoms and improved 
social life

[43]

d-cycloserine A placebo-control, double-blind study 
designed to evaluate the efficacy of 
d-cycloserine to facilitate extinction-based 
exposure therapy in OCD patients. 125 mg of 
d-cycloserine was administered 2 h before 
each exposure session

d-cycloserine facilitated 
exposure therapy and led to 
a transient relief from 
obsession-related distress

[44]

d-cycloserine A randomized, double- blind, placebo-
controlled trial to study the efficacy of 
d-cycloserine to augment behavioural therapy 
in 23 OCD patients, comprised two arms: 
d-cycloserine (n = 10) and placebo (n = 13). 
d-cycloserine (n = 10) and placebo were 
administered 1 h before each behavioural 
therapy session

d-cycloserine produced 
greater reduction of 
symptoms than placebo after 
five therapy sessions

[45]

d-cycloserine A randomized, double- blind, placebo-
controlled trial to study the efficacy of 
d-cycloserine to augment cognitive- 
behavioural therapy in OCD patients: Five 
cognitive therapy sessions and seven exposure 
and response prevention sessions were 
conducted with all patients, who received 
either d-cycloserine (n = 15) and placebo (n = 
15) 1 h before each and every session

d-cycloserine produced a 
non-significant trend towards 
greater reduction of 
symptoms than placebo

[46]
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then. Likewise, another open-label trial with sar-
cosine (NCT01031927) has been completed but 
no data have been published so far.

Another therapeutic approach in OCD is the 
use of pharmacological agents to assist or 
 facilitate exposure-based psychotherapy. The 
rationale is to assist extinction learning that 
occurs during exposure treatment and its subse-
quent consolidation, in order to achieve sustained 
reduction in obsessive thoughts [47]. NMDA 
receptor- dependent neuroplasticity in the amyg-
dala is believed to play a key role in fear extinc-
tion learning [47]. Evidence that augmentation of 
NMDA receptor activity could promote the effi-
cacy of such exposure therapy was first obtained 
with d-cycloserine — a partial agonist at the 
NMDA receptor glycine-B site. The synergism 
between d-cycloserine and behavioural exposure 
therapy has been seen in various anxiety disor-
ders including phobia [48], panic disorder [49], 
social anxiety [50, 51], and OCD (see Table 28.2). 
On the basis of these positive findings and the 
hypothesized mechanisms, one may readily pre-
dict that GlyT1 inhibition would also possess 
superior efficacy, since GlyT1 inhibitors are more 
efficacious than d-cycloserine in enhancing gly-
cine- B site occupancy. Nations and colleagues 
had tested this prediction with compound 
ORG25935 [52] in conjunction with cognitive 
behavioural therapy in patients with panic disor-
der, but failed to find any evidence to support it. 
Despite this initial setback, it is still not known if 
ORG25935 may yield positive synergism with 
psychotherapy in individuals with OCD or other 
anxiety disorders, and thus further clinical trials 
are clearly necessary.

 Inhibition of GlyT1 Exerts Anxiolytic 
Effects Via Stimulation 
of Strychnine-Sensitive Glycine 
Receptor

A separate line of evidence suggesting that GRI 
could regulate anxiety comes from a recent pre-
clinical model of anxiety based on maternal- 
induced ultrasonic vocalisation [53]. Compounds 
SSR504734 and ALX5407 (also known as NFPS, 

N-[3-(4′-Fluorophenyl)-3-(4′-phenylphenoxy)
propyl]sarcosine) both produced an anxio-
lytic effect in this animal model. These findings 
add to an earlier study in which SSR504734 
exerted anxiolytic efficacy in two stress-related 
anxiety tests [54]. Importantly, Komatsu and 
colleagues showed that the dose-dependent 
anxiolytic effects of SSR504734 and ALX5407 
could be reversed by strychnine, which blocks 
strychnine- sensitive glycine receptors (GlyRs), 
but not by L-687,414 — a compound that blocks 
NMDA receptors [53]. They therefore concluded 
that the anxiolytic effect of GlyT1 inhibitors stem 
primarily from the potentiation of the neuronal 
inhibition mediated by GlyRs rather than the 
facilitation of neuronal excitation mediated via 
NMDA receptors. Furthermore, the anxiolysis 
attributed to the potentiation of GlyRs is dis-
tinct from that seen following benzodiazepine 
(which potentiates the neuronal inhibition medi-
ated by GABA-A receptors) or SSRIs (which 
potentiate serotoninergic stimulation) because 
their anxiolytic effects could not be reversed by 
strychnine. It follows that strychnine-sensitive 
inhibitory GlyR may represent a new target for 
anxiolytic drugs, and that GlyT1 inhibition is a 
 feasible  pharmacological strategy to augment 
GlyR- mediated neuronal inhibition.

 Epilepsy

Epilepsy is a neurological condition with a 
population prevalence of approximately 1.65% 
in the United States [www.epilepsy.com/learn/
epilepsy- statistics]. It is caused by a disruption of 
the homeostatic balance between neuronal exci-
tation and inhibition in the brain [55, 56]. A vari-
ety of anti-epileptic drugs used in the clinic are 
designed with an aim to restore the equilibrium 
between excitatory (glutamate) and inhibitory 
(GABA) signalling [57, 58]. However, current 
anti-epileptic drugs are unsatisfactory due to a 
poor responsiveness, limited tolerability, and 
severe cognitive side-effects [59–61]. As epi-
lepsy is also associated with cognitive dysfunc-
tion as the disease progresses [62], new types of 
more effective drugs combining anti-epileptic 
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and pro-cognitive properties would represent a 
significant advance in the management of refrac-
tory epilepsy.

Since glycine exerts both excitatory and inhib-
itory effects through its action at the glycine-B 
site of the NMDA receptor and the glycine-A site 
of the strychnine-sensitive GlyR, respectively, 
the modulation of ambient glycine levels may 
offer a suitable strategy for normalizing network 
homeostasis in the epileptic brain. Indeed, stud-
ies in animals have long suggested that glycine 
possesses anti-epileptic properties and can 
improve the efficacy of anti-epileptic drugs [63–
68]. The anticonvulsive potential of several 
GlyT1 inhibitors have been demonstrated in stan-
dard acute seizure models in rodents (Table 28.3). 
In a more clinically relevant mouse model of 
temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE), the GlyT1 inhibi-
tor LY2365109 has recently been shown to sup-
press chronic seizures [72] suggesting that GlyT1 

inhibition can be effective for seizure control in 
chronic epilepsy. Interestingly, a significant 
increase of GlyT1 expression has been observed 
in the hippocampal formation of epileptic sub-
jects in two mechanistically distinct rodent mod-
els of TLE. The increase mirrors a similar 
overexpression of hippocampal GlyT1 detected 
in post-mortem materials from epileptic patients 
[72]. This raises the possibility that GlyT1 over- 
expression is linked to the development of 
chronic epilepsy. Intriguingly, the early stages of 
epileptogenesis are associated with an initial 
down-regulation of GlyT1 expression. One spec-
ulation suggests that the transition from subnor-
mal to supranormal levels of GlyT1 expression 
may underlie the transition from the latent phase 
to the chronic phase of epilepsy [72]. Given that 
changes in GlyT1 expression can modulate both 
inhibitory and excitatory activities in the hippo-
campus, it is important to delineate which direc-

Table 28.3 Summary of key preclinical tests in rodents of the anticonvulsive potential of inhibitors selective for GlyT1

Selective inhibitor of 
glyt1 Study design Published outcomes References

ALX-5407, SSR504734, 
LuAA21279, Org25935, 
SB710622, GSK931145

GlyT1 inhibitors were evaluated in the 
maximal electro shock threshold 
(MEST) test in rats. Sprague Dawley 
rats (n = 12 per group) were pre-treated 
with a GlyT1 inhibitor or vehicle 
before receiving an electric shock 
delivered via the corneal electrodes

All tested GlyT1 inhibitors 
elevated seizure threshold 
in a dose-dependent 
manner, suggestive of 
anticonvulsant activity

[69]

Sarcosine The effect of sarcosine (100, 400, or 
800 mg/kg) on seizure threshold was 
evaluated in two seizure models in 
mice: the timed intravenous injection 
of pentylenetetrazol (PTZ) infusion 
test, and the MEST test

Sarcosine did not elevated 
seizure threshold in the 
PTZ test, but it was effect 
at the two higher doses in 
the MEST, suggestive of 
weak anticonvulsive 
properties

[70]

M22 The PTZ and MEST tests were used to 
evaluate the anticonvulsive potential of 
compound M22 (10, 20, or 40 mg/kg) 
in C57BL/6 J mice

Significant elevation of 
seizure threshold was seen 
in the MEST test. The 
elevation could be reversed 
by strychnine indicating a 
contribution of GlyR- 
dependent mechanism

[71]

LY2365109 The anti-convulsive potential of 10 mg/
kg LY2365109 was assessed in the 
intrahippocampalkainic acid model of 
temporal lobe epilepsy in mice and 
PTZ test in rats. A more extended dose 
range (10–60 mg/kg) was examined 
using the MEST test in rats

LY2365109 showed robust 
anti-convulsive effects in 
all three rodent tests

[72]
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tion of altered GlyT1 expression may be 
pathologically relevant, and which may reflect 
compensatory plasticity. Appropriate pharmaco-
logical interventions may then be developed to 
halt the transition into chronic epilepsy.

The up-regulation of GlyT1 reported in the 
epileptic brain may present a potential mechanis-
tic link to the emergence of cognitive deficits in 
chronic epilepsy. The up-regulation is expected 
to reduce the levels of extra-cellular glycine 
available in glutamatergic synapses, and thus 
undermines the excitability of NMDA receptors 
in these synapses. Hence, not only may GlyT1 
inhibition produce anti-epileptic effects, but it 
may also improve cognitive performance in epi-
leptic patients by normalizing the occupancy of 
the glycine-B site at NMDA receptors. The dual 
effects have yet to be demonstrated within a sin-
gle animal model, although the latter precogni-
tive potential of GlyT1 inhibitors has been 
reported with SSR504734 [54, 73].

Another step towards delineating the relative 
contributions of the glycinergic mechanisms at 
inhibitory GlyRs and excitatory NMDA recep-
tors to the anti-epileptic versus the pro-cognitive 
effects of GlyT1 inhibition is the recent finding 
that strychnine (at a subconvulsive dose) can 
reverse the anti-convulsive effect of the GlyT1 
inhibitor, M22 [71]. This study has provided the 
first pharmacological evidence for an involve-
ment of GlyR stimulation in anti-convulsion 
attributed to GlyT1 inhibition. The contribution 
of NMDA receptor-mediated neuronal excita-
tion, by contrast, seems less clear because both 
glycine-B site agonists and antagonists have 
exhibited anti-epileptic effects in several animal 
models [69, 74, 75]. The findings that glycine and 
d-serine, two endogenous glycine-B site ago-
nists, could potentiate the action of existing anti-
convulsants [67, 76] suggest that increased 
occupancy of the NMDA receptor’s glycine-B 
site is potentially anti-convulsive and underlies 
the benefits of GlyT1 inhibition. Such drug–drug 
interactions are especially relevant to the devel-
opment of polytherapy for improved therapeutic 
efficacy [77]. Further basic research is needed to 
shed light on the intricate neurophysiological 
mechanisms regulated by the co-activation of 

glycine-A and glycine-B site at the network level 
when glycine reuptake is disrupted by GlyT1- 
inhibiting drugs. Only then could the full poten-
tial of GlyT1 as a drug target to normalize the 
balance between inhibitory and excitatory neuro-
transmission in the epileptic brain be realized. In 
this regard, it is worth pointing out that one limi-
tation of systemic GlyT1 inhibitor treatment in 
epilepsy might be a relatively narrow therapeutic 
dose range [72]. It is essential to avoid excessive 
inhibition of GlyT1 in the brain stem as it would 
probably increase the risk of sudden death in epi-
lepsy — a significant cause of mortality in people 
with epilepsy, believed to stem from cardiac and 
respiratory complications [78, 79]. It may 
become necessary to develop local glycine aug-
mentation therapy in order to restrict pharmaco-
logical intervention within the epileptic focus. 
Preclinical gene and cell therapies allowing the 
local delivery of anti-epileptic agents have been 
developed and the proof-of-concept demon-
strated [80, 81].

 Alcohol Dependence Therapy

Another relevant area of development based on 
blockade of glycine reuptake is the treatment of 
alcohol addiction. The potential synergism 
between extinction behavioural therapy and 
GlyT1 inhibition has been discussed with respect 
to the treatment of OCD and anxiety disorders. 
This is also of obvious relevance to rehabilitation 
of addicts in preventing relapse and to support 
long-term abstinence from potential drugs of 
abuse. In particular, suggestions have been made 
regarding the relevance of GlyT1 inhibition to the 
distinct mechanisms underlying both pathologi-
cal alcohol consumption and relapse drinking 
[82, 83].

The efficacy of GlyT1-selective inhibitors, 
Org 25,935 and Org 24,598, in reducing relapse- 
like compulsive drinking alcohol preference has 
been shown in rats [84–86], although clinical tri-
als with Org 25,935 had not been successful [87]. 
The efficacy of Org 25,935 in rodent models has 
been localized to the nucleus accumbens because 
intra-accumbens infusion of Org 25,935 is suffi-
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cient to attenuate alcohol-induced dopamine 
release [84, 85]. Perfusion of glycine directly 
into the nucleus accumbens produced a similar 
decrease in alcohol preference and intake [86], 
suggesting that Org 25,935-induced local 
 elevation of extracellular glycine levels is mecha-
nistically relevant. Since strychnine can block the 
effects of Org 25,935 or glycine, it is further con-
cluded that the activation of inhibitory glycine 
receptors within the nucleus accumbens is cru-
cial. Increasing glycinergic inhibition in the 
nucleus accumbens suppresses the dopamine- 
dependent hedonic value of alcohol and thereby 
reduces alcohol consumption, whereas blockade 
of nucleus accumbens glycinergic neuronal inhi-
bition by strychnine increases alcohol consump-
tion [88]. The rationale of GlyT1 inhibition 
therapy is to reduce the reinforcing effect of alco-
hol and therefore similar to nalmefene, an opioid 
receptor antagonist approved by the European 
Medicines Agency for the treatment of alcohol 
dependence. And, like nalmefene, Org 25,935 
and Org 24,598 are less susceptible to the devel-
opment of drug tolerance [89, 90].

A separate line of evidence further suggests 
that the anti-alcohol effects of GlyT1 inhibitors 
RO4543338 and Org 24,598 [91, 92] may involve 
additional modifications to NMDA receptor den-
sity [93] or composition [94] that limit the 
NMDA receptor-mediated plasticity induced by 
alcohol consumption. The effective doses of Org 
25,935 are associated with a 50–80% increase in 
extracellular glycine levels in the striatum of rats 
[84] — a level that may be sufficient to induce 
internalization of NMDA receptors [93]. In this 
respect, GlyT1 inhibitors may resemble another 
approved drug against alcohol dependence, 
acamprosate, which is thought to reverse the per-
sistent NMDA receptor-dependent neuroplastic 
changes that precipitate relapses [95–97].

Despite the initial disappointment with Org 
25,935 [87], clinical trials with other forms of 
glycine augmentation are still being explored. 
One on-going study specifically evaluates gly-
cine in a population of schizophrenia patients 
with co-morbid alcoholism (NCT00338598) 
with an attempt to demonstrate the multiple ben-
efits of glycine augmentation therapy.

 Pain

The potential of glycine augmentation therapy 
for pain control has emphasized not only inhibi-
tion of glycine reuptake via GlyT1 but also GlyT2 
[98]. Evidence has been derived from a variety of 
animal models ranging from the sciatic nerve 
injury model [99], the Freund’s adjuvant-induced 
peripheral inflammation model [100], the 
formalin- induced pain model [99], acetic acid- 
induced writhing syndrome [98] and intravesical 
resinifera toxin-induced pain [101]. In the dorsal 
horn, the ascending pain pathway destined for the 
thalamus is tightly regulated by neuronal inhibi-
tion mediated by GlyRs containing the α3 sub-
unit (GlyRα3). Their activation is known to 
suppress the transmission of the pain signals to 
the brain. Intracerebroventricular or intrathecal 
injection of glycine can produce analgesic effects 
in mice [102]. GlyT1 inhibitors, Org 25,935, and 
sarcosine, are also highly effective against allo-
dynic pain in rodent, regardless of whether the 
drugs were administered via the oral, intrave-
nous, or intrathecal route of delivery. 
Mechanistically, stimulation of GlyRα3 in the 
spinal cord underlies the anti-nociceptive action 
of the non-competitive GlyT1 inhibitors Org 
25,935, sarcosine [100] as well as ALX5407 
[99], since strychnine or genetic deletion of 
GlyRα3 nullifies the anti-nociceptive effects of 
these compounds [100].

It was first thought that inhibition of GlyT2 in 
the dorsal horn would not be effective in sup-
pressing pain but might instead exacerbate pain 
perception, because GlyT2-mediated glycine 
reuptake is considered essential for vesicle refill-
ing in presynaptic glycinergic nerve terminals 
and therefore should impair glycinergic neuro-
transmission. Yet, GlyT2-specific inhibitors, Org 
25,543 and ALX 1393, are effective against acute 
thermal, mechanical, and chemical pain [100, 
103, 104]. They may even be more effective than 
GlyT1 inhibitors for urological pain [101] and 
herpetic or post-herpetic pain [105]. Indeed, 
GlyT2 inhibitors are reported to be faster-acting 
and effective even at low doses [98]. The appar-
ent superior action of GlyT2 inhibitors has been 
linked to the more restrictive and yet higher 
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expression of GlyT2 in the dorsal horn. By com-
parison, the distribution of GlyT1 is more dif-
fused within the spinal cord. Similar to GlyT1 
inhibitors,  the anti-nociception produced by 
GlyT2-inhibition is also GlyR-dependent, as 
strychnine can abolish it [100].

In contrast, whether enhanced NMDA 
receptor- signalling by GlyT1 inhibition may 
potentiate or suppress transmission of the pain 
signals in the spinal cord is still unclear. 
Theoretically, neural excitation mediated by 
NMDA receptor activation ought to potentiate 
the pain signals and therefore sensitises nocicep-
tion. At least, pain suppression has been demon-
strated with the glycine-B site antagonist, 
GV196771, in patients with neuropathic pain 
[106]. Direct blockade of NMDA receptors by 
2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoate (AP5) can also 
synergistically enhance the anti-nociception pro-
duced by intrathecal glycine in rats [107]. 
Nonetheless, no evidence so far has supported the 
possibility that GlyT1 inhibition is associated 
with any hyperalgesia.

One speculation is that NMDA receptor inter-
nalisation induced by chronic occupation of the 
glycine-B site [93] might contribute, at least par-
tially, to the reduction of pain signals, when suf-
ficiently high doses are used over an extended 
period [98]. Another suggestion is that GlyT1 
inhibition may interfere with pain perception 
through an action in the higher cortical areas. 
Sarcosine infused directly into the medial pre-
frontal cortex has been reported to reduce pain 
sensitivity in a rat model of neuropathic pain 
[108]. This is in line with suggestions that  inhibi-
tion of brain GlyT1 may also benefit the cogni-
tive and behavioural abnormalities in patients 
with chronic pain [99, 109].

Attempts to translate the largely positive pre-
clinical data into effective clinical tools, however, 
have not been met with much success. A proof- of- 
concept study of intrathecal administration of gly-
cine (32 mg/day for 4 weeks) to relieve complex 
regional pain syndrome did not show an efficacy 
above placebo [110]. An on-going phase 2 clinical 
trial (NCT02489526) is exploring the potential of 
a mixed GlyT2/5HT2A receptor antagonist, VVZ-
149, in the control of post- operative pain follow-

ing colorectal surgery. This approach may 
represent a trend towards designing drugs with 
multiple targets to maximize efficacy.

 Concluding Remarks

This chapter summarizes some suggested applica-
tions of glycine augmentation therapy through 
inhibition of glycine reuptake in addition to 
schizophrenia. This is not meant to be an exhaus-
tive list. We emphasize instead areas with clear 
evidence at least at the preclinical stage of investi-
gation. Although none of the areas highlighted has 
yet yielded any clinic-ready pharmacotherapy, it 
would be too early to dismiss entirely their clini-
cal potential at this stage. Near the time of the dis-
appointing news from the phase 3 trials 
of bitopertin also came the report that oral d- serine 
(60 mg/kg/day) was effective in treating the pro-
dromal symptoms of schizophrenia in a double-
blind, placebo-controlled pilot trial (NCT0082620) 
[111]. This paves the way for further drug studies 
targeting the glycine-B site designed to limit or 
even prevent development into full-blown psycho-
sis. A focus on d-serine/glycine-B site interaction 
as such may offer a more selective intervention, as 
inhibition of glycine re-uptake necessarily pro-
duces dual effects on both inhibitory and excit-
atory activities as a result of the elevation in 
extracellular glycine. We also wish to point out 
that  the rationale underpinning the suggested 
applications of GRI reviewed here are invariably  
based solely on the expected effects of GRI on 
either the NMDA receptor or the GlyR. Few have 
incorporated both, and if so, the rationaliza-
tion often appears ad hoc. Indeed, one difficulty in 
consistently predicting the overall effect of the 
systemic GRI stems precisely from our inability to 
gauge the balance between the dual actions of gly-
cine in the CNS. In particular, the role of glyciner-
gic neurotransmission in the regulation of higher 
cortical function has been largely ignored, and so 
very little is known compared with our current 
appreciation of NMDA receptors functions in the 
brain. The knowledge gap would need to be filled 
before significant advance in GRI-based drug dis-
covery can be made.
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Abstract

The pharmacotherapy of schizophrenia relies on restoring a dysregulated 
striatal dopamine and prefrontal cortex glutamate neurotransmission. 
However, these treatments are usually insufficient to fully cover all the 
disease symptomatology (i.e., negative and cognitive symptoms). Thus, 
the search for alternative and/or complementary neurotransmitter systems 
involved in the etiology of schizophrenia constitutes a big challenge in 
psychiatry these days. Adenosine, a well known neuromodulator in the 
central nervous system, has been highlighted because its relationship with 
both dopaminergic and glutamatergic neurotransmission. Indeed, the dis-
ruption of adenosine homeostasis in the adult brain has multiple conse-
quences in the circuitry implicated in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia. 
Consequently, the “adenosine hypothesis of schizophrenia” foresees that 
the disruption of adenosine homeostasis within certain brain areas has 
behavioral consequences resembling schizophrenia symptoms. Thus, it 
has been postulated that restoring adenosine concentration within the 
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schizophrenia-related brain areas might have beneficial antipsychotic 
properties. Overall, as adenosine dysfunction can trigger endophenotypes 
of schizophrenia, the development of drugs targeting the adenosinergic 
system will definitely constitute a new opportunity for therapeutic inter-
vention in schizophrenia.

Keywords

Adenosinergic system • Adenosine receptors • Schizophrenia • Adenosine–
dopamine–glutamate interactions

 Introduction

In the 1920s, Drury and Szent-Györgyi [1] dem-
onstrated that adenosine modulated kidney func-
tioning as well as promoting profound 
hypotension and bradycardia. Since that time, the 
physiological role and potential therapeutic use 
of adenosine have been fundamentally assessed 
[2, 3]. Certainly, a deficit in endogenous nucleo-
sides, mostly adenosine, has been eventually 
associated with multiple neurological diseases 
and neuropsychiatric conditions including epi-
lepsy, chronic pain, and schizophrenia [4]. Thus, 
increasing adenosinergic function either by 
inhibiting adenosine metabolism or by activating 
adenosine receptors seems to be a rational thera-
peutic strategy for these adenosine-related dis-
eases. Accordingly, within this chapter we 
highlight both the role of adenosine function and 
dysfunction in physiological and pathophysio-
logical conditions, and the potential use of 
adenosine- based drugs as a new pharmacothera-
peutic opportunity for schizophrenia.

 Adenosine Metabolism

The purinergic transmission system involves two 
main extracellular effectors within the central ner-
vous system (CNS), namely adenosine and ade-
nosine 5′-triphosphate (ATP) [5] (Fig. 29.1). Thus, 
while ATP is considered a canonical neurotrans-
mitter, adenosine technically behaves as a neuro-
modulator. Therefore, despite the initial opposition 
to considering ATP as a selective extracellular sig-
naling molecule, the existence of potent physio-

logical effects and extracellular enzymes regulating 
the amount of ATP available quickly provided 
support for ATP as a neurotransmitter, and thus for 
the existence of a purinergic neurotransmission 
system [5]. Afterward, ATP was identified as a co-
transmitter in peripheral nerves and subsequently 
as a co-transmitter with glutamate, noradrenaline, 
GABA, acetylcholine, and dopamine in the CNS 
[6]. Indeed, extracellular ATP is promptly hydro-
lyzed into adenosine 5′-diphosphate, adenosine 
5′-monophosphae (AMP), and adenosine plus 
inorganic phosphate, through the action of the 
ectonucleoside triphosphate diphosphohydrolase 
CD39 and the 5′-nucleotidase CD73 [7] 
(Fig. 29.1), thus constituting the main mechanism 
behind high extracellular adenosine levels.

Adenosine consists of a purine base (adenine) 
attached to the 1′ carbon atom of ribose 
(Fig. 29.1). As mentioned above, this ribonucleo-
side is mostly produced by the catabolism of 
ATP, both at the intra- and extracellular levels 
(Fig. 29.1), although to a lesser extent it can also 
be generated by S-adenosyl-L-homocysteine 
(SAH) metabolism (Fig. 29.1). Adenosine, once 
synthesized, can be either released through Na+-
dependent transporters or intracellularly phos-
phorylated to form AMP by the action of 
adenosine kinase (Fig. 29.1). In addition, adenos-
ine can react with L-homocysteine to form SAH 
(Fig. 29.1). Finally, adenosine can be deaminated 
to form inosine by the action of intra- and extra-
cellular adenosine deaminase (Fig. 29.1).

Adenosine has been historically considered a 
retaliatory metabolite that “increases oxygen sup-
ply and decreases oxygen consumption” [8], thus 
modulating a large array of physiological  processes. 
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Therefore, adenosine participates in the control of 
respiratory function [9], neural activity [10], plate-
let aggregation [11], neutrophil function [12], lym-
phocyte differentiation [13], and vascular tone 
[14]. Also, adenosine is able to provoke both dilata-
tion of coronary arteries and contraction of kidney 
blood vessels, thus reducing renal filtration [15]. In 
addition, it exerts a negative chronotropic and 

dromotropic effect on the heart [16], as well as 
mediating the inhibition of neurotransmitter release 
[17] and lipolysis [18]. Accordingly, adenosine has 
been postulated as a mediator of metabolic distress, 
thus having a considerable impact on homeostatic 
cellular functioning.

Interestingly, within the CNS adenosine has 
been shown to play a key regulatory role, thus 
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Fig. 29.1 Schematic representation of purine metabo-
lism and different sources of extracellular adenosine. The 
intracellular ATP could be catabolized into adenosine, 
which can be further metabolized into inosine and hypo-
xanthine by intracellular adenosine deaminase (ADA) and 
purine nucleoside phosphorylase (PNP) respectively. 
Hypoxanthine can be either salvaged into inosine mono-
phosphate (IMP), or further metabolized to xanthine and 
uric acid by xanthine oxidase (XO). In addition, adenosine 
could also be generated intracellularly through the hydro-
lysis of the S-adenosyl-homo- cysteine (SAH) by an SAH 
hydrolase. Interestingly, the intracellularly generated ade-

nosine and ATP can be released to the extracellular milieu 
through an equilibrative nucleoside transporter (ENT) or 
open-ended systems (i.e., nucleotide- permeable channels, 
exocytosis, injury or lysis, transport vesicles, lysosomes), 
respectively. Subsequently, the ATP is dephosphorylated 
into adenosine by the ectonucleoside triphosphate diphos-
phohydrolase CD39 and the 5′-nucleotidase CD73, thus 
constituting the main mechanism behind high extracellu-
lar adenosine levels. Finally, extracellular adenosine can 
be either transported back into the cell through ENTs or 
transformed into inosine through ecto-adenosine deami-
nase ADA
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acting as a presynaptic, postsynaptic and/or non- 
synaptic neuromodulator [19]. Extracellular ade-
nosine levels in the brain range high nM 
concentration at basal conditions and correlate to 
the intracellular concentration of adenosine and 
nucleotides, such as ATP, AMP, and cAMP [20]. 
Indeed, the intracellular adenosine concentration 
is related to the rate of breakdown and synthesis 
of ATP [20]. Thus, adenosine is released as a 
neuromodulator [21] by the effector cells in 
response to an increased metabolic demand [22]. 
Interestingly, it has been postulated that the main 
source of extracellular adenosine in the striatum 
comes from intracellular cAMP [23], which is 
metabolized to AMP by means of phosphodies-
terases and then to adenosine by the ecto- 
nucleotidases (Fig. 29.1). Overall, since cAMP 
can only be generated by the action of the enzyme 
adenylyl cyclase, striatal extracellular adenosine 
would mostly reflect an increased activation of 
receptors positively linked to adenylyl cyclase.

 Adenosine Receptors in the Brain

Early in the 1970s, it was shown that the electri-
cal stimulation of brain slices promoted adenos-
ine release [24]. Interestingly, this stimulated 
release of endogenous adenosine concomitantly 
produced cAMP intracellular accumulation, a 
fact that was blocked by methylxanthine (i.e., 
caffeine and theophylline) incubation [25]. 
Moreover, this phenomenon was observed in 
other tissues (i.e., heart) [26]. Together, these 
observations constituted the first evidence sug-
gesting that extracellular adenosine exerted its 
effects through specific plasma membrane recep-
tors. Subsequently, it was demonstrated that the 
adenosine-mediated antilipolytic effect on fat 
cells took place with a concomitant reduction in 
cAMP [27]. Thus, this dual effect of adenosine 
on cAMP accumulation was further supported 
when it was confirmed that adenosine could 
either inhibit or stimulate adenylyl cyclase. 
Collectively, these observations ended with the 
first sub-classification of plasma membrane ade-
nosine receptors into Ri and Ra [28], or alterna-
tively, A1 and A2 adenosine receptors [29].

Currently, it is well established that adenosine 
mediates its actions by activating specific G 
protein- coupled adenosine receptors (AR), for 
which four subtypes (A1R, A2AR, A2BR and A3R) 
have been identified so far. These ARs have a dis-
tinguishable pharmacological profile, tissue dis-
tribution, and effector coupling [30], and their 
functioning have been largely studied in the CNS 
(Table 29.1). ARs belong to the rhodopsin family 
or class A of G protein-coupled receptors 
(GPCRs) [52], thus sharing some common 
molecular signatures. For instance, within their 
sequence all adenosine receptors contain the 
widely conserved NPxxY(x)5,6F and the DRY 
motifs [53, 54]. Thus, adenosine-mediated AR 
conformational rearrangement determines the 
binding and activation of specific G proteins 
(Table 29.1), which are responsible for activation 
of different intracellular signaling pathways 
associated with adenosine function (Table 29.1).

A1Rs and A2ARs are primarily responsible for 
the CNS effects of adenosine (Table 29.1) [55]. The 
most abundant and homogeneously distributed AR 
within the brain is the A1R, which couples to mem-
bers of the pertussis toxin-sensitive G proteins (Gi1, 
Gi2, Gi3 and Go), and whose activation regulates sev-
eral intracellular effector molecules such us adeny-
lyl cyclase (AC), Ca2+ channels, K+ channels, and 
phospholipase C (PLC) (Table 29.1) [56]. On the 
other hand, A2AR is expressed at high levels only in 
some specific brain regions, for instance striatum, 
olfactory tubercle, and nucleus accumbens [23, 57]. 
A2ARs are mainly coupled to Gs/Golf proteins [58], 
thus activating AC and increasing intracellular 
cAMP levels (Table 29.1). Interestingly, A2AR may 
also signal through a G-protein independent path-
way eventually associated to mitogen-activated pro-
tein kinase (MAPK) signaling cascade activation 
[59]. Next, the A2BR is positively coupled to AC and 
PLC through a Gs and Gq protein, respectively 
(Table 29.1) [2]. A2BR is thought to be fairly ubiqui-
tous in the brain, and the association of this receptor 
to specific physiological or behavioral responses 
remains quite scarce, since the A2BR-specific phar-
macological tools still are under development [60]. 
Finally, the A3R has been shown to be coupled to 
Gi/o proteins, thus inhibiting AC and also stimulat-
ing PLC (Table 29.1) [2].
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 The Adenosine Hypothesis 
of Schizophrenia

Schizophrenia is a serious mental disorder which 
comprises a heterogeneous group of syndromes 
of unknown etiology. It affects up to 1% of the 
population worldwide, and usually arises at late 
adolescence and early adulthood (i.e., median 
age onset is about 23 years in men and 28 years 
in women) [61]. Importantly, the definition of 
schizophrenia has evolved through the six edi-
tions of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders (DSM) published by the 
American Psychiatric Association. Thus, for 
instance, in the DSM-IV version published in 
1994, schizophrenia was defined as a mental dis-
order involving a range of cognitive and emo-
tional dysfunctions that include perception, 
inferential thinking, language and communica-
tion, behavioral monitoring, affect, fluency and 
productivity of thought and speech, hedonic 
capacity, volition and drive, and attention. The 
diagnosis involved the recognition of a constella-
tion of signs and symptoms associated with 
impaired occupational or social functioning: and 
no one symptom was pathognomonic of the dis-
order. In addition, in this version the pathology 

had very high diagnostic stability, with 80–90% 
of individuals receiving an initial diagnosis of 
schizophrenia retaining that diagnosis at 
1–10 years [62, 63]. On the other hand, in the 
current DSM-5 version, five characteristic symp-
toms for the diagnosis of schizophrenia are estab-
lished, with the requirement that at least two of 
these symptoms have to be present for a month 
[64]. Three changes with respect the previous 
version have been made, which include the elimi-
nation of the special treatment of bizarre delu-
sions and Schneiderian “first-rank” hallucinations, 
clarification of the definition of negative symp-
toms, and the addition of a requirement that at 
least one of the minimum two requisite character-
istic symptoms must be delusions, hallucinations, 
or disorganized speech [64]. It should be noted 
that the present classification seeks to incorporate 
the new information about the nature of the disor-
der accumulated over the past two decades. Thus, 
the disease is now considered to be characterized 
by positive, negative, and cognitive symptoms. 
Positive symptoms reflect the appearance of 
some phenomena that were not present in the 
past, and include hallucinations and delusions. 
On the other hand, negative symptoms, such as 
anhedonia or apathy, reflect the loss of capacities 
or characteristics previously possessed. Finally, 

Table 29.1 Adenosine receptors

Receptor
Adenosine 
affinity (nM) G protein Transduction mechanismsb Physiological actions

A1 ~70 Gi/o
a

Gq/11

Gs

Inhibits: ACa

Activates: PLC, AC
Vasoconstriction [31]; hypothermia and 
sedation [32]; analgesia [33]; 
neurotransmitter release [34, 35]; 
chemotaxis [36]; Neuroprotection [37]

A2A ~150 Gs
a

Golf

G15,16
§

Activates: ACa, PLC
Inhibits: Ca2+ channels

Platelet aggregation inhibition [38]; 
vasodilation [39]; neurotransmitter 
release [40]; regulation of sensorimotor 
integration in basal ganglia [41]; sleep 
promotion [42]

A2B ~5,000 Gs
a

Gq/11

Activates: ACa, PLC Vasodilation [43]; vasoconstriction [44]; 
cytokine production [45]; inhibition of 
cell proliferation [46]

A3 ~6,500 Gi/o
a Inhibits: ACa

Activates: PLC
Mast cell activation [47]; preconditioning 
[48]; coronary vasodilation [49]; 
regulation of intraocular pressure [50]; 
hypotension [51]

a Main mechanism of coupling
b AC adenylyl cyclase, PLC phospholipase C, PLA2 phospholipase A2, PLD phospholipase D, GIRKs G protein- 
dependent inwardly rectifying K+ channels
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the cognitive symptoms include alterations in 
attention, working memory, executive functions, 
and social cognition.

Numerous theories about the neurotransmis-
sion systems affected in schizophrenia have been 
postulated. Thus, almost all major neurotrans-
mission systems (i.e., dopaminergic, glutamater-
gic, serotoninergic, GABAergic, and cholinergic) 
have been involved in schizophrenia, although 
none of these hypotheses fully explains all the 
pathological process(es) associated with the dis-
ease. Interestingly, one of the most sustained 
theories is based on a concomitant hyperdopami-
nergic–hypoglutamatergic phenomenon [65], 
even though at the beginning they were postu-
lated as separate hypotheses (i.e., the “glutama-
tergic” and the “dopaminergic” hypothesis) [66, 
67]. Indeed, current pharmacotherapy for schizo-
phrenia is based on such a “dopamine” and “glu-
tamate” hypothesis, which focus on a dopamine 
D2 receptor (D2R) hyperfunction in the striatum, 
a deficient stimulation of dopamine D1 receptors 
(D1Rs) in the prefrontal cortex (PFC), and a 
N-Methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor hypo-
function in the PFC [68]. However, since nega-
tive symptoms, cognitive dysfunction, and 
decrements in psychosocial and vocational func-
tioning are often still persistent upon available 
pharmacotherapy, the development of a next gen-
eration of pharmacologic agents tackling these 
resilient symptoms is needed [69]. Overall, more 
research based on non-dopaminergic and non- 
glutamatergic interventions will be necessary in 
order to improve the caveats in schizophrenia 
treatment.

As abovementioned, adenosine plays an 
important role in the CNS both as a homeostatic 
neuronal bioenergetic mediator and as a neuro-
modulator agent. Indeed, an adenosine-mediated 
modulation of dopaminergic and glutamatergic 
neurotransmission has been described [70–72]. 
Thus, adenosine agonists and antagonists pro-
duce behavioral effects similar to dopamine 
antagonists and dopamine agonists respectively 
[73]. In addition, adenosine tone can also modu-
late glutamatergic neurotransmission [74, 75]. 
Therefore, adenosine may play a unique role in 
integrating glutamatergic and dopaminergic neu-

rotransmission systems, and thus the purinergic 
hypothesis of schizophrenia has been proposed 
[76]. Accordingly, early on Lara and co-workers 
postulated that a dysfunction in the purinergic 
system (i.e., reduced adenosinergic activity) 
would account for the imbalance observed 
between dopaminergic and glutamatergic neuro-
transmission, a phenomenon that would explain 
the schizophrenic phenotype [77]. Importantly, 
and in support of this hypothesis, cognitive 
impairments and anatomical changes related to 
psychotic symptoms were recently demonstrated 
in a mice lacking A2AR [78]. Overall, several ele-
ments of experimental evidence supported the 
adenosine hypothesis of schizophrenia, which 
will be reviewed here.

 Preclinical Models of Schizophrenia: 
A Role for the Purinergic System?

There is still a considerable lack of knowledge 
about psychiatric illnesses in general, and schizo-
phrenia in particular. Therefore, preclinical stud-
ies based in animal models mimicking some of 
the schizophrenia-associated symptoms may be 
useful, even in the case that they do not precisely 
mirror what exactly occurs in a schizophrenic 
human patient. Accordingly, preclinical models 
can be valuable experimental tools to shed light 
into the mechanisms behind the etiopathology of 
schizophrenia. As mentioned above, the 
adenosinergic hypothesis of schizophrenia was 
proposed to interconnect the schizophrenia- 
associated dopaminergic hyperfunction and glu-
tamatergic hypofunction. Indeed, some evidence 
obtained from experimental animal models sup-
ported this adenosine contribution to schizophre-
nia, through the modulation of both dopaminergic 
and glutamatergic neurotransmission [79]. 
Hence, we will review here these animal models 
supporting the glutamatergic hypofunction the-
ory (e.g., the phencyclidine model) and the 
hyperdopamergic hypothesis (e.g., the amphet-
amine model) and its relationship with adenosin-
ergic neurotransmission.

The hypoglutamatergic-NMDA receptor 
hypothesis was formulated in the late 1950s, 
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when it was observed that phencyclidine (PCP) 
provoked a psychotic-like condition similar to 
that observed in schizophrenic patients [80]. 
However, nobody suspected that NMDA recep-
tors were behind this phenomenon until the 
1980s, when Lodge and colleagues [81] demon-
strated that NMDA receptor blockade was in fact 
the primary mechanism of PCP-mediated psy-
chotic actions. Indeed, blockade of NMDA 
receptors promoted both glutamate and dopa-
mine release in the PFC [82], thus disrupting glu-
tamatergic and dopaminergic neurotransmission 
in this brain region. It has since been postulated 
that this neurotransmitter unbalance may well be 
correlated with the cognitive and behavioral per-
turbations observed in schizophrenia [82–84]. 
Interestingly, the administration of NMDA recep-
tor antagonists either in the late foetal or in the 
postnatal period of rats was shown to increase 
neuronal death by apoptosis [85], a phenomenon 
that would be linked to adult schizophrenia-like 
behaviour. Conversely, administration of the 
same kind of compounds in the adult animal 
increased the neuronal damage by necrosis with 
the subsequent gliosis [86], also associated with 
psychotic-like behaviour. Overall, these experi-
mental observations supported a neurodevelop-
mental link between NMDA receptor antagonists 
and schizophrenia. Thus, the hypoglutamatergic- 
NMDA receptor theory postulates the existence 
of disturbances in the pre- and perinatal brain 
development that could provoke clinical manifes-
tations in early adult life [87]. Nevertheless, 
despite the experimental evidence and some clin-
ical observations, the precise mechanism involv-
ing NMDA receptors in schizophrenia is still 
unknown.

The hypofunction of NMDA receptors in 
adults, core of the glutamatergic hypothesis of 
schizophrenia [88], has been traditionally sus-
tained by pharmacological animal models using 
NMDA receptor antagonists (i.e., PCP, ketamine, 
and dizocilpine). PCP is a dissociative drug firstly 
synthesized in 1926 as a surgical anesthetic. 
Despite its efficacy, the use of this drug was not 
extended because of its concomitant adverse 
effects (i.e., hallucinations, delusions, and agita-
tion). Thus, since PCP mimics some schizophre-

nia symptoms in humans it has been extensively 
used in animals as a model of this illness. Indeed, 
in rodents, an acute administration of PCP pro-
duced hyperlocomotion [89], social withdrawal 
[90], and failures both in cognition [91] and in 
sensorimotor gating [92]. On the other hand, 
chronic PCP treatment also promoted hyperloco-
motion (i.e., a positive symptom) and induced 
deficits in social behaviour and reduced mobility 
in the forced swimming test (i.e., negative symp-
toms). As for the cognitive symptoms, PCP- 
treated animals displayed sensorimotor gating 
deficits and cognitive dysfunctions when sub-
jected to learning and memory tests [93]. 
Interestingly, in humans these PCP-mediated 
schizophrenic-like symptoms were maintained 
during several weeks after the chronic treatment 
[94, 95]. Therefore, the PCP-induced model of 
schizophrenia seems to partially mimic the 
pathology, although there also exist some criti-
cisms to this PCP-based animal model. For 
instance, in animals, differently from the human 
disease, sensorimotor deficit in the prepulse inhi-
bition test does not last after PCP withdrawal; 
and with regard to negative symptoms some dis-
crepancies have been reported between clinical 
features and PCP-treated animals [93].

Importantly, adenosine receptors have been 
shown to modulate psychostimulant effects in 
PCP-treated animals. Hence, both A1R and A2AR 
agonists (i.e., CPA and CGS21680 respectively) 
were able to counteract PCP-mediated hyperlo-
comotor activity [96, 97], while A2AR blockade, 
but not A1R, prompted exacerbation of the motor- 
stimulant effects of the NMDA antagonist [98]. 
Indeed, PCP-induced psychomotor activities 
were enhanced in a KO mouse specifically lack-
ing the striatal neuronal A2AR [99]. However, in a 
KO mouse lacking the forebrain A2AR, thus with 
the A2AR deleted in the neurons of striatum as 
well as cerebral cortex and hippocampus, an 
opposite effect was observed. Thus, a critical role 
of A2ARs in extrastriatal neurons was described in 
providing a major excitatory effect on psychomo-
tor activity [99]. Overall, these results indicate 
that A2ARs in striatal and extrastriatal neurons 
exert an opposing modulation of psychostimulant 
(i.e., PCP-mediated) effects.
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Similarly, the dopaminergic hypothesis of 
schizophrenia had several important theoretical 
changes throughout its history. Thus, while at the 
beginning it was based on a generalized hyperdo-
paminergic brain function, it quickly evolved 
into a combined subcortical hyperdopaminergic- 
prefrontal hypodopaminergic dysfunction. 
However, Howes proposed an updated third ver-
sion based on multiple changes of different neu-
rotransmitters and neural systems, which together 
with other biological or environment influences 
would underlie the cognitive dysfunction and 
negative symptoms of schizophrenia. In Howes’ 
words, rather than being a hypothesis of schizo-
phrenia this new view is more accurately a “dopa-
mine hypothesis of psychosis-in-schizophrenia”. 
This hypothesis explains several environmental 
and genetics risks of schizophrenia, and proposes 
that these interact to funnel through one final 
common pathway of presynaptic striatal hyper-
dopaminergia [100].

The hyperdopaminergic status of schizophre-
nia has been largely studied by means of pharma-
cological animal models. Thus, the administration 
of drugs (i.e., amphetamine) increasing the brain 
dopamine content is a classical experimental 
approach to mainly study schizophrenia- 
associated positive symptoms. Amphetamine, 
first discovered in 1887 [101], is currently used 
as an attention deficit (i.e., ADHD) and narco-
lepsy treatment [102]. It is a drug that acts as a 
strong CNS stimulant by increasing dopamine 
concentration in the synaptic cleft and thus rais-
ing the response in the post-synaptic neuron. 
Apart from the well-known positive symptoms, 
its administration can also provoke long-term 
cognitive impairments [103, 104]. Overall, while 
several investigations have demonstrated that 
amphetamine treatment could induce some 
behavioral, molecular, cellular, and neurochemi-
cal changes, which were behind the striatal dopa-
minergic system [105–108], studies reporting 
amphetamine-mediated negative symptoms 
are rare.

Dopamine receptors on striatonigral and stria-
topallidal neurons (D1R and D2R respectively) 
play a pivotal role in the control of motor 
responses [109]; thus, the efficacy of many anti-

psychotic drugs correlates well with their ability 
to block D2Rs [110]. Since A2ARs antagonisti-
cally interact with D2Rs [111, 112], adenosine is 
expected to exert a regulatory influence on psy-
chomotor behaviour, and indeed a role for A2AR 
regulating amphetamine-induced psychomotor 
behaviour has been described [113]. Thus, A2AR 
activation restored responsiveness to amphet-
amine in adenosine-deficient mice [113]. Overall, 
the abovementioned preclinical data supported 
the involvement of adenosine in schizophrenia 
and the potential use of adenosine receptors as 
drug targets for this disease.

 Clinical Evidence Supporting 
the Adenosine Hypothesis

Several lines of investigation support the notion 
that the adenosinergic system may be altered in 
schizophrenia. The first remarkable piece of 
information pointing to this consists of the dis-
covery that A2AR expression was found to be 
altered in necropsies from schizophrenic individ-
uals. Thus, A2AR binding was increased in the 
striatum of postmortem brains of chronic schizo-
phrenics [114, 115]. Similarly, an increased 
expression of A2AR on perivascular astrocytes in 
the hippocampus of patients with schizophrenia 
has been described [116]. On the contrary, a 
reduced expression of A2AR in human postmor-
tem putamens of patients suffering schizophrenia 
has been reported, thus proposing that there may 
be a subgroup of schizophrenic patients with 
reduced striatal A2AR levels accompanied by an 
altered motor phenotype [117]. Indeed, since the 
adenosinergic tone was shown to be altered in 
schizophrenia, A2AR up- and down-regulation in 
a brain region-dependent manner may corre-
spond to adaptive physiological conditions that in 
turn would be associated to a concomitant hyper-
dopaminergic state [77]. Interestingly, the genetic 
linkage of adenosine receptors to schizophrenia 
has been evaluated. For instance, while an A2AR 
genetic variant (i.e., 1976 T > C) was not shown 
to confer susceptibility to schizophrenia [118] an 
A1R gene polymorphism was associated with 
pathophysiological mechanisms underlying the 
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schizophrenia, thus becoming a potential useful 
biomarker of schizophrenia [119]. In addition, 
the most frequent functional polymorphism of 
adenosine deaminase (22G → A, ADA1*2), 
which is characterized by a reduced enzymatic 
activity and thus higher adenosine levels, is less 
frequent among schizophrenic patients [120]. 
Overall, these results support the hypothesis of 
lower adenosinergic activity in schizophrenia.

Based on the previous data, it seems feasible 
to think that the use of pro-adenosinergic drugs 
may be beneficial for the treatment of the pathol-
ogy. However, this pharmacological proposal is 
still premature, although some data exist con-
cerning this suggestion. Indeed, raising the 
endogenous pool of purines with allopurinol has 
been shown to produce some promising results as 
add-on therapy for schizophrenia [121, 122]. 
Allopurinol, a well-known hypouricemic drug 
that inhibits xanthine oxidase (Fig. 29.1) was 
used as an add-on drug in the treatment of poorly 
responsive schizophrenic patients [121]. 
Interestingly, in this short controlled trial (i.e., 23 
patients treated with haloperidol 15 mg/day plus 
allopurinol 300 mg/day and 23 patients with hal-
operidol 15 mg/day plus placebo) it was observed 
that the combination of haloperidol and allopuri-
nol showed a significant superiority over halo-
peridol alone in the treatment of positive 
symptoms and general psychopathology symp-
toms, as well as Positive and Negative Syndrome 
Scale (PANSS) total scores [121]. In a similar 
study, a double-blind, placebo-controlled, cross-
over clinical trial of add-on allopurinol (300 mg/
day) for poorly responsive schizophrenia or 
schizoaffective disorder (DSM-IV criteria), was 
conducted in 22 patients [122]. In this case, allo-
purinol was an effective and well-tolerated adju-
vant treatment, especially for refractory positive 
symptoms [122]. Also, allopurinol showed effec-
tiveness as adjunctive medication in schizophre-
nia outpatients (N = 59) with persistent symptoms 
despite adequate pharmacotherapy [123]. And 
more recently in a case report, allopurinol 
prompted a rapid decrease in psychotic symp-
toms in a patient with schizophrenia [124]. Thus, 
within 2 weeks of allopurinol adjuvant therapy, 
the patient showed significant improvement with 

respect to his positive and negative symptoms of 
schizophrenia (PANSS scores went from 88 to 41 
over a period of 2 weeks) [124]. Although some 
clinical controversy has been established around 
allopurinol [125], adenosine modulator adjuvant 
therapy was shown to be more beneficial in over-
all psychopathology (especially positive symp-
toms) in schizophrenia and in treating mania 
episodes of bipolar disorder when compared to 
placebo [126]. Overall, these clinical studies sug-
gest that allopurinol might be an effective adju-
vant drug in the management of patients with 
chronic schizophrenia who are poorly responsive 
to current treatments. However, larger, random-
ized clinical trials are needed before a broad 
 clinical application of allopurinol is recom-
mended as routinely used adjuvant therapy to 
antipsychotics [127].

Another piece of evidence supporting the link 
between the adenosinergic system and schizo-
phrenia consists of the fact that the adenosine 
transport inhibitor dipyridamole was found to be 
beneficial in patients with schizophrenia [128]. 
Thus, raising extracellular adenosine levels with 
dipyridamole not only improved haloperidol- 
mediated amelioration of positive and general 
psychopathology symptoms, as well as PANSS 
total scores [128], but it also showed effective-
ness when combined with lithium in the treat-
ment of acute bipolar mania [129]. Overall, all 
the above-mentioned clinical data support the 
adenosine hypothesis of schizophrenia and high-
light the potential pharmacological interest of 
combining antipsychotic drugs with purinergic- 
based compounds (i.e., allopurinol and dipyri-
damole) to tackle resilient schizophrenia 
symptoms.

 Adenosine Receptors as Drug Targets 
in Schizophrenia

Adenosine receptor agonists have convincingly 
shown antipsychotic-like efficacy in hyperdopa-
minergic and hypoglutamatergic experimental 
animal models of schizophrenia (see above). 
Conversely, antagonists for the same receptors 
mostly promoted psychotic-like behaviour in 
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similar animal models. These results contrast 
with the well-documented negative impact of 
adenosine receptor agonists on learning and 
memory and the pro-cognitive properties of ade-
nosine receptor antagonists. Thus, a pharmaco-
logical contradiction exists when adenosine 
receptor-based drugs are proposed to be used in 
schizophrenia treatment. Nevertheless, based on 
the adenosinergic hypothesis, A2AR agonists 
would be selected. However, the antipsychotics 
that are currently under clinical use have D2R 
antagonistic activity. And due to the high level of 
expression of A2ARs and the D2Rs in the striatum 
[130] and the well-documented intramembrane 
A2AR–D2R mutual antagonistic interaction, an 
easy and simple association would lead to the 
proposal of A2AR agonists as potential antipsy-
chotic agents [72]. Indeed, the idea that those 
A2AR agonists might be of interest for the treat-
ment of schizophrenia initially derived from 
studies just showing the existence of the antago-
nistic intramembrane interaction between A2AR 
and D2R. These results were obtained in some 
cases in animal models of schizophrenia, there-
fore a putative antipsychotic-like profile of A2AR 
agonists was postulated [72, 97]. In such a way, 
the systemic administration of CGS21680, an 
A2AR agonist, produced a dose-dependent block-
age of spontaneous and amphetamine-mediated 
motor activity with similar potency [97]. 
Furthermore, this A2AR agonist was more potent 
than haloperidol or clozapine at antagonizing the 
motor activity induced by PCP than the 
amphetamine- mediated one [97]. Overall, these 
results demonstrated an apparent “atypical” anti-
psychotic profile (i.e., low probability of induc-
ing extrapyramidal side-effects) of the A2AR 
agonist CGS21680.

Apart from the peripheral side-effects (i.e., 
severe cardiovascular and immunomodulatory 
adverse effects) that precluded their use in clini-
cal trials [131], A2AR agonists also showed detri-
mental effects at the central level in animal 
models of learning and memory [132]. These 
associated problems of direct A2AR activation 
with specific agonists could be a consequence of 
the lack of spatial anatomical resolution of these 
compounds, a common generalized problem in 

pharmacology. Thus, in addition to target striatal 
A2ARs, which would counteract the schizophrenia- 
associated D2R hyperfunction, these compounds 
would also block extrastriatal (e.g., cortical) and 
peripheral A2ARs, with the concomitant detri-
mental effects discussed above. This is the main 
reason why A2AR agonists are not yet available 
for human use. Interestingly, a therapeutic alter-
native might be the direct modulation of the 
ambient level of adenosine, and this can be 
achieved by targeting enzymes or nucleoside 
transporters that control the extracellular levels 
of adenosine [4]. However, again the anatomical 
resolution of the increase in adenosine might 
compromise its therapeutic efficacy, and an 
adenosine- based new drug has still not been 
developed for the treatment of the pathology.

 Concluding Remarks

From the time when the first therapeutic consider-
ation for adenosine (i.e., the 1930s) [133] until the 
present day, a remarkable wide range of diseases 
has been postulated to be alleviated with adenos-
ine-based drugs [2, 133]. Indeed, agonists and 
antagonists of adenosine receptors have an enor-
mous therapeutic potential for both peripheral and 
central diseases. Thus, selective agonists are well 
advanced in clinical trials for the treatment of 
atrial fibrillation, pain, neuropathy, and pulmonary 
and other inflammatory conditions, whereas 
antagonists are being explored for the treatment of 
Parkinson’s disease and congestive heart failure, 
for which selective compounds are already in clin-
ical trials. In addition, adenosine receptor-based 
drugs are under consideration for the management 
of more dreadful and challenging diseases, such as 
schizophrenia. However, the therapeutic proposal 
for schizophrenia is compromised by the anatomi-
cal distribution and functionality of these recep-
tors. Thus, while A2AR agonists targeting striatal 
receptors might be particularly effective against 
schizophrenia symptoms linked to dopaminergic 
hyperfunction and/or NMDA receptor hypofunc-
tion, A2AR antagonists targeting extrastriatal 
receptors might be useful as adjuvant treatment to 
ameliorate cognitive deficits in schizophrenia that 
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are resistant to conventional antipsychotics. 
Overall, the success of adenosine receptor-based 
drugs in the pharmacotherapy of schizophrenia 
will depend on the ability to engineer specific 
drugs able to discriminate between subpopulations 
of A2AR in different brain regions.
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Abstract

Neuroimaging research in psychiatry has been increasing exponentially in 
recent years, yet many psychiatrists are relatively unfamiliar with this field. 
The neuroimaging findings summarized here include alterations related to 
fibromyalgia, chronic pain, and coping in somatoform pain disorders. 
Magnetic resonance imaging is the imaging method of choice for standard 
clinical sequences. Improvements in imaging technology now allow 
advanced sequences, once used exclusively for research, to be used clini-
cally. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (showing metabolism) offers 
invaluable information on living tissues, with a special contribution to the 
diagnosis and prognosis of diseases of the central nervous system. Voxel- 
based morphometry (structural information) is a recent technique that can 
simultaneously visualize group differences or statistical effects on gray and 
white matter throughout the brain. Perfusion (marker of vascularity) offers 
higher spatial resolution than radionuclide techniques such as  positron 
emission tomography and single-photon emission computed tomography. 
Diffusion-weighted imaging (a marker of cellularity) detects subtle degra-
dation of white matter microstructure in fibromyalgia. Diffusion tensor 
imaging shows integrity of surrounding white matter tracts. Functional 
magnetic resonance imaging is used to identify eloquent cortex.
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These techniques, all of which have advanced our understanding of 
chronic pain and can be used to improve knowledge on the etiology of 
these illnesses, will be discussed.

Keywords

Chronic pain • Fibromyalgia • Somatization • Magnetic resonance imag-
ing • Magnetic resonance spectroscopy • Structural brain imaging • 
Perfusion • Diffusion weighted imaging • Diffusion tensor imaging • 
Functional magnetic resonance imaging • Treatment effects

 Introduction

Chronic pain is a major public health problem. 
The prevalence of chronic pain in Western, indus-
trialized countries is estimated to be between 
15% and 20% of the adult population [1–3]. 
Therefore, there is a need to better understand the 
mechanisms that lead to chronic pain. From a 
neurobiological perspective, the mechanisms 
contributing to the transition from acute to sub-
acute and chronic pain are heterogeneous, and 
are thought to occur both within the peripheral 
nervous system and at various levels of the cen-
tral nervous system (CNS). The role of the brain 
in chronic pain states remains to be fully 
elucidated.

The World Health Organization classifies 
fibromyalgia syndrome (FMS) under the heading 
of diseases of the musculoskeletal system and 
connective tissue, as does the International 
Association for the Study of Pain [4].

Fibromyalgia (FM) is a chronic rheumatic dis-
ease characterized by the presence of diffuse 
musculoskeletal pain, painful sensitivity to touch 
in at least 11 of 18 defined trigger points, and a 
constellation of symptoms including fatigue, dis-
turbed sleep, cognitive problems, and distress 
[5]. Furthermore, it is accepted as a central sensi-
tivity syndrome. The American College of 
Rheumatology in 2010 described new diagnosis 
criteria [6]. The prevalence of this syndrome in 
Europe is approximately 2.9% [7], and the preva-
lence in rheumatology consultations in Spain was 
found to be 12% [8].

Pain is the most common and disabling symp-
tom of FM. This pain is suspected to be caused 

by the altered function of structures in the CNS, 
including the primary and secondary sensory and 
motor cortices, insula, anterior cingulate cortex, 
thalamus, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and 
basal ganglia. If we look for analogies or paral-
lels between these and other insults, we encoun-
ter the clinical characteristics of a number of 
neuropathic pain syndromes. There are similari-
ties from the point of view of symptoms, diagno-
sis, and therapeutic approach. However, FMS has 
not demonstrated any injury or association with 
any known disease that affects the nervous sys-
tem, and therefore one that could be considered 
the origin of a somatosensory disorder. 
Neuropathic pain is defined as a “pain caused by 
direct injury or disease affecting the somatosen-
sory system” [9]. As in the case of FM, diagnosis 
of various neuropathic pain syndromes are per-
formed based on clinical criteria.

Somatoform disorders (SFDs), according to 
the fourth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) [10], are 
defined by the presence of physical symptoms 
that suggest a general medical condition but that 
are not fully explained by a general medical con-
dition, by the direct effects of a substance, or by 
another mental disorder. The most extreme form 
of this group is somatization disorder, a chronic 
and polysymptomatic disorder characterized by 
at least four unexplained gastrointestinal, sexual, 
and pseudo neurological symptoms [10].

The psychological profiles show the usual 
psychological characteristics of patients with an 
FM or SFD: high scores in anxiety and depres-
sion assessed with the Hospital Anxiety 
Depression Scale; high scores on the Pain 
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Catastrophizing Scale and in pain assessed with 
the Pain Visual Analogue Scale, and low quality 
of life as measured by the EuroQol 5D. The 
Mini- Mental State Exam scores suggest symp-
toms of cognitive dysfunction in FM and SFDs, 
but at levels less severe than those found in 
patients with dementia [11].

Over the past decade, brain-imaging studies 
have shed light on neural correlates of pain per-
ception and pain modulation, and they have also 
begun to disentangle the neural mechanisms that 
underlie chronic pain. There is now general 
agreement that the CNS plays a prominent role in 
many chronic pain states because of the “central-
ization” of pain. Some of the findings that 
strongly support this paradigm shift are outlined 
later.

The clinical diagnosis of FM does not exist 
today, given that there is no analytical testing, 
validated image, or specific pathological condi-
tion that serves to confirm the diagnosis. 
However, numerous publications describe neuro-
imaging abnormalities in this syndrome that 
affects the somatosensory system [12–14].

The quantitative study of anatomical and bio-
chemical variables is important in the diagnosis, 
prognosis, and monitoring of different diseases 
[15]. The morphometry study of certain brain 
structures, complemented by the identification of 
variations of some metabolites by nuclear mag-
netic resonance spectroscopy, is a promising tool 
for the elucidation of the morphobiological com-
ponent of different pathological conditions.

The study of low frequency signals in brain 
activity through blood oxygen level–dependent 
(BOLD) contrast at rest revealed synchronized 
cortical activity patterns, allowing the intrinsic 
functional architecture of the human brain to be 
described. The international scientific commu-
nity has shared resources that will help with this 
analysis by means of functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging (fMRI) at rest to obtain more 
accurate and advanced diagnoses in the field of 
neuroscience treatments.

This chapter seeks to review published scien-
tific evidence and studies of structural and func-
tional imaging in FMS that consider the 
similarities and dissimilarities between the find-

ings in FMS and related findings in a number of 
neuropathic pain syndromes. The ultimate goal is 
to find evidence of valid indicators with which to 
objectify the diagnosis of these syndromes.

 Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 
(MRS)

This technique enables us to study the chemical 
composition of living tissues, and is based on the 
chemical shift of atoms. The concentration of a 
number of metabolites is determined from spec-
tra that may be acquired in several ways. Proton 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H–MRS) is 
one of the techniques used to assess potential dis-
ruptions in neuronal integrity and associated neu-
rochemical dysregulations. The most commonly 
used spectroscopy is that originating from a 
hydrogen nucleus (proton 1H–MRS). The posi-
tion of the metabolite signal is identified on the 
horizontal axis by its chemical shift, scaled in 
units referred to as parts per million (ppm).

The brain spectrum shows peaks correspond-
ing to the different metabolites: myo-inositol 
(mI), 3.56 and 4.06 ppm; choline compounds 
(Cho), 3.23 ppm; creatine (Cr), 3.03 and 
3.94 ppm; N-acetylaspartate (NAA), 2.02; gluta-
mine (Gln) and glutamate (Glu), 2.1–2.55 ppm 
and 3.8 ppm. NAA is considered a neuronal–
axonal marker with a neuronal bioenergetic role 
[16–18] found in the brain and spinal cord. 
Recent studies, however, have indicated that 
NAA reflects functional rather than structural 
neuronal characteristics [19], suggesting that 
NAA is most informative in the investigation of 
functional abnormality. Cr is involved in energy 
metabolism through the Cr kinase reaction gen-
erating phosphocreatine, and in turn, adenosine 
triphosphate [20]. Cho containing compounds of 
glycerol 3-phosphocholine and phosphocholine, 
which are present at high levels in glial cells 
[21], are intermediaries in the synthesis of ace-
tylcholine [22]. Glutamine and glutamate (Glx) 
are strongly compartmentalized (in neurons and 
in astrocytes respectively), and are directly con-
nected to energy metabolism and neurotransmis-
sion [23].
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Previous studies (see Table 30.1) described 
lower NAA levels within the dorsolateral pre-
frontal cortex of patients with chronic back pain 
when compared with healthy controls [24]. 
Lower NAA levels have also been reported in the 
thalamus of patients with neuropathic pain 
included [25, 26].

These decreases in NAA might possibly 
reflect a neuronal loss, indicating a neurodegen-
erative process to be associated with chronic 
pain. Hippocampal dysfunction in patients with 
FM has also been explored using 1H–MRS [27]. 
In this case control study, 15 patients and ten con-
trols were examined, and levels and interhippo-
campal ratios of metabolites such as NAA, Cho, 
and Cr were assessed. Patients with FM had 

lower NAA levels than those found in controls, 
representing a neuronal or axonal metabolic dys-
function in the hippocampus. As the hippocam-
pus plays a crucial role in the maintenance of 
cognitive functions, sleep regulation, and pain 
perception, the authors suggest that hippocampal 
metabolic dysfunction may be implicated in the 
symptomatology of this puzzling syndrome. 
Consequently, a decrease was found in the NAA/
Cr ratio in the right hippocampus [28], decreased 
Cho and N-acetylaspartate + N-acetylaspartate 
glutamate (NAA + NAAG) in the left hippocam-
pus, and also a decrease in both hippocampi of 
myo-inositol (mI), glutamate (Glu), the Cho/Cr 
ratio, and the mI/Cr ratio [11, 29]. On the other 
hand, an increase in NAA was found in both 

Table 30.1 Metabolic characteristics and anatomical areas in patients with fibromyalgia syndrome (FMS). Magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy (MRS)

Author Caud N. Amyg Ínsula ACC PCC VLPFC Hp DLPFC

Grachev – – – – – – – ⇓ NAA
Petrou ⇑Cho/Cr

R + L
– – – ⇑Cho/Cr

R
– –

Wood – – – – – – ⇓ NAA/Cr 
R

–

Harris – – ⇑ Glu
post R

– – – – –

Fayed – – – – ⇑
Glx
Glx/Cr

– ⇓ mI
mI/Cr
R + L
⇓ Cho
L

–

Feraco – – – – – ⇑
Glu/Cr
Glx/Cr

– –

Emad – – – – – – ⇓ NAA
R + L
⇑ Cho R

–

Foerster – – ⇓ GABA
ant R

⇑
GABA

– – – –

Valdés – ⇑
Glx

– – – – – –

Fayed – – ⇓tNAA /Cr
and
NAA/Cr
post

– ⇑Glx
⇓ Cho

– ⇓Glu
⇓ Cho/Cr
⇓mI and 
mI/Cr
⇓tNAA
L

–

Caud N. caudate nucleus, Amyg amygdala, Ins ínsula, ACC anterior cingulate cortex, PCC posterior cingulate cortex, 
VLPFC ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, Hp Hippocampus, DLPFC dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, Cho choline, Cr cre-
atine, tNAA N-acetylaspartate + N-acetylaspartate-glutamate, NAA N-acetylaspartate, Glu glutamate, Glx gluta-
mate + glutamine, mI myo-inositol, Ant anterior, Post posterior, R right, L left
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sides. Cho was increased on the right [27] and 
decreased on the left [29]. Our study confirms a 
significant reduction in Cho (both hippocampi ⁄ 
posterior cingulate cortex), mI (left hippocam-
pus), NAA (left hippocampus ⁄ posterior insula), 
and Glu (left hippocampus) in both FMS and 
SFD groups compared with controls. Indeed, 
neurochemical changes that could be indicative 
of such damage have been reported previously 
[29–31].

These studies report a decrease in NAA in 
patients with chronic pain in the DLPFC and the 
thalamus respectively, two areas also involved in 
pain processing and perception. They attribute 
this loss to a neurodegenerative process present 
in chronic pain. Lower hippocampal and insular 
NAA levels suggest neuronal or axonal meta-
bolic dysfunction, or a combination of these pro-
cesses. We suggest that hippocampal dysfunction 
may be partly responsible for some of the phe-
nomena associated with FM and somatization 
disorder. Blocking N-methyl-D-aspartate recep-
tors (NMDAR) in the hippocampal formation 
reduces nociceptive behaviors; this reduction, in 
turn, supports the hypothesis that the hippocam-
pal formation is involved in the pain-related neu-
ral processing and the expression of pain-related 
behaviors [32]. The default mode network 
(DMN) comprises a set of brain regions that are 
coactivated during passive task states, show an 
intrinsic functional relationship, and are con-
nected via direct and indirect anatomic projec-
tions. In a previous study, we found elevated 
levels of Glu in the ventral posterior cingulate 
cortex, a key zone in the default mode network 
hypothesis [29]. We propose that high levels of 
Glu in certain regions of the brain [29] cause cel-
lular damage and disruptions in circuits involved 
in the pain perception. This may be underlying 
the cognitive and behavioral impairments accom-
panying chronic pain. The chronic pain condition 
could cause a sustained lesion in the brain through 
Glu toxicity, and could explain the structural 
damage and significant atrophy seen in chronic 
pain patients.

Another remarkable fact is the correlation of 
all metabolites in the left hippocampus with pain 
and the correlation of choline in the posterior cin-

gulate cortex with all psychological tests. In this 
sense, higher Cho levels and lower NAA/Cho 
ratios in both hippocampi have been reported in 
patients with FM [27]. The finding of metabolic 
brain differences between patients with FM and 
healthy controls in neural structures such as the 
hippocampus and amygdala (both of which per-
tain to the limbic system and are involved in fear, 
avoidance, and emotional responses experienced 
during pain) is compatible with a possible aug-
mented emotional processing in patients with 
FM, in line with the augmented pain processing 
proposed by some authors [33].

Previous fMRI studies of FM have observed 
that augmented neural activity is due to an eleva-
tion in Glu levels, which leads to neuronal hyper-
excitability. There is an increase in Glu in the 
amygdala [34], the posterior cingulate cortex 
[29], and the right posterior insula [35]. The 
degree of Glu elevation was associated with 
evoked pain sensitivity, suggesting that glutama-
tergic activity in this region of the brain might be 
partly responsible for the “gain” setting on cen-
tral neural pain processing [35].

There is a study analyzing the neurotransmit-
ter gamma aminobutyric acid (GABA) which 
describes a decrease in right anterior insula and 
an increase by the same amount in the anterior 
cingulate cortex [14]. Other studies report meta-
bolic abnormalities in areas not studied by mor-
phometry as an increased Cho/Cr ratio in the left 
and right caudate nuclei and right ventrolateral 
prefrontal cortex [36], and an increase in the Glu/
Cr and Gln + Glu/Cr ratios [37].

A recent study has investigated the relation-
ship between Glx- and GABA-derived spectros-
copy values within the posterior cingulate, and 
the connectivity of this structure to the rest of the 
default mode network (DMN) [38]. The authors 
found that individuals with greater  concentrations 
of Glu + Gln (Glx) and lower concentrations of 
GABA within the posterior cingulate have stron-
ger connectivity values with other default mode 
network (DMN) regions.

One approach that might be particularly infor-
mative in FM would be to explore the association 
between insula connectivity and Glx/GABA lev-
els in the same patient cohort. Alternatively, Glx 
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and GABA concentrations in the insula may also 
influence functional connectivity between other 
brain regions and networks, as the insula has 
widely distributed excitatory and inhibitory con-
nections throughout the brain [39].

Lower GABA levels within the posterior insula 
were associated with greater sensitivity to experi-
mental pain. These findings suggested that lower 
insular GABA may also play a role in pain, 
namely neuronal disinhibition. In neuropathic 
pain syndromes, studies on metabolism spectros-
copy reflect a decrease in NAA in the thalamus 
[26], a decrease in GABA and GABA/Cr in right 
reticular nucleus, and NAA and NAA/Cr in the 
lateral ventral posterior nucleus [40] and in the 
posteromedial and posterolateral nucleus, and 
NAA/Cr as well as the Cho/Cr combination in the 
intralaminar nuclei [41]. In chronic pain syn-
dromes, metabolic changes occur in various brain 
regions. For example, diabetic neuropathy shows 
decreased NAA in the thalamus, normal levels in 
the anterior cingulate, and a decrease in Cr in the 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC); while 
temporomandibular joint dysfunction (TMJ) 
shows increased NAA and Cho in the posterior 
insula, increased Gln in the right insula, and 
decreased Gln in the left insula [42]. Our group 
observed a decrease in NAA and increased Glu/Cr 
in the posterior cingulate of chronic pain patients 
compared to patients without pain [11, 29].

The quantification of both brain metabolites 
and neurotransmitters is of great interest, as it can 
provide indirect evidence of local neural activity 
and/or excitability, and may even be a predictor 
for therapy response. Furthermore, whether 
altered neurotransmitter concentrations in 
patients with chronic pain reflect a global (whole 
brain) or region-specific phenomenon (e.g., con-
fined to regions in the pain system) needs to be 
investigated in greater depth.

Recent studies show a significantly higher 
Glu/Gln ratio in the occipital cortex of migraine 
patients compared with healthy control subjects, 
and higher Glu levels and Glu/Cr + phosphocre-
atine ratios in the anterior paracingulate cortex. 
This situation could arise from a neuronal–glial 
coupling of glutamatergic metabolism differ-
ences or an increased neuron/astrocyte ratio [43]. 

Although these data may reflect a state of neuro-
nal hyperexcitability, they may also be associated 
with a nonspecific pain process. Moreover, 
altered glutamatergic neurotransmission seems to 
mediate the relationship between abnormal corti-
cal information processing and excitability in 
migraine patients [44, 45].

In a study of patients with tinnitus, the patients 
showed higher concentrations of Glu and NAA in 
the auditory cortical areas, most notably in 
Heschl’s gyrus [46]. Another study that used 
MRS before, during, and after experimentally 
induced dental pain showed a significant absolute 
increase in Glu, Gln, and the Glu/Gln ratio in the 
insular cortex [47].

Our group has observed an increase in Glx in 
the posterior cingulate cortex in FM and, to a 
lesser extent, in somatization disorder compared 
with controls and levels of Glx correlates with 
pain-catastrophizing [11]. Our data suggest that 
Glx plays a role in this augmented pain process-
ing in those individuals who have elevated Glx 
levels. Because higher Glx levels have been asso-
ciated with an elevation in the pain catastrophiz-
ing syndrome (PCS), it is likely that Glx in the 
posterior cingulate is related to pain processing. 
We have hypothesized that increases in brain 
excitatory neurotransmitters could result in neu-
ronal hyperexcitability. As part of its neurotrans-
mitter role, Glx is an excitatory amino acid, and 
excessive Glx neurotransmission has been impli-
cated in excitotoxic neuronal damage [48].

 Structural Brain Imaging

Pain is defined as “an unpleasant sensory and 
emotional experience associated with actual or 
potential tissue damage, or described in terms of 
such damage” [4]. Pain is therefore a multidi-
mensional phenomenon that is heavily influenced 
by biopsychosocial factors.

In the field of structural imaging, new 
approaches such as T1 and T2* mapping, as well 
as magnetization transfer ratios, which are often 
acquired during the same scanning session (mul-
tiparametric approach), will be of clinical impor-
tance by unraveling new aspects of altered 
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microstructure in chronic pain conditions, and of 
methodological importance by providing a more 
detailed understanding of voxel-based morphom-
etry findings [49].

Several brain structures are involved in the 
perception and experience of pain, such as the 
somatosensory cortex (primary and secondary), 
the cingulate gyrus (anterior), insula, thalamus, 
posterior parietal cortex, and prefrontal cortex. 
Studies show changes in the volume of brain 
areas involved in a “network of pain” in both 
FMS and neuropathic pain syndromes, and even 
in other forms of chronic pain. It has been sug-
gested that prolonged nociceptive input to the 
brain might induce functional and morphologic 
maladaptive processes, which in turn further 
exacerbate the experience of chronic pain. 
Alternatively, morphologic changes might pre-
dispose toward vulnerability to develop a chronic 
pain state [50] (See Table 30.2). Interpretation of 
findings from morphometric studies must also 
take into account genetic and experiential factors 
that have recently been demonstrated to influence 
brain morphometry and the risk of developing 
chronic pain [51].

Reductions have been observed in the volume 
of gray matter in areas associated with pain: a 
level of emotional processing (anterior cingulate 
cortex and insula), cognitive (prefrontal cortex) 
and sensory (primary and secondary somatosen-
sory cortex) processing, and the processing of 
stress (parahippocampal gyrus) [52].

Significant gray matter reduction has been 
found in the prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate 
cortex, and insular cortex of FM patients [53]. 
These regions are known to be critically involved 
in the modulation of subjective pain experiences. 
The duration of pain or functional pain disability 
did not correlate with gray matter volumes. A 
trend of inverse correlation of gray matter vol-
ume reduction in the anterior cingulate cortex 
was detected with the duration of pain medica-
tion intake [54]. Furthermore, reductions in gray 
matter volume were seen in the postcentral gyri, 
amygdala, hippocampi, superior frontal gyri, and 
anterior cingulate gyri [55]. Other authors [56] 
found those patients with FM had significantly 
less total gray matter volume and an age- 

associated decrease in gray matter 3.3 times 
greater than that of healthy controls. Greater gray 
matter loss was seen in patients with a longer 
duration of the disorder, with each year of FM 
being equivalent to 9.5 times the loss in normal 
aging. In addition, patients with FM demon-
strated significantly lower gray matter density 
than healthy controls in brain regions such as the 
cingulate, the insular and medial frontal cortices, 
and the parahippocampal gyri. In summary, FM 
appears to be associated with an acceleration of 
age-related changes in the brain in regions that 
are functionally linked to core features of the dis-
order, including affective disturbances and 
chronic widespread pain. However, these results 
require replication because the sample was some-
what small (N = 10), and matching between con-
trols and patients with FM was not optimal.

Changes in volume have been found in the 
hippocampus and insula in posttraumatic stress 
disorder [57, 58], in the thalamus and the pre-
frontal cortex in back pain [59], and also bilater-
ally in the prefrontal cortex in chronic fatigue 
syndrome [60], with global changes in this vol-
ume [61]. One possible explanation for these 
changes may be atrophy secondary to chronic 
inflammation mediated by cytokines [59].

The thalamus plays a crucial role in the sen-
sory–discriminative pain component. Both mor-
phometry and diffusion tensor showed a volume 
decrease in different thalamic nuclei [55, 62]. In 
neuropathic pain syndromes (See Table 30.3), a 
decrease was also observed in the volume of the 
regions involved in the perception and processing 
of pain, and the thalamus [63, 64], the cortex of 
the region anterior cingulate gyrus [63, 65], and 
the insula [63].

The cingulate gyrus is part of the limbic sys-
tem, and numerous neuroimaging studies demon-
strate the involvement of the anterior cingulate 
region. Activation of this region is part of the 
emotional and cognitive component of pain [66, 
67]. Both this region and the prefrontal cortex are 
involved in pain modulation (inhibition and 
facilitation).

Structural changes in these systems could 
contribute to the maintenance of pain and chro-
nicity of symptoms, both in FMS and some 
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neuropathic pain syndromes. A number of 
authors [68] have proposed a model in which 
the transition from acute to chronic pain leads 
to a reorganization of cortical sensory and 
affective pain pathways, which would mean a 
contribution of independent CNS peripheral 
nociceptive input. The morphological varia-
tions relating to these chronic pain syndromes 
evolve over time and respond to concepts of 
neuroplasticity, not to irreversible structural 
loss mechanisms. NAA appears to decrease in 
hippocampus [11, 27] as a neuronal marker, 
providing the molecular correlate to the vol-
ume loss observed in studies of morphometry. 
It can therefore be deduced that there is chronic 
neuronal damage in this structure in FMS. This 
point only could be verified by postmortem 
neuropathological study.

The decrease in volume of the insula [55, 56, 
69] correlates with increased Glu [35] and 
decreased GABA [14]. These alterations suggest 
a metabolic dysregulation due to CNS hyperex-
citability, and this is probably responsible for the 
overall increase in sensitivity to noxious stimuli 
observed in these patients. The insula could 

encode or extract the magnitude of the painful 
stimulus regardless of sensory modality [70].

 Perfusion Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging

Pioneering single-photon emission computed 
tomography (SPECT) studies on somatization 
disorder first described hypoperfusion, primar-
ily in the nondominant hemisphere, in the fron-
tal, prefrontal, temporoparietal, and cerebellar 
areas [71].

Other researchers [72] conducted an observa-
tional study using technetium- 99 m ethyl cystein-
ate dimer (Tc-99 m ECD) brain SPECT to detect 
abnormal regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in 
92 patients with FM. They found rCBF 
 heterogeneity in patients with both primary and 
concomitant FM compared with the homogeneous 
rCBF observed in control patients. This difference 
was observed primarily in the left temporoparietal 
area, but was also described in the thalamus, as 
well as in the right temporoparietal, frontal, and 
basal ganglia areas. Differences in rCBF 

Table 30.3 Neuroradiological characteristics and anatomical areas in patients with neuropathic pain syndromes 
(NPS). Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) and magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS)

Author Image technique Thal Cereb Íns ACC OFG

Schmidt-Wilcke VBM – – – ⇓
L

–

Obermann VBM ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓
Henderson VBM ⇓

(reticular nucleus)
– – – –

Mole VBM – – – – –
Fukui MRS ⇓NAA – – – –
Gustin MRS ⇓GABA, GABA/Cr

R
(reticular nucleus of the thalamus)
⇓NAA, NAA/Cr
R
(ventralis posterior)

– – – –

Wang MRS ⇓ NAA/Cr
(ventralis intermedius posterior, lateralis 
dorsalis)
⇓ NAA/Cr
⇓ Cho/Cr
(lamina medullaris)

– – – –

Thal thalamus, Cereb cerebellum, Ins ínsula, CCA anterior cingulate cortex, OFC orbito-frontal gyri, VBM voxel-based 
morphometry, MRS magnetic resonance imaging, NAA N-acetylaspartate, Cr creatine, Cho choline, R right, L left
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 hypoperfusion in these areas between primary and 
concomitant FM groups were not significant. In 
conclusion, SPECT was not useful for differentiat-
ing primary and concomitant FM when the under-
lying disease activity was quiescent.

There are three main methods for studying 
brain perfusion by means of MRI:

 Dynamic Susceptibility Contrast 
Imaging (DSCI)

This is the most widespread method of perfusion 
imaging, and is likely to be a standard sequence 
on most MR machines. It relies on the T2* signal 
drop caused by the passage of a gadolinium- 
containing contrast agent through the tissues. 
fMRI is based on measuring and analyzing the so-
called BOLD effect. An increase in neural activity 
leads to a hemodynamic response, associated with 
an increase in regional blood flow and volume 
resulting in an increase of the oxyhemoglobin–
deoxyhemoglobin ratio, which in turn leads to a 
reduction of local magnetic in homogeneity.

 Dynamic Contrast Enhancement 
(DCE)

This method uses a rapid T1 sequence to measure 
changes in signal intensity as a bolus of gadolin-
ium diffuses across the damaged blood-brain bar-
rier into the extracellular, extravascular space.

 Arterial Spin Labeling (ASL)

This is a newer MRI technique that uses water in 
arterial blood as a freely diffusible tracer to mea-
sure perfusion noninvasively, whereby the blood 
flowing into the brain is magnetically labeled 
(arterial spin labeling). This technique is still 
largely research-based, and provides truly quanti-
tative values of cerebral blood flow. In future 
studies, the combination of arterial spin labeling 
and BOLD imaging might provide new insight 
into the interaction of neural activity with vascu-
lar responses, which is of particular importance, 

as neural activity cannot be measured directly 
using MRI techniques.

In a multimodal imaging study using H-MRS 
and ASL [40], it was possible to demonstrate that 
patients with neuropathic pain following spinal 
cord injury displayed lower levels of thalamic 
NAA, GABA, and regional blood flow (in the 
thalamus) compared to healthy controls and 
patients with spinal cord injury but no pain. This 
and other studies support the notion that neuro-
pathic pain is associated with CNS reorganiza-
tion, specifically within the thalamus, comprising 
functional as well as neurochemical mechanisms.

 Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI)

Neuroimaging reveals changes in the white matter 
structure in the human brain. White matter com-
prises half of the human brain, and consists of 
bundles of myelinated axons connecting neurons 
in different brain regions [73]. Gray matter is 
composed of neuronal cell bodies and dendrites 
concentrated in the outer layers of the cortex.

Microstructural changes in white matter can 
be revealed by specialized MRI brain imaging 
techniques such as DTI. This method analyzes 
the diffusion of protons in tissue, which is more 
restricted in white matter than in gray matter.

Water molecules in the brain are in constant 
Brownian motion, and although the movement of 
these protons affects conventional structural imag-
ing, diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and DTI 
allow quantification of this microscopic move-
ment within each voxel. The main advantage of 
using DTI, rather than DWI, is that DTI reflects 
the underlying diffusion properties of the sample, 
independently of the orientation of the tissue with 
respect to the direction of measurements. DTI is 
thus a robust quantitative technique that is 
 independent of how the subject has been oriented 
inside the scanner magnet and gradient coils.

The appropriate mathematical combination of 
the directional diffusion-weighted images pro-
vides quantitative measures of water diffusion for 
each voxel via the apparent diffusion coefficient 
(ADC), as well as the degree of diffusion direc-
tionality, or anisotropy. Myelin is a major 
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 diffusion barrier for water, and gives white matter 
its high anisotropy [74]. Demyelinating diseases 
are characterized by partial or total loss of myelin, 
with consequent loss of neuronal function. 
Anisotropy increases with increased myelination, 
diameter, and axon compaction.

Previous studies have identified and confirmed 
the existence of an anatomic circuitry for the 
functionally characterized, top-down influences 
on pain processing via brainstem structures in 
humans [75]. Fractional anisotropy (FA) is a 
measure of the portion of the diffusion tensor 
from anisotropy. Previous studies with DTI in 
FM patients showed alterations in the right thala-
mus and significantly lower fractionated anisot-
ropy in comparison with controls. A negative 
correlation was observed between the FA values 
in the right thalamus and clinical pain in the FM 
group [76]. Other authors have confirmed that 
DTI in the brain of patients with FM appeared to 
be more sensitive than volumetric imaging of 
voxel-based morphometry (VBM), and that 
increased pain intensity scores were correlated 
with changes in DTI measurements in the right 
superior frontal gyrus. Increased fatigue was cor-
related with changes in the left superior frontal 
and left anterior cingulate gyrus, and self- 
perceived physical impairment was correlated 
with changes in the left postcentral gyrus. Higher 
intensity scores for stress symptoms were corre-
lated negatively with diffusivity in the thalamus 
and FA in the left insular cortex [55].

 Functional Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging (FMRI)

Clinical studies with functional imaging show that 
pain is not a static condition with a pathophysiol-
ogy that is only localized in the peripheral system 
of muscles or tendons, but that it is a highly plastic 
clinical pathology that affects multiple central 
neural systems and defines the so- called “neural 
matrix” of pain or network of cortico-subcortical 
areas involved in pain processing.

fMRI is a noninvasive technique that detects and 
locates focal brain activation taking place and 
involved in performing a task by means of a cogni-

tive, emotional, or sensory-motor neuron circuit. 
Generally, fMRI studies are based on the acquisi-
tion of images during one sequence while the 
patient is at rest and another while performing a 
task. The subsequent statistical comparison between 
the two phases (rest and activation) represents, in an 
ideal case, the focal metabolic and vascular changes 
in the cerebral cortex that are in operation during 
performance of the task being studied, or by block-
design paradigms that are well connected with the 
episode (event-related). However, fMRI can evalu-
ate the metabolic and vascular condition that occurs 
at rest (resting- state) and the actual time duration of 
the pattern of brain activation when performing a 
functional certain task under study.

The DMN comprises a set of brain regions 
that are coactivated during passive task states. 
These show an intrinsic functional relationship, 
and are connected via direct and indirect ana-
tomic projections. The medial temporal lobe sub-
system provides information from previous 
experiences in the form of memories and associa-
tions, which are the building blocks of mental 
simulation. The medial prefrontal subsystem 
facilitates the flexible use of this information dur-
ing the construction of self-relevant mental simu-
lations. These two subsystems converge on 
important nodes of integration, including the 
ventral posterior cingulate cortex (vPCC) [77].

Multiple techniques have been devised to 
evaluate functional brain connectivity. For corre-
lational analyses, the main techniques are seed 
correlation and independent component analysis 
(ICA). For seed correlation, the fMRI signal is 
extracted from a seed region of interest, and is 
then correlated with the fMRI time series taken 
from all other brain voxels [78]. Alternatively, 
ICA is a data-driven technique that considers all 
voxels in the brain and clusters them into spatio-
temporally distinct networks, which are spatially 
independent of one another [79].

Recent functional neuroimaging studies have 
enabled the neuroanatomical differentiation of the 
classic dimensions of pain processing. Sensory 
and cognitive dimensions are at the top and brain 
dorsal portion (contralateral primary somatosen-
sory cortex, bilateral secondary somatosensory 
cortex, insular cortex in its rear portion, opercular 
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area, thalamus, frontoparietal neocortex, and sup-
plementary motor area). The emotional dimension 
involves the insular cortex, anterior cingulate cor-
tex, basal ganglia, and prefrontal cortex. 
Consequently, the functional activation of the neu-
ral circuitry of pain can be modulated by either a 
sensory or emotional component, not to mention 
the involvement of the cognitive component.

The emotional component can mediate the 
intensity threshold at which a stimulus is per-
ceived as painful. In fact, this threshold appears 
to be much lower in patients diagnosed with 
chronic functional pain (such as FM) than in 
healthy controls, and can generate an abnormal 
activation of the neuronal pain circuit. This has 
given rise to the collective denomination of 
these syndromes as central susceptibility syn-
dromes. Patients with FM have been found to 
have greater connectivity between the DMN 
and the insular cortex, which is a brain region 
known to process evoked pain, and the execu-
tive attention network [80]. Resting-state func-

tional magnetic resonance imaging (rfMRI) 
data from 18 patients with FM and 18 age-
matched healthy control subjects were ana-
lyzed using dual-regression ICA, which is a 
data-driven approach for the identification of 
independent brain networks. Intrinsic, or rest-
ing-state, connectivity was evaluated in multi-
ple brain networks: the DMN, the executive 
attention network (EAN), and the medial visual 
network (MVN), with the medial visual net-
work serving as a negative control. Spontaneous 
pain levels were also analyzed for covariance 
with intrinsic connectivity. These findings 
indicate that resting brain activity within mul-
tiple networks is associated with spontaneous 
clinical pain in patients with FM. These find-
ings may also have broader implications for 
how subjective experiences such as pain arise 
from a complex interplay among multiple brain 
networks (See Table 30.4).

While acute experimental pain induces default 
mode network deactivation in healthy subjects 

Table 30.4 Neuroradiological characteristics and anatomical areas of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 
activations in pain

Author Image technique Connectivity Deactivation
Mitigated 
deactivation

Napadov Resting state ⇑
Insula–DMN

– –

Seminowicz Resting state – DMN
(acute experimental pain)

–

Baliki Resting state – – DMN
chronic back pain

Pujol Resting state ⇓
somatosensory system
⇑
DMN and somatosensory cortex

– –

Cifre Voxel ⇑
DMN and mPFC
and PCC
insula and ACC

Insula–DMN –

Stoeter fMRI ⇑
(thalamus, basal ganglia, and 
operculo-insular cortex)

– –

Gundel fMRI ⇑
amygdala, parahippocampal 
gyrus, and anterior insula

vmPFC/OFC –

Raichle fMRI ⇑
PFC and PCC–precuneus

Lateral parietal cortex –

DMN default mode network, mPFC medial prefrontal cortex, PCC posterior cingulate cortex, ACC anterior cingulate cortex, 
mPFC medial prefrontal cortex, vmFC ventromedial prefrontal cortex, OFC orbito-frontal gyri, PFC prefrontal cortex
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[81], chronic back pain is associated with miti-
gated DMN deactivation to visual attention tasks 
[82]. The DMN showed greater connectivity to the 
insula cortex and secondary somatosensory cortex 
(S2) (brain regions known to process evoked 
experimental pain and somatosensation), while the 
EAN showed greater intra-network connectivity in 
FM patients. Both the DMN and EAN were more 
connected to the insula in patients reporting greater 
spontaneous clinical pain at the time of the scan, 
which suggested a close link between DMN–
insula connectivity and clinical pain.

Reduced resting connectivity within the 
somatosensory system and increased connectiv-
ity between the default mode network and 
somatosensory processing regions, such as the 
secondary somatosensory cortex, were recently 
reported [83]. Such independent, confirmatory 
data are important for any neuroimaging-based 
markers of disease in FM, and further research is 
needed. Interestingly, this study also found 
altered connectivity with brain regions support-
ing visual and auditory processing, which may 
relate to the multisensory dysfunction sometimes 
reported in these patients.

A study used a seed voxel region of interest 
approach, and showed a pattern of both increased 
and decreased brain connectivity in FM patients 
[84]. Increased connectivity was found between 
DMN areas such as medial prefrontal cortex 
(mPFC) and posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), and 
also between anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and 
the insula. These results support the fact that DMN 
and insula resting connectivity is disrupted in FM.

A recent study explored structural and fMRI 
changes in FM patients, and found an interesting 
association with age [85]. Younger, but not older, 
FM patients showed decoupling between the 
insula and anterior mid-cingulate cortex, two 
brain regions that are normally strongly con-
nected in healthy adults, as part of a salience net-
work. Another study reported increased frequency 
power (for a broad 0.01–0.25 Hz band) in 
somatosensory (primary somatosensory cortex, 
S1), cognitive (DLPFC), and affective (amyg-
dala) brain regions in FM patients [86].

During mild pain events, a relationship has 
been demonstrated between catastrophizing and 

activity in cortical regions associated with affec-
tive, attention, and motor aspects of pain. This 
includes the dorsolateral prefrontal, insular, ros-
tral anterior cingulate, premotor, and parietal cor-
tices. During more intense pain, prefrontal cortical 
regions involved in top-down pain modulation are 
negatively correlated with catastrophizing. An 
explanation for this may be that a cortical vigi-
lance network is engaged during mild pain. 
However, diminished prefrontal cortical modula-
tion impedes disengagement and suppression dur-
ing more intense pain [87]. These findings may 
also involve catastrophizing in the progression 
toward or persistence of chronic pain.

Patients with somatoform pain disorders are 
thought to have an early-acquired defect in stress 
regulation. The fMRI [88] was used to search for 
common alterations in the pain-responsive and 
stress-responsive cortical areas. They studied a 
group of 17 patients and an age-matched control 
group by inducing pin-prick pain, cognitive 
stress, and emotional stress. The patients demon-
strated increased activation of pain-processing 
areas (thalamus, basal ganglia, and operculo- 
insular cortex) during first pain exposure, and 
increased activation of some prefrontal, tempo-
ral, and parietal regions was also observed. 
Temporal and parietal areas were also activated 
during cognitive stress, and activation was 
reduced during emotional stress. However, hip-
pocampal volume was not significantly reduced 
in the patient group. This study supports the 
 current concept that central processing of pain 
and cognitive stress is increased in these patients, 
possibly owing to exaggerated memory or antici-
pation of pain exposure, or both, and to a distur-
bance in stress regulating systems. Though 
surprising, the finding of a reduced responsive-
ness to emotional stress is not contradictory to 
this hypothesis. Some sort of neglect or coping 
mechanisms may have developed over time as a 
response to earlier adverse events.

Another fMRI study [89] researched the cere-
bral processing of noxious heat stimuli as objec-
tive markers for pain sensation in 12 right-handed 
women diagnosed with somatoform pain disor-
der and 13 age-matched, healthy volunteers. 
Compared with controls, patients with pain 
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 disorder responded to induced pain with hypoac-
tivation of the ventromedial prefrontal/orbito-
frontal cortex, and hyperactivation of the 
amygdala, parahippocampal gyrus, and anterior 
insula. The finding of altered cerebral processing 
of experimentally induced pain in patients with 
somatoform pain disorder supports the hypothe-
sis of dysfunctional pain processing, particularly 
in affect-regulating regions.

An fMRI analysis [13] revealed no differences 
in activity in brain regions related with attention 
and affection, or regions with sensory projections 
from the stimulated body area. However, when 
there was a primary lesion in the descending pain 
regulating system (the rostral anterior cingulate 
cortex), the patients failed to respond to pain 
provocation. The attenuated response to pain in 
these cases is the first demonstration of a specific 
brain region where the impairment of pain inhibi-
tion in FMS patients is expressed. These results 
validate previous reports of dysfunctional endog-
enous pain inhibition in FM, and advance the 
understanding of the central pathophysiologic 
mechanisms, providing a new direction for the 
development of successful treatments in FM.

Although the etiology of this disorder remains 
largely unknown, emerging data suggest that FM 
arises through augmentation of central pain pro-
cessing pathways. This hypothesis is largely based 
upon findings of previous functional neuroimag-
ing studies, showing that FM patients display aug-
mented neuronal responses to both innocuous and 
painful stimuli [12, 33], confirming the allodynia 
and hyperalgesia seen in this condition [90].

Studies with functional neuroimaging support 
the hypothesis of central pain augmentation in 
FM. Differences of activation in the fronto- 
cingulate cortex, the supplemental motor areas, 
and the thalamus were found between both 
groups with distinct differences in BOLD signal 
changes over the duration of pain stimulation, 
and even during anticipation of pain. These 
results support the hypothesis that central mecha-
nisms of pain processing in the medial pain sys-
tem and favorable cognitive/affective factors 
even during the anticipation of pain may play an 
important role for pain processing in patients 
with FMS [54].

The default network is disrupted during pain-
ful stimuli [91, 92] in FM [93] and depression 
[94], thereby further encouraging researchers to 
consider how the functions of the DMN might be 
important in understanding diseases of the mind. 
The functional connectivity pattern within the 
DMN is altered during pain, selectively in the 
prefrontal cortex and posterior cingulate cortex–
precuneus (increased connectivity), and in the 
lateral parietal cortex (decreased connectivity). A 
limited number of functional neuroimaging pain 
studies have shown that the activity in a network, 
including the posterior cingulate cortex–precu-
neus, the inferior parietal lobule, and the medial 
prefrontal cortex, was consistently reduced in 
response to a range of painful stimuli [91, 92].

New acquisition techniques and new analysis 
strategies have emerged that enable new concep-
tual approaches to the acquisition of data, such as 
network and multivariate pattern analyses, and in 
particular, support vector machines (SVM) [95]. 
The emergence of connectivity analyses, both 
functional connectivity (resting state) and struc-
tural connectivity, as enabled by DTI and tractog-
raphy, have allowed not only for the analysis of 
the connectedness of two remote brain areas, but 
also for the construction and analysis of large 
networks consisting of multiple brain sites. One 
such approach is the graph theory, where graphs 
are mathematical structures to model relations 
between objects.

The use of the graph theory in the analysis of 
chronic pain states has been limited. When inves-
tigating patients with migraine (without aura) 
and healthy controls, and applying the graph the-
ory based on resting-state functional connectivity 
analyses [96], a disruption was found in whole- 
brain networks with an increase in disease dura-
tion, in which areas implicated in sensory 
discrimination constituted an abnormal network 
configuration.

 Treatment Effects

Mindfulness meditation has beneficial effects on 
a number of psychiatric, functional somatic, and 
stress-related symptoms, and therefore has been 
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increasingly incorporated into psychotherapeutic 
programs [97, 98], with subjects reporting better 
pain-related quality of life and greater life satis-
faction [99]. Altogether, 25 systematic reviews 
were found; they investigated the evidence of 
complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) 
for the FMS [100]. In general, they were 
exercised- based CAM therapies, manipulative 
therapies, mind–body therapies, acupuncture, 
hydrotherapy, phytotherapy, and homeopathy. 
Consistently positive results were found for tai 
chi, yoga, meditation and mindfulness-based 
interventions, hypnosis or guided imagery, elec-
tromyogram (EMG) biofeedback, and balneo-
therapy/hydrotherapy. Inconsistent results were 
found for qigong, acupuncture, chiropractic 
interventions, electroencephalogram (EEG) bio-
feedback, and nutritional supplements. 
Inconclusive results were found for homeopathy 
and phytotherapy. Despite a growing body of sci-
entific evidence of CAM therapies for the man-
agement of fibromyalgia syndrome (FMS), 
systematic reviews still show methodological 
flaws that limit definite conclusions about their 
efficacy and safety.

Neuroimaging studies were conducted to ana-
lyze the brains of people with and without medi-
tation experience. During the first 20 min inside 
the MRI scanner, they had spontaneous thoughts, 
and for the next 20 min they developed a simple 
exercise task, which consisted of focusing only 
on their breathing. As they began to practice this 
exercise, meditation with the usual respiratory 
concentration, medial prefrontal cortex activity 
decreased in all patients. This part of the DMN is 
considered relevant to self-centered mental pro-
cesses. Moreover, although the blood flow in the 
medial prefrontal region of the inexperienced 
meditators decreased a few minutes later than 
that of the experienced meditators, the blood sup-
ply of the area was reduced for the duration of the 
exercise, suggesting the calming effects of medi-
tation [101].

Anatomical likelihood estimation (ALE) meta-
analysis found eight brain regions of GM that 
were consistently enhanced in meditators [102]. 
Three studies [103–105] showed an apparent pat-
tern of structural increase in WM in meditators 

versus controls. Our research found that medita-
tors showed a lower apparent diffusion coefficient 
(ADC) in the left posterior parietal white matter 
than did controls, and that the ADC was nega-
tively correlated with years of meditation.

Similar research [106] addressed the func-
tional connectivity of the DMN in subjects who 
commonly practiced mindfulness versus subjects 
who did not. Their results indicated both reduced 
activation of two main nodes of the DMN 
 (posterior cingulated cortex and medial prefrontal 
cortex), and that experienced meditators showed 
activation of the medial prefrontal cortex, insula, 
and temporal lobes during meditation, a differen-
tial pattern of functional connectivity both during 
resting and during mindfulness exercises. Other 
authors [107] show that the activity in a subregion 
of the DMN, the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, 
is inversely correlated with years of meditation 
experience, suggesting that the experience of 
meditation can enable more efficient cognitive 
processes subserved by this region. Another study 
[108], also reported a higher functional connec-
tivity in the DMN in meditator subjects (medial 
prefrontal cortex), suggesting that meditation 
practice is associated with functional changes in 
areas of the DMN even when not practicing. In 
summary, existing studies suggest differential 
patterns in meditators’ functional connectivity, 
consistent with reduced mind- wandering, a 
greater awareness of the present moment, and 
self-referential processing than those found in 
non-meditators [106, 109].

Meditation may be able to reinforce positive 
feelings, especially compassion and benevolence. 
To test this hypothesis [110], subjects performed 
compassion exercises while lying down in a brain 
scanner. Half of the 30 volunteers had several 
years of experience in Buddhist meditation tech-
niques. The control group comprised age- 
matched participants with no experience in this 
type of group meditation. Emotional reactions 
were provoked with either the laughter of a baby 
or a deeply distressed groan. Such acoustic sig-
nals primarily stimulated those areas that had 
been shown in other studies to process emotional 
stimuli (the insula, the anterior cingulate cortex, 
and secondary somatosensory area). The major 
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differences between experienced meditators and 
novices were observed in the insula. Many of 
these phenomena are explained through mecha-
nisms of neuronal plasticity: An intense effort 
results in alterations in the structure and mode of 
operation of certain areas of the brain.

One review [111] described up to 17 research 
studies in which the therapeutic potential of 
mindfulness in pain was analyzed. Another study 
[112] showed that Zen meditators have pain sen-
sitivity thresholds higher than non-meditator sub-
jects. This is where regulation comes into play as 
a basic feature of meditation [113]. It appears 
that one effect of reduced activation of certain 
areas is a reduction in the connectivity between 
them. Connectivity has been associated with 
complex functions that are performed by multi-
ple brain structures in combination. The study 
showed increased activation of areas typically 
associated with pain, such as the insula, thala-
mus, anterior cingulate cortex, and prefrontal 
cortex [33, 114]. If only this increased activity is 
observed, it might seem that meditators are feel-
ing more pain than nonmeditators, which con-
trasts with the poor results obtained when they 
were asked to rate their pain. Connectivity stud-
ies, however, show that meditation reduces the 
connectivity between these areas related to pain 
regulation.

Similarly, several authors have studied the role 
of the prefrontal cortex using emotion- regulation 
tasks. For example, in the first study to address 
this [115], meditators were asked to perform a 
task of emotion recognition, with results showing 
lower connectivity between the prefrontal cortex 
and the right amygdala than in participants who 
did not practice meditation. The authors hypothe-
sized that meditators tend to treat emotional states 
as “objects” of care. By treating these conditions 
as transient mental products, this allows the medi-
tator to maintain greater distance from emotional 
experiences. This contrasts with the usual way of 
thinking and feeling emotions and thoughts, in 
which they are considered “facts” or “reality”. 
Results in this field have been obtained by other 
authors [116, 117], although some of these [118] 
pointed to the amygdala as a major participant in 
the regulation of emotions. These authors studied 

the regulation of anxiety through meditation tech-
niques, which showed reduced amygdala activity 
after performing a series of exercises.

However, other researchers [119] showed that 
DMN–insula connectivity, which was increased in 
FM patients, was reduced following 4 weeks of 
nonpharmacological acupuncture and sham acu-
puncture therapy, resulting in reduced pain in these 
patients. The authors suggested that connectivity 
between the DMN and insula may serve as a pos-
sible surrogate biomarker for pain reduction in FM.

Such studies could indeed play a role in clini-
cal practice, as they could, in addition to behav-
ioral measures such as anxiety and catastrophizing 
scores, help to identify patients at a high risk of 
developing chronic pain, implying the necessity 
of early therapeutic intervention. Likewise, it is 
desirable to determine whether or not patients are 
likely to respond to a certain therapy. In two 
recently performed studies, functional connectiv-
ity was demonstrated to predict clinical improve-
ment in response to pregabalin or milnacipran 
intake in FM patients [120, 121].

Interestingly, functional brain imaging has 
also been used to predict response to placebo 
treatment [121–123]. In the context of personal-
ized medicine, placebo treatment might indeed 
be a therapeutic option in several patients with 
chronic pain, and brain imaging could help to 
identify patients who are likely to benefit from a 
placebo treatment.

Other authors investigating analgesic mecha-
nisms of pregabalin in an FM group have seen 
that reductions in clinical pain were associated 
with reductions in functional connectivity 
between the DMN and the posterior insular cor-
tex, corroborating the theory that the interaction 
of these two regions might play a specific role in 
chronic pain [120].

A recent study by our group, with 63 patients, 
showed preliminary evidence of the utility of 
memantine for the treatment of FM. Compared 
with a placebo group, memantine significantly 
decreased ratings on a pain visual analog scale 
(Cohen’s d = 1.43 at 6 months) and pain mea-
sured with a sphygmomanometer (d = 1.05). All 
other secondary outcomes except anxiety also 
improved, with moderate-to-large effect sizes at 
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6 months. Compared with placebo, the absolute 
risk reduction obtained with memantine was 
16.13% (95% confidence interval = 2.0–32.6%), 
and the number needed to treat was 6.2 (95% 
confidence interval = 3–47) [124].

Interestingly, in another study conducted by our 
group using MRS at baseline and 6 months, in 13 
patients with FM treated with memantine and 12 
with placebo, the patients treated with memantine 
exhibited a significant increase in Glu, the Glu/Cr 
ratio, Glx, and total NAA + NAAG in the posterior 
cingulate cortex compared with those on placebo. 
Furthermore, the memantine group exhibited 
increases in Cr and Cho in the right posterior insula, 
while a correlation between Cho and the 
Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (FIQ) in the 
posterior insula was also observed, demonstrating 
that memantine treatment resulted in an increase in 
cerebral metabolism in FM patients, and suggest-
ing its utility for the treatment of the illness [125].

The combination of ASL and BOLD imaging 
might provide new insight into the interaction of 
neural activity with vascular responses, which is 
of particular importance given that neural activity 
cannot be measured directly using MRI tech-
niques. Some authors have applied ASL and a 
Gaussian process binary classifier to distinguish 
intraindividually between a nonpain condition 
(prior to molar extraction) and postsurgical pain 
(after third molar extraction from the lower jaw), 
reaching a classification accuracy of 95 [126]. 
Others have reported that the functional connec-
tivity between the nucleus accumbens (NAc) and 
the prefrontal cortex in patients with subacute 
back pain was predictive of whether the pain per-
sisted [127]. A similar association was described 
for the structural connectivity of the prefrontal 
cortex as assessed by DTI [128].

 Conclusions

This chapter discussbes several techniques 
used for the diagnosis of FM. At present, there 
are no other noninvasive techniques that can 
provide equivalent information and, as a con-
sequence, MRS, DTI tractography, and fMRI 
are expected to be a powerful combined tech-
nique for researching brain anatomy and dis-
ease in situ in human beings.

The main findings among patients with 
chronic pain are an increased functional con-
nectivity between the pain system and the 
DMS, decrease in gray matter volume in the 
insular  cortex and anterior cingulate cortex, 
and also decreased GABA concentrations in 
the insular cortex or thalamus.

New acquisition techniques and new analy-
sis strategies have emerged that enable new 
conceptual approaches to the acquisition of 
data, such as network and multivariate pattern 
analyses, and in particular, support vector 
machines (SVM).

Continued improvements in the design of 
imaging equipment and analysis algorithms 
are progressively improving the specificity of 
the biological parameters that can be calcu-
lated, allowing detailed quantitative character-
ization of microvascular structure in a wide 
range of pathological tissues, including FM.
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Abstract

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a major cause of death and disability in the 
United States, contributing to about 30% of all injury-related deaths. TBI 
survivors often develop clinical impairments and long-term disabilities. 
These include impaired thinking or memory, effects on movement and sen-
sations such as vision, hearing, or emotional functioning including person-
ality changes, depression, burst of anger, abnormal social behavior, and 
insomnia. These issues not only affect individuals but can have a deleteri-
ous impact on families and communities. The advances in computer soft-
ware applied to a non-invasive acquisition of images containing digital 
data, provides us with objective examination of brain structure and  function. 
Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging of the brain makes it possible to inves-
tigate morphological and functional connectivity without exposing the 
patient to ionizing radiations. In patients with TBI, computed tomography 
and conventional MR scans seldom show limited or no abnormalities to 
explain clinical symptomatology. For these reasons, we propose an “ad 
hoc” protocol that exploits advances in MR sequences to predict long- term 
outcomes including evaluation of cortical thickness, detecting  hemosiderin 
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deposits via magnetic susceptibility weighted images, to explore indemnity 
of fiber tracts using diffusion tensor with fractional anisotropy measure-
ment, to assess metabolic changes in the frontal lobe and cingulate cortex 
by utilizing the properties of magnetic resonance spectroscopy, and lastly 
to detect abnormal connectivity in the brain networks via resting- state func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging. Meticulous application of our protocol 
can potentially detect subtle abnormalities in patients with mild TBI such 
as detection of iron or mineral deposits, abnormal cortical thickness, abnor-
mal metabolites, disruption of white matter tracts, and decreased or loss 
connectivity in brain networks. Application of special MR sequences as 
described in our protocol can optimize clinical outcomes, offer predictive 
capabilities of short and long-term prognosis, and aid in risk-stratification 
tailored upon individual comorbidities.

Keywords

Traumatic brain injury • Diffuse axonal injury • DTI • Rs-fMRI • Cortical 
thickness • Susceptibility imaging • DWI • MRS

 Introduction

In technical parlance, traumatic brain injury (TBI) 
is described as “an alteration in brain function, or 
other evidence of brain pathology, caused by an 
external force.” Synonymous with its nomencla-
ture, TBI simply refers to structural and func-
tional changes in the brain attributable to external 
trauma [1, 2]. The desideratum for an external 
force distinguishes TBI from various acquired 
brain injuries, including vascular insults, and neo-
plastic and degenerative pathologies [3]. Typical 
mechanisms leading to TBI, albeit heterogeneous 
in nature, include blunt trauma, penetrating injury, 
blast waves, and sudden acceleration or decelera-
tion. Both the magnitude and transfer of impact to 
the scalp vault and its contents determine the 
severity of damage, presenting variably in the 
form of cerebral edema, focal contusions, hema-
tomas, and shearing of white matter tracts leading 
to diffuse axonal injury (DAI).

Affecting population across all age groups, TBI 
has become one of the leading causes of mortality 
and disability in children and adolescents world-
wide [4–8]. In the United States (US), TBI 
accounts for approximately 30% of all deaths 
resulting from injury, averaging 138 deaths per 
day [9]. The dramatic increment in the cumulative 

rates for TBI-related emergency department (ED) 
visits, hospitalizations, and mortality across the 
globe as witnessed during the previous decades 
have been concerning from a public health per-
spective. In the US, this upsurge translated from 
approximately 1.5 million cases in 2003 to 2.5 
million in 2010, an increase in incidence to over 
50%, from 538 per 100,000 at baseline to 823 per 
100,000 in 2010 [4–10]. During the same period, 
the average mortality from TBI declined from 18.2 
deaths per 100,000 to 17.1 per 100,000, a meager 
rate of 6% [4] Considering under-reporting of 
events and limited accountability for uninsured 
patients with non-fatal TBI without access to 
healthcare facilities and those seen at private clin-
ics, the projected estimates far undervalue the 
actual magnitude of burden posed by TBI. The 
economic impact from these low estimates is 
equally colossal. In 2010 alone, healthcare spend-
ing including direct and indirect costs for 
 management of patients with TBI stood at a stag-
gering US$ 76.5 billion, [11] contributing to 
approximately 3% of the national health expendi-
tures for that year [12]. A major proportion of this 
economic burden is attributed to long-term resid-
ual disability seen in patients with TBI, in the form 
of motor and sensory deficits, cognitive impair-
ments, and emotional disturbances. Insomnia, 
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cognitive decline, post-traumatic headache, and 
depression are common factors limiting a patient’s 
reintegration into the community and return to 
employment [13–18]. Post-traumatic depression 
following TBI contributes independently to cogni-
tive decline [16–18], which affects quality of life 
over the long term. TBI has also been implicated in 
delayed-onset neurodegenerative syndromes such 
as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and chronic trau-
matic encephalopathy (CTE). Brain pathology fol-
lowing a single incident of severe TBI mimics 
closely that seen in AD during early amyloid 
pathology, whereas repetitive TBI can produce 
tauopathy with or without amyloidosis, which 
resembles the pathology of boxers’ dementia [19–
21]. Although clinical assessment of TBI severity 
based upon the Glasgow coma scale (GCS) [22] 
provides some insight into the extent of severity at 
the time of presentation, it is often under-predic-
tive of the actual extent of structural and impend-
ing functional damage to the brain, and is often 
deemed unreliable for predicting acute prognosis 
or long-term sequelae. To this effect, neuroimag-
ing, particularly the MR imaging, plays a crucial 
role in determining the extent of injury, providing 
guidance for surgical management, and predicting 
prognosis. In this article, we provide a comprehen-
sive overview on the utility of magnetic resonance 
(MR) imaging in explaining anatomical and func-
tional brain impairment in patients with TBI.

 Neuroimaging in TBI

Integration of technological advancements in the 
digital world has led to development and enhance-
ment of non-invasive neuroimaging modalities 
employed for objective assessment of anatomical, 
functional, and metabolic milieu of the brain. This 
has led to improved diagnosis and subsequent 
management for patients with TBI. Ability to 
assess these changes confers risk-stratification via 
gauging severity, predicting prognosis, and stream-
lining management for these patients. While head 
roentgenogram may have become obsolete in 
today’s era, other neuroimaging modalities such as 
computed tomography, MR imaging, positron 
emission tomography (PET), and single-photon 

emission computed tomography (SPECT) provide 
valuable insights on brain abnormalities.

Conventional computed tomography (CT) is a 
routinely employed diagnostic procedure to assess 
acute head injury requiring observation or admission 
[23]. By using the degree of X-ray attenuation, CT 
scans can differentiate between normal brain with 
the presence of bleed, contusions, discontinuity in 
scalp or facial bones, edema, and ischemia. With the 
advent of high- resolution, multi-detector scanners, 
scanning duration has dramatically reduced, and 
offers selective re-scanning of slices affected by 
motion artifacts [24]. Three-dimensional (3D) 
reconstruction depicts bony injury and intracranial 
pathologies, if any [25]. Despite obvious advantages 
of CT in the initial detection of head injury with sur-
gical guidance in management of acute cases and its 
cost-effectiveness, conventional CT scans have limi-
tations in detecting the subtle neuronal damage and 
diffuse axonal injury seen in over 50% patients with 
TBI. These subtle changes form the basis of residual 
disability and cognitive impairment from TBI [26–
29]. Most of these limitations in detecting these neu-
ronal changes can be mitigated through the use of 
specialized magnetic resonance (MR) sequences. 
Structural MR sequences in conjunction with func-
tional MR imaging can potentially provide accurate 
assessment of extent and severity of brain injury in 
these patients.

 Magnetic Resonance Imaging: 
An Overview

Of the various available neuroimaging modalities, 
developments in MR technology have been remark-
able. It is based upon the principle of nuclear mag-
netic resonance. In the presence of a static magnetic 
field, nuclei of atoms (mainly protons) resonate 
when varying electromagnetic fields are applied at a 
fixed frequency. The MR machine computes an 
image based on the “resonance” signals to compute 
spatial orientation based on processing the frequency 
and phase in these signals. Diverse MR sequences 
exploit the physical properties of the target tissue 
(protons) to provide information on morphological 
and functional integrity. MR signals are obtained 
from several parameters such as T1, T2, proton 
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 density and flow, chemical shift, and molecular dif-
fusion [30]. Unlike CT scans, MR imaging neutral-
izes the risk of being exposed to ionizing radiation, 
thus eliminating the risk of radiation- induced DNA 
damage that has been implicated as a potential risk 
factor for carcinogenesis [31, 32]. With increasing 
availability in emergency settings, MR imaging con-
stitutes a valuable tool for baseline assessment in 
practically all patients with TBI, albeit with some 
contraindication. An absolute contraindication for 
brain MR is for patients with cardiac pacemakers, 
penile implants, cochlear implants, and ferromag-
netic materials, and relative contraindications are 
metallic implants including, but not limited to, vas-
cular clips, coronary and peripheral arterial stents, 
prosthetic heart valves, cardiac devices, aortic stent 
grafts, vena cava filters, hemodynamic monitoring, 
and pacing devices [23]. Claustrophobic patients 
and those with tattoos are some relative contraindi-
cations for MR scans. Some MR scans utilize con-
trast agents, therefore those with renal insufficiency 
or hypersensitivity, or are pregnant or breastfeeding 
may not be eligible candidates [33].

 Structural MR Imaging

In contrast to CT scans, conventional MR scans 
are more sensitive in depicting minute areas of 
petechial hemorrhages, contusions, or extra-axial 
hematomas, axonal injury [34–37], and white 
matter abnormalities [38]. In patients with mild 
TBI, conventional MR scans depict abnormal 
findings in approximately one third of patients 
with normal CT scans [35–39]. T1-weighted MR 
scans provides descriptive overview of anatomic 
affection of the brain, if any, such as midline shift, 
ventricular distortion, or mass effect. Although 
gadolinium-based contrast may offer few advan-
tages over non-contrast scans in regards to struc-
tural anatomical changes in mild TBI, special MR 
sequences such as fluid attenuation inversion 
recovery (FLAIR) and gradient echo have shown 
particularly high sensitivity for appreciating axo-
nal injury, and in predicting outcomes [40, 41].

• FLAIR: The FLAIR technique permits detec-
tion of periventricular and superficial cortical 

lesions [42]. By diminishing the signal from 
CSF while concurrently amplifying the inten-
sity of lesions that are non-fluid-containing, 
FLAIR is of utility in identifying lesions in 
close proximity to the CSF-filled sub- 
arachnoid and ventricular spaces. Areas of T2 
prolongation appear as bright, while normal 
CSF signals are depicted dark [42]. FLAIR is 
helpful in detecting non-hemorrhagic DAI and 
sub-arachnoid hemorrhage.

• Gradient echo sequence (GRE): T2-weighted 
gradient echo MR is sensitive to signal inten-
sity loss that results from changes in magnetic 
susceptibility. GRE is sensitive in detecting the 
presence of blood breakdown products such as 
deoxyhemoglobin, intracellular methemoglo-
bin, ferritin and hemosiderin. This is useful in 
detecting hemorrhagic DAI and contusions.

• Susceptibility-weighted imaging (SWI): This is 
a relatively newer contrast type of MR that dif-
fers from T1- or T2-weighted imaging that 
exploits magnetic susceptibility differences 
across various tissues such as calcium and iron, 
and uses phase image signals to detect these 
differences. It is sensitive in detecting micro-
bleeds in the form of paramagnetic hemoglobin 
or intracellular hemorrhages [43]. It is also 
used to image venous blood via the blood-oxy-
gen-level-dependent (BOLD) technique.

• Short tau inversion recovery (STIR): STIR 
signals attenuate fat signals, and provide 
 distinction of water-containing lesions in 
areas with relative fat abundance such as the 
orbit, head and neck, or spine. STIR improves 
T1 or T2 lesion conspicuity, and is useful in 
avoiding chemical shift artifacts. While its 
utility as a diagnostic tool is limited in TBI, 
STIR is often used to differentiate between 
lipomas and hemorrhage, evaluation of optic 
nerve injury, and vertebral body compression 
fractures in patients with head trauma.

• Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI): DWI pro-
cesses information based upon differences in water 
molecule diffusion rate by employing echo-planar 
or line-scan spin echo MR technique. The measure 
of mobility of water molecules is reflected via the 
apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC). Regions 
with relatively higher degree of diffusion such as 
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that of the CSF appear hypo-intense with a high 
ADC value, while areas with restricted diffusion, 
such as protons within grey or white matter, appear 
hyper-intense with low ADC value. A distinction 
between cytotoxic and vasogenic edema can be 
made using DWI. While the former depicts charac-
teristics of restricted diffusion, vasogenic edema 
demonstrates signs of increased diffusion. In 
patients with mild TBI, focal areas of restricted dif-
fusion associated with cerebral edema or DAI are 
often seen. In contrast to FLAIR and T2-weighted 
imaging, DWI demonstrates a greater degree and 
extent of abnormalities in patients with 
TBI. Regions with acute DAI brighten up and 
appear dark in ADC due to restricted pattern of dif-
fusion from plausible cellular death.

• Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI): DTI is an 
extension of DWI that senses diffusion of water 
molecules across several directions, along the 
course of nerve fibers, with a tensor applied to 
describe diffusion in an anisotropic system. 
This forms the basis for the 3D reconstruction 
of the fiber tracts (white matter), thus enabling 
the possibility of exploring broken connections 
[44]. Key approaches to assess microstructural 
damage include whole-brain voxel-based anal-
ysis, region-of-interest (ROI) analysis and in-
vivo tractography. A quantified estimate of DTI 
data is derived from the functional anisotropy 
(FA) value, which ranges from 0 to 1. An FA 
value of zero depicts an isotropic diffusion 
occurring in all directions, while FA value of 1 
indicates a unidirectional diffusion. A standard-
ized color coding is applied in 2D representa-
tion to depict direction of fibers; red representing 
lateral commissural pathways, green for ante-
rior–posterior pathways, and blue indicating 
cranial–caudal pathways. In patients with mild 
TBI with normal CT scans and GCS 15, DTI is 
regarded as a potential biomarker as it detects 
micro- structural changes in white matter, even 
in patients with mild TBI, as opposed to other 
MR sequences [45–49].

A decreased FA value corresponds to axonal 
degradation and fiber discontinuity owing to inter-
tract or perivascular accumulation of water, and can 
be detected as early as 24 h after TBI [50–53].

DTI studies have confirmed decreased FA 
value in the corpus callosum, which sustains a 
high degree of deformation [53, 54]. Structural 
abnormalities in the corpus callosum as shown by 
DTI indices correlated clinically with cognitive, 
somatic, and affective disorders as seen post 
injury in these patients. An association between 
quantitative measures of gait function and DTI 
findings demonstrate white matter integrity in the 
genu of corpus callosum to be an important 
marker of gait [55]. Other common brain regions 
affected in mild TBI detected on DTI include 
anterior and posterior cingulum, middle cerebel-
lar peduncles, and inferior longitudinal (ILF) and 
uncinate fasciculi (UF). As cingulum is the fiber 
tract related to the limbic system, any structural 
abnormality is associated clinically with depres-
sion, memory loss, lack of social restraint, 
aggressiveness, heightened sexuality, and buli-
mia [56]. The anterior cingulum is linked to emo-
tion, especially apathy and depression, while the 
posterior cingulum is more related to cognitive 
functions [57, 58]. Structural abnormalities as 
detected in the ILF bundle using DTI can explain 
functional impairments such as thought disor-
ders, visual emotion, and cognitive impairment 
[59]. Studies have demonstrated abnormalities in 
DTI to correlate with symptom severity, and with 
predicting long-term cognitive impairments [48, 
52, 60, 61]. Disruption of the UF may cause 
problems with expression of memory, decision 
making, and acquisition of certain types of learn-
ing and memory. Additionally, uncinate involve-
ment in TBI often extends beyond memory to 
include social–emotional problems and low 
motivation [62].

• Magnetic resonance angiography (MRA): 
This is a specialized form of MR imaging that 
visualizes blood vessels as opposed to brain 
tissues. It can detect bleed or patency of blood 
vessels, and is often used to screen for evi-
dence of vascular injury in the head and neck 
region in patients with TBI [63].

• Cortical thickness: Using high-resolution T1 
anatomical MR images, evaluation of cortical 
changes using an automated, vertex-based 
reconstruction for measurement of thickness 
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of the brain cortex can be performed [62–77]. 
This provides baseline assessment of cortical 
integrity. Cortical thinning occurs in TBI, and 
correlates with measures of PTSD, depres-
sion, executive functioning, declarative mem-
ory loss, and post-concussive symptoms [68, 
78–80]. Precuneus thickness is correlated to 
acute traumatic stress symptoms in TBI survi-
vors. Recent evidence suggests structural 
changes in frontal cortex over 3 months fol-
lowing mild TBI [81].

 Functional Imaging

• Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS): MRS 
is similar to conventional MR that uses proper-
ties of magnetism. As opposed to MR that uti-
lizes time domain to obtain T1 and T2 relaxation 
times that are processed as images, MRS data 
uses frequency-domain information to display a 
spectrum of signal intensity from different brain 
metabolites [82]. The main metabolites are 
N-acetyl aspartate (NAA) related to neurons, 
creatine (Cr) related to energetic metabolism, 
choline (Cho) representing membrane metabo-
lism, and myoinositol (mI) representing glial 
cells. Data is quantified as a ratio of all metabo-
lites with respect to creatinine. In children with 
TBI, a disturbance in brain metabolites is pre-
dictive of overall outcomes relating to behav-
ioral and cognitive functions both in acute and 
long- term phase [83–86].

• Resting-state fMRI: Several studies have dem-
onstrated that damage to white matter alters 
structural integrity, which leads to impairment 
in functional connectivity across regions of 
the brain. Structural and functional disrup-
tions are implicated in cognitive impairment 
in TBI [87–90]. Resting-state fMRI assesses 
functional connectivity in the brain following 
severe TBI and even in patients with mild TBI 
during the initial phase [90–96]. As it pro-
cesses brain connectivity in the absence of any 
task or activity, this modality of MR permits 
functional evaluation irrespective of severity 
and cognitive functions. Using advanced neu-
roimaging processing tools, functional con-

nectivity during resting state can be studied 
effectively. The most commonly studied func-
tional connectivity network during resting 
state is the default mode network (DMN) [97]. 
Although commonly related to the cognitive 
process, DMN can be affected in a broad 
range of disorders affecting the brain [98]. 
Resting-state fMRI assesses changes in oxy-
gen delivery to various centers that are syn-
chronously connected within a time duration 
of 8 min while the patient is at rest (not per-
forming any task). The data processed and 
reconstructed to depict any synchrony across 
various regions is compared to a pool of nor-
mal controls. This generates a brain map with 
areas of abnormally decreased connectivity or 
increased connectivity within target centers.

 Findings in Traumatic Brain Injury

In our protocol to study morphological, meta-
bolic, and functional characteristics of the 
patients with TBI, we routinely employ 
T1-weighted images, T2 and proton density, 
diffusion- weighted sequence, tensor sequence, 
SWI, FLAIR sequence, magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy, and resting-state fMRI.

With no likely abnormality being seen on CT 
scans and conventional MRI in most patients 
with TBI, an “ad-hoc” protocol is recommended 
for unanimous implementation across centers for 
complete MR evaluation for patients with 
TBI. This should mandate cortical thickness 
reconstruction, magnetic susceptibility weighted 
sequences for detecting any hemosiderin depos-
its, DTI for measurement of FA values for struc-
tural integrity of white matter tracts, and lastly 
resting-state fMRI for functional regional con-
nectivity across the brain. The protocol is viable 
even for patients with mild TBI, as they present a 
pattern with one or more of the following:

 (a) Hemosiderin deposits in temporal and frontal 
poles that could be picked up with magnetic 
susceptibility weighted sequences.

 (b) Cortical thickness or abnormal integrity in 
frontal dorsomedial and central decreased 
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cortical thickness which may extend to the 
parietal, depending on the power of the 
impact, as well as in the ventral surfaces of 
the brain such as the orbitofrontal cortex, 
temporal poles and temporo-occipital areas 
[99–105].

 (c) Abnormal fractional anisotropy values in the 
genu of the corpus callosum and cingulum 
fibers [106–120].

 (d) Decreased NAA in magnetic resonance spec-
troscopy indicating neuronal loss, mostly in 
frontal lobes [121, 122].

 (e) A decrease in or loss of connectivity to the 
frontal cortex from anterior and posterior 
cingulum on rsfMRI [92, 123–125].

Implementation of the aforementioned proto-
col at presentation, short- and long-term follow 
up can help unveil microstructural changes to 
explain and predict long-term outcomes. These 
findings may intuitively form the basis of reha-
bilitation, and an octagonal approach for long- 
term care, and plausibly attenuate residual 
disability (Figs. 31.1, 31.2, 31.3 and 31.4).
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Fig. 31.1 Patient is a 20-year-old male admitted to the hos-
pital for 30 ft. fall from oil rig. Patient was helicoptered in 
from the field and intubated due to low GCS 4–5. Presented 
with subarachnoid hemorrhage, brain laceration in the left 
frontal lobe, multiple skull fractures. After 3 years the 
patient showed cognitive decline, depression, bursts of 
anger, decreased capacity for planning, bad social interac-
tion. Never returned to work. (a) Computed tomography in 
transverse view showing laceration and hematoma in left 

frontal lobe. (b) Magnetic resonance with susceptibility 
sequence depicts the frontal hemorrhage and blood deposits 
in the ventricles. (c) Hemosiderin deposits in microglia 
appear 3 years after first magnetic resonance in the suscepti-
bility sequence. (d) Decreased cortical thickness (blue) in 
the frontal lobe in the same patient pinpointing Brodmann’s 
areas involved. (e) Diffusion tensor imaging performed in 
the same patient with decreased fractional anisotropy values 
in corpus callosum and inferior longitudinal fasciculus
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Fig. 31.2 Resting-state functional magnetic resonance. 
(a) Functional connectivity. A seed was placed in the ante-
rior cingulum. No connectivity with posterior cingulum 
and dorsal frontal cortex compared with normal in (c). (b) 
Z-test, patient compared to 20 normal individuals depict-
ing decreased connectivity in the posterior cingulum. (d) 
Normal frsfMRI with seed in anterior cingulum. (e) 
Resting-state functional magnetic resonance. Compared 
to normal in (f), there is no connectivity with posterior 

cingulum, frontal cortex, angular cortex. (f) Z-test show-
ing decreased connectivity in the patient’s anterior cingu-
lum. (f, g) Magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Decreased 
n-acetyl aspartate in the frontal lobe. NAA is a marker for 
neurons, indicating decreased neuronal content in the 
frontal lobe. There is also an increase in myoinositol, a 
marker for glia. This correlates with increase in scarring 
and fibrillary content
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Fig. 31.3 Autopsy in a patient who died from TBI. MR 
was obtained before death. Correlation of abnormal frac-
tional anisotropy with pathology. Swollen and disrupted 

fibers in genu and splenium of corpus callosum correlate 
with fractional anisotropy (FA) abnormal values
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 Conclusions

Neuroimaging has increasingly become a vital 
tool for management of patients with head 
injury. While conventional CT and MR modali-
ties offer rapid structural assessment ensuring 
prompt institution of surgical management for 
selective cases, functional modalities allow 
accurate prediction of overall functional and 
clinical outcomes in patients with TBI. With 
easy accessibility to MR technology, complex 
MR sequences entailing deeper insights into 
structural and functional impairments should 
routinely be employed in assessment of patients 
with TBI. MR imaging techniques additionally 
enhance our knowledge base relating to ana-
tomic abnormalities and functional outcomes. 
Higher resolution scans, integration of digital 
software for data processing, and technical 
advancements offer a viable solution for auto-
mation in image processing and interpretation.
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Abstract

In the general medical setting, as many as 30% of patients have a psychiatric 
disorder. Delirium is detected in 10% of all medical inpatients, and is detected in 
over 30% in some high-risk groups. Two-thirds of patients who are high users of 
medical care have a psychiatric disturbance: Around 23% have depression, 22% 
anxiety, and 20% somatization. Only a small subset of the population at risk is 
currently being adequately identified. Education of non-psychiatric physicians 
and allied health professionals about medical and psychiatric issues related to a 
patient’s illness is a core component of the liaison model. Possibly because of 
the psychiatric nature of its manifestations, delirium is poorly recognized by 
non-psychiatric house staff. The aim of this study is to evidence incidence rates 
of under-diagnosis and provide an overview including prevention, diagnosis, 
and early management of delirium in general hospitals. A retrospective study 
was conducted at the Centenario Provincial Hospital of Rosario, Argentina, a 
tertiary care academic hospital. It was carried out during the period January 
2010–June 2011, following the referrals of the house staff for 345 adult inpa-
tients. The incidence of delirium, as well as the staff’s diagnostic ability was 
analyzed. Of the total sample, the 19% developed an acute confusional state 
(ACS). Diagnosis had been correct in 51% of the cases, whereas misdiagnosis 
reached 49%. The under-diagnosis of ACS due to semiological misrecognition 
has been modified after an educational effort in the acquisition of screening 
skills carried out by the psychiatric and non- psychiatric staff together.
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 Introduction

Consultation–liaison (C–L) psychiatry is the sub-
specialty of psychiatry concerned with medically 
and surgically ill patients [1]. The C–L consultant 
must have an extensive clinical understanding of 
physical/neurological disorders and their relation 
to abnormal illness behavior. The C–L consultant 
must be a skilled diagnostician, and be able to 
tease apart and formulate a patient’s multiaxial 
disorders and to develop an effective treatment 
plan. The C–L consultant must also have knowl-
edge of psychotherapeutic and psychopharmaco-
logical interventions as well as knowledge of the 
wide array of medicolegal aspects of psychiatric 
and medical illness and hospitalization.

In the general medical setting, as many as 
30% of patients have a psychiatric disorder [2–
4]. Delirium is detected in 10% of all medical 
inpatients [5] and in over 30% in some high-
risk groups. Two-thirds of patients who are 
high users of medical care have a psychiatric 
disturbance: 23% have depression, 22% have 
anxiety, and 20% have somatization [6, 7]. 
Clearly, psychiatric comorbidity has an impact 
on health care economics [8–12]. The presence 
of a psychiatric disturbance has repeatedly been 
shown to be a robust predictor of increased hos-
pital length of stay [13–16]. Nearly 90% of 26 
studies have demonstrated either an increased 
length of stay or an increased medical readmis-
sion rate among patients with psychiatric 
comorbidity [17]. Only a small subset of the 
population at risk is currently being adequately 
identified. The percentage of admitted patients 
receiving psychiatric consultation varies from 
institution to institution [18], ranging from 1% 
to 10% [18–21].

Each institution is responsible for the continu-
ing medical education of medical/surgical staff 

about the psychological consequences of illness 
and the indications for psychiatric consultation. 
Areas of focus should include the recognition of 
substance abuse, delirium, dementia, affective dis-
orders, anxiety disorders, and suicidal ideation.

Education of non-psychiatric physicians and 
allied health professionals about medical and 
psychiatric issues related to a patient’s illness is a 
core component of the liaison model. Liaison ser-
vices lead to heightened sensitivity by medical 
staff, which results in earlier detection and more 
cost-effective management of patients with psy-
chiatric problems.

Delirium or acute confusional state (ACS), 
also called either acute mental syndrome or 
organic mental syndrome, is a disorder located in 
the interface between psychiatry and the rest of 
the medical specialties. Delirium is defined as an 
acute change in cognition and a disturbance of 
consciousness, with impaired attention that fluc-
tuates during the day [22].

It is defined as a syndrome of acute onset and 
fluctuating course, characterized by impairment 
of superior cognoscitive functions, with an dele-
terious effect on consciousness, alertness, and 
temporospatial orientation. With a complex and 
multifactorial etiology, its incidence is high in 
hospitalized patients, affecting the aged in par-
ticular. The generalized effect on superior func-
tions expresses itself in the decline of the capacity 
to think clearly and correctly evaluate the envi-
ronment, to which the patient might answer with 
alterations in his conduct.

At the same time, these superficial manifesta-
tions may confuse the professionals and lead to 
misdiagnosis and wrong treatments.

Multiple factors contribute to the development 
of delirium, including cognitive dysfunction, 
alcohol and/or drug withdrawal, sedative use, 
altered or inadequate sleep, painful procedures, 
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lack of a focal point, infection, and disordered 
physiology [23, 24].

When the ACS appears, it usually implies a 
prolonged hospital stay, and an increased mor-
bidity and mortality. It is often under-diagnosed, 
and in many cases it receives an inappropriate or 
late therapeutic approach.

Taking into account these observations, a ret-
rospective observational analysis was carried out 
in a polyvalent hospital, directed towards the 
evaluation on confidence in diagnosing ACS by 
the house staff of the departments of Internal 
Medicine and General Surgery.

 Aim

The aim of this study—from the liaison psychia-
try perspective—is to show incidence rates of 
under-diagnosis and provide a summary includ-
ing prevention, diagnosis, and early management 
of delirium in general hospitals.

 Materials and Methods

A retrospective analysis was carried out by the 
resident staff of the Psychiatry Department of 
Rosario’s Provincial Centenary Hospital from 
January 2010 to June 2011. The study included 
345 hospitalized patients whose referrals had 
been requested by medical and surgical house 
staff (typically interns and junior residents).

The referrals were assessed through templates 
which registered patient’s demographic data, the 
service on which the patient was treated, includ-
ing the Emergency Department, the calendar 
month and year of admission, days of hospital-
ization, and discharge date. In addition, the chief 
complaint, consultation request (date of request 
and motive given by non-psychiatric house staff), 
underlying pathologies, psychiatrists’ interven-
tion, and finally, the diagnosis according to 
DSM-IV TR, were recorded.

The requests of the different departments 
were clustered and classified as “correct” or 

“incorrect” referrals. A “correct” referral for 
delirium by the house staff consultee included: 
(1) “delirium” or acute confusional state, (2) 
related synonyms such as psychomotor agita-
tion, sensory perception disorder, behavioral 
disorder, sleep disturbances, hypoprosexia, cen-
tral nervous system depression, and disorienta-
tion (Table 32.1).

Absence of delirium or “incorrect” referrals 
were put together in related groups as noted in 
Table 32.2. The patients frequently received more 
than one diagnosis. Nevertheless, if one of the 
diagnoses given was “delirium” or a synonym, 
the consultee was given “credit” for an accurate 
diagnosis of the patient.

Table 32.1 Correct referrals

Correct consultation request 33
Confusional state 6
Psychomotor agitation 15
Sensory-perceptive alterations 5
Behavioral disorder 2
Sleep disturbances 1
Hypoprosexia 2
Central nervous system depression 1
Disorientation 1

Table 32.2 Incorrect referrals

Incorrect consultation request 32
Lack of adherence to treatment 4
Distress, anguish 5
Assessment 6
Negativism 2
Apathy/abulia 1
Fear 1
Psychiatric medication check 1
Depression 4
Withdrawal síndrome 1
Intoxication 1
Dementia 1
Anxiety 1
Suicidal ideation 1
Emocional lability 1
Cholecystitis 1
Amputation 1
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 Results

From the total sample (N = 345), 65 patients 
(19%) developed ACS; 20 (31%) were female 
patients and 45 (69%) male patients. Forty-nine 
percent (49%) of the patients diagnosed as 
delirious by the Psychiatry staff had been 
 misdiagnosed by the non-psychiatric con-
sultees, whereas in fifty-one percent (51%) of 
the cases the diagnosis was correctly made by 
medical and surgical staff. It remains interest-
ing to highlight though, that throughout the 
year 2010 the rate of under- diagnosis was 
higher than in the period January – June 2011. 
Psychiatry’s resident staff had been working 
throughout the year making use of each request 
to give medical house staff the indications for 
recognizing, managing, and treating ACS. After 
those interventions, the percentage of misdiag-
nosis diminished to 37% while correct diagno-
ses reached 63% [see Fig. 32.1a, b].

Patient study sample demographics included a 
mean age of 56.5 (range: 18–95), revealing a sig-
nificant divergence between the periods January–
December 2010 and January–June 2011. During 
the first period, the group which was mainly 
affected involved patients between 60–69 years 
old, with a lower peak that extended to the 
50–59-year-old group. During the second period, 
the age range varied between 20 and 29, in direct 
relation with the increase of traumatic brain 
injury and substance abuse.

Among the “correct” referrals, 46% were 
diagnosed as psychomotor agitation, 18% as 
acute mental state, and 15% as sensoperceptive 
alterations. With regard to the “incorrect” 
requests, 19% were requests for assessment, 
approximately 40% were grouped as mood 
symptoms, and 13% demonstrated lack of adher-
ence to medical treatment.

Taking into account that this disorder obeys 
organic etiology which, at the same time, 
determines the evolution and prognosis of the 
patient, it is of interest to recall that the most 
prevalent related diseases during 2010 were 
infectious processes (34%), malignant forma-
tions (15%), and kidney impairment and poly-
trauma (12%).

In 2011, the percentage of infectious pro-
cesses remained in the first place, though to a 
decreased extent (26%), and polytrauma and sub-
stance abuse became the highlights (14%) (See 
Fig. 32.1a, b).

 Discussion

This study identified over an 18-month period, 
out of 345 patients, that 65 suffered from delir-
ium. This was consistent with the bibliography 
[25], and what is expected for an institution with 
the characteristics of a polyvalent hospital whose 
population is around 55 years old. The patients 
come from a low cultural and income level, and 

ACS 2010a b

Correct R Incorrect R

51% 49%

ACS 2011

Correct R Incorrect R

37%

63%

Fig. 32.1 (a, b) Correct and incorrect ACS diagnosis before and after Psychiatry Staff’s intervention in educating 
house staff
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carry multiple comorbidities which make them 
liable to polypharmacy.

The house staff that referred the patients to the 
Psychiatry Department included medical special-
ties that related to inpatient wards, for example, 
surgical specialties (General Surgery, Orthopedics 
and Traumatology, and Urology), the Intensive 
Care Unit, the Coronary Unit and the Emergency 
Department. Most request forms came from the 
medical staff, followed by the surgical staff, 
Orthopedics being the service to solicit the few-
est request forms.

Taking the 18 months as a whole, the percent-
age of under-diagnosis reached 49%, in accor-
dance with current bibliography [22]. Nevertheless, 
when split into two periods (January–December 
2012/January–June 2011), a difference could be 
observed (Fig. 32.1a, b) between the two with 
regard to recognition of ACS.

This change may result from two elements. On 
one hand, the educational activity that the Psychiatry 
Department undertook towards the training of non-
psychiatric house staff concerning screening and 
recognition of ACS, and on the other hand, to the 
fact that by January 2011 the resident doctors were 
going through the last third of their academic year, 
which means that they had probably gained many 
new skills and could provide a better semiological 
performance concerning this condition.

According to the correct referrals, confu-
sional state (17%), sensory-perceptive altera-
tions (15%), and psychomotor agitation (48%) 
had the highest incidence. On the other hand, 
among incorrect referrals, the highest were lack 
of adherence to treatment (15%), distress or 
anguish (19%), and request for assessment 
(23%). Circa 45% of referrals identified depres-
sive symptoms when, in fact, it was a question of 
hypoactive delirium.

In many countries, the symptoms of delirium 
are attributed to dementia or depression, and a 
delay in correct diagnosis entails a longer stay 
and risks major complications [26].

A propos the psychomotor subtype, various 
similarities were found between the Provincial 
Centenary Hospital and other polyvalent hospi-
tals with regard to the major incidence of mixed 
delirium [27]. This explains why this condition 

turns out so difficult to recognize, leading to mis-
management, a late referral to the specialized ser-
vice, under-diagnosis, and under-estimation of a 
medical condition with high morbidity/mortality.

As far as gender is concerned, throughout the 
study, male patients outnumbered women 
patients [28, 29].

A remarkable variance in the case of this 
hospital is that it does not go totally along with 
the rest in regard to the age of onset of delir-
ium. Although during the year 2010, the preva-
lent age had a mean of 60–69 years old, during 
2011 there was an increase in onset of delirium 
in patients between 20 and 29 years old. There 
is a similar reference in a descriptive study 
from San Jorge Hospital, where 28 patients 
suffering from acute traumatic brain injury 
were admitted and were followed up with 
Folstein’s Mini-Mental State Exam. When sta-
tistics were examined, it was found that 46% 
developed delirium sometime during admis-
sion. In that study, the authors establish a direct 
association among acute traumatic brain injury, 
substance abuse, and incidence of delirium, the 
highest incidence relating to moderate brain 
traumatism and with a male/female correlation 
of about 3:1, mostly between 15 and 29 years 
of age [30].

The analysis of underlying pathologies sug-
gests that during 2010 the greatest percentage 
concerned infections (34%), followed by growth 
or tumor (15%), polytrauma, and renal failure 
(12%). Not far behind come vascular diseases, 
diabetes, and finally strokes, liver disease, and 
surgical pathologies. Curiously, during that 
period, there was no indication related to sub-
stance abuse as a positive risk factor (Fig. 32.2).

This state of affairs changes in 2011 and, even 
though the infections remain first in prevalence, 
polytrauma, strokes, diabetes, and malignant 
growth take second place, closely followed by 
the occurrence of substance abuse as a predispos-
ing factor of delirium (Fig. 32.2b).

In some research studies conducted in 
Intensive Care Units, infections also hold the first 
place as reason for admittance [31], while in 
other investigations, infections take third place, 
overtaken by fluid imbalance and trauma [22].
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Whether misdiagnosis of delirium influenced 
the duration of hospitalization remains open 
because this study did not carry out a follow-up 
with regard to that possibility.

 Conclusion

Evaluation of the mental health of patients 
with serious medical illness, formulation of 
their problems and diagnosis, and organiza-
tion and implementation of an effective treat-
ment plan involve complex clinical skills that 
require specialized training. Commonly, the 
overt reason for initiating a consultation may 
not be as serious as a comorbid, but unrecog-
nized, problem.

The aim of the study was to assess the 
underdiagnosis of delirium as a starting point 
to enable the Liaison Psychiatry team to pro-
vide to non- psychiatric house staff an frame-
work with regard to prevention, diagnosis, 

and early management of this condition. 
Secondarily, to make a follow- up of the med-
ical team whose learning experience could be 
shown over the months, in regard to the out-
come for the patient.
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Abstract

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a severe, complex neurodevelopmental 
disorder, characterized by impairments in social interaction and communi-
cation with restricted and stereotyped behavior patterns. ASD symptoms 
result from a complex interaction between genetic and environment factors. 
Food intolerances, allergies, altered intestinal permeability (leaky gut), 
immune dysregulation, neuroinflammation and oxidative stress may trigger 
ASD symptoms. ASD patients have shown increased urinary levels of 
β-casomorphin and gliadorphin peptides produced by incomplete digestion 
of gluten proteins and milk casein. “Leaky gut” may facilitate the transport 
of these peptides into the central nervous system (CNS) inducing direct 
“opioid activity” and thus affecting neurotransmission. ASD patients on 
gluten and/or casein-free diet have shown improvement in most behavior 
and cognitive scores. Immune dysregulation leads to a neuroinflammatory 
response that correlates between immune dysfunction with behavioral and 
cognitive impairments in ASD patients. Genetic variants of the MET gene 
(7q31.2) are risk factors for ASD. The MET receptor participates in brain 
cortex and cerebellum development and in gastrointestinal and immuno-
logical functions. A high percentage of ASD children have shown non-
celiac gluten sensitivity, an immune  reaction against gluten in subjects not 
affected with celiac disease with prominent mucosal eosinophil infiltration 
and increased blood eosinophilia. ASD patients have shown alterations in 
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brain anatomy involved in language and social interaction skills, correlat-
ing with specific aspects of ASD symptoms. ASD behavior results from 
abnormal interactions between the opioid system and various pathways 
together with anatomical alterations in the CNS. Individualized diagnosis 
and prognostic predictions should provide effective personalized therapies 
in ASD patients.
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 Introduction

Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) (Online 
Mendelian Inheritance in Man—(OMIM)—
209850) is increasingly recognized as a systemic 
and complex disease process whose main features 
are displayed by a severe and complex neurodevel-
opmental disorder. Indeed, this state is character-
ized by impairment in reciprocal social interaction 
and communication, and restricted and stereo-
typed patterns of interests and behaviors [1].

The latest studies, according to the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention and Autism and 
Developmental Disabilities Monitoring (ADDM) 
Network, indicated that the prevalence was 1 in 
68 children, aged up to 8 years from 11 commu-
nities within the United States, who had been 
identified with ASD in 2012 [2].

ASD is a highly heritable disorder, with onset 
usually after the 3rd year of age. Estimations of 
ASD prevalence diverge by sex and ethnicity. It 
affects predominantly males, with a sex ratio of 
approximately 4.5:1. Indeed, approximately 1 in 
42 boys and 1 in 189 girls living in the ADDM 
Network communities were identified as having 
ASD. All 11 sites reported higher prevalence 
among white children than among black (1.2%) 
or Hispanic children (1.5%), while ASD was 
more prevalent in black children than in Hispanic 
children (1.3%) [2]. The intellectual ability of 
children with ASD was classified in different pro-
portions: 31% of the children fell within the 
range of intellectual disability (IQ ≤70), 23% had 

borderline disability (IQ = 71–85), and 46% were 
in the average or higher range of intellectual abil-
ity (IQ >85). In addition, there were differences 
between ethnic groups in the rate of intellectual 
disability: 48% of non-Hispanic black children, 
38% of Hispanic children, and 25% of non- 
Hispanic white children were classified with 
intellectual disability [2].

This recent and rapid increase in ASD preva-
lence highlights the importance of furthering 
research, including risk factors, etiology, bio-
markers, and effective interventions [2].

ASD refers to a broader definition of autism 
that includes classical and atypical autism, 
Asperger syndrome, and pervasive developmen-
tal disorder [3]. Although the etiology of autism 
is not yet understood, patients with ASD show 
manifestations of a systemic and complex dis-
ease process, and symptoms persisting through-
out life [4].

The symptoms of autism are thought to result 
from a complex and variable interaction between 
genetic and environmental factors [5]. Food intol-
erances or allergies, altered intestinal permeability 
(leaky gut), dietary opioid peptides in bloodstream, 
neuroinflammation, immune dysregulation, and 
oxidative stress by mitochondrial dysfunction may 
trigger ASD symptoms [6–10]. (Fig. 33.1). 
Scientific evidence has confirmed the improvement 
of ASD symptoms after early interventions to pre-
vent common biomedical abnormalities believed to 
lead to harmful consequences on behavior and neu-
rological functioning [11–13].
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 Metabolic Insights in ASD

In 1966, Dohan postulated that schizophrenia is 
the cause of an overload of peptides derived from 
dietary gluten [14]. This hypothesis was later 
extended to include autism [15, 16].

The normal dietary protein digestion entails 
their breakdown to smaller molecules until 
reaching the basic unit (amino acid). Therefore, 
an incomplete protein breakdown generates 
bigger structural compounds, namely peptides, 
composed by 2–8 amino acids. Indeed, 
increased urinary β-casomorphin and gliador-
phin peptides have been reported in ASD 
patients as a result of an incomplete digestion 
of casein and gluten respectively [6]. Both of 
these peptides show structural similarities in 
fragment tyrosine–proline (tyr–pro) in position 
1–2 and proline (pro) amino acid in positions 4 
and 6 (Fig. 33.2).

Altered intestinal permeability has been impli-
cated in ASD patients, and is thought to be the 
link between the gut and brain in autism patho-
genesis [17–19]. Supporting this hypothesis, gas-
trointestinal disorders, such as diarrhea, chronic 
constipation, abdominal pain, ulcerative colitis, 
and others, have been reported in ASD patients 
[20–23].

ASD patients are four times more likely to 
suffer from gastrointestinal problems than the 
rest of the population [24]. This is a fact known 
since the first clinical description of autism in 
the 1940s [25]. Moreover, there is evidence of a 
strong correlation between gastrointestinal 
symptoms and autism severity that could be 
explained by three different mechanisms: (1) an 
increased permeability of the intestinal mucosa 
not related to inflammatory processes, such as 
tight junction defects or alterations in the intes-
tinal flora composition (gut microbiome). (2) a 
possible second mechanism involving inade-
quate or deficient enzymes for either intestinal 
or blood breakdown of β-casomorphins or glia-
dorphins which allows exorphins in large 
amounts to gain access to the blood and circu-
late until taken up by the brain, (3) a possible 

Genetic
alterations

Oxidative
stress

Neuroinflammation

Opioid
activityInmune

dysregulation

Leaky gut

Food intolerancies
or

allergies

Autism
spectrum
disorders

Fig. 33.1 Schematic 
representation of 
different mechanisms 
thought to be implicated 
in the pathogenesis of 
autism

Gliadorphin

B-Casomorphin
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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pro
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propro
phegln gln
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Fig. 33.2 Amino acid sequence for β-casomorphin-7 and 
gliadorphin-7 peptides. Amino acids: tyrosine (tyr), pro-
line (pro), phenylalanine (phe), glycine (gly), isoleucine 
(ile), glutamine (gln)
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third mechanism involving an inflammatory 
process causing increased intestinal wall perme-
ability [6, 17, 18, 26] (Fig. 33.3).

Both peptides, β-casomorphin and gliador-
phin, induce direct “opioid activity” [27, 28]. The 
“opioid excess” theory suggests that ASD symp-
toms are a consequence of the action of exoge-
nous peptides affecting neurotransmission within 
the central nervous system (CNS) [15, 29–32].

In the absence of an established pathogenesis 
for autism, some authors have proposed explana-
tions and treatments based on diet and nutrients. 
Reports on the use of a gluten-and casein-free 
diet have shown improvement of ASD symp-
toms, such as social isolation, and overall ability 
to communicate and interact [33]. Moreover, 
Cade et al. showed that a gluten- and casein-free 
diet was accompanied by improvement in 81% of 

autistic children within 3 months in most of the 
behavior categories [6]. Other researchers have 
shown similar results [34–39].

 Genetic Insights in ASD

Direct Brain Impacts Genetic heterogeneity and 
gene–environment interactions have been found 
in patients with ASD. Many ASD risk genes 
encode regulatory proteins of the glutamatergic 
system involved in the synaptic process and 
excitatory/inhibitory brain networks, namely: 
NRXN1, PTEN, SHANK3, UBE3a, NF1, 
NLGN3/4, CNTNAP2, SYNGAP1, and FMR1 
[40–48]. Mutations in these genes during CNS 
development trigger disruptions in excitatory/
inhibitory brain circuits [45, 47, 48].

Gut

Blood

Brain

a b c

Fig. 33.3 Passage of opioid peptides through gut, blood, 
and central nervous system (CNS). (a) Normal gut–brain 
transport of peptides. In healthy subjects, with no major 
problems with intestinal wall permeability, a portion of 
peptides (green image) normally crosses from the intes-
tine into the bloodstream. A portion of these peptides 
bloodstream will cross through the blood–brain barrier 
(BBB), accessing the brain. (b) Excessive peptide produc-
tion in the gut. Subjects with abnormal intestinal condi-

tions (gut pH alterations or enzyme system deficiencies) 
may show increased intestinal peptide levels that will go 
through the bloodstream and later the BBB reaching the 
brain. (c) Excessive permeability of the intestinal mem-
brane. Subjects with normal gut peptide levels with a flaw 
in intestinal membrane permeability. This situation allows 
greater amounts of biologically active peptides to enter 
the brain through the bloodstream
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Actually, before synaptogenesis and brain net-
work formation, critical developmental events 
such as neurogenesis, migration, cellular differ-
entiation, and polarization take place [49, 50]. 
Therefore, alterations in genes involved in these 
early stages of CNS development may contribute 
to a serious damage in brain function, particu-
larly in relation to genes responsible for posterior 
synaptic function [47, 51].

The International Molecular Genetic Study of 
Autism Consortium (IMGSAC) was the first to 
identify a genome linkage with the autism sus-
ceptibility locus1 (AUTS1) on the chromosome 
7q region [52, 53]. Moreover, evidence of genetic 
association with autism has been reported for 
genes located in three different regions of chro-
mosome 7q; 7q21 (RELN, SERPINE1), 7q31 
(MET), and 7q35–36 (CNTNAP2, EN2). Each of 
these chromosome 7q genes, and possibly others, 
may contribute to autism risk [43, 54–56].

The human gene MET (proto-oncogene hepa-
tocyte growth factor receptor, OMIM 164860) 
that is located on chromosome 7q31.2 and covers 
approximately 126 kb, encodes a high-affinity 
transmembrane receptor tyrosine kinase that 
binds to the hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) [57, 
58]. Protein receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) are 
cell-membrane receptors that participate in key 
stages of CNS development, such as neurogene-
sis, neuronal differentiation, migration, connec-
tivity, and plasticity [59].

Different studies have reported this gene as a 
risk factor for ASD based on genetic variants 
overrepresented in individuals with ASD com-
pared with control populations [60–64].

Furthermore, the expression of the MET 
receptor and HGF protein was reduced in post- 
mortem brains of individuals with ASD [65]. 
MET and HGF have been involved in neuronal 
development and maturation of functional cir-
cuits, particularly in cerebral cortex, cerebel-
lum, and hippocampus [59, 66–68]. With dis-
tinct spatial and temporal profiles, these brain 
regions may be altered in autism [69, 70]. 
Cellular signaling through the MET receptor 
contributes to neuronal migration and synapto-
genesis, among other developmental processes. 
Therefore, alterations in MET/HGF would 

stimulate disrupted behavioral and cognitive 
functions in ASD [59].

Interestingly, MET also contributes to gastro-
intestinal and immunological functions [71–74]. 
Alterations in both systems frequently co-occur 
in ASD patients [18, 19, 22, 60].

Several studies have found a relationship 
between MET promoter variants and the risk 
for developing ASD. Furthermore, functional 
imaging and animal studies tie alterations in 
MET gene to morphological and functional 
disruptions in brain regions related with ASD 
[59, 75].

MET gene polymorphisms “rs1858830” and 
“rs38845” have frequently been found in indi-
viduals with ASD in Europe and USA, and may 
contribute to ASD susceptibility [63, 76]. MET 
gene promoter “rs1858830” is a common gua-
nine (G) to cytosine (C) single nucleotide poly-
morphism, with significant association in ASD 
families reported in Italian and USA cohorts. 
The “C allele” is more common in individuals 
with ASD than in the general population [59]. 
Expression studies have shown that “C allele” 
results in decreased MET promoter activity, thus 
reducing transcription of the MET gene as well 
as the specific transcription factor complexes 
binding “SP1” [60]. The functional ASD risk 
variant rs1858830 (“C allele”), which reduces 
MET protein expression, specifically impacts on 
the network of connections of different areas of 
the brain involved in social behavior, including 
recognizing emotions shown on people’s faces 
[75]. Moreover, rs1858830 has shown dimin-
ished functional and structural connectivity in 
temporo- parietal lobes brain areas that present a 
large MET expression, which leads to decreased 
MET protein in the brains of individuals with 
ASD [59, 75].

Sousa et al. described an association of another 
polymorphism located in intron 1 of MET gene 
“rs38845” with a potential risk of autism suscep-
tibility [63]. These authors suggested that 
rs38845 “A allele” may regulate gene expression 
interfering in the transcription of MET gene by a 
transcriptional activator “IRF1”. Thereby, IRF1 
would bind to MET promoter, thus altering MET/
HGF signaling in ASD patients [63].
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Gastrointestinal Impacts As stated before, high 
rates of gastrointestinal conditions in individuals 
with ASD have been reported in several studies 
[77, 78]. MET gene polymorphism rs1858830 “C 
allele” has been associated with ASD patients 
with gastrointestinal dysfunctions. Moreover, the 
transmission of the “C allele” might be enhanced 
in families with co-occurring ASD and gastroin-
testinal conditions [60].

MET signaling system alteration can lead to 
brain and gastrointestinal dysfunctions, and 
would explain the pathophysiology of ASD and 
GI comorbidities [60].

 Immune Dysregulation 
and Neuroinflammation in ASD

There is strong evidence of an association 
between immune dysfunction with ASD develop-
ment and behavioral symptoms severity, because 
there are critical interactions between CNS and 
the immune system [79, 80]. Patients with ASD 
often exhibit alterations in cytokine levels, lym-
phocytes T helper type 2 (Th2), abnormal 
immune cell function, mast cell activation, and 
the presence of autoantibodies, supporting the 
association between chronic inflammation and 
immune dysregulation [7, 79].

General alterations of immune mechanisms 
trigger chronic inflammation and immune dys-
regulation in CNS, leading to a neuroinflamma-
tory response [79–81].

Several in-vivo and postmortem studies have 
found chronic inflammatory processes in multi-
ple areas of the brain, highlighting the correlation 
between immune dysfunction with behavioral 
and cognitive impairments in ASD patients [8, 
82, 83]. Moreover, some studies have shown 
immune system dysregulation during a critical 
period of development in children with ASD 
[79]. These findings suggested that inflammation 
plays an important role in the pathogenesis of 
ASD, and lead to research to elucidate innate 
immunity pathways associated with neuronal 
activity in ASD [82, 84].

The improvement of immunological altera-
tions in patients with ASD can alleviate some 

symptoms of the disorder and enhance overall 
functioning of affected individuals [85, 86].

 Association Between Allergies 
and ASD

Food intolerances and allergic diseases are com-
mon presentations in ASD patients [87–89].

ASD shares with sufferers from IgE and non- 
IgE- mediated allergic reactions some neuro- 
psychiatric symptoms and mood disorders, such 
as anxiety, hyperactivity, irritability, tics, sleep 
disturbance, incoordination, and learning dis-
abilities that ameliorate after anti-allergic treat-
ments. Allergic diseases are associated with pain 
and discomfort that exacerbate behavioral symp-
toms in ASD patients [90, 91].

Idiopathic ASD patients frequently show 
increased mast cell activation in many body 
organs, or “mastocytosis” [92]. Mast cell stimu-
lation may be triggered by stress, environment, 
immune reaction, and toxics impacting on brain 
areas associated with behavior and language 
[93]. Mast cells release pro-inflammatory mole-
cules and histamine that stimulate the hypothala-
mus–pituitary–adrenal and sympathetic axes, 
influencing behavior and cognition [94–96].

Allergic diseases potentially impact on behav-
ioral symptoms and cognitive activity in ASD 
children. Thus, treatment of allergies may 
improve symptoms such as anxiety, hyperactiv-
ity, and irritability, ameliorating ASD behavior 
[20, 97].

 Non-celiac Food Sensitivity 
and ASD

Non-celiac gluten sensitivity (NCGS) is a het-
erogeneous condition regarded as a distinct 
clinical entity, unrelated to celiac disease, and 
whose symptoms are triggered by gluten inges-
tion in the absence of celiac-specific antibodies 
and of classical celiac villous atrophy [98, 99]. 
NCGS is an immune reaction against gluten in 
subjects not affected with celiac disease (CD) 
or wheat allergy (WA). It does not involve 
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autoimmune  mechanisms. In fact, this entity is 
characterized by intestinal and extra-intestinal 
symptoms triggered by the ingestion of gluten-
containing food [99, 100].

There is strong evidence of comorbidity in 
ASD with intestinal pathology, and susceptibility 
to suffer from allergies [101, 102]. IgA antibod-
ies to gluten and casein were found in ASD 
patients, suggesting a possible mechanism for the 
increased intestinal permeability and for some of 
the symptoms in ASD patients. The presence of 
IgG antibodies to gluten and casein is another 
indication that the foreign peptides reach the 
blood stream intact and in sufficient amounts to 
stimulate a vigorous IgG response, and are there-
fore available for uptake by the brain [6, 103]. 
Several studies have described clinical, serologi-
cal, and histological characteristics with eosino-
phil infiltration in the duodenal and colon mucosa 
in NCGS [103]. Prominent mucosal eosinophil 
infiltration and increased prevalence of blood 
eosinophilia have been found in a high percent-
age of children with ASD. These features are 
improved in children following a gluten-free diet 
[104, 105].

Identification and specific medical treatment 
of GI pathologies in patients with ASD could 
diminish discomfort, thereby improving behavior 
problems [105].

 Neuroanatomy and Brain  
Chemistry in ASD

Magnetic resonance images and brain scan stud-
ies in ASD patients have shown alterations in 
brain anatomy and white matter connections in 
the frontal lobe, the arcuate bundle, temporal cor-
tices, amygdala, and the anterior cingulate cor-
tex. Moreover, post-mortem studies of ASD 
patient’s brains have shown abnormal number of 
Purkinje cells in cerebellum, as well as dendritic 
arborization in hippocampus [106]. These brain 
regions are involved in language and social inter-
action skills, attention control, empathy, motiva-
tion, emotions, error-monitoring, pain perception, 
behavioral adaptation to a changing environment, 
and consciousness dissociation. All these facts 

correlate with specific aspects of ASD symptoms 
[107–110].

Opioid-active peptides have shown high affin-
ity for the same brain tissues as other related 
compounds, such as endorphins or morphine 
[110, 111]. Thus, opioid peptides may cause 
excitatory and inhibitory actions in CNS, modu-
lating presynaptic release of neurotransmitters. 
This is associated with the excitatory/inhibitory 
imbalance hypothesis (neuronal homeostasis) in 
ASD [112]. These peptides are involved directly 
or indirectly, firing neural action potentials, and/
or releasing intracellular calcium [113–116]. 
Opioid peptides can inhibit glutamatergic (excit-
atory) signaling at spinal and supraspinal level, or 
disinhibit GABAergic signaling (inhibition) 
[116]. Opioid-receptor binding is involved in cel-
lular proliferation, migration, and differentiation 
during CNS development [117, 118].

There are three main classes of opioid recep-
tors—mu, delta, and kappa—which belong to the 
G protein-coupled family. These opioid receptors 
exhibit different functions and binding character-
istics. A specific opioid peptide is able to bind 
with more than one type of receptor [119, 120]. 
The binding of opioid peptides to these receptors 
leads to analgesia and euphoric response [119].

Beta casomorphine-7 (BCM-7) interacts with 
opioid receptors and affects brain regions includ-
ing the nucleus accumbens, caudate–putamen, 
ventral tegmental and median raphe nucleus, and 
orbitofrontal, prefrontal, parietal, temporal, 
occipital, and entorhinal cortex. Most of these 
brain areas have been found to be altered in 
ASD. Some of these brain regions are integrated 
by dopaminergic, serotoninergic, and GABA- 
ergic systems, suggesting that BCM-7 may inter-
fere with all of these pathways. BCM-7 may 
disturb cortical association or functional connec-
tions, and could be implicated in emotions and 
motivated behavior, social adaptation, hallucina-
tions, and delusions, typical manifestations of 
patients with ASD [28, 112, 121].

In brief, ASD behavior results from abnormal 
interactions between the endogenous opioid sys-
tem and various pathways, together with anatom-
ical alterations in the CNS. Biochemical, 
molecular, neurophysiological, and  neuroimaging 
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studies should provide further insights into the 
pathogenesis of ASD. Due to etiologic and phe-
notypic heterogeneity of ASD, individualized 
diagnosis and prognostic predictions should pro-
vide effective personalized therapies in ASD 
patients [109, 122, 123].
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Update on Dementia. 
Pathophysiology, Diagnosis, 
and Treatment. DSM-IV versus 
DSM-V

Rose E. Nina-Estrella

Abstract

Dementia is frequent in the elderly, and advancing age is the strongest risk 
factor. It includes Alzheimer’s disease (AD), Vascular dementia (VaD), and 
other neurogenerative disorders such as Lewy body dementia (LBD), and 
other less-common neurodegenerative dementing diseases, such as fronto-
temporal dementia (FTD). All this acquired disorder of cognition and the 
related behavioral impairment interferes with social and occupational func-
tioning. The fourth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders (DSM-IV) and the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-V) present differences in the description 
of AD and VaD. The new DSM recognizes the acceptable alternative “neuro-
cognitive disorder” as a newly preferred and more scientific term than 
“dementia”. This new diagnosis includes both the dementia and amnesic dis-
order diagnoses from DSM-IV. Furthermore, DSM-V recognizes specific 
etiologic subtypes of neurocognitive dysfunction, such as Alzheimer’s dis-
ease, Parkinson’s disease, HIV infection, Lewy body disease, and Vascular 
disease. This is a review based on scientific evidence and information con-
cerning the most common dementia, Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and the sec-
ond most important, Vascular dementia (VaD), and the main differences 
between the classifications of DSM-IV and DSM-V for both diseases.

Keywords
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neurocognitive disorder • DSM–IV • DSM-V

 Introduction

According to many specific references such as 
the World Alzheimer Report 2015, the number of 
people living with dementia globally is expected 
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to rise from the current 46 million to 131.5 mil-
lion by 2050. Global costs to treat dementia, esti-
mated at about US$818 billion in 2015, are 
expected to soar to $1 trillion by 2018 and to $2 
trillion by 2030 [1]. Dementia is most common in 
the elderly. Multiple neuropathologic processes 
may underlie dementia, including both neurode-
generative diseases and vascular disease. In addi-
tion, comorbidity (the presence of more than one 
disease process) is more common than dementia 
in elderly persons [2–5].

There are two most important dementias. 
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common 
neurodegenerative disease responsible for 
dementia. About half of dementia cases result 
from AD [2, 3]. Many measurable AD pathologic 
changes occur in most cognitively intact elderly 
individuals who undergo autopsy. This indicates 
that AD is a chronic disease with latent and pro-
dromal stages. It suggests that individuals may 
have varying abilities to compensate, either bio-
logically or functionally, for the presence of path-
ological changes underlying AD [6].

Vascular dementia is the second most com-
mon form of dementia after AD. The condition is 
not a single disease. It is a group of syndromes 
related to different vascular mechanisms. 
Vascular dementia is preventable, but in this 
dementia early detection and an accurate diagno-
sis are also important [7].

It is clinically important to use the Hachinski 
Ischemic Score (HIS) which aims to distinguish 
Vascular dementia from Alzheimer’s disease [8]. 
Hachinski's ischemic scale seems to be reliable 
approximately in 90% of cases in the differential 
diagnosis between Vascular and Alzheimer 
dementias, especially in the multi-infarct group 
[9]. The presence of 13 clinical symptoms com-
prises the HIS. It assigns two points to each of the 
following symptoms: abrupt onset, fluctuating 
course, history of stroke, focal neurologic signs, 
and focal neurologic symptoms. It also assigns 
additional points for stepwise deterioration, noc-
turnal confusion, preservation of personality, 
depression, somatic complaints, emotional incon-
tinence, hypertension, and associated atheroscle-
rosis. A score of 7 or higher suggests Vascular 
dementia, and a score of 4 or less suggests AD.

As has been mentioned, dementia includes a 
group of neurodegenerative disorders character-
ized by progressive loss of cognitive function and 
a decrease in the ability to perform daily living 
activities [10].

There are two American mental disorder clas-
sifications that could be used at present for diag-
nosis criteria of mental disorders: the fourth 
edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 
of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV), and the fifth edi-
tion (DSM-5). We are at a transitional point, dis-
continuing the use of the DSM-IV and starting 
use of the new DSM- V. It is true that some doc-
tors have a strong resistance to the use of the 
DSM-V in respect of the new mental disorders 
classification. When the DSM-V was published, 
it led to many controversial medical and psychi-
atric opinions.

DSM-IV was published in 1994 and DSM-5 
was published in 2013. The DSM-V is now the 
standard classification of mental disorders used 
by mental health professionals in the United 
States. It is intended to be used in all clinical set-
tings by clinicians of different theoretical orien-
tations. It can be used by mental health and other 
health professionals, including psychiatrists and 
other physicians, psychologists, social workers, 
nurses, occupational and rehabilitation thera-
pists, and counselors. It can also be used in 
research in clinical and community populations 
[11]. We see great differences in the diagnosis of 
AD and Vascular dementia between the two 
 classifications, and it is the purpose of this chap-
ter to clarify these differences.

 Alzheimer’s Disease

Let’s start with the history background of 
AD.This dementia was first described in 1901 by 
a German psychiatrist named Alois Alzheimer. 
He observed a patient at the Frankfurt Asylum 
named Mrs. Auguste D. This 51-year-old woman 
suffered from a loss of short-term memory, 
among other behavioral symptoms that puzzled 
Dr. Alzheimer [12]. After 5 years, in April 1906, 
the patient died, and Dr. Alzheimer sent her brain 
and her medical records to Munich, where he was 
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working in the lab of Dr. Emil Kraepelin. By 
staining sections of her brain in the laboratory, he 
was able to identify amyloid plaques and neurofi-
brillary tangles [12]. The important seminar 
given by Dr. Alzheimer on November 3, 1906, 
was the first time that the pathology and the clini-
cal symptoms of the disorder had been presented 
together. The nosological entity was termed pre-
senile dementia. Alzheimer published his find-
ings in 1907 [13].

In the past 20 years, an effort has been made to 
understand the neurogenetics and pathophysiol-
ogy of AD. Four different genes are definitively 
associated with AD. Other genes that may have a 
probable role have been identified. The mecha-
nisms by which altered amyloid and tau protein 
metabolism, inflammation, oxidative stress, and 
hormonal changes may produce neuronal degen-
eration in AD are being elucidated, and rational 
pharmacologic interventions based on these dis-
coveries are being developed [14].

 Etiology

The cause of AD is unknown. But there are many 
possible risk factors to be considered. Many 
investigators now believe that converging envi-
ronmental and genetic risk factors trigger a patho-
physiologic cascade that, acting over decades, 
leads to Alzheimer pathology and dementia [15]. 
A group of risk factors for Alzheimer-type demen-
tia have been identified [16–19]:

 (a) Advancing age
 (b) Family history
 (c) APOE 4 genotype1

 (d) Obesity
 (e) Insulin resistance
 (f) Vascular factors
 (g) Dyslipidemia
 (h) Hypertension

1 The APOE gene (located on chromosome 19) is the only 
gene identified related to early-onset and late-onset of 
AD. APOE ε4 is called a risk-factor gene because it 
increases a person’s risk of developing the disease; how-
ever, inheriting an APOE ε4 allele does not necessarily 
mean that a person will develop AD [20, 21].

 (i) Traumatic brain injury
 (j) Inflammatory markers
 (k) Down syndrome

Based on evidence, there are some other pos-
sible risk factors, like depression. Other impor-
tant risk factors to consider are the genetic risk 
factors, which are described below in detail. 
However, there are also some protective factors, 
such education and long-term use of nonsteroidal 
anti-inflammatory drugs [22–24].

With regard to genetic factors, it has been 
described that in some families an autosomal 
dominant AD has been observed. It accounts for 
less than 5% of cases, and is almost exclusively 
early-onset AD. These cases occur in at least 
three individuals in two or more generations, 
with two of the individuals being first-degree 
relatives [25]. If we follow familial clustering, it 
represents approximately 15–25% of late-onset 
AD cases, and most often involves late-onset 
AD. In familial clustering, at least two of the 
affected individuals are third-degree relatives or 
closer [25].

Mutations in the following genes unequivo-
cally cause early-onset autosomal-dominant AD:

 1. Amyloid precursor protein ( APP) gene on 
chromosome 21

 2. Presenilin-1 (PS1) gene on chromosome 14
 3. Presenilin-2 (PS2) gene on chromosome 1

All three of these genes lead to a relative 
excess in the production of the stickier 42-amino 
acid form of the Ab peptide over the less sticky 
40-amino-acid form [25].

It has been postulated that beta-pleated pep-
tide has neurotoxic properties, and that it leads to 
a cascade of events. These events are not well 
understood, and result in neuronal death, synapse 
loss, and the formation of neurofibrillary tangles 
(NFTs) and senile plaques (SPs), between other 
lesions. However, mutations that have been found 
to date only make it possible to explain less than 
half of the cases of early-onset AD [26]. Familial 
Alzheimer’s disease is caused by any one of a 
number of different single-gene mutations, such 
as mutations on chromosome 21, which cause the 
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formation of abnormal amyloid precursor protein 
(APP). Afterwards, several mis-sense genetic 
mutations within the APP gene were identified in 
these familial AD kindreds. These mutations 
resulted in amino acid substitutions in APP that 
appear to alter the previously described proteo-
lytic processing of APP, generating amyloido-
genic forms of Ab [26]. Approximately 50–70% 
of early-onset autosomal-dominant AD cases 
appear to be associated with a locus (AD3) 
mapped by genetic linkage to the long arm of 
chromosome 14 (14q24.3). Numerous mis-sense 
mutations have been identified on a strong candi-
date gene called PS1 [26].

There is another important gene. The gene 
encoding the cholesterol-carrying apolipoprotein 
E (APOE) on chromosome 19 has been linked to 
increased risk for AD, principally late-onset but 
also some early-onset cases. This gene is inher-
ited as an autosomal codominant trait with three 
alleles. The APOE E2 allele, the least prevalent 
of the three common APOE alleles, is associated 
with the lowest risk of developing AD, with a 
lower rate of annual hippocampal atrophy, higher 
cerebrospinal fluid Aβ and lower phosphor-tau, 
suggesting less AD pathology [27, 28].

APOE E4 gene “dose” is correlated with 
increased risk and earlier onset of AD [29]. Blood 
pressure is very important in those individuals 
who are genetically predisposed to AD. They are 
advised to closely control their blood pressure. 
Hypertension has been shown to interact with 
APOE E4 genotype to increase amyloid deposi-
tion in cognitively healthy middle-aged and older 
adults. Controlling hypertension may signifi-
cantly decrease the risk of developing amyloid 
deposits, even in those with genetic risk [30, 31].

Although research supports the relationship 
between the APOE ε4 variant and the occurrence 
of late-onset AD, the full mechanism of action 
and the pathophysiology are not known [20, 21].

There are also other genome-wide association 
studies that have identified additional susceptibility 
loci. They are the following: clusterin (CLU) gene, 
phosphatidylinositol-binding clathrin assembly 
protein (PICALM) gene, complement receptor 1 
(CR1) gene, ATP-binding cassette sub- family A 
member 7 gene (ABCA7), membrane- spanning 

gene cluster (MS4A6A/MS4A4E), ephrin receptor 
A1 ( EPHA1), CD33, CD2AP [26].

It is important to note that many APOE E4 
carriers do not develop AD, and many patients 
with AD do not have this allele. The presence of 
an APOE E4 allele does not secure the diagnosis 
of AD, but instead, the APOE E4 allele acts as a 
biologic risk factor for the disease, especially in 
those younger than 70 years [14].

Other risk factor to describe is depression. 
Depression has been identified as a risk factor for 
AD and other dementias. Recent Framingham 
data have helped to bolster the epidemiological 
association. The study showed a 50% increase in 
AD and dementia in those who were depressed at 
baseline. During a 17-year follow-up period, a 
total of 21.6% of participants who were depressed 
at baseline developed dementia, as compared with 
16.6% of those who were not depressed [32].

 Pathophysiology

In the pathophysiology of normal aging and in 
AD, the pathologic hallmarks of AD are the same 
that occur in the brains of cognitively intact per-
sons. In AD, tau is changed chemically. If we 
describes what happen it begins to pair with other 
threads of tau, which become tangled together. 
When this happens, the microtubules  disintegrate, 
collapsing the neuron transport system. The for-
mation of these neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) 
may result first in communication malfunctions 
between neurons and later in the death of the 
cells. This is called apoptosis. In addition to 
NFTs, the anatomic pathology of AD includes 
senile plaques (SPs), also known as beta-amyloid 
plaques. They may be observed at the micro-
scopic level, and cerebrocortical atrophy at the 
macroscopic level. The hippocampus and medial 
temporal lobe are the initial sites of tangle depo-
sition and structure atrophy. This can be seen on 
brain magnetic resonance imaging early in AD 
and helps supporting a clinical diagnosis [33].

SPs and NFTs were described by Alois 
Alzheimer in his original report on the disorder in 
1907 [13]. They are now universally accepted as 
the pathological hallmark of the disease. 
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Although NFTs and SPs are characteristic of AD, 
they are not pathognomonic. NFTs are found in 
several other neurodegenerative disorders. SPs 
may occur in normal aging. The only presence of 
these lesions is not sufficient to support the diag-
nosis of AD. It is important that symptoms and 
lesions must be present together in sufficient 
numbers and in a characteristic topographic dis-
tribution to fulfill the current histopathologic cri-
teria for AD.

For example, in a study in which neuropathol-
ogists were blinded to clinical data, they identi-
fied 76% of brains of cognitively intact elderly 
patients as demonstrating AD [33]. The accumu-
lation of SPs primarily precedes the clinical onset 
of AD. NFTs, loss of neurons, and loss of syn-
apses accompany the progression of cognitive 
decline [34].

 Diagnosis

Patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) most 
commonly present insidiously progressive mem-
ory loss. Other spheres of cognitive impairment 
are added over several years. This loss may be 
associated with slowly progressive behavioral 
changes. After memory loss occurs, there are oth-
ers symptoms that appear: language disorders 
(e.g., anomia) and impairment in their visuospa-
tial skills and executive functions [14].

The diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease should 
include: signs and symptoms, with the diagnosis 
criteria as guidelines, biomarkers which confirm the 
diagnosis,blood test, imaging,neuoropsychological 
test and pathophysiology.

The symptoms of AD can be classified into the 
following stages:

 (a) Preclinical
 (b) Mild
 (c) Moderate
 (d) Severe

 Preclinical Alzheimer’s Disease
The pathologic changes begin in the entorhinal 
cortex, which is near the hippocampus and 
directly connected to it. AD then proceeds to 

the hippocampus, which is the structure that is 
essential to the formation of short-term and 
long-term memories. Affected regions begin to 
atrophy [14]. These brain changes probably 
start 10–20 years before any visible signs or 
symptoms appear. They could start in a silent 
way after 40 years of age. Memory loss, the 
first visible sign, is the main feature of amnes-
tic mild cognitive impairment (MCI). Many 
scientists think MCI is often an initial, transi-
tional clinical phase between normal brain 
aging and AD. A patient with preclinical AD 
may appear completely normal on physical 
examination and mental status testing. At this 
stage, there is normally no alteration in judg-
ment or the ability to perform activities of 
daily living [14].

 Mild Alzheimer’s Disease
In the mild stage we can observe that the cerebral 
cortex is affected, memory loss continues and 
impairment of other cognitive abilities are also 
present. Later in the disease, physical abilities 
decline. The clinical diagnosis of AD is usually 
made during this stage. Signs and symptoms of 
mild AD can include the following:

Memory loss
Confusion about the location of familiar places 

(getting lost begins to occur)
Compromised judgment often leading to bad 

decisions
Taking longer to accomplish normal daily tasks
Trouble handling money and paying bills
Compromised judgment often leading to bad 

decisions
Loss of spontaneity and sense of initiative
Mood and personality changes
Increased anxiety

The growing number of plaques and tangles 
first damage areas of the brain that control mem-
ory, language, and reasoning. In mild AD, a per-
son seems to be healthy but is actually having 
more and more trouble making sense of the world 
around him or her. The realization that something 
is wrong often comes gradually, because the 
early signs can be confused with changes that can 
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happen normally with aging. For example: in 
many cases, the family has a more difficult time 
handling the diagnosis than the patient does, 
some patients do not seem emotionally affected, 
probably because of the sense of apathy, a feeling 
which occurs in AD. In other cases, following the 
initial diagnosis, patients should be carefully 
monitored for a depressed mood. Although it is 
common for patients with early AD to be 
depressed about the diagnosis, they rarely 
become suicidal [14].

 Moderate Alzheimer’s Disease
After the mild stage, the moderate stage starts; 
damage continues to affect the cerebral cortex 
that controls language, reasoning, sensory pro-
cessing, and conscious thought. Affected regions 
continue to atrophy, and signs and symptoms of 
the disease become more pronounced. Behavioral 
symptoms, such as wandering and agitation, can 
occur. More intensive supervision and care 
become necessary, and this can be difficult for 
many spouses and families.

The symptoms of this stage can include the 
following:

Increasing memory loss, confusion, and short-
ened attention span

Problems recognizing friends and family 
members

Repetitive statements or movement; occasional 
muscle twitches

Hallucinations, delusions, suspiciousness or 
paranoia, irritability

Difficulty with language; problems with reading, 
writing, working with numbers

Difficulty organizing thoughts and thinking 
logically

Inability to learn new things or to cope with new 
or unexpected situations

Restlessness, agitation, anxiety, tearfulness, wan-
dering, especially in the late afternoon or at 
night

Loss of impulse control (shown through behav-
ior, such as undressing at inappropriate times 
or places, or vulgar language)

Perceptual-motor problems (such as trouble get-
ting out of a chair or setting the table)

Anger is a primary emotion that can mask 
underlying confusion and anxiety. Also, the risk 
of violent and homicidal behavior is highest at 
this stage of disease progression. Patients should 
be carefully monitored for any behavior that may 
compromise the safety of those around them. 
Since it is the case of a person who cannot 
remember the past or anticipate the future, the 
world around them can be strange and frighten-
ing. Staying close to a trusted and familiar care-
giver may be the only thing that makes sense and 
provides security. The individual may constantly 
follow his or her caregiver and feel lost when the 
person is out of sight. Judgment and impulse con-
trol continue to decline at this stage [14].

 Severe Alzheimer’s Disease
In the last stage, illness severity is perceived. 
Plaques and tangles are widespread throughout 
the brain, and areas of the brain have been atro-
phied. Patients cannot recognize family and 
loved ones or communicate in any way. This is a 
burden for the families. They are completely 
dependent on others for care. All sense of self 
seems to disappear.

There are other symptoms:

Weight loss
Seizures, skin infections, difficulty swallowing
Groaning, moaning, or grunting
Increased sleeping
Lack of bladder and bowel control

In end-stage AD, patients may be in bed much 
or all of the time. Death is often the result of other 
illnesses, frequently aspiration pneumonia.

Clinical guidelines for the diagnosis of 
AD have been formulated by the National 
Institutes of Health–Alzheimer’s Disease and 
Related Disorders Association (NIH-ADRDA); 
the American Psychiatric Association, in 
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-V); 
and the Consortium to Establish a Registry 
in Alzheimer’s disease (CERAD). In 2011, 
the National Institute on Aging (NIA) and the 
Alzheimer’s Association (AA) workgroup 
released new research and clinical diagnostic 
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criteria for AD [35]. The  NIH–ADRDA criteria 
for the diagnosis of AD require the finding of 
a slowly progressive memory loss of insidious 
onset in a fully conscious patient. AD cannot be 
diagnosed in patients with clouded consciousness 
or delirium [35]. The focus of the 2011 NIA-AA 
criteria is the need to create a more accurate diag-
nosis of preclinical disease so that treatment can 
begin before neurons are significantly damaged, 
while they are more likely to respond. The report 
includes criteria for diagnosis of the following:

Asymptomatic, preclinical AD (for purposes of 
research, not clinical diagnosis) [36].

Mild cognitive impairment (MCI), an early symp-
tomatic but predementia phase of AD [37]

AD dementia [38]

The diagnosis of AD also needs laboratory tests 
and biomarkers, imaging and neuropsychological 
tests. Alzheimer disease (AD) is a clinical diagno-
sis. But as we have mentioned, imaging studies 
and laboratory tests may be used. Used imaging 
studies are computed tomography [CT], magnetic 
resonance imaging [MRI] and, in selected cases, 
single-photon emission CT [SPECT] or positron-
emission tomography [PET].

These tests help exclude other possible causes 
for dementia (e.g., cerebrovascular disease, 
cobalamin [vitamin B12] deficiency, syphilis, thy-
roid disease [37]). Brain scanning with SPECT or 
PET is not recommended for the routine workup 
of patients with typical presentations of 
AD. These modalities may be useful in atypical 
cases, or when a form of frontotemporal demen-
tia is a more likely diagnosis [39].

There are two important organizations work-
ing in early AD detection. They are the Amyloid 
Imaging Taskforce (AIT), an assembly of experts 
from the Alzheimer’s Association, and the Society 
of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging 
(SNMMI). They developed guidelines for the use 
of amyloid β (Aβ) positron emission tomography 
(PET) imaging to clarify diagnoses of AD or fron-
totemporal dementia. It described that, amyloid 
imaging is appropriate in patients with persistent 
or progressive unexplained mild cognitive impair-
ment, in those satisfying core clinical criteria for 

possible AD because of unclear clinical presenta-
tion, and in patients with progressive dementia 
and atypically early age of onset. The committee 
recommends against imaging in asymptomatic 
individuals and patients with a clear AD diagnosis 
with typical age of onset. Scanning cannot be 
used to stage dementia or determine its severity, 
and it should not be used in lieu of genotyping for 
suspected autosomal mutation carriers [40].

There are three imaging agents regularly used 
for diagnostic. The first one is the florbetapir F 18 
(AMYViD). This was approved by the FDA in 
April 2012 as a diagnostic imaging agent. It is 
indicated for PET brain imaging of beta-amyloid 
neuritic plagues in adults. It has been evaluated in 
Alzheimer’s disease but also in other cognitive 
declines [41–43].

The second was approved by the FDA in 
October 2013. It is the 18F–labeled Pittsburgh 
compound B (PIB) derivative, flutemetamol F18 
injection (Vizamyl), for use with PET brain 
imaging in adults undergoing evaluation for 
Alzheimer disease and dementia. Like florbetapir 
F18, flutemetamol F18 attaches to beta-amyloid 
in the brain and produces a PET image that can 
be used to assess its presence. A positive scan 
indicates that there is likely a moderate or greater 
amount of amyloid in the brain, but it does not 
establish a diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease or 
other dementia. The effectiveness of flute-
metamol F18 was established in two clinical 
studies with 384 participants who had a wide 
range of cognitive function [44].

The final and third agent, florbetaben F18 
(Neuraceq), was approved by the FDA in March 
2014. Images may be obtained between 
45–130 min following the injected dose. FDA 
approval was based on safety data from 872 
patients who participated in global clinical trials, 
as well as on three studies that examined images 
from adults with a range of cognitive function, 
including 205 end-of-life patients who had 
agreed to participate in a post-mortem brain 
donation program. Images were analyzed from 
82 subjects with post-mortem confirmation of the 
presence or absence of beta-amyloid neuritic 
plaques [45]. Subjects in this study underwent 
testing of memory and executive function along 
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with fluorine-18 fluorodeoxyglucose positron 
emission tomography (FDG-PET) scanning and 
amyloid deposition with C 11 Pittsburgh 
Compound B (PiB PET). The researchers found 
that amyloid burden and lower FDG metabolism 
(synaptic dysfunction) independently predicted 
episodic memory performance. Subjects with 
worse memory performance had higher PiB 
deposition and lower FDG metabolism in regions 
of the brain commonly affected in AD [46].

Cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) is a new bio-
marker. But routine measurement of cerebral spi-
nal fluid tau and amyloid is not recommended 
except in research settings. Lumbar puncture for 
measurement of tau and amyloid may become 
part of the diagnostic workup when effective 
therapies that slow the rate of progression of AD 
have been developed, particularly if the therapies 
are specific for AD and carry significant morbid-
ity [14]. It is observed in the CSF levels of tau 
and phosphorylated tau that are often elevated in 
AD, whereas amyloid levels are usually low. The 
reason for this is not known, but perhaps amyloid 
levels are low because the amyloid is deposited in 
the brain rather than the CSF. By measuring both 
proteins, sensitivity and specificity of at least 
80–90% can be achieved [14].

Another research tool is the genotyping for 
apolipoprotein E (APOE) alleles. It has been 
helpful in determining the risk of AD in popula-
tions, but until recently it was of little, if any, 
value in making a clinical diagnosis and develop-
ing a management plan in individual patients. 
Numerous consensus statements have recom-
mended against using APOE genotyping for pre-
dicting AD risk [25].

One of the neuropsychological tests used in 
the assessment of AD is the Mini-Mental State 
Examination (MMSE). It is often used to assess 
cognitive status. Health providers are increas-
ingly using an alternative mental status test, the 
Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) to 
screen for cognitive impairment [47, 48].

There are many conditions for the differential 
diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease. One of them is 
depression. Depression is an important consider-
ation in the differential diagnosis of Alzheimer’s 
disease (AD). The clinical manifestations of 

 depression overlap with those of AD. In addition, an 
estimated 30–50% of AD patients have comorbid 
depression [49]. The psychological tests for assess-
ing depression (e.g., the Hamilton Scale for 
Depression, the Beck Depression Inventory, and the 
Geriatric Depression Scale) were designed for use 
in other patient populations, and may be less reli-
able in patients with AD. Consequently, the National 
Institute of Mental Health has developed provi-
sional diagnostic criteria for depression in AD [49].

 Treatment

The drugs approved by the US Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) for AD treatment are few. 
All drugs approved by the FDA for the treatment 
of AD modulate neurotransmitters, either acetyl-
choline or glutamate, and these are only symp-
tomatic therapies. The standard medical treatment 
for AD includes cholinesterase inhibitors (ChEIs) 
and a partial N -methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) 
antagonist [50, 51].

Secondary symptoms of AD (e.g., depression, 
agitation, aggression, hallucinations, delusions, 
sleep disorders) can be problematic. Behavioral 
symptoms in particular are common, and can 
exacerbate cognitive and functional impairment. 
The following classes of psychotropic medica-
tions have been used to treat these secondary 
symptoms [52]: antidepressants, anxiolytics, 
antiparkinsonian agents, beta-blockers, antiepi-
leptic drugs (for their effects on behavior), and 
neuroleptics or antipsychotics.

Most studies of psychotropic drugs for AD 
have demonstrated null or limited efficacy. Recent 
pharmacologic research in AD focuses princi-
pally on the development of disease- modifying 
drugs that can slow or reverse the progression of 
AD. Targets of these investigational agents have 
included beta-amyloid production, aggregation, 
and clearance, as well as tau phosphorylation and 
assembly. To date, none of these drugs has dem-
onstrated efficacy in phase III trials [46].

There are many experimental therapies that 
have been proposed for AD. These include anti-
amyloid therapy, reversal of excess tau phosphor-
ylation, estrogen therapy, vitamin E therapy, and 
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free-radical scavenger therapy. Based on the evi-
dence, the results are contradictory and disap-
pointing. In the past 10 years, numerous 
antiamyloid therapy studies have been conducted 
to decrease toxic amyloid fragments in the brain, 
including studies of the following:

Vaccination with amyloid species
Administration of monoclonal antiamyloid 

antibodies
Brain shunting to improve removal of amyloid
Beta-secretase inhibitors to prevent generation of 

the A-beta amyloid fragment
Administration of intravenous immune globulin 

that may contain amyloid-binding antibodies
Selective amyloid-lowering agents
Chelating agents to prevent amyloid polymerization

Other therapeutic options such as direct cur-
rent stimulation are being explored for a possible 
therapeutic role in AD. However, evidence of 
therapeutic benefit from these modalities is 
highly preliminary [53]. Disease-modifying ther-
apies would delay the onset of AD and/or slow 
the rate of progression. Since brain changes asso-
ciated with AD probably start decades before 
dementia becomes clinically apparent, many 
investigators believe that disease-modifying ther-
apies are much more likely to be effective if they 
are started in a presymptomatic stage [53].

Neuropsychological, neuroimaging, and genetic 
methods are identifying patients at increased risk. 
Although phase III trials for several potential dis-
ease-modifying therapies have been completed, 
none of these agents have shown clear efficacy, and 
therefore have not yet been approved by the FDA 
[14]. Prevention could be a good choice. Evidence, 
largely epidemiologic, suggests that healthy life-
styles can reduce the risk of AD. Physical activity, 
exercise, cardiorespiratory fitness and Mediterranean 
diet may be protective [54, 55].

 Vascular Dementia

Vascular dementia (VaD) is the second most 
common cause of dementia. It is observed in the 
United States and Europe, but it is the most 

 common form in some parts of Asia and Latin 
America. This is a preventable dementia, but 
early detection and an accurate diagnosis are 
important. Patients who have had a stroke are at 
increased risk for VaD. Recently, vascular lesions 
also have been thought to play a role in AD [56].

The background history of VaD started early, 
in 1899. At first, arteriosclerosis and senile 
dementia were described as different syndromes. 
In 1969, Mayer-Gross et al. described this syn-
drome, and reported that hypertension is the 
cause in approximately 50% of patients. In 1974, 
Hachinski et al. coined the term multi-infarct 
dementia. In 1985, Loeb used the broader term 
vascular dementia. Recently, Bowler and 
Hachinski introduced a new term, vascular cog-
nitive impairment [56].

If we describe the epidemiology of VaD, the 
prevalence rate is 1.5% in Western countries and 
approximately 2.2% in Japan. In Japan, Vascular 
dementia accounts for 50% of all dementias that 
occur in individuals older than 65 years. In 
Europe, Vascular dementia and mixed dementia 
account for approximately 20% and 40% of 
cases, respectively. In Latin America, 15% of all 
dementias are vascular. In community-based 
studies in Australia, the prevalence rate for vas-
cular and mixed dementia is 13% and 28% 
respectively [55]. The prevalence rate of demen-
tia is 9 times higher in patients who have had a 
stroke than in controls. One year after a stroke, 
25% of patients develop new-onset dementia. 
Within 4 years following a stroke, the relative 
risk of incident dementia is 5.5%. The prevalence 
of Vascular dementia is higher in men than in 
women [56].

 Etiology

The risk factors for VaD are from vascular causes. 
They include hypertension, smoking, hypercho-
lesterolemia, diabetes mellitus, and cardiovascu-
lar and cerebrovascular disease. Several causes 
and presentations of VaD have clinical value. 
Perhaps the most obvious patients are those who 
meet criteria for dementia and have sustained a 
clinical stroke, either large artery (usually cortical) 
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or small artery (lacunes) in subcortical areas. 
Strokes are usually confirmed by neuroimaging 
that demonstrates either multiple infarcts or a 
single strategically placed infarct (e.g., angular 
gyrus, thalamus, brain forebrain, posterior cere-
bral artery, or anterior cerebral artery). In this 
field, MRI is more sensitive than CT [57].

It was mentioned before that the risk factors 
of Vascular dementia are vascular causes. These 
may be influenced by many other factors. Some 
of the most important factors that can lead to 
the development of dementia are older age, 
lower education level, family history of demen-
tia, left- sided lesions, larger lesions, larger peri-
ventricular white matter ischemic lesions and 
strokes in thalamic artery territory, inferome-
dian temporal lobes, hippocampus, and water-
shed infarcts involving superior frontal and 
parietal regions [57].

 Pathophysiology

VaD has many subtypes. The following subtypes 
of Vascular dementia have been described to date. 
The spectrum includes (a) mild vascular cogni-
tive impairment, (b) multi-infarct dementia, (c) 
vascular dementia due to a strategic single infarct, 
(d) vascular dementia due to lacunar lesions, (e) 
vascular dementia due to hemorrhagic lesions, 
(f) Binswanger disease, (g) subcortical vascular 
dementia, and (h) mixed dementia (combination 
of AD and vascular dementia) [56].

The vascular causes of the VaD are vascular 
diseases. These produce either focal or diffuse 
effects on the brain and cause cognitive decline. 
The focal cerebrovascular disease occurs second-
ary to thrombotic or embolic vascular occlusions. 
Common areas of the brain associated with cog-
nitive decline are the white matter of the cerebral 
hemispheres and the deep gray nuclei, especially 
the striatum and the thalamus. Hypertension is 
the major cause of diffuse disease, and in many 
patients, both focal and diffuse diseases are 
observed together. The three most common 
mechanisms of Vascular dementia are multiple 
cortical infarcts, a strategic single infarct, and 
small vessel disease [56].

 Diagnosis

The diagnosis of Vascular dementia may be com-
plemented with the Hachinski Ischemic Score, a 
clinically useful tool for distinguishing Vascular 
dementia from Alzheimer’s disease [57]. This 
score was described in the Alzheimer section 
above, and it was mentioned that a score of 7 or 
higher suggests Vascular dementia and a score of 
4 or less suggests Alzheimer’s disease. Patients 
with VaD commonly have mood and behavioral 
changes. In some patients with lacunar state and 
Binswanger disease, such problems may be more 
prominent than intellectual deficits. Executive 
functioning deficits are seen prior to severe mem-
ory loss in the early stages of subcortical vascular 
cognitive impairment [58].

For the diagnosis of VaD, several specific diag-
nostic criteria can be used, including the Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth 
Edition (DSM-5) criteria, the International 
Classification of Diseases, Tenth Edition criteria, 
the National Institute of Neurological Disorders 
and Stroke–Association Internationale pour la 
Recherche et l’Enseignement en Neurosciences 
(NINDS- AIREN) criteria, the Alzheimer’s 
Disease Diagnostic and Treatment Center criteria, 
and the Hachinski Ischemic Score [58].

Patients with Vascular dementia have poorer 
verbal fluency and more perseverative behavior 
compared to patients with AD. They may even 
have other signs of executive dysfunction such as 
cognitive slowing, difficulty in shifting sets, and 
problems with abstraction. Commonly used men-
tal status tests include the Folstein Mini-Mental 
State Examination and the Cognitive Abilities 
Screening Instrument [59]. Neuropsychological 
findings vary with the site and severity of cere-
brovascular disease.

Laboratory tests should be performed to rule out 
other causes of dementia. These laboratory tests are 
very important; they should routinely include a 
CBC count, erythrocyte sedimentation rate, glucose 
level, renal and liver function tests, serologic tests 
for syphilis, vitamin B-12 and red blood cell folate 
levels, and thyroid function tests [56]. Neuroimaging 
studies are other important biomarkers to use. They 
may include CT brain scanning and MRI of the 
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brain. The absence of cerebrovascular lesions on 
CT scanning or MRI is evidence against vascular 
etiology. The features on CT scanning or MRI that 
are suggestive of Vascular dementia are bilateral 
multiple infarcts located in the dominant hemi-
sphere and limbic structures, multiple lacunar 
strokes, or periventricular white matter lesions 
extending into the deep white matter [56].

Health professionals can perform a Mini- 
Mental Status Exam (MMSE) [47], depression 
assessment screening using DSM-5 criteria [60], 
the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) [61], or the 
Cornell Scale for Depression in Dementia [62]. 
They should also assess for suicidal and homi-
cidal risk, if necessary. Health professionals can 
directly ask patients about suicidal or homicidal 
ideation (thoughts), intent, or plan.

There is another condition to consider, mild 
cognitive impairment (MCI). Patients with vas-
cular MCI, which is a prodromal stage for sub-
cortical vascular dementia, have MRI features 
that differ from patients with amnestic MCI, 
which is the prodromal stage for AD. Vascular 
MCI shows more extensive white matter lacunar 
infarcts and leukoaraiosis and minimal hippo-
campal and entorhinal cortical atrophies, whereas 
the opposite is true for amnestic MCI.

Functional imaging may also be used for diag-
nosis. According to a 2000 study by Nagata et al. 
[63] in 2000, positron emission tomography may 
be useful for differentiating Vascular dementia 
from AD. Hypoperfusion and hypometabolism 
can be observed in the frontal lobe, including the 
cingulate and superior frontal gyri, in patients 
with Vascular dementia. Parietotemporal pattern 
is observed in patients with AD. Starkstein et al. 
in 1996 and other authors have demonstrated that 
single-photon emission CT scanning produce 
similar findings [64].

Another evaluation that occasionally is per-
formed in VaD is cerebral angiography, but this is 
performed before carotid artery surgery. It is also 
useful in cases of possible cerebral vasculitis; 
cerebral vessels can demonstrate beading. Tests 
that may be useful for evaluation of stroke and in 
certain cases of Vascular dementia include the 
following: echocardiography, Holter monitoring 
and carotid duplex Doppler scanning.

 Treatment

The most important treatment in Vascular demen-
tia is prevention. The prevention of new strokes is 
an example. The treatment could include admin-
istering antiplatelet drugs and controlling major 
vascular risk factors. Aspirin has also been found 
to slow the progression of VaD. Treatment of risk 
factors such as hypertension, hypercholesterol-
emia, and diabetes mellitus are very important.

The prescription of neuroprotective drugs such 
as nimodipine, propentofylline, and posatirelin 
are currently under study and may be useful for 
Vascular dementia. Nicardipine is a dihydropyri-
dine calcium channel blocker that was  studied for 
the treatment of cognitive deterioration of vascu-
lar origin. Preliminary studies showed a decrease 
in cognitive deterioration in patients with cerebro-
vascular disease. Increasing evidence supports the 
involvement of the cholinergic system in Vascular 
dementia, similar to that seen in Alzheimer 
dementia. However, no cholinesterase inhibitors 
have been approved to date for the treatment of 
Vascular dementia, despite positive results in clin-
ical trials with this medication [64].

The conditions of agitation and psychosis are 
common in elderly patients with dementia and 
are challenging to manage. Even if antipsychot-
ics have a “black-box” warning with dementia by 
FDA, in some countries antipsychotics are pre-
scribed for monitoring psychotic symptoms, with 
a successful result. Relatively few studies have 
examined the use of antidepressants for the treat-
ment of agitation and psychosis in dementia. 
However, the selective serotonin reuptake inhibi-
tors (SSRIs) sertraline and citalopram appear to 
be associated with a reduction in symptoms of 
agitation when compared with placebo [65].

 Differences DSM IV Versus DSM V

The need for a classification of mental disorders 
is very important. This has been clear throughout 
the history of medicine, but until recently there 
was little agreement on which disorders should 
be included and the optimal method for their 
organization [11]. The history of classification is 
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too extensive to be summarized here. We will not 
display here those aspects that have led directly 
to the development of the Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) 
and to the mental disorders sections in the vari-
ous editions of the International Classification of 
Diseases (ICD) [11], the reason being that the 
present summary will focus only on the DSM-IV 
and DSM-V and their descriptions of dementia.

 DSM-IV

DSM–IV was published in 1994. It was the cul-
mination of a 6-year effort that involved more 
than 1,000 individuals and numerous profes-
sional organizations. Developers of DSM–IV and 
the 10th edition of the ICD worked closely to 
coordinate their efforts, resulting in increased 
congruence between the two systems and fewer 
meaningless differences in wording. ICD–10 was 
published in 1992 [11]. The International 
Classification of Diseases (ICD-11) will be pub-
lished in 2017.

Alzheimer’s disease dementia, according to 
the criteria of the DSM-IV, is a syndrome that 
may be characterized by multiple cognitive defi-
cits. They include memory impairment and at 
least one of the following: aphasia, apraxia, agno-
sia, or disturbance in executive functioning. Social 
or occupational function is also impaired. A diag-
nosis of dementia should not be made during the 
course of a delirium. A dementia and a delirium 
may both be diagnosed if the dementia is present 
at times when the delirium is not present [65].

 DSM-V

At the beginning of 2000, for the fifth major revi-
sion of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders (DSM–V), work groups were 
formed creating a research agenda. These work 
groups generated hundreds of white papers, 
monographs, and journal articles, providing the 
field with a summary of the state of the science 
relevant to psychiatric diagnosis and indicating 
where gaps existed in the current research, with 

hopes that more emphasis would be placed on 
research within those areas. Afterwards, in 2007, 
APA formed the DSM–5 Task Force to begin 
revising the manual, as well as 13 work groups 
focusing on various disorder areas. In 2013, the 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders, Fifth Edition was released, replacing 
the term dementia with major neurocognitive dis-
order and mild neurocognitive disorder. The new 
terms focus on a decline, rather than a deficit, in 
function [11].

The first point to consider when the differ-
ences are described is the categories criteria. The 
American Psychiatric Association published 
DSM-V, and the DSM-IV category “Dementia, 
Delirium, Amnestic, and Other Cognitive 
Disorders” has undergone extensive revision. 
DSM-V has renamed this category as 
“Neurocognitive Disorders” (NCD), which now 
covers three entities: delirium, major neurocogni-
tive disorders, and mild neurocognitive disorders. 
The DSM-IV version of mild NCD resembles the 
DSM-V version in name only. DSM-IV defined 
mild NCD based on a single criterion, whereas 
DSM-5 defines mild NCD by using several cog-
nitive and related criteria. The main difference 
between mild NCD and the Key International 
Symposium criteria of mild cognitive impair-
ment (MCI) is that the research work that led to 
the construct of MCI primarily involved elderly 
study participants (even though age was not part 
of the definition of MCI), whereas mild NCD 
includes acquired cognitive disorders of all age 
groups. DSM-V essentially discusses the epide-
miology and diagnostic markers of mild NCD by 
drawing congruence between MCI and mild 
NCD [66].

Another important contribution of DSM-V is 
its elimination of the obligatory requirement to 
have memory impairment in the diagnosis of any 
type of dementia. For example, memory impair-
ment was a necessary criterion for the DSM-IV 
diagnosis of Vascular dementia, whereas in 
DSM- V, the obligatory requirement for involve-
ment of the memory domain is eliminated. 
DSM-V has thus rectified the “Alzheimer’s-
centric” criteria of DSM-IV. DSM-V also intro-
duced additional cognitive domains that were 
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not present in DSM-IV: complex attention and 
social cognition (in addition to the DSM-IV 
domains of language, memory, executive func-
tion, and visuospatial function). DSM-IV used 
categories that described cortical lesions such as 
aphasia, apraxia, and agnosia as cognitive distur-
bances, but DSM-V has eliminated these terms, 
and instead listed cognitive domains (i.e., com-
plex attention, executive function, learning and 
memory, language, and perceptual-motor and 
social cognition) [67]. DSM-V also described 
another weakness of DSM-IV, the absence of 
criteria to objectively assess cognitive decline, 
by using neuropsychological testing. In DSM-V, 
the following criterion is added: “A substantial 
impairment in cognitive performance, preferably 
documented by standardized neuropsychological 
testing” [67].

There is another major change related to a sub-
stantial revision of “cognitive disorder not other-
wise specified.” This DSM-IV category undergoes 
marked change in order to further elaborate mild 
NCD, which also includes MCI [67].

One of the great benefits of the “mild NCD” 
definition is that it offers a more structured diag-
nostic approach. First, the clinician needs to 
decide whether the cognitive impairment is mild 
or major NCD. The next step is to identify possi-
ble etiology, and the last step is to document the 
presence or absence of behavioral symptoms [66].

In addition, the DSM-V definition of mild 
NCD is developed on four criteria and two speci-
fiers. The four criteria refer to cognitive changes, 
functional activities, and exclusion of delirium 
and competing mental disorders. The two speci-
fiers are the presumed etiologies of mild NCD 
and the presence or absence of behavioral prob-
lems. While the category “mild NCD” may 
improve reliability of diagnoses, it has yet to 
withstand scientific scrutiny to be considered a 
valid construct [67].

When mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is 
described, it is considered to be a transition state 
between normal cognition and dementia. The 
subtypes of MCI are highly heterogeneous in 
terms of etiology, presentation, and prognosis. 
Patients with the amnestic subtype of MCI are at 
high risk of progression to Alzheimer’s disease 

(AD). This subtype may represent the prodromal 
stage of AD. Moreover, patients with MCI who 
are not aware of their memory deficits, and in 
whom practice effects are not observed, exhibit 
parietotemporal hypoperfusion on single photon 
emission CT, indicating that these findings are 
predictors of progression to AD.

In this review, one source of debate and argu-
ment to be considered is age. Some people argue 
that one of the main reasons for replacing the 
terms “dementia” and “MCI” with “major NCD” 
and “mild NCD” is that both dementia and MCI 
are associated with acquired geriatric disorders, 
whereas major and mild NCD are acquired cog-
nitive disorders of all age groups. This classifica-
tion, however, may potentially lead to “lumping” 
together different diseases. For example, a 
20-year-old football player with concussion and 
cognitive problems could be diagnosed with mild 
NCD (due to traumatic brain injury). A person 
aged 80 years with insidious onset and gradually 
progressing cognitive decline, and who has mini-
mal loss of independence, could also be diag-
nosed with mild NCD (due to AD) [68].

By definition, mild cognitive impairment 
(MCI) is considered to be a transition state 
between normal cognition and dementia. The 
subtypes of MCI are highly heterogeneous in 
terms of etiology, presentation, and prognosis. 
Patients with the amnestic subtype of MCI are at 
a high risk of progression to Alzheimer’s disease 
(AD). This subtype may represent the prodromal 
stage of AD [69]. In order to meet the DSM-V 
criteria for AD, the individual must meet the cri-
teria for major or mild neurocognitive disorder, 
and there should be insidious onset and gradual 
progression of impairment in one or more cogni-
tive domains (for major neurocognitive disorder, 
at least two domains must be impaired). The indi-
vidual must also meet criteria for either probable 
or possible AD as outlined in DSM-V [70].

This new diagnosis includes both the dementia 
and amnestic disorder diagnoses from 
DSM-IV. Also, DSM-5 recognizes specific etio-
logic subtypes of neurocognitive dysfunction, such 
as Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, HIV 
infection, Lewy body disease, and Vascular dis-
ease. Each subgroup can be further divided into 
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mild or major degrees of cognitive impairment on 
the basis of cognitive decline, especially the inabil-
ity to perform functions of daily living indepen-
dently. In addition, a subspecifier “with” or 
“without behavioral disturbances” is available [70].

With regard to Vascular dementia, DSM-V 
categorizes it as an etiological subtype of either 
major or mild neurocognitive disorder. A sum-
mary of the DSM-V diagnostic criteria is as fol-
lows [58]: evidence of modest (mild) or 
significant (major) cognitive decline from a pre-
vious level of performance in one or more cogni-
tive domains (complex attention, executive 
function, learning and memory, language, and 
perceptual-motor or social cognition). It may be 
based on: (1) concern of the individual, a knowl-
edgeable informant, or the clinician that there has 
been a decline in cognitive function, and (2) an 
impairment in cognitive performance (modest or 
significant) documented by standardized testing 
or another qualified assessment. The symptoms 
are not better explained by another brain disease 
or systemic disorder.

Probable vascular neurocognitive disorder is 
diagnosed if one of the following is present: (1) 
clinical criteria are supported by neuroimaging 
evidence of significant parenchymal injury attrib-
uted to cerebrovascular disease, (2) the neuro-
cognitive syndrome is temporarily related to one 
or more documented cerebrovascular events, or 
(3) both clinical and genetic evidence of cerebro-
vascular disease is present.

The clinical features are consistent with a vas-
cular etiology as suggested by either of the fol-
lowing: (1) onset of the cognitive deficits is 
temporally related to one or more cerebrovascu-
lar events, or (2) evidence for decline is promi-
nent in complex attention (including processing 
speed) and frontal executive functions. There is 
evidence of the presence of cerebrovascular dis-
ease from history, physical examination, and/or 
neuroimaging considered sufficient to account 
for the neurocognitive deficits.

Possible vascular neurocognitive disorder is 
diagnosed if the clinical criteria are met but neuro-
imaging is not available, and the temporal relation-
ship of the neurocognitive syndrome with one or 
more cerebrovascular events is not established.

The nosologic distinctions between varying 
dementia etiologies should prove helpful in 
determining prognosis and therapeutic course. 
These nosologic distinctions are important so 
that the clinicians will be able to more clearly 
determine whether the cognitive decline alone 
should be the focus of concern and intervention, 
or whether behavioral disturbances should also 
be considered and addressed [71]. In addition, a 
mild degree of cognitive impairment is consistent 
with recent research suggesting that treatments 
for declining cognition may be phase-specific, 
with certain medications and approaches possi-
bly only working early in the course of the dis-
ease. DSM-V gives an objective distinction 
between mild and major impairment, and this is 
very helpful for the clinician.

Mild neurocognitive disorder requires “mod-
est” cognitive decline which does not interfere 
with “capacity for independence in everyday 
activities” such as paying bills or taking medica-
tions correctly. Cognitive decline meets the 
“major” criteria when “significant” impairment is 
evident or reported, and when it does interfere 
with a patient’s independence to the point that 
assistance is required. The diagnostic distinction 
depends heavily on observable behaviors [71]. It 
is important to mention that mild neurocognitive 
disorder goes beyond normal issues of aging. It 
describes a level of cognitive decline that requires 
compensatory strategies and accommodations to 
provide help in maintaining independence and 
performing activities of daily living. When it is 
diagnosed as a disorder, there must be changes 
that impact cognitive functioning. These symp-
toms are usually observed by the individual, a 
close relative, or other knowledgeable informant, 
such as a friend, colleague, or clinician, or they 
are detected through objective testing [60].

There is a great clinical need to recognize indi-
viduals who need care for cognitive issues that 
go beyond normal aging. The impact of these 
problems is evident, but clinicians have lacked a 
reliable diagnosis by which to assess symptoms 
or understand the most appropriate treatment or 
services. Recent studies suggest that identifying 
mild neurocognitive disorder as early as possible 
may allow interventions to be more effective [71]. 
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Optimistically, this new classification system will 
stimulate in many areas. One of the important areas 
is research, research in the areas of prevention and 
early intervention of neurocognitive disorders 
with physicians and mental health professionals.

 Conclusion

Alzheimer’s disease and Vascular dementia 
are the first and second most common demen-
tias worldwide. Dementia diagnosis describes 
the biomarkers for screening and treatment. 
The new DSM-V classification provides new 
features and concepts, such as major and mild 
neurocognitive disorder instead of dementia 
as described by the DSM-IV. It is very impor-
tant for physicians and mental health profes-
sionals to know the differences between the 
two classifications when aiming to improve 
their assessment, knowledge, and clinical 
practice with dementing elderly patients in 
their clinical settings. Additionally, the new 
classification stimulates research in the pre-
vention and early intervention of neurocogni-
tive disorders. Prevention is the best choice for 
treatment right now.
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Abstract

Clinical studies have revealed that depression is accompanied by impaired 
brain function and cognitive performances or neurodegenerative pro-
cesses. Moreover, accumulation of oxidative damage has been implicated 
in aging and various neurological disorders. This chapter aims to integrate 
the current knowledge on the relation between brain and diverse altera-
tions in nutrition. The mammalian brain is a lipid-rich organ, where lipids 
content in gray matter is 36–40% lipid. However, the regulation of choles-
terol transport from astrocytes to neurons still remains unclear, among 
other things. In addition to that, micronutrient status can affect cognitive 
function at all ages. Vitamin deficiency could influence memory function, 
and might contribute to cognitive impairment and dementia.

Deficiency of vitamin A, folate, vitamins B6, B12, and minerals such as 
Fe and Zn are associated with prevalence of depressive symptoms accord-
ing to several epidemiological studies. Experimental evidence suggests that 
resveratrol, vitamins A, C, E, D and folate may block oxidative stress and 
promote clearance of Aβ peptides. An adequate intake of fruit, nuts, vege-
tables, cereals, legumes, or fish can prevent the depletion. High dietary 
intake of saturated fat and low intake of vegetables may be associated with 
increased risk of Alzheimer’s disease. Supplementation of diets with 
omega-3 has been shown to have positive effects on cognitive function. The 
biochemical and molecular mechanism of these alterations of normal brain 
function has been described. Future studies should also examine how DNA 
repair deficiency occurs and affects the nervous system, because this could 
provide a rational basis for therapies in neurodegenerative diseases.
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 Introduction

It is well known that the normal functioning of 
the body, including the central nervous system, 
requires a balanced diet in quality and quantity of 
nutrients, at all stages of life, beginning at the 
embryonic period to old age. The nervous system 
is made up of millions of cells: neurons and the 
glial cells that surround them. The two cell types 
interact, allowing the normal process of transmis-
sion of nerve impulses.

Considerable efforts are being devoted to 
understanding how lifestyle can influence the 
brain and body. Research results show that nonin-
vasive approaches such as diet can have profound 
consequences for increasing resilience of the 
central nervous system (CNS) to injuries, and for 
maintaining cognitive abilities. Diet, a very 
important part of lifestyle and daily routine, can 
influence the capability of the brain to fight dis-
ease and to react to challenges [1].

Healthy diets, such as those high in omega-3 
fatty acids and curcumin, contained in foods such 
as salmon and the plant turmeric, respectively, 
can stimulate molecular systems that serve neu-
ronal function and plasticity in the brain and spi-
nal cord. Conversely, unhealthy diets that consist 
of high amounts of saturated fats and sugars, as 
prevalent in “junk food,” do the opposite. The 
consumption of high-calorie diets is garnering 
special recognition as a risk factor for impaired 
cognitive function and emotional health [1]. 
Although more research is needed to fully inte-
grate these approaches as treatment for specific 
neurologic disorders, results accumulated so far 
are substantial enough to provide a general 
framework to guide therapeutic applications.

Most of the published research with regard to 
the effects of foods in human neurologic function 
has been related to the use of whole foods. A 
growing body of existing evidence shows the 
effects of select nutrients or food derivatives in 

several animal models of neurologic disorders. 
This information is forming the concept that 
dietary factors can be used as biologics-based 
therapies. The capacity of nutrients to influence 
the CNS may be incorporated through manage-
ment of whole foods or food-derivative supple-
ments in the diet.

The impact of nutrition on cognition and 
behavior, especially in women of reproductive 
age, is not very well known. Well-designed stud-
ies are needed to determine the effects of nutri-
tion status on later nervous development of the 
child, in order to find out what, if any, critical 
periods exist during gestation with respect to 
these outcomes, and the severity of nutrient defi-
ciency associated with negative outcomes. Many 
factors involved in brain aging have been identi-
fied. Given the multifactorial and progressive 
aspects of this process, the early triggering caus-
ative events deserve specific investigation.

 Nutrition and Myelination

This neuroscientific framing of development 
holds that early experiences inscribe themselves 
on a child’s brain, and it is this organ that carries 
childhood influences forward to adulthood. This 
evidence has diffused widely through public dis-
cussion and reveals the concerns of the most criti-
cal issues on child’s development.

The development of the brain involves the 
coordination of multiple and complex processes. 
The synthesis of myelin is known to be influ-
enced by multiple hormonal and growth factor 
signals as well as complex cell–cell interactions 
[2], making this a most vulnerable and critical 
process during nervous system development. The 
rapid period of brain myelination occurs during 
the first 2 years of human life, and thus deter-
mines the future cognitive and social skills of the 
individual.
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Adverse early life experiences affect the for-
mation of myelin sheath and exert long-lasting 
effects on neural function. Stressful environ-
ments in early life may induce permanent rather 
than transient consequences in animals. Previous 
studies have indicated that early unfavorable 
events augment the risk of behavioral disorders in 
adulthood, including neuropsychiatric disorders 
such as depression [3] and psychosis [4]. 
Moreover, disruption or abnormal myelination 
has been associated with different psychiatric 
disorders during adult life such as bipolar depres-
sion, schizophrenia, and the autism spectrum.

It is impossible to determine whether a par-
ticular nutrient deficiency affects brain develop-
ment in a free-living human in a specific manner, 
because the impact and the extension of the 
effects are subject to multiple concurrent factors 
such as timing and degree of nutrient deprivation, 
as well as a child’s experiences and environmen-
tal input. In addition, there is evidence that 
myelination is specifically affected in children by 
food deprivation. It is well known that fatty acids 
are necessary for the synthesis of myelin and that 
docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) is critical for the 
third trimester and the first year after birth for the 
brainstem auditory pathway [5].

Undernutrition and fatty acid deficiency in 
rodents not only causes hipomyelination but has 
also been shown to alter the composition of 
myelin proteins [6, 7]. Iron depletion plays a par-
ticular role in decreasing the amount of myelina-
tion and affecting the physiopathology of 
oligodendrocytes in the CNS [8, 9]. Interestingly, 
patients diagnosed with schizophrenia showed 
not only iron deficiency, but also anemia and 
altered myelin genes, pointing out that develop-
mental iron deprivation may be an animal model 
for the study of psychiatric disorders, including 
depressive disorder, bipolar disorder, anxiety dis-
order, and autism [10, 11].

Iodine is an essential element for proper brain 
development, and its gestational deficiency leads 
to reduced myelination [12, 13]. The majority of 
children with iodine deficiency disorders are 
brought to psychiatric outpatient units by their 
families or referred by their teachers with com-
plaints of lack of attention. In a substantial portion 

of these children, attention deficit/hyperactivity 
disorder (ADHD) needs to be considered in the 
differential diagnosis. ADHD is a disorder in the 
etiology of which neurological, genetic, environ-
mental, dietary, biological, and psychosocial fac-
tors are possibly involved [14]. Interestingly, 
Sanchez et al. demonstrated the link between the 
opioid exposure in utero of children and the devel-
opment of ADHD later in life and abnormality in 
brain myelination [15].

Nutrient deficiency or intervention may affect 
some children but not others, depending on the 
amount and quality of stimulation they receive. 
Nutrient deficiency and experiential input from 
the environment may have independent additive 
effects on brain development. In this regard, the 
opioid system may be one of the keys, since it is 
well known for dampening physical pain and is 
also hypothesized to dampen social pain [16].

Brain development in general, and myelina-
tion in particular, is affected by experience. For 
example, the brain expects visual input through 
the optic nerve for normal development of the 
visual cortex. The absence of these expected 
experiences impairs the neurodevelopmental 
processes that depend on them. These 
experience- expectant processes also depend on 
other types of sensory stimulation (e.g., audi-
tory and tactile) and occur early in life. One of 
the most critical processes affected by visual 
input and nutrients intake is the circadian 
rhythm entrainment. Interestingly, psychiatric 
disorders such as schizophrenia, bipolar disor-
der, major depressive disorder, and autism are 
often accompanied by metabolic dysfunction 
symptoms. All these disorders are associated 
with abnormalities in oligodendroglia, and pro-
vide initial evidence suggesting a role for epi-
genetic mechanisms and altered circadian 
rhythms [17]. Since the circadian system con-
trols important brain systems that regulate 
affective, cognitive, and metabolic functions, 
and neuropsychiatric and metabolic diseases 
are often correlated with disturbances of circa-
dian rhythms, it is logical to hypothesize that 
dysregulation of circadian clocks plays an 
important role in metabolic comorbidity in psy-
chiatric disorders [18].
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 Glucose and the Nervous System

Glucose is the primary energy source of the brain, 
and is needed to provide precursors for the syn-
thesis of neurotransmitters and ATP. In health, 
the level of blood glucose remains within certain 
limits (80–110 mg/dl), which is controlled by the 
interaction of physiological responses of liver, 
pancreas, and skeletal muscle. The nervous sys-
tem is also involved in this control, since glucose 
is essential to its functions.

Low blood glucose levels lead to alterations in 
the functioning of the nervous system, and can 
cause injury or severe and irreversible brain dam-
age. To restore normoglycemia, neurohormonal 
responses are induced as counter-regulatory 
mechanisms, which include the cessation of the 
release of endogenous insulin followed by the 
release of glucagon, catecholamines (including 
adrenaline from the adrenal medulla and 
increased circulation of noradrenaline from sym-
pathetic synapses), growth hormone, and activa-
tion of the pituitary–adrenal axis with increase of 
corticotropin (ACTH) and glucocorticoids.

These changes tend to limit glucose utilization 
and increase hepatic glucose production, not only 
through hormonal effects, but also through direct 
autonomic innervation of the liver. Adrenergic 
symptoms as sweating, tremors and heart palpita-
tions appear. Hunger is also stimulated, which 
consequently helps restore and maintain normo-
glycemia. If the blood glucose is low enough, 
cognitive function begins to deteriorate, particu-
larly cognitive domains of attention, speed of 
response, and judgment; neuroglycopenic symp-
toms appear, such as tingling lips and irritability.

The passage of glucose from the blood to the 
brain requires transport through the endothelial 
cells of the blood–brain barrier and subsequent 
entry into neurons and glial cells. Glucose trans-
porter proteins mediate this process. The major 
isoform of these transporters is the GLUT1, 
which occurs in two forms, a glycosylated form 
present in cells of the blood–brain barrier, and 
another less glycosylated present in glia. GLUT3 
is present in neurons and GLUT5 in microglia. 
GLUT2, 4, and 7 have also been detected in the 
brain but at lower levels of expression, more 

restricted to determined regions. All transporters 
contribute to cerebral glucose utilization.

Intracellular glucose is phosphorylated by 
hexokinase I (HKI) to form Glc-6-P, which is 
metabolized by the glycolytic pathway to generate 
ATP, but is also the substrate for the synthesis of 
NADPH through via the pentose phosphate, which 
allows the synthesis of nucleic acids and provides 
a reducing cofactor in the oxidative process.

Glucose is also the source of biosynthesis of 
other compounds required by the brain, including 
complex carbohydrates such as glycoproteins, 
glycolipids, and amino acids. It is also a carbon 
donor for methylation reactions, and supplies 
neurotransmitter precursors [19].

Glycogen, despite its relatively low level in 
the CNS compared to that present in peripheral 
tissues, is the largest energetic reserve of the 
brain. At the cellular level, glycogen is found 
located exclusively in astrocytes, in the adult 
brain [20, 21]. Although neurons express glyco-
gen synthase, recent evidence shows that this 
machinery is kept inactive in neurons through 
proteasome-dependent mechanisms [22]. Most 
striking is that glycogen storage activation in cul-
tured neurons causes apoptosis [22], showing 
also that glycogen is a specific feature of glucose 
metabolism in astrocytes. The main reserve of 
glycogen of the brain is in astrocytes instead of 
neurons, where the energy is required. This sug-
gests that glycogen metabolism requires meta-
bolic interactions between astrocytes and 
neurons. On the other hand, astrocyte glycogen 
seems to be directly relevant for learning [23], 
and the glycolytic end product lactate appears to 
play a role in long-term memory formation [24].

Glucose, through the glycolytic via pentose gen-
erates NADPH, which is an antioxidant cofactor 
that places the glutathione to reduced state. This is a 
major reducing agent in oxidative processes of the 
cell. Interestingly, it has been shown that NADPH is 
more abundant in astrocytes than in neurons. 
Astrocytes have a pentose via which is more active 
than that in neurons and better able to stimulate this 
pathway in oxidative stress response [25, 26]. 
Transcriptome analysis in astrocytes and neurons 
freshly isolated from mouse brain have also revealed 
high levels of expression of glucose 6-phosphate 
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dehydrogenase, the limiting speed enzyme via the 
pentose, in astrocytes compared to neurons [27, 28]. 
These features show that astrocytes have a big anti-
oxidant capacity in relation to neurons.

 Insulin

Insulin influences every aspect of human physiol-
ogy. In addition to regulating the homeostasis 
peripheral glucose, insulin is a neuromodulator 
that contributes to neurological processes.

Insulin, after its discovery in 1921, was consid-
ered a peripheral hormone and therefore it was 
assumed it would not cross the blood–brain barrier 
(BBB) [29]. However, in 1967, Margolis and 
Altszuler demonstrated in dogs that the insulin con-
centration in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) increased 
after an increase in plasma insulin [30], demonstrat-
ing that insulin is able to cross the blood–brain bar-
rier. Insulin is a peptide secreted by the pancreatic 
beta cells, and it is easily transported into the CNS 
through the BBB by a saturable receptor [31].

In 1978, Havránková et al. showed the wide-
spread presence of insulin receptors (IR) in the 
central nervous system (CNS) of rats [32], and 
also found high levels of insulin present in 
extracts of rat brain. In 1983, Dorn et al. showed 
that the human brain contains insulin concentra-
tions much higher than those in the blood, and 
that it was even higher in the hypothalamus [33].

The activation of the signaling cascade of insu-
lin starts with ligand binding of insulin to IR which 
belongs to the family of tyrosine kinase receptors, 
which autophosphorylates. It is very important to 
start the process of signal transduction. Mammalian 
brains have specific IRs. There are two types; one 
of them is abundant in the neuron, both in cell bod-
ies and synapses, while the second type is present 
in lower concentrations in glial cells. They are 
present in high concentration particularly in the 
olfactory bulb, hypothalamus, hippocampus, cer-
ebellum, amygdala, and cerebral cortex. This has 
been implicated in emotion and higher cognitive 
functions, particularly learning and the memory. 
Higher concentrations of IR are found in the hip-
pocampus, which is critically involved in the pro-
cessing of spatial memory, suggesting the role of 

insulin in learning and experimental evidence. The 
higher brain insulin signaling is compatible with 
best memory processes.

Insulin also possesses neuroprotective proper-
ties. The brain is highly sensitive to oxidative 
stress due to its high content of fatty acids, peroxi-
dizable, high need for oxygen, relative shortage of 
antioxidants and high iron content.The lipid per-
oxidation in brain tissue, which is expressed as 
the malondialdehyde (MDA) level is higher in the 
hyperglycemic compared to normoglycemic con-
trols (blood glucose around 3.7 mM) and lipid 
peroxidation has also been increased in severe 
hypoglycemia. Oxidative stress represents a cen-
tral pathophysiological mediator of diabetes, and 
is deeply involved in the development and pro-
gression of neurodegenerative diseases. Insulin, 
by stimulating glucose uptake and pyruvate for-
mation, restores intracellular ATP formation as 
well as reducing oxidative stress [34].

Epidemiological studies show a strong link 
between type 2 diabetes and the risk of develop-
ing Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [35]. The exact 
mechanism by which this increased risk is con-
ferred remains unclear, but may be associated 
with increased oxidative stress in both type 2 dia-
betes and AD. Peroxidation protein signaling 
pathways of insulin and other proteins in the 
brain may contribute to the high risk of develop-
ing DM2. Epidemiological and biological evi-
dence has shown an increased incidence of 
cognitive impairment and AD in patients with 
type 2 diabetes [36]. Chronic inflammatory 
response and oxidative stress associated with 
type 2 diabetes, β-amyloid (Aß) accumulation 
proteins, and mitochondrial dysfunction are asso-
ciated in DM2 and AD. It has been observed in 
the brains of post-mortem type II diabetes 
patients that insulin resistance determined lower 
content of insulin receptors in the brain, with 
decreased cognitive ability [37].

 Lipids and the Cognitive Function

The mammalian brain is a lipid-rich organ, where 
gray matter contains 36%–40% lipid, white mat-
ter 49–66%, and myelin 78–81% [38]. The major 
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lipids include phosphatidylethanola mine (PE), 
phosphatidylserine (PS), phosphatidylcholine 
(PC), phosphatidylinositol (PI), sphingomyelin, 
cerebroside, cerebroside sulfate, and ceramide 
[38]. Most of the lipids are present in the form of 
phospholipids comprising the complex array of 
neural fibers that make up the central nervous 
system.

 Fatty Acids

A unique aspect of the lipid composition of all 
mammalian neurological tissues is the extraordi-
narily high concentration of DHA (Docosahexaenoic 
acid) and arachidonic acid (AA). As the most abun-
dant building block of the brain, DHA represents 
more than 30% of the fatty acids of the phospholip-
ids in the neuron [39]. DHA is primarily concen-
trated in the neuronal endings and synaptosomes, 
and is also associated with the neurite growth cones, 
where it has been shown to promote neurite out-
growth [40].

Brain development is characterized by spe-
cific well-defined stages of growth and matura-
tion. Cerebral membrane phospholipids are not 
composed of the dietary precursors, LA (Linolenic 
acid) and ALA (alpha-linolenic acid), but of their 
longer chain and more unsaturated derivatives 
[41]. Biosynthesis of long-chain polyunsaturated 
fatty acids (LC-PUFA) in the brain is very lim-
ited, is inherently slow due to the low desaturase 
activities [42, 43], and can be impaired by many 
factors, including diabetes and the stress-related 
hormones adrenaline and cortisol. The brain 
therefore depends on an exogenous supply; 
hence, the major sources of the longer- chain 
LC-PUFA species, such as AA, eicosapentaenoic 
acid (EPA), and DHA, are likely to be dietary. At 
the same time, with regard to PUFA, the brain is 
a well-protected organ: it uses dietary fatty acids 
in a highly specific manner. A very short-term 
restriction of the ω-3 fatty acids in an otherwise 
complete diet causes few anomalies in the profile 
of PUFAs in the brain and its organelles [44]. So, 
a deficiency of ω-3 fatty acids in the diet will not 
cause anomalies in the brain, unless extremely 
prolonged [45]. However, even though the fatty 

acid composition of brain lipids is known to be 
relatively constant, not responding as readily to 
changes in dietary fat composition as do the other 
tissues [46], a number of findings have demon-
strated a dose–effect relationship between the 
quantity of dietary ALA and the DHA content of 
cerebral structures [47, 48].

Most humans living on a Western diet will 
have insufficient in-vivo production of DHA 
from ALA, and will depend on preformed dietary 
DHA such as is found in some fish, algae, and 
animal organ meat (or breast milk for infants) to 
maintain adequate DHA stores. Cessation of 
DHA supplementation leads to a gradual decline 
in tissue and blood concentrations of DHA. When 
diets are ω-3 restricted, the DHA levels in the 
brain are the most highly conserved. Furthermore, 
ω-3 PUFA deficiency early in life may result in 
irreversible damage to biochemical processes in 
the central nervous system [49].

Therefore, the composition of fatty acids of 
food is very important for brain function. Most 
natural foods have varying compositions of fatty 
acids; however, meat and dairy products have a 
higher saturated fatty acid composition. Fruits 
and vegetables tend to be lower in total fatty acids, 
and the composition is predominantly unsatu-
rated. Fatty acids stimulate gene  expression and 
neuronal activity, increase synaptogenesis and 
neurogenesis, and prevent neuroinflammation and 
apoptosis. There is evidence that provides support 
for the hypothesis that highly saturated or trans-
fatty acids increase the risk of dementia, and that 
high polyunsaturated or monounsaturated fatty 
acids decrease this risk [50].

Many clinical and animal studies demonstrate 
the importance of LC-PUFA in neuronal devel-
opment and neurodegeneration. EPA, DHA, and 
AA also participate in cardiovascular health and 
inflammation. High levels of DHA are found in 
the gray matter of the cerebral cortex, and in the 
outer segment membranes of the photoreceptor 
in the retina. It has been shown that in neuronal 
development, deficiency of DHA and EPA can 
lead to serious disorders such as schizophrenia, 
attention deficit, and hyperactivity disorders.

Essential fatty acids (EFAs) are polyunsaturated 
fatty acids (PUFA) that are provided by foods 
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because they cannot be synthesized in the body. 
However, they are necessary for good health. There 
are two families of EFAs, omega-3 fatty acids (ω-3) 
and omega-6 (ω-6). The ω-3 PUFAs are important 
components of cell membranes throughout the 
body, as they are incorporated into the phospholip-
ids that form cell membranes. The acyl chains 
interact with other chains in neighboring phospho-
lipid molecules within the bilayer, and the level of 
chain interactions determines the biophysical prop-
erties of the membranes, including their fluidity 
and consequently their enzymatic activities, cell–
cell interactions, binding between signal molecules 
and receptors, and nutrient transport. This type of 
membrane is, for example, in myelinated nerve 
fibers, whereas metabolically active membranes, 
such as those found in neuron cell bodies, comprise 
phospholipids containing unsaturated sn-2 chains.

Recent results have shown that deficiency of 
alpha-linolenic acid in the diet induces marked 
abnormalities in certain brain structures, such as 
the frontal cortex and the pituitary gland, more 
than others. These selective lesions are accompa-
nied by behavioral disorders, particularly affect-
ing certain tests (habituation, adaptation to new 
situations). Biochemical and behavioral abnor-
malities are partially offset by dietary supple-
ments such as egg-yolk extracts, rich in 
omega-3-fatty acids. A dose–effect study showed 
that the phospholipids of animal origin are more 
effective than plant phospholipids in reversing 
the consequences of the deficiency of alpha- 
linolenic acid, in part because they provide very 
long preformed chains. On the other hand the 
deficiency of alpha-linolenic acid decreases the 
perception of pleasure, slightly altering the effi-
cacy of sensory organs, and affects certain brain 
structures related to hearing, vision, and smell. 
For example, a given perception of a sweet taste 
level requires a greater amount of sugar in sub-
jects with deficiency of alpha-linolenic acid. 
Epidemiological studies suggest that there is an 
inverse association between fish or n-3 PUFA 
intake and risk of neurological disorders [51].

Chronic dietary LC-PUFA deficiency may lead 
to changes in neuronal membrane phospholipids 
of the cortex and hippocampus, and may be linked 
to impaired central nervous system function. In 

particular, DHA deficiency appears to be involved 
in neuropsychiatric disorders [52].

It has been observed that supplementation 
with LC-PUFA (ω-3) is effective for the treat-
ment of patients with schizophrenia or at high 
risk for psychosis. There is also evidence that it is 
relevant in the pathophysiology of depression. 
Some authors have observed in poblational stud-
ies that increased intake of fish/seafood corre-
lates with lower rates of lifetime prevalence of 
unipolar and bipolar depression. Depression is 
associated with increased production of proin-
flammatory cytokines and homocysteine levels in 
plasma, and (ω- 3) is capable of reducing levels 
of these species, producing a positive effect on 
mood, partly due to the high content of brain 
DHA and its involvement in neurogenesis and 
neuronal plasticity, and partly because of its anti- 
inflammatory properties [53].

 Phospholipids and CNS

The fat in the brain is in part made of phospholip-
ids. Fatty acids are rarely found as free molecules 
due to their detergent and cytotoxic effects but 
are generally esterified in larger molecular spe-
cies such as phospholipids and triacylglycerols. 
Phospholipids spontaneously form lipid bilayers, 
and comprise the bulk of membrane elements 
within the cell. They are also the predominant 
source of fatty acids for cell signaling reactions. 
For both signaling and normal phospholipid turn-
over, PUFAs need to be released from the phos-
pholipids by enzymes known as phospholipases. 
The most direct method of release from phospho-
lipids is hydrolysis of the molecule at the sn-2 
position (where almost all PUFAs are esterified) 
by the enzyme phospholipase A2 (PLA2). PLA2 
activity is the rate-limiting step in the generation 
of eicosanoids and docosanoids, derived from 
AA and EPA respectively. Importantly, PLA2 has 
equal affinity for both EPA and AA; therefore, 
the proportion of ω-3/ω-6 fatty acids hydrolyzed 
by PLA2 is a determinant on the ω-3/ω-6 profile 
of the tissue. DHA is primarily sequestered into 
the phospholipid membranes of cells within the 
brain and central nervous system.
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Phosphatidylserine (PS) is an acid phospho-
lipid, and it is a natural component of the neuro-
nal membrane. PS is lower than other 
phospholipids that comprise the biological mem-
branes percentage, but is especially important in 
determining the surface potential of the neuronal 
membrane and the local ionic environment. PS 
esterifies LC-PUFA as DHA and EPA, which is 
essential for brain activity.

Within the neuronal membrane, PS participates 
in the activation of protein kinase C (PKC). PKC 
activity decreases with age and PS also declines 
with aging. PS decreasing associated with brain 
aging may be related to cognitive impairment and 
disability. Pharmacokinetic studies indicate that 
PS crosses the blood–brain barrier. The PS used in 
pharmacology comes from soybeans, to avoid the 
risk of spongiform disease, if derived from bovine 
brain. A population-based study revealed that PS 
could improve memory function of elderly people 
with memory deficits. It has also been found to 
improve symptoms in child depression and atten-
tion deficit/hyperactivity disorder. This indicates 
that PS is able to correct altered neuronal function 
in various conditions [54]. There is increasing evi-
dence that indicates that disturbances of fatty acids 
and phospholipids metabolism can play a part in a 
wide range of psychiatric, neurological, and devel-
opmental disorders in adults [55].

Another consequence reported in whole brain 
is the change in lipid composition as a function of 
age in normal subjects [56, 57]. Thus, in the fron-
tal cortex and hippocampus, PE (phosphatidyl-
ethanol amine) and PC (Phosphatidylcholine) 
concentrations decrease by about 30% in the 
healthy elderly compared to young adults [56]. 
Also, DHA contents in the main brain phospho-
lipids (PC and PE) have been reported to be 
reduced in older compared to young subjects [58].

LC-PUFA, in particular DHA; 22:6n-3, are 
particularly enriched in cell-membrane phos-
pholipids, especially in neural tissues [59, 60]. 
Also, LC-PUFAs have the capacity to influence 
plasma membrane organization and activity by 
modulating the lipid composition and function-
ality of lipid raft domains [61, 62]. Lipid rafts 
are cholesterol- and sphingolipid-enriched mem-
brane microdomains resistant to solubilization 

by non- ionic detergents at low temperatures. 
They may serve as platforms for intracellular 
cell signaling [63]. There is some evidence that 
lipid rafts may be targets of neurodegenerative 
diseases, the most common form of dementia, 
such as Alzheimer’s disease [64]. Several studies 
suggest that lipid rafts are likely molecular tar-
gets through which long-chain n-3 polyunsatu-
rated fatty acids modulate biochemical activities, 
and reduce the incidence and severity of human 
diseases. In AD, brains show altered lipid raft 
composition and physicochemical properties, 
which may explain the abnormal lipid raft sig-
naling processes observed in AD [60, 62, 64].

 Cholesterol and Nervous System 
Function

The brain contains five to ten times more choles-
terol than any other organ, and this sterol repre-
sents 2–3% of the total weight and 20–30% of all 
lipids in the brain. There is solid evidence that 
most if not all of this cholesterol is produced in 
situ rather than imported from the blood,  probably 
because lipoprotein particles, which mediate the 
intercellular transport of sterols and other lipids, 
cannot pass the blood–brain barrier [65, 66]. 
Nervous tissue is capable of cholesterol synthe-
sis, and the synthesis rate and cholesterol content 
increase drastically during brain development. It 
is possible that only specific types of neurons 
depend on external cholesterol. There is good 
evidence that cholesterol homeostasis is not uni-
form throughout the brain, but differs from region 
to region; the cholesterol content and the expres-
sion level of cholesterol-specific enzyme synthe-
sis show strong region-specific variation [67].

HMGCoA synthase was found in hippocam-
pal sensory neurons of rabbit [68]. However, this 
is not sufficient to establish cholesterol synthesis, 
because it is also used to form isoprenoids. 
Anyways, cholesterol synthesis has been detected 
in cultured neurons derived from embryonic or 
new-born mice, chicken, and rats.

Apparently, neurons require glia-derived 
cholesterol to form numerous and efficient syn-
apses [69]. Therefore, there is a hypothesis that  
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states that during postnatal development, neurons 
downregulate their cholesterol synthesis and import 
the component from astrocytes, which differentiate 
postnatally and release cholesterol- rich lipopro-
teins. Cholesterol biosynthesis in the brain involves 
several intermediates and mediating enzymes. The 
regulation of biosynthesis of cholesterol is believed 
to involve insulin-induced genes (INSIGs) and ste-
rol regulatory element- binding proteins, in particu-
lar SREBP-2 [70], and to be controlled through 
feedback regulation by sterols, including choles-
terol itself [71]. HMG-CoA reductase, the rate-
controlling enzyme for cholesterol biosynthesis, is 
the main target of cholesterol regulation [72].

 Minerals and the Nervous System

Large amounts of metals coexist and co-localize 
in the brain, where metals such as iron, copper, 
and zinc act as essential cofactors in metallopro-
teinases. They are required for the normal func-
tioning of the nervous tissue, while heavy metals 
such as mercury and lead are known neurotoxins. 
The high metal content of the CNS makes it par-
ticularly susceptible to metal-catalyzed oxidative 
damage, protein aggregation, neurotoxicity, and 
neurodegeneration.

There is increasing evidence that dysregula-
tion of manganese, iron, copper, and zinc homeo-
stasis contributes to a vast range of 
neurodegenerative diseases. Manganese, copper, 
and zinc participate in enzymatic mechanisms 
that protect against free radicals, toxic derivatives 
of oxygen. More specifically, the full genetic 
potential of the child for physical growth and 
mental development may be compromised due to 
deficiency (even subclinical) of micronutrients. 
Popescu and Nichol (2011) [73] describe how 
synchrotron X-ray fluorescence (XRF) imaging 
can be used to quantitatively assess how the dis-
tribution and chemistry of multiple brain metals 
in experimental animal models are affected by 
chelators currently used for the treatment of neu-
rodegenerative disease.

According to Frederickson et al. (2000) [74], 
three distinct pools of cellular zinc can be found in 
the central nervous system: the most abundant frac-

tion, accounting for about 80%, is bound to intra-
cellular proteins and is immobile; a second pool 
(5–15% of cellular totals) is sequestered within the 
vesicles present at glutamatergic synapses. This 
vesicular zinc is found colocalized with glutamate, 
and it has neuromodulatory effects. The third pool 
of zinc (about 5%) is represented by the free, 
unbound ions in the cytoplasm.

Moreover, cytochemical estimations of the 
activity of cytochrome oxidase confirm that mito-
chondrial dysfunctions play a role in synaptic 
deterioration. Zinc acts as a physiological neuro-
modulator at glutamatergic synapses; however, in 
order to avoid neurotoxic damage, the intracellu-
lar free Zn2+ concentration ([Zn2+]i) must be con-
trolled by: (i) extrusion (Zn2+ transporters); (ii) 
buffering (metallothioneins) and (iii) sequestra-
tion (mitochondria) systems. In physiological 
aging, if any of these systems is impaired and/or 
not adequately coordinated, the resulting signifi-
cant rise of ([Zn2+]i) may inhibit the cellular 
energy-providing systems and affect mitochon-
dria as primary targets [75].

Brain diseases during aging can also be due 
to failure of protective mechanisms, due to 
dietary deficiencies, for instance in anti-oxi-
dants and nutrients (trace elements, vitamins, 
non-essential micronutrients such as polyphe-
nols) related to protection against free radicals. 
Among these, recent evidence suggests that zinc 
ion dishomeostasis may play a pivotal role. Mild 
or moderate zinc deficiency is more widespread. 
It is estimated that 82% of pregnant women 
worldwide have a zinc intake lower than the rec-
ommended dietary intake, and this may approach 
100% in developing countries [76]. Zinc defi-
ciency impairs whole-body accumulation of 
PUFAs [77]; thus, brain supplying could be 
affected. Consequently, zinc deficit induces 
behavioral changes [78]. Some psychiatric 
problems can stem from the reduction in dietary 
zinc; animal experiments have clearly shown 
that deficiency (in particular during pregnancy) 
results in loss of neurons and a reduction in 
brain volume. In contrast, giving pregnant 
women zinc supplements has not been proved 
effective for improving the cognitive perfor-
mance of their children [79].
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Zinc is mainly stored in the synaptic vesicles 
of excitatory synapses (synaptic terminals of hip-
pocampal mossy fibers). Free zinc is important 
for myelination, and for the release of the neu-
rotransmitters gamma-aminobutyric acid and 
glutamate, which are key modulators of neuronal 
excitability [80]. This element plays a role in 
cognitive development [81], and the sensory 
receptors and brain regions that perceive and 
interpret the pleasures of eating are themselves 
very rich in zinc, and levels in the taste buds are 
strongly high, suggesting that zinc is necessary 
for their function [82]. There is a risk for a vicious 
circle to be established which, unfortunately, is 
often met in elderly people: the low zinc level 
leads to reduced appreciation of taste and 
increases zinc deficiency. Thus the circle becomes 
even more vicious [81, 82].

The developing nervous system is disturbed 
by zinc deficiency, especially when the brain 
undergoes its most rapid period of maturation 
during fetal life. Studies have shown a correlation 
between maternal zinc status and neonatal and 
infant behavior and cognitive function [83]. Few 
intervention studies in human populations sug-
gested that improving maternal zinc status 
through prenatal supplementation might improve 
fetal neurobehavioral development [83]. 
However, the limited studies on the effects of 
zinc supplementation on cognitive recovery in 
zinc-deprived (ZD) animal offspring have 
reported conflicting results [84].

Perinatal omega-3 deficiency induces overex-
pression of ZnT3 (transporter identified in synap-
tic vesicles and found in some regions such as 
cortex and hippocampus) and causes abnormal 
zinc metabolism in the brain. Also, perinatal 
omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acid supply modi-
fies brain zinc homeostasis during adulthood, at 
least in rat. This is important because neuronal 
zinc is involved in formation of amyloid plaques, a 
major characteristic of Alzheimer’s disease [85].

Yu et al. (2016) [86] showed that mild zinc 
deficiency in rats during pregnancy and lactation 
leads to the impairment of learning and memory 
function in offspring, and that zinc supplementa-
tion can recover the impairment of spatial learn-
ing and memory function. Data from animal 

studies on nutrient supplementation can be trans-
posed to humans only very cautiously due to the 
obvious metabolic differences. Contestabile et al. 
(2016) [87] showed a potent amnesic effect of 
zinc supplementation in adult rats, and linked it 
to a dysregulated function of glycogen synthase 
kinases 3β (GSK-3ß) in the hippocampus. While 
no evidence for unspecific toxic effects of metal 
supplementation was found, they could not 
exclude the possibility that other memory-related 
cell functions are affected by zinc. Relevance of 
these results for humans, in particular for treat-
ment of post-traumatic stress disorders, is open to 
future investigation.

RE1-silencing transcription factor (REST) 
also called neuron-restrictive silencer factor, a 
zinc-finger transcription factor, is known to 
repress thousands of possible target genes, many 
of which are neuron-specific. Current evidence 
demonstrates its importance in adult neurons: its 
functional relevance is considerable. Therefore, 
the identification of REST as a master factor, 
which was initially proposed for differentiating 
precursors, appears to be appropriate for adult 
neurons. Among transcription factors, REST 
exhibits several unique properties. The very low 
levels of REST which are initially established 
during differentiation are maintained in adult 
neurons by controlled transcription of the Rest 
gene, coupled to the very active ubiquitination 
and ensuing proteolysis of the REST protein. The 
unusual length and repetitive structure of RE-1, 
the DNA sequence of REST-binding in many tar-
get genes, ensures that the repressor has highly 
specific actions. The development of studies in 
the near future anticipates the way to the identifi-
cation of multiple, highly interesting processes 
that take place in physiology and neurological 
pathology, especially in Alzheimer’s disease and 
Huntington’s disease, as well as epilepsy [88].

 Vitamins and Dementia

Dementia is a neurocognitive disorder that affects 
the mental abilities, independence, and quality of 
life of those affected, mainly older adults 
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013) [89]. 
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The World Health Organization (WHO) estimated 
in 2012 that 35.6 million individuals worldwide 
had dementia in 2011, and the prevalence of this 
disease will double every 20 years, reaching 115.4 
million adults by 2050. Alzheimer’s disease is the 
most common cause of dementia in ageing human 
populations, and is associated with presence of 
amyloid-beta (Aβ) plaques, neurofibrillary tan-
gles, and neuronal loss [90, 91]. According to the 
most recent statistics, 44 million people are 
affected with Alzheimer’s, and these numbers are 
expected to quadruple by 2050 [92]. In the 
absence of curative treatment, preventing or post-
poning the onset of dementia is of critical impor-
tance [93, 94]. Numerous studies suggest that 
vitamins, nutrients, and dietary supplements may 
delay the onset of age-associated cognitive decline 
and various forms of dementia including AD 
[95–98].

B-complex vitamins such as B2, B6, B12, and 
folate have a beneficial effect on cognition. These 
are necessary for the production of neurotrans-
mitters, phospholipids, and nucleotides in the 
brain [99–101]. Low levels of these B vitamins 
have been associated with increased homocyste-
ine (Hcy), a protein that has been associated with 
cognitive impairment [97]. Folate metabolism, 
also known as one-carbon metabolism, plays a 
fundamental role in DNA synthesis and integrity 
and in chromosome stability. Impairments of this 
pathway have been often linked to AD risk [102]. 
Some studies have shown that AD has been asso-
ciated with lower levels of Hcy, folate, and vita-
min B12 compared to age-matched non-AD 
controls [103–105]. It was also reported that 
supplementing AD patients with high doses of 
vitamins B6 and B12 and folate decreases plasma 
Hcy concentration and is associated with lower 
brain atrophy [106, 107].

There is evidence that free radicals may cause 
oxidative damage, which plays a key role in the 
pathology of dementias including AD [108, 109]. 
The cognitive decline observed in these neurode-
generative disorders is associated with increased 
oxidative stress, which ultimately leads to neuro-
nal death and neurodegeneration [109]. Thus a 
considerable interest has been generated regarding 
the potential role that the antioxidant properties of 

vitamins such as E, A, and C, among others, might 
play in treating these dementias [110].

The Vitamin E family consists of four tocoph-
erols and four tocotrienols: α (alpha), β (beta), γ 
(gamma) and δ (delta). Alpha-tocopherol is the 
predominant form of vitamin E in human tissues, 
possesses a powerful antioxidant function, and 
protects membranes from being oxidatively dam-
aged by free radicals [111–113]. It is well known 
that vitamin E deficiency induces anemia, ataxia, 
and cognitive dysfunction in humans and rodents 
[114, 115]. It has been demonstrated that diet 
supplementation with vitamin E in patients with 
mild and moderate AD showed a delay in cogni-
tive decline [116, 117]. Shah et al. (2013) [118] 
observed that subjects with high plasma levels of 
tocopherols, tocotrienols, or vitamin E had a 
reduced risk of developing AD, in comparison to 
persons with lower levels. In addition, the pre-
ventive effect of vitamin E with respect to 
 developing AD symptoms was reported by the 
same group, 2 years later [117].

Apoptosis also plays a pivotal role in the 
pathogenesis of neurodegenerative diseases. The 
investigations by Osakada et al. (2004) [119] 
suggest that vitamin E analogs can exert anti- 
apoptotic neuroprotective action independently 
of their antioxidant property. In addition, the 
group of Yonguc [120] found similar results in 
the rat hippocampus. In particular, it was found 
that alpha-tocopherol and gamma-tocotrienol 
inhibit apoptosis of astrocyte and stimulate their 
proliferation [121].

Vitamin A and its active derivatives, retinoids, 
play a significant role in the regulation of brain 
functions [122]. The retinoic acid, the active form 
of vitamin A, is the ligand of a set of receptors 
(retinoic acid and retinoid × receptors) that act as 
transcriptional regulators of their target genes 
[123]. The retinoids play a key role in cognitive 
function, specifically in hippocampal long- term 
depression (LTD) and potentiation, both measures 
of long-lasting synaptic plasticity, and neurogen-
esis [124, 125]. Some reports showed that vitamin 
A-deprived rodents exhibit serious defects in 
spatial learning and memory, and the adminis-
tration of retinoic acid has been shown to allevi-
ate deficits in memory performance [126–129]. 
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In addition, retinoids modulate the inflammatory 
response of microglia and astrocytes, implicated 
in several senile dementias, including Alzheimer’s 
disease [130, 131]. Microglias, the resident mac-
rophages of the central nervous system, are the 
first line of defense in the brain. In response to 
pathogen agents, such as lipopolysaccharide 
(LPS), amyloid protein, and interferon-γ (IFN-γ) 
[132, 133], microglia becomes activated, result-
ing in increased production of cytokines including 
tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α), interleu-
kin-1 beta (IL-1β) and interleukin-6 (IL- 6) [134, 
135]. Activation of astrocytes can lead to overpro-
duction and accumulation of various proinflam-
matory and neurotoxic factors that include 
cytokines TNFα and IL-1β and chemokines, 
including RANTES, IL-8, and MCP-1 [136, 137]. 
Thus, a strong inflammatory response may be 
autotoxic to neurons, contributing to neuronal 
dysfunction and cell death and exacerbating the 
fundamental pathology in neurological disorders. 
Therefore, treatments that suppress the activation 
of microglia and astrocytes might be a potential 
therapeutic approach in chronic neurodegenera-
tive diseases. The investigations by Van Neervenet 
al. (2010) [138] showed that all-trans retinoic acid 
block lipopolysaccharide induced activation of 
inflammatory mediators in astrocytes. In addition, 
reports have indicated that retinoids significantly 
inhibit the production of chemokines and pro-
inflammatory cytokines in microglia and astro-
cytes, which are activated in AD [139, 140].

The decline of the antioxidant status is associ-
ated with dementia, especially low levels of vita-
min C. Ascorbic acid (the reduced form of vitamin 
C) is a chelating agent with antioxidant properties 
that protects cells from oxidative stress [141, 142]. 
A number of studies have found associations 
between antioxidants such as vitamin C and cogni-
tive function. In fact, it was found that ascorbic 
acid alone or in combination with vitamin E and 
β-carotene enhances cognitive function [143, 144]. 
Masaki et al. (2000) [145] found a similar effect 
on cognitive performance in the Honolulu–Asia 
Aging Study, where Vit C or Vit E supplementa-
tion was associated with a higher cognitive perfor-
mance. Recent studies have shown the potential 
chronic effects of a suboptimal Vit C status in 

impaired brain development and in neurodegener-
ative disorders, such as AD [146, 147]. Alzheimer’s 
patients have reduced plasma levels of vitamin C 
(ascorbic acid; ascorbate) [148, 149]. Recent 
researches have shown that treatment with ascor-
bic acid reversed some of the cognitive deficits 
found in AD transgenic mice [150, 151]. It was 
also reported that high levels of dietary ascorbate 
or supplements decrease the risk of developing the 
disease [152].

Vitamin D deficiency is highly prevalent in 
older adults, and is associated with cognitive 
impairment [153]. The active form of vitamin D 
(1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D) plays a key role in 
development and adult brain function [154]. Thus, 
the vitamin D receptors (VDR) were found in the 
hippocampus, an area crucial for memory forma-
tion [155, 156]. Vitamin D contributes to neuro-
protection by modulating the synthesis of 
neurotrophic agents such as nerve growth factor 
(NGF), glial cell-derived neurotrophic factor 
(GDNF) and nitric oxide synthase (NOS) [157]. 
Also, it has a neuronal protective effect by enhanc-
ing antioxidant pathways in areas of the brain 
responsible for cognition [158]. A recent study 
reported that vitamin D deficiency has been asso-
ciated with neurological diseases such as demen-
tia [159].The investigations by Taghizadeh et al. 
(2011) [160] confirmed that vitamin D deficiency 
increases spatial learning deficits in a rat model of 
AD. In addition, epidemiological and clinical data 
have shown that vitamin D deficiency is found in 
patients with Alzheimer’s disease [161, 162]. 
1,25(OH)2D3 has a neuroprotective role in AD, 
since it enhances cerebral clearance of human 
amyloid beta (Aβ) peptide [163]. Another study 
has shown its ability to reduce amyloid deposits 
by stimulating phagocytosis of the Aβ [164]. 
These findings demonstrate that antioxidants 
would be a good therapeutic strategy against 
dementias such as AD.

Resveratrol is a polyphenol present in red 
wine, and it exhibits antioxidant, anti- 
inflammatory, and neuroprotective effects [165–
167]. Several studies have reported that 
resveratrol suppresses oxygen free radical forma-
tion and up-regulates the activity of antioxidant 
enzymes such as superoxide dismutase, catalase, 
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and glutathione peroxidase [168, 169]. The 
inflammatory response at the neuronal level pro-
motes the pathogenesis of several chronic neuro-
degenerative diseases, including AD. Thus, 
activation of microglia and astrocytes induces the 
release of large amounts of pro-inflammatory 
mediators, including cytokines and chemokines, 
causing neuronal inflammation and cell death 
[170]. Findings of Capiralla et al. (2012) [171] 
showed that oral administration of resveratrol 
significantly reduced microglial activation in a 
mouse model of AD.

Resveratrol exhibits strong neuroprotective 
properties, since it decreases aging-dependent 
cognitive decline and pathology in AD animal 
models [172, 173]. In particular, resveratrol inhib-
its production of β-amyloid and aggregation and 
destabilization of the Aβ fibrils [174, 175]. A 
recent study by Porquet and colleagues reported 
that dietary resveratrol supplementation reduces 
amyloid accumulation, tau hyperphosphorylation, 
and cognitive impairment in a model of AD [176].

Thus, this experimental evidence suggests that 
resveratrol, vitamins A, C, E, D, and folate may 
block oxidative stress and promote clearance of 
Aβ peptides, involved in the pathogenesis of AD, 
making these dietary supplements a new thera-
peutic promise to prevent or treat AD.

In conclusion, this review seeks to integrate 
current knowledge on the relation between brain 
and nutrition, and some factors have been 
unclearly identified. Among these, accumulation 
of oxidative damage has been implicated in aging 

and various neurological disorders. Recent evi-
dence suggests that zinc ion dishomeostasis may 
play a pivotal role, being consistent with the 
reported primary deterioration of synapses.

Most of the lipids are present, forming the 
complex array of neural fibers that make up the 
central nervous system (Fig. 35.1). However, 
questions about the regulation of cholesterol 
transport from astrocytes to neurons, the cross-
talk between neuron and astrocyte, still remain 
unclear. The understanding of cholesterol metab-
olism in the brain and its role in disease requires 
further studies.

Future studies should also examine the defi-
ciencies in other DNA repair processes and the 
inhibitory effect of diseases linked to metal ions. 
Understanding how DNA repair deficiency 
occurs and affects the nervous system could pro-
vide a rational basis for therapies in neurodegen-
erative diseases.
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Abstract

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is a worldwide public health problem that is 
increasing in prevalence, especially in the elderly. CKD and/or end stage renal 
disease (ESRD) patients have numerous comorbidities that increase the risk of 
cognitive impairment and dementia (CI/D). In fact, almost every stage of 
CKD is associated with an increased risk of CI/D; the risk increases as the 
severity of CKD increases. The mechanisms responsible for this increased risk 
are largely due to the accelerated vascular disease of CKD/ESRD that leads to 
an increase in vascular dementia. However, other factors such as increased risk 
of thrombotic and hemorrhagic strokes, uremic toxins, and suboptimal aspects 
of dialytic therapies also contribute to the development and progression of 
CI/D. The importance of CI/D in CKD/ESRD patients is that it impairs quality 
of life, and carries with it a greater risk of hospitalization, disability, dialysis 
withdrawal, and mortality. Despite the magnitude of the problem, CI/D is 
largely under- recognized in the renal patient, and optimal management strate-
gies are unknown. The aim of this chapter is to provide an overview of the 
epidemiology, pathogenesis/pathophysiology, diagnostic approaches, and 
therapeutic considerations for CI/D in patients with CKD/ESRD.
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 Introduction

The kidneys play a vital role in the metabolism 
and excretion of endogenous and exogenous hor-
mones and toxins, as well as in regulating blood 
pressure and fluid/electrolyte homeostasis, 
thereby facilitating appropriate perfusion and 
function of distant organs such as the lungs, 
liver, heart, gut, and brain. Consequently, dys-
function of the kidneys results in an abnormal 
internal milieu (e.g., increased nitrogenous 
waste products, oxidative stress, and inflamma-
tion), which together with the abnormal fluctua-
tions in fluid and electrolyte balance, and the 
altered vascular function and tissue perfusion, 
leads to progressive dysfunction of the distant 
organs [1, 2]. In this respect, the brain may be 
particularly susceptible not only because of its 
sensitivity to changes in the internal milieu, but 
also because renal injury alters the concentra-
tions of neurotransmitters and disrupts the 
blood–brain barrier [2–4]. Indeed, various neu-
rological disorders are frequently associated 
with acute and/or chronic renal injury [5–9] 
(Table 36.1). Of these, cognitive impairment and 
dementia (CI/D) are now recognized to be of 
fundamental importance because of the high 
prevalence in patients with chronic kidney dis-
ease (CKD), and also because of the negative 
impact that they have on patient compliance and 
outcomes, as well as healthcare costs [10–13] 
(Table 36.2). Moreover, while the therapeutic 
approaches used during renal disease (i.e., hemo-

dialysis) improve certain aspects of CKD-
induced encephalopathies, they can also exert 
negative effects on the central nervous system in 
both the short and long term [14–16]. All in all, 
the concurrent presence of CKD and CI/D not 
only affects the patient’s quality of life, but also 
their long-term prognosis [17–19]. Indeed, 
patients with combined CKD and CI/D have at 
least a three times greater risk of mortality com-
pared with an age-matched CKD population 
without CI/D [17, 20, 21]. Thus a detailed under-
standing of the mechanisms contributing to the 
CKD-associated CI/D is needed to optimally 
manage these patients. This is becoming a grow-
ing burden on healthcare systems because of our 
aging population and the associated increase in 
patients with CKD and/or CI/D. This chapter 
reviews the associations and potential patho-
physiologic mechanisms between CKD (includ-
ing end-stage renal disease (ESRD)) and CI/D, 

Table 36.1 Neurologic disorders and complications in patients with CKD and ESRD

Central nervous system Peripheral nervous system

Uremic encephalopathy
Seizures
Cognitive Impairment/dementia/delirium
Cerebrovascular disease
  Intracerebral hemorrhage
  Cerebral micro-bleeds
  Cerebral infarction
  Silent cerebral infarction
  White matter lesions
Dialysis encephalopathy/dementia
Dialysis-induced abnormalities
  Dialysis disequilibrium syndrome
  Cognitive dysfunction induced by rapid fluid,  

electrolyte and blood pressure shifts

Uremic polyneuropathy
Autonomic and cranial neuropathy
Mononeuropathies
  Carpal tunnel syndrome
  Ischemic monomelic neuropathy
  Compressive neuropathies
Combination pathologies
Restless leg syndrome*

CKD chronic kidney disease, ESRD end-stage renal disease
*Unknown etiology and pathophysiology

Table 36.2 Complications and outcomes of cognitive 
dysfunction/dementia in patients with renal disease

Increased risk of hospitalizations
Prolongs hospitalizations
Leads to lower levels of compliance
Higher incidence of cerebral vascular disease
Increased costs of care
Increased risk of death
Decreased average life span after beginning dialysis
Impairs the ability the ability to weigh risks vs benefits 
of initiating dialysis or withdrawing from dialysis once 
it is initiated
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as well as the diagnostic and therapeutic chal-
lenges and questions that have arisen because of 
the high prevalence of this association.

 Epidemiology

While the presence of CI/D in patients with CKD or 
ESRD is well recognized, its prevalence has been 
difficult to accurately establish for several reasons. 
First, relatively few large studies examine their con-
nection, and the available studies vary greatly in 
their estimation of disease prevalence [22–25]. 
Moreover, the cohorts studied may not be represen-
tative of the general CKD/ESRD populations, and 
CI/D may be under- diagnosed in cohorts that rely on 
diagnostic codes and billing data [17, 26]. Second, 
CI/D is under- diagnosed in these patients because 
nephrologists and dialysis staff are not adequately 
trained to identify mild CI/D. Furthermore, when 
signs and symptoms are spotted, they are often 
ascribed to normal aging, other medical problems, 
or side effects of therapy. Thus, only advanced/obvi-
ous dementia is typically diagnosed. Third, cogni-
tive assessments are typically achieved using short 
screening tests [e.g., MiniMental State Examination 
(MMSE), Modified Mini-Mental State Exam 
(3MS)] that have limited sensitivity in ESRD 
patients [11, 27]. In addition, the timing of testing 
may also introduce substantial variability in the 
results [11, 28, 29]. Finally, cognitive impairment 
and dementia are not listed as comorbid conditions 
in the CMS 2728 form (ESRD Medical Evidence 
Report), and cognitive assessments are not required 
at initiation of dialysis, nor during any of the routine 
assessments of dialysis patients [30]. Together, these 
limitations raise the possibility that CI/D is being 
grossly underdiagnosed, and thus its prevalence is 
underestimated. This supposition is supported by 
the fact that the prevalence of dementia is only 7% 
in the US Renal Data System (USRDS), and 4% in 
the Dialysis Outcomes and Practice Patterns Study, 
which represent only one-fifth of probable dementia 
cases, as determined by more rigorous neuropsy-
chological testing [24, 31, 32]. Similarly, Sehgal 
et al. [25] found that only 15% of the cognitively 
impaired patients (MMSE score <24) had a medical 
record diagnosis of cognitive problems. These stud-
ies suggest that there are a vast number of patients 
with CKD and ESRD who are afflicted with CI/D.

 Prevalence of CI/D in CKD

CKD is a term that encompasses a wide spectrum of 
renal dysfunction ranging from mild (which is usu-
ally only diagnosed by blood and urine testing) to 
ESRD, in which kidney function is impaired to such 
an extent that the patient requires renal replacement 
therapy in order to prevent potentially fatal compli-
cations from the retention of metabolic waste prod-
ucts, salt, and water. This continuum of CKD has 
been classified into a five-stage system based on the 
estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) to help 
assess the severity of the CKD and its potential for 
progression [11] (Table 36.3). Overall, CKD has 
increased in prevalence to the point that it is now 
recognized as a worldwide public health problem 
[33]. More than 10% of the adult population cur-
rently has some degree of CKD [34], and its preva-
lence increases considerably with advancing age; 
20 to 25% in people aged 65 to 74 to nearly 50% in 
those aged 75 and over [11, 23, 35].

The prevalence of CI/D, like CKD, also 
increases with age, affecting 10% of the population 
over 65 [36–38]. Interestingly, CI/D has many sim-
ilar risk factors to CKD including obesity, diabetes 
mellitus, hypertension, and dyslipidemia [39–41], 
suggesting that similar mechanisms may be con-
tributing to its development. Thus, it is not surpris-
ing that these two diseases occur concomitantly in 
many patients, particularly the elderly. However, 
the prevalence of CI/D in CKD patients far out-
paces its prevalence in the non-CKD population 
[42, 43], suggesting that CKD itself exacerbates 
the risk of CI/D [10, 44]. Indeed, CKD has been 
shown to be an independent risk factor for the 
development and progression of CI/D by both 

Table 36.3 Classification of chronic kidney disease

Stage 1: eGFR >90 ml/min with albuminuria, 
hematuria or abnormal kidney imaging
Stage 2: eGFR 60–90 ml/min
Stage 3: eGFR 30–59 ml/min
  Stage 3A: eGFR 45–59 ml/min
  Stage 3B: eGFR 30–44 ml/min
Stage 4: eGFR 15–29 ml/min
Stage 5: eGFR <15 ml/min
ESRD: Patient requires renal replacement therapy or 
transplantation

Abbreviation: eGFR estimated glomerular filtration rate, 
ESRD end-stage renal disease
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cross-sectional studies and longitudinal studies 
[22, 24, 39, 40, 44]. Even moderate CKD increases 
the risk of CI/D by nearly 40% after adjusting for 
confounders [22, 35, 45, 46]. Moreover, the type of 
dementia induced by ageing alone compared to 
ageing plus CKD is different. Alzheimer’s Disease 
is the most common form of dementia in the elderly 
[47], whereas vascular dementia accounts for the 
increased prevalence of CI/D in CKD patients [48]. 
One explanation for this may be the greater preva-
lence of both cardiovascular and cerebrovascular 
risk factors among CKD patients, predisposing 
them to develop cerebrovascular diseases and con-
sequently CI/D [32, 49, 50].

Patients with CKD of any stage have a greater 
risk of developing CI/D than the general population 
[22, 51, 52]. As might be expected, the risk of CI/D 
increases markedly with worsening kidney func-
tion. For every 10 ml/min/1.73m2 drop in eGFR, 
the risk of developing CI/D increases by 11% [35, 
53], and the risk of declining memory, language 
skills, executive functioning, and global cognition 
increases by 15–25% [45]. While most studies 
have found that CKD is associated with increased 
risks of CI/D, and that the more advanced the CKD 
the greater the risk, there are a few studies that have 
not confirmed this connection. Neither the 3C 
study [48], nor the study by Slinin et al. [54] found 
a consistent correlation between CKD and demen-
tia. However, the patient cohort in these studies 
tended to be healthier, had a relatively low inci-
dence of CKD at baseline, and had fewer cardio-
vascular risk factors, complicating direct 
comparisons with other studies. Overall, the bulk 
of the evidence indicates that CKD is associated 
with an increased risk for the development of CI/D 
and accelerated decline in cognitive function.

 Prevalence of CI/D in ESRD

ESRD, the last stage of CKD, means that the kid-
neys are functioning below 15% of their normal 
function and can no longer support a person’s day-
to-day life. In the US, more than 300,000 people are 
diagnosed with ESRD, and its prevalence is increas-
ing worldwide [33, 55]. As previously mentioned, 
the rate of CI/D increases together with the severity 
of kidney disease, thus patients with ESRD have the 

highest prevalence. In ESRD, the prevalence rate of 
CI/D ranges between 16 and 38%. This is nearly 3 
times greater than in the age-matched general popu-
lation [22, 24, 25, 56, 57]. In fact, some studies that 
used more robust diagnostic criteria report even 
higher levels, up to 87% [24]. The variability in the 
reported prevalence may in part be due to the patient 
population studied, but more importantly to study 
design and the large variability in diagnostic testing 
and criteria used in the distinct studies. For instance, 
early studies reported moderate rates of CI/D that 
probably underestimated the true prevalence 
because they often excluded older and sicker 
patients from analysis, and used screening tests of 
limited sensitivity. Later studies tended to be more 
inclusive and used more thorough neuropsychologi-
cal testing, thus increasing the diagnostic sensitivity 
[39]. Not surprisingly, they found the prevalence to 
be much higher. The cross-sectional analysis by 
Murray et al. highlights not only the high preva-
lence of CI/D in hemodialysis patients, but also the 
marked disparity between the documented history 
of CI/D (only 2.9%) and its presence upon more 
thorough neuropsychological testing; 12.7% had 
normal cognitive function, whereas 13.9%, 36.1%, 
and 37.3% had mild, moderate, and severe cogni-
tive impairment respectively [24]. Thus overall, it is 
clear that the prevalence of CI/D is much higher in 
the CKD/ESRD population than in the general pop-
ulation, even after adjusting for age and other com-
mon risk factors. This implies that renal disease per 
se is a strong risk factor for the development of 
CI/D. It remains to be determined how much of this 
increase in risk is due to the same mechanisms that 
catalyze the accelerated vascular disease present 
during renal disease, and how much is due to other 
mechanisms, including those brought on by the 
treatment strategies used in CKD/ESRD.

 Pathogenesis and Pathophysiology

Patients with CKD/ESRD develop CI/D in part via 
similar mechanisms as the general population, with 
the caveat that while Alzheimer’s Disease is the 
most common form of dementia in the general pop-
ulation, the increased incidence of CI/D in CKD/
ESRD patients is mainly due to an increase in vas-
cular dementia; there is little if any change in the 
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prevalence of Alzheimer’s Disease [46, 58]. 
Moreover, there are many additional factors that 
contribute to and/or exacerbate the vascular and 
neurologic injury in patients with renal dysfunction 
(Table 36.4). In general, it is practical to divide the 
mechanisms/factors that cause CI/D in CKD/ESRD 
into the following. First, there is a marked increase 
in the occurrence of cerebrovascular disease due to 
the accelerated vascular disease that is a characteris-
tic of CKD/ESRD. Moreover, the brain is highly 
susceptible to microvascular disease, including sub-
clinical cerebrovascular lesions, and its other mani-
festations (e.g., white matter lesions, micro bleeds). 

Finally, there are numerous additional mechanisms 
that render CKD/ESRD patients very susceptible to 
brain injury and CI/D. These may be related to the 
renal dysfunction itself (non- traditional vascular 
and neuropsychological risk factors), or to its ther-
apy. Table 36.4 provides a partial list of the various 
factors that may contribute to the development and 
progression of CI/D in CKD/ESRD patients. All of 
these factors interact to a varying degree in individ-
ual patients, causing vascular injury, endothelial 
dysfunction, and/or direct neurotoxicity, thereby 
resulting in CI/D of variable manifestations and 
severity (Fig. 36.1).

Table 36.4 Pathogenic factors that may contribute to CKD/ESRD-associated dementia

Cardiovascular risk factors Cerebrovascular 
neuro-psychological Treatment-relatedTraditional Non-traditional/uremic

Older age
Hypertension
Diabetes Mellitus
Dyslipidemia
Albuminuria
Sex
Race
Educational status
Cardiovascular disease
Smoking
Atrial fibrillation

Uremic factors
Volume overload
Hyperhomocysteinemia
Hyperparathyroidism
Elevated FGF-23
Low vitamin D levels
Anemia
Hypercoagulation
Inflammation
Oxidative stress
Malnutrition
Frailty

Cerebrovascular
  Stroke
  Silent stroke
  Lacunar infarcts
  Microembolism
  Microbleeds
White matter lesions
Cortical atrophy
Psychological
Depression

Polypharmacy
Aluminum
Dialysis-related
  Modality?
  Hemodialysis 

initiation
  Hemodynamic 

instability
  Fluid and solute 

shifts

Traditional vascular risk factors

Renal factors

Cerebrovascular changes

Treatment related

Cognitive
impairment/

dementia

Non-traditional vascular risk factors
• Age

• Gender

• Genetics

• Obesity

• Hypertension • Hemostatic abnormalities
• Hyperhomocysteinemia

• Hyperhomocysteinemia

• Hypercoagulability
• Oxidative stress

• Sympathetic hyperactivity

• Diabetes

• Smoking

• Hyperlipidemia

• Electrolyte abnormalities
• Volume overload

• Elevated FGF-23 and Vitamin-D
  levels

Dialysis related

• Modality

• Hemodialysis initiation

• Hemodynamic instability

• Fluid and electrolyte shifts

• Polypharmacy

• Aluminum

• Stroke
• Silent Stroke
• Lacunar infarcts
• Microbleeds
• Cortical atrophy
• White matter lesions

Fig. 36.1 Pathogenesis of cognitive impairment in chronic kidney disease
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 Cerebrovascular Disease

Thromboembolic Disease Patients with CKD/
ESRD frequently have accelerated vascular dis-
ease, which is why most of those with advanced 
disease also have advanced vasculopathy, and 
have high rates of hypertension (80%), diabetes 
(60%), vascular endothelial dysfunction, carotid 
atherosclerosis, and cardiovascular events includ-
ing stroke [19]. Indeed, the prevalence of stroke in 
the USRDS CKD and ESRD populations are 2.5 
and 4 times greater respectively than in the gen-
eral Medicare population [19]. Moreover, silent 
strokes occur in nearly 1/3rd of the older popula-
tion or 5 times more often than symptomatic 
strokes [59, 60]. They are associated with 
increased risk of subsequent clinically evident 
stroke, cognitive and physical decline, and inci-
dent dementia [59–62]. Those who develop symp-
toms have more severe symptoms and worse 
outcomes; they have a higher morbidity and mor-
tality [63], increased tendency to develop new 
strokes [64], and suffer 6 to 9 times more strokes 
when hospitalized than non-CKD/ESRD patients 
[65]. Atherosclerosis in patients with CKD/ESRD 
is generally more diffuse and distally located than 
in the general population, probably because of a 
combination of traditional atherogenic risk fac-
tors (e.g., male gender, age, diabetes mellitus, 
hypertension, dyslipidemia, and smoking) and 
factors more specifically related to renal failure 
and its treatment that impact both cerebrovascular 
and microvascular disease (discussed below).

The increase in thromboembolic strokes in 
CKD/ESRD is also related to the high frequency 
of dilated cardiomyopathy and arrhythmias [66, 
67]. In this respect, atrial fibrillation deserves spe-
cial attention, as it is the most common cardiac 
dysrhythmia and is associated with increased car-
diovascular morbidity and mortality [68, 69]. 
Patients with advanced CKD and ESRD are 
 especially prone to it because of (a) structural 
heart disease including left ventricular hypertro-
phy, coronary artery disease, and degenerative 
valvular disease (as a result of accelerated calcifi-
cations) [69, 70], (b) increased activity of the 
sympathetic nervous system and the renin angio-
tensin system, and (c) rapid shifts of fluid and 

electrolytes [68, 69, 71, 72]. Its prevalence is 
10–20 times higher than in the general popula-
tion; it is 7% and 13% in peritoneal dialysis 
patients and hemodialysis patients respectively, 
according to USRDS data [73]. Smaller studies 
using more sensitive methods suggest much 
higher rates [74, 75]. The Monitoring in Dialysis 
Study recorded patients’ heart rhythms continu-
ously for up to 30 days, and found that 44% of 
patients experienced at least one episode of sus-
tained atrial fibrillation (>6 min duration), while 
85% developed some period of atrial fibrillation 
during the 30-day follow-up [76]. Thus, while the 
risks of atrial fibrillation are well recognized, its 
impact on CI/D in CKD/ESRD is poorly described 
and probably grossly under-recognized.

 Microvascular Disease
The microvasculature of the brain is highly sus-
ceptible to microvascular injury; thus the same 
mechanisms implicated in the progression of 
CKD may also affect brain function and mor-
phology, and hence cognition. This parallel injury 
model is appealing because of the similarities in 
the microvasculature of the brain and the kid-
neys, in that both organs have low resistance and 
are exposed to high-volume blood flow, which 
make them highly susceptible to microvascular 
disease (e.g., hypertension, diabetes), which in 
turn may contribute to dementia. Indeed, there 
appears to be a positive correlation between 
hemodynamic impairment and cognitive impair-
ment, suggesting that microvascular damage con-
tributes to CI/D [32, 77].

Microvascular disease may manifest itself as 
CKD in the kidney, and as white matter lesions, 
silent brain infarcts, and micro-bleeds in the brain 
[60, 78]. White matter lesions are caused by the 
accumulation of degenerating cells. Their preva-
lence is greatly increased in patients with CKD 
compared to controls (33% vs 6%) [78, 79]. 
Indeed, they are independently associated with 
CKD and albuminuria even after adjusting for 
hypertension and diabetes mellitus [80], and are 
associated with deficits in the cognitive domains 
of executive function and processing speed. 
Importantly, they are predictors of stroke, demen-
tia, and death [81].
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 Intracerebral Hemorrhage, 
Subarachnoid Hemorrhage, 
and Subdural Hematomas
Advanced CKD/ESRD patients also have a large 
increase in hemorrhagic strokes including intra-
cerebral, subarachnoid, or subdural hemorrhage, 
which carry a high morbidity and mortality that 
reaches up to 60% incidence [82–84]. This 
increased susceptibility for intracerebral and sub-
arachnoid hemorrhage is multifactorial. First, 
there are patient-related factors such as hyperten-
sion or the presence of cerebral vascular malfor-
mations (e.g., saccular aneurysms and 
dolichoectasia) in certain families with polycys-
tic kidney disease [85, 86]. Second, uremia 
increases bleeding tendency by altering platelet 
function and platelet–vessel wall interaction [87–
89]. The final and most important risk factors are 
the use of anticoagulation or platelet antiaggre-
gants [88–92]. These agents, together with hyper-
tension, head trauma, rapid ultrafiltration, and the 
use of hypertonic dialysate, also increase the risk 
of acute and chronic subdural hematoma [9]. It is 
important to note the role of hemodialysis in this 
risk. On the one hand, uremic bleeding may be 
largely corrected by dialysis. However, systemic 
anticoagulation is frequently necessary during 
hemodialysis to prevent circuit clotting, and thus 
the hemodialysis procedure is associated with a 
higher incidence of intracerebral and subarach-
noid hemorrhage [93–95], as well as subdural 
hematomas, all of which impair cognition.

 Non-traditional Vascular Factors 
and Other Factors
CKD/ESRD brings about several changes in the 
non-traditional vascular factors.This includes 
retention of some (such as uremic toxins), or 
abnormal production of others (such as increased 
oxidant stress and inflammation and decreased 
erythropoietin), leading to a dysregulation of the 
internal milieu (e.g., acid base and electrolytes). It 
is thus easy to imagine how the subsequent meta-
bolic quagmire post-CKD/ESRD can facilitate 
increased prevalence of CI/D. For instance, reten-
tion of uremic factors leads to derangements in 
glutamine, glycine, aromatic and branched-chain 
amino acids, and subsequently an imbalance of 

gamma- aminobutyric acid, serotonin, and dopa-
mine neurotransmitters [40]. The metabolism of 
these neurotransmitters is additionally impaired 
by the presence of secondary hyperparathyroid-
ism via abnormally increased cellular uptake of 
calcium. Moreover, increases in oxidative stress 
and inflammation, together with hypercoagulabil-
ity, can cause endothelial dysfunction with subse-
quent vascular injury including leukoaraiosis, 
silent strokes, and micro-bleeds or even severe, 
neurodegenerative stroke [39, 96]. Finally, the 
episodic electrolyte abnormalities can contribute 
to CI/D by virtue of their direct effects on cellular 
function, or via their correction. For instance, an 
ESRD patient may develop episodic hyponatre-
mia because of bouts of excessive consumption of 
hypotonic fluids that are then inadvertently cor-
rected too rapidly by hemodialysis, which may 
result in progressive injury.

Uremic toxins Declining renal function leads to 
accumulation of a diverse group of uremic reten-
tion products including (a) small water-soluble, 
non-protein-bound compounds (e.g., urea and 
related carbamylation products, guanidines, uric 
acid), (b) small, lipid-soluble and/or protein- 
bound compounds (e.g., homocysteine, indols, 
phenols), and (c) the middle molecules (parathy-
roid hormone, advanced glycation end products, 
β2 microglobulin, FGF-23). These factors indi-
vidually and/or in combination can effect a vari-
ety of cell types that in turn can cause organ 
dysfunction including cognitive dysfunction [97]. 
For instance, accrual of guanidino compounds 
activate N-methyl-d-aspartate receptors while 
concomitantly inhibiting gamma- aminobutyric 
acid receptors, causing neurotoxicity [98]. 
Guanidino compounds can also elevate free levels 
of homocysteine, which promotes endothelial/
vascular injury and thus ultimately contributes to 
the development of CI/D [99]. Homocysteine lev-
els are two- to four-fold elevated in CKD com-
pared to patients without CKD. This exacerbates 
atherosclerosis by increasing the proliferation of 
vascular smooth muscle cells, and disrupts vessel 
wall-related anticoagulant functions, resulting in 
enhanced thrombogenicity [100, 101]. These vas-
cular effects, when present in cerebral vessels 
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may contribute to cognitive dysfunction. Indeed, 
hyperhomocysteinemia is a strong independent 
factor for the development and progression of 
CI/D [99]. Other protein-bound uremic factors 
such as p-cresyl sulfate also contribute to the vas-
cular injury in part by inducing oxidative stress 
and inflammation, which results in tubular injury, 
and endothelial injury (increased vascular perme-
ability). In addition, it decreases Klotho, a trans-
membrane protein that when deficient (as occurs 
in CKD) is involved in premature aging syn-
dromes and cell senescence [102, 103]. 
Experimental studies have shown that Klotho- 
deficient mice have impaired cognition [104], 
raising the possibility that it may be implicated in 
CKD/ESRD-induced CI/D. We have enumerated 
only a few important uremic toxins; indeed, a 
large variety of other uremic toxins have also been 
implicated in CKD/ESRD-induced CI/D, but it is 
outside the scope of this chapter to list them all.

Oxidative stress and inflammation There are 
numerous mechanisms by which oxidative stress 
is increased in CKD/ESRD [105–107]. It fosters 
endothelial dysfunction, vascular injury, and 
direct neurotoxicity, which together may have a 
causal role for the development of CI/D [44, 108, 
109]. One suggested mechanism is via uremia- 
induced oxidative stress, which upregulates the 
NMDA receptors, thus inducing neuronal nitric 
oxide synthase. The ensuing increase in nitric 
oxide combines with the superoxide, resulting in 
the formation of peroxynitrite that causes protein 
nitration leading to structural and functional 
abnormalities in the brain, and ultimately cogni-
tive dysfunction [110, 111]. In a recent study, 
experimental CKD induced by subtotal nephrec-
tomy increased oxidative stress levels, and led to 
cognitive dysfunction. Histological evaluation 
revealed that the CKD group had increased oxida-
tion in the hippocampal neurons (an important 
center for learning and memory function) and 
exacerbated levels of neuronal apoptosis. 
However, administration of antioxidants attenu-
ated the cognitive dysfunction, suggesting a link 
between oxidative stress and cognitive decline in 
these animals [112]. Similarly, inflammatory 
mediators have been associated with dementia in 

the general population [113]. Moreover, dialysis 
patients have elevated levels of pro-inflammatory 
mediators such as prostaglandin D2-synthase, and 
C-reactive protein, which has been found to 
induce neuronal apoptosis [114, 115]. Overall, 
oxidative stress and inflammation work in tan-
dem, inducing endothelial dysfunction and vascu-
lar injury causing accelerated atherosclerosis and 
thus increasing the risk of CI/D in these patients.

 Treatment-Related Factors
Aluminum toxicity Aluminum toxicity was a 
major cause of dialysis dementia in the early days 
of dialysis [116]. The exact mechanism through 
which aluminum exerts its neurotoxicity is still 
unclear. It has been suggested that aluminum 
increases oxidative stress and inflammatory cyto-
kines. This incites apoptotic cell death, thereby 
causing neurotoxicity. In the early dialysis set- 
ups, aluminum contamination in the dialysate 
fluid, and also the use of phosphate binders with 
aluminum, had contributed to this toxicity [116]. 
However, since then, with the advent of more 
modern water filtering techniques and decreased 
use of aluminum containing phosphate binders, 
the prevalence of aluminum related toxicity in 
dialysis patients has been gradually reducing. 
Indeed, the Dialysis Outcomes and Practice 
Study could only detect a prevalence of 0.6–1% 
of all dialysis patients [31]. Despite concerns 
about the cost-effectiveness of routine aluminum 
testing in the United States, the K/DOQI guide-
lines recommend testing serum aluminum levels 
at least once a year in all hemodialysis patients, 
and once every 3 months in patients receiving 
aluminum containing medications [117].

Dialysis-induced causes While modern renal 
replacement therapies have numerous benefits 
and much improved safety profile (e.g., much 
more accurate ultrafiltration rates and much purer 
dialysis solutions), the dialysis process itself is 
still associated with many complications that neg-
atively impact the dialysis patient. For instance, 
excessive ultrafiltration or the rapid compartmen-
tal shifts in fluids, electrolytes, and metabolic 
products can cause hemodynamic instability, with 
subsequent alterations in cerebral hemodynamics 
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and metabolism [32, 118]. Indeed, studies have 
found evidence of substantially lowered cerebral 
blood flow velocity, perfusion, and decreased 
oxygen metabolism after dialysis [118–120]. 
These changes precipitate the production of cyto-
kines and consequent inflammation, which exac-
erbates cerebral vascular injury. These acute 
factors can result in delirium and acute cognitive 
impairment, which can progress or contribute to 
chronic dementia. Moreover, hemodynamic insta-
bility is often accelerated by the presence of other 
systemic inflammatory entities such as sepsis and 
cardiac dysfunction, which may exacerbate the 
local hypoxemia and thus CI/D. Indeed, dialysis 
has been linked to cerebrovascular accidents, with 
the ensuing development and progression of acute 
and chronic cognitive dysfunction, particularly in 
the elderly patient [32, 121]. The immediate post-
dialytic period appears to be the time when the 
patients are most susceptible to cerebral ischemia. 
Indeed, Toyoda et al. found that nearly one third 
of new onset acute strokes occurred in the first 
half hour post- dialysis [15]. Interestingly, they 
reported a greater incidence of infarcts in the ver-
tebrobasilar territory, a region that is more suscep-
tible to hypovolemia, suggesting that 
hemodynamic changes during the dialytic process 
may play a central role in instigating the ischemic 
events.

 Diagnosis

Mild to moderate CI/D exhibits subtle signs and 
symptoms which can easily be missed by an 
untrained professional. Indeed, most nephrolo-
gists and dialysis staff are not trained to  recognize 
cognitive changes in CKD/ESRD patients. 
However, the presence of CI/D directly impacts 
their prognosis — this significantly impacts the 
therapy, overall duration of hospitalization, and 
health care costs — thus it is crucial for health 
care professionals to recognize these signs and 
symptoms [11, 32]. Specifically, CI/D decreases 
quality of life and increases mortality of all 
patients, and even more so CKD/ESRD patients. 
It also interferes with their ability to comprehend 
and follow the dietary, fluid, and medication regi-

mens, which is of crucial importance because of 
their impact on outcomes (the average ESRD 
patient takes 19 pills/day) [122]. Finally, CI/D 
greatly interferes with their ability to make com-
plex decisions including those related to initia-
tion of dialysis and vascular access placement 
[11, 32, 123]. Thus, periodic screening is needed 
to identify patients with CI/D so that proper steps 
can be taken to improve their clinical care.

 Initial Evaluation of CI/D in CKD/
ESRD: Ruling Out Depression 
and Delirium

The first step in evaluating these patients is to 
elicit a good history when possible. A proper his-
tory should optimally include the family/caregiv-
ers in addition to the patient, due to the inherent 
nature of the cognitive defect and also since the 
caregivers will be the first to notice any overt 
changes in the patient’s cognitive symptoms. The 
history should include a complete physical exam-
ination looking for signs of neurodegenerative 
diseases such as Parkinson’s, tardive dyskinesia, 
and others, as they can mimic early signs of CI/D 
[11]. Despite the importance of the history, it is 
important to recognize that it lacks sensitivity 
and thus one must have a low threshold to per-
form additional screening or testing.

The initial evaluation must also assess for the 
presence of other conditions that can have simi-
lar signs and symptoms to those of CI/D, in par-
ticular depression and delirium. Indeed, 
depression is the most common neuropsychiatric 
disease observed in ESRD patients [13, 124]. 
The early signs and symptoms of depression are 
usually indistinguishable from those of early 
CI/D. It must be ruled out as a reason by per-
forming depression screening tests such as the 
Beck depression inventory, the five-item 
Geriatric Depression Scale, or a patient health 
questionnaire [125, 126]. Similarly, delirium is 
especially common in older patients who are on 
multiple medications (such as elderly CKD 
patients), and must be ruled out by performing the 
confusion assessment method (a highly sensitive 
and specific test to detect delirium) [127, 128]. 
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Delirium can be precipitated by a number of 
causes such as electrolyte disorders (hyponatre-
mia, hypercalcemia, or hypoglycemia), medica-
tions (opioids, anti-psychotics, anti-cholinergic 
and anti- histaminergic drugs) infections, alcohol 
and drug intoxication, or withdrawal among oth-
ers [129] (Table 36.5). Once delirium is sus-
pected, the nephrologist must assess the 

likelihood that the metabolic and chemical 
abnormalities (a measure of dialysis adequacy) 
may be contributing to the CI/D. Note that 
because uremia causes encephalopathy, it mis-
takenly gets blamed for delirium quite fre-
quently. The physician who is following the 
patient in a longitudinal manner will be able to 
determine this with more accuracy.

Table 36.5 Differential diagnosis of neurological dysfunction in dialysis

Type Disorder Presenting signs and symptoms

Common causes Delirium Impaired memory and attention, 
disorganized thoughts

Depression Depressed mood, anhedonia, insomnia/
hypersomnia, psychomotor agitation or 
retardation

Alzheimer’s Progressive memory loss, impaired 
executive function and abnormal 
visuospatial skills

Metabolic abnormalities Hypoglycemia Confusion, lack of concentration, headache, 
personality changes

Hypophosphatemia Ranges from mild paresthesia to severe 
mental status alterations.

Hyponatremia Ranges from mild headache and cramps to 
severe altered mental status changes and 
status epilepticus

Hyperosmolarity Ranges from mild disorientation to coma
Hypercalcemia Anxiety, altered sensorium, depression, 

insomnia
Uremia Depression, delusions, irritability, loss of 

memory and concentration, psychosis, 
coma.

Trace element intoxication Altered sensorium and confusion
Aluminum Altered mental status, seizures, myoclonus, 

impaired speech
Vitamin deficiency:
  Thiamine
  Vitamin-C
  Vitamin-B12

Wernicke–Korsakoff, impaired memory, 
lack of coordination and paralysis
Depression, increased arousal, decreased
motivation
Depression, mania, psychosis

Traumatic brain lesions Subdural hematoma Headache, confusion, vomiting, slurred 
speech, coma

Structural brain lesions Normal pressure hydrocephalus Non-specific neurological symptoms
Hypertension induced Hypertensive encephalopathy headache, altered consciousness, seizures 

and impaired vision
Stroke confusion, dementia, memory loss, 

impaired communication
Dialysis induced Hemodynamic instability Confusion

Dialysis delirium syndrome focal neurological defects, altered 
consciousness

Alcohol or drug withdrawal Wide range from mild disorientation to 
seizures and coma
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 Screening Tests

After eliminating the reversible causes of cognitive 
impairment, the patient with suspected CI/D under-
goes general screening to detect the presence and 
type of cognitive dysfunction. Since these patients 
are followed frequently in CKD/dialysis units, ide-
ally they should undergo these screening tests dur-
ing their clinic visit or just prior to the dialysis 
session. However, this may be difficult to accom-
plish in most renal clinics and dialysis units due to 
logistical reasons, so early referral to specialized 
services for evaluation using neuropsychological 
and neurophysiological tests is warranted.

When screening in CKD clinics and hemodi-
alysis is possible, it normally starts with general-
ized neuropsychological tests. The ones most 
commonly used in renal clinics/hemodialysis 
units include the MMSE, the 3MS, Cognitive 
Capacity Screening Exam (CCSE) and the Kidney 
Disease Quality of Life Cognitive Function 
(KDQOL-CF) scale [11, 130, 131]. Their main 
drawbacks are that they have suboptimal sensitiv-
ity and specificity, and limited efficacy in detect-
ing abnormalities in executive function, a very 
common finding in vascular dementia and ESRD 
[39, 131, 132]. Moreover, none of these screening 
tests (other than the KDQOL-CF) have been vali-
dated by clinical trials in CKD/ESRD patients 
with CI/D [11, 39, 131, 132]. It is also important 
to point out that CKD/ESRD clinics have a large 
variability of ethnic groups and tend to have a 
high proportion of patients with limited educa-
tion, which further limits the effectiveness of the 
tests, as some rely on the patient’s verbal or math-
ematical skills [133–135]. The results may also 
vary depending on when they are administered. 
For example, they are commonly run on ESRD 
patients during dialysis (for logistical reasons), 
yet this is the worst time to run them since cogni-
tive function is at its lowest. One study which 
looked at the cognitive function 1, 24 and 67 h 
post-dialysis session in patients on hemodialysis 
versus peritoneal dialysis found that the hemodi-
alysis patients fared worse after 67 h compared to 
1 and 24 h, whereas the peritoneal dialysis patients 
fared similarly throughout the testing period 

[136]. Despite these drawbacks, they are valuable 
in identifying patients that may benefit from refer-
ral to a specialist. In our view, any CKD/ESRD 
patient with abnormal screening or in which the 
nephrologist has a high suspicion that CI/D may 
be present, should be referred to a specialist 
(Fig. 36.2).

Referral to a specialist will trigger a more com-
prehensive assessment, including in-depth testing 
to detect specific abnormalities in orientation, 
memory, intelligence, attention span, depression, 
and verbal skills (Fig. 36.2). These may include 
the Wechsler Memory Scale — Third Edition 
(WAIS-III) to assess personal, temporal, and spa-
tial orientation, estimated verbal IQ test (NAART) 
to assess intelligence, Simple reaction time (SRT) 
to assess attention and vigilance, Boston naming 
test for verbal skills, and Wechsler Memory 
Scale — Third Edition (WMS-III) for memory 
[77, 121]. These tests are more sensitive and can 
thus detect mild to severe cognitive impairment 
[77, 137]. The specialist can additionally deter-
mine whether the patient merits neurophysiologi-
cal techniques such as EEG and event-related 
potentials, or specialized imaging.

 Imaging Studies

In general, imaging studies are most useful in 
determining potential etiologic factors that may 
need to be addressed. For instance, they can con-
firm the presence of carotid artery stenosis, or 
suggest the presence of paroxysmal atrial fibrilla-
tion because of embolic strokes. Imaging can 
also not only uncover the presence of white mat-
ter lesions, micro-bleeds, lacunar infarcts, and 
cerebral atrophy, but can also sometimes surprise 
us with findings consistent with cerebral edema 
from dialysis disequilibrium syndrome, osmotic 
demyelination syndrome, posterior reversible 
encephalopathy syndrome, infections, and sinus 
vein thrombosis among others [138–140].

As in non-CKD/ESRD patients, neuroimag-
ing is not used to diagnose cognitive impairment 
or dementia (these are of course clinical diagno-
ses); rather, it assists the physician to rule out the 
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CKD/ESRD patient
with signs of cognitive dysfunction

Eliminate reversible causes

Delirium: Confusion assessment test

Depression: Self-report depression scales

1. Beck depression inventory,

2. Centers for epidemiologic studies depression scale

3. 16-item quick inventory of depressive symptomatology self- report

Metabolic or electrolyte abnormalities

Medications (opioids, anti-psychotics etc.)

Infections

Drug or alcohol withdrawal

Vitamin-B12 levels,

Dialysis adequacy

If reason for cognitive dysfunction still unknown

Generalized screening tests

Orientation: MMSE

Global cognition, language, memory and orientation: 3MS and CCSE

Health related quality of life and cognitive function: KDQOL-CF

Specialist referral

Specific comprehensive tests

Intelligence: NAART

Attention: Simple and choice reaction time (SRT/CRT)

Verbal skills: Boston naming test

Memory: Wechsler memory scale-third edition (WMS-III)

Electrophysiological tests

Fig. 36.2 Diagnostic algorithm for cognitive dysfunction in a CKD/ESRD patient
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structural and functional causes which can con-
tribute to CI/D. Routinely used imaging tech-
niques include computed tomography (CT) and 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to detect 
structural abnormalities, and positron emission 
tomography (PET) to exclude functional abnor-
malities. The American Academy of Neurology 
recommends using CT or MRI imaging to iden-
tify structural brain lesions leading to cognitive 
impairment [141]. CT is usually obtained first in 
patients presenting with cognitive symptoms 
because it is widely and quickly available. CT 
can detect lacunar strokes, periventricular white 
matter lesions, and infarcts, which when present 
in the dominant cerebral hemispheres and limbic 
system suggest the presence of vascular dementia 
[142]. Moreover, it can also help detect silent 
brain infarcts, intracerebral hemorrhage, micro- 
bleeds, and cerebral atrophy, a very common 
finding in CKD/ESRD patients [32, 79, 140]. 
While using intravenous contrast can increase the 
sensitivity of CT for certain etiologies, it must be 
used with care in patients with renal dysfunction 
because it may precipitate or exacerbate acute 
kidney injury. It should be noted that the presence 
of renal failure is not a complete contraindication 
to the use of contrast; the risk of contrast nephrop-
athy is actually quite low if appropriate prophy-
lactic measures are undertaken, particularly 
ensuring adequate hydration [143, 144].

MRI is more sensitive than CT scans due to 
the better tissue contrast, flexibility of the image, 
and also absence of ionizing radiation [145]. 
MRI studies in CKD/ESRD patients have 
revealed increased incidence of large and small 
vessel strokes, along with white matter lesions 
(risk factors for cognitive dysfunction). Some of 
the conventional MRI techniques used to detect 
structural lesions in CKD patients include 
T2-diffusion weighted imaging and diffusion ten-
sor imaging [146, 147]. However, these conven-
tional MRI techniques are limited in detecting 
the subtle vascular changes seen in mild to mod-
erate cognitive impairment in some of these 
CKD/ESRD patients. Advances in MRI tech-
niques, including voxel-based morphometry, 
have been developed which can be used to better 
detect these changes. Using gadolinium as a con-

trast agent improves the sensitivity, but it should 
not be used in patients with Stage 4 or 5 CKD (an 
eGFR of <30 ml/min) because it can instigate 
nephrogenic systemic fibrosis, a catastrophic 
complication causing systemic fibrosis [148, 
149]. If gadolinium has inadvertently been 
administered to a patient with advanced CKD or 
ESRD, dialysis should be considered, as it may 
reduce the contrast load [150]. Various advances 
to the MRI technique have been developed in 
order to improve the imaging of the white matter 
(diffusion tensor imaging) and grey matter 
(voxel-based morphometry). These methods 
have been used to demonstrate that CKD/ESRD 
with CI/D have white matter fiber abnormalities 
and/or minute microstructural brain atrophy and 
lower grey matter volume, including in the insu-
lar gyrus when compared to healthy controls [14, 
151, 152]. These changes may explain the pro-
pensity of these patients to develop CI/D [152, 
153]. Other advanced techniques include arterial 
spin-labeled perfusion (ASL) and blood-oxygen- 
level-determining (BOLD) MRIs. ASL-MRI has 
been utilized to study the cerebral perfusion 
changes in hemodialysis patients and the BOLD- 
functional MRI (fMRI) has the potential to be 
used to examine the neural mechanisms linked to 
the pathogenesis of CI/D in ESRD patients [14, 
154]. Overall, CT and MRI are very useful in 
detecting cerebrovascular lesions. In the absence 
of such lesions, the chances of a vascular etiology 
for the dementia are low [155, 156].

While CT and MRI reveal structural abnor-
malities, functional and metabolic abnormalities 
can be assessed using the PET imaging tech-
nique. PET imaging can detect frontal lobe hypo-
perfusion and hypometabolism in vascular 
dementia patients, thereby assisting in differenti-
ating it from Alzheimer’s Disease, which shows a 
more parieto-temporal pattern of lowered cere-
bral perfusion [157–159]. Using PET imaging, 
Kanai et al. found that hemodialysis patients 
metabolized less oxygen in the brain and have 
lower regional blood flow compared to normal 
individuals [160]. These parameters were greatly 
diminished post-dialysis. These hemodynamic 
changes have been postulated to play a role in the 
cognitive dysfunction observed in these patients.
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 Therapeutic Strategies

Evidence-based recommendations for managing 
CI/D in the CKD/ESRD patient are lacking 
because there are almost no trials targeting these 
specific populations, and because most clinical 
trials exclude CKD/ESRD patients due to their 
complexities brought about by the presence of 
numerous confounding comorbidities and altera-
tions in drug metabolism. Thus, most approaches 
are extrapolated from patients with mild to no 
renal disease, and based on our knowledge of the 
disease processes causing the CI/D. The initial 
step is to treat any associated condition such as 
depression and delirium; in particular, one must 
ensure appropriate fluid, electrolyte, acid base, 
and metabolic balance, as well as eliminate non- 
essential medications. After ruling out or address-
ing these factors, the therapy should be aimed at 
the specific causes and risk factors of CI/D. We 
will not focus on general approaches (N–methyl 
D-aspartate receptor antagonists and cholinester-
ase inhibitors) to CI/D caused by Alzheimer’s 
Disease and vascular dementia, since it is largely 
unchanged (other than dosing the drugs appropri-
ately to adjust for renal function). Rather, we will 
focus on the components and risk factors that are 
more directly related to CKD/ESRD that may 
impact CI/D.

 Managing Traditional 
Cerebrovascular Risk Factors  
for CI/D in CKD

Vascular dementia in CKD is often interlinked 
with cerebrovascular events. Hence, medications 
decreasing stroke risk, such as anti- hypertensives, 
statins, antiplatelet agents, and anticoagulants 
may be beneficial in CKD-induced CI/D. In addi-
tion, smoking and diabetes should be managed as 
in patients without CKD. We will discuss three 
main risks in which there are important consider-
ations in this patient population: hypertension, 
dyslipidemia, and atrial fibrillation.

Hypertension is highly prevalent in patients 
with CKD/ESRD, and can be refractory to ther-
apy. While most nephrologists agree that lower-

ing blood pressure is important to slow the 
progression of CKD and to reduce the risk of car-
diovascular complications in CKD /ESRD 
patients, its effect on CI/D is less clear. 
Observational studies and clinical trials suggest 
that antihypertensive therapy reduces CI/D, but 
longitudinal studies have provided inconsistent 
results [39, 161]. Moreover, there is controversy 
as to: (a) what is the optimal blood pressure 
(cohort studies suggest that aggressive control 
increases the risk of worsening cognition), (b) 
what are the best agents for achieving this target, 
and (c) what is the true risk/benefit ratio for CI/D 
at different blood pressures [162]. Hence, there 
are no absolute blood pressure targets, and thus 
management should be individualized according 
to the patient’s age, severity of albuminuria, and 
comorbidities [162, 163]. The Kidney Disease: 
Improving Global Outcomes (KDIGO) clinical 
practice guidelines for the management of blood 
pressure in CKD suggests a blood pressure 
threshold of <140/90 mm Hg for CKD patients 
without proteinuria, and a lower threshold of 
<130/80 mm Hg in those patients with albumin-
uria of >30 mg/24 h [164]. The recent SPRINT 
trial [165] suggests that our target should actually 
be lower, <120/80 mm Hg in patients with high 
cardiovascular risk (e.g., CKD patients). 
However, there are no trials where the main out-
come was CI/D (we anxiously await the results of 
the SPRINT–MIND study). Thus, particular 
attention must be paid to complaints that may be 
related to episodic hypotension and changes in 
neuropsychological symptoms. This is especially 
true in ESRD patients, who often require more 
precise adjustments of their antihypertensive reg-
imen because of the additional risk of intradia-
lytic hypotension [166].

Whether there is a preferred class of medica-
tion for CI/D in patients with CKD also remains 
to be determined. Due to the unique microvascu-
lar susceptibility seen in both the kidneys and the 
brain, some studies have suggested that the 
microvasculature of both organs may benefit 
from renin–angiotensin system (RAS) blockade, 
particularly in the presence of albuminuria [138]. 
Indeed, several studies have shown that RAS 
blockers prevent renal damage in the kidneys and 
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also the occurrence or recurrence of stroke in the 
brain [167, 168]. Interestingly, the protective 
effects of ACE inhibitors on cognitive decline 
and dementia do not correlate well with their 
antihypertensive effects [169]. However it should 
be mentioned that despite their reported benefi-
cial effects, ACE inhibitors might actually worsen 
cognitive defects, since they inhibit the conver-
sion of Aβ42 (amyloid beta peptide) to the less 
toxic and amyloidogenic Aβ40 [39]. Angiotensin 
receptor blockers (ARB) do not have this poten-
tial negative effect, and thus theoretically may be 
a better alternative. Calcium channel blockers 
(CCB) have also been shown to be protective 
against dementia in a large European trial [170]. 
Moreover, the combination of a CCB with an 
ARB was more effective than that of a diuretic 
and an ARB [138, 171]. Despite these promising 
results, more work is needed before we can offer 
strong recommendations.

Hyperlipidemia There are even fewer studies 
that have examined the efficacy of managing 
other traditional risk factors on the development 
and progression of CI/D in CKD/
ESRD. Therefore, lipid management is 
approached as it is for other cardiovascular risk 
factors following the KDIGO guidelines [172]. 
The management of hyperlipidemia differs in 
CKD patients compared to ESRD patients. CKD 
patients with high risk of cardiovascular disease 
(Framingham risk >10%) and high LDL levels 
should be treated with statins. However, statins 
have not been shown to be effective in patients 
with ESRD (although study follow-up times were 
low). Thus, in general ESRD should not be 
started on statins unless they are young patients 
with a long life expectancy. If they are already on 
a statin before they start dialysis, it should be 
continued. Transplanted patients should be 
treated like CKD patients. Patients with hypertri-
glyceridemia are treated using life-style modifi-
cation; at this time, there are no studies 
demonstrating that fibrates are effective at reduc-
ing mortality in CKD/ESRD patients.

Atrial fibrillation Because atrial fibrillation is 
widely prevalent in CKD and especially ESRD 

patients, and they have an increased risk of stroke, 
it might be assumed that anticoagulation would be 
especially beneficial in this population. However, 
the efficacy of anticoagulation therapy appears to 
be different in CKD vs ESRD patients. 
Thromboembolic prophylaxis should be imple-
mented in CKD patients, as in the general popula-
tion [173, 174]. However, it is controversial 
whether it is advantageous in the ESRD popula-
tion [175, 176]. Most studies are observational and 
have found conflicting data, with some suggesting 
benefit [177–179], but another suggesting a higher 
risk of stroke [180]. Importantly, most show a sig-
nificantly increased rate of bleeding risk [178, 
181]. Because of this dichotomy, it is not surpris-
ing that there are differences between the guide-
lines. The 2014 American College of Cardiology/
American Heart Association guidelines suggest 
considering warfarin therapy for ESRD patients 
with non- valvular atrial fibrillation and moderate 
risk factors [182]. However, the latest KDIGO 
guidelines state that there is insufficient evidence 
to recommend routine anticoagulation of ESRD 
[183]. Our approach is to carefully balance the risk 
benefit profile of each patient. We are more likely 
to anticoagulate younger, healthier patients, but 
not those who have more risks (e.g., elderly 
patients with moderate risks) or shorter life expec-
tancy. It is important to note that it is more difficult 
to maintain adequate anticoagulation levels in 
ESRD patients. They tend to be out of therapeutic 
range more frequently; thus, the use of novel oral 
anticoagulants is tempting. However, none have 
been tested to date in randomized trials. Despite 
this, apixaban has been approved in the US for pre-
vention of stroke/systemic embolism in the setting 
of AF among ESRD patients [184].

 Managing Other Risk Factors 
and Uremic Toxins for CI/D in CKD

As mentioned previously, patients with CKD/
ESRD have a number of metabolic abnormalities 
that are not present in other patients with vascu-
lar disease that can contribute to the develop-
ment and/or progression of the vascular disease 
and subsequent CI/D. Despite the well-known 
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 associations between many of these factors with 
vascular disease and CI/D, improving or correct-
ing these abnormalities has not had a significant 
impact on vascular disease and CI/D.

Oxidative Stress and Inflammation Experimental 
studies have indicated that oxidative stress may 
also be a strong risk factor for CI/D. Because oxi-
dant stress is very high in CKD/ESRD, anti- oxidant 
therapy may be particularly beneficial against CI/D 
associated with CKD/ESRD. Indeed, a recent 
study by Fujisaki K et al., found that the cognitive 
decline found in mice with CKD was lessened by 
administration of tempol, a superoxide dismutase 
mimetic [112]. Several large longitudinal studies 
have found an association between the use of anti-
oxidants and protection against cognitive decline 
and vascular dementia [185, 186], suggesting that 
oxidant stress may also be beneficial in human 
CI/D as well. However, the potential usefulness of 
antioxidant therapy has not been proven in robust 
clinical trials, and most studies examining the 
potential benefit of antioxidants on vascular dis-
ease have yielded disappointing results. Similarly, 
although inflammation can contribute to cognitive 
decline and non- steroidal medications have been 
found to decrease the dementia risk in the general 
population [187, 188], there are no studies that 
have thoroughly examined the benefits of reducing 
inflammation in attenuating cognitive decline in 
CKD/ESRD patients. Thus, routine use of antioxi-
dants and/or anti-inflammatory agents for CI/D 
cannot be recommended at this time.

Hyperhomocysteinemia is a strong independent 
factor for the development and progression of 
CI/D [99]. However, therapies that decrease homo-
cysteine levels have not been consistently shown 
to impact CI/D in the elderly [189, 190], and there 
is no strong evidence that it is beneficial in CKD/
ESRD patients. The VA homocysteine study done 
on 659 VA patients with advanced CKD/ESRD 
showed that daily high dose B-vitamin supple-
mentation did not have a beneficial effect on cog-
nition, despite lowering plasma homocysteine 
levels [191]. Whether homocysteine- lowering 
therapy is of benefit in transplant recipients is 
being tested in the FAVORIT Ancillary Cognitive 

Trial [192]. Hence, at this time there the available 
evidence does not support routinely treating hyper-
homocysteinemia to decrease or prevent progres-
sion of CI/D in CKD/ESRD patients.

Anemia, which is exceptionally common in 
CKD/ESRD, has been associated with dementia 
in the general population. Leinau et al. [57] in a 
small cross-sectional study of three dialysis cen-
ters found a link between anemia and cognitive 
impairment in hemodialysis patients. In another 
cross-sectional study, Murray et al. [24] also 
noted a similar presence of CI/D in CKD/ESRD 
patients with anemia. However, longitudinal stud-
ies have been unable to confirm these findings. A 
recent study in a subgroup of 762 adults from the 
Chronic Renal Insufficiency Cohort (CRIC) was 
unable to find an independent association between 
anemia and cognitive dysfunction in older adults 
[193]. Moreover, the evidence on erythropoietin 
therapy and cognitive decline is also limited. 
While one small study reported that erythropoie-
tin improved cognitive function, other recent ones 
did not. However, comparing these studies is not 
feasible because the first one lacked controls 
[194], while the later ones included patients with 
less severe anemia. Moreover, increasing hemo-
globin targets increases cardiovascular mortality 
[195]. Hence, because of the lack of supporting 
evidence suggesting that normalizing hemoglobin 
improves CI/D, and in fact may increase the risk 
of death, hemoglobin targets should remain at 
10–12 g/dl in these patients [195, 196].

Vitamin D While some studies have linked low 
levels of circulating vitamin-D (25 hydroxy- 
vitamin- D) to the development and progression 
of cognitive decline [197, 198], other studies 
could not find any association [199]. There is 
presently a large-scale National Institute of 
Health trial underway which seeks to study the 
causal relationship between a low levels of vita-
min D and CI/D in hemodialysis patients [200].

 Renal Replacement Therapies

Once a patient has progressed to ESRD, there are 
several options for their therapy; conservative care, 
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dialysis (or similar modality), peritoneal dialysis, 
or transplant. Most patients end up on hemodialy-
sis. The technological improvements that have 
made dialysis safer, together with the increasing 
prevalence of ESRD in the elderly, have led to a 
substantial increase in elderly patients on dialysis. 
However, these patients are the most vulnerable to 
the dialysis-induced complications, and have the 
highest risk of not benefitting from dialysis. In fact, 
elderly patients started on dialysis do not have a 
better survival than those managed with conserva-
tive care, and decreased quality of life [201]. 
Moreover, the concomitant presence of dementia 
with dialysis further lowers the life-expectancy in 
ESRD patients [17]. Thus, an individualized 
approach, based on a thorough assessment of the 
patient’s current status (particularly taking into 
account the frailty of the patient), should be under-
taken when deciding the best approach to treating 
the patients ESRD treatment options.

Hemodialysis Hemodialysis is a very effective 
method for removing small, non-protein-bound 
hydrophilic uremic toxins. However, it is not 
effective at removing larger substances (the mid-
dle molecules), as well as substances that are 
either protein-bound, lipophilic, or those with 
large volumes of distribution. The first assump-
tion was that CI/D was maybe occurring as a 
result of inadequate dialysis with conventional 
thrice-weekly dialysis [136, 202]. However, 
increasing either the intensity or frequency of 
hemodialysis has failed to show any benefit on 
executive or global function in their patient popu-
lation [203]. In fact, Murray et al. [204] found 
that higher intensity of dialysis adequacy corre-
lated with worsening cognitive dysfunction. 
Kurella et al. [203] in the Frequent Hemodialysis 
Network study suggested no benefit of frequent 
hemodialysis on attention, psychomotor speed, 
memory, or verbal fluency (although there may 
have been a trend toward improvement in mem-
ory and verbal fluency). Attempts to remove mid-
dle molecules using other dialysis modalities 
such as hemodiafiltration, or to achieve slower or 
more consistent nocturnal hemodialysis, or inten-
sive daily dialysis, to impact CI/D are largely 
unknown, but may hold promise. The only pro-

spective crossover study to date reported that 
nocturnal hemodialysis was associated with sig-
nificant improvements in cognitive symptoms 
[205], but these promising findings require con-
firmation. At this time, the most important issues 
are to adjust the dialysis regimen in a manner that 
provides adequate clearance and ultrafiltration, 
while avoiding hemodynamic instability.

Peritoneal Dialysis Peritoneal dialysis can also 
achieve adequate clearance and ultrafiltration in 
many, but not all patients. One of its advantages is 
that it is not commonly associated with the hemo-
dynamic and perfusion alterations that are so 
prevalent in hemodialysis. Thus, it may be a safer 
modality than hemodialysis. Indeed, previous 
studies have reported that cerebrovascular acci-
dents and CI/D are more prevalent in hemodialy-
sis patients than in PD patients [136, 206]. The 
USRDS found that patients undergoing hemodi-
alysis were nearly twice as likely to suffer from 
cognitive dysfunction than those on PD [207]. 
While it is tempting to speculate that the differ-
ence may be due to the differences in hemody-
namic instability observed with the two modalities, 
it may be due to selection bias, in that PD patients 
are younger and healthier, with less confounding 
factors and co-existing diseases. Indeed, a large, 
longitudinal study using the National Health 
Insurance Research Database in Taiwan failed to 
find any benefit of either modality after adjusting 
for all pertinent variables [208]. Thus, the scant 
available data suggest that the prevalence of CI/D 
might be lower in PD patients, but that this may 
reflect patient selection bias, rather than because 
of the dialysis procedure itself [208, 209]. The 
influence of other PD-related limitations (e.g., 
fluid overload, secondary metabolic disorders 
from glucose-based dialysate, and less effective 
clearance) on CI/D requires further study.

Kidney Transplantation restores kidney func-
tion, reverses hyperparathyroidism, and improves 
quality of life and survival. It is therefore the pre-
ferred therapy for many patients with ESRD. Its 
effects on CI/D are more complex. Most of the 
available evidence suggests the potential of a 
biphasic effect. It initially may have detrimental 
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effects because the ischemia-reperfusion injury 
causes systemic inflammation and increases neu-
rotoxic cytokines such as IL-1β, IL-6 and TNF-α. 
However, this period is transient and, as the 
allograft regains function, gives way to a more 
long-lasting beneficial phase in which there is 
reversal of some of the underlying factors contrib-
uting to the CI/D. There is consistent removal of 
uremic toxins, restoration of normal calcium- 
phosphate homeostasis, and the disappearance of 
acute fluid and osmotic shifts. Indeed, several 
studies have reported a beneficial effect of trans-
plantation on CI/D compared to dialysis [210–
212]. However, these studies suffer from the same 
limitations as the PD studies, in that there may be 
substantial selection bias. There is one cross-sec-
tional study that suggested that transplantation 
had decreased verbal memory and executive func-
tions when compared to normal controls [213]. 
The reasons for the opposing results of this study 
are not known, and are difficult to reconcile. But 
it does prompt us to remember that transplant can 
have detrimental effects, particularly related to 
neurotoxic effects of some immunosuppressive 
medications and to the increased risk of infec-
tions. Overall, however, the available studies sug-
gest that transplantation has a beneficial effect on 
CI/D [214]. However, all are relatively small, and 
suffer from inadequate control groups (trans-
planted patients tend to be younger and healthier), 
and thus these results should not be extrapolated 
to all patients with ESRD. It seems prudent to 
offer transplantation based on the other potential 
benefits to the patient, while assessing their cog-
nitive function to determine whether a transplant 
is a viable option for the patient, and perhaps to 
help prepare for the transplant.

 Summary

The prevalence of CKD/ESRD is increasing at 
an accelerated pace, particularly in the ageing 
population, and is now considered an epidemic. 
CKD/ESRD can directly instigate cerebral 
injury and consequently CI/D, and accelerate it 
in those populations, such as the elderly, that are 
particularly susceptible to it. Thus, its impact on 

health care systems is increasing markedly and 
becoming a considerable economic burden. 
Early identification of these patients is essential 
so that: (a) appropriate decisions can be made 
regarding choices, goals, and limits of therapy, 
(b) strategies that may minimize progression of 
CI/D may be implemented, and (c) measures 
that assist the patient with compliance of ther-
apy are pursued, with the goal of maintaining 
the patients’ quality of life. This will require a 
much more aggressive effort that includes a 
multidisciplinary approach involving nephrolo-
gists, renal clinic and dialysis personnel, and 
mental health professionals.
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